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Part IThe In�nite Consiousness and theIgnorane

1





Chapter 1Indeterminates, Cosmi Determinationsand the Indeterminable\The Unseen with whom there an be no pragmati relations, unseizable, featureless, un-thinkable, undesignable by name, whose substane is the ertitude of One Self, in whom worldex-istene is stilled, who is all peae and bliss - that is the Self, that is what must be known."Mandukya Upanishad.1\One sees it as a mystery or one speaks of it or hears of it as a mystery, but none knows it."Gita.2\When men seek after the Immutable, the Indeterminable, the Unmanifest, the All-Pervading,the Unthinkable, the Summit Self, the Immobile, the Permanent, - equal in mind to all, intenton the good of all beings, it is to Me that they ome." Gita.3\High beyond the Intelligene is the Great Self, beyond the Great Self is the Unmanifest,beyond the Unmanifest is the Consious Being. There is nothing beyond the Being, - that isthe extreme ultimate, that the supreme goal." Katha Upanishad.4\Rare is the great of soul to whom all is the Divine Being." Gita.5A CONSCIOUSNESS-FORCE, everywhere inherent in Existene, ating even when onealed, isthe reator of the worlds, the oult seret of Nature. But in our material world and in our ownbeing onsiousness has a double aspet; there is a fore of Knowledge, there is a fore of Ignorane.In the in�nite onsiousness of a self-aware in�nite Existene knowledge must be everywhere impliitor operative in the very grain of its ation; but we see here at the beginning of things, apparentas the base or the nature of the reative world-energy, an Inonsiene, a total Nesiene. Thisis the stok with whih the material universe ommenes: onsiousness and knowledge emerge1Verse 7.2II. 29.3XII. 3, 4.4I. 3. 10, 11.5v�asudevah. sarvamiti, VII. 19. 3



at �rst in obsure in�nitesimal movements, at points, in little quanta whih assoiate themselvestogether; there is a tardy and diÆult evolution, a slowly inreasing organisation and amelioratedmehanism of the workings of onsiousness, more and more gains are written on the blank slate ofthe Nesiene. But still these have the appearane of gathered aquisitions and onstrutions of aseeking Ignorane whih tries to know, to understand, to disover, to hange slowly and strugglinglyinto knowledge. As Life here establishes and maintains its operations with diÆulty on a foundationand in an environment of general Death, �rst in in�nitesimal points of life, in quanta of life-formand life-energy, in inreasing aggregates that reate more and more omplex organisms, an intriatelife-mahinery, Consiousness also establishes and maintains a growing but prearious light in thedarkness of an original Nesiene and a universal Ignorane.Moreover the knowledge gained is of phenomena, not of the reality of things or of the foundationsof existene. Wherever our onsiousness meets what seems to be a foundation, that foundationwears the appearane of a blank, - when it is not a void, - an original state whih is featureless anda multitude of onsequenes whih are not inherent in the origin and whih nothing in it seems tojustify or visibly to neessitate; there is a mass of superstruture whih has no lear native relationto the fundamental existene. The �rst aspet of osmi existene is an In�nite whih is to ourpereption an indeterminate, if not indeterminable. In this In�nite the universe itself, whether in itsaspet of Energy or its aspet of struture, appears as an indeterminate determination, a \boundless�nite", - paradoxial but neessary expressions whih would seem to indiate that we are fae to faewith a suprarational mystery as the base of things; in that universe arise - from where? - a vastnumber and variety of general and partiular determinates whih do not appear to be warranted byanything pereptible in the nature of the In�nite, but seem to be imposed - or, it may be, self-imposed- upon it. We give to the Energy whih produes them the name of Nature, but the word onveys nomeaning unless it is that the nature of things is what it is by virtue of a Fore whih arranges themaording to an inherent Truth in them; but the nature of that Truth itself, the reason why thesedeterminates are what they are is nowhere visible. It has been possible indeed for human Siene todetet the proess or many proesses of material things, but this knowledge does not throw any lighton the major question; we do not know even the rationale of the original osmi proesses, for theresults do not present themselves as their neessary but only their pragmati and atual onsequene.In the end we do not know how these determinates ame into or out of the original Indeterminateor Indeterminable on whih they stand forth as on a blank and at bakground in the riddle oftheir ordered ourrene. At the origin of things we are faed with an In�nite ontaining a massof unexplained �nites, an Indivisible full of endless divisions, an Immutable teeming with mutationsand di�erentiae. A osmi paradox is the beginning of all things, a paradox without any key to itssigni�ane.It is possible indeed to question the need of positing an In�nite whih ontains our formed uni-verse, although this oneption is imperatively demanded by our mind as a neessary basis to itsoneptions, - for it is unable to �x or assign a limit whether in Spae or Time or essential exis-tene beyond whih there is nothing or before or after whih there is nothing, - although too thealternative is a Void or Nihil whih an be only an abyss of the In�nite into whih we refuse tolook; an in�nite mysti zero of Non-Existene would replae an in�nite x as a neessary postulate,a basis for our seeing of all that is to us existene. But even if we refuse to reognise anything asreal exept the limitless expanding �nite of the material universe and its teeming determinations,the enigma remains the same. In�nite existene, in�nite non-being or boundless �nite, all are to usoriginal indeterminates or indeterminables; we an assign to them no distint haraters or features,nothing whih would predetermine their determinations. To desribe the fundamental harater ofthe universe as Spae or Time or Spae-Time does not help us; for even if these are not abstrationsof our intelligene whih we impose by our mental view on the osmos, the mind's neessary per-spetive of its piture, these too are indeterminates and arry in themselves no lue to the origin ofthe determinations that take plae in them; there is still no explanation of the strange proess by4



whih things are determined or of their powers, qualities and properties, no revelation of their truenature, origin and signi�ane.Atually to our Siene this in�nite or indeterminate Existene reveals itself as an Energy, knownnot by itself but by its works, whih throws up in its motion waves of energism and in them amultitude of in�nitesimals; these, grouping themselves to form larger in�nitesimals, beome a basisfor all the reations of the Energy, even those farthest away from the material basis, for the emergeneof a world of organised Matter, for the emergene of Life, for the emergene of Consiousness, for allthe still unexplained ativities of evolutionary Nature. On the original proess are ereted a multitudeof proesses whih we an observe, follow, an take advantage of many of them, utilise; but theyare none of them, fundamentally, expliable. We know now that di�erent groupings and a varyingnumber of eletri in�nitesimals an produe or serve as the onstituent oasion - misalled theause, for here there seems to be only a neessary anteedent ondition - for the appearane of largeratomi in�nitesimals of di�erent natures, qualities, powers; but we fail to disover how these di�erentdispositions an ome to onstitute these di�erent atoms, - how the di�erentiae in the onstituentoasion or ause neessitate the di�erentiae in the onstituted outome or result. We know also thatertain ombinations of ertain invisible atomi in�nitesimals produe or oasion new and visibledeterminations quite di�erent in nature, quality and power from the onstituent in�nitesimals; butwe fail to disover, for instane, how a �xed formula for the ombination of oxygen and hydrogenomes to determine the appearane of water whih is evidently something more than a ombination ofgases, a new reation, a new form of substane, a material manifestation of a quite new harater. Wesee that a seed develops into a tree, we follow the line of the proess of prodution and we utilise it;but we do not disover how a tree an grow out of a seed, how the life and form of the tree ome to beimplied in the substane or energy of the seed or, if that be rather the fat, how the seed an developinto a tree. We know that genes and hromosomes are the ause of hereditary transmissions, not onlyof physial but of psyhologial variations; but we do not disover how psyhologial harateristisan be ontained and transmitted in this inonsient material vehile. We do not see or know, butit is expounded to us as a ogent aount of Nature-proess, that a play of eletrons, of atoms andtheir resultant moleules, of ells, glands, hemial seretions and physiologial proesses manages bytheir ativity on the nerves and brain of a Shakespeare or a Plato to produe or ould be perhaps thedynami oasion for the prodution of a Hamlet or a Symposium or a Republi; but we fail to disoveror appreiate how suh material movements ould have omposed or neessitated the ompositionof these highest points of thought and literature: the divergene here of the determinants and thedetermination beomes so wide that we are no longer able to follow the proess, muh less understandor utilise. These formulae of Siene may be pragmatially orret and infallible, they may governthe pratial how of Nature's proesses, but they do not dislose the intrinsi how or why; ratherthey have the air of the formulae of a osmi Magiian, preise, irresistible, automatially suessfuleah in its �eld, but their rationale is fundamentally unintelligible.There is more to perplex us; for we see the original indeterminate Energy throwing out generaldeterminates of itself, - we might equally in their relation to the variety of their produts all themgeneri indeterminates, - with their appropriate states of substane and determined forms of thatsubstane: the latter are numerous, sometimes innumerable variations on the substane-energy whihis their base: but none of these variations seems to be predetermined by anything in the nature of thegeneral indeterminate. An eletri Energy produes positive, negative, neutral forms of itself, formsthat are at one waves and partiles; a gaseous state of energy-substane produes a onsiderablenumber of di�erent gases; a solid state of energysubstane from whih results the earth prinipledevelops into di�erent forms of earth and rok of many kinds and numerous minerals and metals;a life priniple produes its vegetable kingdom teeming with a ountless foison of quite di�erentplants, trees, owers; a priniple of animal life produes an enormous variety of genus, speies,individual variations: so it proeeds into human life and mind and its mind-types towards the stillunwritten end or perhaps the yet oult sequel of that un�nished evolutionary hapter. Throughout5



there is the onstant rule of a general sameness in the original determinate and, subjet to thissubstantial sameness of basi substane and nature, a profuse variation in the generi and individualdeterminates; an idential law obtains of sameness or similarity in the genus or speies with numerousvariations often metiulously minute in the individual. But we do not �nd anything in any generalor generi determinate neessitating the variant determinations that result from it. A neessity ofimmutable sameness at the base, of free and unaountable variations on the surfae seems to bethe law; but who or what neessitates or determines? What is the rationale of the determination,what is its original truth or its signi�ane? What ompels or impels this exuberant play of varyingpossibilities whih seem to have no aim or meaning unless it be the beauty or delight of reation? AMind, a seeking and urious inventive Thought, a hidden determining Will might be there, but thereis no trae of it in the �rst and fundamental appearane of material Nature.A �rst possible explanation points to a self-organising dynami Chane that is at work, - a paradoxneessitated by the appearane of inevitable order on one side, of unaountable freak and fantasy onthe other side of the osmi phenomenon we all Nature. An inonsient and inonsequent Fore, wemay say, that ats at random and reates this or that by a general hane without any determiningpriniple, - determinations oming in only as the result of a persistent repetition of the same rhythmof ation and sueeding beause only this repetitive rhythm ould sueed in keeping things inbeing, - this is the energy of Nature. But this implies that somewhere in the origin of things thereis a boundless Possibility or a womb of innumerable possibilities that are manifested out of it by theoriginal Energy, - an inalulable Inonsient whih we �nd some embarrassment in alling either anExistene or a Non-Existene; for without some suh origin and basis the appearane and the ationof the Energy is unintelligible. Yet an opposite aspet of the nature of the osmi phenomenon aswe see it appears to forbid the theory of a random ation generating a persistent order. There istoo muh of an iron insistene on order, on a law basing the possibilities. One would be justi�edrather in supposing that there is an inherent imperative Truth of things unseen by us, but a Truthapable of manifold manifestation, throwing out a multitude of possibilities and variants of itselfwhih the reative Energy by its ation turns into so many realised atualities. This brings usto a seond explanation - a mehanial neessity in things, its workings reognisable by us as somany mehanial laws of Nature; - the neessity, we might say, of some suh seret inherent Truthof things as we have supposed, governing automatially the proesses we observe in ation in theuniverse. But a theory of mehanial Neessity by itself does not eluidate the free play of the endlessunaountable variations whih are visible in the evolution: there must be behind the Neessity orin it a law of unity assoiated with a oexistent but dependent law of multipliity, both insistingon manifestation; but the unity of what, the multipliity of what? Mehanial Neessity an giveno answer. Again the emergene of onsiousness out of the Inonsient is a stumbling-blok in theway of this theory; for it is a phenomenon whih an have no plae in an all-pervading truth ofinonsient mehanial Neessity. If there is a neessity whih ompels the emergene, it an be onlythis, that there is already a onsiousness onealed in the Inonsient, waiting for evolution andwhen all is ready breaking out from its prison of apparent Nesiene. We may indeed get rid of thediÆulty of the imperative order of things by supposing that it does not exist, that determinism inNature is imposed on it by our thought whih needs suh an imperative order to enable it to dealwith its surroundings, but in reality there is no suh thing; there is only a Fore experimenting ina random ation of in�nitesimals whih build up in their general results di�erent determinationsby a repetitive persistene operative in the sum of their ation; thus we go bak from Neessity toChane as the basis of our existene. But what then is this Mind, this Consiousness whih di�ersso radially from the Energy that produed it that for its ation it has to impose its idea and need oforder on the world she has made and in whih it is obliged to live? There would then be the doubleontradition of onsiousness emerging from a fundamental Inonsiene and of a Mind of orderand reason manifesting as the brilliant �nal onsequene of a world reated by inonsient Chane.These things may be possible, but they need a better explanation than any yet given before we anaord to them our aeptane. 6



This opens the way for other explanations whih make Consiousness the reator of this worldout of an apparent original Inonsiene. A Mind, a Will seems to have imagined and organisedthe universe, but it has veiled itself behind its reation; its �rst eretion has been this sreen of aninonsient Energy and a material form of substane, at one a disguise of its presene and a plastireative basis on whih it ould work as an artisan uses for his prodution of forms and patterns adumb and obedient material. All these things we see around us are then the thoughts of an extra-osmi Divinity, a Being with an omnipotent and omnisient Mind and Will, who is responsiblefor the mathematial law of the physial universe, for its artistry of beauty, for its strange play ofsamenesses and variations, of onordanes and disords, of ombining and intermingling opposites,for the drama of onsiousness struggling to exist and seeking to aÆrm itself in an inonsientuniversal order. The fat that this Divinity is invisible to us, undisoverable by our mind andsenses, o�ers no diÆulty, sine self-evidene or diret sign of an extra-osmi Creator ould notbe expeted in a osmos whih is void of his presene: the patent signals everywhere of the worksof an Intelligene, of law, design, formula, adaptation of means to end, onstant and inexhaustibleinvention, fantasy even but restrained by an ordering Reason might be onsidered suÆient proof ofthis origin of things. Or if this Creator is not entirely supraosmi, but is also immanent in his works,even then there need be no other sign of him, - exept indeed to some onsiousness evolving in thisinonsient world, but only when its evolution reahed a point at whih it ould beome aware of theindwelling Presene. The intervention of this evolving onsiousness would not be a diÆulty, sinethere would be no ontradition of the basi nature of things in its appearane; an omnipotent Mindould easily infuse something of itself into its reatures. One diÆulty remains; it is the arbitrarynature of the reation, the inomprehensibility of its purpose, the rude meaninglessness of its lawof unneessary ignorane, strife and su�ering, its ending without a denouement or issue. A play?But why this stamp of so many undivine elements and haraters in the play of One whose naturemust be supposed to be divine? To the suggestion that what we see worked out in the world is thethoughts of God, the retort an be made that God ould well have had better thoughts and thebest thought of all would have been to refrain from the reation of an unhappy and unintelligibleuniverse. All theisti explanations of existene starting from an extra-osmi Deity stumble over thisdiÆulty and an only evade it; it would disappear only if the Creator were, even though exeedingthe reation, yet immanent in it, himself in some sort both the player and the play, an In�nite astingin�nite possibilities into the form of an evolutionary osmi order.On that hypothesis, there must be behind the ation of the material Energy a seret involvedConsiousness, osmi, in�nite, building up through the ation of that frontal Energy its meansof an evolutionary manifestation, a reation out of itself in the boundless �nite of the materialuniverse. The apparent inonsiene of the material Energy would be an indispensable onditionfor the struture of the material world-substane in whih this Consiousness intends to involveitself so that it may grow by evolution out of its apparent opposite; for without some suh devie aomplete involution would be impossible. If there is suh a reation by the In�nite out of itself, itmust be the manifestation, in a material disguise, of truths or powers of its own being: the formsor vehiles of these truths or powers would be the basi general or fundamental determinates wesee in Nature; the partiular determinates, whih otherwise are unaountable variations that haveemerged from the vague general stu� in whih they originate, would be the appropriate forms orvehiles of the possibilities that the truths or powers residing in these fundamentals bore withinthem. The priniple of free variation of possibilities natural to an in�nite Consiousness would bethe explanation of the aspet of inonsient Chane of whih we are aware in the workings of Nature,- inonsient only in appearane and so appearing beause of the omplete involution in Matter,beause of the veil with whih the seret Consiousness has disguised its presene. The priniple oftruths, real powers of the In�nite imperatively ful�lling themselves would be the explanation of theopposite aspet of a mehanial Neessity whih we see in Nature, - mehanial in appearane onlyand so appearing beause of the same veil of Inonsiene. It would then be perfetly intelligiblewhy the Inonsient does its works with a onstant priniple of mathematial arhiteture, of design,7



of e�etive arrangement of numbers, of adaptation of means to ends, of inexhaustible devie andinvention, one might almost say, a onstant experimental skill and an automatism of purpose. Theappearane of onsiousness out of an apparent Inonsiene would also be no longer inexpliable.All the unexplained proesses of Nature would �nd their meaning and their plae if this hypothesisproved to be tenable. Energy seems to reate substane, but, in reality, as existene is inherent inConsiousness-Fore, so also substane would be inherent in Energy, - the Energy a manifestationof the Fore, substane a manifestation of the seret Existene. But as it is a spiritual substane,it would not be apprehended by the material sense until it is given by Energy the forms of Matterseizable by that sense. One begins to understand also how arrangement of design, quantity andnumber an be a base for the manifestation of quality and property; for design, quantity and numberare powers of existene-substane, quality and property are powers of the onsiousness and itsfore that reside in the existene; they an then be made manifest and operative by a rhythm andproess of substane. The growth of the tree out of the seed would be aounted for, like all othersimilar phenomena, by the indwelling presene of what we have alled the Real-Idea; the In�nite'sself-pereption of the signi�ant form, the living body of its power of existene that has to emergefrom its own self-ompression in energy-substane, would be arried internally in the form of theseed, arried in the oult onsiousness involved in that form, and would naturally evolve out ofit. There would be no diÆulty either in understanding on this priniple how in�nitesimals of amaterial harater like the gene and the hromosome an arry in them psyhologial elements to betransmitted to the physial form that has to emerge from the human seed; it would be at bottom onthe same priniple in the objetivity of Matter as that whih we �nd in our subjetive experiene, -for we see that the subonsient physial arries in it a mental psyhologial ontent, impressions ofpast events, habits, �xed mental and vital formations, �xed forms of harater, and sends them upby an oult proess to the waking onsiousness, thus originating or inuening many ativities ofour nature.On the same basis there would be no diÆulty in understanding why the physiologial funtioningsof the body help to determine the mind's psyhologial ations: for the body is not mere unonsiousMatter; it is a struture of a seretly onsious Energy that has taken form in it. Itself oultlyonsious, it is, at the same time, the vehile of expression of an overt Consiousness that hasemerged and is self-aware in our physial energysubstane. The body's funtionings are a neessarymahinery or instrumentation for the movements of this mental Inhabitant; it is only by setting theorporeal instrument in motion that the Consious Being emerging, evolving in it an transmit itsmind formations, will formations and turn them into a physial manifestation of itself in Matter.The apaity, the proesses of the instrument must to a ertain extent reshape the mind formationsin their transition from mental shape into physial expression; its workings are neessary and mustexerise their inuene before that expression an beome atual. The bodily instrument may evenin some diretions dominate its user; it may too by a fore of habit suggest or reate involuntaryreations of the onsiousness inhabiting it before the waking Mind and Will an ontrol or interfere.All this is possible beause the body has a \subonsient" onsiousness of its own whih ounts inour total self-expression; even, if we look at this outer instrumentation only, we an onlude thatbody determines mind, but this is only a minor truth and the major Truth is that mind determinesbody. In this view a still deeper Truth beomes oneivable; a spiritual entity ensouling the substanethat veils it is the original determinant of both mind and body. On the other side, in the oppositeorder of proess, - that by whih the mind an transmit its ideas and ommands to the body, antrain it to be an instrument for new ation, an even so impress it with its habitual demands or ordersthat the physial instint arries them out automatially even when the mind is no longer onsiouslywilling them, those also more unusual but well attested by whih to an extraordinary and hardlylimitable extent the mind an learn to determine the reations of the body even to the overridingof its normal law or onditions of ation, - these and other otherwise unaountable aspets of therelation between these two elements of our being beome easily understandable: for it is the seret8



onsiousness in the living matter that reeives from its greater ompanion; it is this in the body thatin its own involved and oult fashion pereives or feels the demand on it and obeys the emergedor evolved onsiousness whih presides over the body. Finally, the oneption of a divine Mindand Will reating the osmos beomes justi�able, while at the same time the perplexing elementsin it whih our reasoning mentality refuses to asribe to an arbitrary �at of the Creator, �nd theirexplanation as inevitable phenomena of a Consiousness emerging with diÆulty out of its opposite- but with the mission to override these ontrary phenomena and manifest by a slow and diÆultevolution its greater reality and true nature.But an approah from the material end of Existene annot give us any ertitude of validity for thishypothesis or for that matter for any other explanation of Nature and her proedure: the veil ast bythe original Inonsiene is too thik for the Mind to piere and it is behind this veil that is hiddenthe seret origination of what is manifested; there are seated the truths and powers underlying thephenomena and proesses that appear to us in the material front of Nature. To know with greaterertitude we must follow the urve of evolving onsiousness until it arrives at a height and largenessof self-enlightenment in whih the primal seret is self-disovered; for presumably it must evolve, musteventually bring out what was held from the beginning by the oult original Consiousness in thingsof whih it is a gradual manifestation. In Life it would be learly hopeless to seek for the truth; forLife begins with a formulation in whih onsiousness is still submental and therefore to us as mentalbeings appears as inonsient or at most subonsious, and our own investigation into this stageof life studying it from outside annot be more fruitful of the seret truth than our examinationof Matter. Even when mind develops in life, its �rst funtional aspet is a mentality involved ination, in vital and physial needs and preoupations, in impulses, desires, sensations, emotions,unable to stand bak from these things and observe and know them. In the human mind there isthe �rst hope of understanding, disovery, a free omprehension; here we might seem to be omingto the possibility of self-knowledge and world-knowledge. But in fat our mind an at �rst onlyobserve fats and proesses and for the rest it has to make dedutions and inferenes, to onstruthypotheses, to reason, to speulate. In order to disover the seret of Consiousness it would have toknow itself and determine the reality of its own being and proess; but as in animal life the emergingConsiousness is involved in vital ation and movement, so in the human being mind-onsiousnessis involved in its own whirl of thoughts, an ativity in whih it is arried on without rest and inwhih its very reasonings and speulations are determined in their tendeny, trend, onditions by itsown temperament, mental turn, past formation and line of energy, inlination, preferene, an inbornnatural seletion, - we do not freely determine our thinking aording to the truth of things, it isdetermined for us by our nature. We an indeed stand bak with a ertain detahment and observethe workings of the mental Energy in us; but it is still only its proess that we see and not anyoriginal soure of our mental determinations: we an build theories and hypotheses of the proess ofMind, but a veil is still there over the inner seret of ourselves, our onsiousness, our total nature.It is only when we follow the yogi proess of quieting the mind itself that a profounder result ofour self-observation beomes possible. For �rst we disover that mind is a subtle substane, a generaldeterminate - or generi indeterminate - whih mental energy when it operates throws into forms orpartiular determinations of itself, thoughts, onepts, perepts, mental sentiments, ativities of willand reations of feeling, but whih, when the energy is quiesent, an live either in an inert torpor orin an immobile silene and peae of self-existene. Next we see that the determinations of our minddo not all proeed from itself; for waves and urrents of mental energy enter into it from outside:these take form in it or appear already formed from some universal Mind or from other minds and areaepted by us as our own thinking. We an pereive also an oult or subliminal mind in ourselvesfrom whih thoughts and pereptions and will-impulses and mental feelings arise; we an pereivetoo higher planes of onsiousness from whih a superior mind energy works through us or upon us.Finally we disover that that whih observes all this is a mental being supporting the mind substaneand mind energy; without this presene, their upholder and soure of santions, they ould not exist9



or operate. This mental being or Purusha �rst appears as a silent witness and, if that were all, wewould have to aept the determinations of mind as a phenomenal ativity imposed upon the beingby Nature, by Prakriti, or else as a reation presented to it by Prakriti, a world of thought whihNature onstruts and o�ers to the observing Purusha. But afterwards we �nd that the Purusha, themental being, an depart from its posture of a silent or aepting Witness; it an beome the soureof reations, aept, rejet, even rule and regulate, beome the giver of the ommand, the knower.A knowledge also arises that this mind-substane manifests the mental being, is its own expressivesubstane and the mental energy is its own onsiousness-fore, so that it is reasonable to onludethat all mind determinations arise from the being of the Purusha. But this onlusion is ompliatedby the fat that from another view-point our personal mind seems to be little more than a formationof universal Mind, an engine for the reeption, modi�ation, propagation of osmi thought-waves,idea-urrents, will-suggestions, waves of feeling, sense-suggestions, form-suggestions. It has no doubtits own already realised expression, predispositions, propensities, personal temperament and nature;what omes from the universal an only �nd a plae there if it is aepted and assimilated into theself-expression of the individual mental being, the personal Prakriti of the Purusha. But still, inview of these omplexities, the question remains entire whether all this evolution and ation is aphenomenal reation by some universal Energy presented to the mental being or an ativity imposedby Mind-Energy on the Purusha's indeterminate, perhaps indeterminable existene, or whether thewhole is something predetermined by some dynami truth of Self within and only manifested on themind surfae. To know that we would have to touh or to enter into a osmi state of being andonsiousness to whih the totality of things and their integral priniple would be better manifestthan to our limited mind experiene.Overmind onsiousness is suh a state or priniple beyond individual mind, beyond even universalmind in the Ignorane; it arries in itself a �rst diret and masterful ognition of osmi truth: herethen we might hope to understand something of the original working of things, get some insight intothe fundamental movements of osmi Nature. One thing indeed beomes lear; it is self-evident herethat both the individual and the osmos ome from a transendent Reality whih takes form in them:the mind and life of the individual being, its self in nature must therefore be a partial self-expressionof the osmi Being and, both through that and diretly, a self-expression of the transendent Reality,- a onditional and half-veiled expression it may be, but still that is its signi�ane. But also we seethat what the expression shall be is also determined by the individual himself: only what he an inhis nature reeive, assimilate, formulate, his portion of the osmi being or of the Reality, an �ndshape in his mind and life and physial parts; something that derives from the Reality, somethingthat is in the osmos he expresses, but in the terms of his own self-expression, in the terms of hisown nature. But the original question set out for us by the phenomenon of the universe is notsolved by the Overmind knowledge, - the question, in this ase, whether the building of thought,experiene, world of pereptions of the mental Person, the mind Purusha, is truly a self-expression,a self-determination proeeding from some truth of his own spiritual being, a manifestation of thattruth's dynami possibilities, or whether it is not rather a reation or onstrution presented to himby Nature, by Prakriti, and only in the sense of being individualised in his personal formation of thatNature an it be said to be his own or dependent on him; or, again, it might be a play of a osmiImagination, a fantasia of the In�nite imposed on the blank indeterminable of his own eternal pureexistene. These are the three views of reation that seem to have an equal hane of being right, andmind is inapable of de�nitely deiding between them; for eah view is armed with its own mentallogi and its appeal to intuition and experiene. Overmind seems to add to the perplexity, for theovermental view of things allows eah possibility to formulate itself in its own independent right andrealise its own existene in ognition, in dynami self-presentation, in substantiating experiene.In Overmind, in all the higher ranges of the mind, we �nd reurring the dihotomy of a pure silentself without feature or qualities or relations, self-existent, self-poised, self-suÆient, and the mightydynamis of a determinative knowledge-power, of a reative onsiousness and fore whih preipitates10



itself into the forms of the universe. This opposition whih is yet a olloation, as if these two wereorrelatives or omplementaries, although apparent ontraditions of eah other, sublimates itself intothe oexistene of an impersonal Brahman without qualities, a fundamental divine Reality free fromall relations or determinates, and a Brahman with in�nite qualities, a fundamental divine Realitywho is the soure and ontainer and master of all relations and determinations - Nirguna, Saguna. Ifwe pursue the Nirguna into a farthest possible selfexperiene, we arrive at a supreme Absolute void ofall relations and determinations, the ine�able �rst and last word of existene. If we enter through theSaguna into some ultimate possible of experiene, we arrive at a divine Absolute, a personal supremeand omnipresent Godhead, transendent as well as universal, an in�nite Master of all relations anddeterminations who an uphold in his being a million universes and pervade eah with a single rayof his self-light and a single degree of his ine�able existene. The Overmind onsiousness maintainsequally these two truths of the Eternal whih fae the mind as mutually exlusive alternatives; itadmits both as supreme aspets of one Reality: somewhere, then, behind them there must be a stillgreater Transendene whih originates them or upholds them both in its supreme Eternity. Butwhat an that be of whih suh opposites are equal truths, unless it be an original indeterminableMystery of whih any knowledge, any understanding by the mind is impossible? We an know itindeed to some degree, in some kind of experiene or realisation, by its aspets, powers, onstantseries of fundamental negatives and positives through whih we have to pursue it, independently ineither or integrally in both together; but in the last resort it seems to esape even from the highestmentality and remain unknowable.But if the supreme Absolute is indeed a pure Indeterminable, then no reation, no manifestation,no universe is possible. And yet the universe exists. What then is it that reates this ontradition,is able to e�et the impossible, bring this insoluble riddle of self-division into existene? A Powerof some kind it must be, and sine the Absolute is the sole reality, the one origin of all things, thisPower must proeed from it, must have some relation with it, a onnetion, a dependene. For ifit is quite other than the supreme Reality, a osmi Imagination imposing its determinations onthe eternal blank of the Indeterminable, then the sole existene of an absolute Parabrahman is nolonger admissible; there is then a dualism at the soure of things - not substantially di�erent from theSankhya dualism of Soul and Nature. If it is a Power, the sole Power indeed, of the Absolute, we havethis logial impossibility that the existene of the Supreme Being and the Power of his existene areentirely opposite to eah other, two supreme ontraditories; for Brahman is free from all possibilityof relations and determinations, but Maya is a reative Imagination imposing these very things uponIt, an originator of relations and determinations of whih Brahman must neessarily be the supporterand witness, - to the logial reason an inadmissible formula. If it is aepted, it an only be as asuprarational mystery, something neither real nor unreal, inexpliable in its nature, anirvaan�iya.But the diÆulties are so great that it an be aepted only if it imposes itself irresistibly as theinevitable ultimate, the end and summit of metaphysial inquiry and spiritual experiene. For evenif all things are illusory reations, they must have at least a subjetive existene and they an existnowhere exept in the onsiousness of the Sole Existene; they are then subjetive determinationsof the Indeterminable. If, on the ontrary, the determinations of this Power are real reations, outof what are they determined, what is their substane? It is not possible that they are made out of aNothing, a Non-Existene other than the Absolute; for that will eret a new dualism, a great positiveZero over against the greater indeterminable x we have supposed to be the one Reality. It is evidenttherefore that the Reality annot be a rigid Indeterminable. Whatever is reated must be of it andin it, and what is of the substane of the utterly Real must itself be real: a vast baseless negation ofreality purporting to be real annot be the sole outome of the eternal Truth, the In�nite Existene.It is perfetly understandable that the Absolute is and must be indeterminable in the sense that itannot be limited by any determination or any sum of possible determinations, but not in the sensethat it is inapable of self-determination. The Supreme Existene annot be inapable of reatingtrue self-determinations of its being, inapable of upholding a real self-reation or manifestation inits self-existent in�nite. 11



Overmind, then, gives us no �nal and positive solution; it is in a supramental ognition beyondit that we are left to seek for an answer. A Supramental Truth-onsiousness is at one the self-awareness of the In�nite and Eternal and a power of self-determination inherent in that self-awareness;the �rst is its foundation and status, the seond is its power of being, the dynamis of its self-existene.All that a timeless eternity of selfawareness sees in itself as truth of being, the onsious power of itsbeing manifests in Time-eternity. To Supermind therefore the Supreme is not a rigid Indeterminable,an all-negating Absolute; an in�nite of being omplete to itself in its own immutable purity ofexistene, its sole power a pure onsiousness able only to dwell on the being's hangeless eternity,on the immobile delight of its sheer self-existene, is not the whole Reality. The In�nite of Beingmust also be an In�nite of Power; ontaining in itself an eternal repose and quiesene, it must alsobe apable of an eternal ation and reation: but this too must be an ation in itself, a reation outof its own self eternal and in�nite, sine there ould be nothing else out of whih it ould reate; anybasis of reation seeming to be other than itself must be still really in itself and of itself and ouldnot be something foreign to its existene. An in�nite Power annot be solely a Fore resting in a pureinative sameness, an immutable quiesene; it must have in it endless powers of its being and energy:an in�nite Consiousness must hold within it endless truths of its own self-awareness. These in ationwould appear to our ognition as aspets of its being, to our spiritual sense as powers and movementsof its dynamis, to our aesthesis as instruments and formulations of its delight of existene. Creationwould then be a self-manifestation: it would be an ordered deploying of the in�nite possibilities of theIn�nite. But every possibility implies a truth of being behind it, a reality in the Existent; for withoutthat supporting truth there ould not be any possibles. In manifestation a fundamental reality ofthe Existent would appear to our ognition as a fundamental spiritual aspet of the Divine Absolute;out of it would emerge all its possible manifestations, its innate dynamisms: these again must reateor rather bring out of a non-manifest lateny their own signi�ant forms, expressive powers, nativeproesses; their own being would develop their own beoming, svar�upa, svabh�ava. This then wouldbe the omplete proess of reation: but in our mind we do not see the omplete proess, we seeonly possibilities that determine themselves into atualities and, though we infer or onjeture, weare not sure of a neessity, a predetermining truth, an imperative behind them whih apaitates thepossibilities, deides the atualities. Our mind is an observer of atuals, an inventor or disoverer ofpossibilities, but not a seer of the oult imperatives that neessitate the movements and forms ofa reation: for in the front of universal existene there are only fores determining results by somebalane of the meeting of their powers; the original Determinant or determinants, if it or they exist,are veiled from us by our ignorane. But to the supramental Truth-Consiousness these imperativeswould be apparent, would be the very stu� of its seeing and experiene: in the supramental reativeproess the imperatives, the nexus of possibilities, the resultant atualities would be a single whole,an indivisible movement; the possibilities and atualities would arry in themselves the inevitabilityof their originating imperative, - all their results, all their reation would be the body of the Truthwhih they manifest in predetermined signi�ant forms and powers of the All-Existene.Our fundamental ognition of the Absolute, our substantial spiritual experiene of it is the intuitionor the diret experiene of an in�nite and eternal Existene, an in�nite and eternal Consiousness,an in�nite and eternal Delight of Existene. In overmental and mental ognition it is possible tomake disrete and even to separate this original unity into three self-existent aspets: for we anexperiene a pure auseless eternal Bliss so intense that we are that alone; existene, onsiousnessseem to be swallowed up in it, no longer ostensibly in presene; a similar experiene of pure andabsolute onsiousness and a similar exlusive identity with it is possible, and there an be too a likeidentifying experiene of pure and absolute existene. But to a supermind ognition these three arealways an inseparable Trinity, even though one an stand in front of the others and manifest its ownspiritual determinates; for eah has its primal aspets or its inherent self-formations, but all of thesetogether are original to the triune Absolute. Love, Joy and Beauty are the fundamental determinatesof the Divine Delight of Existene, and we an see at one that these are of the very stu� and natureof that Delight: they are not alien impositions on the being of the Absolute or reations supported12



by it but outside it; they are truths of its being, native to its onsiousness, powers of its fore ofexistene. So too is it with the fundamental determinates of the absolute onsiousness, - knowledgeand will; they are truths and powers of the original Consiousness-Fore and are inherent in itsvery nature. This authentiity beomes still more evident when we regard the fundamental spiritualdeterminates of the absolute Existene; they are its triune powers, neessary �rst postulates for allits self-reation or manifestation, - Self, the Divine, the Consious Being; Atman, Ishwara, Purusha.If we pursue the proess of self-manifestation farther, we shall see that eah of these aspets orpowers reposes in its �rst ation on a triad or trinity; for Knowledge inevitably takes its stand ina trinity of the Knower, the Known and Knowledge; Love �nds itself in a trinity of the Lover, theBeloved and Love; Will is self-ful�lled in a trinity of the Lord of the Will, the objet of the Willand the exeutive Fore; Joy has its original and utter gladness in a trinity of the Enjoyer, the En-joyed and the Delight that unites them; Self as inevitably appears and founds its manifestation ina trinity of Self as subjet, Self as objet and self-awareness holding together Self as subjet-objet.These and other primal powers and aspets assume their status among the fundamental spiritualself-determinations of the In�nite; all others are determinates of the fundamental spiritual determi-nates, signi�ant relations, signi�ant powers, signi�ant forms of being, onsiousness, fore, delight,- energies, onditions, ways, lines of the truth-proess of the Consiousness-Fore of the Eternal, im-peratives, possibilities, atualities of its manifestation. All this deploying of powers and possibilitiesand their inherent onsequenes is held together by supermind ognition in an intimate oneness; itkeeps them founded onsiously on the original Truth and maintained in the harmony of the truthsthey manifest and are in their nature. There is here no imposition of imaginations, no arbitrary re-ation, neither is there any division, fragmentation, irreonilable ontrariety or disparateness. Butin Mind of Ignorane these phenomena appear; for there a limited onsiousness sees and deals witheverything as if all were separate objets of ognition or separate existenes and it seeks so to know,possess and enjoy them and gets mastery over them or su�ers their mastery: but, behind its igno-rane, what the soul in it is seeking for is the Reality, the Truth, the Consiousness, the Power, theDelight by whih they exist; the mind has to learn to awaken to this true seeking and true knowledgeveiled within itself, to the Reality from whih all things hold their truth, to the Consiousness ofwhih all onsiousnesses are entities, to the Power from whih all get what fore of being they havewithin them, to the Delight of whih all delights are partial �gures. This limitation of onsiousnessand this awakening to the integrality of onsiousness are also a proess of self-manifestation, are aself-determination of the Spirit; even when ontrary to the Truth in their appearanes, the things ofthe limited onsiousness have in their deeper sense and reality a divine signi�ane; they too bringout a truth or a possibility of the In�nite. Of some suh nature, as far as it an be expressed inmental formulas, would be the supramental ognition of things whih sees the one Truth everywhereand would so arrange its aount to us of our existene, its report of the seret of reation and thesigni�ane of the universe.At the same time indeterminability is also a neessary element in our oneption of the Absoluteand in our spiritual experiene: this is the other side of the supramental regard on being andon things. The Absolute is not limitable or de�nable by any one determination or by any sumof determinations; on the other side, it is not bound down to an indeterminable vaany of pureexistene. On the ontrary, it is the soure of all determinations: its indeterminability is the natural,the neessary ondition both of its in�nity of being and its in�nity of power of being; it an bein�nitely all things beause it is no thing in partiular and exeeds any de�nable totality. It is thisessential indeterminability of the Absolute that translates itself into our onsiousness through thefundamental negating positives of our spiritual experiene, the immobile immutable Self, the NirgunaBrahman, the Eternal without qualities, the pure featureless One Existene, the Impersonal, theSilene void of ativities, the Nonbeing, the Ine�able and the Unknowable. On the other side it isthe essene and soure of all determinations, and this dynami essentiality manifests to us throughthe fundamental aÆrming positives in whih the Absolute equally meets us; for it is the Self that13



beomes all things, the Saguna Brahman, the Eternal with in�nite qualities, the One who is theMany, the in�nite Person who is the soure and foundation of all persons and personalities, the Lordof reation, the Word, the Master of all works and ation; it is that whih being known all is known:these aÆrmatives orrespond to those negatives. For it is not possible in a supramental ognition tosplit asunder the two sides of the One Existene, - even to speak of them as sides is exessive, forthey are in eah other, their oexistene or oneexistene is eternal and their powers sustaining eahother found the self-manifestation of the In�nite.But neither is the separate ognition of them entirely an illusion or a omplete error of theIgnorane; this too has its validity for spiritual experiene. For these primary aspets of the Absoluteare fundamental spiritual determinates or indeterminates answering at this spiritual end or beginningto the general determinates or generi indeterminates of the material end or inonsient beginningof the desending and asending Manifestation. Those that seem to us negative arry in them thefreedom of the In�nite from limitation by its own determinations; their realisation disengages thespirit within, liberates us and enables us to partiipate in this supremay: thus, when one we passinto or through the experiene of immutable self, we are no longer bound and limited in the innerstatus of our being by the determinations and reations of Nature. On the other, the dynamiside, this original freedom enables the Consiousness to reate a world of determinations withoutbeing bound by it: it enables it also to withdraw from what it has reated and re-reate in a highertruth-formula. It is on this freedom that is based the spirit's power of in�nite variation of thetruthpossibilities of existene and also its apaity to reate, without tying itself to its workings,any and every form of Neessity or system of order: the individual being too by experiene of thesenegating absolutes an partiipate in that dynami liberty, an pass from one order of self-formulationto a higher order. At the stage when from the mental it has to move towards its supramentalstatus, one most liberatingly helpful, if not indispensable experiene that may intervene is the entryinto a total Nirvana of mentality and mental ego, a passage into the silene of the Spirit. In anyase, a realisation of the pure Self must always preede the transition to that mediating emineneof the onsiousness from whih a lear vision of the asending and desending stairs of manifestedexistene is ommanded and the possession of the free power of asent and desent beomes a spiritualprerogative. An independent ompleteness of identity with eah of the primal aspets and powers -not narrowing as in the mind into a sole engrossing experiene seeming to be �nal and integral, forthat would be inompatible with the realisation of the unity of all aspets and powers of existene -is a apaity inherent in onsiousness in the In�nite; that indeed is the base and justi�ation of theovermind ognition and its will to arry eah aspet, eah power, eah possibility to its independentfullness. But the Supermind keeps always and in every status or ondition the spiritual realisationof the Unity of all; the intimate presene of that unity is there even within the ompletest graspof eah thing, eah state given its whole delight of itself, power and value: there is thus no losingsight of the aÆrmative aspets even when there is the full aeptane of the truth of the negative.The Overmind keeps still the sense of this underlying Unity; that is for it the seure base of theindependent experiene. In Mind the knowledge of the unity of all aspets is lost on the surfae, theonsiousness is plunged into engrossing, exlusive separate aÆrmations; but there too, even in theMind's ignorane, the total reality still remains behind the exlusive absorption and an be reoveredin the form of a profound mental intuition or else in the idea or sentiment of an underlying truth ofintegral oneness; in the spiritual mind this an develop into an ever-present experiene.All aspets of the omnipresent Reality have their fundamental truth in the Supreme Existene.Thus even the aspet or power of Inonsiene, whih seems to be an opposite, a negation of theeternal Reality, yet orresponds to a Truth held in itself by the self-aware and all-onsious In�nite.It is, when we look losely at it, the In�nite's power of plunging the onsiousness into a trane ofself-involution, a self-oblivion of the Spirit veiled in its own abysses where nothing is manifest butall inoneivably is and an emerge from that ine�able lateny. In the heights of Spirit this state ofosmi or in�nite trane-sleep appears to our ognition as a luminous uttermost Superonsiene: at14



the other end of being it o�ers itself to ognition as the Spirit's poteny of presenting to itself theopposites of its own truths of being - an abyss of non-existene, a profound Night of inonsiene,a fathomless swoon of insensibility from whih yet all forms of being, onsiousness and delightof existene an manifest themselves, - but they appear in limited terms, in slowly emerging andinreasing self-formulations, even in ontrary terms of themselves; it is the play of a seret all-being, all-delight, allknowledge, but it observes the rules of its own self-oblivion, self-opposition,self-limitation until it is ready to surpass it. This is the Inonsiene and Ignorane that we see atwork in the material universe. It is not a denial, it is one term, one formula of the in�nite and eternalExistene.It is important to observe here the sense that is aquired in suh a total ognition of osmi beingby the phenomenon of the Ignorane, its assigned plae in the spiritual eonomy of the universe.If all that we experiene were an imposition, an unreal reation in the Absolute, both osmi andindividual existene would be in their very nature an Ignorane; the sole real knowledge would be theindeterminable self-awareness of the Absolute. If all were the eretion of a temporal and phenomenalreation over against the reality of the witnessing timeless Eternal and if the reation were not amanifestation of the Reality but an arbitrary self-e�etive osmi onstrution, that too would be asort of imposition. Our knowledge of the reation would be the knowledge of a temporary struture ofevanesent onsiousness and being, a dubious Beoming that passes aross the vision of the Eternal,not a knowledge of Reality; that too would be an Ignorane. But if all is a manifestation of theReality and itself real by the onstituting immanene, the substantiating essene and presene of theReality, then the awareness of individual being and world-being would be in its spiritual origin andnature a play of the in�nite self-knowledge and all-knowledge: ignorane ould be only a subordinatemovement, a suppressed or restrited ognition or a partial and imperfet evolving knowledge withthe true and total self-awareness and all-awareness onealed both in it and behind it. It would be atemporary phenomenon, not the ause and essene of osmi existene; its inevitable onsummationwould be a return of the spirit, not out of the osmos to a sole supraosmi self-awareness, but evenin the osmos itself to an integral self-knowledge and all-knowledge.It might be objeted that the supramental ognition is, after all, not the �nal truth of things.Beyond the supramental plane of onsiousness whih is an intermediate step from overmind andmind to the omplete experiene of Sahhidananda, are the greatest heights of the manifested Spirit:here surely existene would not at all be based on the determination of the One in multipliity, itwould manifest solely and simply a pure identity in oneness. But the supramental truth-onsiousnesswould not be absent from these planes, for it is an inherent power of Sahhidananda: the di�erenewould be that the determinations would not be demarations, they would be plasti, interfused, eaha boundless �nite. For there all is in eah and eah is in all radially and integrally, - there wouldbe to the utmost a fundamental awareness of identity, a mutual inlusion and interpenetration ofonsiousness: knowledge as we envisage it would not exist, beause it would not be needed, sineall would be diret ation of onsiousness in being itself, idential, intimate, intrinsially self-awareand all-aware. But still relations of onsiousness, relations of mutual delight of existene, relationsof self-power of being with self-power of being would not be exluded; these highest spiritual planeswould not be a �eld of blank indeterminability, a vaany of pure existene.It might be said again that, even so, in Sahhidananda itself at least, above all worlds of man-ifestation, there ould be nothing but the self-awareness of pure existene and onsiousness and apure delight of existene. Or, indeed, this triune being itself might well be only a trinity of originalspiritual self-determinations of the In�nite; these too, like all determinations, would ease to exist inthe ine�able Absolute. But our position is that these must be inherent truths of the supreme being;their utmost reality must be pre-existent in the Absolute even if they are ine�ably other there thanwhat they are in the spiritual mind's highest possible experiene. The Absolute is not a mystery ofin�nite blankness nor a supreme sum of negations; nothing an manifest that is not justi�ed by someself-power of the original and omnipresent Reality.15
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Chapter 2Brahman, Purusha, Ishwara - Maya,Prakriti, Shakti\It is there in beings indivisible and as if divided." Gita.1\Brahman, the Truth, the Knowledge, the In�nite." Taittiriya Upanishad.2\Know Purusha and Prakriti to be both eternal without beginning." Gita.3\One must know Maya as Prakriti and the Master of Maya as the great Lord of all."Swetaswatara Upanishad.4\It is the might of the Godhead in the world that turns the wheel of Brahman. Him one mustknow, the supreme Lord of all lords, the supreme Godhead above all godheads. Supreme toois his Shakti and manifold the natural working of her knowledge and her fore. One Godhead,oult in all beings, the inner Self of all beings, the all-pervading, absolute without qualities,the overseer of all ations, the witness, the knower." Swetaswatara Upanishad.5THERE is then a supreme Reality eternal, absolute and in�nite. Beause it is absolute andin�nite, it is in its essene indeterminable. It is inde�nable and inoneivable by �nite and de�ningMind; it is ine�able by a mind-reated speeh; it is desribable neither by our negations, neti neti, -for we annot limit it by saying it is not this, it is not that, - nor by our aÆrmations, for we annot�x it by saying it is this, it is that, iti iti. And yet, though in this way unknowable to us, it is notaltogether and in every way unknowable; it is selfevident to itself and, although inexpressible, yetself-evident to a knowledge by identity of whih the spiritual being in us must be apable; for thatspiritual being is in its essene and its original and intimate reality not other than this SupremeExistene.1XIII. 17.2II. 1.3XIII. 20.4IV. 10.5VI. 1, 7, 8, 11. 17



But although thus indeterminable to Mind, beause of its absoluteness and in�nity, we disoverthat this Supreme and Eternal In�nite determines itself to our onsiousness in the universe byreal and fundamental truths of its being whih are beyond the universe and in it and are the veryfoundation of its existene. These truths present themselves to our oneptual ognition as thefundamental aspets in whih we see and experiene the omnipresent Reality. In themselves they areseized diretly, not by intelletual understanding but by a spiritual intuition, a spiritual experiene inthe very substane of our onsiousness; but they an also be aught at in oneption by a large andplasti idea and an be expressed in some sort by a plasti speeh whih does not insist too muh onrigid de�nition or limit the wideness and subtlety of the idea. In order to express this experiene orthis idea with any nearness a language has to be reated whih is at one intuitively metaphysial andrevealingly poeti, admitting signi�ant and living images as the vehile of a lose, suggestive andvivid indiation, - a language suh as we �nd hammered out into a subtle and pregnant massivenessin the Veda and the Upanishads. In the ordinary tongue of metaphysial thought we have to beontent with a distant indiation, an approximation by abstrations, whih may still be of someservie to our intellet, for it is this kind of speeh whih suits our method of logial and rationalunderstanding; but if it is to be of real servie, the intellet must onsent to pass out of the boundsof a �nite logi and austom itself to the logi of the In�nite. On this ondition alone, by this wayof seeing and thinking, it eases to be paradoxial or futile to speak of the Ine�able: but if we insiston applying a �nite logi to the In�nite, the omnipresent Reality will esape us and we shall graspinstead an abstrat shadow, a dead form petri�ed into speeh or a hard inisive graph whih speaksof the Reality but does not express it. Our way of knowing must be appropriate to that whih is tobe known; otherwise we ahieve only a distant speulation, a �gure of knowledge and not veritableknowledge.The supreme Truth-aspet whih thus manifests itself to us is an eternal and in�nite and absoluteself-existene, self-awareness, self-delight of being; this founds all things and seretly supports andpervades all things. This Self-existene reveals itself again in three terms of its essential nature, -self, onsious being or spirit, and God or the Divine Being. The Indian terms are more satisfatory,- Brahman the Reality is Atman, Purusha, Ishwara; for these terms grew from a root of Intuitionand, while they have a omprehensive preiseness, are apable of a plasti appliation whih avoidsboth vagueness in the use and the rigid snare of a too limiting intelletual onept. The SupremeBrahman is that whih in Western metaphysis is alled the Absolute: but Brahman is at the sametime the omnipresent Reality in whih all that is relative exists as its forms or its movements; thisis an Absolute whih takes all relativities in its embrae. The Upanishads aÆrm that all this isthe Brahman; Mind is Brahman, Life is Brahman, Matter is Brahman; addressing Vayu, the Lordof Air, of Life, it is said \O Vayu, thou art manifest Brahman"; and, pointing to man and beastand bird and inset, eah separately is identi�ed with the One, - \O Brahman, thou art this oldman and boy and girl, this bird, this inset." Brahman is the Consiousness that knows itself in allthat exists; Brahman is the Fore that sustains the power of God and Titan and Demon, the Forethat ats in man and animal and the forms and energies of Nature; Brahman is the Ananda, theseret Bliss of existene whih is the ether of our being and without whih none ould breathe orlive. Brahman is the inner Soul in all; it has taken a form in orrespondene with eah reated formwhih it inhabits. The Lord of Beings is that whih is onsious in the onsious being, but he isalso the Consious in inonsient things, the One who is master and in ontrol of the many that arepassive in the hands of Fore-Nature. He is the Timeless and Time; He is Spae and all that is inSpae; He is Causality and the ause and the e�et: He is the thinker and his thought, the warriorand his ourage, the gambler and his die-throw. All realities and all aspets and all semblanes arethe Brahman; Brahman is the Absolute, the Transendent and inommuniable, the SupraosmiExistene that sustains the osmos, the Cosmi Self that upholds all beings, but It is too the selfof eah individual: the soul or psyhi entity is an eternal portion of the Ishwara; it is his supremeNature or Consiousness-Fore that has beome the living being in a world of living beings. TheBrahman alone is, and beause of It all are, for all are the Brahman; this Reality is the reality of18



everything that we see in Self and Nature. Brahman, the Ishwara, is all this by his Yoga-Maya, bythe power of his Consiousness-Fore put out in self-manifestation: he is the Consious Being, Soul,Spirit, Purusha, and it is by his Nature, the fore of his onsious self-existene that he is all things;he is the Ishwara, the omnisient and omnipotent All-ruler, and it is by his Shakti, his onsiousPower, that he manifests himself in Time and governs the universe. These and similar statementstaken together are all-omprehensive: it is possible for the mind to ut and selet, to build a losedsystem and explain away all that does not �t within it; but it is on the omplete and many-sidedstatement that we must take our stand if we have to aquire an integral knowledge.An absolute, eternal and in�nite Self-existene, Self-awareness, Self-delight of being that seretlysupports and pervades the universe even while it is also beyond it, is, then, the �rst truth of spiritualexperiene. But this truth of being has at one an impersonal and a personal aspet; it is not onlyExistene, it is the one Being absolute, eternal and in�nite. As there are three fundamental aspetsin whih we meet this Reality, - Self, Consious Being or Spirit and God, the Divine Being, or touse the Indian terms, the absolute and omnipresent Reality, Brahman, manifest to us as Atman,Purusha, Ishwara, - so too its power of Consiousness appears to us in three aspets: it is the self-fore of that onsiousness oneptively reative of all things, Maya; it is Prakriti, Nature or Foremade dynamially exeutive, working out all things under the witnessing eye of the Consious Being,the Self or Spirit; it is the onsious Power of the Divine Being, Shakti, whih is both oneptivelyreative and dynamially exeutive of all the divine workings. These three aspets and their powersbase and omprise the whole of existene and all Nature and, taken together as a single whole,they reonile the apparent disparateness and inompatibility of the supraosmi Transendene,the osmi universality and the separativeness of our individual existene; the Absolute, osmiNature and ourselves are linked in oneness by this triune aspet of the one Reality. For taken byitself the existene of the Absolute, the Supreme Brahman, would be a ontradition of the relativeuniverse and our own real existene would be inompatible with its sole inommuniable Reality.But the Brahman is at the same time omnipresent in all relativities; it is the Absolute independentof all relatives, the Absolute basing all relatives, the Absolute governing, pervading, onstituting allrelatives; there is nothing that is not the omnipresent Reality. In observing the triple aspet and thetriple power we ome to see how this is possible.If we look at this piture of the Self-Existene and its works as a unitary unlimited whole ofvision, it stands together and imposes itself by its onvining totality: but to the analysis of thelogial intellet it o�ers an abundane of diÆulties, suh as all attempts to eret a logial systemout of a pereption of an illimitable Existene must neessarily reate; for any suh endeavour musteither e�et onsisteny by an arbitrary setioning of the omplex truth of things or else by itsomprehensiveness beome logially untenable. For we see that the Indeterminable determines itselfas in�nite and �nite, the Immutable admits a onstant mutability and endless di�erenes, the Onebeomes an innumerable multitude, the Impersonal reates or supports personality, is itself a Person;the Self has a nature and is yet other than its nature; Being turns into beoming and yet it is alwaysitself and other than its beomings; the Universal individualises itself and the Individual universaliseshimself; Brahman is at one void of qualities and apable of in�nite qualities, the Lord and Doer ofworks, yet a non-doer and a silent witness of the workings of Nature. If we look arefully at theseworkings of Nature, one we put aside the veil of familiarity and our unthinking aquiesene in theproess of things as natural beause so they always happen, we disover that all she does in whole orin parts is a mirale, an at of some inomprehensible magi. The being of the Self-existene and theworld that has appeared in it are, eah of them and both together, a suprarational mystery. Thereseems to us to be a reason in things beause the proesses of the physial �nite are onsistent to ourview and their law determinable, but this reason in things, when losely examined, seems to stumbleat every moment against the irrational or infrarational and the suprarational: the onsisteny, thedeterminability of proess seems to lessen rather than inrease as we pass from matter to life and fromlife to mentality; if the �nite onsents to some extent to look as if it were rational, the in�nitesimal19



refuses to be bound by the same laws and the in�nite is unseizable. As for the ation of the universeand its signi�ane, it esapes us altogether; if Self, God or Spirit there be, his dealings with the worldand us are inomprehensible, o�er no lue that we an follow. God and Nature and even ourselvesmove in a mysterious way whih is only partially and at points intelligible, but as a whole esapesour omprehension. All the works of Maya look like the prodution of a suprarational magial Powerwhih arranges things aording to its wisdom or its phantasy, but a wisdom whih is not ours and aphantasy whih ba�es our imagination. The Spirit that manifests things or manifests itself in themso obsurely, looks to our reason like a Magiian and his power or Maya a reative magi: but magian reate illusions or it an reate astounding realities, and we �nd it diÆult to deide whih ofthese suprarational proesses faes us in this universe.But, in fat, the ause of this impression must neessarily be sought not in anything illusoryor fantasti in the Supreme or the universal Self-existene, but in our own inability to seize thesupreme lue to its manifold existene or disover the seret plan and pattern of its ation. TheSelf-existent is the In�nite and its way of being and of ation must be the way of the In�nite, but ouronsiousness is limited, our reason built upon things �nite: it is irrational to suppose that a �niteonsiousness and reason an be a measure of the In�nite; this smallness annot judge that Immensity;this poverty bound to a limited use of its santy means annot oneive the opulent managementof those rihes; an ignorant half-knowledge annot follow the motions of an All-Knowledge. Ourreasoning is based upon our experiene of the �nite operations of physial Nature, on an inompleteobservation and unertain understanding of something that ats within limits; it has organised onthat basis ertain oneptions whih it seeks to make general and universal, and whatever ontraditsor departs from these oneptions it regards as irrational, false or inexpliable. But there are di�erentorders of the reality and the oneptions, measures, standards suitable to one need not be appliableto another order. Our physial being is built �rst upon an aggregate of in�nitesimals, eletrons,atoms, moleules, ells; but the law of ation of these in�nitesimals does not explain all the physialworkings even of the human body, muh less an they over all the law and proess of ation of man'ssupraphysial parts, his life movements and mind movements and soul movements. In the body �niteshave been formed with their own habits, properties, harateristi ways of ation; the body itself is a�nite whih is not a mere aggregate of these smaller �nites whih it uses as parts, organs, onstituentinstruments of its operations; it has developed a being and has a general law whih surpasses itsdependene upon these elements or onstituents. The life and mind again are supraphysial �niteswith a di�erent and more subtle mode of operation of their own, and no dependene on the physialparts for instrumentation an annul their intrinsi harater; there is something more and other inour vital and mental being and vital and mental fores than the funtioning of a physial body. But,again, eah �nite is in its reality or has behind it an In�nite whih has built and supports and diretsthe �nite it has made as its self-�gure; so that even the being and law and proess of the �niteannot be totally understood without a knowledge of that whih is oult within or behind it: our�nite knowledge, oneptions, standards may be valid within their limits, but they are inompleteand relative. A law founded upon an observation of what is divided in Spae and Time annot beon�dently applied to the being and ation of the Indivisible; not only it annot be applied to thespaeless and timeless In�nite, but it annot be applied even to a Time In�nite or a Spae In�nite.A law and proess binding for our super�ial being need not be binding on what is oult within us.Again our intellet, founding itself on reason, �nds it diÆult to deal with what is infrarational; life isinfrarational and we �nd that our intelletual reason applying itself to life is onstantly foring uponit a ontrol, a measure, an arti�ial prorustean rule that either sueeds in killing or petrifying lifeor onstrains it into rigid forms and onventions that lame and imprison its apaity or ends by abungle, a revolt of life, a deay or disruption of the systems and superstrutures built upon it by ourintelligene. An instint, an intuition is needed whih the intellet has not at its ommand and doesnot always listen to when it omes in of itself to help the mental working. But still more diÆultmust it be for our reason to understand and deal with the suprarational; the suprarational is therealm of the spirit, and in the largeness, subtlety, profundity, omplexity of its movement the reason20



is lost; here intuition and inner experiene alone are the guide, or, if there is any other, it is that ofwhih intuition is only a sharp edge, an intense projeted ray, - the �nal enlightenment must omefrom the suprarational Truth-onsiousness, from a supramental vision and knowledge.But the being and ation of the In�nite must not be therefore regarded as if it were a magi voidof all reason; there is, on the ontrary, a greater reason in all the operations of the In�nite, but it isnot a mental or intelletual, it is a spiritual and supramental reason: there is a logi in it, beausethere are relations and onnetions infallibly seen and exeuted; what is magi to our �nite reason isthe logi of the In�nite. It is a greater reason, a greater logi beause it is more vast, subtle, omplexin its operations: it omprehends all the data whih our observation fails to seize, it dedues fromthem results whih neither our dedution nor indution an antiipate, beause our onlusions andinferenes have a meagre foundation and are fallible and brittle. If we observe a happening, we judgeand explain it from the result and from a glimpse of its most external onstituents, irumstanes orauses; but eah happening is the outome of a omplex nexus of fores whih we do not and annotobserve, beause all fores are to us invisible, - but they are not invisible to the spiritual vision ofthe In�nite: some of them are atualities working to produe or oasion a new atuality, some arepossibles that are near to the pre-existent atuals and in a way inluded in their aggregate; but therean intervene always new possibilities that suddenly beome dynami potentials and add themselvesto the nexus, and behind all are imperatives or an imperative whih these possibilities are labouringto atualise. Moreover, out of the same nexus of fores di�erent results are possible; what will omeout of them is determined by a santion whih was no doubt waiting and ready all the time butseems to ome in rapidly to intervene and alter everything, a deisive divine imperative. All this ourreason annot grasp beause it is the instrument of an ignorane with a very limited vision and asmall stok of aumulated and not always very ertain or reliable knowledge and beause too it hasno means of diret awareness; for this is the di�erene between intuition and intellet, that intuitionis born of a diret awareness while intellet is an indiret ation of a knowledge whih onstrutsitself with diÆulty out of the unknown from signs and indiations and gathered data. But what isnot evident to our reason and senses, is self-evident to the In�nite Consiousness, and, if there is aWill of the In�nite, it must be a Will that ats in this full knowledge and is the perfet spontaneousresult of a total self-evidene. It is neither a hampered evolutionary Fore bound by what it hasevolved nor an imaginative Will ating in the void upon a free aprie; it is the truth of the In�niteaÆrming itself in the determinations of the �nite.It is evident that suh a Consiousness and Will need not at in harmony with the onlusionsof our limited reason or aording to a proedure familiar to it and approved of by our onstrutednotions or in subjetion to an ethial reason working for a limited and fragmentary good; it mightand does admit things deemed by our reason irrational and unethial beause that was neessary forthe �nal and total Good and for the working out of a osmi purpose. What seems to us irrationalor reprehensible in relation to a partial set of fats, motives, desiderata might be perfetly rationaland approvable in relation to a muh vaster motive and totality of data and desiderata. Reasonwith its partial vision sets up onstruted onlusions whih it strives to turn into general rules ofknowledge and ation and it ompels into its rule by some mental devie or gets rid of what doesnot suit with it: an in�nite Consiousness would have no suh rules, it would have instead largeintrinsi truths governing automatially onlusion and result, but adapting them di�erently andspontaneously to a di�erent total of irumstanes, so that by this pliability and free adaptation itmight seem to the narrower faulty to have no standards whatever. In the same way, we annotjudge of the priniple and dynami operation of in�nite being by the standards of �nite existene, -what might be impossible for the one would be normal and self-evidently natural states and motivesfor the greater freer Reality. It is this that makes the di�erene between our fragmentary mindonsiousness onstruting integers out of its frations and an essential and total onsiousness,vision and knowledge. It is not indeed possible, so long as we are ompelled to use reason as ourmain support, for it to abdiate altogether in favour of an undeveloped or half-organised intuition;21



but it is imperative on us in a onsideration of the In�nite and its being and ation to enfore onour reason an utmost plastiity and open it to an awareness of the larger states and possibilities ofthat whih we are striving to onsider. It will not do to apply our limited and limiting onlusionsto That whih is illimitable. If we onentrate only on one aspet and treat it as the whole, weillustrate the story of the blind men and the elephant; eah of the blind inquirers touhed a di�erentpart and onluded that the whole animal was some objet resembling the part of whih he had hadthe touh. An experiene of some one aspet of the In�nite is valid in itself; but we annot generalisefrom it that the In�nite is that alone, nor would it be safe to view the rest of the In�nite in theterms of that aspet and exlude all other view-points of spiritual experiene. The In�nite is at onean essentiality, a boundless totality and a multitude; all these have to be known in order to knowtruly the In�nite. To see the parts alone and the totality not at all or only as a sum of the parts isa knowledge, but also at the same time an ignorane; to see the totality alone and ignore the partsis also a knowledge and at the same time an ignorane, for a part may be greater than the wholebeause it belongs to the transendene; to see the essene alone beause it takes us bak straighttowards the transendene and negate the totality and the parts is a penultimate knowledge, buthere too there is a apital ignorane. A whole knowledge must be there and the reason must beomeplasti enough to look at all sides, all aspets and seek through them for that in whih they are one.Thus too, if we see only the aspet of self, we may onentrate on its stati silene and miss thedynami truth of the In�nite; if we see only the Ishwara, we may seize the dynami truth but miss theeternal status and the in�nite silene, beome aware of only dynami being, dynami onsiousness,dynami delight of being, but miss the pure existene, pure onsiousness, pure bliss of being. If weonentrate on Purusha-Prakriti alone, we may see only the dihotomy of Soul and Nature, Spiritand Matter, and miss their unity. In onsidering the ation of the In�nite we have to avoid the errorof the disiple who thought of himself as the Brahman, refused to obey the warning of the elephant-driver to budge from the narrow path and was taken up by the elephant's trunk and removed out ofthe way; \You are no doubt the Brahman," said the master to his bewildered disiple, \but why didyou not obey the driver Brahman and get out of the path of the elephant Brahman?" We must notommit the mistake of emphasising one side of the Truth and onluding from it or ating upon it tothe exlusion of all other sides and aspets of the In�nite. The realisation \I am That" is true, butwe annot safely proeed on it unless we realise also that all is That; our self-existene is a fat, butwe must also be aware of other selves, of the same Self in other beings and of That whih exeedsboth own-self and other-self. The In�nite is one in a multipliity and its ation is only seizable by asupreme Reason whih regards all and ats as a one-awareness that observes itself in di�erene andrespets its own di�erenes, so that eah thing and eah being has its form of essential being andits form of dynami nature, svar�upa, svadharma, and all are respeted in the total working. Theknowledge and ation of the In�nite is one in an unbound variability: it would be from the point ofview of the in�nite Truth equally an error to insist either on a sameness of ation in all irumstanesor on a diversity of ation without any unifying truth and harmony behind the diversity. In our ownpriniple of ondut, if we sought to at in this greater Truth, it would be equally an error to insiston our self alone or to insist on other selves alone; it is the Self of all on whih we have to found aunity of ation and a total, in�nitely plasti yet harmonious diversity of ation; for that is the natureof the working of the In�nite.If we look from this view-point of a larger more plasti reason, taking aount of the logi of theIn�nite, at the diÆulties whih meet our intelligene when it tries to oneive the absolute andomnipresent Reality, we shall see that the whole diÆulty is verbal and oneptual and not real.Our intelligene looks at its onept of the Absolute and sees that it must be indeterminable andat the same time it sees a world of determinations whih emanates from the Absolute and exists init, - for it an emanate from nowhere else and an exist nowhere else; it is further ba�ed by theaÆrmation, also hardly disputable on the premisses, that all these determinates are nothing else thanthis very indeterminable Absolute. But the ontradition disappears when we understand that the22



indeterminability is not in its true sense negative, not an imposition of inapaity on the In�nite, butpositive, a freedom within itself from limitation by its own determinations and neessarily a freedomfrom all external determination by anything not itself, sine there is no real possibility of suh anot-self oming into existene. The In�nite is illimitably free, free to determine itself in�nitely, freefrom all restraining e�et of its own reations. In fat the In�nite does not reate, it manifests whatis in itself, in its own essene of reality; it is itself that essene of all reality and all realities arepowers of that one Reality. The Absolute neither reates nor is reated, - in the urrent sense ofmaking or being made; we an speak of reation only in the sense of the Being beoming in form andmovement what it already is in substane and status. Yet we have to emphasise its indeterminabilityin that speial and positive sense, not as a negation but as an indispensable ondition of its freein�nite self-determination, beause without that the Reality would be a �xed eternal determinate orelse an indeterminate �xed and bound to a sum of possibilities of determination inherent within it.Its freedom from all limitation, from any binding by its own reation annot be itself turned into alimitation, an absolute inapaity, a denial of all freedom of self-determination; it is this that wouldbe a ontradition, it would be an attempt to de�ne and limit by negation the in�nite and illimitable.Into the entral fat of the two sides of the nature of the Absolute, the essential and the self-reativeor dynami, no real ontradition enters; it is only a pure in�nite essene that an formulate itselfin in�nite ways. One statement is omplementary to the other, there is no mutual anellation, noinompatibility; it is only the dual statement of a single inesapable fat by human reason in humanlanguage.The same oniliation ours everywhere, when we look with a straight and aurate look on thetruth of the Reality. In our experiene of it we beome aware of an In�nite essentially free from alllimitation by qualities, properties, features; on the other hand, we are aware of an In�nite teemingwith innumerable qualities, properties, features. Here again the statement of illimitable freedom ispositive, not negative; it does not negate what we see, but on the ontrary provides the indispensableondition for it, it makes possible a free and in�nite self-expression in quality and feature. A quality isthe harater of a power of onsious being; or we may say that the onsiousness of being expressingwhat is in it makes the power it brings out reognisable by a native stamp on it whih we allquality or harater. Courage as a quality is suh a power of being, it is a ertain harater of myonsiousness expressing a formulated fore of my being, bringing out or reating a de�nite kindof fore of my nature in ation. So too the power of a drug to ure is its property, a speial foreof being native to the herb or mineral from whih it is produed, and this speiality is determinedby the Real-Idea onealed in the involved onsiousness whih dwells in the plant or mineral; theidea brings out in it what was there at the root of its manifestation and has now ome out thusempowered as the fore of its being. All qualities, properties, features are suh powers of onsiousbeing thus put forth from itself by the Absolute; It has everything within It, It has the free powerto put all forth;6 yet we annot de�ne the Absolute as a quality of ourage or a power of healing, weannot even say that these are a harateristi feature of the Absolute, nor an we make up a sum ofqualities and say \that is the Absolute". But neither an we speak of the Absolute as a pure blankinapable of manifesting these things; on the ontrary, all apaity is there, the powers of all qualitiesand haraters are there inherent within it. The mind is in a diÆulty beause it has to say, \TheAbsolute or In�nite is none of these things, these things are not the Absolute or In�nite" and at thesame time it has to say, \The Absolute is all these things, they are not something else than That,for That is the sole existene and the all-existene." Here it is evident that it is an undue �nitenessof thought oneption and verbal expression whih reates the diÆulty, but there is in reality none;for it would be evidently absurd to say that the Absolute is ourage or uring-power, or to say thatourage and uring-power are the Absolute, but it would be equally absurd to deny the apaity ofthe Absolute to put forth ourage or uringpower as self-expressions in its manifestation. When thelogi of the �nite fails us, we have to see with a diret and unbound vision what is behind in the6The word for reation in Sanskrit means a loosing or putting forth of what is in the being.23



logi of the In�nite. We an then realise that the In�nite is in�nite in quality, feature, power, butthat no sum of qualities, features, powers an desribe the In�nite.We see that the Absolute, the Self, the Divine, the Spirit, the Being is One; the Transendentalis one, the Cosmi is one: but we see also that beings are many and eah has a self, a spirit, alike yet di�erent nature. And sine the spirit and essene of things is one, we are obliged to admitthat all these many must be that One, and it follows that the One is or has beome many; but howan the limited or relative be the Absolute and how an man or beast or bird be the Divine Being?But in ereting this apparent ontradition the mind makes a double error. It is thinking in theterms of the mathematial �nite unit whih is sole in limitation, the one whih is less than two andan beome two only by division and fragmentation or by addition and multipliation; but this isan in�nite Oneness, it is the essential and in�nite Oneness whih an ontain the hundred and thethousand and the million and billion and trillion. Whatever astronomi or more than astronomi�gures you heap and multiply, they annot overpass or exeed that Oneness; for, in the languageof the Upanishad, it moves not, yet is always far in front when you would pursue and seize it. Itan be said of it that it would not be the in�nite Oneness if it were not apable of an in�nitemultipliity; but that does not mean that the One is plural or an be limited or desribed as thesum of the Many: on the ontrary, it an be the in�nite Many beause it exeeds all limitation ordesription by multipliity and exeeds at the same time all limitation by �nite oneptual oneness.Pluralism is an error beause, though there is the spiritual plurality, the many souls are dependentand interdependent existenes; their sum also is not the One nor is it the osmi totality; they dependon the One and exist by its Oneness: yet the plurality is not unreal, it is the One Soul that dwellsas the individual in these many souls and they are eternal in the One and by the one Eternal. Thisis diÆult for the mental reason whih makes an opposition between the In�nite and the �nite andassoiates �niteness with plurality and in�nity with oneness; but in the logi of the In�nite there isno suh opposition and the eternity of the Many in the One is a thing that is perfetly natural andpossible.Again, we see that there is an in�nite pure status and immobile silene of the Spirit; we see toothat there is a boundless movement of the Spirit, a power, a dynami spiritual all-ontaining self-extension of the In�nite. Our oneptions foist upon this pereption, in itself valid and aurate,an opposition between the silene and status and the dynamis and movement, but to the reasonand the logi of the In�nite there an be no suh opposition. A solely silent and stati In�nite, anIn�nite without an in�nite power and dynamis and energy is inadmissible exept as the pereptionof an aspet; a powerless Absolute, an impotent Spirit is unthinkable: an in�nite energy must bethe dynamis of the In�nite, an all-power must be the poteny of the Absolute, an illimitable foremust be the fore of the Spirit. But the silene, the status are the basis of the movement, an eternalimmobility is the neessary ondition, �eld, essene even, of the in�nite mobility, a stable being is theondition and foundation of the vast ation of the Fore of being. It is when we arrive at somethingof this silene, stability, immobility that we an base on it a fore and energy whih in our super�ialrestless state would be inoneivable. The opposition we make is mental and oneptual; in reality,the silene of the Spirit and the dynamis of the Spirit are omplementary truths and inseparable.The immutable silent Spirit may hold its in�nite energy silent and immobile within it, for it is notbound by its own fores, is not their subjet or instrument, but it does possess them, does releasethem, is apable of an eternal and in�nite ation, does not weary or need to stop, and yet all the timeits silent immobility inherent in its ation and movement is not for a moment shaken or disturbedor altered by its ation and movement; the witness silene of the Spirit is there in the very grain ofall the voies and workings of Nature. These things may be diÆult for us to understand beauseour own surfae �nite apaity in either diretion is limited and our oneptions are based on ourlimitations; but it should be easy to see that these relative and �nite oneptions do not apply tothe Absolute and In�nite.Our oneption of the In�nite is formlessness, but everywhere we see form and forms surrounding24



us and it an be and is aÆrmed of the Divine Being that he is at one Form and the Formless. Forhere too the apparent ontradition does not orrespond to a real opposition; the Formless is not anegation of the power of formation, but the ondition for the In�nite's free formation: for otherwisethere would be a single Form or only a �xity or sum of possible forms in a �nite universe. Theformlessness is the harater of the spiritual essene, the spirit-substane of the Reality; all �niterealities are powers, forms, self-shapings of that substane: the Divine is formless and nameless,but by that very reason apable of manifesting all possible names and shapes of being. Forms aremanifestations, not arbitrary inventions out of nothing; for line and olour, mass and design whihare the essentials of form arry always in them a signi�ane, are, it might be said, seret valuesand signi�anes of an unseen reality made visible; it is for that reason that �gure, line, hue, mass,omposition an embody what would be otherwise unseen, an onvey what would be otherwiseoult to the sense. Form may be said to be the innate body, the inevitable self-revelation of theformless, and this is true not only of external shapes, but of the unseen formations of mind andlife whih we seize only by our thought and those sensible forms of whih only the subtle grasp ofthe inner onsiousness an beome aware. Name in its deeper sense is not the word by whih wedesribe the objet, but the total of power, quality, harater of the reality whih a form of thingsembodies and whih we try to sum up by a designating sound, a knowable name, Nomen. Nomen inthis sense, we might say, is Numen; the seret Names of the Gods are their power, quality, haraterof being aught up by the onsiousness and made oneivable. The In�nite is nameless, but in thatnamelessness all possible names, Numens of the gods, the names and forms of all realities, are alreadyenvisaged and pre�gured, beause they are there latent and inherent in the All-Existene.It beomes lear from these onsiderations that the oexistene of the In�nite and the �nite, whihis the very nature of universal being, is not a juxtaposition or mutual inlusion of two opposites, butas natural and inevitable as the relation of the priniple of Light and Fire with the suns. The �niteis a frontal aspet and a self-determination of the In�nite; no �nite an exist in itself and by itself, itexists by the In�nite and beause it is of one essene with the In�nite. For by the In�nite we do notmean solely an illimitable self-extension in Spae and Time, but something that is also spaeless andtimeless, a selfexistent Inde�nable and Illimitable whih an express itself in the in�nitesimal as wellas in the vast, in a seond of time, in a point of spae, in a passing irumstane. The �nite is lookedupon as a division of the Indivisible, but there is no suh thing: for this division is only apparent;there is a demaration, but no real separation is possible. When we see with the inner vision andsense and not with the physial eye a tree or other objet, what we beome aware of is an in�niteone Reality onstituting the tree or objet, pervading its every atom and moleule, forming themout of itself, building the whole nature, proess of beoming, operation of indwelling energy; all ofthese are itself, are this in�nite, this Reality: we see it extending indivisibly and uniting all objetsso that none is really separate from it or quite separate from other objets. \It stands" says the Gita\undivided in beings and yet as if divided." Thus eah objet is that In�nite and one in essentialbeing with all other objets that are also forms and names - powers, numens - of the In�nite.This inoerible unity in all divisions and diversities is the mathematis of the In�nite, indiatedin a verse of the Upanishads - \This is the omplete and That is the omplete; subtrat the ompletefrom the omplete, the omplete is the remainder." For so too it may be said of the in�nite self-multipliation of the Reality that all things are that self-multipliation; the One beomes Many, butall these Many are That whih was already and is always itself and in beoming the Many remainsthe One. There is no division of the One by the appearane of the �nite, for it is the one In�nite thatappears to us as the many �nite: the reation adds nothing to the In�nite; it remains after reationwhat it was before. The In�nite is not a sum of things, it is That whih is all things and more. If thislogi of the In�nite ontradits the oneptions of our �nite reason, it is beause it exeeds it and doesnot base itself on the data of the limited phenomenon, but embraes the Reality and sees the truthof all phenomena in the truth of the Reality; it does not see them as separate beings, movements,names, forms, things; for that they annot be, sine they ould be that only if they were phenomena25



in the Void, things without a ommon basis or essene, fundamentally unonneted, onneted onlyby oexistene and pragmati relation, not realities whih exist by their root of unity and, so far asthey an be onsidered independent, are seured in their independene of outer or inner �gure andmovement only by their perpetual dependene on their parent In�nite, their seret identity with theone Idential. The Idential is their root, their ause of form, the one power of their varying powers,their onstituting substane.The Idential to our notions is the Immutable; it is ever the same through eternity, for if it is orbeomes subjet to mutation or if it admits of di�erenes, it eases to be idential; but what we seeeverywhere is an in�nitely variable fundamental oneness whih seems the very priniple of Nature.The basi Fore is one, but it manifests from itself innumerable fores; the basi substane is one, butit develops many di�erent substanes and millions of unlike objets; mind is one but di�erentiatesitself into many mental states, mind-formations, thoughts, pereptions di�ering from eah other andentering into harmony or into onit; life is one, but the forms of life are unlike and innumerable;humanity is one in nature, but there are di�erent rae types and every individual man is himselfand in some way unlike others; Nature insists on traing lines of di�erene on the leaves of onetree; she drives di�erentiation so far that it has been found that the lines on one man's thumb aredi�erent from the lines of every other man's thumb so that he an be identi�ed by that di�erentiationalone, - yet fundamentally all men are alike and there is no essential di�erene. Oneness or samenessis everywhere, di�erentiation is everywhere; the indwelling Reality has built the universe on thepriniple of the development of one seed into a million di�erent fashions. But this again is the logiof the In�nite; beause the essene of the Reality is immutably the same, it an assume seurelythese innumerable di�erenes of form and harater and movement, for even if they were multiplieda trillionfold, that would not a�et the underlying immutability of the eternal Idential. Beausethe Self and Spirit in things and beings is one everywhere, therefore Nature an a�ord this luxuryof in�nite di�erentiation: if there were not this seure basis whih brings it about that nothinghanges yet all hanges, all her workings and reations would in this play ollapse into disintegrationand haos; there would be nothing to hold her disparate movements and reations together. Theimmutability of the Idential does not onsist in a monotone of hangeless sameness inapable ofvariation; it onsists in an unhangeableness of being whih is apable of endless formation of being,but whih no di�erentiation an destroy or impair or minimise. The Self beomes inset and birdand beast and man, but it is always the same Self through these mutations beause it is the Onewho manifests himself in�nitely in endless diversity. Our surfae reason is prone to onlude that thediversity may be unreal, an appearane only, but if we look a little deeper we shall see that a realdiversity brings out the real Unity, shows it as it were in its utmost apaity, reveals all that it anbe and is in itself, delivers from its whiteness of hue the many tones of olour that are fused togetherthere; Oneness �nds itself in�nitely in what seems to us to be a falling away from its oneness, butis really an inexhaustible diverse display of unity. This is the mirale, the Maya of the universe, yetperfetly logial, natural and a matter of ourse to the self-vision and self-experiene of the In�nite.For the Maya of Brahman is at one the magi and the logi of an in�nitely variable Oneness; if,indeed, there were only a rigid monotone of limited oneness and sameness, there would be no plaefor reason and logi, for logi onsists in the right pereptions of relations: the highest work of reasonis to �nd the one substane, the one law, the ementing latent reality onneting and unifying themany, the di�erent, the disordant and disparate. All universal existene moves between these twoterms, a diversi�ation of the One, a uni�ation of the many and diverse, and that must be beausethe One and the Many are fundamental aspets of the In�nite. For what the divine Selfknowledgeand All-knowledge brings out in its manifestation must be a truth of its being and the play of thattruth is its Lila.This, then, is the logi of the way of universal being of Brahman and the basi working of thereason, the in�nite intelligene of Maya. As with the being of Brahman, so with its onsiousness,Maya: it is not bound to a �nite restrition of itself or to one state or law of its ation; it an26



be many things simultaneously, have many o-ordinated movements whih to the �nite reason mayseem ontraditory; it is one but innumerably manifold, in�nitely plasti, inexhaustibly adaptable.Maya is the supreme and universal onsiousness and fore of the Eternal and In�nite and, beingby its very nature unbound and illimitable, it an put forth many states of onsiousness at a time,many dispositions of its Fore, without easing to be the same onsiousness-fore for ever. It is atone transendental, universal and individual; it is the supreme supraosmi Being that is aware ofitself as All-Being, as the Cosmi Self, as the Consiousness-fore of osmi Nature, and at the sametime experienes itself as the individual being and onsiousness in all existenes. The individualonsiousness an see itself as limited and separate, but an also put o� its limitations and knowitself as universal and again as transendent of the universe; this is beause there is in all these statesor positions or underlying them the same triune onsiousness in a triple status. There is then nodiÆulty in the One thus seeing or experiening itself triply, whether from above in the TransendentExistene or from between in the Cosmi Self or from below in the individual onsious being. Allthat is neessary for this to be aepted as natural and logial is to admit that there an be di�erentreal statuses of onsiousness of the One Being, and that annot be impossible for an Existene whihis free and in�nite and annot be tied to a single ondition; a free power of self-variation must benatural to a onsiousness that is in�nite. If the possibility of a manifold status of onsiousness isadmitted, no limit an be put to the ways of its variation of status, provided the One is aware ofitself simultaneously in all of them; for the One and In�nite must be thus universally onsious. Theonly diÆulty, whih a further onsideration may solve, is to understand the onnetions betweena status of limited or onstruted onsiousness like ours, a status of ignorane, and the in�niteself-knowledge and all-knowledge.A seond possibility of the In�nite Consiousness that must be admitted is its power of self-limitation or seondary sel�ormation into a subordinate movement within the integral illimitableonsiousness and knowledge; for that is a neessary onsequene of the power of self-determinationof the In�nite. Eah self-determination of the self-being must have its own awareness of its self-truthand its self-nature; or, if we prefer so to put it, the Being in that determination must be so selfaware.Spiritual individuality means that eah individual self or spirit is a entre of self-vision and all-vision;the irumferene - the boundless irumferene, as we may say, - of this vision may be the samefor all, but the entre may be di�erent, - not loated as in a spatial point in a spatial irle, buta psyhologial entre related with others through a oexistene of the diversely onsious Many inthe universal being. Eah being in a world will see the same world, but see it from its own self-beingaording to its own way of self-nature: for eah will manifest its own truth of the In�nite, its ownway of self-determination and of meeting the osmi determinations; its vision by the law of unity invariety will no doubt be fundamentally the same as that of others, but it will still develop its owndi�erentiation, - as we see all human beings onsious in the one human way of the same osmithings, yet always with an individual di�erene. This self-limitation would be, not fundamental,but an individual speialisation of a ommon universality or totality; the spiritual individual wouldat from his own entre of the one Truth and aording to his self-nature, but on a ommon basisand not with any blindness to other-self and other-nature. It would be onsiousness limiting itsation with full knowledge, not a movement of ignorane. But apart from this individualising self-limitation, there must also be in the onsiousness of the In�nite a power of osmi limitation; itmust be able to limit its ation so as to base a given world or universe and to keep it in its ownorder, harmony, self-building: for the reation of a universe neessitates a speial determination ofthe In�nite Consiousness to preside over that world and a holding bak of all that is not neededfor that movement. In the same way the putting forth of an independent ation of some power likeMind, Life or Matter must have as its support a similar priniple of self-limitation. It annot be saidthat suh a movement must be impossible for the In�nite, beause it is illimitable; on the ontrary,this must be one of its many powers; for its powers too are illimitable: but this also, like otherself-determinations, other �nite buildings, would not be a separation or a real division, for all theIn�nite Consiousness would be around and behind it and supporting it and the speial movement27



itself would be intrinsially aware not only of itself, but, in essene, of all that was behind it. Thiswould be so, inevitably, in the integral onsiousness of the In�nite: but we an suppose also thatan intrinsi though not an ative awareness of this kind, demarating itself, yet indivisible, mightbe there too in the total self-onsiousness of the movement of the Finite. This muh osmi orindividual onsious selimitation would evidently be possible to the In�nite and an be aepted bya larger reason as one of its spiritual possibilities; but so far, on this basis, any division or ignorantseparation or binding and blinding limitation suh as is apparent in our own onsiousness would beunaountable.But a third power or possibility of the In�nite Consiousness an be admitted, its power of self-absorption, of plunging into itself, into a state in whih self-awareness exists but not as knowledgeand not as all-knowledge; the all would then be involved in pure self-awareness, and knowledge andthe inner onsiousness itself would be lost in pure being. This is, luminously, the state whih we allthe Superonsiene in an absolute sense, - although most of what we all superonsient is in realitynot that but only a higher onsient, something that is onsious to itself and only superonsiousto our own limited level of awareness. This self-absorption, this trane of in�nity is again, no longerluminously but darkly, the state whih we all the Inonsient; for the being of the In�nite is therethough by its appearane of inonsiene it seems to us rather to be an in�nite non-being: a self-oblivious intrinsi onsiousness and fore are there in that apparent non-being, for by the energy ofthe Inonsient an ordered world is reated; it is reated in a trane of self-absorption, the fore atingautomatially and with an apparent blindness as in a trane, but still with the inevitability and powerof truth of the In�nite. If we take a step further and admit that a speial or a restrited and partialation of selfabsorption is possible to the In�nite, an ation not always of its in�nity onentratedlimitlessly in itself, but on�ned to a speial status or to an individual or osmi self-determination,we have then the explanation of the onentrated ondition or status by whih it beomes awareseparately of one aspet of its being. There an then be a fundamental double status suh as that ofthe Nirguna standing bak from the Saguna and absorbed in its own purity and immobility, while therest is held bak behind a veil and not admitted within that speial status. In the same way we ouldaount for the status of onsiousness aware of one �eld of being or one movement of it, while theawareness of all the rest would be held behind and veiled or, as it were, ut o� by a waking trane ofdynami onentration from the speialised or limited awareness oupied only with its own �eld ormovement. The totality of the in�nite onsiousness would be there, not abolished, reoverable, butnot evidently ative, ative only by impliation, by inherene or by the instrumentality of the limitedawareness, not in its own manifest power and presene. It will be evident that all these three powersan be aepted as possible to the dynamis of the In�nite Consiousness, and it is by onsideringthe many ways in whih they an work that we may get a lue to the operations of Maya.This throws light inidentally on the opposition made by our minds between pure onsiousness,pure existene, pure bliss and the abundant ativity, the manifold appliation, the endless viissitudesof being, onsiousness and delight of being that take plae in the universe. In the state of pureonsiousness and pure being we are aware of that only, simple, immutable, self-existent, withoutform or objet, and we feel that to be alone true and real. In the other or dynami state we feel itsdynamism to be perfetly true and natural and are even apable of thinking that no suh experieneas that of pure onsiousness is possible. Yet it is now evident that to the In�nite Consiousnessboth the stati and the dynami are possible; these are two of its statuses and both an be presentsimultaneously in the universal awareness, the one witnessing the other and supporting it or notlooking at it and yet automatially supporting it; or the silene and status may be there penetratingthe ativity or throwing it up like an oean immobile below throwing up a mobility of waves on itssurfae. This is also the reason why it is possible for us in ertain onditions of our being to be awareof several di�erent states of onsiousness at the same time. There is a state of being experiened inYoga in whih we beome a double onsiousness, one on the surfae, small, ative, ignorant, swayedby thoughts and feelings, grief and joy and all kinds of reations, the other within alm, vast, equal,28



observing the surfae being with an immovable detahment or indulgene or, it may be, ating uponits agitation to quiet, enlarge, transform it. So too we an rise to a onsiousness above and observethe various parts of our being, inner and outer, mental, vital and physial and the subonsient belowall, and at upon one or other or the whole from that higher status. It is possible also to go down fromthat height or from any height into any of these lower states and take its limited light or its obsurityas our plae of working while the rest that we are is either temporarily put away or put behind orelse kept as a �eld of referene from whih we an get support, santion or light and inuene or asa status into whih we an asend or reede and from it observe the inferior movements. Or we anplunge into trane, get within ourselves and be onsious there while all outward things are exluded;or we an go beyond even this inner awareness and lose ourselves in some deeper other onsiousnessor some high superonsiene. There is also a pervading equal onsiousness into whih we an enterand see all ourselves with one enveloping glane or omnipresent awareness one and indivisible. Allthis whih looks strange and abnormal or may seem fantasti to the surfae reason aquainted onlywith our normal status of limited ignorane and its movements divided from our inner higher andtotal reality, beomes easily intelligible and admissible in the light of the larger reason and logi ofthe In�nite or by the admission of the greater illimitable powers of the Self, the Spirit in us whih isof one essene with the In�nite.Brahman the Reality is the self-existent Absolute and Maya is the Consiousness and Fore ofthis self-existene; but with regard to the universe Brahman appears as the Self of all existene,Atman, the osmi Self, but also as the Supreme Self transendent of its own osmiity and at thesame time individual-universal in eah being; Maya an then be seen as the self-power, Atma-Shakti,of the Atman. It is true that when we �rst beome aware of this Aspet, it is usually in a sileneof the whole being or at the least in a silene within whih draws bak or stands away from thesurfae ation; this Self is then felt as a status in silene, an immobile immutable being, self-existent,pervading the whole universe, omnipresent in all, but not dynami or ative, aloof from the evermobile energy of Maya. In the same way we an beome aware of it as the Purusha, separate fromPrakriti, the Consious Being standing bak from the ativities of Nature. But this is an exlusiveonentration whih limits itself to a spiritual status and puts away from it all ativity in order torealise the freedom of Brahman the self-existent Reality from all limitation by its own ation andmanifestation: it is an essential realisation, but not the total realisation. For we an see that theConsious-Power, the Shakti that ats and reates, is not other than the Maya or all-knowledge ofBrahman; it is the Power of the Self; Prakriti is the working of the Purusha, Consious Being ativeby its own Nature: the duality then of Soul and World-Energy, silent Self and the reative Power ofthe Spirit, is not really something dual and separate, it is biune. As we annot separate Fire andthe power of Fire, it has been said, so we annot separate the Divine Reality and its Consiousness-Fore, Chit-Shakti. This �rst realisation of Self as something intensely silent and purely stati isnot the whole truth of it, there an also be a realisation of Self in its power, Self as the onditionof world-ativity and world-existene. However, the Self is a fundamental aspet of Brahman, butwith a ertain stress on its impersonality; therefore the Power of the Self has the appearane of aFore that ats automatially with the Self sustaining it, witness and support and originator andenjoyer of its ativities but not involved in them for a moment. As soon as we beome aware of theSelf, we are onsious of it as eternal, unborn, unembodied, uninvolved in its workings: it an befelt within the form of being, but also as enveloping it, as above it, surveying its embodiment fromabove, adhyaks.a; it is omnipresent, the same in everything, in�nite and pure and intangible for ever.This Self an be experiened as the Self of the individual, the Self of the thinker, doer, enjoyer, buteven so it always has this greater harater; its individuality is at the same time a vast universalityor very readily passes into that, and the next step to that is a sheer transendene or a omplete andine�able passing into the Absolute. The Self is that aspet of the Brahman in whih it is intimatelyfelt as at one individual, osmi, transendent of the universe. The realisation of the Self is thestraight and swift way towards individual liberation, a stati universality, a Nature-transendene.At the same time there is a realisation of Self in whih it is felt not only sustaining and pervading29



and enveloping all things, but onstituting everything and identi�ed in a free identity with all itsbeomings in Nature. Even so, freedom and impersonality are always the harater of the Self. Thereis no appearane of subjetion to the workings of its own Power in the universe, suh as the apparentsubjetion of the Purusha to Prakriti. To realise the Self is to realise the eternal freedom of theSpirit.The Consious Being, Purusha, is the Self as originator, witness, support and lord and enjoyer ofthe forms and works of Nature. As the aspet of Self is in its essential harater transendental evenwhen involved and identi�ed with its universal and individual beomings, so the Purusha aspet isharateristially universal-individual and intimately onneted with Nature even when separatedfrom her. For this onsious Spirit while retaining its impersonality and eternity, its universality,puts on at the same time a more personal aspet;7 it is the impersonal-personal being in Naturefrom whom it is not altogether detahed, for it is always oupled with her: Nature ats for thePurusha and by its santion, for its will and pleasure; the Consious Being imparts its onsiousnessto the Energy we all Nature, reeives in that onsiousness her workings as in a mirror, aeptsthe forms whih she, the exeutive osmi Fore, reates and imposes on it, gives or withdraws itssantion from her movements. The experiene of Purusha-Prakriti, the Spirit or Consious Being inits relations to Nature, is of immense pragmati importane; for on these relations the whole play ofthe onsiousness depends in the embodied being. If the Purusha in us is passive and allows Natureto at, aepting all she imposes on him, giving a onstant automati santion, then the soul inmind, life, body, the mental, vital, physial being in us, beomes subjet to our nature, ruled by itsformation, driven by its ativities; that is the normal state of our ignorane. If the Purusha in usbeomes aware of itself as the Witness and stands bak from Nature, that is the �rst step to thesoul's freedom; for it beomes detahed, and it is possible then to know Nature and her proessesand in all independene, sine we are no longer involved in her works, to aept or not to aept, tomake the santion no longer automati but free and e�etive; we an hoose what she shall do ornot do in us, or we an stand bak altogether from her works and withdraw into the Self's spiritualsilene, or we an rejet her present formations and rise to a spiritual level of existene and fromthere re-reate our existene. The Purusha an ease to be subjet, an�i�sa, and beome lord of itsnature, �i�svara.In the philosophy of the Sankhyas we �nd developed most thoroughly the metaphysial idea ofPurusha-Prakriti. These two are eternally separate entities, but in relation to eah other. Prakriti isNature-power, an exeutive Power, it is Energy apart from Consiousness; for Consiousness belongsto the Purusha, Prakriti without Purusha is inert, mehanial, inonsient. Prakriti develops asits formal self and basis of ation primal Matter and in it manifests life and sense and mind andintelligene; but intelligene too, sine it is part of Nature and its produt in primal Matter, is alsoinert, mehanial, inonsient, - a oneption whih sheds a ertain light on the order and perfetlyrelated workings of the Inonsient in the material universe: it is the light of the soul, the Spirit,that is imparted to the mehanial workings of sense-mind and intelligene, they beome onsiousby its onsiousness, even as they beome ative only by the assent of the spirit. The Purushabeomes free by drawing bak from Prakriti; it beomes master of her by refusing to be involved inMatter. Nature ats by three priniples, modes or qualities of its stu� and its ation, whih in usbeome the fundamental modes of our psyhologial and physial substane and its workings, thepriniple of inertia, the priniple of kinesis and the priniple of balane, light and harmony: whenthese are in unequal motion, her ation takes plae; when they fall into equilibrium she passes intoquiesene. Purusha, onsious being, is plural, not one and single, while Nature is one: it wouldseem to follow that whatever priniple of oneness we �nd in existene belongs to Nature, but eahsoul is independent and unique, sole to itself and separate whether in its enjoyment of Nature or itsliberation from Nature. All these positions of the Sankhya we �nd to be perfetly valid in experiene7The Sankhya philosophy stresses this personal aspet, makes the Purusha many, plural, and assigns universalityto Nature; in this view eah soul is an independent existene although all souls experiene a ommon universal Nature.30



when we ome into diret inner ontat with the realities of individual soul and universal Nature;but they are pragmati truths and we are not bound to aept them as the whole or the fundamentaltruth either of self or of Nature. Prakriti presents itself as an inonsient Energy in the materialworld, but, as the sale of onsiousness rises, she reveals herself more and more as a onsious foreand we pereive that even her inonsiene onealed a seret onsiousness; so too onsious beingis many in its individual souls, but in its self we an experiene it as one in all and one in its ownessential existene. Moreover, the experiene of soul and Nature as dual is true, but the experieneof their unity has also its validity. If Nature or Energy is able to impose its forms and workings onBeing, it an only be beause it is Nature or Energy of Being and so the Being an aept them asits own; if the Being an beome lord of Nature, it must be beause it is its own Nature whih ithad passively wathed doing its work, but an ontrol and master; even in its passivity its onsentis neessary to the ation of Prakriti and this relation shows suÆiently that the two are not aliento eah other. The duality is a position taken up, a double status aepted for the operations of theself-manifestation of the being; but there is no eternal and fundamental separateness and dualism ofBeing and its Consiousness-Fore, of the Soul and Nature.It is the Reality, the Self, that takes the position of the Consious Being regarding and aeptingor ruling the works of its own Nature. An apparent duality is reated in order that there may be afree ation of Nature working itself out with the support of the Spirit and again a free and masterfulation of the Spirit ontrolling and working out Nature. This duality is also neessary that theSpirit may be at any time at liberty to draw bak from any formation of its Nature and dissolveall formation or aept or enfore a new or a higher formation. These are very evident possibilitiesof the Spirit in its dealings with its own Fore and they an be observed and veri�ed in our ownexperiene; they are logial results of the powers of the In�nite Consiousness, powers whih we haveseen to be native to its in�nity. The Purusha aspet and the Prakriti aspet go always togetherand whatever status Nature or Consiousness-fore in ation assumes, manifests or develops, thereis a orresponding status of the Spirit. In its supreme status the Spirit is the supreme ConsiousBeing, Purushottama, and the Consiousness-Fore is his supreme Nature, Para-Prakriti. In eahstatus of the gradations of Nature, the Spirit takes a poise of its being proper to that gradation;in Mind-Nature it beomes the mental being, in Life-Nature it beomes the vital being, in natureof Matter it beomes the physial being, in supermind it beomes the Being of Knowledge; in thesupreme spiritual status it beomes the Being of Bliss and pure Existene. In us, in the embodiedindividual, it stands behind all as the psyhi Entity, the inner Self supporting the other formulationsof our onsiousness and spiritual existene. The Purusha, individual in us, is osmi in the osmos,transendent in the transendene: the identity with the Self is apparent, but it is the Self in its pureimpersonalpersonal status of a Spirit in things and beings - impersonal beause undi�erentiated bypersonal quality, personal beause it presides over the individualisations of self in eah individual -whih deals with the works of its Consiousness-fore, its exeutive fore of self-nature, in whateverpoise is neessary for that purpose.But it is evident that whatever the posture taken or relation formed in any individual nodus ofPurusha-Prakriti, the Being is in a fundamental osmi relation lord or ruler of its nature: for evenwhen it allows Nature to have its own way with it, its onsent is neessary to support her workings.This omes out in its fullest revelation in the third aspet of the Reality, the Divine Being who isthe master and reator of the universe. Here the supreme Person, the Being in its transendentaland osmi onsiousness and fore, omes to the front, omnipotent, omnisient, the ontroller of allenergies, the Consious in all that is onsient or inonsient, the Inhabitant of all souls and mindsand hearts and bodies, the Ruler or Overruler of all works, the Enjoyer of all delight, the Creator whohas built all things in his own being, the All-Person of whom all beings are personalities, the Powerfrom whom are all powers, the Self, the Spirit in all, by his being the Father of all that is, in hisConsiousness-Fore the Divine Mother, the Friend of all reatures, the All-blissful and All-beautifulof whom beauty and joy are the revelation, the All-Beloved and All-Lover. In a ertain sense, so seen31



and understood, this beomes the most omprehensive of the aspets of the Reality, sine here all areunited in a single formulation; for the Ishwara is supraosmi as well as intraosmi; He is that whihexeeds and inhabits and supports all individuality; He is the supreme and universal Brahman, theAbsolute, the supreme Self, the supreme Purusha.8 But, very learly, this is not the personal God ofpopular religions, a being limited by his qualities, individual and separate from all others; for all suhpersonal gods are only limited representations or names and divine personalities of the one Ishwara.Neither is this the Saguna Brahman ative and possessed of qualities, for that is only one side of thebeing of the Ishwara; the Nirguna immobile and without qualities is another aspet of His existene.Ishwara is Brahman the Reality, Self, Spirit, revealed as possessor, enjoyer of his own self-existene,reator of the universe and one with it, Pantheos, and yet superior to it, the Eternal, the In�nite,the Ine�able, the Divine Transendene.The sharp opposition made between personality and impersonality by our mental way of thinking isa reation of the mind based on the appearanes of the material world; for here in terrestrial existenethe Inonsient from whih everything takes its origin appears as something entirely impersonal;Nature, the inonsient Energy, is entirely impersonal in her manifest essene and dealings; all Foreswear this mask of impersonality, all qualities and powers, Love and Delight and Consiousness itself,have this aspet. Personality makes its apparition as a reation of onsiousness in an impersonalworld; it is a limitation by a restrited formation of powers, qualities, habitual fores of the nature-ation, an imprisonment in a limited irle of selfexperiene whih we have to transend, - to losepersonality is neessary if we are to gain universality, still more neessary if we are to rise into theTransendene. But what we thus all personality is only a formation of super�ial onsiousness;behind it is the Person who takes on various personalities, who an have at the same time manypersonalities but is himself one, real, eternal. If we look at things from a larger point of view, wemight say that what is impersonal is only a power of the Person: existene itself has no meaningwithout an Existent, onsiousness has no standing-plae if there is none who is onsious, delightis useless and invalid without an enjoyer, love an have no foundation or ful�lment if there is nolover, all-power must be otiose if there is not an Almighty. For what we mean by Person is onsiousbeing; even if this emerges here as a term or produt of the Inonsient, it is not that in reality: forit is the Inonsient itself that is a term of the seret Consiousness; what emerges is greater thanthat in whih it emerges, as Mind is greater than Matter, Soul than Mind; Spirit, most seret ofall, the supreme emergene, the last revelation, is the greatest of all, and Spirit is the Purusha, theAll-Person, the omnipresent Consious Being. It is the mind's ignorane of this true Person in us, itsonfusion of person with our experiene of ego and limited personality, the misleading phenomenonof the emergene of limited onsiousness and personality in an inonsient existene that have madeus reate an opposition between these two aspets of the Reality, but in truth there is no opposition.An eternal in�nite self-existene is the supreme reality, but the supreme transendent eternal Being,Self and Spirit, - an in�nite Person, we may say, beause his being is the essene and soure of allpersonality, - is the reality and meaning of self-existene: so too the osmi Self, Spirit, Being, Personis the reality and meaning of osmi existene; the same Self, Spirit, Being or Person manifesting itsmultipliity is the reality and meaning of individual existene.If we admit the Divine Being, the supreme Person and All-Person as the Ishwara, a diÆultyarises in understanding his rule or government of world-existene, beause we immediately transferto him our mental oneption of a human ruler; we piture him as ating by the mind and mentalwill in an omnipotent arbitrary fashion upon a world on whih he imposes his mental oneptionsas laws, and we oneive of his will as a free aprie of his personality. But there is no need for theDivine Being to at by an arbitrary will or idea as an omnipotent yet ignorant human being - if suhan omnipotene were possible - might do: for he is not limited by mind; he has an all-onsiousnessin whih he is aware of the truth of all things and aware of his own all-wisdom working them outaording to the truth that is in them, their signi�ane, their possibility or neessity, the imperative8Gita. 32



selfness of their nature. The Divine is free and not bound by laws of any making, but still he atsby laws and proesses beause they are the expression of the truth of things, - not their mehanial,mathematial or other outward truth alone, but the spiritual reality of what they are, what they havebeome and have yet to beome, what they have it within themselves to realise. He is himself presentin the working, but he also exeeds and an overrule it; for on one side Nature works aording to herlimited omplex of formulas and is informed and supported in their exeution by the Divine Presene,but on the other side there is an overseeing, a higher working and determination, even an intervention,free but not arbitrary, often appearing to us magial and miraulous beause it proeeds and atsupon Nature from a divine Supernature: Nature here is a limited expression of that Supernature andopen to intervention or mutation by its light, its fore, its inuene. The mehanial, mathematial,automati law of things is a fat, but within it there is a spiritual law of onsiousness at work whihgives to the mehanial steps of Nature's fores an inner turn and value, a signi�ant rightness anda seretly onsious neessity, and above it there is a spiritual freedom that knows and ats in thesupreme and universal truth of the Spirit. Our view of the divine government of the world or ofthe seret of its ation is either inurably anthropomorphi or else inurably mehanial; both theanthropomorphism and mehanism have their elements of truth, but they are only a side, an aspet,and the real truth is that the world is governed by the One in all and over all who is in�nite in hisonsiousness and it is aording to the law and logi of an in�nite onsiousness that we ought tounderstand the signi�ane and building and movement of the universe.If we regard this aspet of the one Reality and put it in lose onnetion with the other aspets,we an get a omplete view of the relation between the eternal Self-Existene and the dynamis ofthe Consiousness-Fore by whih it manifests the universe. If we plae ourselves in a silent Self-existene immobile, stati, inative, it will appear that a oneptive Consiousness-Fore, Maya, ableto e�etuate all its oneptions, a dynami onsort of the Self of silene, is doing everything; it takesits stand on the �xed unmoving eternal status and asts the spiritual substane of being into allmanner of forms and movements to whih its passivity onsents or in whih it takes its impartialpleasure, its immobile delight of reative and mobile existene. Whether this be a real or an illusoryexistene, that must be its substane and signi�ane. Consiousness is at play with Being, Foreof Nature does what it wills with Existene and makes it the stu� of her reations, but seretly theonsent of the Being must be there at every step to make this possible. There is an evident truthin this pereption of things; it is what we see happening everywhere in us and around us; it is atruth of the universe and must answer to a fundamental truth-aspet of the Absolute. But whenwe step bak from the outer dynami appearanes of things, not into a witness Silene, but into aninner dynami partiipating experiene of the Spirit, we �nd that this Consiousness-Fore, Maya,Shakti, is itself the power of the Being, the Self-Existent, the Ishwara. The Being is lord of her andof all things, we see him doing everything in his own sovereignty as the reator and ruler of his ownmanifestation; or, if he stands bak and allows freedom of ation to the fores of Nature and herreatures, his sovereignty is still innate in the permission, at every step his tait santion, \Let itbe so", tath�astu, is there impliit; for otherwise nothing ould be done or happen. Being and itsConsiousness-Fore, Spirit and Nature annot be fundamentally dual: what Nature does, is reallydone by the Spirit. This too is a truth that beomes evident when we go behind the veil and feel thepresene of a living Reality whih is everything and determines everything, is the All-powerful andthe All-ruler; this too is a fundamental truth-aspet of the Absolute.Again, if we remain absorbed in the Silene, the reative Consiousness and her works disappearinto the Silene; Nature and the reation for us ease to exist or be real. On the other hand, ifwe look exlusively at the Being in its aspet of the sole-existent Person and Ruler, the Power orShakti by whih he does all things disappears into his uniqueness or beomes an attribute of Hisosmi personality; the absolute monarhy of the one Being beomes our pereption of the universe.Both these experienes reate many diÆulties for the mind due to its nonpereption of the realityof the Self-Power whether in quiesene or in ation, or to a too exlusively negative experiene of33



the Self, or to the too anthropomorphi harater our oneptions attah to the Supreme Being asRuler. It is evident that we are looking at an In�nite of whih the Self-Power is apable of manymovements, all of them valid. If we look again more largely and take aount of both the impersonaland the personal truth of things as one truth, if in that light, the light of personality in impersonality,we see the biune aspet of Self and Self-Power, then in the Person Aspet a dual Person emerges,Ishwara-Shakti, the Divine Self and Creator and the Divine Mother and Creatrix of the universe;there beomes apparent to us the mystery of the masuline and feminine osmi Priniples whose playand interation are neessary for all reation. In the superonsient truth of the Self-Existene thesetwo are fused and implied in eah other, one and indistinguishable, but in the spiritual-pragmatitruth of the dynamism of the universe, they emerge and beome ative; the Divine Mother-Energy asthe universal reatrix, Maya, Para-Prakriti, Chit-Shakti, manifests the osmi Self and Ishwara andher own self-power as a dual priniple; it is through her that the Being, the Self, the Ishwara, atsand he does nothing exept by her; though his Will is impliit in her, it is she who works out all asthe supreme Consiousness-Fore who holds all souls and beings within her and as exeutive Nature;all exists and ats aording to Nature, all is the Consiousness-Fore manifesting and playing withthe Being in millions of forms and movements into whih she asts his existene. If we draw bakfrom her workings, then all an fall into quiesene and we an enter into the silene, beause sheonsents to ease from her dynami ativity; but it is in her quiesene and silene that we arequiesent and ease. If we would aÆrm our independene of Nature, she reveals to us the supremeand omnipresent power of the Ishwara and ourselves as beings of his being, but that power is herselfand we are that in her supernature. If we would realise a higher formation or status of being, thenit is still through her, through the Divine Shakti, the Consiousness-Fore of the Spirit that it hasto be done; our surrender must be to the Divine Being through the Divine Mother: for it is towardsor into the supreme Nature that our asension has to take plae and it an only be done by thesupramental Shakti taking up our mentality and transforming it into her supramentality. Thus wesee that there is no ontradition or inompatibility between these three aspets of Existene, orbetween them in their eternal status and the three modes of its Dynamis working in the universe.One Being, one Reality as Self bases, supports, informs, as Purusha or Consious Being experienes,as Ishwara wills, governs and possesses its world of manifestation reated and kept in motion andation by its own Consiousness-Fore or Self-Power, - Maya, Prakriti, Shakti.A ertain diÆulty arises for our mind in reoniling these di�erent faes or fronts of the OneSelf and Spirit, beause we are obliged to use abstrat oneptions and de�ning words and ideasfor something that is not abstrat, something that is spiritually living and intensely real. Ourabstrations get �xed into di�erentiating onepts with sharp lines between them: but the Realityis not of that nature; its aspets are many but shade o� into eah other. Its truth ould only berendered by ideas and images metaphysial and yet living and onrete, - images whih might betaken by the pure Reason as �gures and symbols but are more than that and mean more to theintuitive vision and feeling, for they are realities of a dynami spiritual experiene. The impersonaltruth of things an be rendered into the abstrat formulas of the pure reason, but there is anotherside of truth whih belongs to the spiritual or mysti vision and without that inner vision of realitiesthe abstrat formulation of them is insuÆiently alive, inomplete. The mystery of things is the truetruth of things; the intelletual presentation is only truth in representation, in abstrat symbols, asif in a ubist art of thought-speeh, in geometri �gure. It is neessary in a philosophi inquiry toon�ne oneself mostly to this intelletual presentation, but it is as well to remember that this is onlythe abstration of the Truth and to seize it ompletely or express it ompletely there is needed aonrete experiene and a more living and full-bodied language.Here it beomes opportune to see how in this aspet of the Reality we must regard the relationwe have disovered between the One and the Many; this amounts to a determination of the trueonnetion between the individual and the Divine Being, between the Soul and the Ishwara. In thenormal theisti oneption the Many are reated by God; made by him as a potter might make a34



vessel, they are dependent on him as are reatures on their reator. But in this larger view of theIshwara the Many are themselves the Divine One in their inmost reality, individual selves of thesupreme and universal Self-Existene, eternal as he is eternal but eternal in his being: our materialexistene is indeed a reation of Nature, but the soul is an immortal portion of the Divinity andbehind it is the Divine Self in the natural reature. Still the One is the fundamental Truth ofexistene, the Many exist by the One and there is therefore an entire dependene of the manifestedbeing on the Ishwara. This dependene is onealed by the separative ignorane of the ego whihstrives to exist in its own right, although at every step it is evidently dependent on the osmi Powerthat reated it, moved by it, a part of its osmi being and ation; this e�ort of the ego is learlya misprision, an erroneous reetion of the truth of the self-existene that is within us. It is truethat there is something in us, not in the ego but in the self and inmost being, that surpasses osmiNature and belongs to the Transendene. But this too �nds itself independent of Nature only bydependene on a higher Reality; it is through self-giving or surrender of soul and nature to theDivine Being that we an attain to our highest self and supreme Reality, for it is the Divine Beingwho is that highest self and that supreme Reality, and we are self-existent and eternal only in hiseternity and by his self-existene. This dependene is not ontraditory of the Identity, but is itselfthe door to the realisation of the Identity, - so that here again we meet that phenomenon of dualityexpressing unity, proeeding from unity and opening bak into unity, whih is the onstant seretand fundamental operation of the universe. It is this truth of the onsiousness of the In�nite thatreates the possibility of all relations between the many and the One, among whih the realisation ofoneness by the mind, the presene of oneness in the heart, the existene of oneness in all the membersis a highest peak, and yet it does not annul but on�rms all the other personal relations and givesthem their fullness, their omplete delight, their entire signi�ane. This too is the magi, but alsothe logi of the In�nite.One problem still remains to be solved, and it an be solved on the same basis; it is the problemof the opposition between the Non-Manifest and the manifestation. For it might be said that allthat has been advaned hitherto may be true of the manifestation, but the manifestation is a realityof an inferior order, a partial movement derived from the Non-Manifest Reality and, when we enterinto that whih is supremely Real, these truths of the universe ease to have any validity. TheNon-Manifest is the timeless, the utterly eternal, an irreduible absolute self-existene to whih themanifestation and its limitations an give no lue or only a lue that by its insuÆieny is illusoryand deeptive. This raises the problem of the relation of Time to the timeless Spirit; for we havesupposed on the ontrary that what is in unmanifestation in the Timeless Eternal is manifested inTime-Eternity. If that is so, if the temporal is an expression of the Eternal, then however di�erentthe onditions, however partial the expression, yet what is fundamental in the Time-expressionmust be in some way pre-existent in the Transendene and drawn from the timeless Reality. Forif not, these fundamentals must ome into it diret from an Absolute whih is other than Time orTimelessness, and the Timeless Spirit must be a supreme spiritual negation, an indeterminable basingthe Absolute's freedom from limitation by what is formulated in Time, - it must be the negative tothe Time positive, in the same relation to it as the Nirguna to the Saguna. But, in fat, what wemean by the Timeless is a spiritual status of existene not subjet to the time movement or to thesuessive or the relative time-experiene of a past, present and future. The timeless Spirit is notneessarily a blank; it may hold all in itself, but in essene, without referene to time or form orrelation or irumstane, perhaps in an eternal unity. Eternity is the ommon term between Timeand the Timeless Spirit. What is in the Timeless unmanifested, implied, essential, appears in Timein movement, or at least in design and relation, in result and irumstane. These two then arethe same Eternity or the same Eternal in a double status; they are a twofold status of being andonsiousness, one an eternity of immobile status, the other an eternity of motion in status.The original status is that of the Reality timeless and spaeless; Spae and Time would be thesame Reality self-extended to ontain the deployment of what was within it. The di�erene would35



be, as in all the other oppositions, the Spirit looking at itself in essene and priniple of being andthe same Spirit looking at itself in the dynamism of its essene and priniple. Spae and Time areour names for this self-extension of the one Reality. We are apt to see Spae as a stati extension inwhih all things stand or move together in a �xed order; we see Time as a mobile extension whihis measured by movement and event: Spae then would be Brahman in self-extended status; Timewould be Brahman in self-extended movement. But this may be only a �rst view and inaurate:Spae may be really a onstant mobile, the onstany and the persistent time-relation of things in itreating the sense of stability of Spae, the mobility reating the sense of time-movement in stableSpae. Or, again, Spae would be Brahman extended for the holding together of forms and objets;Time would be Brahman self-extended for the deployment of the movement of self-power arryingforms and objets; the two would then be a dual aspet of one and the same self-extension of theosmi Eternal.A purely physial Spae might be regarded as in itself a property of Matter; but Matter is a reationof Energy in movement. Spae therefore in the material world ould be either a fundamental self-extension of material Energy or its self-formed existene-�eld, its representation of the InonsientIn�nity in whih it is ating, a �gure in whih it aommodates the formulas and movements of itsown ation and self-reation. Time would be itself the ourse of that movement or else an impressionreated by it, an impression of something that presents itself to us as regularly suessive in itsappearane, - a division or a ontinuum upholding the ontinuity of movement and yet markingo� its suessions, - beause the movement itself is regularly suessive. Or else Time ould be adimension of Spae neessary for the omplete ation of the Energy, but not understood by us assuh beause it is seen by our onsious subjetivity as something itself subjetive, felt by our mind,not pereived by our senses, and therefore not reognised as a dimension of Spae whih has to usthe appearane of a sense-reated or sense-pereived objetive extension.In any ase, if Spirit is the fundamental reality, Time and Spae must either be oneptive on-ditions under whih the Spirit sees its own movement of energy or else they must be fundamentalonditions of the Spirit itself whih assume a di�erent appearane or status aording to the statusof onsiousness in whih they manifest. In other words there is a di�erent Time and Spae for eahstatus of our onsiousness and even di�erent movements of Time and Spae within eah status;but all would be renderings of a fundamental spiritual reality of Time-Spae. In fat, when we gobehind physial Spae, we beome aware of an extension on whih all this movement is based andthis extension is spiritual and not material; it is Self or Spirit ontaining all ation of its own Energy.This origin or basi reality of Spae begins to beome apparent when we draw bak from the physial:for then we beome aware of a subjetive Spae-extension in whih mind itself lives and moves andwhih is other than physial Spae-Time, and yet there is an interpenetration; for our mind anmove in its own spae in suh a way as to e�etuate a movement also in spae of Matter or at uponsomething distant in spae of Matter. In a still deeper ondition of onsiousness we are aware ofa pure spiritual Spae; in this awareness Time may no longer seem to exist, beause all movementeases, or, if there is a movement or happening, it an take plae independent of any observable Timesequene.If we go behind Time by a similar inward motion, drawing bak from the physial and seeing itwithout being involved in it, we disover that Time observation and Time movement are relative,but Time itself is real and eternal. Time observation depends not only on the measures used, buton the onsiousness and the position of the observer: moreover, eah state of onsiousness has adi�erent Time relation; Time in Mind onsiousness and Mind Spae has not the same sense andmeasure of its movements as in physial Spae; it moves there quikly or slowly aording to the stateof the onsiousness. Eah state of onsiousness has its own Time and yet there an be relationsof Time between them; and when we go behind the physial surfae, we �nd several di�erent Timestatuses and Time movements oexistent in the same onsiousness. This is evident in dream Timewhere a long sequene of happenings an our in a period whih orresponds to a seond or a few36



seonds of physial Time. There is then a ertain relation between di�erent Time statuses but noasertainable orrespondene of measure. It would seem as if Time had no objetive reality, butdepends on whatever onditions may be established by ation of onsiousness in its relation tostatus and motion of being: Time would seem to be purely subjetive. But, in fat, Spae also wouldappear by the mutual relation of Mind-Spae and Matter-Spae to be subjetive; in other words,both are the original spiritual extension, but it is rendered by mind in its purity into a subjetivemind-�eld and by sense-mind into an objetive �eld of sense-pereption. Subjetivity and objetivityare only two sides of one onsiousness, and the ardinal fat is that any given Time or Spae or anygiven Time-Spae as a whole is a status of being in whih there is a movement of the onsiousnessand fore of the being, a movement that reates or manifests events and happenings; it is the relationof the onsiousness that sees and the fore that formulates the happenings, a relation inherent inthe status, whih determines the sense of Time and reates our awareness of Time-movement, Time-relation, Time-measure. In its fundamental truth the original status of Time behind all its variationsis nothing else than the eternity of the Eternal, just as the fundamental truth of Spae, the originalsense of its reality, is the in�nity of the In�nite.The Being an have three di�erent states of its onsiousness with regard to its own eternity. The�rst is that in whih there is the immobile status of the Self in its essential existene, self-absorbed orself-onsious, but in either ase without development of onsiousness in movement or happening;this is what we distinguish as its timeless eternity. The seond is its whole-onsiousness of thesuessive relations of all things belonging to a destined or an atually proeeding manifestation, inwhih what we all past, present and future stand together as if in a map or settled design or verymuh as an artist or painter or arhitet might hold all the detail of his work viewed as a whole,intended or reviewed in his mind or arranged in a plan for exeution; this is the stable status orsimultaneous integrality of Time. This seeing of Time is not at all part of our normal awareness ofevents as they happen, though our view of the past, beause it is already known and an be regardedin the whole, may put on something of this harater; but we know that this onsiousness existsbeause it is possible in an exeptional state to enter into it and see things from the view-point ofthis simultaneity of Time-vision. The third status is that of a proessive movement of Consiousness-Fore and its suessive working out of what has been seen by it in the stati vision of the Eternal;this is the Time movement. But it is in one and the same Eternity that this triple status existsand the movement takes plae; there are not really two eternities, one an eternity of status, anotheran eternity of movement, but there are di�erent statuses or positions taken by Consiousness withregard to the one Eternity. For it an see the whole Time development from outside or from abovethe movement; it an take a stable position within the movement and see the before and the after ina �xed, determined or destined suession; or it an take instead a mobile position in the movement,itself move with it from moment to moment and see all that has happened reeding bak into thepast and all that has to happen oming towards it from the future; or else it may onentrate onthe moment it oupies and see nothing but what is in that moment and immediately around orbehind it. All these positions an be taken by the being of the In�nite in a simultaneous vision orexperiene. It an see Time from above and inside Time, exeeding it and not within it; it an seethe Timeless develop the Time-movement without easing to be timeless, it an embrae the wholemovement in a stati and a dynami vision and put out at the same time something of itself into themoment-vision. This simultaneity may seem to the �nite onsiousness tied to the moment-vision amagi of the In�nite, a magi of Maya; to its own way of pereption whih needs to limit, to envisageone status only at a time in order to harmonise, it would give a sense of onfused and inonsistentunreality. But to an in�nite onsiousness suh an integral simultaneity of vision and experienewould be perfetly logial and onsistent; all ould be elements of a whole-vision apable of beinglosely related together in a harmonious arrangement, a multipliity of view bringing out the unityof the thing seen, a diverse presentation of onomitant aspets of the One Reality.If there an be this simultaneous multipliity of selfpresentation of one Reality, we see that there is37



no impossibility in the oexistene of a Timeless Eternal and a Time Eternity. It would be the sameEternity viewed by a dual self-awareness and there ould be no opposition between them; it wouldbe a orrelation of two powers of the self-awareness of the in�nite and eternal Reality, - a powerof status and non-manifestation, a power of self-e�eting ation and movement and manifestation.Their simultaneity, however ontraditory and diÆult to reonile it might seem to our �nite surfaeseeing, would be intrinsi and normal to the Maya or eternal self-knowledge and all-knowledge ofBrahman, the eternal and in�nite knowledge and wisdom-power of the Ishwara, the onsiousness-fore of the self-existent Sahhidananda.
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Chapter 3The Eternal and the Individual\He am I." Isha Upanishad.1\It is an eternal portion of Me that has beome the living being in a world of living beings.. . . The eye of knowledge sees the Lord abiding in the body and enjoying and going forth fromit." Gita.2\Two birds beautiful of wing, friends and omrades, ling to a ommon tree, and one eatsthe sweet fruit, the other regards him and eats not. . . . Where winged souls ry the disoveriesof knowledge over their portion of immortality, there the Lord of all, the Guardian of the Worldtook possession of me, he the Wise, me the ignorant." Rig Veda.3THERE is then a fundamental truth of existene, an Omnipresent Reality, omnipresent above theosmi manifestation and in it and immanent in eah individual. There is also a dynami power ofthis Omnipresene, a reative or self-manifesting ation of its in�nite Consiousness-Fore. There isas a phase or movement of the self-manifestation a desent into an apparent material inonsiene,an awakening of the individual out of the Inonsiene and an evolution of his being into the spiritualand supramental onsiousness and power of the Reality, into his own universal and transendentSelf and soure of existene. It is on this foundation that we have to base our oneption of a truthin our terrestrial being and the possibility of a divine Life in material Nature. There our hief needis to disover the origin and nature of the Ignorane whih we see emerging out of the inonsieneof matter or dislosing itself within a body of matter and the nature of the Knowledge that hasto replae it, to understand too the proess of Nature's self-unfolding and the soul's reovery. Forin fat the Knowledge is there onealed in the Ignorane itself; it has rather to be unveiled thanaquired: it reveals itself rather than is learned, by an inward and upward self-unfolding. But�rst it will be onvenient to meet and get out of the way one diÆulty that inevitably arises, thediÆulty of admitting that, even given the immanene of the Divine in us, even given our individualonsiousness as a vehile of progressive evolutionary manifestation, the individual is in any senseeternal or that there an be any persistene of individuality after liberation has been attained byunity and self-knowledge.1Verse 16.2XV. 7, 10.3I. 164. 20, 21. 39



This is a diÆulty of the logial reason and must be met by a larger and more atholi enlighteningreason. Or if it is a diÆulty of spiritual experiene, it an only be met by a wider resolving experiene.It an indeed be met also by a dialetial battle, a logomahy of the logial mind; but that by itself isan arti�ial method, often a futile ombat in the louds and always inonlusive. Logial reasoningis useful and indispensable in its own �eld in order to give the mind a ertain learness, preision andsubtlety in dealing with its own ideas and word-symbols, so that our pereption of the truths whihwe arrive at by observation and experiene or whih physially, psyhologially or spiritually wehave seen, may be as little as possible obsured by the onfusions of our average human intelligene,its proneness to take appearane for fat, its haste to be misled by partial truth, its exaggeratedonlusions, its intelletual and emotional partialities, its inompetent bunglings in that linking oftruth to truth by whih alone we an arrive at a omplete knowledge. We must have a lear, pure,subtle and exible mind in order that we may fall as little as possible into that ordinary mental habitof our kind whih turns truth itself into a purveyor of errors. That lari�ation the habit of learlogial reasoning ulminating in the method of metaphysial dialetis does help to aomplish andits part in the preparation of knowledge is therefore very great. But by itself it annot arrive eitherat the knowledge of the world or the knowledge of God, muh less reonile the lower and the higherrealisation. It is muh more eÆiently a guardian against error than a disoverer of truth, - althoughby dedution from knowledge already aquired it may happen upon new truths and indiate themfor experiene or for the higher and larger truth-seeing faulties to on�rm. In the more subtle �eldof synthetial or unifying knowledge the logial habit of mind may even beome a stumbling-blokby the very faulty whih gives it its peuliar use; for it is so austomed to making distintionsand dwelling upon distintions and working by distintions that it is always a little at sea whendistintions have to be overridden and overpassed. Our objet, then, in onsidering the diÆultiesof the normal mind when fae to fae with the experiene of osmi and transendental unity by theindividual, must be solely to make more lear to ourselves, �rst, the origin of the diÆulties and theesape from them and by that, what is more important, the real nature of the unity at whih wearrive and of the ulmination of the individual when he beomes one with all reatures and dwellsin the oneness of the Eternal.The �rst diÆulty for the reason is that it has always been austomed to identify the individualself with the ego and to think of it as existing only by the limitations and exlusions of the ego. Ifthat were so, then by the transendene of the ego the individual would abolish his own existene; ourend would be to disappear and dissolve into some universality of matter, life, mind or spirit or elsesome indeterminate from whih our egoisti determinations of individuality have started. But whatis this strongly separative self-experiene that we all ego? It is nothing fundamentally real in itselfbut only a pratial onstrution of our onsiousness devised to entralise the ativities of Naturein us. We pereive a formation of mental, physial, vital experiene whih distinguishes itself fromthe rest of being, and that is what we think of as ourselves in nature - this individualisation of beingin beoming. We then proeed to oneive of ourselves as something whih has thus individualiseditself and only exists so long as it is individualised, - a temporary or at least a temporal beoming; orelse we oneive of ourselves as someone who supports or auses the individualisation, an immortalbeing perhaps but limited by its individuality. This pereption and this oneption onstitute ourego-sense. Normally, we go no farther in our knowledge of our individual existene.But in the end we have to see that our individualisation is only a super�ial formation, a pratialseletion and limited onsious synthesis for the temporary utility of life in a partiular body, or elseit is a onstantly hanging and developing synthesis pursued through suessive lives in suessivebodies. Behind it there is a onsiousness, a Purusha, who is not determined or limited by hisindividualisation or by this synthesis but on the ontrary determines, supports and yet exeedsit. That whih he selets from in order to onstrut this synthesis, is his total experiene of theworld-being. Therefore our individualisation exists by virtue of the world-being, but also by virtueof a onsiousness whih uses the world-being for experiene of its possibilities of individuality.40



These two powers, Person and his world-material, are both neessary for our present experiene ofindividuality. If the Purusha with his individualising synthesis of onsiousness were to disappear, tomerge, to annul himself in any way, our onstruted individuality would ease beause the Reality thatsupported it would no longer be in presene; if, on the other hand, the world-being were to dissolve,merge, disappear, then also our individualisation would ease, for the material of experiene by whihit e�etuates itself would be wanting. We have then to reognise these two terms of our existene,a world-being and an individualising onsiousness whih is the ause of all our self-experiene andworld-experiene.But we see farther that in the end this Purusha, this ause and self of our individuality, omes toembrae the whole world and all other beings in a sort of onsious extension of itself and to pereiveitself as one with the world-being. In its onsious extension of itself it exeeds the primary expe-riene and abolishes the barriers of its ative self-limitation and individualisation; by its pereptionof its own in�nite universality it goes beyond all onsiousness of separative individuality or limitedsoul-being. By that very fat the individual eases to be the selimiting ego; in other words, ourfalse onsiousness of existing only by self-limitation, by rigid distintion of ourselves from the restof being and beoming is transended; our identi�ation of ourselves with our personal and temporalindividualisation in a partiular mind and body is abolished. But is all truth of individuality andindividualisation abolished? does the Purusha ease to exist or does he beome the world-Purushaand live intimately in innumerable minds and bodies? We do not �nd it to be so. He still individ-ualises and it is still he who exists and embraes this wider onsiousness while he individualises:but the mind no longer thinks of a limited temporary individualisation as all ourselves but only as awave of beoming thrown up from the sea of its being or else as a form or entre of universality. Thesoul still makes the world-beoming the material for individual experiene, but instead of regardingit as something outside and larger than itself on whih it has to draw, by whih it is a�eted, withwhih it has to make aommodations, it is aware of it subjetively as within itself; it embraes bothits world-material and its individualised experiene of spatial and temporal ativities in a free andenlarged onsiousness. In this new onsiousness the spiritual individual pereives its true self tobe one in being with the Transendene and seated and dwelling within it, and no longer takes itsonstruted individuality as anything more than a formation for world-experiene.Our unity with the world-being is the onsiousness of a Self whih at one and the same timeosmiises in the world and individualises through the individual Purusha, and both in that world-being and in this individual being and in all individual beings it is aware of the same Self manifestingand experiening its various manifestations. That then is a Self whih must be one in its being, -otherwise we ould not have this experiene of unity, - and yet must be apable in its very unity ofosmi di�erentiation and multiple individuality. The unity is its being, - yes, but the osmi di�er-entiation and the multiple individuality are the power of its being whih it is onstantly displayingand whih it is its delight and the nature of its onsiousness to display. If then we arrive at unitywith that, if we even beome entirely and in every way that being, why should the power of its beingbe exised and why at all should we desire or labour to exise it? We should then only diminish thesope of our unity with it by an exlusive onentration aepting the divine being but not aeptingour part in the power and onsiousness and in�nite delight of the Divine. It would in fat be theindividual seeking peae and rest of union in a motionless identity, but rejeting delight and variousjoy of union in the nature and at and power of the divine Existene. That is possible, but there isno neessity to uphold it as the ultimate aim of our being or as our ultimate perfetion.Or the one possible reason would be that in the power, the at of onsiousness there is not realunion and that only in the status of onsiousness is there perfet undi�erentiated unity. Now inwhat we may all the waking union of the individual with the Divine, as opposed to a falling asleepor a onentration of the individual onsiousness in an absorbed identity, there is ertainly and mustbe a di�erentiation of experiene. For in this ative unity the individual Purusha enlarges its ativeexperiene also as well as its stati onsiousness into a way of union with this Self of his being and41



of the world-being, and yet individualisation remains and therefore di�erentiation. The Purusha isaware of all other individuals as selves of himself; he may by a dynami union beome aware of theirmental and pratial ation as ourring in his universal onsiousness, just as he is aware of his ownmental and pratial ation; he may help to determine their ation by subjetive union with them:but still there is a pratial di�erene. The ation of the Divine in himself is that with whih he ispartiularly and diretly onerned; the ation of the Divine in his other selves is that with whih heis universally onerned, not diretly, but through and by his union with them and with the Divine.The individual therefore exists though he exeeds the little separative ego; the universal exists andis embraed by him but it does not absorb and abolish all individual di�erentiation, even though byhis universalising himself the limitation whih we all the ego is overome.Now we may get rid of this di�erentiation by plunging into the absorption of an exlusive unity,but to what end? For perfet union? But we do not forfeit that by aepting the di�erentiation anymore than the Divine forfeits His oneness by aepting it. We have the perfet union in His beingand an absorb ourselves in it at any time, but we have also this other di�erentiated unity and anemerge into it and at freely in it at any time without losing oneness: for we have merged the egoand are absolved from the exlusive stresses of our mentality. Then for peae and rest? But we havethe peae and rest by virtue of our unity with Him, even as the Divine possesses for ever His eternalalm in the midst of His eternal ation. Then for the mere joy of getting rid of all di�erentiation?But that di�erentiation has its divine purpose: it is a means of greater unity, not as in the egoistilife a means of division; for we enjoy by it our unity with our other selves and with God in all,whih we exlude by our rejetion of His multiple being. In either experiene it is the Divine in theindividual possessing and enjoying in one ase the Divine in His pure unity or in the other the Divinein that and in the unity of the osmos; it is not the absolute Divine reovering after having lostHis unity. Certainly, we may prefer the absorption in a pure exlusive unity or a departure into asupraosmi transendene, but there is in the spiritual truth of the Divine Existene no ompellingreason why we should not partiipate in this large possession and bliss of His universal being whihis the ful�lment of our individuality.But we see farther that it is not solely and ultimately the osmi being into whih our individualbeing enters but something in whih both are uni�ed. As our individualisation in the world is abeoming of that Self, so is the world too a beoming of that Self. The world-being inludes alwaysthe individual being; therefore these two beomings, the osmi and the individual, are always relatedto eah other and in their pratial relation mutually dependent. But we �nd that the individual beingalso omes in the end to inlude the world in its onsiousness, and sine this is not by an abolitionof the spiritual individual, but by his oming to his full, large and perfet self-onsiousness, we mustsuppose that the individual always inluded the osmos, and it is only the surfae onsiousnesswhih by ignorane failed to possess that inlusion beause of its self-limitation in ego. But whenwe speak of the mutual inlusion of the osmi and the individual, the world in me, I in the world,all in me, I in all, - for that is the liberated self-experiene, - we are evidently travelling beyondthe language of the normal reason. That is beause the words we have to use were minted by mindand given their values by an intellet bound to the oneptions of physial Spae and irumstaneand using for the language of a higher psyhologial experiene �gures drawn from the physial lifeand the experiene of the senses. But the plane of onsiousness to whih the liberated humanbeing arises is not dependent upon the physial world, and the osmos whih we thus inlude andare inluded in is not the physial osmos, but the harmonially manifest being of God in ertaingreat rhythms of His onsiousfore and self-delight. Therefore this mutual inlusion is spiritual andpsyhologial; it is a translation of the two forms of the Many, all and individual, into a unifyingspiritual experiene, - a translation of the eternal unity of the One and the Many; for the One is theeternal unity of the Many di�erentiating and undi�erentiating itself in the osmos. This means thatosmos and individual are manifestations of a transendent Self who is indivisible being although heseems to be divided or distributed; but he is not really divided or distributed but indivisibly present42



everywhere. Therefore all is in eah and eah is in all and all is in God and God in all; and whenthe liberated soul omes into union with this Transendent, it has this self-experiene of itself andosmos whih is translated psyhologially into a mutual inlusion and a persistent existene of bothin a divine union whih is at one a oneness and a fusion and an embrae.The normal experiene of the reason therefore is not appliable to these higher truths. In the�rst plae the ego is the individual only in the ignorane; there is a true individual who is not theego and still has an eternal relation with all other individuals whih is not egoisti or self-separative,but of whih the essential harater is pratial mutuality founded in essential unity. This mutualityfounded in unity is the whole seret of the divine existene in its perfet manifestation; it mustbe the basis of anything to whih we an give the name of a divine life. But, seondly, we seethat the whole diÆulty and onfusion into whih the normal reason falls is that we are speakingof a higher and illimitable self-experiene founded on divine in�nities and yet are applying to it alanguage formed by this lower and limited experiene whih founds itself on �nite appearanes andthe separative de�nitions by whih we try to distinguish and lassify the phenomena of the materialuniverse. Thus we have to use the word individual and speak of the ego and the true individual, justas we speak sometimes of the apparent and the real Man. Evidently, all these words, man, apparent,real, individual, true, have to be taken in a very relative sense and with a full awareness of theirimperfetion and inability to express the things that we mean. By individual we mean normallysomething that separates itself from everything else and stands apart, though in reality there is nosuh thing anywhere in existene; it is a �gment of our mental oneptions useful and neessaryto express a partial and pratial truth. But the diÆulty is that the mind gets dominated by itswords and forgets that the partial and pratial truth beomes true truth only by its relation toothers whih seem to the reason to ontradit it, and that taken by itself it ontains a onstantelement of falsity. Thus when we speak of an individual we mean ordinarily an individualisation ofmental, vital, physial being separate from all other beings, inapable of unity with them by its veryindividuality. If we go beyond these three terms of mind, life and body, and speak of the soul orindividual self, we still think of an individualised being separate from all others, inapable of unityand inlusive mutuality, apable at most of a spiritual ontat and soul-sympathy. It is thereforeneessary to insist that by the true individual we mean nothing of the kind, but a onsious powerof being of the Eternal, always existing by unity, always apable of mutuality. It is that being whihby self-knowledge enjoys liberation and immortality.But we have to arry still farther the onit between the normal and the higher reason. When wespeak of the true individual as a onsious power of being of the Eternal, we are still using intelletualterms, - we annot help it, unless we plunge into a language of pure symbols and mysti values ofspeeh, - but, what is worse, we are, in the attempt to get away from the idea of the ego, using atoo abstrat language. Let us say, then, a onsious being who is for our valuations of existene abeing of the Eternal in his power of individualising self-experiene; for it must be a onrete being -and not an abstrat power - who enjoys immortality. And then we get to this that not only am I inthe world and the world in me, but God is in me and I am in God; by whih yet it is not meant thatGod depends for His existene on man, but that He manifests Himself in that whih He manifestswithin Himself; the individual exists in the Transendent, but all the Transendent is there onealedin the individual. Further I am one with God in my being and yet I an have relations with Him inmy experiene. I, the liberated individual, an enjoy the Divine in His transendene, uni�ed withHim, and enjoy at the same time the Divine in other individuals and in His osmi being. Evidentlywe have arrived at ertain primary relations of the Absolute and they an only be intelligible tothe mind if we see that the Transendent, the individual, the osmi being are the eternal powersof onsiousness - we fall again, this time without remedy, into a wholly abstrat language, - of anabsolute existene, a unity yet more than a unity, whih so expresses itself to its own onsiousnessin us, but whih we annot adequately speak of in human language and must not hope to desribeeither by negative or positive terms to our reason, but an only hope to indiate it to the utmost43



power of our language.But the normal mind, whih has no experiene of these things that are so powerfully real to theliberated onsiousness, may well revolt against what may seem to it nothing more than a mass ofintelletual ontraditions. It may say, \I know very well what the Absolute is; it is that in whihthere are no relations. The Absolute and the relative are irreonilable opposites; in the relativethere is nowhere anything absolute, in the Absolute there an be nothing relative. Anything whihontradits these �rst data of my thought, is intelletually false and pratially impossible. Theseother statements also ontradit my law of ontraditions whih is that two opposing and onitingaÆrmations annot both be true. It is impossible that there should be oneness with God and yet arelation with Him suh as this of the enjoyment of the Divine. In oneness there is no one to enjoyexept the One and nothing to be enjoyed exept the One. God, the individual and the osmos mustbe three di�erent atualities, otherwise there ould be no relations between them. Either they areeternally di�erent or they are di�erent in present time, although they may have originally been oneundi�erentiated existene and may eventually re-beome one undi�erentiated existene. Unity wasperhaps and will be perhaps, but it is not now and annot be so long as osmos and the individualendure. The osmi being an only know and possess the transendent unity by easing to be osmi;the individual an only know and possess the osmi or the transendental unity by easing from allindividuality and individualisation. Or if unity is the one eternal fat, then osmos and individualare non-existent; they are illusions imposed on itself by the Eternal. That may well involve aontradition or an unreoniled paradox; but I am willing to admit a ontradition in the Eternalwhih I am not ompelled to think out, rather than a ontradition here of my primary oneptionswhih I am ompelled to think out logially and to pratial ends. I am on this supposition ableeither to take the world as pratially real and think and at in it or to rejet it as an unreality andease to think and at; I am not ompelled to reonile ontraditions, not alled on to be onsiousof and onsious in something beyond myself and world and yet deal from that basis, as God does,with a world of ontraditions. The attempt to be as God while I am still an individual or to bethree things at a time seems to me to involve a logial onfusion and a pratial impossibility." Suhmight well be the attitude of the normal reason, and it is lear, luid, positive in its distintions; itinvolves no extraordinary gymnastis of the reason trying to exeed itself and losing itself in shadowsand half-lights or any kind of mystiism, or at least there is only one original and omparativelysimple mystiism free from all other diÆult omplexities. Therefore it is the reasoning whih is themost satisfatory to the simply rational mind. Yet is there here a triple error, the error of makingan unbridgeable gulf between the Absolute and the relative, the error of making too simple and rigidand extending too far the law of ontraditions and the error of oneiving in terms of Time thegenesis of things whih have their origin and �rst habitat in the Eternal.We mean by the Absolute something greater than ourselves, greater than the osmos whih welive in, the supreme reality of that transendent Being whih we all God, something without whihall that we see or are onsious of as existing, ould not have been, ould not for a moment remainin existene. Indian thought alls it Brahman, European thought the Absolute beause it is a self-existent whih is absolved of all bondage to relativities. For all relatives an only exist by somethingwhih is the truth of them all and the soure and ontinent of their powers and properties and yetexeeds them all; it is something of whih not only eah relativity itself, but also any sum we an makeof all relatives that we know, an only be - in all that we know of them - a partial, inferior or pratialexpression. We see by reason that suh an Absolute must exist; we beome by spiritual experieneaware of its existene: but even when we are most aware of it, we annot desribe it beause ourlanguage and thought an deal only with the relative. The Absolute is for us the Ine�able.So far there need be no real diÆulty nor onfusion. But we readily go on, led by the mind'shabit of oppositions, of thinking by distintions and pairs of ontraries, to speak of it as not onlynot bound by the limitations of the relative, but as if it were bound by its freedom from limitations,inexorably empty of all power for relations and in its nature inapable of them, something hostile44



in its whole being to relativity and its eternal ontrary. By this false step of our logi we get intoan impasse. Our own existene and the existene of the universe beome not only a mystery, butlogially inoneivable. For we get by that to an Absolute whih is inapable of relativity andexlusive of all relatives and yet the ause or at least the support of relativity and the ontainer,truth and substane of all relatives. We have then only one logial-illogial way of esape out ofthe impasse; we have to suppose the imposition of the world as a self-e�etive illusion or an unrealtemporal reality, on the eternity of the formless relationless Absolute. This imposition is made byour misleading individual onsiousness whih falsely sees Brahman in the �gure of the osmos - asa man mistakes a rope for a serpent; but sine either our individual onsiousness is itself a relativesupported by the Brahman and only existent by it, not a real reality, or sine in its reality it is itselfthe Brahman, it is the Brahman after all whih imposes on itself in us this delusion and mistakesin some �gure of its own onsiousness an existent rope for a non-existent snake, imposes on itsown indeterminable pure Reality the semblane of a universe, or if it does not impose it on its ownonsiousness, it is on a onsiousness derived from it and dependent on it, a projetion of itselfinto Maya. By this explanation nothing is explained; the original ontradition stands where it was,unreoniled, and we have only stated it over again in other terms. It looks as if, by attemptingto arrive at an explanation by means of intelletual reasoning, we have only befogged ourselves bythe delusion of our own unompromising logi: we have imposed on the Absolute the impositionwhih our too presumptuous reasoning has pratised on our own intelligene; we have transformedour mental diÆulty in understanding the world-manifestation into an original impossibility for theAbsolute to manifest itself in world at all. But the Absolute, obviously, �nds no diÆulty in world-manifestation and no diÆulty either in a simultaneous transendene of world-manifestation; thediÆulty exists only for our mental limitations whih prevent us from grasping the supramentalrationality of the oexistene of the in�nite and the �nite or seizing the nodus of the unonditionedwith the onditioned. For our intelletual rationality these are opposites; for the absolute reasonthey are interrelated and not essentially oniting expressions of one and the same reality. Theonsiousness of in�nite Existene is other than our mind-onsiousness and sense-onsiousness,greater and more apaious, for it inludes them as minor terms of its workings, and the logi ofin�nite Existene is other than our intelletual logi. It reoniles in its great primal fats of beingwhat to our mental view, onerned as it is with words and ideas derived from seondary fats, areirreonilable ontraries.Our mistake is that in trying to de�ne the inde�nable we think we have sueeded when we havedesribed by an allexlusive negation this Absolute whih we are yet ompelled to oneive of as asupreme positive and the ause of all positives. It is not surprising that so many aute thinkers,with their eye on the fats of being and not on verbal distintions, should be driven to infer thatthe Absolute is a �tion of the intelligene, an idea born of words and verbal dialetis, a zero,non-existent, and to onlude that an eternal Beoming is the only truth of our existene. Theanient sages spoke indeed of Brahman negatively, - they said of it, neti neti, it is not this, it isnot that, - but they took are also to speak of it positively; they said of it too, it is this, it is that,it is all: for they saw that to limit it either by positive or negative de�nitions was to fall awayfrom its truth. Brahman, they said, is Matter, is Life, is Mind, is Supermind, is osmi Delight,is Sahhidananda; yet it annot really be de�ned by any of these things, not even by our largestoneption of Sahhidananda. In the world as we see it, for our mental onsiousness however highwe arry it, we �nd that to every positive there is a negative. But the negative is not a zero, -indeed whatever appears to us a zero is paked with fore, teeming with power of existene, fullof atual or potential ontents. Neither does the existene of the negative make its orrespondingpositive non-existent or an unreality; it only makes the positive an inomplete statement of the truthof things and even, we may say, of the positive's own truth. For the positive and the negative existnot only side by side, but in relation to eah other and by eah other; they omplete and would tothe all-view, whih a limited mind annot reah, explain one another. Eah by itself is not reallyknown; we only begin to know it in its deeper truth when we an read into it the suggestions of its45



apparent opposite. It is through suh a profounder atholi intuition and not by exlusive logialoppositions that our intelligene ought to approah the Absolute.The positives of the Absolute are its various statements of itself to our onsiousness; its negativesbring in the rest of its absolute positivity by whih its limitation to these �rst statements is denied.We have, to begin with, its large primary relations suh as the in�nite and the �nite, the onditionedand unonditioned, the qualitied and unqualitied; in eah pair the negative oneals the wholepower of the orresponding positive whih is ontained in it and emerges from it: there is no realopposition. We have, in a less subtle order of truths, the transendent and the osmi, the universaland the individual; here we have seen that eah member of these pairs is ontained in its apparentopposite. The universal partiularises itself in the individual; the individual ontains in himself allthe generalities of the universal. The universal onsiousness �nds all itself by the variations ofnumberless individuals, not by suppressing variations; the individual onsiousness ful�ls all itselfwhen it is universalised into sympathy and identity with the osmi, not by limiting itself in theego. So too the osmi ontains in all itself and in eah thing in it the omplete immanene of thetransendent; it maintains itself as the world-being by the onsiousness of its own transendentreality, it �nds itself in eah individual being by the realisation of the divine and transendent inthat being and in all existenes. The transendent ontains, manifests, onstitutes the osmos andby manifesting it manifests or disovers, as we may say in the old poeti sense of that word, its ownin�nite harmoni varieties. But even in the lower orders of the relative we �nd this play of negativeand positive, and through the divine reoniliation of its terms, not by exising them or arrying theiropposition to the bitter end, we have to arrive at the Absolute. For there in the Absolute all thisrelativity, all this varying rhythmi self-statement of the Absolute, �nds, not its omplete denial, butits reason for existene and its justi�ation, not its onvition as a lie, but the soure and prinipleof its truth. Cosmos and individual go bak to something in the Absolute whih is the true truth ofindividuality, the true truth of osmi being and not their denial and onvition of their falsity. TheAbsolute is not a septial logiian denying the truth of all his own statements and self-expressions,but an existene so utterly and so in�nitely positive that no �nite positive an be formulated whihan exhaust it or bind it down to its de�nitions.It is evident that if suh is the truth of the Absolute, we annot bind it either by our law ofontraditions. That law is neessary to us in order that we may posit partial and pratial truths,think out things learly, deisively and usefully, lassify, at, deal with them e�etively for partiularpurposes in our divisions of Spae, distintions of form and property, moments of Time. It representsa formal and strongly dynami truth of existene in its pratial workings whih is strongest in themost outward term of things, the material, but beomes less and less rigidly binding as we go upwardin the sale, mount on the more subtle rungs of the ladder of being. It is espeially neessary for usin dealing with material phenomena and fores; we have to suppose them to be one thing at a time,to have one power at a time and to be limited by their ostensible and pratially e�etive apaitiesand properties; otherwise we annot deal with them. But even there, as human thought is beginningto realise, the distintions made by the intellet and the lassi�ations and pratial experiments ofSiene, while perfetly valid in their own �eld and for their own purpose, do not represent the wholeor the real truth of things, whether of things in the whole or of the thing by itself whih we havelassi�ed and set arti�ially apart, isolated for separate analysis. By that isolation we are indeedable to deal with it very pratially, very e�etively, and we think at �rst that the e�etiveness of ouration proves the entire and suÆient truth of our isolating and analysing knowledge. Afterwardswe �nd that by getting beyond it we an arrive at a greater truth and a greater e�etivity.The isolation is ertainly neessary for �rst knowledge. A diamond is a diamond and a pearl apearl, eah thing of its own lass, existing by its distintion from all others, eah distinguished by itsown form and properties. But eah has also properties and elements whih are ommon to both andothers whih are ommon to material things in general. And in reality eah does not exist only byits distintions, but muh more essentially by that whih is ommon to both; and we get bak to the46



very basis and enduring truth of all material things only when we �nd that all are the same thing,one energy, one substane or, if you like, one universal motion whih throws up, brings out, ombines,realises these di�erent forms, these various properties, these �xed and harmonised potentialities ofits own being. If we stop short at the knowledge of distintions, we an deal only with diamond andpearl as they are, �x their values, uses, varieties, make the best ordinary use and pro�t of them;but if we an get to the knowledge and ontrol of their elements and the ommon properties of thelass to whih they belong, we may arrive at the power of making either a diamond or pearl at ourpleasure: go farther still and master that whih all material things are in their essene and we mayarrive even at the power of transmutation whih would give the greatest possible ontrol of materialNature. Thus the knowledge of distintions arrives at its greatest truth and e�etive use when wearrive at the deeper knowledge of that whih reoniles distintions in the unity behind all variations.That deeper knowledge does not deprive the other and more super�ial of e�etivity nor onvit it ofvanity. We annot onlude from our ultimate material disovery that there is no original substaneor Matter, only energy manifesting substane or manifesting as substane, - that diamond and pearlare non-existent, unreal, only true to the illusion of our senses of pereption and ation, that the onesubstane, energy or motion is the sole eternal truth and that therefore the best or only rational useof our siene would be to dissolve diamond and pearl and everything else that we an dissolve intothis one eternal and original reality and get done with their forms and properties for ever. Thereis an essentiality of things, a ommonalty of things, an individuality of things; the ommonalty andindividuality are true and eternal powers of the essentiality: that transends them both, but thethree together and not one by itself are the eternal terms of existene.This truth whih we an see, though with diÆulty and under onsiderable restritions, evenin the material world where the subtler and higher powers of being have to be exluded from ourintelletual operations, beomes learer and more powerful when we asend in the sale. We see thetruth of our lassi�ations and distintions, but also their limits. All things, even while di�erent,are yet one. For pratial purposes plant, animal, man are di�erent existenes; yet when we lookdeeper we see that the plant is only an animal with an insuÆient evolution of self-onsiousness anddynami fore; the animal is man in the making; man himself is that animal and yet the somethingmore of self-onsiousness and dynami power of onsiousness that make him man; and yet againhe is the something more whih is ontained and repressed in his being as the potentiality of thedivine, - he is a god in the making. In eah of these, plant, animal, man, god, the Eternal is thereontaining and repressing himself as it were in order to make a ertain statement of his being. Eahis the whole Eternal onealed. Man himself, who takes up all that went before him and transmutesit into the term of manhood, is the individual human being and yet he is all mankind, the universalman ating in the individual as a human personality. He is all and yet he is himself and unique. Heis what he is, but he is also the past of all that he was and the potentiality of all that he is not.We annot understand him if we look only at his present individuality, but we annot understandhim either if we look only at his ommonalty, his general term of manhood, or go bak by exlusionfrom both to an essentiality of his being in whih his distinguishing manhood and his partiularisingindividuality seem to disappear. Eah thing is the Absolute, all are that One, but in these threeterms always the Absolute makes its statement of its developed self-existene. We are not, beause ofthe essential unity, ompelled to say that all God's various ation and workings are vain, worthless,unreal, phenomenal, illusory, and that the best and only rational or super-rational use we an makeof our knowledge is to get away from them, dissolve our osmi and individual existene into theessential being and get rid of all beoming as a futility for ever.In our pratial dealings with life we have to arrive at the same truth. For ertain pratial endswe have to say that a thing is good or bad, beautiful or ugly, just or unjust and at upon thatstatement; but if we limit ourselves by it, we do not get at real knowledge. The law of ontraditionshere is only valid in so far as two di�erent and opposite statements annot be true of the samething at the same time, in the same �eld, in the same respet, from the same point of view and47



for the same pratial purpose. A great war, destrution or violent all-upheaving revolution, forexample, may present itself to us as an evil, a virulent and atastrophi disorder, and it is so inertain respets, results, ways of looking at it; but from others, it may be a great good, sine itrapidly lears the �eld for a new good or a more satisfying order. No man is simply good or simplybad; every man is a mixture of ontraries: even we �nd these ontraries often inextriably mixed upin a single feeling, a single ation. All kinds of oniting qualities, powers, values meet togetherand run into eah other to make up our ation, life, nature. We an only understand entirely if weget to some sense of the Absolute and yet look at its workings in all the relativities whih are beingmanifested, - look not only at eah by itself, but eah in relation to all and to that whih exeeds andreoniles them all. In fat we an only know by getting to the divine view and purpose in thingsand not merely looking at our own, though our own limited human view and momentary purposehave their validity in the adre of the All. For behind all relativities there is this Absolute whihgives them their being and their justi�ation. No partiular at or arrangement in the world is byitself absolute justie; but there is behind all ats and arrangements something absolute whih weall justie, whih expresses itself through their relativities and whih we would realise if our viewand knowledge were omprehensive instead of being as they are partial, super�ial, limited to a fewostensible fats and appearanes. So too there is an absolute good and an absolute beauty: but wean only get a glimpse of it if we embrae all things impartially and get beyond their appearanes tosome sense of that whih, between them, all and eah are by their omplex terms trying to state andwork out; not an indeterminate, - for the indeterminate, being only the original stu� or perhaps thepaked ondition of determinations, would explain by itself nothing at all, - but the Absolute. We anindeed follow the opposite method of breaking up all things and refusing to look at them as a wholeand in relation to that whih justi�es them and so reate an intelletual oneption of absolute evil,absolute injustie, the absolute hideousness, painfulness, triviality, vulgarity or vanity of all things;but that is to pursue to its extreme the method of the Ignorane whose view is based upon division.We annot rightly so deal with the divine workings. Beause the Absolute expresses itself throughrelativities the seret of whih we �nd it diÆult to fathom, beause to our limited view everythingappears to be a purposeless play of oppositions and negatives or a mass of ontraditions, we annotonlude that our �rst limited view is right or that all is a vain delusion of the mind and has noreality. Nor an we solve all by an original unreoniled ontradition whih is to explain all therest. The human reason is wrong in attahing a separate and de�nitive value to eah ontraditionby itself or getting rid of one by altogether denying the other; but it is right in refusing to aeptas �nal and as the last word the oupling of ontraditions whih have in no way been reoniledtogether or have not found their soure and signi�ane in something beyond their opposition.We annot, either, e�et a reoniliation or explanation of the original ontraditions of existeneby taking refuge in our onept of Time. Time, as we know or oneive it, is only our means ofrealising things in suession, it is a ondition and ause of onditions, varies on di�erent planes ofexistene, varies even for beings on one and the same plane: that is to say, it is not an Absolute andannot explain the primary relations of the Absolute. They work themselves out in detail by Timeand seem to our mental and vital being to be determined by it; but that seeming does not arry usbak to their soures and priniples. We make the distintion of onditioned and unonditioned andwe imagine that the unonditioned beame onditioned, the In�nite beame �nite at some date inTime, and may ease to be �nite at some other date in Time, beause it so appears to us in details,partiulars or with regard to this or that system of things. But if we look at existene as a whole,we see that in�nite and �nite oexist and exist in and by eah other. Even if our universe were todisappear and reappear rhythmially in Time, as was the old belief, that too would be only a largedetail and would not show that at a partiular time all ondition eases in the whole range of in�niteexistene and all Being beomes the unonditioned, at another it again takes on the reality or theappearane of onditions. The �rst soure and the primary relations lie beyond our mental divisionsof Time, in the divine timelessness or else in the indivisible or eternal Time of whih our divisionsand suessions are only �gures in a mental experiene.48



There we see that all meets and all priniples, all persistent realities of existene, - for the �niteas a priniple of being is as persistent as the in�nite, - stand in a primary relation to eah otherin a free, not an exlusive unity of the Absolute, and that the way they present themselves to usin a material or a mental world is only a working out of them in seondary, tertiary or yet lowerrelativities. The Absolute has not beome the ontrary of itself and assumed at a ertain date realor unreal relativities of whih it was originally inapable, nor has the One beome by a mirale theMany, nor the unonditioned deviated into the onditioned, nor the unqualitied sprouted out intoqualities. These oppositions are only the onvenienes of our mental onsiousness, our divisionsof the indivisible. The things they represent are not �tions, they are realities, but they are notrightly known if they are set in irreonilable opposition to or separation from eah other; for thereis no suh irreonilable opposition or separation of them in the all-view of the Absolute. This isthe weakness not only of our sienti� divisions and metaphysial distintions, but of our exlusivespiritual realisations whih are only exlusive beause to arrive at them we have to start from ourlimiting and dividing mental onsiousness. We have to make the metaphysial distintions in orderto help our intelligene towards a truth whih exeeds it, beause it is only so that it an esapefrom the onfusions of our �rst undistinguishing mental view of things; but if we bind ourselvesby them to the end, we make hains of what should only have been �rst helps. We have to makeuse too of distint spiritual realisations whih may at �rst seem ontrary to eah other, beauseas mental beings it is diÆult or impossible for us to seize at one largely and ompletely what isbeyond our mentality; but we err if we intelletualise them into sole truths, - as when we assert thatthe Impersonal must be the one ultimate realisation and the rest reation of Maya or delare theSaguna, the Divine in its qualities, to be that and thrust away the impersonality from our spiritualexperiene. We have to see that both these realisations of the great spiritual seekers are equally validin themselves, equally invalid against eah other; they are one and the same Reality experiened ontwo sides whih are both neessary for the full knowledge and experiene of eah other and of thatwhih they both are. So is it with the One and the Many, the �nite and the in�nite, the transendentand the osmi, the individual and the universal; eah is the other as well as itself and neither an beentirely known without the other and without exeeding their appearane of ontrary oppositions.We see then that there are three terms of the one existene, transendent, universal and individual,and that eah of these always ontains seretly or overtly the two others. The Transendent possessesitself always and ontrols the other two as the basis of its own temporal possibilities; that is theDivine, the eternal all-possessing God-onsiousness, omnipotent, omnisient, omnipresent, whihinforms, embraes, governs all existenes. The human being is here on earth the highest power ofthe third term, the individual, for he alone an work out at its ritial turning-point that movementof self-manifestation whih appears to us as the involution and evolution of the divine onsiousnessbetween the two terms of the Ignorane and the Knowledge. The power of the individual to possess inhis onsiousness by self-knowledge his unity with the Transendent and the universal, with the OneBeing and all beings and to live in that knowledge and transform his life by it, is that whih makesthe working out of the divine self-manifestation through the individual possible; and the arrival ofthe individual - not in one but in all - at the divine life is the sole oneivable objet of the movement.The existene of the individual is not an error in some self of the Absolute whih that self afterwardsdisovers; for it is impossible that the absolute self-awareness or anything that is one with it shouldbe ignorant of its own truth and its own apaities and betrayed by that ignorane either into a falseidea of itself whih it has to orret or an impratiable venture whih it has to renoune. Neither isthe individual existene a subordinate irumstane in a divine play or Lila, a play whih onsists ina ontinual revolution through unending yles of pleasure and su�ering without any higher hope inthe Lila itself or any issue from it exept the oasional esape of a few from time to time out of theirbondage to this ignorane. We might be ompelled to hold that ruthless and disastrous view of God'sworkings if man had no power of self-transendene or no power of transforming by self-knowledgethe onditions of the play nearer and nearer to the truth of the divine Delight. In that power liesthe justi�ation of individual existene; the individual and the universal unfolding in themselves the49



divine light, power, joy of transendent Sahhidananda always manifest above them, always seretbehind their surfae appearanes, this is the hidden intention, the ultimate signi�ane of the divineplay, the Lila. But it is in themselves, in their transformation but also their persistene and perfetrelations, not in their selfannihilation that that must be unfolded. Otherwise there would be noreason for their ever having existed; the possibility of the Divine's unfolding in the individual is theseret of the enigma; his presene there and this intention of self-unfolding are the key to the worldof Knowledge-Ignorane.
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Chapter 4The Divine and the Undivine\The Seer, the Thinker, the Self-existent who beomes everywhere has ordered perfetly allthings from years sempiternal." Isha Upanishad.1\Many puri�ed by knowledge have ome to My state of being. . . . They have reahedlikeness in their law of being to Me." Gita.2\Know That for the Brahman and not this whih men herish here." Kena Upanishad.3\One ontrolling inner Self of all beings. . . . As the Sun, the eye of the world, is not touhedby the external faults of vision, so this inner Self in beings is not touhed by the sorrow of theworld." Katha Upanishad.4\The Lord abides in the heart of all beings." Gita.5THE UNIVERSE is a manifestation of an in�nite and eternal All-Existene: the Divine Beingdwells in all that is; we ourselves are that in our self, in our own deepest being; our soul, the seretindwelling psyhi entity, is a portion of the Divine Consiousness and Essene. This is the viewwe have taken of our existene; but at the same time we speak of a divine life as the ulminationof the evolutionary proess, and the use of the phrase implies that our present life is undivine andall the life too that is below us. At the �rst glane this looks like a selfontradition; instead ofmaking a distintion between the divine life we aspire for and a present undivine existene, it wouldbe more logial to speak of an asent from level to higher level of a divine manifestation. It maybe admitted that essentially, if we look at the inner reality alone and disount the suggestions ofthe outer �gure, suh might be the nature of the evolution, the hange we have to undergo inNature; so it would appear perhaps to the impartial eye of a universal vision untroubled by our1Verse 8.2IV. 10; XIV. 2.3I. 4.4II. 2. 12, 11.5XVIII. 61. 51



dualities of knowledge and ignorane, good and evil, happiness and su�ering and partiipating in theuntrammelled onsiousness and delight of Sahhidananda. And yet, from the pratial and relativepoint of view as distinguished from an essential vision, the distintion between the divine and theundivine has an insistent value, a very pressing signi�ane. This then is an aspet of the problemwhih it is neessary to bring into the light and assess its true importane.The distintion between the divine and the undivine life is in fat idential with the root distintionbetween a life of Knowledge lived in self-awareness and in the power of the Light and a life ofIgnorane, - at any rate it so presents itself in a world that is slowly and with diÆulty evolvingout of an original Inonsiene. All life that has still this Inonsiene for its basis is stamped withthe mark of a radial imperfetion; for even if it is satis�ed with its own type, it is a satisfationwith something inomplete and inharmonious, a pathwork of disords: on the ontrary, even apurely mental or vital life might be perfet within its limits if it were based on a restrited butharmonious self-power and self-knowledge. It is this bondage to a perpetual stamp of imperfetionand disharmony that is the mark of the undivine; a divine life, on the ontrary, even if progressingfrom the little to the more, would be at eah stage harmonious in its priniple and detail: it wouldbe a seure ground upon whih freedom and perfetion ould naturally ower or grow towards theirhighest stature, re�ne and expand into their most subtle opulene. All imperfetions, all perfetionshave to be taken into view in our onsideration of the di�erene between an undivine and a divineexistene: but ordinarily, when we make the distintion, we do it as human beings struggling underthe pressure of life and the diÆulties of our ondut amidst its immediate problems and perplexities;most of all we are thinking of the distintion we are obliged to make between good and evil or of thatalong with its kindred problem of the duality, the blend in us of happiness and su�ering. When weseek intelletually for a divine presene in things, a divine origin of the world, a divine government ofits workings, the presene of evil, the insistene on su�ering, the large, the enormous part o�ered topain, grief and a�ition in the eonomy of Nature are the ruel phenomena whih ba�e our reasonand overome the instintive faith of mankind in suh an origin and government or in an all-seeing,all-determining and omnipresent Divine Immanene. Other diÆulties we ould solve more easilyand happily and make some shift to be better satis�ed with the ready onlusiveness of our solutions.But this standard of judgment is not suÆiently omprehensive and it is supported upon a too humanpoint of view; for to a wider outlook evil and su�ering appear only as a striking aspet, they are notthe whole defet, not even the root of the matter. The sum of the world's imperfetions is not madeup only of these two de�ienies; there is more than the fall, if fall there was, of our spiritual ormaterial being from good and from happiness or our nature's failure to overome evil and su�ering.Besides the de�ieny of the ethial and hedonisti satisfations demanded by our being, the pauityof Good and Delight in our world-experiene, there is also the de�ieny of other divine degrees: forKnowledge, Truth, Beauty, Power, Unity are, they too, the stu� and elements of a divine life, andthese are given to us in a santy and grudging measure; yet all are, in their absolute, powers of theDivine Nature.It is not possible then to limit the desription of our and the world's undivine imperfetion solelyto moral evil or sensational su�ering; there is more in the world-enigma than their double problem, -for they are only two strong results of a ommon priniple. It is the general priniple of imperfetionthat we have to admit and onsider. If we look losely at this general imperfetion, we shall see thatit onsists �rst in a limitation in us of the divine elements whih robs them of their divinity, thenin a various many-branhing distortion, a perversion, a ontrary turn, a falsifying departure fromsome ideal Truth of being. To our minds whih do not possess that Truth but an oneive it, thisdeparture presents itself either as a state from whih we have lapsed spiritually or as a possibility orpromise whih we annot ful�l, annot realise beause it exists only as an ideal. There has been eithera lapse of the inner spirit from a greater onsiousness and knowledge, delight, love and beauty, powerand apaity, harmony and good, or else there is a failure of our struggling nature, an impotene toahieve what we instintively see to be divine and desirable. If we penetrate to the ause of the fall52



or the failure, we shall �nd that all proeeds from the one primal fat that our being, onsiousness,fore, experiene of things represent - not in their very self, but in their surfae pragmati nature -a priniple or an e�etive phenomenon of division or rupture in the unity of the Divine Existene.This division beomes in its inevitable pratial e�et a limitation of the divine onsiousness andknowledge, the divine delight and beauty, the divine power and apaity, the divine harmony andgood: there is a limitation of ompleteness and wholeness, a blindness in our vision of these things,a lameness in our following of them, in our experiene of them a fragmentation, a diminution ofpower and intensity, a lowering of quality, - the mark of a desent from spiritual heights or else ofa onsiousness emerging from the insensible neutral monotone of the Inonsiene; the intensitieswhih are normal and natural on higher ranges are in us lost or toned down so as to harmonisewith the blaks and greys of our material existene. There arises too by a seondary ulterior e�et aperversion of these highest things; in our limited mentality unonsiousness and wrong onsiousnessintervene, ignorane overs our whole nature and - by the misappliation or misdiretion of animperfet will and knowledge, by automati reations of our diminished onsiousness-fore and theinept poverty of our substane - ontraditions of the divine elements are formed, inapaity, inertia,falsehood, error, pain and grief, wrong-doing, disord, evil. There is too, always, somewhere hiddenin our selves, nursed in our reesses, even when not overtly felt in the onsious nature, even whenrejeted by the parts of us whih these things torture, an attahment to this experiene of division,a linging to the divided way of being whih prevents the exision of these unhappinesses or theirrejetion and removal. For sine the priniple of Consiousness-Fore and Ananda is at the root ofall manifestation, nothing an endure if it has not a will in our nature, a santion of the Purusha,a sustained pleasure in some part of the being, even though it be a seret or a perverse pleasure, tokeep it in ontinuane.When we say that all is a divine manifestation, even that whih we all undivine, we mean thatin its essentiality all is divine even if the form ba�es or repels us. Or, to put it in a formula towhih it is easier for our psyhologial sense of things to give its assent, in all things there is apresene, a primal Reality, - the Self, the Divine, Brahman, - whih is for ever pure, perfet, blissful,in�nite: its in�nity is not a�eted by the limitations of relative things; its purity is not stained byour sin and evil; its bliss is not touhed by our pain and su�ering; its perfetion is not impaired byour defets of onsiousness, knowledge, will, unity. In ertain images of the Upanishads the divinePurusha is desribed as the one Fire whih has entered into all forms and shapes itself aordingto the form, as the one Sun whih illumines all impartially and is not a�eted by the faults of ourseeing. But this aÆrmation is not enough; it leaves the problem unsolved, why that whih is in itselfever pure, perfet, blissful, in�nite, should not only tolerate but seem to maintain and enouragein its manifestation imperfetion and limitation, impurity and su�ering and falsehood and evil: itstates the duality that onstitutes the problem, but does not solve it.If we simply leave these two dissonant fats of existene standing in eah other's presene, we aredriven to onlude that there is no reoniliation possible; all we an do is to ling as muh as wean to a deepening sense of the joy of the pure and essential Presene and do the best we may withthe disordant externality, until we an impose in its plae the law of its divine ontrary. Or else wehave to seek for an esape rather than a solution. For we an say that the inner Presene alone is aTruth and the disordant externality is a falsehood or illusion reated by a mysterious priniple ofIgnorane; our problem is to �nd some way of esape out of the falsehood of the manifested worldinto the truth of the hidden Reality. Or we may hold with the Buddhist that there is no need ofexplanation, sine there is this one pratial fat of the imperfetion and impermanene of thingsand no Self, Divine or Brahman, for that too is an illusion of our onsiousness: the one thing that isneessary for liberation is to get rid of the persistent struture of ideas and persistent energy of ationwhih maintain a ontinuity in the ux of the impermanene. On this road of esape we ahieveself-extintion in Nirvana; the problem of things gets itself extinguished by our own self-extintion.This is a way out, but it does not look like the true and only way, nor are the other solutions53



altogether satisfatory. It is a fat that by exluding the disordant manifestation from our inneronsiousness as a super�ial externality, by insisting only on the pure and perfet Presene, we anahieve individually a deep and blissful sense of this silent Divinity, an enter into the santuary,an live in the light and the rapture. An exlusive inner onentration on the Real, the Eternal ispossible, even a self-immersion by whih we an lose or put away the dissonanes of the universe.But there is too somewhere deep down in us the need of a total onsiousness, there is in Naturea seret universal seeking for the whole Divine, an impulsion towards some entire awareness anddelight and power of existene; this need of a whole being, a total knowledge, this integral will inus is not fully satis�ed by these solutions. So long as the world is not divinely explained to us, theDivine remains imperfetly known; for the world too is That and, so long as it is not present to ouronsiousness and possessed by our powers of onsiousness in the sense of the divine being, we arenot in possession of the whole Divinity.It is possible to esape from the problem otherwise; for, admitting always the essential Presene, wean endeavour to justify the divinity of the manifestation by orreting the human view of perfetionor putting it aside as a too limited mental standard. We may say that not only is the Spirit inthings absolutely perfet and divine, but eah thing also is relatively perfet and divine in itself, inits expression of what it has to express of the possibilities of existene, in its assumption of its properplae in the omplete manifestation. Eah thing is divine in itself beause eah is a fat and ideaof the divine being, knowledge and will ful�lling itself infallibly in aordane with the law of thatpartiular manifestation. Eah being is possessed of the knowledge, the fore, the measure and kindof delight of existene preisely proper to its own nature; eah works in the gradations of experienedereed by a seret inherent will, a native law, an intrinsi power of the self, an oult signi�ane.It is thus perfet in the relation of its phenomena to the law of its being; for all are in harmony withthat, spring out of it, adapt themselves to its purpose aording to the infallibility of the divine Willand Knowledge at work within the reature. It is perfet and divine also in relation to the whole, inits proper plae in the whole; to that totality it is neessary and in it it ful�ls a part by whih theperfetion atual and progressive of the universal harmony, the adaptation of all in it to its wholepurpose and its whole sense is helped and ompleted. If to us things appear undivine, if we hastento ondemn this or that phenomenon as inonsistent with the nature of a divine being, it is beausewe are ignorant of the sense and purpose of the Divine in the world in its entirety. Beause we seeonly parts and fragments, we judge of eah by itself as if it were the whole, judge also the externalphenomena without knowing their seret sense; but by doing so we vitiate our valuation of things,put on it the stamp of an initial and fundamental error. Perfetion annot reside in the thing inits separateness, for that separateness is an illusion; perfetion is the perfetion of the total divineharmony.All this may be true up to a ertain point and so far as it goes; but this also is a solutioninomplete by itself and it annot give us an entire satisfation. It takes insuÆient aount of thehuman onsiousness and the human view from whih we have to start; it does not give us the visionof the harmony it alleges, and so it annot meet our demand or onvine, but only ontradits bya old intelletual oneption our aute human sense of the reality of evil and imperfetion; it givestoo no lead to the psyhi element in our nature, the soul's aspiration towards light and truth andtowards a spiritual onquest, a vitory over imperfetion and evil. By itself, this view of thingsamounts to little more than the faile dogma whih tells us that all that is is right, beause allis perfetly dereed by the divine Wisdom. It supplies us with nothing better than a omplaentintelletual and philosophi optimism: no light is turned on the disonerting fats of pain, su�eringand disord to whih our human onsiousness bears onstant and troubling witness; at most thereis a suggestion that in the divine reason of things there is a key to these things to whih we have noaess. This is not a suÆient answer to our disontent and our aspiration whih, however ignorant intheir reations, however mixed their mental motives, must orrespond to a divine reality deeper downin our being. A Divine Whole that is perfet by reason of the imperfetion of its parts, runs the risk54



of itself being only perfet in imperfetion, beause it ful�ls entirely some stage in an unaomplishedpurpose; it is then a present but not an ultimate Totality. To it we ould apply the Greek saying,Theos ouk estin alla gignetai, the Divine is not yet in being, but is beoming. The true Divine wouldthen be seret within us and perhaps supreme above us; to �nd the Divine within us and above uswould be the real solution, to beome perfet as That is perfet, to attain liberation by likeness toit or by attaining to the law of its nature, s�adr.�sya, s�adharmya.If the human onsiousness were bound to the sense of imperfetion and the aeptane of it as thelaw of our life and the very harater of our existene, - a reasoned aeptane that ould answer inour human nature to the blind animal aeptane of the animal nature, - then we might say that whatwe are marks the limit of the divine self-expression in us; we might believe too that our imperfetionsand su�erings worked for the general harmony and perfetion of things and onsole ourselves withthis philosophi balm o�ered for our wounds, satis�ed to move among the pitfalls of life with asmuh rational prudene or as muh philosophi sagaity and resignation as our inomplete mentalwisdom and our impatient vital parts permitted. Or else, taking refuge in the more onsoling fervoursof religion, we might submit to all as the will of God in the hope or the faith of reompense in aParadise beyond where we shall enter into a happier existene and put on a more pure and perfetnature. But there is an essential fator in our human onsiousness and its workings whih, no lessthan the reason, distinguishes it entirely from the animal; there is not only a mental part in us whihreognises the imperfetion, there is a psyhi part whih rejets it. Our soul's dissatisfation withimperfetion as a law of life upon earth, its aspiration towards the elimination of all imperfetionsfrom our nature, not only in a heaven beyond where it would be automatially impossible to beimperfet, but here and now in a life where perfetion has to be onquered by evolution and struggle,are as muh a law of our being as that against whih they revolt; they too are divine, - a divinedissatisfation, a divine aspiration. In them is the inherent light of a power within whih maintainsthem in us so that the Divine may not only be there as a hidden Reality in our spiritual sereiesbut unfold itself in the evolution of Nature.In this light we an admit that all works perfetly towards a divine end by a divine wisdom andtherefore eah thing is in that sense perfetly �tted in its plae; but we say that that is not thewhole of the divine purpose. For what is is only justi�able, �nds its perfet sense and satisfationby what an and will be. There is, no doubt, a key in the divine reason that would justify thingsas they are by revealing their right signi�ane and true seret as other, subtler, deeper than theiroutward meaning and phenomenal appearane whih is all that an normally be aught by our presentintelligene: but we annot be ontent with that belief, to searh for and �nd the spiritual key ofthings is the law of our being. The sign of the �nding is not a philosophi intelletual reognitionand a resigned or sage aeptane of things as they are beause of some divine sense and purposein them whih is beyond us; the real sign is an elevation towards the spiritual knowledge and powerwhih will transform the law and phenomena and external forms of our life nearer to a true imageof that divine sense and purpose. It is right and reasonable to endure with equanimity su�eringand subjetion to defet as the immediate will of God, a present law of imperfetion laid on ourmembers, but on ondition that we reognise it also as the will of God in us to transend evil andsu�ering, to transform imperfetion into perfetion, to rise into a higher law of Divine Nature. Inour human onsiousness there is the image of an ideal truth of being, a divine nature, an inipientgodhead: in relation to that higher truth our present state of imperfetion an be relatively desribedas an undivine life and the onditions of the world from whih we start as undivine onditions; theimperfetions are the indiation given to us that they are there as �rst disguises, not as the intendedexpression of the divine being and the divine nature. It is a Power within us, the onealed Divinity,that has lit the ame of aspiration, pitures the image of the ideal, keeps alive our disontent andpushes us to throw o� the disguise and to reveal or, in the Vedi phrase, to form and dislose theGodhead in the manifest spirit, mind, life and body of this terrestrial reature. Our present naturean only be transitional, our imperfet status a starting-point and opportunity for the ahievement55



of another higher, wider and greater that shall be divine and perfet not only by the seret spiritwithin it but in its manifest and most outward form of existene.But these onlusions are only �rst reasonings or primary intuitions founded on our inner self-experiene and the apparent fats of universal existene. They annot be entirely validated unless weknow the real ause of ignorane, imperfetion and su�ering and their plae in the osmi purposeor osmi order. There are three propositions about God and the world, - if we admit the DivineExistene, - to whih the general reason and onsiousness of mankind bear witness; but, one ofthe three, - whih is yet neessitated by the harater of the world we live in, - does not harmonisewith the two others, and by this disharmony the human mind is thrown into great perplexities ofontradition and driven to doubt and denial. For, �rst, we �nd aÆrmed an omnipresent Divinityand Reality pure, perfet and blissful, without whom, apart from whom nothing ould exist, sine allexists only by him and in his being. All thinking on the subjet that is not atheisti or materialisti orelse primitive and anthropomorphi, has to start from this admission or to arrive at this fundamentalonept. It is true that ertain religions seem to suppose an extraosmi Deity who has reated aworld outside and apart from his own existene; but when they ome to onstrut a theology orspiritual philosophy, these too admit omnipresene or immanene, - for this omnipresene imposesitself, is a neessity of spiritual thinking. If there is suh a Divinity, Self or Reality, it must beeverywhere, one and indivisible, nothing an possibly exist apart from its existene; nothing an beborn from another than That; there an be nothing unsupported by That, independent of It, un�lledby the breath and power of Its being. It has been held indeed that the ignorane, the imperfetion,the su�ering of this world are not supported by the Divine Existene; but we have then to supposetwo Gods, an Ormuzd of the good and an Ahriman of the evil or, perhaps, a perfet supraosmi andimmanent Being and an imperfet osmi Demiurge or separate undivine Nature. This is a possibleoneption but improbable to our highest intelligene, - it an only be at most a subordinate aspet,not the original truth or the whole truth of things; nor an we suppose that the one Self and Spiritin all and the one Power reator of all are di�erent, ontrary in the harater of their being, separatein their will and purpose. Our reason tells us, our intuitive onsiousness feels, and their witness ison�rmed by spiritual experiene, that the one pure and absolute Existene exists in all things andbeings even as all things and beings exist in It and by It, and nothing an be or happen without thisindwelling and all-supporting Presene.A seond aÆrmation whih our mind naturally aepts as the onsequene of the �rst postulate, isthat by the supreme onsiousness and the supreme power of this omnipresent Divinity in its perfetuniversal knowledge and divine wisdom all things are ordered and governed in their fundamentalrelations and their proess. But, on the other hand, the atual proess of things, the atual relationswhih we see are, as presented to our human onsiousness, relations of imperfetion, of limitation;there appears a disharmony, even a perversion, something that is the ontrary of our oneption ofthe Divine Existene, a very apparent denial or at least a dis�gurement or disguise of the DivinePresene. There arises then a third aÆrmation of the Divine Reality and the world reality as di�erentin essene or in order, so di�erent that we have to draw away from one to reah the other; if wewould �nd the Divine Inhabitant, we must rejet the world he inhabits, governs, has reated ormanifested in his own existene. The �rst of these three propositions is inevitable; the seond alsomust stand if the omnipresent Divine has anything at all to do with the world he inhabits and withits manifestation, building, maintenane and government: but the third seems also self-evident andyet it is inompatible with its preedents, and this dissonane onfronts us with a problem whihappears to be inapable of satisfatory solution.It is not diÆult by some onstrution of the philosophi reason or of theologial reasoning toirumvent the diÆulty. It is possible to eret a fain�eant Deity, like the gods of Epiurus, blissfulin himself, observing but indi�erent to a world onduted or misonduted by a mehanial law ofNature. It is open to us to posit a Witness Self, a silent Soul in things, a Purusha who allows Natureto do what she will and is ontent to reet all her order and all her disorders in his passive and56



stainless onsiousness, - or a supreme Self absolute, inative, free from all relations, unonernedwith the works of the osmi Illusion or Creation whih has mysteriously or paradoxially originatedfrom It or over against It to tempt and a�it a world of temporal reatures. But all these solutionsdo no more than reet the apparent dissonane of our twofold experiene; they do not attempt toreonile, neither do they solve or explain it, but only reaÆrm it by an open or overt dualism andan essential division of the Indivisible. Pratially, there is aÆrmed a dual Godhead, Self or Soul andNature: but Nature, the Power in things, annot be anything else than a power of the Self, the Soul,the essential Being of things; her works annot be altogether independent of Soul or Self, annot beher own ontrary result and working una�eted by its onsent or refusal or a violene of mehanialFore imposed on an inertia of mehanial Passivity. It is possible again to posit an observing inativeSelf and an ative reating Godhead; but this devie annot serve us, for in the end these two mustreally be one in a dual aspet, - the Godhead the ative aspet of the observing Self, the Self awitness of its own Godhead in ation. A disord, a gulf between the Self in knowledge and thesame Self in its works needs explanation, but it presents itself as unexplained and inexpliable. Or,again, we an posit a double onsiousness of Brahman the Reality, one stati and one dynami, oneessential and spiritual in whih it is Self perfet and absolute, another formative, pragmati, in whihit beomes not-self and with whih its absoluteness and perfetion have no onern of partiipation;for it is only a temporal formation in the timeless Reality. But to us who even if only half-existent,half-onsious, yet inhabit the Absolute's half-dream of living and are ompelled by Nature to havein it a terrible and insistent onern and to deal with it as real, this wears the appearane of anobvious mysti�ation; for this temporal onsiousness and its formations are also in the end a Powerof the one Self, depend upon it, an exist only by it; what exists by the power of the Reality annotbe unrelated to It or That unrelated to the world of its own Power's making. If the world exists bythe supreme Spirit, so also its ordering and relations must exist by the power of the Spirit; its lawmust be aording to some law of the spiritual onsiousness and existene. The Self, the Realitymust be aware of and aware in the worldonsiousness whih exists in its being; a power of the Self,the Reality must be onstantly determining or at least santioning its phenomena and operations:for there an be no independent power, no Nature not derived from the original and eternal Self-Existene. If it does no more, it must still be originating or determining the universe through themere fat of its onsious omnipresene. It is, no doubt, a truth of spiritual experiene that there isa status of peae and silene in the In�nite behind the osmi ativity, a Consiousness that is theimmobile Witness of the reation; but this is not the whole of spiritual experiene, and we annothope to �nd in one side only of knowledge a fundamental and total explanation of the Universe.One we admit a divine government of the universe, we must onlude that the power to governis omplete and absolute; for otherwise we are obliged to suppose that a being and onsiousnessin�nite and absolute has a knowledge and will limited in their ontrol of things or hampered in theirpower of working. It is not impossible to onede that the supreme and immanent Divinity mayleave a ertain freedom of working to something that has ome into being in his perfetion but isitself imperfet and the ause of imperfetion, to an ignorant or inonsient Nature, to the ationof the human mind and will, even to a onsious Power or Fores of darkness and evil that taketheir stand upon the reign of a basi Inonsiene. But none of these things are independent of Itsown existene, nature and onsiousness and none of them an at exept in Its presene and by Itssantion or allowane. Man's freedom is relative and he annot be held solely responsible for theimperfetion of his nature. Ignorane and inonsiene of Nature have arisen, not independently,but in the one Being; the imperfetion of her workings annot be entirely foreign to some will ofthe Immanene. It may be oneded that fores set in motion are allowed to work themselves outaording to the law of their movement; but what divine Omnisiene and Omnipotene has allowedto arise and at in Its omnipresene, Its all-existene, we must onsider It to have originated anddereed, sine without the �at of the Being they ould not have been, ould not remain in existene.If the Divine is at all onerned with the world He has manifested, there is no other Lord than Heand from that neessity of His original and universal being there an eventually be no esape or57



departure. It is on the foundation of this selfevident onsequene of our �rst premiss, without anyevasion of its impliations, that we have to onsider the problem of imperfetion, su�ering and evil.And �rst we must realise that the existene of ignorane, error, limitation, su�ering, division anddisord in the world need not by itself, as we too hastily imagine, be a denial or a disproof of thedivine being, onsiousness, power, knowledge, will, delight in the universe. They an be that if wehave to take them by themselves separately, but need not be so taken if we get a lear vision of theirplae and signi�ane in a omplete view of the universal workings. A part broken o� from the wholemay be imperfet, ugly, inomprehensible; but when we see it in the whole, it reovers its plae inthe harmony, it has a meaning and a use. The Divine Reality is in�nite in its being; in this in�nitebeing, we �nd limited being everywhere, - that is the apparent fat from whih our existene hereseems to start and to whih our own narrow ego and its ego-entri ativities bear onstant witness.But, in reality, when we ome to an integral self-knowledge, we �nd that we are not limited, for wealso are in�nite. Our ego is only a fae of the universal being and has no separate existene; ourapparent separative individuality is only a surfae movement and behind it our real individualitystrethes out to unity with all things and upward to oneness with the transendent Divine In�nity.Thus our ego, whih seems to be a limitation of existene, is really a power of in�nity; the boundlessmultipliity of beings in the world is a result and signal evidene, not of limitation or �niteness, butof that illimitable In�nity. Apparent division an never eret itself into a real separateness; there issupporting and overriding it an indivisible unity whih division itself annot divide. This fundamentalworld-fat of ego and apparent division and their separative workings in the world existene is nodenial of the Divine Nature of unity and indivisible being; they are the surfae results of an in�nitemultipliity whih is a power of the in�nite Oneness.There is then no real division or limitation of being, no fundamental ontradition of the om-nipresent Reality; but there does seem to be a real limitation of onsiousness: there is an ignoraneof self, a veiling of the inner Divinity, and all imperfetion is its onsequene. For we identify our-selves mentally, vitally, physially with this super�ial ego-onsiousness whih is our �rst insistentself-experiene; this does impose on us, not a fundamentally real, but a pratial division with allthe untoward onsequenes of that separateness from the Reality. But here again we have to dis-over that from the point of view of God's workings, whatever be our reations or our experiene onthe surfae, this fat of ignorane is itself an operation of knowledge and not a true ignorane. Itsphenomenon of ignorane is a super�ial movement; for behind it is an indivisible all-onsiousness:the ignorane is a frontal power of that allonsiousness whih limits itself in a ertain �eld, withinertain boundaries to a partiular operation of knowledge, a partiular mode of onsious working,and keeps bak all the rest of its knowledge in waiting as a fore behind it. All that is thus hiddenis an oult store of light and power for the All-Consiousness to draw upon for the evolution of ourbeing in Nature; there is a seret working whih �lls up all the de�ienies of the frontal Ignorane,ats through its apparent stumblings, prevents them from leading to another �nal result than thatwhih the All-Knowledge has dereed, helps the soul in the Ignorane to draw from its experiene,even from the natural personality's su�erings and errors, what is neessary for its evolution and toleave behind what is no longer utilisable. This frontal power of Ignorane is a power of onentrationin a limited working, muh like that power in our human mentality by whih we absorb ourselves in apartiular objet and in a partiular work and seem to use only so muh knowledge, only suh ideasas are neessary for it, - the rest, whih are alien to it or would interfere with it, are put bak for themoment: yet, in reality, all the time it is the indivisible onsiousness whih we are that has done thework to be done, seen the thing that has to be seen, - that and not any fragment of onsiousness orany exlusive ignorane in us is the silent knower and worker: so is it too with this frontal power ofonentration of the All-Consiousness within us.In our valuation of the movements of our onsiousness this ability of onentration is rightlyheld to be one of the greatest powers of the human mentality. But equally the power of puttingforth what seems to be an exlusive working of limited knowledge, that whih presents itself to us58



as ignorane, must be onsidered one of the greatest powers of the divine Consiousness. It is only asupreme self-possessing Knowledge whih an thus be powerful to limit itself in the at and yet workout perfetly all its intentions through that apparent ignorane. In the universe we see this supremeself-possessing Knowledge work through a multitude of ignoranes, eah striving to at aording toits own blindness, yet through them all it onstruts and exeutes its universal harmonies. More,the mirale of its omnisiene appears most strikingly of all in what seems to us the ation of anInonsient, when through the omplete or the partial nesiene - more thik than our ignorane - ofthe eletron, atom, ell, plant, inset, the lowest forms of animal life, it arranges perfetly its orderof things and guides the instintive impulse or the inonsient impetus to an end possessed by theAll-Knowledge but held behind a veil, not known by the instrumental form of existene, yet perfetlyoperative within the instint or the impetus. We may say then that this ation of the ignoraneor nesiene is no real ignorane, but a power, a sign, a proof of an omnisient self-knowledge andall-knowledge. If we need any personal and inner witness to this indivisible allonsiousness behindthe ignorane, - all Nature is its external proof, - we an get it with any ompleteness only in ourdeeper inner being or larger and higher spiritual state when we draw bak behind the veil of ourown surfae ignorane and ome into ontat with the divine Idea and Will behind it. Then we seelearly enough that what we have done by ourselves in our ignorane was yet overseen and guided inits result by the invisible Omnisiene; we disover a greater working behind our ignorant workingand begin to glimpse its purpose in us: then only an we see and know what now we worship infaith, reognise wholly the pure and universal Presene, meet the Lord of all being and all Nature.As with the ause, - the Ignorane, - so is it with the onsequenes of the Ignorane. All this thatseems to us inapaity, weakness, impotene, limitation of power, our will's hampered struggle andfettered labour, takes from the point of view of the Divine in his self-workings the aspet of a justlimitation of an omnisient power by the free will of that Power itself so that the surfae energy shallbe in exat orrespondene with the work that it has to do, with its attempt, its allotted suess orits destined beause neessary failure, with the balane of the sum of fores in whih it is a part andwith the larger result of whih its own results are an indivisible portion. Behind this limitation ofpower is the All-Power and in the limitation that All-Power is at work; but it is through the sumof many limited workings that the indivisible Omnipotene exeutes infallibly and sovereignly itspurposes. This power to limit its fore and to work through that self-limitation, by what we alllabour, struggle, diÆulty, by what seems to us a series of failures or half-baulked suesses andthrough them to ahieve its seret intention, is not therefore a sign, proof or reality of weakness, buta sign, proof, reality - the greatest possible - of an absolute omnipotene.As to su�ering, whih is so great a stumbling-blok to our understanding of the universe, it isevidently a onsequene of the limitation of onsiousness, the restrition of fore whih prevents usfrom mastering or assimilating the touh of what is to us other-fore: the result of this inapaityand disharmony is that the delight of the touh annot be seized and it a�ets our sense with areation of disomfort or pain, a defet or exess, a disord resultant in inner or outer injury, bornof division between our power of being and the power of being that meets us. Behind in our self andspirit is the All-Delight of the universal being whih takes its aount of the ontat, a delight �rstin the enduring and then in the onquest of the su�ering and �nally in its transmutation that shallome hereafter; for pain and su�ering are a perverse and ontrary term of the delight of existeneand they an turn into their opposite, even into the original All-Delight, Ananda. This All-Delightis not present in the universal alone, but it is here seret in ourselves, as we disover when wego bak from our outward onsiousness into the Self within us; the psyhi being in us takes itsaount even of its most perverse or ontrary as well as its more benign experienes and grows bythe rejetion of them or aeptane; it extrats a divine meaning and use from our most poignantsu�erings, diÆulties, misfortunes. Nothing but this All-Delight ould dare or bear to impose suhexperienes on itself or on us; nothing else ould turn them thus to its own utility and our spiritualpro�t. So too nothing but an inalienable harmony of being inherent in an inalienable unity of being59



would throw out so many harshest apparent disords and yet fore them to its purpose so that inthe end they are unable to do anything else but to serve and seure, and even themselves hangeinto elements that onstitute, a growing universal rhythm and ultimate harmony. At every turn itis the divine Reality whih we an disover behind that whih we are yet ompelled by the natureof the super�ial onsiousness in whih we dwell to all undivine and in a sense are right in usingthat appellation; for these appearanes are a veil over the Divine Perfetion, a veil neessary for thepresent, but not at all the true and omplete �gure.But even when we thus regard the universe, we annot and ought not to dismiss as entirely andradially false and unreal the values that are given to it by our own limited human onsiousness.For grief, pain, su�ering, error, falsehood, ignorane, weakness, wikedness, inapaity, non-doingof what should be done and wrong-doing, deviation of will and denial of will, egoism, limitation,division from other beings with whom we should be one, all that makes up the e�etive �gure ofwhat we all evil, are fats of the world-onsiousness, not �tions and unrealities, although they arefats whose omplete sense or true value is not that whih we assign to them in our ignorane. Stillour sense of them is part of a true sense, our values of them are neessary to their omplete values.One side of the truth of these things we disover when we get into a deeper and larger onsiousness;for we �nd then that there is a osmi and individual utility in what presents itself to us as adverseand evil. For without experiene of pain we would not get all the in�nite value of the divine delight ofwhih pain is in travail; all ignorane is a penumbra whih environs an orb of knowledge, every erroris signi�ant of the possibility and the e�ort of a disovery of truth; every weakness and failure is a�rst sounding of gulfs of power and potentiality; all division is intended to enrih by an experieneof various sweetness of uni�ation the joy of realised unity. All this imperfetion is to us evil, but allevil is in travail of the eternal good; for all is an imperfetion whih is the �rst ondition - in the lawof life evolving out of Inonsiene - of a greater perfetion in the manifesting of the hidden divinity.But at the same time our present feeling of this evil and imperfetion, the revolt of our onsiousnessagainst them is also a neessary valuation; for if we have �rst to fae and endure them, the ultimateommand on us is to rejet, to overome, to transform the life and the nature. It is for that endthat their insistene is not allowed to slaken; the soul must learn the results of the Ignorane, mustbegin to feel their reations as a spur to its endeavour of mastery and onquest and �nally to agreater endeavour of transformation and transendene. It is possible, when we live inwardly in thedepths, to arrive at a state of vast inner equality and peae whih is untouhed by the reations ofthe outer nature, and that is a great but inomplete liberation, - for the outer nature too has a rightto deliverane. But even if our personal deliverane is omplete, still there is the su�ering of others,the world travail, whih the great of soul annot regard with indi�erene. There is a unity with allbeings whih something within us feels and the deliverane of others must be felt as intimate to itsown deliverane.This then is the law of the manifestation, the reason of the imperfetion here. True, it is a lawof manifestation only and, even, a law speial to this movement in whih we live, and we may saythat it need not have been - if there were no movement of manifestation or not this movement; but,the manifestation and the movement being given, the law is neessary. It is not enough simply tosay that the law and all its irumstanes are an unreality reated by the mental onsiousness,non-existent in God, and to be indi�erent to these dualities or to get out of the manifestation intoGod's pure being is the only wisdom. It is true they are reations of mind Consiousness, but Mindis only seondarily responsible; in a deeper reality they are, as we have seen already, reations of theDivine Consiousness projeting mind away from its all-knowledge so as to realise these opposite orontrary values of its all-power, all-knowledge, all-delight, all-being and unity. Obviously, this ationand these fruits of the Divine Consiousness an be alled by us unreal in the sense of not being theeternal and fundamental truth of being or an be taxed with falsehood beause they ontradit whatis originally and eventually the truth of being; but, all the same, they have their persistent realityand importane in our present phase of the manifestation, nor an they be a mere mistake of the60



Divine Consiousness without any meaning in the divine wisdom, without any purpose of the divinejoy, power and knowledge to justify their existene. Justi�ation there must be even if it reposes forus upon a mystery whih may onfront us, so long as we live in a surfae experiene, as an insolubleriddle.But if, aepting this side of Nature, we say that all things are �xed in their statutory andstationary law of being, and man too must be �xed in his imperfetions, his ignorane and sin andweakness and vileness and su�ering, our life loses its true signi�ane. Man's perpetual attempt toarise out of the darkness and insuÆieny of his nature an then have no issue in the world itself, inlife itself; its one issue, if there is any, must be by an esape out of life, out of the world, out of hishuman existene and therefore out of its eternally unsatisfatory law of imperfet being, either into aheaven of the gods or of God or into the pure ine�ability of the Absolute. If so, man an never reallydeliver out of the ignorane and falsehood the truth and knowledge, out of the evil and ugliness thegood and beauty, out of the weakness and vileness the power and glory, out of the grief and su�eringthe joy and delight whih are ontained in the Spirit behind them and of whih these ontraditionsare the �rst adverse and ontrary onditions of emergene. All he an do is to ut the imperfetionsaway from him and overpass too their balaning opposites, imperfet also, - leave with the ignoranethe human knowledge, with the evil the human good, with the weakness the human strength andpower, with the strife and su�ering the human love and joy; for these are in our present natureinseparably entwined together, look like onjoint dualities, negative pole and positive pole of thesame unreality, and sine they annot be elevated and transformed, they must be both abandoned:humanity annot be ful�lled in divinity; it must ease, be left behind and rejeted. Whether theresult will be an individual enjoyment of the absolute divine nature or of the Divine Presene ora Nirvana in the featureless Absolute, is a point on whih religions and philosophies di�er: but ineither ase human existene on earth must be taken as ondemned to eternal imperfetion by thevery law of its being; it is perpetually and unhangeably an undivine manifestation in the DivineExistene. The soul by taking on manhood, perhaps by the very fat of birth itself, has fallen fromthe Divine, has ommitted an original sin or error whih it must be man's spiritual aim, as soon ashe is enlightened, thoroughly to anel, uninhingly to eliminate.In that ase, the only reasonable explanation of suh a paradoxial manifestation or reation isthat it is a osmi game, a Lila, a play, an amusement of the Divine Being. It may be He pretendsto be undivine, wears that appearane like the mask or make-up of an ator for the sole pleasure ofthe pretene or the drama. Or else He has reated the undivine, reated ignorane, sin and su�eringjust for the joy of a manifold reation. Or, perhaps, as some religions uriously suppose, He has donethis so that there may be inferior reatures who will praise and glorify Him for his eternal goodness,wisdom, bliss and omnipotene and try feebly to ome an inh nearer to the goodness in order toshare the bliss, on pain of punishment - by some supposed eternal - if, as the vast majority must bytheir very imperfetion, they fail in their endeavour. But to the dotrine of suh a Lila so rudelystated there is always possible the retort that a God, himself all-blissful, who delights in the su�eringof reatures or imposes suh su�ering on them for the faults of his own imperfet reation, would beno Divinity and against Him the moral being and intelligene of humanity must revolt or deny Hisexistene. But if the human soul is a portion of the Divinity, if it is a divine Spirit in man that putson this imperfetion and in the form of humanity onsents to bear this su�ering, or if the soul inhumanity is meant to be drawn to the Divine Spirit and is His assoiate in the play of imperfetionhere, in the delight of perfet being otherwhere, the Lila may still remain a paradox, but it eases tobe a ruel or revolting paradox; it an at most be regarded as a strange mystery and to the reasoninexpliable. To explain it there must be two missing elements, a onsious assent by the soul to thismanifestation and a reason in the All-Wisdom that makes the play signi�ant and intelligible.The strangeness of the play diminishes, the paradox loses its edge of sharpness if we disover that,although �xed grades exist eah with its appropriate order of nature, they are only �rm steps for aprogressive asent of the souls embodied in forms of matter, a progressive divine manifestation whih61



rises from the inonsient to the superonsient or all-onsient status with the human onsiousnessas its deisive point of transition. Imperfetion beomes then a neessary term of the manifestation:for, sine all the divine nature is onealed but present in the Inonsient, it must be graduallydelivered out of it; this graduation neessitates a partial unfolding, and this partial harater orinompleteness of the unfolding neessitates imperfetion. An evolutionary manifestation demandsa mid-stage with gradations above and under it, - preisely suh a stage as the mental onsiousnessof man, part knowledge, part ignorane, a middle power of being still leaning on the Inonsientbut slowly rising towards the all-onsious Divine Nature. A partial unfolding implying imperfetionand ignorane may take as its inevitable ompanion, perhaps its basis for ertain movements, anapparent perversion of the original truth of being. For the ignorane or imperfetion to endure theremust be a seeming ontrary of all that haraterises the divine nature, its unity, its all-onsiousness,its all-power, its all-harmony, its all-good, its all-delight; there must appear limitation, disord,unonsiousness, disharmony, inapaity, insensibility and su�ering, evil. For without that perversionimperfetion ould have no strong standing-ground, ould not so freely manifest and maintain itsnature as against the presene of the underlying Divinity. A partial knowledge is imperfet knowledgeand imperfet knowledge is to that extent ignorane, a ontrary of the divine nature: but in itsoutlook on what is beyond its knowledge, this ontrary negative beomes a ontrary positive; itoriginates error, wrong knowledge, wrong dealing with things, with life, with ation; the wrongknowledge beomes a wrong will in the nature, at �rst, it may be, wrong by mistake, but afterwardswrong by hoie, by attahment, by delight in the falsehood, - the simple ontrary turns into aomplex perversion. Inonsiene and ignorane one admitted, these form a natural result in alogial sequene and have to be admitted also as neessary fators. The only question is the reasonwhy this kind of progressive manifestation was itself neessary; that is the sole point left obsure tothe intelligene.A manifestation of this kind, self-reation or Lila, would not seem justi�able if it were imposedon the unwilling reature; but it will be evident that the assent of the embodied spirit must be therealready, for Prakriti annot at without the assent of the Purusha. There must have been not onlythe will of the Divine Purusha to make the osmi reation possible, but the assent of the individualPurusha to make the individual manifestation possible. But it may be said that the reason for theDivine Will and delight in suh a diÆult and tormented progressive manifestation and the reasonfor the soul's assent to it is still a mystery. But it is not altogether a mystery if we look at ourown nature and an suppose some kindred movement of being in the beginning as its osmi origin.On the ontrary, a play of self-onealing and self-�nding is one of the most strenuous joys thatonsious being an give to itself, a play of extreme attrativeness. There is no greater pleasure forman himself than a vitory whih is in its very priniple a onquest over diÆulties, a vitory inknowledge, a vitory in power, a vitory in reation over the impossibilities of reation, a delightin the onquest over an anguished toil and a hard ordeal of su�ering. At the end of separation isthe intense joy of union, the joy of a meeting with a self from whih we were divided. There is anattration in ignorane itself beause it provides us with the joy of disovery, the surprise of newand unforeseen reation, a great adventure of the soul; there is a joy of the journey and the searhand the �nding, a joy of the battle and the rown, the labour and the reward of labour. If delightof existene be the seret of reation, this too is one delight of existene; it an be regarded as thereason or at least one reason of this apparently paradoxial and ontrary Lila. But, apart from thishoie of the individual Purusha, there is a deeper truth inherent in the original Existene whih�nds its expression in the plunge into Inonsiene; its result is a new aÆrmation of Sahhidanandain its apparent opposite. If the In�nite's right of various self-manifestation is granted, this too as apossibility of its manifestation is intelligible and has its profound signi�ane.
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Chapter 5The Cosmi Illusion; Mind, Dream andHalluination\Thou who hast ome to this transient and unhappy world, turn to Me." Gita.1\This Self is a self of Knowledge, an inner light in the heart; he is the onsious beingommon to all the states of being and moves in both worlds. He beomes a dream-self andpasses beyond this world and its forms of death. . . . There are two planes of this onsiousbeing, this and the other worlds; a third state is their plae of joining, the state of dream, andwhen he stands in this plae of their joining, he sees both planes of his existene, this worldand the other world. When he sleeps, he takes the substane of this world in whih all is andhimself undoes and himself builds by his own illumination, his own light; when this onsiousbeing sleeps, he beomes luminous with his self-light. . . . There are no roads nor hariots, norjoys nor pleasures, nor tanks nor ponds nor rivers, but he reates them by his own light, for heis the maker. By sleep he asts o� his body and unsleeping sees those that sleep; he preservesby his life-breath this lower nest and goes forth, immortal, from his nest; immortal, he goeswhere he wills, the golden Purusha, the solitary Swan. They say, `the ountry of waking onlyis his, for the things whih he sees when awake, these only he sees when asleep'; but there he ishis own self-light." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.2\What is seen and what is not seen, what is experiened and what is not experiened, whatis and what is not, - all it sees, it is all and sees." Prasna Upanishad.3ALL HUMAN thought, all mental man's experiene moves between a onstant aÆrmation andnegation; there is for his mind no truth of idea, no result of experiene that annot be aÆrmed, nonethat annot be negated. It has negated the existene of the individual being, negated the existeneof the osmos, negated the existene of any immanent or underlying Reality, negated any Realitybeyond the individual and the osmos; but it is also onstantly aÆrming these things - sometimesone of them solely or any two or all of them together. It has to do so beause our thinking mind is inits very nature an ignorant dealer in possibilities, not possessing the truth behind any of them, butsounding and testing eah in turn or many together if so perhane it may get at some settled belief1IX. 33.2IV. 3. 7, 9-12, 14.3IV. 5. 63



or knowledge about them, some ertitude; yet, living in a world of relativities and possibilities, itan arrive at no �nal ertainty, no absolute and abiding onvition. Even the atual, the realised anpresent itself to our mentality as a \may be or may not be", sy�ad v�a na sy�ad v�a, or as an \is" underthe shadow of the \might not have been" and wearing the aspet of that whih will not be hereafter.Our life-being is also a�ited by the same inertitude; it an rest in no aim of living from whihit an derive a sure or �nal satisfation or to whih it an assign an enduring value. Our naturestarts from fats and atualities whih it takes for real; it is pushed beyond them into a pursuit ofunertain possibilities and led eventually to question all that it took as real. For it proeeds from afundamental ignorane and has no hold on assured truth; all the truths on whih it relies for a timeare found to be partial, inomplete and questionable.At the outset man lives in his physial mind whih pereives the atual, the physial, the objetiveand aepts it as fat and this fat as self-evident truth beyond question; whatever is not atual, notphysial, not objetive it regards as unreal or unrealised, only to be aepted as entirely real when ithas sueeded in beoming atual, beoming a physial fat, beoming objetive: its own being tooit regards as an objetive fat, warranted to be real by its existene in a visible and sensible body;all other subjetive beings and things it aepts on the same evidene in so far as they an beomeobjets of our external onsiousness or aeptable to that part of the reason whih builds uponthe data supplied by that onsiousness and relies upon them as the one solid basis of knowledge.Physial Siene is a vast extension of this mentality: it orrets the errors of the sense and pushesbeyond the �rst limitations of the sense-mind by disovering means of bringing fats and objets notseizable by our orporeal organs into the �eld of objetivity; but it has the same standard of reality,the objetive, the physial atuality; its test of the real is possibility of veri�ation by positive reasonand objetive evidene.But man also has a life-mind, a vital mentality whih is an instrument of desire: this is notsatis�ed with the atual, it is a dealer in possibilities; it has the passion for novelty and is seekingalways to extend the limits of experiene for the satisfation of desire, for enjoyment, for an enlargedself-aÆrmation and aggrandisement of its terrain of power and pro�t. It desires, enjoys, possessesatualities, but it hunts also after unrealised possibilities, is ardent to materialise them, to possess andenjoy them also. It is not satis�ed with the physial and objetive only, but seeks too a subjetive,an imaginative, a purely emotive satisfation and pleasure. If there were not this fator, the physialmind of man left to itself would live like the animal, aepting his �rst atual physial life and itslimits as his whole possibility, moving in material Nature's established order and asking for nothingbeyond it. But this vital mind, this unquiet life-will omes in with its demands and disturbs this inertor routine satisfation whih lives penned within the bounds of atuality; it enlarges always desireand raving, reates a dissatisfation, an unrest, a seeking for something more than what life seemsable to give it: it brings about a vast enlargement of the �eld of physial atuality by the atualisationof our unrealised possibilities, but also a onstant demand for more and always more, a quest fornew worlds to onquer, an inessant drive towards an exeeding of the bounds of irumstane anda self-exeeding. To add to this ause of unrest and inertitude there omes in a thinking mindthat inquires into everything, questions everything, builds up aÆrmations and unbuilds them, eretssystems of ertitude but �nally aepts none of them as ertain, aÆrms and questions the evideneof the senses, follows out the onlusions of the reason but undoes them again to arrive at di�erentor quite opposite onlusions, and ontinues inde�nitely if not ad in�nitum this proess. This is thehistory of human thought and human endeavour, a onstant breaking of bounds only to move alwaysin the same spirals enlarged perhaps but following the same or onstantly similar urves of diretion.The mind of humanity, ever seeking, ever ative, never arrives at a �rmly settled reality of life's aimsand objets or at a settled reality of its own ertitudes and onvitions, an established foundation or�rm formation of its idea of existene.At a ertain point of this onstant unrest and travail even the physial mind loses its onvitionof objetive ertitude and enters into an agnostiism whih questions all its own standards of life64



and knowledge, doubts whether all this is real or else whether all, even if real, is not futile; thevital mind, ba�ed by life and frustrated or else dissatis�ed with all its satisfations, overtaken bya deep disgust and disappointment, �nds that all is vanity and vexation of spirit and is ready torejet life and existene as an unreality, all that it hunted after as an illusion, Maya; the thinkingmind, unbuilding all its aÆrmations, disovers that all are mere mental onstrutions and there is noreality in them or else that the only reality is something beyond this existene, something that hasnot been made or onstruted, something Absolute and Eternal, - all that is relative, all that is oftime is a dream, a halluination of the mind or a vast delirium, an immense osmi Illusion, a delusive�gure of apparent existene. The priniple of negation prevails over the priniple of aÆrmation andbeomes universal and absolute. Thene arise the great world-negating religions and philosophies;thene too a reoil of the life-motive from itself and a seeking after a life elsewhere awless andeternal or a will to annul life itself in an immobile Reality or an original Non-Existene. In Indiathe philosophy of world-negation has been given formulations of supreme power and value by two ofthe greatest of her thinkers, Buddha and Shankara. There have been, intermediate or later in time,other philosophies of onsiderable importane, some of them widely aepted, formulated with muhaumen of thought by men of genius and spiritual insight, whih disputed with more or less foreand suess the onlusions of these two great metaphysial systems, but none has been put forwardwith an equal fore of presentation or drive of personality or had a similar massive e�et. Thespirit of these two remarkable spiritual philosophies - for Shankara in the historial proess of India'sphilosophial mind takes up, ompletes and replaes Buddha, - has weighed with a tremendous poweron her thought, religion and general mentality: everywhere broods its mighty shadow, everywhere isthe impress of the three great formulas, the hain of Karma, esape from the wheel of rebirth, Maya.It is neessary therefore to look afresh at the Idea or Truth behind the negation of osmi existeneand to onsider, however briey, what is the value of its main formulations or suggestions, on whatreality they stand, how far they are imperative to the reason or to experiene. For the present itwill be enough to throw a regard on the prinipal ideas whih are grouped around the oneptionof the great osmi Illusion, Maya, and to set against them those that are proper to our own line ofthought and vision; for both proeed from the oneption of the One Reality, but one line leads to auniversal Illusionism, the other to a universal Realism, - an unreal or real-unreal universe reposingon a transendent Reality or a real universe reposing on a Reality at one universal and transendentor absolute.In itself and by itself the vital being's aversion, the lifemind's reoil from life annot be taken asvalid or onlusive. Its strongest motive is a sense of disappointment and an aeptane of frustrationwhih has no greater laim to onlusiveness than the idealist's opposite motive of invariable hope andhis faith and will to realise. Nevertheless there is a ertain validity in the mental support of this senseof frustration, in the pereption at whih the thinking mind arrives that there is an illusion behindall human e�ort and terrestrial endeavour, the illusion of his politial and soial gospels, the illusionof his ethial e�orts at perfetion, the illusion of philanthropy and servie, the illusion of works, theillusion of fame, power, suess, the illusion of all ahievement. Human soial and politial endeavourturns always in a irle and leads nowhere; man's life and nature remain always the same, alwaysimperfet, and neither laws nor institutions nor eduation nor philosophy nor morality nor religiousteahings have sueeded in produing the perfet man, still less a perfet humanity, - straightenthe tail of the dog as you will, it has been said, it always resumes its natural urve of rookedness.Altruism, philanthropy and servie, Christian love or Buddhist ompassion have not made the worlda whit happier, they only give in�nitesimal bits of momentary relief here and there, throw dropson the �re of the world's su�ering. All aims are in the end transitory and futile, all ahievementsunsatisfying or evanesent; all works are so muh labour of e�ort and suess and failure whihonsummate nothing de�nitive: whatever hanges are made in human life are of the form only andthese forms pursue eah other in a futile irle; for the essene of life, its general harater remainsthe same for ever. This view of things may be exaggerated, but it has an undeniable fore; it issupported by the experiene of man's enturies and it arries in itself a signi�ane whih at one65



time or another omes upon the mind with an overwhelming air of self-evidene. Not only so, butif it is true that the fundamental laws and values of terrestrial existene are �xed or that it mustalways turn in repeated yles, - and this has been for long a very prevalent notion, - then this viewof things in the end is hardly esapable. For imperfetion, ignorane, frustration and su�ering are adominant fator of the existing world-order, the elements ontrary to them, knowledge, happiness,suess, perfetion are onstantly found to be deeptive or inonlusive: the two opposites are soinextriably mixed that, if this state of things is not a motion towards a greater ful�lment, if this isthe permanent harater of the world-order, then it is hard to avoid the onlusion that all here iseither the reation of an inonsient Energy, whih would aount for the inapaity of an apparentonsiousness to arrive at anything, or intentionally a world of ordeal and failure, the issue being nothere but elsewhere, or even a vast and aimless osmi Illusion.Among these alternative onlusions the seond, as it is usually put before us, o�ers no groundfor the philosophi reason, sine we have no satisfying indiation of the onnetion between the hereand the elsewhere whih are posited against eah other but not explained in the inevitability oftheir relations, and there is no light ast on the neessity or fundamental signi�ane of the ordealand failure. It ould only be intelligible, - exept as the mysterious will of an arbitrary Creator, -if there was a hoie by immortal spirits to try the adventure of the Ignorane and a neessity forthem to learn the nature of a world of Ignorane in order that they might rejet it. But suh areative motive, neessarily inidental and quite temporary in its inidene, with the earth as itsasual �eld of experiene, ould hardly by itself aount for the immense and enduring phenomenonof this omplex universe. It an beome an operative part of a satisfatory explanation if this worldis the �eld for the working out of a greater reative motive, if it is a manifestation of a divine Truthor a divine Possibility in whih under ertain onditions an initiating Ignorane must intervene as aneessary fator, and if the arrangement of this universe ontains in it a ompulsion of the Ignoraneto move towards Knowledge, of the imperfet manifestation to grow into perfetion, of the frustrationto serve as steps towards a �nal vitory, of the su�ering to prepare an emergene of the divine Delightof Being. In that ase the sense of disappointment, frustration, illusion and the vanity of all thingswould not be valid; for the aspets that seem to justify it would be only the natural irumstanesof a diÆult evolution: all the stress of struggle and e�ort, suess and failure, joy and su�ering,the mixture of ignorane and knowledge would be the experiene needed for the soul, mind, life andphysial part to grow into the full light of a spiritual perfeted being. It would reveal itself as theproess of an evolutionary manifestation; there would be no need to bring in the �at of an arbitraryOmnipotene or a osmi Illusion, a phantasy of meaningless Maya.But there is too a higher mental and spiritual basis for the philosophy of world-negation and herewe are on more solid ground: for it an be ontended that the world is in its very nature an illusionand no reasoning from the features and irumstanes of an Illusion ould justify it or raise it into aReality, - there is only one Reality, the transendent, the supraosmi: no divine ful�lment, even ifour life were to grow into the life of gods, ould nullify or anel the original unreality whih is itsfundamental harater; for that ful�lment would be only the bright side of an Illusion. Or even ifnot absolutely an illusion, it would be a reality of an inferior order and must ome to an end by thesoul's reognition that the Brahman alone is true, that there is nothing but the transendent andimmutable Absolute. If this is the one Truth, then all ground is ut away from under our feet; thedivine Manifestation, the vitory of the soul in Matter, its mastery over existene, the divine life inNature would itself be a falsehood or at least something not altogether real imposed for a time onthe sole true Reality. But here all turns on the mind's oneption or the mental being's experieneof Reality and how far that oneption is valid or how far that experiene is imperative, - even if itis a spiritual experiene, how far it is absolutely onlusive, solely imperative.The osmi Illusion is sometimes envisaged - though that is not the aepted position - as some-thing that has the harater of an unreal subjetive experiene; it is then - or may be - a �gure offorms and movements that arises in some eternal sleep of things or in a dream-onsiousness and is66



temporarily imposed on a pure and featureless self-aware Existene; it is a dream that takes plaein the In�nite. In the philosophies of the Mayavadins - for there are several systems alike in theirbasis but not altogether and at every point oinident with eah other, - the analogy of dream isgiven, but as an analogy only, not as the intrinsi harater of the world-illusion. It is diÆult for thepositive physial mind to admit the idea that ourselves, the world and life, the sole thing to whihour onsiousness bears positive witness, are inexistent, a heat imposed on us by that onsiousness:ertain analogies are brought forward, the analogies espeially of dream and halluination, in orderto show that it is possible for the experienes of the onsiousness to seem to it real and yet prove tobe without any basis or without a suÆient basis in reality; as a dream is real to the dreamer so longas he sleeps but waking shows it to be unreal, so our experiene of world seems to us positive andreal but, when we stand bak from the illusion, we shall �nd that it had no reality. But it may be aswell to give the dream analogy its full value and see whether our sense of world-experiene has in anyway a similar basis. For the idea of the world as a dream, whether it be a dream of the subjetivemind or a dream of the soul or a dream in the Eternal, is often entertained and it powerfully enforesthe illusionist tendeny in human feeling and thinking. If it has no validity, we must de�nitely seethat and the reasons of its inappliability and set it aside well out of the way; if it has some validity,we must see what it is and how far it goes. If the world is an illusion, but not a dream illusion, thatdistintion too must be put on a seure basis.Dream is felt to be unreal, �rst, beause it eases and has no farther validity when we passfrom one status of onsiousness to another whih is our normal status. But this is not by itselfa suÆient reason: for it may well be that there are di�erent states of onsiousness eah with itsown realities; if the onsiousness of one state of things fades bak and its ontents are lost or, evenwhen aught in memory, seem to be illusory as soon as we pass into another state, that would beperfetly normal, but it would not prove the reality of the state in whih we now are and the unrealityof the other whih we have left behind us. If earth irumstanes begin to seem unreal to a soulpassing into a di�erent world or another plane of onsiousness, that would not prove their unreality;similarly, the fat that world-existene seems unreal to us when we pass into the spiritual silene orinto some Nirvana, does not of itself prove that the osmos was all the time an illusion. The worldis real to the onsiousness dwelling in it, an unonditioned existene is real to the onsiousnessabsorbed in Nirvana; that is all that is established. But the seond reason for refusing redit to oursleep experiene is that a dream is something evanesent without anteedents and without a sequel;ordinarily, too, it is without any suÆient oherene or any signi�ane intelligible to our wakingbeing. If our dreams wore like our waking life an aspet of oherene, eah night taking up andarrying farther a past ontinuous and onneted sleep experiene as eah day takes up again ourwaking world-experiene, then dreams would assume to our mind quite another harater. There istherefore no analogy between a dream and waking life; these are experienes quite di�erent in theirharater, validity, order. Our life is aused of evanesene and often it is aused too, as a whole,of a lak of inner oherene and signi�ane; but its lak of omplete signi�ane may be due to ourlak or limitation of understanding: atually, when we go within and begin to see it from within, itassumes a omplete onneted signi�ane; at the same time whatever lak of inner oherene wasfelt before disappears and we see that it was due to the inoherene of our own inner seeing andknowledge and was not at all a harater of life. There is no surfae inoherene in life, it ratherappears to our minds as a hain of �rm sequenes, and, if that is a mental delusion, as is sometimesalleged, if the sequene is reated by our minds and does not atually exist in life, that does notremove the di�erene of the two states of onsiousness. For in dream the oherene given by anobserving inner onsiousness is absent, and whatever sense of sequene there is seems to be dueto a vague and false imitation of the onnetions of waking life, a subonsious mimesis, but thisimitative sequene is shadowy and imperfet, fails and breaks always and is often wholly absent. Wesee too that the dream-onsiousness seems to be wholly devoid of that ontrol whih the wakingonsiousness exerises to a ertain extent over life-irumstanes; it has the Nature-automatism of asubonsient onstrution and nothing of the onsious will and organising fore of the evolved mind67



of the human being. Again the evanesene of a dream is radial and one dream has no onnetionwith another; but the evanesene of the waking life is of details, - there is no evidene of evanesenein the onneted totality of world-experiene. Our bodies perish but souls proeed from birth to birththrough the ages: stars and planets may disappear after a lapse of aeons or of many lightyles, butuniverse, osmi existene may well be a permanent as it is ertainly a ontinuous ativity; there isnothing to prove that the In�nite Energy whih reates it has an end or a beginning either of itselfor of its ation. So far there is too great a disparateness between dream-life and waking life to makethe analogy appliable.But it may be questioned whether our dreams are indeed totally unreal and without signi�ane,whether they are not a �gure, an image-reord or a symboli transript or representation of thingsthat are real. For that we have to examine, however summarily, the nature of sleep and of dreamphenomena, their proess of origination and their provenane. What happens in sleep is that ouronsiousness withdraws from the �eld of its waking experienes; it is supposed to be resting, sus-pended or in abeyane, but that is a super�ial view of the matter. What is in abeyane is the wakingativities, what is at rest is the surfae mind and the normal onsious ation of the bodily part ofus; but the inner onsiousness is not suspended, it enters into new inner ativities, only a part ofwhih, a part happening or reorded in something of us that is near to the surfae, we remember.There is maintained in sleep, thus near the surfae, an obsure subonsious element whih is areeptale or passage for our dream experienes and itself also a dream-builder; but behind it is thedepth and mass of the subliminal, the totality of our onealed inner being and onsiousness whihis of quite another order. Normally it is a subonsient part in us, intermediate between onsious-ness and pure inonsiene, that sends up through this surfae layer its formations in the shape ofdreams, onstrutions marked by an apparent inonsequene and inoherene. Many of these arefugitive strutures built upon irumstanes of our present life seleted apparently at random andsurrounded with a phantasy of variation; others all bak the past, or rather seleted irumstanesand persons of the past, as a starting-point for similar eeting edi�es. There are other dreamsof the subonsious whih seem to be pure phantasy without any suh initiation or basis; but thenew method of psyho-analysis, trying to look for the �rst time into our dreams with some kind ofsienti� understanding, has established in them a system of meanings, a key to things in us whihneed to be known and handled by the waking onsiousness; this of itself hanges the whole haraterand value of our dream-experiene. It begins to look as if there were something real behind it andas if too that something were an element of no mean pratial importane.But the subonsious is not our sole dream-builder. The subonsious in us is the extreme borderof our seret inner existene where it meets the Inonsient, it is a degree of our being in whih theInonsient struggles into a half onsiousness; the surfae physial onsiousness also, when it sinksbak from the waking level and retrogresses towards the Inonsient, retires into this intermediatesubonsiene. Or, from another view-point, this nether part of us may be desribed as the anteham-ber of the Inonsient through whih its formations rise into our waking or our subliminal being.When we sleep and the surfae physial part of us, whih is in its �rst origin here an output from theInonsient, relapses towards the originating inonsiene, it enters into this subonsious element,antehamber or substratum, and there it �nds the impressions of its past or persistent habits ofmind and experienes, - for all have left their mark on our subonsious part and have there a powerof reurrene. In its e�et on our waking self this reurrene often takes the form of a reassertionof old habits, impulses dormant or suppressed, rejeted elements of the nature, or it omes up assome other not so easily reognisable, some peuliar disguised or subtle result of these suppressedor rejeted but not erased impulses or elements. In the dream onsiousness the phenomenon is anapparently faniful onstrution, a omposite of �gures and movements built upon or around theburied impressions with a sense in them that esapes the waking intelligene beause it has no lueto the subonsient's system of signi�anes. After a time this subonsious ativity appears to sinkbak into omplete inonsiene and we speak of this state as deep dreamless sleep; thene we emerge68



again into the dream-shallows or return to the waking surfae.But, in fat, in what we all dreamless sleep, we have gone into a profounder and denser layer ofthe subonsient, a state too involved, too immersed or too obsure, dull and heavy to bring to thesurfae its strutures, and we are dreaming there but unable to grasp or retain in the reording layerof subonsiene these more obsure dream �gures. Or else, it may be, the part of our mind whih stillremains ative in the sleep of the body has entered into the inner domains of our being, the subliminalmental, the subliminal vital, the subtle-physial, and is there lost to all ative onnetion with thesurfae parts of us. If we are still in the nearer depths of these regions, the surfae subonsientwhih is our sleep-wakefulness reords something of what we experiene in these depths; but itreords it in its own transription, often marred by harateristi inoherenes and always, evenwhen most oherent, deformed or ast into �gures drawn from the world of waking experiene. Butif we have gone deeper inward, the reord fails or annot be reovered and we have the illusion ofdreamlessness; but the ativity of the inner dream onsiousness ontinues behind the veil of thenow mute and inative subonsient surfae. This ontinued dream ativity is revealed to us whenwe beome more inwardly onsious, for then we get into onnetion with the heavier and deepersubonsient stratum and an be aware - at the time or by a retraing or reovering through memory- of what happened when we sank into these torpid depths. It is possible too to beome onsiousdeeper within our subliminal selves and we are then aware of experienes on other planes of ourbeing or even in supraphysial worlds to whih sleep gives us a right of seret entry. A transript ofsuh experienes reahes us; but the transriber here is not the subonsious, it is the subliminal, agreater dream-builder.If the subliminal thus omes to the front in our dream onsiousness, there is sometimes anativity of our subliminal intelligene, - dream beomes a series of thoughts, often strangely or vividly�gured, problems are solved whih our waking onsiousness ould not solve, warnings, premonitions,indiations of the future, veridial dreams replae the normal subonsious inoherene. There anome also a struture of symbol images, some of a mental harater, some of a vital nature: theformer are preise in their �gures, lear in their signi�ane; the latter are often omplex and ba�ingto our waking onsiousness, but, if we an seize the lue, they reveal their own sense and peuliarsystem of oherene. Finally, there an ome to us the reords of happenings seen or experiened byus on other planes of our own being or of universal being into whih we enter: these have sometimes,like the symboli dreams, a strong bearing on our own inner and outer life or the life of others,reveal elements of our or their mental being and lifebeing or dislose inuenes on them of whih ourwaking self is totally ignorant; but sometimes they have no suh bearing and are purely reords ofother organised systems of onsiousness independent of our physial existene. The subonsiousdreams onstitute the bulk of our most ordinary sleep-experiene and they are those whih we usuallyremember; but sometimes the subliminal builder is able to impress our sleep onsiousness suÆientlyto stamp his ativities on our waking memory. If we develop our inner being, live more inwardlythan most men do, then the balane is hanged and a larger dream onsiousness opens before us;our dreams an take on a subliminal and no longer a subonsious harater and an assume a realityand signi�ane.It is even possible to beome wholly onsious in sleep and follow throughout from beginning toend or over large strethes the stages of our dream experiene; it is found that then we are aware ofourselves passing from state after state of onsiousness to a brief period of luminous and peaefuldreamless rest, whih is the true restorer of the energies of the waking nature, and then returningby the same way to the waking onsiousness. It is normal, as we thus pass from state to state, tolet the previous experienes slip away from us; in the return only the more vivid or those nearest tothe waking surfae are remembered: but this an be remedied, - a greater retention is possible orthe power an be developed of going bak in memory from dream to dream, from state to state, tillthe whole is one more before us. A oherent knowledge of sleep life, though diÆult to ahieve orto keep established, is possible. 69



Our subliminal self is not, like our surfae physial being, an outome of the energy of the In-onsient; it is a meeting-plae of the onsiousness that emerges from below by evolution and theonsiousness that has desended from above for involution. There is in it an inner mind, an innervital being of ourselves, an inner or subtle-physial being larger than our outer being and nature.This inner existene is the onealed origin of almost all in our surfae self that is not a onstrutionof the �rst inonsient World-Energy or a natural developed funtioning of our surfae onsiousnessor a reation of it to impats from the outside universal Nature, - and even in this onstrution,these funtionings, these reations the subliminal takes part and exerises on them a onsiderableinuene. There is here a onsiousness whih has a power of diret ontat with the universalunlike the mostly indiret ontats whih our surfae being maintains with the universe throughthe sense-mind and the senses. There are here inner senses, a subliminal sight, touh, hearing; butthese subtle senses are rather hannels of the inner being's diret onsiousness of things than itsinformants: the subliminal is not dependent on its senses for its knowledge, they only give a form toits diret experiene of objets; they do not, so muh as in waking mind, onvey forms of objets forthe mind's doumentation or as the starting-point or basis for an indiret onstrutive experiene.The subliminal has the right of entry into the mental and vital and subtle-physial planes of theuniversal onsiousness, it is not on�ned to the material plane and the physial world; it possessesmeans of ommuniation with the worlds of being whih the desent towards involution reated inits passage and with all orresponding planes or worlds that may have arisen or been onstruted toserve the purpose of the re-asent from Inonsiene to Superonsiene. It is into this large realm ofinterior existene that our mind and vital being retire when they withdraw from the surfae ativitieswhether by sleep or inward-drawn onentration or by the inner plunge of trane.Our waking state is unaware of its onnetion with the subliminal being, although it reeives from it- but without any knowledge of the plae of origin - the inspirations, intuitions, ideas, will-suggestions,sense-suggestions, urges to ation that rise from below or from behind our limited surfae existene.Sleep like trane opens the gate of the subliminal to us; for in sleep, as in trane, we retire behind theveil of the limited waking personality and it is behind this veil that the subliminal has its existene.But we reeive the reords of our sleep experiene through dream and in dream �gures and not inthat ondition whih might be alled an inner waking and whih is the most aessible form of thetrane state, nor through the supernormal larities of vision and other more luminous and onreteways of ommuniation developed by the inner subliminal ognition when it gets into habitual oroasional onsious onnetion with our waking self. The subliminal, with the subonsious as anannexe of itself, - for the subonsious is also part of the behind-the-veil entity, - is the seer ofinner things and of supraphysial experienes; the surfae subonsious is only a transriber. It isfor this reason that the Upanishad desribes the subliminal being as the Dream Self beause it isnormally in dreams, visions, absorbed states of inner experiene that we enter into and are part of itsexperienes, - just as it desribes the superonsient as the Sleep Self beause normally all mental orsensory experienes ease when we enter this superonsiene. For in the deeper trane into whih thetouh of the superonsient plunges our mentality, no reord from it or transript of its ontents annormally reah us; it is only by an espeial or an unusual development, in a supernormal onditionor through a break or rift in our on�ned normality, that we an be on the surfae onsious of theontats or messages of the Superonsiene. But, in spite of these �gurative names of dream-stateand sleep-state, the �eld of both these states of onsiousness was learly regarded as a �eld of realityno less than that of the waking state in whih our movements of pereptive onsiousness are a reordor transript of physial things and of our ontats with the physial universe. No doubt, all thethree states an be lassed as parts of an illusion, our experienes of them an be ranked togetheras onstrutions of an illusory onsiousness, our waking state no less illusory than our dream stateor sleep state, sine the only true truth or real reality is the inommuniable Self or One-Existene(Atman, Adwaita) whih is the fourth state of the Self desribed by the Vedanta. But it is equallypossible to regard and rank them together as three di�erent orders of one Reality or as three statesof onsiousness in whih is embodied our ontat with three di�erent grades of self-experiene and70



world-experiene.If this is a true aount of dream experiene, dreams an no longer be lassed as a mere unreal�gure of unreal things temporarily imposed upon our half-unonsiousness as a reality; the analogytherefore fails even as an illustrative support for the theory of the osmi Illusion. It may be said,however, that our dreams are not themselves realities but only a transript of reality, a systemof symbol-images, and our waking experiene of the universe is similarly not a reality but only atransript of reality, a series or olletion of symbol-images. It is quite true that primarily we seethe physial universe only through a system of images impressed or imposed on our senses and so farthe ontention is justi�ed; it may also be admitted that in a ertain sense and from one view-pointour experienes and ativities an be onsidered as symbols of a truth whih our lives are trying toexpress but at present only with a partial suess and an imperfet oherene. If that were all, lifemight be desribed as a dream-experiene of self and things in the onsiousness of the In�nite. Butalthough our primary evidene of the objets of the universe onsists of a struture of sense images,these are ompleted, validated, set in order by an automati intuition in the onsiousness whihimmediately relates the image with the thing imaged and gets the tangible experiene of the objet,so that we are not merely regarding or reading a translation or sense-transript of the reality butlooking through the senseimage to the reality. This adequay is ampli�ed too by the ation of areason whih fathoms and understands the law of things sensed and an observe srupulously thesense-transript and orret its errors. Therefore we may onlude that we experiene a real universethrough our imaged sense-transript by the aid of the intuition and the reason, - an intuition whihgives us the touh of things and a reason whih investigates their truth by its oneptive knowledge.But we must note also that even if our image view of the universe, our sense-transript, is a systemof symbol images and not an exat reprodution or transription, a literal translation, still a symbolis a notation of something that is, a transript of realities. Even if our images are inorret, whatthey endeavour to image are realities, not illusions; when we see a tree or a stone or an animal, it isnot a non-existent �gure, a halluination that we are seeing; we may not be sure that the image isexat, we may onede that other-sense might very well see it otherwise, but still there is somethingthere that justi�es the image, something with whih it has more or less orrespondene. But in thetheory of Illusion the only reality is an indeterminable featureless pure Existene, Brahman, andthere is no possibility of its being translated or mistranslated into a system of symbol-�gures, forthat ould only be if this Existene had some determinate ontents or some unmanifested truths ofits being whih ould be transribed into the forms or names given to them by our onsiousness: apure Indeterminable annot be rendered by a transript, a multitude of representative di�erentiae,a rowd of symbols or images; for there is in it only a pure Identity, there is nothing to transribe,nothing to symbolise, nothing to image. Therefore the dream analogy fails us altogether and isbetter put out of the way; it an always be used as a vivid metaphor of a ertain attitude our mindan take towards its experienes, but it has no value for a metaphysial inquiry into the reality andfundamental signi�anes or the origin of existene.If we take up the analogy of halluination, we �nd it hardly more helpful for a true understandingof the theory of osmi Illusion than the dream analogy. Halluinations are of two kinds, mentalor ideative and visual or in some way sensory. When we see an image of things where those thingsare not, it is an erroneous onstrution of the senses, a visual halluination; when we take for anobjetive fat a thing whih is a subjetive struture of the mind, a onstrutive mental error or anobjetivised imagination or a misplaed mental image, it is a mental halluination. An example ofthe �rst is the mirage, an example of the seond is the lassi instane of a rope taken for a snake.In passing we may note that there are many things alled halluinations whih are not really thatbut symbol images sent up from the subliminal or experienes in whih the subliminal onsiousnessor sense omes to the surfae and puts us into ontat with supraphysial realities; thus the osmionsiousness whih is our entry by a breaking down of our mental limitations into the sense of avast reality, has been lassed, even in admitting it, as a halluination. But, taking only the ommon71



halluination, mental or visual, we observe that it seems to be at �rst sight a true example of whatis alled imposition in the philosophi theory; it is the plaement of an unreal �gure of things ona reality, of a mirage upon the bare desert air, of the �gure of a non-present snake on the presentand real rope. The world, we may ontend, is suh a halluination, an imposition of a non-existentunreal �gure of things on the bare ever-present sole reality of the Brahman. But then we note that ineah ase the halluination, the false image is not of something quite non-existent; it is an image ofsomething existent and real but not present in the plae on whih it has been imposed by the mind'serror or by a sense error. A mirage is the image of a ity, an oasis, running water or of other absentthings, and if these things did not exist, the false image of them, whether raised up by the mind orreeted in the desert air, would not be there to delude the mind with a false sense of reality. Asnake exists and its existene and form are known to the vitim of the momentary halluination: ifit had not been so, the delusion would not have been reated; for it is a form resemblane of the seenreality to another reality previously known elsewhere that is the origin of the error. The analogytherefore is unhelpful; it would be valid only if our image of the universe were a falsity reeting atrue universe whih is not here but elsewhere or else if it were a false imaged manifestation of theReality replaing in the mind or overing with its distorted resemblane a true manifestation. Buthere the world is a non-existent form of things, an illusory onstrution imposed on the bare Reality,on the sole Existent whih is for ever empty of things and formless: there would be a true analogyonly if our vision onstruted in the void air of the desert a �gure of things that exist nowhere, or elseif it imposed on a bare ground both rope and snake and other �gures that equally existed nowhere.It is lear that in this analogy two quite di�erent kinds of illusion not illustrative of eah otherare mistakenly put together as if they were idential in nature. All mental or sense halluinationsare really misrepresentations or misplaements or impossible ombinations or false developments ofthings that are in themselves existent or possible or in some way within or allied to the provine ofthe real. All mental errors and illusions are the result of an ignorane whih misombines its data orproeeds falsely upon a previous or present or possible ontent of knowledge. But the osmi Illusionhas no basis of atuality, it is an original and all-originating illusion; it imposes names, �gures,happenings that are pure inventions on a Reality in whih there never were and never will be anyhappenings, names or �gures. The analogy of mental halluination would only be appliable if weadmit a Brahman without names, forms or relations and a world of names, forms and relations asequal realities imposed one upon the other, the rope in the plae of the snake, or the snake in theplae of the rope, - an attribution, it might be, of the ativities of the Saguna to the quiesene ofthe Nirguna. But if both are real, both must be either separate aspets of the Reality or o-ordinateaspets, positive and negative poles of the one Existene. Any error or onfusion of Mind betweenthem would not be a reative osmi Illusion, but only a wrong pereption of realities, a wrongrelation reated by the Ignorane.If we srutinise other illustrations or analogies that are o�ered to us for a better understanding ofthe operation of Maya, we detet in all of them an inappliability that deprives them of their foreand value. The familiar instane of mother-of-pearl and silver turns also, like the rope and snakeanalogy, upon an error due to a resemblane between a present real and another and absent real;it an have no appliation to the imposition of a multiple and mutable unreality upon a sole andunique immutable Real. In the example of an optial illusion dupliating or multiplying a singleobjet, as when we see two moons instead of one, there are two or more idential forms of the oneobjet, one real, one - or the rest - an illusion: this does not illustrate the juxtaposition of worldand Brahman; for in the operation of Maya there is a muh more omplex phenomenon, - there isindeed an illusory multipliation of the Idential imposed upon its one and ever-unalterable Identity,the One appearing as many, but upon that is imposed an immense organised diversity in nature, adiversity of forms and movements whih have nothing to do with the original Real. Dreams, visions,the imagination of the artist or poet an present suh an organised diversity whih is not real; butit is an imitation, a mimesis of a real and already existent organised diversity, or it starts from suh72



a mimesis and even in the rihest variation or wildest invention some mimeti element is observable.There is here no suh thing as the operation attributed to Maya in whih there is no mimesis but apure and radially original reation of unreal forms and movements that are non-existent anywhereand neither imitate nor reet nor alter and develop anything disoverable in the Reality. There isnothing in the operations of Mind illusion that throws light upon this mystery; it is, as a stupendousosmi Illusion of this kind must be, sui generis, without parallel. What we see in the universe isthat a diversity of the idential is everywhere the fundamental operation of osmi Nature; but hereit presents itself, not as an illusion, but as a various real formation out of a one original substane.A Reality of Oneness manifesting itself in a reality of numberless forms and powers of its being iswhat we onfront everywhere. There is no doubt in its proess a mystery, even a magi, but there isnothing to show that it is a magi of the unreal and not a working of a Consiousness and Fore ofbeing of the omnipotent Real, a self-reation operated by an eternal self-knowledge.This at one raises the question of the nature of Mind, the parent of these illusions, and its relationto the original Existene. Is mind the hild and instrument of an original Illusion, or is it itself aprimal misreating Fore or Consiousness? or is the mental ignorane a misprision of the truths ofExistene, a deviation from an original Truth-Consiousness whih is the real world-builder? Our ownmind, at any rate, is not an original and primary reative power of Consiousness; it is, and all mind ofthe same harater must be, derivative, an instrumental demiurge, an intermediary reator. It is likelythen that analogies from the errors of mind, whih are the outome of an intermediate Ignorane,may not truly illustrate the nature or ation of an original reative Illusion, an all-inventing andall-onstruting Maya. Our mind stands between a superonsiene and an inonsiene and reeivesfrom both these opposite powers: it stands between an oult subliminal existene and an outwardosmi phenomenon; it reeives inspirations, intuitions, imaginations, impulsions to knowledge andation, �gures of subjetive realities or possibilities from the unknown inner soure; it reeives the�gures of realised atualities and their suggestions of further possibility from the observed osmiphenomenon. What it reeives are truths essential, possible or atual; it starts from the realisedatualities of the physial universe and it brings out from them in its subjetive ation the unrealisedpossibilities whih they ontain or suggest or to whih it an arrive by proeeding from them as astarting-point: it selets some out of these possibilities for a subjetive ation and plays with imaginedor inwardly onstruted forms of them; it hooses others for objetivisation and attempts to realisethem. But it reeives inspirations also from above and within, from invisible soures and not onlyfrom the impats of the visible osmi phenomenon; it sees truths other than those suggested by theatual physiality around it, and here too it plays subjetively with transmitted or onstruted formsof these truths or it selets for objetivisation, attempts to realise.Our mind is an observer and user of atualities, a diviner or reipient of truths not yet knownor atualised, a dealer in possibilities that mediate between the truth and atuality. But it hasnot the omnisiene of an in�nite Consiousness; it is limited in knowledge and has to supplementits restrited knowledge by imagination and disovery. It does not, like the in�nite Consiousness,manifest the known, it has to disover the unknown; it seizes the possibilities of the In�nite, notas results or variations of forms of a latent Truth, but as onstrutions or reations, �gments of itsown boundless imagination. It has not the omnipotene of an in�nite onsious Energy; it an onlyrealise or atualise what the osmi Energy will aept from it or what it has the strength to imposeor introdue into the sum of things beause the seret Divinity, superonsient or subliminal, whihuses it intends that that should be expressed in Nature. Its limitation of Knowledge onstitutesby inompleteness, but also by openness to error, an Ignorane. In dealing with atualities it maymisobserve, misuse, misreate; in dealing with possibilities it may misompose, misombine, misapply,misplae; in its dealings with truths revealed to it it may deform, misrepresent, disharmonise. It mayalso make onstrutions of its own whih have no orrespondene with the things of atual existene,no potentiality of realisation, no support from the truth behind them; but still these onstrutionsstart from an illegitimate extension of atualities, ath at unpermitted possibilities, or turn truths to73



an appliation whih is not appliable. Mind reates, but it is not an original reator, not omnisientor omnipotent, not even an always eÆient demiurge. Maya, the Illusive Power, on the ontrary, mustbe an original reator, for it reates all things out of nothing - unless we suppose that it reates out ofthe substane of the Reality, but then the things it reates must be in some way real; it has a perfetknowledge of what it wishes to reate, a perfet power to reate whatever it hooses, omnisient andomnipotent though only over its own illusions, harmonising them and linking them together with amagial sureness and sovereign energy, absolutely e�etive in imposing its own formations or �gmentspassed o� as truths, possibilities, atualities on the reature intelligene.Our mind works best and with a �rm on�dene when it is given a substane to work on or atleast to use as a basis for its operations, or when it an handle a osmi fore of whih it has aquiredthe knowledge, - it is sure of its steps when it has to deal with atualities; this rule of dealing withobjetivised or disovered atualities and proeeding from them for reation is the reason of theenormous suess of physial Siene. But here there is evidently no reation of illusions, no reationof nonexistene in vauo and turning them into apparent atualities suh as is attributed to theosmi Illusion. For Mind an only reate out of substane what is possible to the substane, it anonly do with the fore of Nature what is in aordane with her realisable energies; it an only inventor disover what is already ontained in the truth and potentiality of Nature. On the other side, itreeives inspirations for reation from within itself or from above: but these an only take form ifthey are truths or potentials, not by the mind's own right of invention; for if the mind erets whatis neither true nor potential, that annot be reated, annot beome atual in Nature. Maya, on theontrary, if it reates on the basis of the Reality, yet erets a superstruture whih has nothing todo with the Reality, is not true or potential in it; if it reates out of the substane of the Reality, itmakes out of it things that are not possible to it or in aordane with it, - for it reates forms andthe Reality is supposed to be a Formless inapable of form, it reates determinations and the Realityis supposed to be absolutely indeterminable.But our mind has the faulty of imagination; it an reate and take as true and real its ownmental strutures: here, it might be thought, is something analogous to the ation of Maya. Ourmental imagination is an instrument of Ignorane; it is the resort or devie or refuge of a limitedapaity of knowledge, a limited apaity of e�etive ation. Mind supplements these de�ienies byits power of imagination: it uses it to extrat from things obvious and visible the things that arenot obvious and visible; it undertakes to reate its own �gures of the possible and the impossible; iterets illusory atuals or draws �gures of a onjetured or onstruted truth of things that are nottrue to outer experiene. That is at least the appearane of its operation; but, in reality, it is themind's way or one of its ways of summoning out of Being its in�nite possibilities, even of disoveringor apturing the unknown possibilities of the In�nite. But, beause it annot do this with knowledge,it makes experimental onstrutions of truth and possibility and a yet unrealised atuality: as itspower of reeiving inspirations of Truth is limited, it imagines, hypothetises, questions whether thisor that may not be truths; as its fore to summon real potentials is narrow and restrited, it eretspossibilities whih it hopes to atualise or wishes it ould atualise; as its power to atualise is rampedand on�ned by the material world's oppositions, it �gures subjetive atualisations to satisfy its willof reation and delight of self-presentation. But it is to be noted that through the imagination itdoes reeive a �gure of truth, does summon possibilities whih are afterwards realised, does often byits imagination exerise an e�etive pressure on the world's atualities. Imaginations that persist inthe human mind, like the idea of travel in the air, end often by self-ful�lment; individual thought-formations an atualise themselves if there is suÆient strength in the formation or in the mindthat forms it. Imaginations an reate their own potentiality, espeially if they are supported in theolletive mind, and may in the long run draw on themselves the santion of the osmi Will. In fatall imaginations represent possibilities: some are able one day to atualise in some form, perhapsa very di�erent form of atuality; more are ondemned to sterility beause they do not enter intothe �gure or sheme of the present reation, do not ome within the permitted potentiality of the74



individual or do not aord with the olletive or the generi priniple or are alien to the nature ordestiny of the ontaining world-existene.Thus the mind's imaginations are not purely and radially illusory: they proeed on the basisof its experiene of atualities or at least set out from that, are variations upon atuality, or they�gure the \may-be"s or \might-be"s of the In�nite, what ould be if other truths had manifested,if existing potentials had been otherwise arranged or other possibilities than those already admittedbeame potential. Moreover, through this faulty forms and powers of other domains than thatof the physial atuality ommuniate with our mental being. Even when the imaginations areextravagant or take the form of halluinations or illusions, they proeed with atuals or possiblesfor their basis. The mind reates the �gure of a mermaid, but the phantasy is omposed of twoatualities put together in a way that is outside the earth's normal potentiality; angels, griÆns,himeras are onstruted on the same priniple: sometimes the imagination is a memory of formeratualities as in the mythial �gure of the dragon, sometimes it is a �gure or a happening that is realor ould be real on other planes or in other onditions of existene. Even the illusions of the maniaare founded on an extravagant mis�tting of atuals, as when the lunati ombines himself, kingshipand England and sits in imagination on the throne of the Plantagenets and Tudors. Again, whenwe look into the origin of mental error, we �nd normally that it is a misombination, misplaement,misuse, misunderstanding or misappliation of elements of experiene and knowledge. Imaginationitself is in its nature a substitute for a truer onsiousness's faulty of intuition of possibility: asthe mind asends towards the truth-onsiousness, this mental power beomes a truth imaginationwhih brings the olour and light of the higher truth into the limited adequay or inadequay of theknowledge already ahieved and formulated and, �nally, in the transforming light above it gives plaewholly to higher truth-powers or itself turns into intuition and inspiration; the Mind in that upliftingeases to be a reator of delusions and an arhitet of error. Mind then is not a sovereign reatorof things non-existent or ereted in a void: it is an ignorane trying to know; its very illusions startfrom a basis of some kind and are the results of a limited knowledge or a half-ignorane. Mind is aninstrument of the osmi Ignorane, but it does not seem to be or does not at like a power or aninstrument of a osmi Illusion. It is a seeker and disoverer or a reator or would-be reator of truths,possibilities and atualities, and it would be rational to suppose that the original Consiousness andPower, from whih mind must be a derivation, is also a reator of truths, possibilities and atualities,not limited like mind but osmi in its sope, not open to error, beause free from all ignorane, asovereign instrument or a self-power of a supreme Omnisiene and Omnipotene, an eternal Wisdomand Knowledge.This then is the dual possibility that arises before us. There is, we may suppose, an originalonsiousness and power reative of illusions and unrealities with mind as its instrument or mediumin the human and animal onsiousness, so that the di�erentiated universe we see is unreal, a �tionof Maya, and only some indeterminable and undi�erentiated Absolute is real. Or there is, we mayequally suppose, an original, a supreme or osmi Truth-Consiousness reative of a true universe,but with mind ating in that universe as an imperfet onsiousness, ignorant, partly knowing, partlynot knowing, - a onsiousness whih is by its ignorane or limitation of knowledge apable of error,mispresentation, mistaken or misdireted development from the known, of unertain gropings towardsthe unknown, of partial reations and buildings, a onstant half-position between truth and error,knowledge and nesiene. But this ignorane in fat proeeds, however stumblingly, upon knowledgeand towards knowledge; it is inherently apable of shedding the limitation, the mixture, and anturn by that liberation into the Truth-Consiousness, into a power of the original Knowledge. Ourinquiry has so far led rather in the seond diretion; it points towards the onlusion that the natureof our onsiousness is not of a harater that would justify the hypothesis of a Cosmi Illusion asthe solution of its problem. A problem exists, but it onsists in the mixture of Knowledge withIgnorane in our ognition of self and things, and it is the origin of this imperfetion that we have todisover. There is no need of bringing in an original power of Illusion always mysteriously existent in75



the eternal Reality or else intervening and imposing a world of non-existent forms on a Consiousnessor Superonsiene that is for ever pure, eternal and absolute.
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Chapter 6Reality and the Cosmi Illusion\The Eternal is true; the world is a lie." Vivekahudamani.1\The Master of Maya reates this world by his Maya and within it is on�ned another; oneshould know his Maya as Nature and the Master of Maya as the great Lord of all."Swetaswatara Upanishad.2\The Purusha is all this that is, what has been and what is yet to be; he is the master ofImmortality and he is whatever grows by food." Swetaswatara Upanishad.3\All is the Divine Being." Gita.4BUT SO far we have only leared a part of the foreground of the �eld of inquiry; in the bakgroundthe problem remains unsolved and entire. It is the problem of the nature of the original Consiousnessor Power that has reated or oneptively onstruted or manifested the universe, and the relation toit of our world-ognition, - in sum, whether the universe is a �gment of onsiousness imposed on ourmind by a supreme fore of Illusion or a true formation of being experiened by us with a still ignorantbut an inreasing knowledge. And the true question is not of Mind alone or of a osmi dream or aosmi halluination born of Mind, but of the nature of the Reality, the validity of the reative ationthat takes plae in it or is imposed upon it, the presene or absene of a real ontent in its or ouronsiousness and its or our regard on the universe. On behalf of Illusionism it an be answered tothe position put forward by us with regard to the truth of existene that all this might be valid withinthe bounds of the osmi Illusion; it is the system, the pragmati mahinery by whih Maya worksand maintains herself in the Ignorane: but the truths, possibilities, atualities of the osmi systemare true and atual only within the Illusion, outside that magi irle they have no validity; they arenot abiding and eternal realities; all are temporary �gures, the works of Knowledge no less than theworks of Ignorane. It an be oneded that knowledge is a useful instrument of the Illusion of Maya,for esaping from herself, for destroying herself in the Mind; spiritual knowledge is indispensable:but the one true truth, the only abiding reality beyond all duality of knowledge and ignorane is the1Verse 20.2IV. 9, 10.3III. 15.4VII. 19. 77



eternal relationless Absolute or the Self, the eternal pure Existene. All here turns on the mind'soneption and the mental being's experiene of reality; for aording to the mind's experiene oroneption of reality will be its interpretation of data otherwise idential, the fats of the Cosmos,individual experiene, the realisation of the supreme Transendene. All mental ognition dependson three elements, the peripient, the pereption and the thing pereived or perept. All or any ofthese three an be aÆrmed or denied reality; the question then is whih of these, if any, are real andto what extent or in what manner. If all three are rejeted as instruments of a osmi Illusion, thefarther and onsequent question arises, is there then a reality outside them and, if so, what is therelation between the Reality and the Illusion?It is possible to aÆrm the reality of the perept, of the objetive universe, and deny or diminish thereality of the peripient individual and his pereptive onsiousness. In the theory of the sole realityof Matter onsiousness is only an operation of Matter-energy in Matter, a seretion or vibration ofthe brainells, a physial reeption of images and a brain response, a reex ation or a reation ofMatter to the ontats of Matter. Even if the rigidity of this aÆrmation is relaxed and onsiousnessotherwise aounted for, still it is no more than a temporary and derivative phenomenon, not theenduring Reality. The peripient individual is himself only a body and brain apable of the mehanialreations we generalise under the name of onsiousness: the individual has only a relative value and atemporary reality. But if Matter turns out to be itself unreal or derivative and simply a phenomenonof Energy, as seems now to be the probability, then Energy remains as the sole Reality; the peripient,his pereption, the pereived objet are only phenomena of Energy. But an Energy without a Beingor Existene possessing it or a Consiousness supplying it, an Energy working originally in the void,- for the material �eld in whih we see it at work is itself a reation, - looks itself very muh like amental onstrution, an unreality: or it might be a temporary inexpliable outbreak of motion whihmight ease at any time to reate phenomena; the Void of the In�nite alone would be enduring andreal. The Buddhist theory of the peripient and the pereption and the perept as a onstrution ofKarma, the proess of some osmi fat of Ation, gave room to suh a onlusion; for it led logiallyto the aÆrmation of the Non-Being, Void or Nihil. It is possible indeed that what is at work is notan Energy, but a Consiousness; as Matter redues itself to Energy seizable by us not in itself but inits results and workings, so Energy ould be redued to ation of a Consiousness seizable by us notin itself but in its results and workings. But if this Consiousness is supposed to work similarly in aVoid, we are exposed to the same onlusion, that it is a reator of temporary phenomenal illusionsand itself illusory; Void, an in�nite Zero, an original Non-Existene is alone the enduring Reality. Butthese onlusions are not binding; for behind this Consiousness seizable in its works only there maybe an invisible original Existene: a Consious-Energy of that Existene ould then be a reality; itsreations too, made out of an in�nitesimal substane of being impalpable to the senses but revealedto them at a ertain stage of the ation of Energy as Matter, would be real, as also the individualemerging as a onsious being of the original Existene in a world of Matter. This original Realitymight be a osmi spiritual Existene, a Pantheos, or it might have some other status; but in anyase there would be, not a universal illusion or mere phenomenon, but a true universe.In the lassial theory of Illusionism a sole and supreme spiritual Existene is aepted as theone Reality: it is by its essentiality the Self, yet the natural beings of whih it is the Self are onlytemporary appearanes; it is in its absoluteness the substratum of all things, but the universe eretedon the substratum is either a non-existene, a semblane, or else in some way unreally real; it is aosmi illusion. For the Reality is one without a seond, it is immutable in eternity, it is the soleExistene; there is nothing else, there are no true beomings of this Being: it is and must for everremain void of name, feature, formation, relation, happening; if it has a Consiousness, it an onlybe a pure onsiousness of its own absolute being. But what then is the relation between the Realityand the Illusion? By what mirale or mystery does the Illusion ome to be or how does it manageto appear or to abide in Time for ever?As only Brahman is real, only a onsiousness or a power of Brahman ould be a real reator78



and a reator of realities. But sine there an be no other reality than Brahman pure and absolute,there an be no true reative power of Brahman. A Brahman-onsiousness aware of real beings,forms and happenings would signify a truth of the Beoming, a spiritual and material reality ofthe universe, whih the experiene of the supreme Truth negates and nulli�es and with whih itssole existene is logially inompatible. Maya's reation is a presentation of beings, names, forms,happenings, things, impossible to aept as true, ontraditory of the indeterminable purity of theOne Existene. Maya then is not real, it is non-existent: Maya is itself an illusion, the parent ofnumberless illusions. But still this illusion and its works have some kind of existene and so must insome way be real: moreover, the universe does not exist in a Void but stands beause it is imposedon Brahman, it is based in a way on the one Reality; we ourselves in the Illusion attribute its forms,names, relations, happenings to the Brahman, beome aware of all things as the Brahman, see theReality through these unrealities. There is then a reality in Maya; it is at the same time real andunreal, existent and non-existent; or, let us say, it is neither real nor unreal: it is a paradox, asuprarational enigma. But what then is this mystery, or is it insoluble? how omes this illusion tointervene in Brahman-existene? what is the nature of this unreal reality of Maya?At �rst sight one is ompelled to suppose that Brahman must be in some way the peripient ofMaya, - for Brahman is the sole Reality, and if he is not the peripient, who then pereives theIllusion? Any other peripient is not in existene; the individual who is in us the apparent witnessis himself phenomenal and unreal, a reation of Maya. But if Brahman is the peripient, how is itpossible that the illusion an persist for a moment, sine the true onsiousness of the Peripient isonsiousness of self, an awareness solely of its own pure self-existene? If Brahman pereives theworld and things with a true onsiousness, then they must all be itself and real; but sine they arenot the pure self-existene, but at best are forms of it and are seen through a phenomenal Ignorane,this realisti solution is not possible. Yet we have to aept, provisionally at least, the universe asa fat, an impossibility as a thing that is, sine Maya is there and her works persist and obsess thespirit with the sense, however false, of their reality. It is on this basis that we have, then, to fae andsolve the dilemma.If Maya is in some way real, the onlusion imposes itself that Brahman the Reality is in thatway the peripient of Maya. Maya may be his power of di�erentiating pereption, for the powerof Maya onsiousness whih distinguishes it from the true onsiousness of sole spiritual Self is itsreative pereption of di�erene. Or Maya must be at least, if this reation of di�erene is onsideredto be only a result and not the essene of Maya-fore, some power of Brahman's onsiousness, -for it is only a onsiousness that an see or reate an illusion and there annot be another originalor originating onsiousness than that of Brahman. But sine Brahman is also self-aware for ever,there must be a double status of Brahman-Consiousness, one onsious of the sole Reality, the otheronsious of the unrealities to whih by its reative pereption of them it gives some kind of apparentexistene. These unrealities annot be made of the substane of the Reality, for then they also mustbe real. In this view one annot aept the assertion of the Upanishads that the world is made outof the supreme Existene, is a beoming, an outome or produt of the eternal Being. Brahmanis not the material ause of the universe: our nature - as opposed to our self - is not made of itsspiritual substane; it is onstruted out of the unreal reality of Maya. But, on the ontrary, ourspiritual being is of that substane, is indeed the Brahman; Brahman is above Maya, but he is alsothe peripient of his reations both from above and from within Maya. This dual onsiousness o�ersitself as the sole plausible explanation of the riddle of a real eternal Peripient, an unreal Perept,and a Pereption that is a half-real reator of unreal perepts.If there is not this dual onsiousness, if Maya is the sole onsious power of Brahman, then oneof two things must be true: either the reality of Maya as a power is that it is a subjetive ationof Brahman-onsiousness emerging out of its silene and superonsient immobility and passingthrough experienes that are real beause they are part of the onsiousness of Brahman but unrealbeause they are not part of Its being, or else Maya is Brahman's power of osmi Imagination79



inherent in his eternal being reating out of nothing names, forms and happenings that are not inany way real. In that ase Maya would be real, but her works entirely �titious, pure imaginations:but an we aÆrm Imagination as the sole dynami or reative power of the Eternal? Imagination is aneessity for a partial being with an ignorant onsiousness; for it has to supplement its ignorane byimaginations and onjetures: there an be no plae for suh a movement in the sole onsiousnessof a sole Reality whih has no reason to onstrut unrealities, for it is ever pure and selfomplete.It is diÆult to see what in its own being ould impel or indue suh a Sole Existene omplete inits very essene, blissful in its eternity, ontaining nothing to be manifested, timelessly perfet, toreate an unreal Time and Spae and people it to all eternity with an interminable osmi show offalse images and happenings. This solution is logially untenable.The other solution, the idea of a purely subjetive unreal reality, starts from the distintion madeby the mind in physial Nature between its subjetive and objetive experienes; for it is the objetivealone of whih it is sure as entirely and solidly real. But suh a distintion ould hardly exist inBrahmanonsiousness sine here there is either no subjet and no objet or Brahman itself is the solepossible subjet of its onsiousness and the sole possible objet; there ould be nothing externallyobjetive to Brahman, sine there is nothing else than Brahman. This idea, then, of a subjetiveation of onsiousness reating a world of �tions other than or distorting the sole true objet lookslike an imposition on the Brahman by our mind; it imposes on the pure and perfet Reality a featureof its own imperfetion, not truly attributable to the pereption of a Supreme Being. On the otherhand, the distintion between the onsiousness and the being of Brahman ould not be valid, unlessBrahman being and Brahman onsiousness are two distint entities, - the onsiousness imposingits experienes on the pure existene of the being but unable to touh or a�et or penetrate it.Brahman, then, whether as the supreme sole Self-Existene or the Self of the real-unreal individualin Maya, would be aware by his true onsiousness of the illusions imposed on him and would knowthem as illusions; only some energy of Maya-nature or something in it would be deluded by itsown inventions, - or else, not being really deluded, still persist in behaving and feeling as if it weredeluded. This duality is what happens to our onsiousness in the Ignorane when it separates itselffrom the works of Nature and is aware within of the Self as the sole truth and the rest as not-selfand not-real, but has on the surfae to at as if the rest too were real. But this solution negates thesole and indivisible pure existene and pure awareness of the Brahman; it reates a dualism withinits featureless unity whih is not other in its purport than the dualism of the double Priniple inthe Sankhya view of things, Purusha and Prakriti, Soul and Nature. These solutions then must beput aside as untenable, unless we modify our �rst view of the Reality and onede to it a power ofmanifold status of onsiousness or a power of manifold status of existene.But, again, the dual onsiousness, if we admit it, annot be explained as a dual power ofKnowledge-Ignorane valid for the Supreme Existene as it is for us in the universe. For we annotsuppose that Brahman is at all subjet to Maya, sine that would mean a priniple of Ignoranelouding the Eternal's self-awareness; it would be to impose the limitations of our own onsiousnesson the eternal Reality. An Ignorane whih ours or intervenes in the ourse of manifestation as aresult of a subordinate ation of Consiousness and as part of a divine osmi plan and its evolu-tionary meaning, is one thing and is logially oneivable; a meaningless ignorane or illusion eternalin the original onsiousness of the Reality is another thing and not easily oneivable; it appearsas a violent mental onstrution whih has no likelihood of validity in the truth of the Absolute.The dual onsiousness of Brahman must be in no way an ignorane, but a self-awareness oexistentwith a voluntary will to eret a universe of illusions whih are held in a frontal pereption aware atone of self and the illusory world, so that there is no delusion, no feeling of its reality. The delusiontakes plae only in the illusory world itself, and the Self or Brahman in the world either enjoys witha free partiipation or witnesses, itself separate and intangible, the play whih lays its magial spellonly upon the Nature-mind reated for her ation by Maya. But this would seem to signify thatthe Eternal, not ontent with its pure absolute existene, has the need to reate, to oupy itself80



throughout Time with a drama of names and forms and happenings; it needs, being sole, to seeitself as many, being peae and bliss and self-knowledge to observe an experiene or representationof mingled knowledge and ignorane, delight and su�ering, unreal existene and esape from unrealexistene. For the esape is for the individual being onstruted by Maya; the Eternal does notneed to esape and the play ontinues its yle for ever. Or if not the need, there is the will to soreate, or there is the urge or the automati ation of these ontraries: but, if we onsider the soleeternity of pure existene attributed to the Reality, all alike, need, will, urge or automatism, areequally impossible and inomprehensible. This is an explanation of a sort, but it is an explanationwhih leaves the mystery still beyond logi or omprehension; for this dynami onsiousness of theEternal is a diret ontradition of its stati and real nature. A Will or Power to reate or manifestis undoubtedly there: but, if it is a will or power of the Brahman, it an only be for a reation ofrealities of the Real or a manifestation of the timeless proess of its being in Time-eternity; for itseems inredible that the sole power of the Reality should be to manifest something ontrary to itselfor to reate non-existent things in an illusory universe.There is so far no satisfying answer to the riddle: but it may be that we err in attributingany kind of reality, however illusory at bottom, to Maya or her works: the true solution lies infaing ourageously the mystery of its and their utter unreality. This absolute unreality seems to beenvisaged by ertain formulations of Illusionism or by ertain arguments put forward in its favour.This side then of the problem has to pass under onsideration before we an examine with on�denethe solutions that rest on a relative or partial reality of the universe. There is indeed a line ofreasoning whih gets rid of the problem by exluding it; it aÆrms that the question how the Illusiongenerated, how the universe manages to be there in the pure existene of Brahman, is illegitimate:the problem does not exist, beause the universe is non-existent, Maya is unreal, Brahman is thesole truth, alone and self-existent for ever. Brahman is not a�eted by any illusory onsiousness,no universe has ome into existene within its timeless reality. But this evasion of the diÆulty iseither a sophism whih means nothing, an arobay of verbal logi, the logial reason hiding its headin the play of words and ideas and refusing to see or to solve a real and ba�ing diÆulty, or else itmeans too muh, sine in e�et it gets rid of all relation of Maya to Brahman by aÆrming her as anindependent absolute nonreality along with the universe reated by her. If a real universe does notexist, a osmi Illusion exists and we are bound to inquire how it ame into being or how it managesto exist, what is its relation or non-relation to the Reality, what is meant by our own existene inMaya, by our subjugation to her yles, by our liberation from her. For in this view we have tosuppose that Brahman is not the peripient of Maya or her works, Maya herself is not a power ofBrahman-onsiousness: Brahman is superonsient, immersed in its own pure being or is onsiousonly of its own absoluteness; it has nothing to do with Maya. But in that ase either Maya annotexist even as an illusion or there would be a dual Entity or two entities, a real Eternal superonsiousor onsious only of itself and an illusive Power that reates and is onsious of a false universe. Weare bak on the horns of the dilemma and with no prospet of getting free from our impalement onit, unless we esape by onluding that sine all philosophy is part of Maya, all philosophy is also anillusion, problems abound but no onlusion is possible. For what we are onfronted with is a purestati and immutable Reality and an illusory dynamism, the two absolutely ontraditory of eahother, with no greater Truth beyond them in whih their seret an be found and their ontraditionsdisover a reoniling issue.If Brahman is not the peripient, then the peripient must be the individual being: but thisperipient is reated by the Illusion and unreal; the perept, the world, is an illusion reated by anIllusion and unreal; the pereiving onsiousness is itself an illusion and therefore unreal. But thisdeprives everything of signi�ane, our spiritual existene and our salvation from Maya no less thanour temporal existene and our immersion in Maya; all are of an equal unreality and unimportane.It is possible to take a less rigid standpoint and hold that Brahman as Brahman has nothing to dowith Maya, is eternally free from all illusion or any ommere with illusion, but Brahman as the81



individual peripient or as the Self of all being here has entered into Maya and an in the individualwithdraw from it, and this withdrawal is for the individual an at of supreme importane. Buthere a dual being is imposed on Brahman and a reality attributed to something that belongs to theosmi Illusion, - to the individual being of Brahman in Maya, for Brahman as the Self of all is noteven phenomenally bound and does not need to esape from her: moreover, salvation annot be ofimportane if bondage is unreal and bondage annot be real unless Maya and her world are real.The absolute unreality of Maya disappears and gives plae to a very omprehensive even if perhapsonly a pratial and temporal reality. To avoid this onlusion it may be said that our individualityis unreal, it is Brahman who withdraws from a reetion of itself in the �gment of individuality andits extintion is our release, our salvation: but Brahman, always free, annot su�er by bondage orpro�t by salvation, and a reetion, a �gment of individuality is not a thing that an need salvation.A reetion, a �gment, a mere image in the deeptive mirror of Maya annot su�er a real bondageor pro�t by a real salvation. If it be said that it is a onsious reetion or �gment and therefore anreally su�er and enter into the bliss of release, the question arises whose is the onsiousness thatso su�ers in this �titious existene, - for there an be no real onsiousness exept that of the OneExistene; so that one more there is established a dual onsiousness for Brahman, a onsiousnessor superonsiene free from the illusion and a onsiousness subjet to the illusion, and we haveagain substantiated a ertain reality of our existene and experiene in Maya. For if our being is thatof the Brahman, our onsiousness something of the onsiousness of the Brahman, with whateverquali�ation, it is to that extent real, - and if our being, why not the being of the universe?It may �nally be put forward as a solution that the peripient individual and the perept universeare unreal, but Maya by imposing itself on Brahman aquires a ertain reality, and that reality lendsitself to the individual and to its experiene in the osmi Illusion whih endures so long as it issubjet to the illusion. But, again, for whom is the experiene valid, the reality aquired while itendures, and for whom does it ease by liberation, extintion or withdrawal? For an illusory unrealbeing annot put on reality and su�er from a real bondage or esape from it by a real at of evasion orself-extintion; it an only seem to some real self or being to exist, but in that ase this real self mustin some way or in some degree have beome subjet to Maya. It must either be the onsiousness ofBrahman that projets itself into a world of Maya and issues from Maya or it must be the being ofBrahman that puts forth something of itself, its reality, into Maya and withdraws it again from Maya.Or what again is this Maya that imposes itself on Brahman? from where does it ome if it is notalready in Brahman, an ation of the eternal Consiousness or the eternal Superonsiene? It is onlyif a being or a onsiousness of the Reality undergoes the onsequenes of the Illusion that the ylesof the Illusion an put on any reality or have any importane exept as a dane of phantasmagorimarionettes with whih the Eternal amuses himself, a puppet-show in Time. We are driven bakto the dual being of Brahman, the dual onsiousness of Brahman involved in the Illusion and freefrom the Illusion, and a ertain phenomenal truth of being for Maya: there an be no solution of ourexistene in the universe if that existene and the universe itself have no reality, - even though thereality be only partial, restrited, derivative. But what an be the reality of an original universaland fundamentally baseless Illusion? The only possible answer is that it is a suprarational mystery,inexpliable and ine�able, - anirvaan�iya.There are, however, two possible replies to the diÆulty, if we get rid of the idea of absoluteunreality and admit a quali�ation or ompromise. A basis an be reated for a subjetive illusion-onsiousness whih is yet part of Being, if we aept in the sense of an illusory subjetive world-awareness the aount of sleep and dream reation given to us in the Upanishads. For the aÆrmationthere is that Brahman as Self is fourfold; the Self is Brahman and all that is is the Brahman, butall that is is the Self seen by the Self in four states of its being. In the pure selfstatus neitheronsiousness nor unonsiousness as we oneive it an be aÆrmed about Brahman; it is a state ofsuperonsiene absorbed in its self-existene, in a self-silene or a self-estasy, or else it is the statusof a free Superonsient ontaining or basing everything but involved in nothing. But there is also a82



luminous status of sleep-self, a massed onsiousness whih is the origin of osmi existene; this stateof deep sleep in whih yet there is the presene of an omnipotent Intelligene is the seed state or ausalondition from whih emerges the osmos; - this and the dream-self whih is the ontinent of all subtle,subjetive or supraphysial experiene, and the self of waking whih is the support of all physialexperiene, an be taken as the whole �eld of Maya. As a man in deep sleep passes into dreams inwhih he experienes self-onstruted unstable strutures of name, form, relation, happenings, andin the waking state externalises himself in the more apparently stable but yet transient strutures ofthe physial onsiousness, so the Self develops out of a state of massed onsiousness its subjetiveand its objetive osmi experiene. But the waking state is not a true waking from this original andausal sleep; it is only a full emergene into a gross external and objetive sense of the positive realityof objets of onsiousness as opposed to the subtle subjetive dreamawareness of those objets: thetrue waking is a withdrawal from both objetive and subjetive onsiousness and from the massedausal Intelligene into the superonsiene superior to all onsiousness; for all onsiousness and allunonsiousness is Maya. Here, we may say, Maya is real beause it is the self's experiene of the Self,something of the Self enters into it, is a�eted by its happenings beause it aepts them, believesin them, they are to it real experienes, reations out of its onsious being; but it is unreal beauseit is a sleep state, a dream state, an eventually transient waking state, not the true status of thesuperonsient Reality. Here there is no atual dihotomy of being itself, but there is a multipliityof status of the one Being; there is no original dual onsiousness implying a Will in the Unreatedto reate illusory things out of non-existene, but there is One Being in states of superonsiene andonsiousness eah with its own nature of self-experiene. But the lower states, although they havea reality, are yet quali�ed by a building and seeing of subjetive self-onstrutions whih are not theReal. The One Self sees itself as many, but this multiple existene is subjetive; it has a multipliityof its states of onsiousness, but this multipliity also is subjetive; there is a reality of subjetiveexperiene of a real Being, but no objetive universe.It may be noted, however, that nowhere in the Upanishads is it atually laid down that thethreefold status is a ondition of illusion or the reation of an unreality; it is onstantly aÆrmedthat all this that is, - this universe we are now supposing to have been onstruted by Maya, - is theBrahman, the Reality. The Brahman beomes all these beings; all beings must be seen in the Self,the Reality, and the Reality must be seen in them, the Reality must be seen as being atually allthese beings; for not only the Self is Brahman, but all is the Self, all this that is is the Brahman, theReality. That emphati asseveration leaves no room for an illusory Maya; but still the insistent denialthat there is anything other than or separate from the experiening self, ertain phrases used and thedesription of two of the states of onsiousness as sleep and dream may be taken as if they annulledthe emphasis on the universal Reality; these passages open the gates to the illusionist idea and havebeen made the foundation for an unompromising system of that nature. If we take this fourfoldstatus as a �gure of the Self passing from its superonsient state, where there is no subjet or objet,into a luminous trane in whih superonsiene beomes a massed onsiousness out of whih thesubjetive status of being and the objetive ome into emergene, then we get aording to our viewof things either a possible proess of illusionary reation or a proess of reative Self-knowledge andAll-knowledge.In fat, if we an judge from the desription of the three lower states of Self as the all-wiseIntelligene,5 the Seer of the subtle and the Seer of the gross material existene, this sleep state and5Pr�aj~na. Yajnavalkya in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad states very positively that there are two planes or statesof the being whih are two worlds, and that in the dream state one an see both worlds, for the dream state isintermediate between them, it is their joining-plane. This makes it lear that he is speaking of a subliminal onditionof the onsiousness whih an arry in it ommuniations between the physial and the supraphysial worlds. Thedesription of the dreamless sleep state applies both to deep sleep and to the ondition of trane in whih one entersinto a massed onsiousness ontaining in it all the powers of being but all ompressed within itself and onentratedsolely on itself and, when ative, then ative in a onsiousness where all is the self; this is, learly, a state admittingus into the higher planes of the spirit normally now superonsient to our waking being.83



this dream state seem to be �gurative names for the superonsient and the subliminal whih arebehind and beyond our waking status; they are so named and �gured beause it is through dreamand sleep - or trane whih an be regarded as a kind of dream or sleep - that the surfae mentalonsiousness normally passes out of the pereption of objetive things into the inner subliminaland the superior supramental or overmental status. In that inner ondition it sees the supraphysialrealities in transribing �gures of dream or vision or, in the superior status, it loses itself in a massedonsiousness of whih it an reeive no thought or image. It is through this subliminal and thissuperonsient ondition that we an pass into the supreme superonsiene of the highest stateof selfbeing. If we make the transition, not through dream trane or sleep trane, but through aspiritual awakening into these higher states, we beome aware in all of them of the one omnipresentReality; there need be no pereption of an illusionary Maya, there is only an experiene of the passagefrom Mind to what is beyond it so that our mental struture of the universe eases to be valid andanother reality of it is substituted for the ignorant mental knowledge. In this transition it is possibleto be awake to all the states of being together in a harmonised and uni�ed experiene and to see theReality everywhere. But if we plunge by a trane of exlusive onentration into a mysti sleep stateor pass abruptly in waking Mind into a state belonging to the Superonsient, then the mind anbe seized in the passage by a sense of the unreality of the osmi Fore and its reations; it passesby a subjetive abolition of them into the supreme superonsiene. This sense of unreality and thissublimating passage are the spiritual justi�ation for the idea of a world reated by Maya; but thisonsequene is not onlusive, sine a larger and more omplete onlusion superseding it is possibleto spiritual experiene.All these and other solutions of the nature of Maya fail to satisfy beause they have no onlu-siveness: they do not establish the inevitability of the illusionist hypothesis whih, to be aepted,needs to be inevitable; they do not bridge the hasm between the presumed true nature of the eternalReality and the paradoxial and ontrary harater of the osmi Illusion. At the most a proess isindiated that laims to make the oexistene of the two opposites oneivable and intelligible; butit has no suh fore of ertitude or illuminating onviningness e�etively uring the improbabilitythat its aeptane would be obligatory on the intelligene. The theory of the osmi Illusion getsrid of an original ontradition, a problem and mystery whih may be otherwise soluble, by eretinganother ontradition, a new problem and mystery whih is irreonilable in its terms and insoluble.For we start with the oneption or experiene of an absolute Reality whih is in its nature eternallyone, supraosmi, stati, immobile, immutable, self-aware of its pure existene, and a phenomenon ofosmos, dynamism, motion, mutability, modi�ations of the original pure existene, di�erentiation,in�nite multipliity. This phenomenon is got rid of by delaring it to be a perpetual Illusion, Maya.But this brings in, in e�et, a self-ontraditory dual status of onsiousness of the One to annul aself-ontraditory dual status of being of the One. A phenomenal truth of multipliity of the One isannulled by setting up a oneptual falsehood in the One reating an unreal multipliity. The Onefor ever self-aware of its pure existene entertains a perpetual imagination or illusory onstrutionof itself as an in�nite multipliity of ignorant and su�ering beings unaware of self who have to wakeone by one to awareness of self and ease individually to be.In fae of this solution of a perplexity by a new perplexity we begin to suspet that our originalpremiss must have been somewhere inomplete, - not an error, but only a �rst statement and in-dispensable foundation. We begin to envisage the Reality as an eternal oneness, status, immutableessene of pure existene supporting an eternal dynamis, motion, in�nite multipliity and diversityof itself. The immutable status of oneness brings out of itself the dynamis, motion and multipli-ity, - the dynamis, motion and multipliity not abrogating but bringing into relief the eternal andin�nite oneness. If the onsiousness of Brahman an be dual in status or ation or even manifold,there seems to be no reason why Brahman should be inapable of a dual status or a manifold realself-experiene of its being. The osmi onsiousness would then be, not a reative Illusion, but anexperiene of some truth of the Absolute. This explanation, if worked out, might prove to be more84



omprehensive and spiritually feund, more harmoni in its junture of the two terms of our self-experiene, and it would be at least as logially tenable as the idea of an eternal Reality supportingin perpetuity an eternal illusion real only to an in�nite multipliity of ignorant and su�ering beingswho esape one by one from the obsurity and pain of Maya, eah one by a separate extintion ofitself in Maya.In a seond possible answer on the illusionist basis to the problem, in the philosophy of Shankarawhih may be desribed as a quali�ed Illusionism, an answer whih is presented with a fore andomprehensiveness that are extraordinarily impressive, we make a �rst step towards this solution.For this philosophy aÆrms a quali�ed reality for Maya; it haraterises it indeed as an ine�able andunaountable mystery, but at the same time it does present us with a rational solution, at �rst sightthoroughly satisfatory, of the opposition whih a�its our mind; it aounts for our sense of thepersistent and pressing reality of the universe and our sense of the inonlusiveness, insuÆieny,vanity, evanesene, a ertain unreality of life and phenomena. For we �nd a distintion madebetween two orders of reality, transendental and pragmati, absolute and phenomenal, eternal andtemporal, - the former the reality of the pure being of Brahman, absolute and supraosmi andeternal, the latter the reality of Brahman in Maya, osmi, temporal and relative. Here we get areality for ourselves and the universe: for the individual self is really Brahman; it is Brahman whowithin the �eld of Maya seems phenomenally to be subjeted to her as the individual and in theend releases the relative and phenomenal individual into his eternal and true being. In the temporal�eld of relativities our experiene of the Brahman who has beome all beings, the Eternal who hasbeome universal and individual, is also valid; it is indeed a middle step of the movement in Mayatowards liberation from Maya. The universe too and its experienes are real for the onsiousness inTime and that onsiousness is real. But the question of the nature and extent of this reality at onearises: for the universe and ourselves may be a true reality though of a lesser order, or they may bepartly real, partly unreal, or they may be an unreal reality. If they are at all a true reality, there is noplae for any theory of Maya; there is no illusory reation. If they are partly real, partly unreal, thefault must lie in something wrong either in the osmi self-awareness or in our own seeing of ourselvesand the universe whih produes an error of being, an error of knowledge, an error in the dynamis ofexistene. But that error an amount only to an ignorane or a mixed knowledge and ignorane, andwhat needs to be explained then is not an original Cosmi Illusion but the intervention of Ignoranein the reative onsiousness or in the dynami ation of the Eternal and In�nite. But if universe andourselves are an unreal reality, if to a transendental onsiousness all this has no truth of existeneand its apparent reality eases one we step out of the �eld proper to Maya, then the onessionaorded with one hand is taken away by the other; for what was oneded as a truth turns out tohave been all the time an illusion. Maya and osmos and ourselves are both real and unreal, - butthe reality is an unreal reality, real only to our ignorane, unreal to any true knowledge.It is diÆult to see why, one any reality is oneded to ourselves and to the universe, it should notbe a true reality within its limits. It may be admitted that the manifestation must be on its surfaea more restrited reality than the Manifested; our universe is, we may say, one of the rhythms ofBrahman and not, exept in its essential being, the whole reality: but that is not a suÆient reasonfor it to be set aside as unreal. It is no doubt so felt by mind withdrawing from itself and itsstrutures: but this is only beause the mind is an instrument of Ignorane and, when it withdrawsfrom its onstrutions, from its ignorant and imperfet piture of the universe, it is impelled to regardthem as nothing more than its own �tions and formations, unfounded, unreal; the gulf between itsignorane and the supreme Truth and Knowledge disables it from disovering the true onnetionsof the transendent Reality and the osmi Reality. In a higher status of onsiousness the diÆultydisappears, the onnetion is established; the sense of unreality reedes and a theory of illusionbeomes superuous and inappliable. It annot be the �nal truth that the Supreme Consiousnesshas no regard upon the universe or that it regards it as a �tion whih its self in Time upholds asreal. The osmi an only exist by dependene on the supraosmi, Brahman in Time must have85



some signi�ane for Brahman in timeless eternity; otherwise there ould be no self and spirit inthings and therefore no basis for the temporal existene.But the universe is ondemned as ultimately unreal beause it is temporary and not eternal, aperishable form of being imposed on the Formless and Imperishable. This relation an be illustratedby the analogy of earth and the pot made out of earth: the pot and other forms so reated perishand go bak to the reality, earth, they are only evanesent forms; when they disappear there is leftthe formless and essential earth and nothing else. But this analogy an tell more onviningly theother way; for the pot is real by right of its being made out of the substane of earth whih is real;it is not an illusion and, even when it is dissolved into the original earth, its past existene annotbe thought to have been unreal or an illusion. The relation is not that of an original reality and aphenomenal unreality, but of an original, - or, if we go bak from earth to the invisible substratumand onstituent ether, an eternal and non-manifest, - to a resultant and dependent, a temporal andmanifested reality. Moreover, the pot form is an eternal possibility of earth substane, or etherealsubstane, and while the substane exists the form an always be manifested. A form may disappear,but it only passes out of manifestation into non-manifestation; a world may disappear, but thereis no proof that world-existene is an evanesent phenomenon: on the ontrary, we may supposethat the power of manifestation is inherent in Brahman and ontinues to at either ontinuouslyin Time-eternity or in an eternal reurrene. The osmi is a di�erent order of the Real from thesupraosmi Transendene, but there is no need to take it as in any way non-existent or unreal tothat Transendene. For the purely intelletual oneption that only the Eternal is real, whether wetake it in the sense that reality depends on perpetual duration or that the timeless only is true, is anideative distintion, a mental onstrution; it is not binding on a substantial and integral experiene.Time is not neessarily anelled out of existene by timeless Eternity; their relation is only verballya relation of ontradition; in fat, it is more likely to be a relation of dependene.Similarly, the reasoning whih anels the dynamis of the Absolute, the imposition of the stigmaof unreal reality on the pragmati truth of things beause it is pragmati, is diÆult to aept; forthe pragmati truth is after all not something quite other, quite separate and unonneted withspiritual truth, it is a result of the energy or a motion of the dynami ativity of the Spirit. Adistintion must, no doubt, be made between the two, but the idea of an entire opposition an restonly on the postulate that a silent and quiesent status is the Eternal's true and whole being; butin that ase we must onlude that there is nothing dynami in the Absolute and all dynamism is aontradition of the supreme nature of the Divine and Eternal. But if a temporal or osmi realityof any kind exists, there must be a power, an inherent dynami fore of the Absolute whih broughtit into being, and there is no reason to suppose that the power of the Absolute an do nothing butreate illusions. On the ontrary, the Power that reates must be the fore of an omnipotent andomnisient Consiousness; the reations of the absolutely Real should be real and not illusions, andsine it is the One Existene, they must be self-reations, forms of a manifestation of the Eternal,not forms of Nothing ereted out of the original Void - whether a void being or a void onsiousness- by Maya.At the basis of the refusal to reognise the universe as real is the onept or experiene of the Realityas immutable, featureless, non-ative and realised through a onsiousness that has itself fallen intoa status of silene and is immobile. The universe is a result of dynamis in movement, it is fore ofbeing throwing itself out in ation, energy at work, whether that energy be oneptive or mehanialor a spiritual, mental, vital or material dynamis; it an thus be regarded as a ontradition - or aderogation from self - of the stati and immobile eternal Reality, therefore unreal. But as a oneptthis position of the thought has no inevitability; there is no reason why we should not oneive of theReality as at one stati and dynami. It is perfetly rational to suppose that the eternal status ofbeing of the Reality ontains in it an eternal fore of being, and this dynamis must neessarily arryin itself a power of ation and movement, a kinesis; both status of being and movement of being anbe real. There is no reason either why they should not be simultaneous; on the ontrary, simultaneity86



is demanded, - for all energy, all kineti ation has to support itself on status or by status if it isto be e�etive or reative; otherwise there will be no solidity of anything reated, only a onstantwhirl without any formation: status of being, form of being are neessary to kinesis of being. Evenif energy be the primal reality, as it seems to be in the material world, still it has to reate statusof itself, lasting forms, duration of beings in order to have a support for its ation: the status maybe temporary, it may be only a balane or equilibrium of substane reated and maintained by aonstant kinesis, but while it endures it is real and, after it eases, we still regard it as somethingthat was real. The priniple of a supporting status for ation is a permanent priniple, and its ationis onstant in Time-eternity. When we disover the stable Reality underlying all this movement ofenergy and this reation of forms, we do indeed pereive that the status of reated forms is onlytemporary; there is a stability of repetition of the kinesis in a same persistent ation and �gure ofmovement whih maintains substane of being in stable form of itself: but this stability is reated,and the one permanent and self-existent status is that of the eternal Being whose Energy ereted theforms. But we need not therefore onlude that the temporary forms are unreal; for the energy ofthe being is real and the forms made by it are forms of the being. In any ase the status of the beingand the eternal dynamis of the being are both real, and they are simultaneous; the status admitsof ation of dynamis and the ation does not abrogate the status. We must therefore onlude thateternal status and eternal dynamis are both true of the Reality whih itself surpasses both statusand dynamis; the immobile and the mobile Brahman are both the same Reality.But in experiene we �nd that for us it is, normally, a quiesene that brings in the stablerealisation of the eternal and the in�nite: it is in silene or quietude that we feel most �rmly theSomething that is behind the world shown to us by our mind and senses. Our ognitive ation ofthought, our ation of life and being seem to overlay the truth, the reality; they grasp the �nite butnot the in�nite, they deal with the temporal and not the eternal Real. It is reasoned that this isso beause all ation, all reation, all determining pereption limits; it does not embrae or graspthe Reality, and its onstrutions disappear when we enter into the indivisible and indeterminableonsiousness of the Real: these onstrutions are unreal in eternity, however real they may seemor be in Time. Ation leads to ignorane, to the reated and �nite; kinesis and reation are aontradition of the immutable Reality, the pure unreated Existene. But this reasoning is notwholly valid beause it is looking at pereption and ation only as they are in our mental ognitionof the world and its movement; but that is the experiene of our surfae being regarding thingsfrom its shifting motion in Time, a regard itself super�ial, fragmentary and delimited, not total,not plunging into the inner sense of things. In fat we �nd that ation need not bind or limit, ifwe get out of this moment-ognition into a status of ognition of the eternal proper to the trueonsiousness. Ation does not bind or limit the liberated man; ation does not bind or limit theEternal: but we an go farther and say that ation does not bind or limit our own true being at all.Ation has no suh e�et on the spiritual Person or Purusha or on the psyhi entity within us, itbinds or limits only the surfae onstruted personality. This personality is a temporary expressionof our self-being, a hanging form of it, empowered to exist by it, dependent on it for substane andendurane, - temporary, but not unreal. Our thought and ation are means for this expression ofourselves and, as the expression is inomplete and evolutive, as it is a development of our naturalbeing in Time, thought and ation help it to develop, to hange, to alter and expand its limits, butat the same time to maintain limits; in that sense they are limiting and binding; they are themselvesan inomplete mode of self-revelation. But when we go bak into ourselves, into the true self andperson, there is no longer a binding or limitation by the limits of ation or pereption; both arise asexpressions of onsiousness and expressions of fore of the self operative for a free self-determinationof its nature-being, for the self-unrolling, the beoming in time of something that is itself illimitable.The limitation, whih is a neessary irumstane of an evolutive self-determination, might be anabrogation of self or derogation from self, from Reality, and therefore itself unreal, if it altered theessentiality or totality of the being; it would be a bondage of the spirit and therefore illegitimate ifit obsured, by an alien imposition proeeding from a fore that is not-self, the Consiousness that87



is the inmost witness and reator of our world-existene, or if it onstruted something ontrary tothe Being's onsiousness of self or will of beoming. But the essene of being remains the same inall ation and formation, and the limitations freely aepted do not take from the being's totality;they are aepted and self-imposed, not imposed from outside, they are a means of expression ofour totality in the movement of Time, an order of things imposed by our inner spiritual being onour outer nature-being, not a bondage inited on the ever-free spirit. There is therefore no reasonto onlude from the limitations of pereption and ation that the movement is unreal or that theexpression, formation or self-reation of the Spirit is unreal. It is a temporal order of reality, but itis still a reality of the Real, not something else. All that is in the kinesis, the movement, the ation,the reation, is the Brahman; the beoming is a movement of the being; Time is a manifestation ofthe Eternal. All is one Being, one Consiousness, one even in in�nite multipliity, and there is noneed to biset it into an opposition of transendent Reality and unreal osmi Maya.In the philosophy of Shankara one feels the presene of a onit, an opposition whih this powerfulintellet has stated with full fore and masterfully arranged rather than solved with any �nality, - theonit of an intuition intensely aware of an absolute transendent and inmost Reality and a strongintelletual reason regarding the world with a keen and vigorous rational intelligene. The intellet ofthe thinker regards the phenomenal world from the standpoint of the reason; reason is there the judgeand the authority and no suprarational authority an prevail against it: but behind the phenomenalworld is a transendent Reality whih the intuition alone an see; there reason - at least a �nitedividing limited reason - annot prevail against the intuitive experiene, it annot even relate thetwo, it annot therefore solve the mystery of the universe. The reason has to aÆrm the reality ofthe phenomenal existene, to aÆrm its truths as valid; but they are valid only in that phenomenalexistene. This phenomenal existene is real beause it is a temporal phenomenon of the eternalExistene, the Reality: but it is not itself that Reality and, when we pass beyond the phenomenon tothe Real, it still exists but is no longer valid to our onsiousness; it is therefore unreal. Shankara takesup this ontradition, this opposition whih is normal to our mental onsiousness when it beomesaware of both sides of existene and stands between them; he resolves it by obliging the reason toreognise its limits, in whih its unimpaired sovereignty is left to it within its own osmi provine,and to aquiese in the soul's intuition of the transendent Reality and to support, by a dialetiwhih ends by dissolving the whole osmi phenomenal and rational-pratial edi�e of things, itsesape from the limitations onstruted and imposed on the mind by Maya. The explanation ofosmi existene by whih this is brought about seems to be - or so we may translate it to ourunderstanding, for there have been di�erent expositions of this profound and subtle philosophy, -that there is a Transendene whih is for ever self-existent and immutable and a world whih is onlyphenomenal and temporal. The eternal Reality manifests itself in regard to the phenomenal worldas Self and Ishwara. The Ishwara by his Maya, his power of phenomenal reation, onstruts thisworld as a temporal phenomenon, and this phenomenon of things whih do not exist in the utterlyReal is imposed by Maya through our oneptive and pereptive onsiousness on the superonsientor purely self-onsient Reality. Brahman the Reality appears in the phenomenal existene as theSelf of the living individual; but when the individuality of the individual is dissolved by intuitiveknowledge, the phenomenal being is released into self-being: it is no longer subjet to Maya andby its release from the appearane of individuality it is extinguished in the Reality; but the worldontinues to exist without beginning or end as the Mayi reation of the Ishwara.This is an arrangement whih puts into relation with eah other the data of the spiritual intuitionand the data of the reason and sense, and it opens to us a way out from their ontradition, aspiritual and pratial issue: but it is not a solution, it does not resolve the ontradition. Maya isreal and unreal; the world is not a mere illusion, for it exists and is real in Time, but eventually andtransendentally it turns out to be unreal. This reates an ambiguity whih extends beyond itselfand touhes all that is not the pure self-existene. Thus the Ishwara, though he is undeluded byMaya and the reator of Maya, seems himself to be a phenomenon of Brahman and not the ultimate88



Reality, he is real only with regard to the Time-world he reates; the individual self has the sameambiguous harater. If Maya were to ease altogether from its operations, Ishwara, the world andthe individual would no longer be there; but Maya is eternal, Ishwara and the world are eternal inTime, the individual endures so long as he does not annul himself by knowledge. Our thought onthese premisses has to take refuge in the oneption of an ine�able suprarational mystery whih is tothe intellet insoluble. But, faed with this ambiguity, this admission of an insoluble mystery at theommenement of things and at the end of the proess of thought, we begin to suspet that thereis a link missing. Ishwara is not himself a phenomenon of Maya, he is real; he must then be themanifestation of a truth of the Transendene, or he must be the Transendent itself dealing with aosmos manifested in his own being. If the world is at all real, it also must be the manifestation of atruth of the Transendene; for only that an have any reality. If the individual has the power of self-disovery and entrane into the transendent eternity and his liberation has so great an importane,it must be beause he too is a reality of the Transendene; he has to disover himself individually,beause his individuality also has some truth of itself in the Transendene whih is veiled from itand whih it has to reover. It is an ignorane of self and world that has to be overome and not anillusion, a �gment of individuality and world-existene.It beomes evident that as the Transendene is suprarational and seizable only by an intuitiveexperiene and realisation, so also the mystery of the universe is suprarational. It has to be so sineit is a phenomenon of the transendent Reality, and it would not, if it were otherwise, be insolubleby the intelletual reason. But if so, we have to pass beyond the intellet in order to bridge thegulf and penetrate the mystery; to leave an unsolved ontradition annot be the �nal solution. Itis the intelletual reason that rystallises and perpetuates an apparent ontradition by reatingits opposite or dividing onepts of the Brahman, the Self, the Ishwara, the individual being, thesupreme onsiousness or superonsiene and the Mayi world-onsiousness. If Brahman aloneexists, all these must be Brahman, and in Brahman-onsiousness the division of these oneptsmust disappear in a reoniling self-vision; but we an arrive at their true unity only by passingbeyond the intelletual Reason and �nding out through spiritual experiene where they meet andbeome one and what is the spiritual reality of their apparent divergene. In fat, in the Brahman-onsiousness the divergenes annot exist, they must by our passage into it onverge into unity; thedivisions of the intelletual reason may orrespond to a reality, but it must be then the reality of amanifold Oneness. The Buddha applied his penetrating rational intellet supported by an intuitivevision to the world as our mind and sense see it and disovered the priniple of its onstrutionand the way of release from all onstrutions, but he refused to go farther. Shankara took thefarther step and regarded the suprarational Truth, whih Buddha kept behind the veil as realisableby anellation of the onstrutions of onsiousness but beyond the sope of the reason's disovery.Shankara, standing between the world and the eternal Reality, saw that the mystery of the worldmust be ultimately suprarational, not oneivable or expressible by our reason, anirvaan�iya; but hemaintained the world as seen by the reason and sense as valid and had therefore to posit an unrealreality, beause he did not take one step still farther. For to know the real truth of the world, itsreality, it must be seen from the suprarational awareness, from the view of the Superonsiene thatmaintains and surpasses and by surpassing knows it in its truth, and no longer from the view of theonsiousness that is maintained by it and surpassed by it and therefore does not know it or knowsit only by its appearane. It annot be that to that self-reative supreme onsiousness the worldis an inomprehensible mystery or that it is to it an illusion that is yet not altogether an illusion,a reality that is yet unreal. The mystery of the universe must have a divine sense to the Divine; itmust have a signi�ane or a truth of osmi being that is luminous to the Reality that upholds itwith its transending and yet immanent superonsiene.If the Reality alone exists and all is the Reality, the world also annot be exluded from thatReality; the universe is real. If it does not reveal to us in its forms and powers the Reality that itis, if it seems only a persistent and yet hanging movement in Spae and Time, this must be not89



beause it is unreal or beause it is not at all That, but beause it is a progressive self-expression,a manifestation, an evolving self-development of That in Time whih our onsiousness annot yetsee in its total or its essential signi�ane. In this sense we an say that it is That and not That, -beause it does not dislose all the Reality through any form or sum of its forms of self-expression;but still all its forms are forms of the substane and being of that Reality. All �nites are in theirspiritual essene the In�nite and, if we look deep enough into them, manifest to intuition the Identialand In�nite. It is ontended indeed that the universe annot be a manifestation beause the Realityhas no need of manifestation, sine it is for ever manifest to itself; but so equally it an be said thatthe Reality has no need of self-illusion or illusion of any kind, no need to reate a Mayi universe.The Absolute an have no need of anything; but still there an be - not oerive of its freedom, notbinding on it, but an expression of its self-fore, the result of its Will to beome, - an imperative ofa supreme selfe�etuating Fore, a neessity of self-reation born of the power of the Absolute to seeitself in Time. This imperative represents itself to us as a Will to reate, a Will of self-expression;but it may be better represented as a fore of being of the Absolute whih displays itself as a powerof itself in ation. If the Absolute is self-evident to itself in eternal Timelessness, it an also beselfmanifest to itself in eternal motion of Time. Even if the universe is only a phenomenal reality,still it is a manifestation or phenomenon of Brahman; for sine all is Brahman, phenomenon andmanifestation must be the same thing: the imputation of unreality is a superuous oneption, otioseand unneessarily embarrassing, sine whatever distintion is needed is already there in the oneptof Time and the timeless Eternal and the onept of manifestation.The one thing that an be desribed as an unreal reality is our individual sense of separativenessand the oneption of the �nite as a self-existent objet in the In�nite. This oneption, this senseare pragmatially neessary for the operations of the surfae individuality and are e�etive andjusti�ed by their e�ets; they are therefore real to its �nite reason and �nite self-experiene: butone we step bak from the �nite onsiousness into the onsiousness of the essential and in�nite,from the apparent to the true Person, the �nite or the individual still exists but as being and powerand manifestation of the In�nite; it has no independent or separate reality. Individual independene,entire separativeness are not neessary for individual reality, do not onstitute it. On the other hand,the disappearane of these �nite forms of the manifestation is evidently a fator in the problem, butdoes not by itself onvit them of unreality; the disappearane may be only a withdrawal frommanifestation. The osmi manifestation of the Timeless takes plae in the suessions of Time: itsforms must therefore be temporary in their appearane on the surfae, but they are eternal in theiressential power of manifestation; for they are held always impliit and potential in the essene ofthings and in the essential onsiousness from whih they emerge: timeless onsiousness an alwaysturn their abiding potentiality into terms of time atuality. The world would be unreal only if itselfand its forms were images without substane of being, �gments of onsiousness presented to itselfby the Reality as pure �gments and then abolished for ever. But if manifestation or the power ofmanifestation is eternal, if all is the being of Brahman, the Reality, then this unreality or illusorinessannot be the fundamental harater of things or of the osmos in whih they make their appearane.A theory of Maya in the sense of illusion or the unreality of osmi existene reates more diÆultiesthan it solves; it does not really solve the problem of existene, but rather renders it for ever insoluble.For, whether Maya be an unreality or a nonreal reality, the ultimate e�ets of the theory arry inthem a devastating simpliity of nulli�ation. Ourselves and the universe fade away into nothingnessor else keep for a time only a truth whih is little better than a �tion. In the thesis of the pureunreality of Maya, all experiene, all knowledge as well as all ignorane, the knowledge that freesus no less than the ignorane that binds us, world-aeptane and world-refusal, are two sides of anillusion; for there is nothing to aept or refuse, nobody to aept or refuse it. All the time it wasonly the immutable superonsient Reality that at all existed; the bondage and release were onlyappearanes, not a reality. All attahment to world-existene is an illusion, but the all for liberationis also a irumstane of the illusion; it is something that was reated in Maya whih by its liberation90



is extinguished in Maya. But this nulli�ation annot be ompelled to stop short in its devastatingadvane at the boundary �xed for it by a spiritual Illusionism. For if all other experienes of theindividual onsiousness in the universe are illusions, then what guarantee is there that its spiritualexperienes are not illusions, inluding even its absorbed self-experiene of the supreme Self whih isoneded to us as utterly real? For if osmos is untrue, our experiene of the osmi onsiousness,of the universal Self, of Brahman as all these beings or as the self of all these beings, the One inall, all in the One has no seure foundation, sine it reposes in one of its terms on an illusion, on aonstrution of Maya. That term, the osmi term, has to rumble, for all these beings whih wesaw as the Brahman were illusions; then what is our assurane of our experiene of the other term,the pure Self, the silent, stati or absolute Reality, sine that too omes to us in a mind moulded ofdelusion and formed in a body reated by an Illusion? An overwhelming self-evident onviningness,an experiene of absolute authentiity in the realisation or experiene is not an unanswerable proofof sole reality or sole �nality: for other spiritual experienes suh as that of the omnipresent DivinePerson, Lord of a real Universe, have the same onvining, authenti and �nal harater. It is opento the intellet whih has one arrived at the onvition of the unreality of all other things, to take afarther step and deny the reality of Self and of all existene. The Buddhists took this last step andrefused reality to the Self on the ground that it was as muh as the rest a onstrution of the mind;they ut not only God but the eternal Self and impersonal Brahman out of the piture.An unompromising theory of Illusion solves no problem of our existene; it only uts the problemout for the individual by showing him a way of exit: in its extreme form and e�et, our being and itsation beome null and without santion, its experiene, aspiration, endeavour lose their signi�ane;all, the one inommuniable relationless Truth exepted and the turning away to it, beome equatedwith illusion of being, are part of a universal Illusion and themselves illusions. God and ourselvesand the universe beome myths of Maya; for God is only a reetion of Brahman in Maya, ourselvesare only a reetion of Brahman in illusory individuality, the world is only an imposition on theBrahman's inommuniable self-existene. There is a less drasti nulli�ation if a ertain reality isadmitted for the being even within the illusion, a ertain validity for the experiene and knowledge bywhih we grow into the spirit: but this is only if the temporal has a valid reality and the experienein it has a real validity, and in that ase what we are in front of is not an illusion taking the unrealfor real but an ignorane misapprehending the real. Otherwise if the beings of whom Brahman isthe self are illusory, its selfhood is not valid, it is part of an illusion; the experiene of self is alsoan illusion: the experiene \I am That" is vitiated by an ignorant oneption, for there is no I, onlyThat; the experiene \I am He" is doubly ignorant, for it assumes a onsious Eternal, a Lord of theuniverse, a Cosmi Being, but there an be no suh thing if there is no reality in the universe. A realsolution of existene an only stand upon a truth that aounts for our existene and world-existene,reoniles their truth, their right relation and the truth of their relation to whatever transendentReality is the soure of everything. But this implies some reality of individual and osmos, some truerelation of the One Existene and all existenes, of relative experiene and of the Absolute.The theory of Illusion uts the knot of the world problem, it does not disentangle it; it is anesape, not a solution: a ight of the spirit is not a suÆient vitory for the being embodied in thisworld of the beoming; it e�ets a separation from Nature, not a liberation and ful�lment of ournature. This eventual outome satis�es only one element, sublimates only one impulse of our being;it leaves the rest out in the old to perish in the twilight of the unreal reality of Maya. As in Siene,so in metaphysial thought, that general and ultimate solution is likely to be the best whih inludesand aounts for all so that eah truth of experiene takes its plae in the whole: that knowledgeis likely to be the highest knowledge whih illumines, integralises, harmonises the signi�ane of allknowledge and aounts for, �nds the basi and, one might almost say, the justifying reason of ourignorane and illusion while it ures them; this is the supreme experiene whih gathers together allexperiene in the truth of a supreme and all-reoniling oneness. Illusionism uni�es by elimination;it deprives all knowledge and experiene, exept the one supreme merger, of reality and signi�ane.91



But this debate belongs to the domain of the pure reason and the �nal test of truths of this orderis not reason but spiritual illumination veri�ed by abiding fat of spirit; a single deisive spiritualexperiene may undo a whole edi�e of reasonings and onlusions ereted by the logial intelligene.Here the theory of Illusionism is in oupation of a very solid ground; for, although it is in itselfno more than a mental formulation, the experiene it formulates into a philosophy aompanies amost powerful and apparently �nal spiritual realisation. It omes upon us with a great fore ofawakening to reality when the thought is stilled, when the mind withdraws from its onstrutions,when we pass into a pure selfhood void of all sense of individuality, empty of all osmi ontents:if the spiritualised mind then looks at individual and osmos, they may well seem to it to be anillusion, a sheme of names and �gures and movements falsely imposed on the sole reality of the Self-Existent. Or even the sense of self beomes inadequate; both knowledge and ignorane disappearinto sheer Consiousness and onsiousness is plunged into a trane of pure superonsient existene.Or even existene ends by beoming too limiting a name for that whih abides solely for ever; thereis only a timeless Eternal, a spaeless In�nite, the utterness of the Absolute, a nameless Peae, anoverwhelming single objetless Estasy. There an ertainly be no doubt of the validity - ompletewithin itself - of this experiene; there an be no denial of the overwhelming deisive onviningness- ek�atma-pratyaya-s�aram - with whih this realisation seizes the onsiousness of the spiritual seeker.But still all spiritual experiene is experiene of the In�nite and it takes a multitude of diretions;some of them - and not this alone - are so lose to the Divine and the Absolute, so penetrated withthe reality of Its presene or with the ine�able peae and power of the liberation from all that is lessthan It, that they arry with them this overwhelming sense of �nality omplete and deisive. Thereare a hundred ways of approahing the Supreme Reality and, as is the nature of the way taken, sowill be the nature of the ultimate experiene by whih one passes into That whih is ine�able, Thatof whih no report an be given to the mind or expressed by any utterane. All these de�nitiveulminations may be regarded as penultimates of the one Ultimate; they are steps by whih the soulrosses the limits of Mind into the Absolute. Is then this realisation of passing into a pure immobileself-existene or this Nirvana of the individual and the universe one among these penultimates, oris it itself the �nal and absolute realisation whih is at the end of every journey and transendsand eliminates all lesser experiene? It laims to stand behind and supersede, to sublate and toeliminate every other knowledge; if that is really so, then its �nality must be aepted as onlusive.But, against this pretension, it has been laimed that it is possible to travel beyond by a greaternegation or a greater aÆrmation, - to extinguish self in Non-Being or to pass through the doubleexperiene of osmi onsiousness and Nirvana of world-onsiousness in the One Existene to agreater Divine Union and Unity whih holds both these realisations in its vast integral Reality. Itis said that beyond the duality and the non-duality there is That in whih both are held togetherand �nd their truth in a Truth whih is beyond them. A onsummating experiene whih proeedsby the exeeding and elimination of all other possible but lesser experienes is, as a step towardsthe Absolute, admissible. A supreme experiene whih aÆrms and inludes the truth of all spiritualexperiene, gives to eah its own absolute, integralises all knowledge and experiene in a supremereality, might be the one step farther that is at one a largest illuminating and transforming Truth ofall things and a highest in�nite Transendene. The Brahman, the supreme Reality, is That whihbeing known all is known; but in the illusionist solution it is That, whih being known, all beomesunreal and an inomprehensible mystery: in this other experiene, the Reality being known, allassumes its true signi�ane, its truth to the Eternal and Absolute.All truths, even those whih seem to be in onit, have their validity, but they need a reonil-iation in some largest Truth whih takes them into itself; all philosophies have their value, - if fornothing else, then beause they see the Self and the universe from a point of view of the spirit'sexperiene of the many-sided Manifestation and in doing so shed light on something that has to beknown in the In�nite. All spiritual experienes are true, but they point towards some highest andwidest reality whih admits their truth and exeeds it. This is, we may say, a sign of the relativityof all truth and all experiene, sine both vary with the outlook and the inlook of the knowing and92



experiening mind and being; eah man is said to have his own religion aording to his own nature,but so too eah man may be said to have his own philosophy, his own way of seeing and experieneof existene, though only a few an formulate it. But from another point of view this variety testi�esrather to the in�nity of aspets of the In�nite; eah athes a partial glimpse or a whole glimpse ofone or more aspets or ontats or enters into it in his mental or his spiritual experiene. To themind at a ertain stage all these view-points begin to lose their de�nitiveness in a large atholiityor a omplex tolerant inertitude, or all the rest may fall away from it and yield plae to an ultimatetruth or a single absorbing experiene. It is then that it is liable to feel the unreality of all that ithas seen and thought and taken as part of itself or its universe. This \all" beomes to it a universalunreality or a many-sided fragmental reality without a priniple of uni�ation; as it passes into thenegativing purity of an absolute experiene, all falls away from it and there remains only a silentand immobile Absolute. But the onsiousness might be alled to go farther and see again all it hasleft in the light of a new spiritual vision: it may reover the truth of all things in the truth of theAbsolute; it may reonile the negation of Nirvana and the aÆrmation of the osmi onsiousnessin a single regard of That of whih both are the self-expressions. In the passage from mental toovermind ognition this many-sided unity is the leading experiene; the whole manifestation assumesthe appearane of a singular and mighty harmony whih reahes its greatest ompleteness when thesoul stands on the border between Overmind and Supermind and looks bak with a total view uponexistene.This is at least a possibility that we have to explore and pursue this view of things to its ultimateonsequene. A onsideration of the possibility of a great osmi Illusion as the explanation of theenigma of being had to be undertaken beause this view and experiene of things presents itselfpowerfully at the end of the mental spiral where that reahes its point of breaking or point ofessation; but one it is asertained that it is not the obligatory end of a srupulous inquiry intothe ultimate truth, we an leave it aside or refer to it only when needed in onnetion with someline of a more plasti ourse of thought and reasoning. Our regard an now be onentrated on theproblem that is left by the exlusion of the illusionist solution, the problem of the Knowledge andthe Ignorane.All turns round the question \What is Reality?" Our ognitive onsiousness is limited, ignorant,�nite; our oneptions of reality depend on our way of ontat with existene in this limited on-siousness and may be very di�erent from the way in whih an original and ultimate Consiousnesssees it. It is neessary to distinguish between the essential Reality, the phenomenal reality dependentupon it and arising out of it, and the restrited and often misleading experiene or notion of eitherthat is reated by our sense-experiene and our reason. To our sense the earth is at and, for mostimmediate pratial purposes, within a limit, we have to follow the sense reality and deal with theatness as if it were a fat; but in true phenomenal reality the atness of the earth is unreal, and Si-ene seeking for the truth of the phenomenal reality in things has to treat it as approximately round.In a host of details Siene ontradits the evidene of the senses as to the real truth of phenomena;but, still, we have to aept the adre provided by our senses beause the pratial relations withthings whih they impose on us have validity as an e�et of reality and annot be disregarded. Ourreason, relying on the senses and exeeding them, onstruts its own anons or notions of the realand unreal, but these anons vary aording to the standpoint taken by the reasoning observer. Thephysial sientist probing into phenomena erets formulas and standards based on the objetive andphenomenal reality and its proesses: to his view mind may appear as a subjetive result of Matterand self and spirit as unreal; at any rate he has to at as if matter and energy alone existed and mindwere only an observer of an independent physial reality whih is una�eted by any mental proesses6or any presene or intervention of a osmi Intelligene. The psyhologist, probing independentlyinto mind onsiousness and mind unonsiousness, disovers another domain of realities, subjetive6This position has been shaken by the theory of Relativity, but it must hold as a pragmati basis for experimentand aÆrmation of the sienti� fat. 93



in its harater, whih has its own law and proess; to him Mind may even ome to appear as thekey of the real, Matter as only a �eld for mind, and spirit apart from mind as something unreal. Butthere is a farther probing whih brings up the truth of self and spirit and establishes a greater orderof the real in whih there is a reversal of our view both of the subjetive mind realities and objetivephysial realities so that they are seen as things phenomenal, seondary, dependent upon the truthof self and the realities of the spirit. In this deeper searh into things mind and matter begin to wearthe appearane of a lesser order of the real and may easily ome to appear unreal.But it is the reason austomed to deal with the �nite that makes these exlusions; it uts thewhole into segments and an selet one segment of the whole as if it were the entire reality. This isneessary for its ation sine its business is to deal with the �nite as �nite, and we have to aeptfor pratial purposes and for the reason's dealings with the �nite the adre it gives us, beauseit is valid as an e�et of reality and so annot be disregarded. When we ome to the experieneof the spiritual whih is itself the whole or ontains the whole in itself, our mind arries there tooits segmenting reason and the de�nitions neessary to a �nite ognition; it uts a line of setionbetween the in�nite and the �nite, the spirit and its phenomena or manifestations, and dubs thoseas real and these as unreal. But an original and ultimate onsiousness embraing all the termsof existene in a single integral view would see the whole in its spiritual essential reality and thephenomenon as a phenomenon or manifestation of that reality. If this greater spiritual onsiousnesssaw in things only unreality and an entire disonnetion with the truth of the spirit, it ould not have- if it were itself a Truth-onsiousness - any reason for maintaining them in ontinuous or reurrentexistene through all Time: if it so maintains them, it is beause they are based on the realities ofthe spirit. But, neessarily, when thus integrally seen, the phenomenal reality would take on anotherappearane than when it is viewed by the reason and sense of the �nite being; it would have anotherand deeper reality, another and greater signi�ane, another and more subtle and omplex proess ofits movements of existene. The anons of reality and all the forms of thought reated by the �nitereason and sense would appear to the greater onsiousness as partial onstrutions with an elementof truth in them and an element of error; these onstrutions might therefore be desribed as at onereal and unreal, but the phenomenal world itself would not beome either unreal or unreal-real bythat fat: it would put on another reality of a spiritual harater; the �nite would reveal itself as apower, a movement, a proess of the In�nite.An original and ultimate onsiousness would be a onsiousness of the In�nite and neessarilyunitarian in its view of diversity, integral, all-aepting, all-embraing, all-disriminating beauseall-determining, an indivisible whole-vision. It would see the essene of things and regard all formsand movements as phenomenon and onsequene of the essential Reality, motions and formations ofits power of being. It is held by the reason that truth must be empty of any onit of ontraditions:if so, sine the phenomenal universe is or seems to be the ontrary of the essential Brahman it mustbe unreal; sine individual being is the ontrary of both transendene and universality, it must beunreal. But what appear as ontraditions to a reason based on the �nite may not be ontraditionsto a vision or a larger reason based on the in�nite. What our mind sees as ontraries may be to thein�nite onsiousness not ontraries but omplementaries: essene and phenomenon of the esseneare omplementary to eah other, not ontraditory, - the phenomenon manifests the essene; the�nite is a irumstane and not a ontradition of the in�nite; the individual is a self-expression ofthe universal and the transendent, - it is not a ontradition or something quite other than it, it isthe universal onentrated and seletive, it is one with the Transendent in its essene of being and itsessene of nature. In the view of this unitarian omprehensive seeing there is nothing ontraditory ina formless Essene of being that arries a multitude of forms, or in a status of the In�nite supportinga kinesis of the In�nite, or in an in�nite Oneness expressing itself in a multipliity of beings andaspets and powers and movements, for they are beings and aspets and powers and movements ofthe One. A world-reation on this basis is a perfetly natural and normal and inevitable movementwhih in itself raises no problem, sine it is exatly what one must expet in an ation of the In�nite.94



All the intelletual problem and diÆulty is raised by the �nite reason utting, separating, opposingthe power of the In�nite to its being, its kinesis to its status, its natural multipliity to its essentialoneness, segmenting self, opposing Spirit to Nature. To understand truly the world-proess of theIn�nite and the Time-proess of the Eternal, the onsiousness must pass beyond this �nite reasonand the �nite sense to a larger reason and spiritual sense in touh with the onsiousness of theIn�nite and responsive to the logi of the In�nite whih is the very logi of being itself and arisesinevitably from its self-operation of its own realities, a logi whose sequenes are not the steps ofthought but the steps of existene.But what has been thus desribed, it may be said, is only a osmi onsiousness and there isthe Absolute: the Absolute annot be limited; sine universe and individual limit and divide theAbsolute, they must be unreal. It is self-evident indeed that the Absolute annot be limited; itan be limited neither by formlessness nor by form, neither by unity nor by multipliity, neither byimmobile status nor by dynami mobility. If it manifests form, form annot limit it; if it manifestsmultipliity, multipliity annot divide it; if it manifests motion and beoming, motion annot perturbnor beoming hange it: it annot be limited any more than it an be exhausted by self-reation.Even material things have this superiority to their manifestation; earth is not limited by the vesselsmade from it, nor air by the winds that move in it, nor the sea by the waves that rise on its surfae.This impression of limitation belongs only to the mind and sense whih see the �nite as if it were anindependent entity separating itself from the In�nite or something ut out of it by limitation: it isthis impression that is illusory, but neither the in�nite nor the �nite is an illusion; for neither existsby the impressions of the sense or the mind, they depend for their existene on the Absolute.The Absolute is in itself inde�nable by reason, ine�able to the speeh; it has to be approahedthrough experiene. It an be approahed through an absolute negation of existene, as if it wereitself a supreme Non-Existene, a mysterious in�nite Nihil. It an be approahed through an absoluteaÆrmation of all the fundamentals of our own existene, through an absolute of Light and Knowledge,through an absolute of Love or Beauty, through an absolute of Fore, through an absolute of peaeor silene. It an be approahed through an inexpressible absolute of being or of onsiousness, orof power of being, or of delight of being, or through a supreme experiene in whih these thingsbeome inexpressibly one; for we an enter into suh an ine�able state and, plunged into it as if intoa luminous abyss of existene, we an reah a superonsiene whih may be desribed as the gateof the Absolute. It is supposed that it is only through a negation of individual and osmos thatwe an enter into the Absolute. But in fat the individual need only deny his own small separateego-existene; he an approah the Absolute through a sublimation of his spiritual individualitytaking up the osmos into himself and transending it; or he may negate himself altogether, buteven so it is still the individual who by self-exeeding enters into the Absolute. He may enteralso by a sublimation of his being into a supreme existene or super-existene, by a sublimation ofhis onsiousness into a supreme onsiousness or superonsiene, by a sublimation of his and alldelight of being into a super-delight or supreme estasy. He an make the approah through anasension in whih he enters into osmi onsiousness, assumes it into himself and raises himselfand it into a state of being in whih oneness and multipliity are in perfet harmony and unison ina supreme status of manifestation where all are in eah and eah in all and all in the one withoutany determining individuation - for the dynami identity and mutuality have beome omplete; onthe path of aÆrmation it is this status of the manifestation that is nearest to the Absolute. Thisparadox of an Absolute whih an be realised through an absolute negation and through an absoluteaÆrmation, in many ways, an only be aounted for to the reason if it is a supreme Existenewhih is so far above our notion and experiene of existene that it an orrespond to our negationof it, to our notion and experiene of nonexistene; but also, sine all that exists is That, whateverits degree of manifestation, it is itself the supreme of all things and an be approahed throughsupreme aÆrmations as through supreme negations. The Absolute is the ine�able x overtopping andunderlying and immanent and essential in all that we an all existene or non-existene.95



It is our �rst premiss that the Absolute is the supreme reality; but the issue is whether all elsethat we experiene is real or unreal. A distintion is sometimes made between being and existene,and it is supposed that being is real but existene or what manifests as suh is unreal. But this anstand only if there is a rigid distintion, a ut and separation between the unreated Eternal andreated existenes; the unreated Being an then be taken as alone real. This onlusion does notfollow if what exists is form of Being and substane of Being; it would be unreal only if it were aform of Non-Being, asat, reated out of the Void, �s�unya. The states of existene through whih weapproah and enter into the Absolute must have their truth, for the untrue and unreal annot leadinto the Real: but also what issues from the Absolute, what the Eternal supports and informs andmanifests in itself, must have a reality. There is the unmanifest and there is the manifestation, but amanifestation of the Real must itself be real; there is the Timeless and there is the proess of thingsin Time, but nothing an appear in Time unless it has a basis in the timeless Reality. If my self andspirit are real, my thoughts, feelings, powers of all kinds, whih are its expressions, annot be unreal;my body, whih is the form it puts out in itself and whih at the same time it inhabits, annot be anothing or a mere unsubstantial shadow. The only reoniling explanation is that timeless eternityand time eternity are two aspets of the Eternal and Absolute and both are real, but in a di�erentorder of reality: what is unmanifest in the Timeless manifests itself in Time; eah thing that existsis real in its own degree of the manifestation and is so seen by the onsiousness of the In�nite.All manifestation depends upon being, but also upon onsiousness and its power or degree; foras is the status of onsiousness, so will be the status of being. Even the Inonsient is a statusand power of involved onsiousness in whih being is plunged into another and opposite state ofnonmanifestation resembling non-existene so that out of it all in the material universe may bemanifested; so too the superonsient is onsiousness taken up into an absolute of being. For thereis a superonsient status in whih onsiousness seems to be luminously involved in being and as ifunaware of itself; all onsiousness of being, all knowledge, self-vision, fore of being, seem to emergefrom that involved state or to appear in it: this emergene, in our view of it, may appear to be anemergene into a lesser reality, but in fat both the superonsiene and the onsiousness are andregard the same Real. There is also a status of the Supreme in whih no distintion an be madebetween being and onsiousness, - for they are too muh one there to be thus di�erentiated, - butthis supreme status of being is also a supreme status of the power of being and therefore of the powerof onsiousness; for the fore of being and the fore of its onsiousness are one there and annotbe separated: it is this uni�ation of eternal Being with the eternal Consiousness-Fore that is thestatus of the supreme Ishwara, and its fore of being is the dynamis of the Absolute. This status isnot a negation of osmos; it arries in itself the essene and power of all osmi existene.But still unreality is a fat of osmi existene, and if all is the Brahman, the Reality, we have toaount for this element of unreality in the Real. If the unreal is not a fat of being, it must be an ator a formation of onsiousness, and is there not then a status or degree of onsiousness in whihits ats and formations are wholly or partly unreal? If this unreality annot be attributed to anoriginal osmi Illusion, to Maya, there is still in the universe itself a power of illusion of Ignorane.It is in the power of the Mind to oneive things that are not real, it is in its power even to reatethings that are not real or not wholly real; its very view of itself and universe is a onstrution thatis not wholly real or wholly unreal. Where does this element of unreality begin and where does itstop, and what is its ause and what ensues on the removal of both the ause and the onsequene?Even if all osmi existene is not in itself unreal, annot that desription be applied to the world ofIgnorane in whih we live, this world of onstant hange and birth and death and frustration andsu�ering, and does not the removal of the Ignorane abolish for us the reality of the world whihit reates, or is not a departure out of it the natural and only issue? This would be valid, if ourignorane were a pure ignorane without any element of truth or knowledge in it. But in fat ouronsiousness is a mixture of the true and the false; its ats and reations are not a pure invention,a baseless struture. The struture it builds, its form of things or form of the universe, is not a96



mixture of reality and the unreal so muh as a half omprehension, a half expression of the real,and, sine all onsiousness is fore and therefore potentially reative, our ignorane has the resultof wrong reation, wrong manifestation, wrong ation or misoneived and misdireted energy ofthe being. All world-existene is manifestation, but our ignorane is the agent of a partial, limitedand ignorant manifestation, - in part an expression but in part also a disguise of the original being,onsiousness and delight of existene. If this state of things is permanent and unalterable, if ourworld must always move in this irle, if some Ignorane is the ause of all things and all ation hereand not a ondition and irumstane, then indeed the essation of individual ignorane ould onlyome by an esape of the individual from world-being, and a essation of the osmi ignorane wouldbe the destrution of world-being. But if this world has at its root an evolutionary priniple, if ourignorane is a half-knowledge evolving towards knowledge, another aount and another issue andspiritual result of our existene in material Nature, a greater manifestation here beomes possible.A farther distintion has to be made in our oneptions of unreality, so as to avoid a possibleonfusion in our dealings with this problem of the Ignorane. Our mind, or a part of it, has apragmati standard of reality; it insists on a standard of fat, of atuality. All that is fat ofexistene is to it real, but for it this fatuality or reality of the atual is limited to the phenomenaof this terrestrial existene in the material universe. But terrestrial or material existene is only apart manifestation, it is a system of atualised possibilities of the Being whih does not exlude allother possibilities not yet atualised or not atualised here. In a manifestation in Time new realitiesan emerge, truths of being not yet realised an put forth their possibilities and beome atual inthe physial and terrestrial existene; other truths of being there may be that are supraphysial andbelong to another domain of manifestation, not realised here but still real. Even what is nowhereatual in any universe, may be a truth of being, a potential of being, and annot, beause it is notyet expressed in form of existene, be taxed as unreal. But our mind or this part of it still insistson its pragmati habit or oneption of the real whih admits only the fatual and atual as trueand is prone to regard all else as unreal. There is then for this mind an unreality whih is of apurely pragmati nature: it onsists in the formulation of things whih are not neessarily unreal inthemselves but are not realised or perhaps annot be realised by ourselves or in present irumstanesor in our atual world of being; this is not a true unreality, it is not an unreal but an unrealised, notan unreal of being but only an unreal of present or known fat. There is, again, an unreality whih isoneptual and pereptive and is aused by an erroneous oneption and pereption of the real: thistoo is not or need not be an unreality of being, it is only a false onstrution of onsiousness due tolimitation by Ignorane. These and other seondary movements of our ignorane are not the heartof the problem, for that turns upon a more general a�ition of our onsiousness and the world-onsiousness here; it is the problem of the osmi Ignorane. For our whole view and experiene ofexistene labours under a limitation of onsiousness whih is not ours alone but seems to be at thebasis of the material reation. Instead of the original and ultimate Consiousness whih sees realityas a whole, we see ative here a limited onsiousness and either a partial and un�nished reationor a osmi kinesis that moves in a perpetual irle of meaningless hange. Our onsiousness seesa part and parts only of the Manifestation, - if manifestation it be, - and treats it or them as ifthey were separate entities; all our illusions and errors arise from a limited separative awarenesswhih reates unrealities or misoneives the Real. But the problem beomes still more enigmatiwhen we pereive that our material world seems to arise diretly, not out of any original Being andConsiousness, but out of a status of Inonsiene and apparent Non-Existene; our ignorane itselfis something that has appeared as if with diÆulty and struggle out of the Inonsiene.This then is the mystery, - how did an illimitable onsiousness and fore of integral being enterinto this limitation and separativeness? how ould this be possible and, if its possibility has to beadmitted, what is its justi�ation in the Real and its signi�ane? It is the mystery not of an originalIllusion, but of the origin of the Ignorane and Inonsiene and of the relations of Knowledge andIgnorane to the original Consiousness or Superonsiene.97
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Chapter 7The Knowledge and the Ignorane\Let the Knower distinguish the Knowledge and the Ignorane." Rig Veda.1\Two are there, hidden in the serey of the In�nite, the Knowledge and the Ignorane; butperishable is the Ignorane, immortal is the Knowledge; another than they is He who rules overboth the Knowledge and the Ignorane." Swetaswatara Upanishad.2\Two Unborn, the Knower and one who knows not, the Lord and one who has not mastery:one Unborn and in her are the objet of enjoyment and the enjoyer."Swetaswatara Upanishad.3\Two are joined together, powers of Truth, powers of Maya, - they have built the Child andgiven him birth and they nourish his growth." Rig Veda.4IN OUR srutiny of the seven priniples of existene it was found that they are one in theiressential and fundamental reality: for if even the matter of the most material universe is nothing buta status of being of Spirit made an objet of sense, envisaged by the Spirit's own onsiousness as thestu� of its forms, muh more must the life-fore that onstitutes itself into form of Matter, and themind-onsiousness that throws itself out as Life, and the Supermind that develops Mind as one of itspowers, be nothing but Spirit itself modi�ed in apparent substane and in dynamism of ation, notmodi�ed in real essene. All are powers of one Power of being and not other than that All-Existene,All-Consiousness, All-Will, All-Delight whih is the true truth behind every appearane. And theyare not only one in their reality, but also inseparable in the sevenfold variety of their ation. Theyare the seven olours of the light of the divine onsiousness, the seven rays of the In�nite, and bythem the Spirit has �lled in on the anvas of his self-existene oneptually extended, woven of theobjetive warp of Spae and the subjetive woof of Time, the myriad wonders of his selfreationgreat, simple, symmetrial in its primal laws and vast framings, in�nitely urious and intriate in itsvariety of forms and ations and the omplexities of relation and mutual e�et of all upon eah andeah upon all. These are the seven Words of the anient sages; by them have been reated and in1IV. 2. 11.2V. 1.3I. 9.4X. 5. 3. 99



the light of their meaning are worked out and have to be interpreted the developed and developingharmonies of the world we know and the worlds behind of whih we have only an indiret knowledge.The Light, the Sound is one; their ation is sevenfold.But here there is a world based upon an original Inonsiene; here onsiousness has formulateditself in the �gure of an ignorane labouring towards knowledge. We have seen that there is noessential reason either in the nature of Being itself or in the original harater and fundamentalrelations of its seven priniples for this intrusion of Ignorane, of disord into the harmony, of darknessinto the light, of division and limitation into the self-onsious in�nity of the divine reation. For wean oneive, and sine we an, the Divine an still more oneive - and sine there is the oneption,there must somewhere be the exeution, the reation atual or intended, - a universal harmonyinto whih these ontrary elements do not enter. The Vedi seers were onsious of suh a divineself-manifestation and looked on it as the greater world beyond this lesser, a freer and wider planeof onsiousness and being, the truth-reation of the Creator whih they desribed as the seat orown home of the Truth, as the vast Truth, or the Truth, the Right, the Vast,5 or again as a Truthhidden by a Truth where the Sun of Knowledge �nishes his journey and unyokes his horses, wherethe thousand rays of onsiousness stand together so that there is That One, the supreme form ofthe Divine Being. But this world in whih we live seemed to them to be a mingled weft in whihtruth is dis�gured by an abundant falsehood, anr.tasya bh�ureh. ;6 here the one light has to be born byits own vast fore out of an initial darkness or sea of Inonsiene;7 immortality and godhead have tobe built up out of an existene whih is under the yoke of death, ignorane, weakness, su�ering andlimitation. This selfbuilding they �gured as the reation by man in himself of that other world orhigh ordered harmony of in�nite being whih already exists perfet and eternal in the Divine In�nite.The lower is for us the �rst ondition of the higher; the darkness is the dense body of the light, theInonsient guards in itself all the onealed Superonsient, the powers of the division and falsehoodhold from us but also for us and to be onquered from them the rihes and substane of the unityand the truth in their ave of subonsiene. This was in their view, expressed in the highly �guredenigmati language of the early mystis, the sense and justi�ation of man's atual existene and hisonsious or unonsious Godward e�ort, his oneption so paradoxial at �rst sight in a world whihseems its very opposite, his aspiration so impossible to a super�ial view in a reature so ephemeral,weak, ignorant, limited, towards a plenitude of immortality, knowledge, power, bliss, a divine andimperishable existene.For, as a matter of fat, while the very keyword of the ideal reation is a plenary self-onsiousnessand self-possession in the in�nite Soul and a perfet oneness, the keyword of the reation of whihwe have present experiene is the very opposite; it is an original inonsiene developing in life into alimited and divided self-onsiousness, an original inert subjetion to the drive of a blind self-existentFore developing in life into a struggle of the self-onsious being to possess himself and all thingsand to establish in the kingdom of this unseeing mehani Fore the reign of an enlightened Willand Knowledge. And beause the blind mehani Fore - we know now really that it is no suhthing - onfronts us everywhere, initial, omnipresent, the fundamental law, the great total energy,and beause the only enlightened will we know, our own, appears as a subsequent phenomenon, aresult, a partial, subordinate, irumsribed, sporadi energy, the struggle seems to us at the best avery prearious and doubtful venture. The Inonsient to our pereptions is the beginning and theend; the self-onsious soul seems hardly more than a temporary aident, a fragile blossom uponthis great, dark and monstrous Ashwattha-tree of the universe. Or if we suppose the soul to beeternal, it appears at least as a foreigner, an alien and not over well-treated guest in the reign of thisvast Inonsiene. If not an aident in the inonsient Darkness, it is perhaps a mistake, a stumbledownwards of the superonsient Light.5sadanam r.tasya, sve dame r.tasya, r.tasya br.hate, r.ta _m satya _m br.hat.6Rig Veda, VII. 60. 5.7apraketa _m salilam. 100



If this view of things had a omplete validity, then only the absolute idealist, sent perhaps out ofsome higher existene, unable to forget his mission, stung into indomitable enthusiasm by a divineoestrus or sustained in a alm and in�nite fortitude by the light and fore and voie of the unseenGodhead, ould persist under suh irumstanes in holding up before himself, muh more beforean inredulous or doubting world, the hope of a full suess for the human endeavour. Atually,for the most part, men either rejet it from the beginning or turn away from it eventually, aftersome early enthusiasm, as a proved impossibility. The onsistent materialist seeks a partial andshort-lived power, knowledge, happiness, so muh only as the dominant inonsient order of Naturewill allow to the struggling selfonsiousness of man if he aepts his limitations, obeys her laws andmakes as good a use of them by his enlightened will as their inexorable mehanism will tolerate. Thereligionist seeks his reign of enlightened will, love or divine being, his kingdom of God, in that otherworld where they are unalloyed and eternal. The philosophi mysti rejets all as a mental illusionand aspires to self-extintion in some Nirvana or else an immersion in the featureless Absolute; if thesoul or mind of the illusion-driven individual has dreamed of a divine realisation in this ephemeralworld of the Ignorane, it must in the end reognise its mistake and renoune its vain endeavour.But still, sine there are these two sides of existene, the ignorane of Nature and the light of theSpirit, and sine there is behind them the One Reality, the reoniliation or at any rate the bridgingof the gulf foreast in the mysti parables of the Veda ought to be possible. It is a keen sense of thispossibility whih has taken di�erent shapes and persisted through the enturies, - the perfetibilityof man, the perfetibility of soiety, the Alwar's vision of the desent of Vishnu and the Gods uponearth, the reign of the saints, s�adh�un�a _m r�ajyam, the ity of God, the millennium, the new heavenand earth of the Apoalypse. But these intuitions have laked a basis of assured knowledge and themind of man has remained swinging between a bright future hope and a grey present ertitude. Butthe grey ertitude is not so ertain as it looks and a divine life evolving or preparing in earth Natureneed not be a himera. All aeptations of our defeat or our limitation start from the implied orexpliit reognition, �rst, of an essential dualism and, then, of an irreonilable opposition betweenthe dual priniples, between the Consient and the Inonsient, between Heaven and Earth, betweenGod and the World, between the limitless One and the limited Many, between the Knowledge andthe Ignorane. We have arrived by the train of our reasoning at the onlusion that this need be nomore than an error of the sense-mind and the logial intellet founded upon a partial experiene. Wehave seen that there an be and is a perfetly rational basis for the hope of our vitory; for the lowerterm of being in whih we now live ontains in itself the priniple and intention of that whih exeedsit and it is by its own self-exeeding and transformation into that that it an �nd and develop intoa omplete form its own real essene.But there is one point in the reasoning whih till now we have left somewhat obsure, and it ispreisely in this matter of the oexistene of the Knowledge and the Ignorane. Admittedly, we starthere from onditions whih are the opposite of the ideal divine Truth and all the irumstanes ofthat opposition are founded upon the being's ignorane of himself and of the Self of all, outome of anoriginal osmi Ignorane whose result is self-limitation and the founding of life on division in being,division in onsiousness, division in will and fore, division in delight, division and limitation inknowledge, power, love with, as onsequene, the positive opposite phenomena of egoism, obsuration,inapaity, misuse of knowledge and will, disharmony, weakness and su�ering. We have found thatthis Ignorane, although shared by Matter and Life, has its roots in the nature of Mind whose veryoÆe it is to measure o�, limit, partiularise and thereby divide. But Mind also is a universalpriniple, is One, is Brahman, and therefore it has a tendeny to a unifying and universalisingknowledge as well as to that whih marks o� and partiularises. The partiularising faulty of Mindonly beomes Ignorane when it separates itself from the higher priniples of whih it is a powerand ats not only with its harateristi tendeny, but also with a tendeny to exlude the rest ofknowledge, to partiularise �rst and foremost and always and to leave unity as a vague onept to beapproahed only afterwards, when partiularisation is omplete, and through the sum of partiulars.This exlusiveness is the very soul of Ignorane. 101



We must then seize hold on this strange power of Consiousness whih is the root of our ills,examine the priniple of its operation and detet not only its essential nature and origin, but itspower and proess of operation and its last end and means of removal. How is it that the Ignoraneexists? How has any priniple or power in the in�nite self-awareness been able to put self-knowledgebehind it and exlude all but its own harateristi limited ation? Certain thinkers8 have delaredthat the problem is insoluble, it is an original mystery and is intrinsially inapable of explanation;only the fat and the proess an be stated: or else the question of the nature of the supreme originalExistene or Non-existene is put aside as either unanswerable or unneessary to answer. One ansay that Maya with its fundamental priniple of ignorane or illusion simply is, and this power ofBrahman has the double fore of Knowledge and Ignorane inherently potential in it; all we have todo is to reognise the fat and �nd a means of esape out of the Ignorane - through the Knowledge,but into what is beyond both Knowledge and Ignorane - by renuniation of life, by reognition ofthe universal impermaneny of things and the vanity of osmi existene.But our mind annot remain satis�ed - the mind of Buddhism itself did not remain satis�ed- with this evasion at the very root of the whole matter. In the �rst plae, these philosophies,while thus putting aside the root question, do atually make far-reahing assertions that assume,not only a ertain operation and symptoms, but a ertain fundamental nature of the Ignoranefrom whih their presription of remedies proeeds; and it is obvious that without suh a radialdiagnosis no presription of remedies an be anything but an empiri dealing. But if we are to evadethe root-question, we have no means of judging whether the assertions advaned are orret or theremedies presribed the right ones, or whether there are not others whih without being so violent,destrutively radial or of the nature of a surgial mutilation or extintion of the patient may yetbring a more integral and natural ure. Seondly, it is always the business of man the thinker toknow. He may not be able by mental means to know the essentiality of the Ignorane or of anythingin the universe in the sense of de�ning it, beause the mind an only know things in that sense bytheir signs, haraters, forms, properties, funtionings, relations to other things, not in their oultself-being and essene. But we an pursue farther and farther, larify more and more auratelyour observation of the phenomenal harater and operation of the Ignorane until we get the rightrevealing word, the right indiating sense of the thing and so ome to know it, not by intellet butby vision and experiene of the truth, by realising the truth in our own being. The whole proess ofman's highest intelletual knowledge is through this mental manipulation and disrimination to thepoint where the veil is broken and he an see; at the end spiritual knowledge omes in to help us tobeome what we see, to enter into the Light in whih there is no Ignorane.It is true that the �rst origin of the Ignorane is beyond us as mental beings beause our intelligenelives and moves within the Ignorane itself and does not reah up to the point or asend on to theplane where that separation took plae of whih the individual mind is the result. But this is trueof the �rst origin and fundamental truth of all things, and on this priniple we should have to restsatis�ed with a general agnostiism. Man has to work in the Ignorane, to learn under its onditions,to know it up to its farthest point so that he may arrive at its borders where it meets the Truth,touh its �nal lid of luminous obsuration and develop the faulties whih enable him to overstepthat powerful but really unsubstantial barrier.We have then to srutinise more losely than we have yet done the harater and operation of thispriniple or this power of Ignorane and arrive at a learer oneption of its nature and origin. And�rst we must �x �rmly in our minds what we mean by the word itself. The distintion between theKnowledge and the Ignorane begins with the hymns of the Rig Veda. Here knowledge appears to8Buddha refused to onsider the metaphysial problem; the proess by whih our unreal individuality is onstrutedand a world of su�ering maintained in existene and the method of esape from it is all that is of importane. Karmais a fat; the onstrution of objets, of an individuality not truly existent is the ause of su�ering: to get rid ofKarma, individuality and su�ering must be our one objetive; by that elimination we shall pass into whatever may befree from these things, permanent, real: the way of liberation alone matters.102



signify a onsiousness of the Truth, the Right, satyam r.tam, and of all that is of the order of theTruth and Right; ignorane is an unonsiousness, aitti, of the Truth and Right, an opposition toits workings and a reation of false or adverse workings. Ignorane is the absene of the divine eyeof pereption whih gives us the sight of the supramental Truth; it is the non-pereiving priniplein our onsiousness as opposed to the truth-pereiving onsious vision and knowledge.9 In itsatual operation this non-pereiving is not an entire inonsiene, the inonsient sea from whihthis world has arisen,10 but either a limited or a false knowledge, a knowledge based on the division ofundivided being, founded upon the fragmentary, the little, opposed to the opulent, vast and luminousompleteness of things; it is a ognition whih by the opportunity of its limitations is turned intofalsehood and supported in that aspet by the Sons of Darkness and Division, enemies of the divineendeavour in man, the assailants, robbers, overers of his light of knowledge. It was therefore regardedas an undivine Maya,11 that whih reates false mental forms and appearanes, - and hene the latersigni�ane of this word whih seems to have meant originally a formative power of knowledge, thetrue magi of the supreme Mage, the divine Magiian, but was also used for the adverse formativepower of a lower knowledge, the deeit, illusion and deluding magi of the Rakshasa. The divineMaya is the knowledge of the Truth of things, its essene, law, operation, whih the gods possess andon whih they found their own eternal ation and reation12 and their building of their powers inthe human being. This idea of the Vedi mystis an in a more metaphysial thought and languagebe translated into the oneption that the Ignorane is in its origin a dividing mental knowledgewhih does not grasp the unity, essene, self-law of things in their one origin and in their universality,but works rather upon divided partiulars, separate phenomena, partial relations, as if they werethe truth we had to seize or as if they ould really be understood at all without going bak behindthe division to the unity, behind the dispersion to the universality. The Knowledge is that whihtends towards uni�ation and, attaining to the supramental faulty, seizes the oneness, the essene,the self-law of existene and views and deals with the multipliity of things out of that light andplenitude, in some sort as does the Divine Himself from the highest height whene He embraesthe world. It must be noted however that the Ignorane in this oneption of it is still a kind ofknowledge, but, beause it is limited, it is open at any point to the intrusion of falsehood and error;it turns into a wrong oneption of things whih stands in opposition to the true Knowledge.In the Vedanti thought of the Upanishad we �nd the original Vedi terms replaed by the familiarantinomy of Vidya and Avidya, and with the hange of terms there has ome a ertain developmentof signi�ane: for sine the nature of the Knowledge is to �nd the Truth and the fundamental Truthis the One, - the Veda speaks repeatedly of it as \That Truth" and \That One", - Vidya, Knowledgein its highest spiritual sense, ame to mean purely and trenhantly the knowledge of the One, Avidya,Ignorane, purely and trenhantly the knowledge of the divided Many divored, as in our world itis divored, from the unifying onsiousness of the One Reality. The omplex assoiations, the rihontents, the luminous penumbra of varied and orollary ideas and signi�ant �gures whih belongedto the oneption of the Vedi words, were largely lost in a language more preise and metaphysial,less psyhologial and exible. Still the later exaggerated idea of absolute separation from the truetruth of Self and Spirit, of an original illusion, of a onsiousness that an be equated with dreamor with halluination, did not at �rst enter into the Vedanti oneption of the Ignorane. If in theUpanishads it is delared that the man who lives and moves within the Ignorane, wanders aboutstumbling like a blind man led by the blind and returns ever to the net of Death whih is spread widefor him, it is also aÆrmed elsewhere in the Upanishads that he who follows after the Knowledge only,enters as if into a blinder darkness than he who follows after the Ignorane and that the man whoknows Brahman as both the Ignorane and the Knowledge, as both the One and the Many, as boththe Beoming and the Non-Beoming, rosses by the Ignorane, by the experiene of the Multipliity,9aitti and itti.10apraketa _m salilam.11adev�i m�ay�a.12dev�an�am adabdh�a vrat�ani. 103



beyond death and by the Knowledge takes possession of Immortality. For the Self-existent has reallybeome these many existenes; the Upanishad an say to the Divine Being, in all solemnity andwith no thought to mislead, \Thou art this old man walking with his sta�, yonder boy and girl, thisblue-winged bird, that red of eye", not \Thou seemest to be these things" to the self-deluding mindof the Ignorane. The status of beoming is inferior to the status of Being, but still it is the Beingthat beomes all that is in the universe.But the development of the separative distintion ould not stop here; it had to go to its logialextreme. Sine the knowledge of the One is Knowledge and the knowledge of the Many is Ignorane,there an be, in a rigidly analyti and dialetial view, nothing but pure opposition between thethings denoted by the two terms; there is no essential unity between them, no reoniliation possible.Therefore Vidya alone is Knowledge, Avidya is pure Ignorane; and, if pure Ignorane takes a positiveform, it is beause it is not merely a not-knowing of Truth, but a reation of illusions and delusions,of seemingly real unrealities, of temporarily valid falsehoods. Obviously then, the objet matter ofAvidya an have no true and abiding existene; the Many are an illusion, the world has no realbeing. Undoubtedly it has a sort of existene while it lasts, as a dream has or the longontinuedhalluination of a delirious or a demented brain, but no more. The One has not beome and annever beome Many; the Self has not and annot beome all these existenes; Brahman has notmanifested and annot manifest a real world in itself: it is only the Mind or some priniple of whihMind is a result that thrusts names and forms upon the featureless unity whih is alone real and,being essentially featureless, annot manifest real feature and variation; or else, if it manifests thesethings, then that is a temporal and temporary reality whih vanishes and is onvited of unrealityby the illumination of true knowledge.Our view of the ultimate Reality and of the true nature of Maya has ompelled us to depart fromthese later �ne exesses of the dialetial intellet and return to the original Vedanti oneption.While giving every tribute to the magni�ent fearlessness of these extreme onlusions, to the un-ompromising logial fore and auity of these speulations, inexpugnable so long as the premissesare granted, admitting the truth of two of the main ontentions, the sole Reality of the Brahmanand the fat that our normal oneptions about ourselves and world-existene are stamped withignorane, are imperfet, are misleading, we are obliged to withdraw from the hold so powerfully laidby this oneption of Maya on the intelligene. But the obsession of this long-established view ofthings annot be removed altogether so long as we do not fathom the true nature of the Ignoraneand the true and total nature of the Knowledge. For if these two are independent, equal and originalpowers of the Consiousness, then the possibility of a osmi Illusion pursues us. If Ignorane isthe very harater of osmi existene, then our experiene of the universe, if not the universe itself,beomes illusory. Or, if Ignorane is not the very grain of our natural being, but still an original andeternal power of Consiousness, then, while there an be a truth of osmos, it may be impossible fora being in the universe, while he is in it, to know its truth: he an only arrive at real knowledge bypassing beyond mind and thought, beyond this world-formation, and viewing all things from abovein some supraosmi or super-osmi onsiousness like those who have beome of one nature withthe Eternal and dwell in Him, unborn in the reation and una�ited by the atalysmi destrutionof the worlds below them.13 But the solution of this problem annot be satisfatorily pursued andreahed on the basis of an examination of words and ideas or a dialetial disussion; it must be theresult of a total observation and penetration of the relevant fats of onsiousness - both those of thesurfae and those below or above our surfae level or behind our frontal surfae - and a suessfulfathoming of their signi�ane.For the dialetial intellet is not a suÆient judge of essential or spiritual truths; moreover, veryoften, by its propensity to deal with words and abstrat ideas as if they were binding realities, itwears them as hains and does not look freely beyond them to the essential and total fats of our13Gita. 104



existene. Intelletual statement is an aount to our intelligene and a justi�ation by reasoningof a seeing of things whih pre-exists in our turn of mind or temperament or in some tendeny ofour nature and seretly predetermines the very reasoning that laims to lead to it. That reasoningitself an be onlusive only if the pereption of things on whih it rests is both a true and awhole seeing. Here what we have to see truly and integrally is the nature and validity of ouronsiousness, the origin and sope of our mentality; for then alone an we know the truth of ourbeing and nature and of world-being and world-nature. Our priniple in suh an inquiry must be tosee and know; the dialetial intellet is to be used only so far as it helps to larify our arrangementand justify our expression of the vision and the knowledge, but it annot be allowed to govern ouroneptions and exlude truth that does not fall within the rigid frame of its logi. Illusion, knowledgeand ignorane are terms or results of our onsiousness, and it is only by looking deeply into ouronsiousness that we an disover and determine the harater and relations of the Knowledgeand the Ignorane or of the Illusion, if it exists, and the Reality. Being is no doubt the fundamentalobjet of inquiry, things in themselves and things in their nature; but it is only through onsiousnessthat we an approah Being. Or if it be maintained that we an only reah Being, enter into theReal, beause it is superonsient, through extintion or transendene of onsiousness or throughits self-transendene and self-transformation, it is still through onsiousness that we must arriveat the knowledge of this neessity and the proess or power of exeution of this extintion or thisself-transendene, this transformation: then, through onsiousness, to know of the SuperonsientTruth beomes the supreme need and to disover the power and proess of onsiousness by whihit an pass into superonsiene, the supreme disovery.But in ourselves onsiousness seems to be idential with Mind; in any ase Mind is so dominanta fator of our being that to examine its fundamental movements is the �rst neessity. In fat,however, Mind is not the whole of us; there is also in us a life and a body, a subonsiene and aninonsiene; there is a spiritual entity whose origin and seret truth arry us into an oult inwardonsiousness and a superonsiene. If Mind were all or if the nature of the original Consiousnessin things were of the nature of Mind, Illusion or Ignorane might oneivably be regarded as thesoure of our natural existene: for limitation of knowledge and obsuration of knowledge by Mind-nature reate error and illusion, illusions reated by Mind-ation are among the �rst fats of ouronsiousness. It might therefore be oneivably held that Mind is the matrix of an Ignorane whihmakes us reate or represent to ourselves a false world, a world that is nothing more than a subjetiveonstrution of the onsiousness. Or else Mind might be the matrix in whih some original Illusionor Ignorane, Maya or Avidya, ast the seed of a false impermanent universe; Mind would stillbe the mother, - a \barren mother" sine the hild would be unreal, - and Maya or Avidya ouldbe looked at as a sort of grandmother of the universe; for Mind itself would be a prodution orreprodution of Maya. But it is diÆult to disern the physiognomy of this obsure and enigmatianestress; for we have then to impose a osmi imagination or an illusion-onsiousness on theeternal Reality; Brahman the Reality must itself either be or have or support a onstruting Mindor some onstrutive onsiousness greater than Mind but of an analogous nature, must be by itsativity or its santion the reator and even perhaps in some sort by partiipation a vitim, likeMind, of its own illusion and error. It would not be less perplexing if Mind were simply a mediumor mirror in whih there falls the reetion of an original illusion or a false image or shadow of theReality. For the origin of this medium of reetion would be inexpliable and the origin also of thefalse image ast upon it would be inexpliable. An indeterminable Brahman ould only be reetedas something indeterminable, not as a manifold universe. Or if it be the inequality of the reetingmedium, its nature as of rippling and restless water that reates broken images of the Reality, still itwould be broken and distorted reetions of the Truth that would appear there, not a pullulation offalse names and images of things that had no soure or basis of existene in the Reality. There mustbe some manifold truth of the one Reality whih is reeted, however falsely or imperfetly, in themanifold images of the mind's universe. It ould then very well be that the world might be a realityand only the mind's onstrution of it or piture of it erroneous or imperfet. But this would imply105



that there is a Knowledge, other than our mental thought and pereption whih is only an attemptat knowing, a true ognition whih is aware of the Reality and aware also in it of the truth of a realuniverse.For if we found that the highest Reality and an ignorant Mind alone exist, we might have no hoiebut to admit the Ignorane as an original power of the Brahman and to aept as the soure of allthings Avidya or Maya. Maya would be an eternal power of the self-aware Brahman to delude itselfor rather to delude something that seems to be itself, something reated by Maya; Mind would be theignorant onsiousness of a soul that exists only as a part of Maya. Maya would be the Brahman'spower to foist name and form upon itself, Mind its power to reeive them and take them for realities.Or Maya would be Brahman's power to reate illusions knowing them to be illusions, Mind its powerto reeive illusions forgetting that they are illusions. But if Brahman is essentially and always onein self-awareness, this trik would not be possible. If Brahman an divide itself in that fashion, atone knowing and not knowing or one part knowing and the other not knowing, or even if it an putsomething of itself into Maya, then Brahman must be apable of a double - or a manifold - ationof onsiousness, one a onsiousness of Reality, the other a onsiousness of illusion, or one anignorant onsiousness and the other a superonsiene. This duality or manifoldness seems at �rstsight logially impossible, yet it must be on this hypothesis the ruial fat of existene, a spiritualmystery, a suprarational paradox. But one we admit the origin of things as a suprarational mystery,we an equally or preferably aept this other ruial fat of the One beoming or being alwaysmany and the Many being or beoming the One; this too is at �rst view dialetially impossible, asuprarational paradox, yet it presents itself to us as an eternal fat and law of existene. But if thatis aepted, there is then no longer any need for the intervention of an illusive Maya. Or, equally,we an aept, as we have aepted, the oneption of an In�nite and Eternal whih is apable,by the in�nite power of its onsiousness, of manifesting the fathomless and illimitable Truth ofits being in many aspets and proesses, in innumerable expressive forms and movements; theseaspets, proesses, forms, movements ould be regarded as real expressions, real onsequenes of itsin�nite Reality; even the Inonsiene and Ignorane ould then be aepted among them as reverseaspets, as powers of an involved onsiousness and a self-limited knowledge brought forward beauseneessary to a ertain movement in Time, a movement of involution and evolution of the Reality.If suprarational in its basis, this total oneption is not altogether a paradox; it only demands ahange, an enlargement in our oneptions of the In�nite.But the real world annot be known and none of these possibilities an be put to the test if weonsider Mind alone or only Mind's power for ignorane. Mind has a power also for truth; it opens itsthought-hamber to Vidya as well as to Avidya, and if its starting-point is Ignorane, if its passageis through rooked ways of error, still its goal is always Knowledge: there is in it an impulse of truth-seeking, a power - even though seondary and limited - of truth-�nding and truth-reation. Even ifit is only images or representations or abstrat expressions of truth that it an show us, still these arein their own manner truth-reetions or truth-formations, and the realities of whih they are formsare present in their more onrete truth in some deeper depth or on some higher level of power of ouronsiousness. Matter and life may be the form of realities of whih Mind touhes only an inomplete�gure; Spirit may have seret and supernal realities of whih Mind is only a partial and rudimentaryreeiver, transriber or transmitter. It would then be only by an examination of other supramentaland inframental as well as higher and deeper mental powers of onsiousness that we an arrive atthe whole reality. And in the end all depends on the truth of the supreme Consiousness - or thesuperonsiene - that belongs to the highest Reality and the relation to it of Mind, Supermind,Infra-Mind and the Inonsiene.All indeed hanges when we penetrate the lower and the higher depths of onsiousness and unitethem in the one omnipresent Reality. If we take the fats of our and the world's being, we �ndexistene to be one always, - a unity governs even its utmost multipliity; but the multipliity isalso on the fae of things undeniable. We have found unity pursuing us everywhere: even, when we106



go below the surfae, we �nd that there is no binding dualism; the ontraditories and oppositionswhih the intellet reates exist only as aspets of the original Truth; oneness and multipliity arepoles of the same Reality; the dualities that trouble our onsiousness are ontrasted truths of oneand the same Truth of being. All multipliity resolves itself into a manifoldness of the one Being, theone Consiousness of Being, the one Delight of Being. Thus in the duality of pleasure and pain, wehave seen that pain is a ontrary e�et of the one delight of existene resulting from the weaknessof the reipient, his inability to assimilate the fore that meets him, his inapaity to bear the touhof delight that would otherwise be felt in it; it is a perverse reation of Consiousness to Ananda,not itself a fundamental opposite of Ananda: this is shown by the signi�ant fat that pain an passinto pleasure and pleasure into pain and both resolve into the original Ananda. So too every formof weakness is really a partiular working of the one divine Will-Fore or the one Cosmi Energy;weakness in that Fore means its power to hold bak, measure, relate in a partiular way its ationof Fore; inapaity or weakness is the Self's withholding of its fore-ompleteness or an insuÆientreation of Fore, not its fundamental opposite. If this is so, then also it may be, and should be inthe nature of things, that what we all Ignorane is not really anything else than a power of the onedivine Knowledge-Will or Maya; it is the apaity of the One Consiousness similarly to regulate, tohold bak, measure, relate in a partiular way the ation of its Knowledge. Knowledge and Ignoranewill then be, not two irreonilable priniples, one reative of world-existene, the other intolerantand destrutive of it, but two oexistent powers both present in the universe itself, diversely operatingin the ondut of its proesses but one in their essene and able to pass by a natural transmutationinto eah other. But in their fundamental relation Ignorane would not be an equal oexistent, itwould be dependent on Knowledge, a limitation or a ontrary ation of Knowledge.To know, we have always to dissolve the rigid onstrutions of the ignorant and self-willed intelletand look freely and exibly at the fats of existene. Its fundamental fat is onsiousness whih ispower, and we atually see that this power has three ways of operating. First, we �nd that there is aonsiousness behind all, embraing all, within all, whih is eternally, universally, absolutely aware ofitself whether in unity or multipliity or in both simultaneously or beyond both in its sheer absolute.This is the plenitude of the supreme divine self-knowledge; it is also the plenitude of the divineall-knowledge. Next, at the other pole of things, we see this onsiousness dwelling upon apparentoppositions in itself, and the most extreme antinomy of all reahes its ame in what seems to us to bea omplete nesiene of itself, an e�etive, dynami, reative Inonsiene, though we know that thisis merely a surfae appearane and that the divine Knowledge works with a sovereign seurity andsureness within the operations of the Inonsient. Between these two oppositions and as a mediaryterm we see Consiousness working with a partial, limited self-awareness whih is equally super�ial,for behind it and ating through it is the divine All-Knowledge. Here in its intermediate status, itseems to be a standing ompromise between the two opposites, between the supreme Consiousnessand the Nesiene, but may prove rather in a larger view of our data to be an inomplete emergene ofthe Knowledge to the surfae. This ompromise or imperfet emergene we all the Ignorane, fromour own point of view, beause ignorane is our own harateristi way of the soul's self-withholdingof omplete self-knowledge. The origin of these three poises of the power of onsiousness and theirexat relation is what we have, if possible, to disover.If we disovered that Ignorane and Knowledge were two independent powers of Consiousness, itmight then be that we would have to pursue their di�erene up to the highest point of Consiousnesswhere they would ease only in an Absolute from whih both of them had issued together.14 It mightthen be onluded that the only real knowledge is the truth of the superonsient Absolute and thattruth of onsiousness, truth of osmos, truth of ourselves in osmos is at best a partial �gure bur-14In the Upanishads Vidya and Avidya are spoken of as eternal in the supreme Brahman; but this an be aeptedin the sense of the onsiousness of the multipliity and the onsiousness of the Oneness whih by oexistene inthe supreme self-awareness beame the basis of the Manifestation; they would there be two sides of an eternal self-knowledge. 107



dened always with a onomitant presene, an enirling penumbra, a pursuing shadow of Ignorane.It might even be that an absolute Knowledge establishing truth, harmony, order and an absoluteInonsiene basing a play of fantasy, disharmony and disorder, supporting inexorably its extreme offalsehood, wrong and su�ering, a Manihean double priniple of oniting and intermingling lightand darkness, good and evil, stand at the root of osmi existene. The idea of ertain thinkers thatthere is an absolute good but also an absolute evil, both of them an approah to the Absolute, mightassume onsistene. But if we �nd that Knowledge and Ignorane are light and shadow of the sameonsiousness, that the beginning of Ignorane is a limitation of Knowledge, that it is the limitationthat opens the door to a subordinate possibility of partial illusion and error, that this possibilitytakes full body after a purposeful plunge of Knowledge into a material Inonsiene but that Knowl-edge too emerges along with an emerging Consiousness out of the Inonsiene, then we an besure that this fullness of Ignorane is by its own evolution hanging bak into a limited Knowledgeand an feel the assurane that the limitation itself will be removed and the full truth of thingsbeome apparent, the osmi Truth free itself from the osmi Ignorane. In fat, what is happeningis that the Ignorane is seeking and preparing to transform itself by a progressive illumination of itsdarknesses into the Knowledge that is already onealed within it; the osmi truth manifested in itsreal essene and �gure would by that transformation reveal itself as essene and �gure of the supremeomnipresent Reality. It is from this interpretation of existene that we have started, but to verify itwe must observe the struture of our surfae onsiousness and its relation to what is within it andabove and below it; for so best we an distinguish the nature and sope of the Ignorane. In thatproess there will appear the nature and sope also of that of whih the Ignorane is a limitationand deformation, the Knowledge, - in its totality the spiritual being's abiding self-knowledge andworld-knowledge.
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Chapter 8Memory, Self-Consiousness and theIgnorane\Some speak of the self-nature of things, others say that it is Time."Swetaswatara Upanishad.1\Two are the forms of Brahman, Time and the Timeless." Maitri Upanishad.2\Night was born and from Night the owing oean of being and on the oean Time wasborn to whom is subjeted every seeing reature." Rig Veda.3\Memory is greater: without memory men ould think and know nothing. . . . As far asgoes the movement of Memory, there he ranges at will." Chhandogya Upanishad.4\This is he who is that whih sees, touhes, hears, smells, tastes, thinks, understands, atsin us, a onsious being, a self of knowledge." Prasna Upanishad.5IN ANY survey of the dual harater of our onsiousness we have �rst to look at the Ignorane,- for Ignorane trying to turn into Knowledge is our normal status. To begin with, it is neessary toonsider some of the essential movements of this partial awareness of self and things whih works in usas a mediator between the omplete self-knowledge and all-knowledge and the omplete Inonsiene,and, from that starting-point, �nd its relation to the greater Consiousness below our surfae. Thereis a line of thought in whih great stress is laid upon the ation of memory: it has even been saidthat Memory is the man, - it is memory that onstitutes our personality and holds emented thefoundation of our psyhologial being; for it links together our experienes and relates them to oneand the same individual entity. This is an idea whih takes its stand on our existene in the suessionof Time and aepts proess as the key to essential Truth, even when it does not regard the whole of1VI. 1.2VI. 15.3X. 190. 1, 2.4VII. 13.5IV. 9. 109



existene as proess or as ause and e�et in the development of some kind of self-regulating Energy,as Karma. But proess is merely a utility; it is a habitual adoption of ertain e�etive relations whihmight in the in�nite possibility of things have been arranged otherwise, for the prodution of e�etswhih might equally have been quite di�erent. The real truth of things lies not in their proess, butbehind it, in whatever determines, e�ets or governs the proess; not in e�etuation so muh as inthe Will or Power that e�ets, and not so muh in Will or Power as in the Consiousness of whihWill is the dynami form and in the Being of whih Power is the dynami value. But memory isonly a proess of onsiousness, a utility; it annot be the substane of being or the whole of ourpersonality: it is simply one of the workings of onsiousness as radiation is one of the workings ofLight. It is Self that is the man: or, if we regard only our normal surfae existene, Mind is theman, - for man is the mental being. Memory is only one of the many powers and proesses of theMind, whih is at present the hief ation of Consiousness-Fore in our dealings with self, world andNature.Nevertheless, it is as well to begin with this phenomenon of memory when we onsider the natureof the Ignorane in whih we dwell; for it may give the key to ertain important aspets of ouronsious existene. We see that there are two appliations whih the mind makes of its faulty orproess of memory, memory of self, memory of experiene. First, radially, it applies memory to thefat of our onsious-being and relates that to Time. It says, \I am now, I was in the past, I shalltherefore be in the future, it is the same I in all the three ever unstable divisions of Time." Thusit tries to render to itself in the terms of Time an aount of that whih it feels to be the fat, butannot know or prove to be true, the eternity of the onsious being. By memory Mind an onlyknow of itself in the past, by diret self-awareness only in the moment of the present, and it is onlyby extension of and inferene from this self-awareness and from the memory whih tells us that forsome time awareness has been ontinuously existent that mind an oneive of itself in the future.The extent of the past and the future it annot �x; it an only arry bak the past to the limit ofits memory and infer from the evidene of others and the fats of life it observes around it that theonsious being already was in times whih it an no longer remember. It knows that it existed inan infant unreasoning state of the mind to whih memory has lost its link; whether it existed beforephysial birth, the mortal mind owing to the gap of memory annot determine. Of the future itknows nothing at all; of its existing in the next moment it an only have a moral ertainty whihsome happening of that moment an prove to be an error beause what it saw was no more thana dominant probability; muh less an it know whether or no physial dissolution is the end of theonsious being. Yet it has this sense of a persistent ontinuity whih easily extends itself into aonvition of eternity.This onvition may be either the reetion in the mind of an endless past whih it has forgottenbut of whih something in it retains the formless impression, or it may be the shadow of a selfknowl-edge whih omes to the mind from a higher or a deeper plane of our being where we are reallyaware of our eternal selfexistene. Or, oneivably, it might be a halluination; just as we annotsense or realise in our foreseeing onsiousness the fat of death and an only live in the feeling ofontinued existene, essation being to us an intelletual oneption we an hold with ertainty, evenimagine with vividness, but never atually realise beause we live only in the present, yet death,essation or interruption at least of our atual mode of being is a fat and the sense or prevision ofontinued existene in the future in the physial body beomes beyond a point we annot now �xa halluination, a false extension or a misappliation of our present mental impression of onsiousbeing, - so oneivably it might be with this mental idea or impression of onsious eternity. Or itmight be a false transferene to ourselves of the pereption of a real eternity onsient or inonsientother than ourselves, the eternity of the universe or of something whih exeeds the universe. Themind seizing this fat of eternity may falsely transfer it to our own onsious being whih may benothing more than a transient phenomenon of that only true eternal.These questions our surfae mind by itself has no means of solving; it an only speulate upon110



them endlessly and arrive at more or less well-reasoned opinions. The belief in our immortality isonly a faith, the belief in our mortality is only a faith. It is impossible for the materialist to provethat our onsiousness ends with the death of the body; for he may indeed show that there is asyet no onvining proof that anything in us onsiously survives, but equally there is and there anbe in the nature of things no proof that our onsious self does not outlast the physial dissolution.Survival of the body by the human personality may hereafter be proved even to the satisfation ofthe septi; but even then what will be established will only be a greater ontinuity and not theeternity of the onsious being.In fat, if we look at the mind's onept of this eternity, we see that it omes only to a ontinuoussuession of moments of being in an eternal Time. Therefore it is Time that is eternal and not theontinuously momentary onsious being. But, on the other hand, there is nothing in mind-evideneto show that eternal Time really exists or that Time itself is anything more than the onsious being'sway of looking at some uninterrupted ontinuity or, it may be, eternity of existene as an indivisibleow whih it oneptually measures by the suessions and simultaneities of the experienes throughwhih alone that existene is represented to it. If there is an eternal Existene whih is a onsiousbeing, it must be beyond Time whih it ontains, timeless as we say; it must be the Eternal ofthe Vedanta who, we may then onjeture, uses Time only as a oneptual perspetive for His viewof His self-manifestation. But the timeless selfknowledge of this Eternal is beyond mind; it is asupramental knowledge superonsient to us and only to be aquired by the stilling or transendingof the temporal ativity of our onsious mind, by an entry into Silene or a passage through Sileneinto the onsiousness of eternity.From all this the one great fat emerges that the very nature of our mind is Ignorane; not anabsolute nesiene, but a limited and onditioned knowledge of being, limited by a realisation of itspresent, a memory of its past, an inferene of its future, onditioned therefore by a temporal andsuessive view of itself and its experienes. If real existene is a temporal eternity, then the mindhas not the knowledge of real being: for even its own past it loses in the vague of oblivion exept forthe little that memory holds; it has no possession of its future whih is withheld from it in a greatblank of ignorane; it has only a knowledge of its present hanging from moment to moment in ahelpless suession of names, forms, happenings, the marh or ux of a osmi kinesis whih is toovast for its ontrol or its omprehension. On the other hand, if real existene is a time-transendingeternity, the mind is still more ignorant of it; for it only knows the little of it that it an itself seizefrom moment to moment by fragmentary experiene of its surfae self-manifestation in Time andSpae.If, then, mind is all or if the apparent mind in us is the index of the nature of our being, wean never be anything more than an Ignorane eeting through Time and athing at knowledgein a most santy and fragmentary fashion. But if there is a power of self-knowledge beyond mindwhih is timeless in essene and an look on Time, perhaps with a simultaneous allrelating view ofpast, present and future, but in any ase as a irumstane of its own timeless being, then we havetwo powers of onsiousness, Knowledge and Ignorane, the Vedanti Vidya and Avidya. These twomust be, then, either di�erent and unonneted powers, separately born as well as diverse in theiration, separately self-existent in an eternal dualism, or else, if there is a onnetion between them,it must be this that onsiousness as Knowledge knows its timeless self and sees Time within itself,while onsiousness as Ignorane is a partial and super�ial ation of the same Knowledge whihsees rather itself in Time, veiling itself in its own oneption of temporal being, and an only by theremoval of the veil return to eternal self-knowledge.For it would be irrational to suppose that the superonsient Knowledge is so aloof and separateas to be inapable of knowing Time and Spae and Causality and their works; for then it would beonly another kind of Ignorane, the blindness of the absolute being answering to the blindness ofthe temporal being as positive pole and negative pole of a onsious existene whih is inapableof knowing all itself, but either knows only itself and does not know its works or knows only its111



works and does not know itself, - an absurdly symmetrial equipollene in mutual rejetion. Fromthe larger point of view, the anient Vedanti, we must oneive of ourselves not as a dual being, butas one onsious existene with a double phase of onsiousness: one of them is onsient or partlyonsient in our mind, the other superonsient to mind; one, a knowledge situated in Time, worksunder its onditions and for that purpose puts its self-knowledge behind it, the other, timeless, worksout with mastery and knowledge its own self-determined onditions of Time; one knows itself onlyby its growth in Time-experiene, the other knows its timeless self and onsiously manifests itselfin Time-experiene.We realise now what the Upanishad meant when it spoke of Brahman as being both the Knowledgeand the Ignorane and of the simultaneous knowledge of Brahman in both as the way to immortality.Knowledge is the inherent power of onsiousness of the timeless, spaeless, unonditioned Self whihshows itself in its essene as a unity of being; it is this onsiousness that alone is real and ompleteknowledge beause it is an eternal transendene whih is not only self-aware but holds in itself,manifests, originates, determines, knows the temporally eternal suessions of the universe. Ignoraneis the onsiousness of being in the suessions of Time, divided in its knowledge by dwelling in themoment, divided in its oneption of self-being by dwelling in the divisions of Spae and the relationsof irumstane, self-prisoned in the multiple working of the unity. It is alled the Ignorane beauseit has put behind it the knowledge of unity and by that very fat is unable to know truly or ompletelyeither itself or the world, either the transendent or the universal reality. Living within the Ignorane,from moment to moment, from �eld to �eld, from relation to relation, the onsious soul stumbleson in the error of a fragmentary knowledge.6 It is not a nesiene, but a view and experiene ofthe reality whih is partly true and partly false, as all knowledge must be whih ignores the esseneand sees only fugitive parts of the phenomenon. On the other hand, to be shut up in a featurelessonsiousness of unity, ignorant of the manifest Brahman, is desribed as itself also a blind darkness.In truth, neither is preisely darkness, but one is the dazzling by a onentrated Light, the other theillusive proportions of things seen in a dispersed, hazy and broken light, half mist, half seeing. Thedivine onsiousness is not shut up in either, but holds the immutable One and the mutable Manyin one eternal all-relating, all-uniting self-knowledge.Memory, in the dividing onsiousness, is a ruth upon whih mind supports itself as it stumbleson driven helplessly, without possibility of stay or pause, in the rushing speed of Time. Memory isa poverty-striken substitute for an integral diret abiding onsiousness of self and a diret integralor global pereption of things. Mind an only have the diret onsiousness of self in the momentof its present being; it an only have some half-diret pereption of things as they are o�ered to itin the present moment of time and the immediate �eld of spae and seized by the senses. It makesup for its de�ieny by memory, imagination, thought, idea-symbols of various kinds. Its sensesare devies by whih it lays hold on the appearanes of things in the present moment and in theimmediate spae; memory, imagination, thought are devies by whih it represents to itself, still lessdiretly, the appearanes of things beyond the present moment and the immediate spae. The onething whih is not a devie is its diret self-onsiousness in the present moment. Therefore throughthat it an most easily lay hold on the fat of eternal being, on the reality; all the rest it is tempted,when it onsiders things narrowly, to look on not merely as phenomenon, but as, possibly, error,ignorane, illusion, beause they no longer appear to it diretly real. So the Illusionist onsidersthem; the only thing he holds to be truly real is that eternal self whih lies behind the mind's diretpresent self-onsiousness. Or else, like the Buddhist, one omes to regard even that eternal self asan illusion, a representation, a subjetive image, a mere imagination or false sensation and false ideaof being. Mind beomes to its own view a fantasti magiian, its works and itself at one strangelyexistent and non-existent, a persistent reality and yet a eeting error whih it aounts for or does6avidy�ay�am antare vartam�an�ah. . . . jan. ghanyam�an�ah. pariyanti m�ud. h�ah. andhenaiva n�iyam�an�ah. yath�andh�ah. . \Liv-ing and moving within the Ignorane, they go round and round stumbling and battered, men deluded, like the blindled by one who is blind." - Mundaka Upanishad, I. 2. 8.112



not aount for, but in any ase is determined to slay and get done with both itself and its worksso that it may rest, may ease in the timeless repose of the Eternal from the vain representation ofappearanes.But, in truth, our sharp distintions made between the without and the within, the present and thepast self-onsiousness are triks of the limited unstable ation of mind. Behind the mind and usingit as its own surfae ativity there is a stable onsiousness in whih there is no binding oneptualdivision between itself in the present and itself in the past and future; and yet it knows itself in Time,in the present, past and future, but at one, with an undivided view whih embraes all the mobileexperienes of the Time-self and holds them on the foundation of the immobile timeless self. Thisonsiousness we an beome aware of when we draw bak from the mind and its ativities or whenthese fall silent. But we see �rst its immobile status, and if we regard only the immobility of theself, we may say of it that it is not only timeless, but ationless, without movement of idea, thought,imagination, memory, will, self-suÆient, selfabsorbed and therefore void of all ation of the universe.That then beomes alone real to us and the rest a vain symbolising in non-existent forms - or formsorresponding to nothing truly existent - and therefore a dream. But this self-absorption is only anat and resultant state of our onsiousness, just as muh as was the self-dispersion in thought andmemory and will. The real self is the eternal who is obviously apable of both the mobility in Timeand the immobility basing Time, - simultaneously, otherwise they ould not both exist; nor, even,ould one exist and the other reate seemings. This is the supreme Soul, Self and Being7 of the Gitawho upholds both the immobile and the mobile being as the self and lord of all existene.So far we arrive by onsidering mind and memory mainly in regard to the primary phenomenon ofmental self-onsiousness in Time. But if we onsider them with regard to self-experiene as well asself-onsiousness and other-experiene as well as self-experiene, we shall �nd that we arrive at thesame result with riher ontents and a still learer light on the nature of the Ignorane. At present,let us thus express what we have seen, - an eternal onsious being who supports the mobile ationof mind on a stable immobile self-onsiousness free from the ation of Time and who, while witha knowledge superior to mind he embraes all the movement of Time, dwells by the ation of mindin that movement. As the surfae mental entity moving from moment to moment, not observinghis essential self but only his relation to his experienes of the Time-movement, in that movementkeeping the future from himself in what appears to be a blank of Ignorane and non-existene butis an unrealised fullness, grasping knowledge and experiene of being in the present, putting it awayin the past whih again appears to be a blank of Ignorane and non-existene partly lighted, partlysaved and stored up by memory, he puts on the aspet of a thing eeting and unertain seizingwithout stability upon things eeting and unertain. But in reality, we shall �nd, he is always thesame Eternal who is for ever stable and self-possessed in His supramental knowledge and what heseizes on is also for ever stable and eternal; for it is himself that he is mentally experiening in thesuession of Time.Time is the great bank of onsious existene turned into values of experiene and ation: thesurfae mental being draws upon the past (and the future also) and oins it ontinually into thepresent; he aounts for and stores up the gains he has gathered in what we all the past, notknowing how ever-present is the past in us; he uses as muh of it as he needs as oin of knowledgeand realised being and pays it out as oin of mental, vital and physial ation in the ommere ofthe present whih reates to his view the new wealth of the future. Ignorane is a utilisation ofthe Being's self-knowledge in suh a way as to make it valuable for Time-experiene and valid forTime-ativity; what we do not know is what we have not yet taken up, oined and used in our mentalexperiene or have eased to oin or use. Behind, all is known and all is ready for use aording tothe will of the Self in its dealings with Time and Spae and Causality. One might almost say thatour surfae being is only the deeper eternal Self in us throwing itself out as the adventurer in Time, a7para purus.a, param�atman, parabrahman. 113



gambler and speulator in in�nite possibilities, limiting itself to the suession of moments so that itmay have all the surprise and delight of the adventure, keeping bak its self-knowledge and ompleteself-being so that it may win again what it seems to have lost, reonquering all itself through thehequered joy and pain of an aeoni passion and seeking and endeavour.
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Chapter 9Memory, Ego and Self-Experiene\Here this God, the Mind, in its dream experienes again and again what one was experi-ened; what has been seen and what has not been seen, what has been heard and what has notbeen heard, what has been experiened and what has not been experiened, what is and whatis not, all it sees, it is all and sees." Prasna Upanishad.1\To dwell in our true being is liberation; the sense of ego is a fall from the truth of ourbeing." Mahopanishad.2\One in many births, a single oean holder of all streams of movement, sees our hearts."Rig Veda.3THE DIRECT self-onsiousness of the mental being, that by whih it beomes aware of its ownnameless and formless existene behind the ow of a di�erentiated self-experiene, of its eternal soul-substane behind the mental formations of that substane, of its self behind the ego, goes behindmentality to the timelessness of an eternal present; it is that in it whih is ever the same and una�etedby the mental distintion of past, present and future. It is also una�eted by the distintions of spaeor of irumstane; for if the mental being ordinarily says of itself, \I am in the body, I am here, Iwas there, I shall be elsewhere", yet when it learns to �x itself in this diret self-onsiousness, itvery soon pereives that this is the language of its hanging self-experiene whih only expresses therelations of its surfae onsiousness to the environment and to externalities. Distinguishing these,detahing itself from these, it pereives that the self of whih it is diretly onsious does not in anyway hange by these outward hanges, but is always the same, una�eted by the mutations of thebody or of the mentality or of the �eld in whih these move and at. It is in its essene featureless,relationless, without any other harater than that of pure onsious existene self-suÆient andeternally satis�ed with pure being, self-blissful. Thus we beome aware of the stable Self, the eternal\Am", or rather the immutable \Is" without any ategory of personality or Time.But this onsiousness of Self, as it is timeless, so is apable also of freely regarding Time as athing reeted in it and as either the ause or the subjetive �eld of a hanging experiene. It is thenthe eternal \I am", the unhanging onsiousness on whose surfae hanges of onsious experieneour in the proess of Time. The surfae onsiousness is onstantly adding to its experiene or1IV. 5.2V. 2.3X. 5. 1. 115



rejeting from its experiene, and by every addition it is modi�ed and by every rejetion also it ismodi�ed; although that deeper self whih supports and ontains this mutation remains unmodi�ed,the outer or super�ial self is onstantly developing its experiene so that it an never say of itselfabsolutely, \I am the same that I was a moment ago." Those who live in this surfae Time-self andhave not the habit of drawing bak inward towards the immutable or the apaity of dwelling in it,are even inapable of thinking of themselves apart from this ever selfmodifying mental experiene.That is for them their self and it is easy for them, if they look with detahment at its happenings,to agree with the onlusion of the Buddhist Nihilists that this self is in fat nothing but a streamof idea and experiene and mental ation, the persistent ame whih is yet never the same ame,and to onlude that there is no suh thing as a real self, but only a ow of experiene and behind itNihil: there is experiene of knowledge without a Knower, experiene of being without an Existent;there are simply a number of elements, parts of a ux without a real whole, whih ombine to reatethe illusion of a Knower and Knowledge and the Known, the illusion of an Existent and existeneand the experiene of existene. Or they an onlude that Time is the only real existene andthey themselves are its reatures. This onlusion of an illusory existent in a real or unreal worldis as inevitable to this kind of withdrawal as is the opposite onlusion of a real Existene but anillusory world to the thinker who, dwelling on the immobile self, observes everything else as a mutablenot-self; he omes eventually to regard the latter as the result of a deluding trik of onsiousness.But let us look a little at this surfae onsiousness without theorising, studying it only in its fats.We see it �rst as a purely subjetive phenomenon. There is a onstant rapid shifting of Time-pointwhih it is impossible to arrest for a moment. There is a onstant hanging, even when there is noshifting of Spaeirumstane, a hange both in the body or form of itself whih the onsiousnessdiretly inhabits and the environing body or form of things in whih it less diretly lives. It is equallya�eted by both, though more vividly, beause diretly, by the smaller than by the larger habitation,by its own body than by the body of the world, beause only of the hanges in its own body is itdiretly onsious and of the body of the world only indiretly through the senses and the e�ets ofthe maroosm on the miroosm. This hange of the body and the surroundings is not so insistentlyobvious or not so obviously rapid as the swift mutation of Time; yet it is equally real from momentto moment and equally impossible to arrest. But we see that the mental being only regards all thismutation so far as it produes e�ets upon its own mental onsiousness, generates impressions andhanges in its mental experiene and mental body, beause only through the mind an it be awareof its hanging physial habitation and its hanging world-experiene. Therefore there is, as wellas a shifting or hange of Time-point and Spae-�eld, a onstant modifying hange of the sum ofirumstanes experiened in Time and Spae and as the result a onstant modi�ation of the mentalpersonality whih is the form of our super�ial or apparent self. All this hange of irumstane issummed up in philosophial language as ausality; for in this stream of the osmi movement theanteedent state seems to be the ause of a subsequent state, or else this subsequent state seems tobe the result of a previous ation of persons, objets or fores: yet in fat what we all ause mayvery well be only irumstane. Thus the mind has over and above its diret self-onsiousness amore or less indiret mutable self-experiene whih it divides into two parts, its subjetive experieneof the ever-modi�ed mental states of its personality and its objetive experiene of the ever-hangingenvironment whih seems partly or wholly to ause and is yet at the same time itself a�eted by theworkings of that personality. But all this experiene is at bottom subjetive; for even the objetiveand external is only known to mind in the form of subjetive impressions.Here the part played by Memory inreases greatly in importane; for while all that it an do for themind with regard to its diret self-onsiousness is to remind it that it existed and was the same in thepast as in the present, it beomes in our di�erentiated or surfae self-experiene an important powerlinking together past and present experienes, past and present personality, preventing haos anddissoiation and assuring the ontinuity of the stream in the surfae mind. Still even here we mustnot exaggerate the funtion of memory or asribe to it that part of the operations of onsiousness116



whih really belongs to the ativity of other power-aspets of the mental being. It is not the memoryalone whih onstitutes the ego-sense; memory is only a mediator between the sense-mind and theo-ordinating intelligene: it o�ers to the intelligene the past data of experiene whih the mindholds somewhere within but annot arry with it in its running from moment to moment on thesurfae.A little analysis will make this apparent. We have in all funtionings of the mentality four elements,the objet of mental onsiousness, the at of mental onsiousness, the oasion and the subjet. Inthe self-experiene of the self-observing inner being, the objet is always some state or movement orwave of the onsious being, anger, grief or other emotion, hunger or other vital raving, impulse orinner life reation or some form of sensation, pereption or thought ativity. The at is some kindof mental observation and oneptual valuation of this movement or wave or else a mental sensationof it in whih observation and valuation may be involved and even lost, - so that in this at themental person may either separate the at and the objet by a distinguishing pereption or onfusethem together indistinguishably. That is to say, he may either simply beome a movement, let usput it, of angry onsiousness, not at all standing bak from that ativity, not reeting or observinghimself, not ontrolling the feeling or the aompanying ation, or he may observe what he beomesand reet on it, with this seeing or pereption in his mind \I am angry". In the former ase thesubjet or mental person, the at of onsious self-experiene and the substantial angry beoming ofthe mind whih is the objet of the self-experiene, are all rolled up into one wave of onsious-forein movement; but in the latter there is a ertain rapid analysis of its onstituents and the at ofself-experiene partly detahes itself from the objet. Thus by this at of partial detahment we areable not only to experiene ourselves dynamially in the beoming, in the proess of movement ofonsious-fore itself, but to stand bak, pereive and observe ourselves and, if the detahment issuÆient, to ontrol our feeling and ation, ontrol to some extent our beoming.However, there is usually a defet even in this at of selfobservation; for there is indeed a partialdetahment of the at from the objet, but not of the mental person from the mental at: themental person and the mental ation are involved or rolled up in eah other; nor is the mental personsuÆiently detahed or separated either from the emotional beoming. I am aware of myself in anangry beoming of my onsious stu� of being and in a thought-pereption of this beoming: butall thought-pereption also is a beoming and not myself, and this I do not yet suÆiently realise;I am identi�ed with my mental ativities or involved in them, not free and separate. I do not yetdiretly beome aware of myself apart from my beomings and my pereption of them, apart fromthe forms of ative onsiousness whih I assume in the waves of the sea of onsious fore whih isthe stu� of my mental and life nature. It is when I entirely detah the mental person from his at ofself-experiene that I beome fully aware �rst, of the sheer ego and, in the end, of the witness selfor the thinking mental Person, the something or someone who beomes angry and observes it butis not limited or determined in his being by the anger or the pereption. He is, on the ontrary, aonstant fator aware of an unlimited suession of onsious movements and onsious experienes ofmovements and aware of his own being in that suession; but he an be aware of it also behind thatsuession, supporting it, ontaining it, always the same in fat of being and fore of being beyondthe hanging forms or arrangements of his onsious fore. He is thus the Self that is immutably andat the same time the Self that beomes eternally in the suession of Time.It is evident that there are not really two selves, but one onsious being whih throws itself upin the waves of onsious fore so as to experiene itself in a suession of hanging movements ofitself, by whih it is not really hanged, inreased or diminished, - any more than the original stu�of Matter or Energy in the material world is inreased or diminished by the onstantly hangingombinations of the elements, - although it seems to be hanged to the experiening onsiousness solong as it lives only in the knowledge of the phenomenon and does not get bak to the knowledge ofthe original being, substane or Fore. When it does get bak to that deeper knowledge, it does notondemn the observed phenomenon as unreal, but it pereives an immutable being, energy or real117



substane not phenomenal, not subjet in itself to the senses; it sees at the same time a beoming orreal phenomenon of that being, energy or substane. This beoming we all phenomenon beause,atually, as things are with us now, it manifests itself to the onsiousness under the onditionsof sense-pereption and sense-relation and not diretly to the onsiousness itself in its pure andunonditioned embraing and totally omprehending knowledge. So with the Self, - it is, immutably,to our diret self-onsiousness; it manifests itself mutably in various beomings to the mindsense andthe mental experiene - therefore, as things are with us now, not diretly to the pure unonditionedknowledge of the onsiousness, but to it under the onditions of our mentality.It is this suession of experienes and it is this fat of an indiret or seondary ation of theexperiening onsiousness under the onditions of our mentality that bring in the devie of Memory.For a primary ondition of our mentality is division by the moments of Time; there is an inability toget its experiene or to hold its experienes together exept under the onditions of this self-divisionby the moments of Time. In the immediate mental experiene of a wave of beoming, a onsiousmovement of being, there is no ation or need of memory. I beome angry, - it is an at of sensation,not of memory; I observe that I am angry, - it is an at of pereption, not of memory. Memory onlyomes in when I begin to relate my experiene to the suessions of Time, when I divide my beominginto past, present and future, when I say, \I was angry a moment ago", or \I have beome angry andam still in anger", or \I was angry one and will be again if there is the same oasion." Memorymay indeed ome immediately and diretly into the beoming, if the oasion of the movement ofonsiousness is itself wholly or partly a thing of the past, - for example, if there is a reurreneof emotion, suh as grief or anger, aused by memory of past wrong or su�ering and not by anyimmediate oasion in the present or else aused by an immediate oasion reviving the memory ofa past oasion. Beause we annot keep the past in us on the surfae of the onsiousness, - thoughit is always there behind, within, subliminally present and often even ative, - therefore we have toreover it as something that is lost or is no longer existent, and this we do by that repetitive andlinking ation of the thought-mind whih we all memory, - just as we summon things whih are notwithin the atual �eld of our limited super�ial mind-experiene by the ation of the thoughtmindwhih we all imagination, that greater power in us and high summoner of all possibilities realisableor unrealisable into the �eld of our ignorane.Memory is not the essene of persistent or ontinuous experiene even in the suession of Timeand would not be neessary at all if our onsiousness were of an undivided movement, if it had notto run from moment to moment with a loss of diret grasp on the last and an entire ignorane ornon-possession of the next. All experiene or substane of beoming in Time is a owing stream orsea not divided in itself, but only divided in the observing onsiousness by the limited movementof the Ignorane whih has to leap from moment to moment like a dragon-y darting about on thesurfae of the stream: so too all substane of being in Spae is a owing sea not divided in itself,but only divided in the observing onsiousness beause our sense-faulty is limited in its grasp,an see only a part and is therefore bound to observe forms of substane as if they were separatethings in themselves, independent of the one substane. There is indeed an arrangement of thingsin Spae and Time, but no gap or division exept to our ignorane, and it is to bridge the gaps andonnet the divisions reated by the ignorane of Mind that we all in the aid of various devies ofthe mind-onsiousness, of whih memory is only one devie.There is then in me this owing stream of the world-sea, and anger or grief or any other innermovement an our as a long-ontinued wave of the ontinuous stream. This ontinuity is notonstituted by fore of memory, although memory may help to prolong or repeat the wave when byitself it would have died away into the stream; the wave simply ours and ontinues as a movementof onsious-fore of my being arried forward by its own original impulsion of disturbane. Memoryomes in to prolong the disturbane by a reurrene of the thinking mind to the oasion of angeror of the feeling mind to the �rst impulse of anger by whih it justi�es itself in a repetition of thedisturbane; otherwise the perturbation would spend itself and only reur when the oasion itself118



was atually repeated. The natural reurrene of the wave, the same or a similar oasion ausing thesame disturbane, is not any more than its isolated ourrene a result of memory, although memorymay help to fortify it and make the mind more subjet to it. There is rather the same relation ofrepeated oasion and repeated result and movement in the more uid energy and variable substaneof mind as that we see presented mehanially by the repetition of the same ause and e�et in theless variable operations of the energy and substane of the material world. We may say, if we like, thatthere is a subonsious memory in all energy of Nature whih repeats invariably the same relationof energy and result; but then we enlarge illimitably the onnotation of the word. In reality, we anonly state a law of repetition in the ation of the waves of onsious-fore by whih it regularisesthese movements of its own substane. Memory, properly speaking, is merely the devie by whih thewitnessing Mind helps itself to link together these movements and their ourrene and reurrenesin the suessions of Time for Time-experiene, for inreasing use by a more and more o-ordinatingwill and for a onstantly developing valuation by a more and more oordinating reason. It is a great,an indispensable but not the only fator in the proess by whih the Inonsiene from whih we startdevelops full self-onsiousness, and by whih the Ignorane of the mental being develops onsiousknowledge of itself in its beomings. This development ontinues until the oordinating mind ofknowledge and mind of will are fully able to possess and use all the material of self-experiene.Suh at least is the proess of evolution as we see it governing the development of Mind out of theself-absorbed and apparently mindless energy in the material world.The ego-sense is another devie of mental Ignorane by whih the mental being beomes aware ofhimself, - not only of the objets, oasions and ats of his ativity, but of that whih experienesthem. At �rst it might seem as if the ego-sense were atually onstituted by memory, as if it werememory that told us, \It is the same I who was angry some time ago and am again or still angrynow." But, in reality, all that the memory an tell us by its own power is that it is the samelimited �eld of onsious ativity in whih the same phenomenon has ourred. What happens isthat there is a repetition of the mental phenomenon, of that wave of beoming in the mind-substaneof whih the mind-sense is immediately aware; memory omes in to link these repetitions togetherand enables the mind-sense to realise that it is the same mind-substane whih is taking the samedynami form and the same mind-sense whih is experiening it. The ego-sense is not a result ofmemory or built by memory, but already and always there as a point of referene or as somethingin whih the mind-sense onentrates itself so as to have a oordinant entre instead of sprawlinginoherently all over the �eld of experiene; ego-memory reinfores this onentration and helps tomaintain it, but does not onstitute it. Possibly, in the lower animal the sense of ego, the senseof individuality would not, if analysed, go muh farther than a sensational impreise or less preiserealisation of ontinuity and identity and separateness from others in the moments of Time. But inman there is in addition a o-ordinating mind of knowledge whih, basing itself on the united ationof the mind-sense and the memory, arrives at the distint idea - while it retains also the �rst onstantintuitive pereption - of an ego whih senses, feels, remembers, thinks, and whih is the same whetherit remembers or does not remember. This onsious mind-substane, it says, is always that of oneand the same onsious person who feels, eases to feel, remembers, forgets, is super�ially onsious,sinks bak from super�ial onsiousness into sleep; he is the same before the organisation of memoryand after it, in the infant and in the dotard, in sleep and in waking, in apparent onsiousness andapparent unonsiousness; he and no other did the ats whih he forgets as well as the ats whih heremembers; he is persistently the same behind all hanges of his beoming or his personality. Thisation of knowledge in man, this oordinating intelligene, this formulation of self-onsiousness andself-experiene is higher than the memory-ego and sense-ego of the animal and therefore, we maysuppose, nearer to real selfknowledge. We may even ome to realise, if we study the veiled as wellas the unovered ation of Nature, that all ego-sense, all ego-memory has at its bak, is in fat apragmati ontrivane of a seret o-ordinating power or mind of knowledge, present in the universalonsious-fore, of whih the reason in man is the overt form at whih our evolution arrives, - a formstill limited and imperfet in its modes of ation and onstituting priniple. There is a subonsious119



knowledge even in the Inonsient, a greater intrinsi Reason in things whih impose o-ordination,that is to say, a ertain rationality, upon the wildest movements of the universal beoming.The importane of Memory beomes apparent in the wellobserved phenomenon of double person-ality or dissoiation of personality in whih the same man has two suessive or alternating statesof his mind and in eah remembers and oordinates perfetly only what he was or did in that stateof mind and not what he was or did in the other. This an be assoiated with an organised ideaof di�erent personality, for he thinks in one state that he is one person and in the other that he isquite another with a di�erent name, life and feelings. Here it would seem that memory is the wholesubstane of personality. But, on the other side, we must see that dissoiation of memory oursalso without dissoiation of personality, as when a man in the state of hypnosis takes up a rangeof memories and experienes to whih his waking mind is a stranger but does not therefore thinkhimself another person, or as when one who has forgotten the past events of his life and perhapseven his name, still does not hange his ego-sense and personality. And there is possible too a stateof onsiousness in whih, although there is no gap of memory, yet by a rapid development the wholebeing feels itself hanged in every mental irumstane and the man feels born into a new personality,so that, if it were not for the o-ordinating mind, he would not at all aept his past as belonging tothe person he now is, although he remembers perfetly well that it was in the same form of body andsame �eld of mind-substane that it ourred. Mind-sense is the basis, memory the thread on whihexperienes are strung by the self-experiening mind: but it is the o-ordinating faulty of mindwhih, relating together all the material that memory provides and all its linkings of past, presentand future, relates them also to an \I" who is the same in all the moments of Time and in spite ofall the hanges of experiene and personality.The ego-sense is only a preparatory devie and a �rst basis for the development of real self-knowledge in the mental being. Developing from inonsiene to self-onsiene, from nesiene ofself and things to knowledge of self and things, the Mind in forms arrives thus far that it is awareof all its super�ially onsious beoming as related to an \I" whih it always is. That \I" it partlyidenti�es with the onsious beoming, partly thinks of it as something other than the beomingand superior to it, even perhaps eternal and unhanging. In the last resort, by the aid of its reasonwhih distinguishes in order to o-ordinate, it may �x its self-experiene on the beoming only, onthe onstantly hanging self and rejet the idea of something other than it as a �tion of the mind;there is then no being, only beoming. Or it may �x its self-experiene into a diret onsiousnessof its own eternal being and rejet the beoming, even when it is ompelled to be aware of it, as a�tion of the mind and the senses or the vanity of a temporary inferior existene.But it is evident that a self-knowledge based on the separative ego-sense is imperfet and that noknowledge founded upon it alone or primarily or on a reation against it an be seure or assuredof ompleteness. First, it is a knowledge of our super�ial mental ativity and its experienes and,with regard to all the large rest of our beoming that is behind, it is an Ignorane. Seondly, it is aknowledge only of being and beoming as limited to the individual self and its experienes; all therest of the world is to it not-self, something, that is to say, whih it does not realise as part of its ownbeing but as some outside existene presented to its separate onsiousness. This happens beauseit has no diret onsious knowledge of this larger existene and nature suh as the individual has ofhis own being and beoming. Here too there is a limited knowledge asserting itself in the midst of avast Ignorane. Thirdly, the true relation between the being and the beoming has not been workedout on the basis of perfet self-knowledge but rather by the Ignorane, by a partial knowledge. Asa onsequene the mind in its impetus towards an ultimate knowledge attempts through the o-ordinating and dissoiating will and reason on the basis of our present experiene and possibilities todrive at a trenhant onlusion whih uts away one side of existene. All that has been establishedis that the mental being an on one side absorb himself in diret self-onsiousness to the apparentexlusion of all beoming and an on the other side absorb himself in the beoming to the apparentexlusion of all stable self-onsiousness. Both sides of the mind, separating as antagonists, ondemn120



what they rejet as unreal or else as only a play of the onsious mind; to one or the other, eitherthe Divine, the Self, or the world is only relatively real so long as the mind persists in reatingthem, the world an e�etive dream of Self, or God and Self a mental onstrution or an e�etivehalluination. The true relation has not been seized, beause these two sides of existene must alwaysappear disordant and unreoniled to our intelligene so long as there is only a partial knowledge.An integral knowledge is the aim of the onsious evolution; a lean ut of the onsiousness shearingapart one side and leaving the other annot be the whole truth of self and things. For if someimmobile Self were all, there ould be no possibility of world-existene; if mobile Nature were all,there might be a yle of universal beoming, but no spiritual foundation for the evolution of theConsient out of the Inonsient and for the persistent aspiration of our partial Consiousness orIgnorane to exeed itself and arrive at the whole onsious Truth of its being and the integralonsious knowledge of all Being.Our surfae existene is only a surfae and it is there that there is the full reign of the Ignorane;to know we have to go within ourselves and see with an inner knowledge. All that is formulated onthe surfae is a small and diminished representation of our seret greater existene. The immobileself in us is found only when the outer mental and vital ativities are quieted; for sine it is seateddeep within and is represented on the surfae only by the intuitive sense of self-existene and mis-represented by the mental, vital, physial ego-sense, its truth has to be experiened in the mind'ssilene. But also the dynami parts of our surfae being are similarly diminished �gures of greaterthings that are there in the depths of our seret nature. The surfae memory itself is a fragmentaryand ine�etive ation pulling out details from an inner subliminal memory whih reeives and reordsall our world-experiene, reeives and reords even what the mind has not observed, understood ornotied. Our surfae imagination is a seletion from a vaster more reative and e�etive subliminalimage-building power of onsiousness. A mind with immeasurably wider and more subtle perep-tions, a life-energy with a greater dynamism, a subtle-physial substane with a larger and �nerreeptivity are building out of themselves our surfae evolution. A psyhi entity is there behindthese oult ativities whih is the true support of our individualisation; the ego is only an outwardfalse substitute: for it is this seret soul that supports and holds together our self-experiene andworld-experiene; the mental, vital, physial, external ego is a super�ial onstrution of Nature. Itis only when we have seen both our self and our nature as a whole, in the depths as well as on thesurfae, that we an aquire a true basis of knowledge.
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Chapter 10Knowledge by Identity and SeparativeKnowledge\They see the Self in the Self by the Self." Gita.1\Where there is duality, there other sees other, other hears, touhes, thinks of, knows other.But when one sees all as the Self, by what shall one know it? it is by the Self that one knowsall this that is. . . . All betrays him who sees all elsewhere than in the Self; for all this that isis the Brahman, all beings and all this that is are this Self." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.2\The Self-Existent has piered the doors of sense outward, therefore one sees things out-wardly and sees not in one's inner being. Rarely a sage desiring immortality, his sight turnedinward, sees the Self fae to fae." Katha Upanishad.3\There is no annihilation of the seeing of the seer, the speaking of the speaker . . . the hearingof the hearer . . . the knowing of the knower, for they are indestrutible; but it is not a seondor other than and separate from himself that he sees, speaks to, hears, knows."Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.4OUR SURFACE ognition, our limited and restrited mental way of looking at our self, at ourinner movements and at the world outside us and its objets and happenings, is so onstituted thatit derives in di�erent degrees from a fourfold order of knowledge. The original and fundamental wayof knowing, native to the oult self in things, is a knowledge by identity; the seond, derivative, isa knowledge by diret ontat assoiated at its roots with a seret knowledge by identity or startingfrom it, but atually separated from its soure and therefore powerful but inomplete in its ognition;the third is a knowledge by separation from the objet of observation, but still with a diret ontatas its support or even a partial identity; the fourth is a ompletely separative knowledge whih relieson a mahinery of indiret ontat, a knowledge by aquisition whih is yet, without being onsiousof it, a rendering or bringing up of the ontents of a pre-existent inner awareness and knowledge.1VI. 20.2IV. 5. 15, 7.3II. 1. 1.4IV. 3. 23-30. 123



A knowledge by identity, a knowledge by intimate diret ontat, a knowledge by separative diretontat, a wholly separative knowledge by indiret ontat are the four ognitive methods of Nature.The �rst way of knowing in its purest form is illustrated in the surfae mind only by our diretawareness of our own essential existene: it is a knowledge empty of any other ontent than the purefat of self and being; of nothing else in the world has our surfae mind the same kind of awareness.But in the knowledge of the struture and movements of our subjetive onsiousness some elementof awareness by identity does enter; for we an projet ourselves with a ertain identi�ation intothese movements. It has already been noted how this an happen in the ase of an uprush of wrathwhih swallows us up so that for the moment our whole onsiousness seems to be a wave of anger:other passions, love, grief, joy have the same power to seize and oupy us; thought also absorbs andoupies, we lose sight of the thinker and beome the thought and the thinking. But very ordinarilythere is a double movement; a part of ourselves beomes the thought or the passion, another part ofus either aompanies it with a ertain adherene or follows it losely and knows it by an intimatediret ontat whih falls short of identi�ation or entire self-oblivion in the movement.This identi�ation is possible, and also this simultaneous separation and partial identi�ation,beause these things are beomings of our being, determinations of our mind stu� and mind energy,of our life stu� and life energy; but, sine they are only a small part of us, we are not boundto be identi�ed and oupied, - we an detah ourselves, separate the being from its temporarybeoming, observe it, ontrol it, santion or prevent its manifestation: we an, in this way, byan inner detahment, a mental or spiritual separateness, partially or even fundamentally liberateourselves from the ontrol of mind nature or vital nature over the being and assume the position ofthe witness, knower and ruler. Thus we have a double knowledge of the subjetive movement: thereis an intimate knowledge, by identity, of its stu� and its fore of ation, more intimate than we ouldhave by any entirely separative and objetive knowledge suh as we get of things outside us, thingsthat are to us altogether not-self; there is at the same time a knowledge by detahed observation,detahed but with a power of diret ontat, whih frees us from engrossment by the Natureenergyand enables us to relate the movement to the rest of our own existene and world existene. If weare without this detahment, we lose our self of being and mastering knowledge in the nature self ofbeoming and movement and ation and, though we know intimately the movement, we do not knowit dominatingly and fully. This would not be the ase if we arried into our identi�ation with themovement our identity with the rest of our subjetive existene, - if, that is to say, we ould plungewholly into the wave of beoming and at the same time be in the very absorption of the state or atthe mental witness, observer, ontroller; but this we annot easily do, beause we live in a dividedonsiousness in whih the vital part of us - our life nature of fore and desire and passion and ation- tends to ontrol or swallow up the mind, and the mind has to avoid this subjetion and ontrol thevital, but an only sueed in the e�ort by keeping itself separate; for if it identi�es itself, it is lostand hurried away in the life movement. Nevertheless a kind of balaned double identity by divisionis possible, though it is not easy to keep the balane; there is a self of thought whih observes andpermits the passion for the sake of the experiene - or is obliged by some life-stress to permit it, - andthere is a self of life whih allows itself to be arried along in the movement of Nature. Here, then, inour subjetive experiene, we have a �eld of the ation of onsiousness in whih three movements ofognition an meet together, a ertain kind of knowledge by identity, a knowledge by diret ontatand, dependent upon them, a separative knowledge.In thought separation of the thinker and the thinking is more diÆult. The thinker is plungedand lost in the thought or arried in the thought urrent, identi�ed with it; it is not usually at thetime of or in the very at of thinking that he an observe or review his thoughts, - he has to dothat in retrospet and with the aid of memory or by a ritial pause of orretive judgment beforehe proeeds further: but still a simultaneity of thinking and onsious diretion of the mind's ationan be ahieved partially when the thought does not engross, entirely when the thinker aquiresthe faulty of stepping bak into the mental self and standing apart there from the mental energy.124



Instead of being absorbed in the thought with at most a vague feeling of the proess of thinking, wean see the proess by a mental vision, wath our thoughts in their origination and movement and,partly by a silent insight, partly by a proess of thought upon thought, judge and evaluate them. Butwhatever the kind of identi�ation, it is to be noted that the knowledge of our internal movementsis of a double nature, separation and diret ontat: for even when we detah ourselves, this loseontat is maintained; our knowledge is always based on a diret touh, on a ognition by diretawareness arrying in it a ertain element of identity. The more separative attitude is ordinarilythe method of our reason in observing and knowing our inner movements; the more intimate is themethod of our dynami part of mind assoiating itself with our sensations, feelings and desires: but inthis assoiation too the thinking mind an intervene and exerise a separative dissoiated observationand ontrol over both the dynami self-assoiating part of mind and the vital or physial movement.All the observable movements of our physial being also are known and ontrolled by us in boththese ways, the separative and the intimate; we feel the body and what it is doing intimately as partof us, but the mind is separate from it and an exerise a detahed ontrol over its movements. Thisgives to our normal knowledge of our subjetive being and nature, inomplete and largely super�ialthough it still is, yet, so far as it goes, a ertain intimay, immediay and diretness. That is absent inour knowledge of the world outside us and its movements and objets: for there, sine the thing seenor experiened is not-self, not experiened as part of us, no entirely diret ontat of onsiousnesswith the objet is possible; an instrumentation of sense has to be used whih o�ers us, not immediateintimate knowledge of it, but a �gure of it as a �rst datum for knowledge.In the ognition of external things, our knowledge has an entirely separative basis; its wholemahinery and proess are of the nature of an indiret pereption. We do not identify ourselves withexternal objets, not even with other men though they are beings of our own nature; we annotenter into their existene as if it were our own, we annot know them and their movements with thediretness, immediateness, intimay with whih we know - even though inompletely - ourselves andour movements. But not only identi�ation laks, diret ontat also is absent; there is no direttouh between our onsiousness and their onsiousness, our substane and their substane, ourself of being and their self-being. The only seemingly diret ontat with them or diret evidenewe have of them is through the senses; sight, hearing, touh seem to initiate some kind of a diretintimay with the objet of knowledge: but this is not so really, not a real diretness, a real intimay,for what we get by our sense is not the inner or intimate touh of the thing itself, but an image ofit or a vibration or nerve message in ourselves through whih we have to learn to know it. Thesemeans are so ine�etive, so exiguous in their poverty that, if that were the whole mahinery, we ouldknow little or nothing or only ahieve a great blur of onfusion. But there intervenes a sense-mindintuition whih seizes the suggestion of the image or vibration and equates it with the objet, a vitalintuition whih seizes the energy or �gure of power of the objet through another kind of vibrationreated by the sense ontat, and an intuition of the pereptive mind whih at one forms a rightidea of the objet from all this evidene. Whatever is de�ient in the interpretation of the imagethus onstruted is �lled up by the intervention of the reason or the total understanding intelligene.If the �rst omposite intuition were the result of a diret ontat or if it summarised the ation of atotal intuitive mentality master of its pereptions, there would be no need for the intervention of thereason exept as a disoverer or organiser of knowledge not onveyed by the sense and its suggestions:it is, on the ontrary, an intuition working on an image, a sense doument, an indiret evidene, notworking upon a diret ontat of onsiousness with the objet. But sine the image or vibration is adefetive and summary doumentation and the intuition itself limited and ommuniated through anobsure medium, ating in a blind light, the auray of our intuitional interpretative onstrutionof the objet is open to question or at least likely to be inomplete. Man has had perfore to develophis reason in order to make up for the de�ienies of his sense instrumentation, the fallibility of hisphysial mind's pereptions and the pauity of its interpretation of its data.Our world-knowledge is therefore a diÆult struture made up of the imperfet doumentation of125



the sense image, an intuitional interpretation of it by pereptive mind, life-mind and sense-mind, anda supplementary �lling up, orretion, addition of supplementary knowledge, o-ordination, by thereason. Even so our knowledge of the world we live in is narrow and imperfet, our interpretationsof its signi�anes doubtful: imagination, speulation, reetion, impartial weighing and reasoning,inferene, measurement, testing, a further orretion and ampli�ation of sense evidene by Siene,- all this apparatus had to be alled in to omplete the inompleteness. After all that the result stillremains a half-ertain, half-dubious aumulation of aquired indiret knowledge, a mass of signi�antimages and ideative representations, abstrat thought ounters, hypotheses, theories, generalisations,but also with all that a mass of doubts and a never-ending debate and inquiry. Power has ome withknowledge, but our imperfetion of knowledge leaves us without any idea of the true use of the power,even of the aim towards whih our utilisation of knowledge and power should be turned and madee�etive. This is worsened by the imperfetion of our self-knowledge whih, suh as it is, meagre andpitifully insuÆient, is of our surfae only, of our apparent phenomenal self and nature and not ofour true self and the true meaning of our existene. Self-knowledge and self-mastery are wanting inthe user, wisdom and right will in his use of world-power and world-knowledge.It is evident that our state on the surfae is indeed a state of knowledge, so far as it goes, but alimited knowledge enveloped and invaded by ignorane and, to a very large extent, by reason of itslimitation, itself a kind of ignorane, at best a mixed knowledge-ignorane. It ould not be otherwisesine our awareness of the world is born of a separative and surfae observation with only an indiretmeans of ognition at its disposal; our knowledge of ourselves, though more diret, is stulti�ed by itsrestrition to the surfae of our being, by an ignorane of our true self, the true soures of our nature,the true motive-fores of our ation. It is quite evident that we know ourselves with only a super�ialknowledge, - the soures of our onsiousness and thought are a mystery; the true nature of our mind,emotions, sensations is a mystery; our ause of being and our end of being, the signi�ane of ourlife and its ativities are a mystery: this ould not be if we had a real self-knowledge and a realworld-knowledge.If we look for the reason of this limitation and imperfetion, we shall �nd �rst that it is beausewe are onentrated on our surfae; the depths of self, the serets of our total nature are shut awayfrom us behind a wall reated by our externalising onsiousness - or reated for it so that it anpursue its ativity of ego-entri individualisation of the mind, life and body uninvaded by the deeperand wider truth of our larger existene: through this wall we an look into our inner self and realityonly through revies and portholes and we see little there but a mysterious dimness. At the sametime our onsiousness has to defend its ego-entri individualisation, not only against its own deeperself of oneness and in�nity, but against the osmi in�nite; it builds up a wall of division here alsoand shuts out all that is not entred round its ego, exludes it as the not-self. But sine it has tolive with this not-self, - for it belongs to it, depends upon it, is an inhabitant within it, - it mustmaintain some means of ommuniation; it has too to make exursions out of its wall of ego andwall of self-restrition within the body in order to ater for those needs whih the not-self an supplyto it: it must learn to know in some way all that surrounds it so as to be able to master it andmake it as far as possible a servant to the individual and olletive human life and ego. The bodyprovides our onsiousness with the gates of the senses through whih it an establish the neessaryommuniation and means of observation and ation upon the world, upon the not-self outside it;the mind uses these means and invents others that supplement them and it sueeds in establishingsome onstrution, some system of knowledge whih serves its immediate purpose or its generalwill to master partially and use this huge alien environmental existene or deal with it where itannot master it. But the knowledge it gains is objetive; it is mainly a knowledge of the surfae ofthings or of what is just below the surfae, pragmati, limited and inseure. Its defene against theinvasion of the osmi energy is equally inseure and partial: in spite of its notie of no entry withoutpermission, it is subtly and invisibly invaded by the world, enveloped by the not-self and mouldedby it; its thought, its will, its emotional and its life energy are penetrated by waves and urrents of126



thought, will, passion, vital impats, fores of all kinds from others and from universal Nature. Itswall of defene beomes a wall of obsuration whih prevents it from knowing all this interation; itknows only what omes through the gates of sense or through mental pereptions of whih it annotbe sure or through what it an infer or build up from its gathered sense data; all the rest is to it ablank of nesiene.It is, then, this double wall of self-imprisonment, this self-forti�ation in the bounds of a surfaeego, that is the ause of our limited knowledge or ignorane, and if this sel�mprisonment were thewhole harater of our existene, the ignorane would be irremediable. But, in fat, this onstantouter ego-building is only a provisional devie of the Consiousness-Fore in things so that the seretindividual, the spirit within, may establish a representative and instrumental formation of itself inphysial nature, a provisional individualisation in the nature of the Ignorane, whih is all that anat �rst be done in a world emerging out of a universal Inonsiene. Our sel�gnorane and our world-ignorane an only grow towards integral self-knowledge and integral world-knowledge in proportionas our limited ego and its half-blind onsiousness open to a greater inner existene and onsiousnessand a true selfbeing and beome aware too of the not-self outside it also as self, - on one side a Natureonstituent of our own nature, on the other an Existene whih is a boundless ontinuation of ourown self-being. Our being has to break the walls of egoonsiousness whih it has reated, it hasto extend itself beyond its body and inhabit the body of the universe. In plae of its knowledge byindiret ontat, or in addition to it, it must arrive at a knowledge by diret ontat and proeed toa knowledge by identity. Its limited �nite of self has to beome a boundless �nite and an in�nite.But the �rst of these two movements, the awakening to our inner realities, imposes itself as theprior neessity beause it is by this inward self-�nding that the seond - the osmi selÆnding - anbeome entirely possible: we have to go into our inner being and learn to live in it and from it;the outer mind and life and body must beome for us only an antehamber. All that we are onthe outside is indeed onditioned by what is within, oult, in our inner depths and reesses; it isthene that ome the seret initiatives, the self-e�etive formations; our inspirations, our intuitions,our life-motives, our mind's preferenes, our will's seletions are atuated from there, - in so far asthey are not shaped or inuened by an insistene, equally hidden, of a surge of osmi impats: butthe use we make of these emergent powers and these inuenes is onditioned, largely determinedand, above all, very muh limited by our outermost nature. It is then the knowledge of this innerinitiating self oupled with the aurate pereption of the outer instrumental self and the part playedby both of them in our building that we have to disover.On the surfae we know only so muh of our self as is formulated there and of even this only aportion; for we see our total surfae being in a general vagueness dotted and setioned by points or�gures of preision: even what we disover by a mental introspetion is only a sum of setions; theentire �gure and sense of our personal formation esapes our notie. But there is also a distortingation whih obsures and dis�gures even this limited self-knowledge; our self-view is vitiated bythe onstant impat and intrusion of our outer life-self, our vital being, whih seeks always to makethe thinking mind its tool and servant: for our vital being is not onerned with self-knowledge butwith self-aÆrmation, desire, ego. It is therefore onstantly ating on mind to build for it a mentalstruture of apparent self that will serve these purposes; our mind is persuaded to present to usand to others a partly �titious representative �gure of ourselves whih supports our self-aÆrmation,justi�es our desires and ations, nourishes our ego. This vital intervention is not indeed always inthe diretion of self-justi�ation and assertion; it turns sometimes towards self-depreiation and amorbid and exaggerated self-ritiism: but this too is an ego-struture, a reverse or negative egoism,a poise or pose of the vital ego. For in this vital ego there is frequently a mixture of the harlatanand mountebank, the poser and ator; it is onstantly taking up a role and playing it to itself andto others as its publi. An organised self-deeption is thus added to an organised sel�gnorane; itis only by going within and seeing these things at their soure that we an get out of this obsurityand tangle. 127



For a larger mental being is there within us, a larger inner vital being, even a larger inner subtle-physial being other than our surfae body-onsiousness, and by entering into this or beoming it,identifying ourselves with it, we an observe the springs of our thoughts and feelings, the soures andmotives of our ation, the operative energies that build up our surfae personality. For we disoverand an know the inner being that seretly thinks and pereives in us, the vital being that seretlyfeels and ats upon life through us, the subtle-physial being that seretly reeives and respondsto the ontats of things through our body and its organs. Our surfae thought, feeling, emotionis a omplexity and onfusion of impulsions from within and impats from outside us; our reason,our organising intelligene an impose on it only an imperfet order: but here within we �nd theseparate soures of our mental, our vital and our physial energisms and an see learly the pureoperations, the distint powers, the omposing elements of eah and their interplay in a lear lightof self-vision. We �nd that the ontraditions and the struggles of our surfae onsiousness arelargely due to the ontrary or mutually disordant tendenies of our mental, vital and physial partsopposing and unreoniled with eah other and these again to the disord of many di�erent innerpossibilities of our being and even of di�erent personalities on eah level in us whih are behindthe intermixed disposition and di�ering tendenies of our surfae nature. But while on the surfaetheir ation is mixed together, onfused and oniting, here in our depths they an be seen andworked upon in their independent and separate nature and ation and a harmonisation of them bythe mental being in us, leader of the life and body,5 - or, better, by the entral psyhi entity, -is not so diÆult, provided we have the right psyhi and mental will in the endeavour: for if it iswith the vital-ego motive that we make the entry into the subliminal being, it may result in seriousdangers and disaster or at the least an exaggeration of ego, self-aÆrmation and desire, an enlargedand more powerful ignorane instead of an enlarged and more powerful knowledge. Moreover, we�nd in this inner or subliminal being the means of diretly distinguishing between what rises fromwithin and what omes to us from outside, from others or from universal Nature, and it beomespossible to exerise a ontrol, a hoie, a power of willed reeption, rejetion and seletion, a learpower of self-building and harmonisation whih we do not possess or an operate very imperfetly inour omposed surfae personality but whih is the prerogative of our inner Person. For by this entryinto the depths the inner being, no longer quite veiled, no longer obliged to exerise a fragmentaryinuene on its outer instrumental onsiousness, is able to formulate itself more luminously in ourlife in the physial universe.In its essene the inner being's knowledge has the same elements as the outer mind's surfaeknowledge, but there is between them the di�erene between a half blindness and a greater larity ofonsiousness and vision due to a more diret and powerful instrumentation and a better arrangementof the elements of knowledge. Knowledge by identity, on the surfae a vague inherent sense of ourself-existene and a partial identi�ation with our inner movements, an here deepen and enlargeitself from that indistint essential pereption and limited sensation to a lear and diret intrinsiawareness of the whole entity within: we an enter into possession of our whole onsious mentalbeing and life being and arrive at a lose intimay of diret penetrating and enveloping ontat withthe total movements of our mental and vital energy; we meet learly and losely and are - but morefreely and understandingly - all the beomings of ourself, the whole self-expression of the Purushaon the present levels of our nature. But also there is or an be along with this intimay of knowledgea detahed observation of the ations of the nature by the Purusha and a great possibility, throughthis double status of knowledge, of a omplete ontrol and understanding. All the movements of thesurfae being an be seen with a omplete detahment, but also with a diret sight in the onsiousnessby whih the self-delusions and mistakes of self of the outer onsiousness an be dispelled; thereis a keener mental vision, a learer and more aurate mental feeling of our subjetive beoming, avision whih at one knows, ommands and ontrols the whole nature. If the psyhi and mentalparts in us are strong, the vital omes under mastery and diretion to an extent hardly possible to5manomayah. pr�an. a�sar�iranet�a - Mundaka Upanishad, 2. 2. 7.128



the surfae mentality; even the body and the physial energies an be taken up by the inner mindand will and turned into a more plasti instrumentation of the soul, the psyhi being. On the otherhand, if the mental and psyhi parts are weak and the vital strong and unruly, power is inreasedby entry into the inner vital, but disrimination and detahed vision are de�ient; the knowledge,even if inreased in fore and range, remains turbid and misleading; intelligent self-ontrol may giveplae to a vast undisiplined impetus or a rigidly disiplined but misguided egoisti ation. For thesubliminal is still a movement of the Knowledge-Ignorane; it has in it a greater knowledge, butthe possibility also of a greater beause more self-aÆrming ignorane. This is beause, though aninreased self-knowledge is normal here, it is not at one an integral knowledge: an awareness bydiret ontat, whih is the prinipal power of the subliminal, is not suÆient for that; for it maybe ontat with greater beomings and powers of Knowledge, but also with greater beomings andpowers of the Ignorane.But the subliminal being has also a larger diret ontat with the world; it is not on�ned likethe surfae Mind to the interpretation of sense-images and sense-vibrations supplemented by themental and vital intuition and the reason. There is indeed an inner sense in the subliminal nature,a subtle sense of vision, hearing, touh, smell and taste; but these are not on�ned to the reationof images of things belonging to the physial environment, - they an present to the onsiousnessvisual, auditory, tatual and other images and vibrations of things beyond the restrited range ofthe physial senses or belonging to other planes or spheres of existene. This inner sense an reateor present images, senes, sounds that are symboli rather than atual or that represent possibilitiesin formation, suggestions, thoughts, ideas, intentions of other beings, image forms also of powersor potentialities in universal Nature; there is nothing that it annot image or visualise or turn intosensory formations. It is the subliminal in reality and not the outer mind that possesses the powers oftelepathy, lairvoyane, seond sight and other supernormal faulties whose ourrene in the surfaeonsiousness is due to openings or rifts in the wall ereted by the outer personality's unseeing labourof individualisation and interposed between itself and the inner domain of our being. It should benoted, however, that owing to this omplexity the ation of the subliminal sense an be onfusingor misleading, espeially if it is interpreted by the outer mind to whih the seret of its operationsis unknown and its priniples of sign onstrution and symboli �gure-languages foreign; a greaterinner power of intuition, tat, disrimination is needed to judge and interpret rightly its images andexperienes. It is still the fat that they add immensely to our possible sope of knowledge andwiden the narrow limits in whih our sense-bound outer physial onsiousness is irumsribed andimprisoned.But more important is the power of the subliminal to enter into a diret ontat of onsiousnesswith other onsiousness or with objets, to at without other instrumentation, by an essential senseinherent in its own substane, by a diret mental vision, by a diret feeling of things, even by alose envelopment and intimate penetration and a return with the ontents of what is enveloped orpenetrated, by a diret intimation or impat on the substane of mind itself, not through outwardsigns or �gures, - a revealing intimation or a self-ommuniating impat of thoughts, feelings, fores.It is by these means that the inner being ahieves an immediate, intimate and aurate spontaneousknowledge of persons, of objets, of the oult and to us intangible energies of world-Nature thatsurround us and impinge upon our own personality, physiality, mindfore and life-fore. In oursurfae mentality we are sometimes aware of a onsiousness that an feel or know the thoughts andinner reations of others or beome aware of objets or happenings without any observable sense-intervention or otherwise exerise powers supernormal to our ordinary apaity; but these apaitiesare oasional, rudimentary, vague. Their possession is proper to our onealed subliminal self and,when they emerge, it is by a oming to the surfae of its powers or operations. These emergentoperations of the subliminal being or some of them are now fragmentarily studied under the nameof psyhi phenomena, - although they have ordinarily nothing to do with the psyhe, the soul, theinmost entity in us, but only with the inner mind, the inner vital, the subtle-physial parts of our129



subliminal being; but the results annot be onlusive or suÆiently ample beause they are soughtfor by methods of inquiry and experiment and standards of proof proper to the surfae mind and itssystem of knowledge by indiret ontat. Under these onditions they an be investigated only in sofar as they are able to manifest in that mind to whih they are exeptional, abnormal or supernormal,and therefore omparatively rare, diÆult, inomplete in their ourrene. It is only if we an open upthe wall between the outer mind and the inner onsiousness to whih suh phenomena are normal,or if we an enter freely within or dwell there, that this realm of knowledge an be truly explainedand annexed to our total onsiousness and inluded in the �eld of operation of our awakened foreof nature.In our surfae mind we have no diret means of knowing even other men who are of our ownkind and have a similar mentality and are vitally and physially built on the same model. We anaquire a general knowledge of the human mind and the human body and apply it to them withthe aid of the many onstant and habitual outer signs of the human inner movements with whihwe are familiar; these summary judgments an be farther eked out by our experiene of personalharater and habits, by instintive appliation of what self-knowledge we have to our understandingand judgment of others, by inferene from speeh and ondut, by insight of observation and insightof sympathy. But the results are always inomplete and very frequently deeptive: our inferenes areas often as not erroneous onstrutions, our interpretation of the outward signs a mistaken guess-work, our appliation of general knowledge or our self-knowledge ba�ed by elusive fators of personaldi�erene, our very insight unertain and unreliable. Human beings therefore live as strangers toeah other, at best tied by a very partial sympathy and mutual experiene; we do not know enough,do not know as well as we know ourselves - and that itself is little - even those nearest to us. Butin the subliminal inner onsiousness it is possible to beome diretly aware of the thoughts andfeelings around us, to feel their impat, to see their movements; to read a mind and a heart beomesless diÆult, a less unertain venture. There is a onstant mental, vital, subtle-physial interhangegoing on between all who meet or live together, of whih they are themselves unaware exept inso far as its impats and interpenetrations touh them as sensible results of speeh and ation andouter ontat: for the most part it is subtly and invisibly that this interhange takes plae; for itats indiretly, touhing the subliminal parts and through them the outer nature. But when we growonsious in these subliminal parts, that brings onsiousness also of all this interation and subjetiveinterhange and intermingling, with the result that we need no longer be involuntary subjets of theirimpat and onsequene, but an aept or rejet, defend ourselves or isolate. At the same time,our ation on others need no longer be ignorant or involuntary and often unintentionally harmful; itan be a onsious help, a luminous interhange and a fruitful aommodation, an approah towardsan inner understanding or union, not as now a separative assoiation with only a limited intimayor unity, restrited by muh nonunderstanding and often burdened or endangered by a mass ofmisunderstanding, of mutual misinterpretation and error.Equally important would be the hange in our dealings with the impersonal fores of the worldthat surround us. These we know only by their results, by the little that we an seize of their visibleation and onsequene. Among them it is mostly the physial world-fores of whih we have someknowledge, but we live onstantly in the midst of a whirl of unseen mindfores and life-fores of whihwe know nothing, we are not even aware of their existene. To all this unseen movement and ationthe subliminal inner onsiousness an open our awareness, for it has a knowledge of it by diretontat, by inner vision, by a psyhi sensitiveness; but at present it an only enlighten our obtusesuper�iality and outwardness by unexplained warnings, premonitions, attrations and repulsions,ideas, suggestions, obsure intuitions, the little it an get through imperfetly to the surfae. Theinner being not only ontats diretly and onretely the immediate motive and movement of theseuniversal fores and feels the results of their present ation, but it an to a ertain extent foreastor see ahead their farther ation; there is a greater power in our subliminal parts to overome thetime barrier, to have the sense or feel the vibration of oming events, of distant happenings, even to130



look into the future. It is true that this knowledge proper to the subliminal being is not omplete;for it is a mixture of knowledge and ignorane and it is apable of erroneous as well as of truepereption, sine it works not by knowledge by identity, but by a knowledge through diret ontatand this is also a separative knowledge, though more intimate even in separation than anything thatis ommanded by our surfae nature. But the mixed apaity of the inner mental and vital naturefor a greater ignorane as well as a greater knowledge an be ured by going still deeper behind it tothe psyhi entity whih supports our individual life and body. There is indeed a soul-personality,representative of this entity, already built up within us, whih puts forward a �ne psyhi elementin our natural being: but this �ner fator in our normal make-up is not yet dominant and has only alimited ation. Our soul is not the overt guide and master of our thought and ats; it has to rely onthe mental, vital, physial instruments for self-expression and is onstantly overpowered by our mindand life-fore: but if one it an sueed in remaining in onstant ommunion with its own largeroult reality, - and this an only happen when we go deep into our subliminal parts, - it is no longerdependent, it an beome powerful and sovereign, armed with an intrinsi spiritual pereption of thetruth of things and a spontaneous disernment whih separates that truth from the falsehood of theIgnorane and Inonsiene, distinguishes the divine and the undivine in the manifestation and soan be the luminous leader of our other parts of nature. It is indeed when this happens that therean be the turning-point towards an integral transformation and an integral knowledge.These are the dynami funtionings and pragmati values of the subliminal ognition; but whatonerns us in our present inquiry is to learn from its way of ation the exat harater of this deeperand larger ognition and how it is related to true knowledge. Its main harater is a knowledge bythe diret ontat of onsiousness with its objet or of onsiousness with other onsiousness; butin the end we disover that this power is an outome of a seret knowledge by identity, a translationof it into a separative awareness of things. For as in the indiret ontat proper to our normalonsiousness and surfae ognition it is the meeting or frition of the living being with the existeneoutside it that awakens the spark of onsious knowledge, so here it is some ontat that sets ination a pre-existent seret knowledge and brings it to the surfae. For onsiousness is one in thesubjet and the objet, and in the ontat of existene with existene this identity brings to light orawakens in the self the dormant knowledge of this other self outside it. But while this pre-existentknowledge omes up in the surfae mind as a knowledge aquired, it arises in the subliminal as athing seen, aught from within, remembered as it were, or, when it is fully intuitive, self-evident tothe inner awareness; or it is taken in from the objet ontated but with an immediate response asto something intimately reognisable. In the surfae onsiousness knowledge represents itself as atruth seen from outside, thrown on us from the objet, or as a response to its touh on the sense, apereptive reprodution of its objetive atuality. Our surfae mind is obliged to give to itself thisaount of its knowledge, beause the wall between itself and the outside world is piered by thegates of sense and it an ath through these gates the surfae of outward objets though not whatis within them, but there is no suh ready-made opening between itself and its own inner being:sine it is unable to see what is within its deeper self or observe the proess of the knowledge omingfrom within, it has no hoie but to aept what it does see, the external objet, as the ause ofits knowledge. Thus all our mental knowing of things represents itself to us as objetive, a truthimposed on us from outside; our knowledge is a reetion or responsive onstrution reproduing inus a �gure or piture or a mental sheme of something that is not in our own being. In fat, it is ahidden deeper response to the ontat, a response oming from within that throws up from there aninner knowledge of the objet, the objet being itself part of our larger self; but owing to the doubleveil, the veil between our inner self and our ignorant surfae self and the veil between that surfaeself and the objet ontated, it is only an imperfet �gure or representation of the inner knowledgethat is formed on the surfae.This aÆliation, this onealed method of our knowledge, obsure and non-evident to our presentmentality, beomes lear and evident when the subliminal inner being breaks its boundaries of indi-131



viduality and, arrying our surfae mind with it, enters into the osmi onsiousness. The subliminalis separated from the osmi through a limitation by the subtler sheaths of our being, its mental,vital, subtle-physial sheaths, just as the surfae nature is separated from universal Nature by thegross physial sheath, the body; but the irumsribing wall around it is more transparent, is indeedless a wall than a fene. The subliminal has besides a formation of onsiousness whih projetsitself beyond all these sheaths and forms a irumonsient, an environing part of itself, throughwhih it reeives the ontats of the world and an beome aware of them and deal with them beforethey enter. The subliminal is able to widen inde�nitely this irumonsient envelope and more andmore enlarge its selfprojetion into the osmi existene around it. A point omes where it an breakthrough the separation altogether, unite, identify itself with osmi being, feel itself universal, onewith all existene. In this freedom of entry into osmi self and osmi nature there is a great lib-eration of the individual being; it puts on a osmi onsiousness, beomes the universal individual.Its �rst result, when it is omplete, is the realisation of the osmi spirit, the one self inhabiting theuniverse, and this union may even bring about a disappearane of the sense of individuality, a mergerof the ego into the world-being. Another ommon result is an entire openness to the universal Energyso that it is felt ating through the mind and life and body and the sense of individual ation eases.But more usually there are results of less amplitude; there is a diret awareness of universal beingand nature, there is a greater openness of the mind to the osmi Mind and its energies, to the osmiLife and its energies, to osmi Matter and its energies. A ertain sense of unity of the individualwith the osmi, a pereption of the world held within one's onsiousness as well as of one's ownintimate inlusion in the world onsiousness an beome frequent or onstant in this opening; agreater feeling of unity with other beings is its natural onsequene. It is then that the existene ofthe osmi Being beomes a ertitude and a reality and is no longer an ideative pereption.But the osmi onsiousness of things is founded upon knowledge by identity; for the universalSpirit knows itself as the Self of all, knows all as itself and in itself, knows all nature as part ofits nature. It is one with all that it ontains and knows it by that identity and by a ontainingnearness; for there is at the same time an identity and an exeeding, and, while from the point ofview of the identi�ation there is a oneness and omplete knowledge, so from the point of view ofthe exeeding there is an inlusion and a penetration, an enveloping ognition of eah thing and allthings, a penetrating sense and vision of eah thing and all things. For the osmi Spirit inhabitseah and all, but is more than all; there is therefore in its self-view and world-view a separative powerwhih prevents the osmi onsiousness from being imprisoned in the objets and beings in whih itdwells: it dwells within them as an all-pervading spirit and power; whatever individualisation takesplae is proper to the person or objet, but is not binding on the osmi Being. It beomes eah thingwithout easing from its own larger allontaining existene. Here then is a large universal identityontaining smaller identities; for whatever separative ognition exists in or enters into the osmionsiousness must stand on this double identity and does not ontradit it. If there is any need ofa drawing bak and a knowledge by separation plus ontat, it is yet a separateness in identity, aontat in identity; for the objet ontained is part of the self of that whih ontains it. It is onlywhen a more drasti separativeness intervenes, that the identity veils itself and throws up a lesserknowledge, diret or indiret, whih is unaware of its soure; yet is it always the sea of identity whihthrows up to the surfae the waves or the spray of a diret or an indiret knowledge.This is on the side of onsiousness; on the side of ation, of the osmi energies, it is seenthat they move in masses, waves, urrents onstantly onstituting and reonstituting beings andobjets, movements and happenings, entering into them, passing through them, forming themselvesin them, throwing themselves out from them on other beings and objets. Eah natural individual isa reeptale of these osmi fores and a dynamo for their propagation; there passes from eah to eaha onstant stream of mental and vital energies, and these run too in osmi waves and urrents no lessthan the fores of physial Nature. All this ation is veiled from our surfae mind's diret sense andknowledge, but it is known and felt by the inner being, though only through a diret ontat; when132



the being enters into the osmi onsiousness, it is still more widely, inlusively, intimately awareof this play of osmi fores. But although the knowledge is then more omplete, the dynamisationof this knowledge an only be partial; for while a fundamental or stati uni�ation with the osmiself is possible, the ative dynami uni�ation with osmi Nature must be inomplete. On the levelof mind and life, even with the loss of the sense of a separate self-existene, the energisms must bein their very nature a seletion through individualisation; the ation is that of the osmi Energy,but the individual formation of it in the living dynamo remains the method of its working. For thevery use of the dynamo of individuality is to selet, to onentrate and formulate seleted energiesand throw them out in formed and analised urrents: the ow of a total energy would mean thatthis dynamo had no further use, ould be abolished or put out of ation; instead of an ativityof individual mind, life, body there would be only an individual but impersonal entre or hannelthrough whih the universal fores would ow unimpeded and unseletive. This an happen, but itwould imply a higher spiritualisation far exeeding the normal mental level. In the stati seizure ofthe osmi knowledge by identity, the subliminal universalised may feel itself one with the osmiself and the seret self of all others: but the dynamisation of that knowledge would not go fartherthan a translation of this sense of identity into a greater power and intimay of diret ontat ofonsiousness with all, a greater, more intimate, more powerful and eÆient impat of the fore ofonsiousness on things and persons, a apaity too of an e�etive inlusion and penetration, of adynamised intimate vision and feeling and other powers of ognition and ation proper to this largernature.In the subliminal, therefore, even enlarged into the osmi onsiousness, we get a greater knowl-edge but not the omplete and original knowledge. To go farther and see what the knowledge byidentity is in its purity and in what way and to what extent it originates, admits or uses the otherpowers of knowledge, we have to go beyond the inner mind and life and subtlephysial to the twoother ends of the subliminal, interrogate the subonsient and ontat or enter into the superon-sient. But in the subonsient all is blind, an obsure universalism suh as is seen in the massonsiousness, an obsure individualism either abnormal to us or ill-formed and instintive: here, inthe subonsient, a dark knowledge by identity, suh as we �nd already in the Inonsiene, is thebasis, but it does not reveal itself and its seret. The superior superonsient ranges are based uponthe spiritual onsiousness free and luminous, and it is there that we an trae the original power ofknowledge and pereive the origin and di�erene of the two distint orders, knowledge by identityand separative knowledge.In the supreme timeless Existene, as far as we know it by reetion in spiritual experiene,existene and onsiousness are one. We are austomed to identify onsiousness with ertainoperations of mentality and sense and, where these are absent or quiesent, we speak of that stateof being as unonsious. But onsiousness an exist where there are no overt operations, no signsrevealing it, even where it is withdrawn from objets and absorbed in pure existene or involved inthe appearane of nonexistene. It is intrinsi in being, self-existent, not abolished by quiesene, byination, by veiling or overing, by inert absorption or involution; it is there in the being, even whenits state seems to be dreamless sleep or a blind trane or an annulment of awareness or an absene. Inthe supreme timeless status where onsiousness is one with being and immobile, it is not a separatereality, but simply and purely the self-awareness inherent in existene. There is no need of knowledgenor is there any operation of knowledge. Being is self-evident to itself: it does not need to look atitself in order to know itself or learn that it is. But if this is evidently true of pure existene, it is alsotrue of the primal All-Existene; for just as spiritual Self-existene is intrinsially aware of its self, soit is intrinsially aware of all that is in its being: this is not by an at of knowledge formulated in aselfregard, a self-observation, but by the same inherent awareness; it is intrinsially all-onsious ofall that is by the very fat that all is itself. Thus onsious of its timeless self-existene, the Spirit,the Being is aware in the same way - intrinsially, absolutely, totally, without any need of a lookor at of knowledge, beause it is all, - of Time-Existene and of all that is in Time. This is the133



essential awareness by identity; if applied to osmi existene, it would mean an essential self-evidentautomati onsiousness of universe by the Spirit beause it is everything and everything is its being.But there is another status of spiritual awareness whih seems to us to be a development from thisstate and power of pure self-onsiousness, perhaps even a �rst departure, but is in fat normal andintimate to it; for the awareness by identity is always the very stu� of all the Spirit's self-knowledge,but it admits within itself, without hanging or modifying its own eternal nature, a subordinate andsimultaneous awareness by inlusion and by indwelling. The Being, the Self-existent sees all existenesin its one existene; it ontains them all and knows them as being of its being, onsiousness of itsonsiousness, power of its power, bliss of its bliss; it is at the same time, neessarily, the Selfin them and knows all in them by its pervadingly indwelling selfness: but still all this awarenessexists intrinsially, self-evidently, automatially, without the need of any at, regard or operation ofknowledge; for knowledge here is not an at, but a state pure, perpetual and inherent. At the baseof all spiritual knowledge is this onsiousness of identity and by identity, whih knows or is simplyaware of all as itself. Translated into our way of onsiousness this beomes the triple knowledgethus formulated in the Upanishad, \He who sees all existenes in the Self", \He who sees the Selfin all existenes", \He in whom the Self has beome all existenes", - inlusion, indwelling andidentity: but in the fundamental onsiousness this seeing is a spiritual self-sense, a seeing that isself-light of being, not a separative regard or a regard upon self turning that self into objet. Butin this fundamental self-experiene a regard of onsiousness an manifest whih, though inherentlypossible, an inevitably self-ontained power of spirit, is not a �rst ative element of the absorbedintrinsi self-luminousness and self-evidene of the supreme onsiousness. This regard belongs to orbrings in another status of the supreme spiritual onsiousness, a status in whih knowledge as weknow it begins; there is a state of onsiousness and in it, intimate to it there is an at of knowing:the Spirit regards itself, it beomes the knower and the known, in a way the subjet and objet -or rather the subjet-objet in one - of its own self-knowledge. But this regard, this knowledge isstill intrinsi, still self-evident, an at of identity; there is no beginning of what we experiene asseparative knowledge.But when the subjet draws a little bak from itself as objet, then ertain tertiary powers ofspiritual knowledge, of knowledge by identity, take their �rst origin, whih are the soures of ourown normal modes of knowledge. There is a spiritual intimate vision, a spiritual pervasive entry andpenetration, a spiritual feeling in whih one sees all as oneself, feels all as oneself, ontats all asoneself. There is a power of spiritual pereption of the objet and all that it ontains or is, pereivedin an enveloping and pervading identity, the identity itself onstituting the pereption. There is aspiritual oneption that is the original substane of thought, not the thought that disovers theunknown, but that whih brings out the intrinsially known from oneself and plaes it in self-spae,in an extended being of self-awareness, as an objet of oneptual self-knowledge. There is a spiritualemotion, a spiritual sense, there is an intermingling of oneness with oneness, of being with being, ofonsiousness with onsiousness, of delight of being with delight of being. There is a joy of intimateseparateness in identity, of relations of love joined with love in a supreme unity, a delight of themany powers, truths, beings of the eternal oneness, of the forms of the Formless; all the play ofthe beoming in the being founds its self-expression upon these powers of the onsiousness of theSpirit. But in their spiritual origin all these powers are essential, not instrumental, not organised,devised or reated; they are the luminous self-aware substane of the spiritual Idential made ativeon itself and in itself, spirit made sight, spirit vibrant as feeling, spirit self-luminous as pereption andoneption. All is in fat the knowledge by identity, self-powered, self-moving in its multitudinousselfhood of one-awareness. The Spirit's in�nite self-experiene moves between sheer identity and amultiple identity, a delight of intimately di�erentiated oneness and an absorbed self-rapture.A separative knowledge arises when the sense of di�erentiation overpowers the sense of identity;the self still ognises its identity with the objet but pushes to its extreme the play of intimateseparateness. At �rst there is not a sense of self and not-self, but only of self and other-self. A134



ertain knowledge of identity and by identity is still there, but it tends to be �rst overstrutured,then submerged, then so replaed by knowledge through interhange and ontat that it �gures asa seondary awareness, as if it were a result and no longer the ause of the mutual ontat, the stillpervasive and enveloping touh, the interpenetrating intimay of the separate selves. Finally, identitydisappears behind the veil and there is the play of being with other beings, onsiousness with otheronsiousness: an underlying identity is still there, but it is not experiened; its plae is taken bya diret seizing and penetrating ontat, intermingling, interhange. It is by this interation thata more or less intimate knowledge, mutual awareness or awareness of the objet remains possible.There is no feeling of self meeting self, but there is a mutuality; there is not yet an entire separateness,a omplete otherness and ignorane. This is a diminished onsiousness, but it retains some powerof the original knowledge urtailed by division, by the loss of its primal and essential ompleteness,operating by division, e�eting loseness but not oneness. The power of inlusion of the objet inthe onsiousness, of an enveloping awareness and knowledge is there; but it is the inlusion of anow externalised existene whih has to be made an element of our self by an attained or reoveredknowledge, by a dwelling of onsiousness upon the objet, a onentration, a taking possession of itas part of the existene. The power of penetration is there, but it has no natural pervasiveness anddoes not lead to identity; it gathers what it an, takes what is thus aquired and arries the ontentsof the objet of knowledge to the subjet. There an still be a diret and penetrating ontat ofonsiousness with onsiousness reating a vivid and intimate knowledge, but it is on�ned to thepoints or to the extent of the ontat. There is still a diret sense, onsiousness-sight, onsiousness-feeling whih an see and feel what is within the objet as well as its outside and surfae. Thereis still a mutual penetration and interhange between being and being, between onsiousness andonsiousness, waves of thought, of feeling, of energy of all kinds whih may be a movement ofsympathy and union or of opposition and struggle. There an be an attempt at uni�ation bypossession of others or through one's own aeptane of possession by other onsiousness or otherbeing; or there an be a push towards union by reiproal inlusion, pervasion, mutual possession.Of all this ation and interation the knower by diret ontat is aware and it is on this basis that hearranges his relations with the world around him. This is the origin of knowledge by diret ontatof onsiousness with its objet, whih is normal to our inner being but foreign or only imperfetlyknown to our surfae nature.This �rst separative ignorane is evidently still a play of knowledge but of a limited separativeknowledge, a play of divided being working upon a reality of underlying unity and arriving only at animperfet result or outome of the onealed oneness. The omplete intrinsi awareness of identityand the at of knowledge by identity belong to the higher hemisphere of existene: this knowledgeby diret ontat is the main harater of the highest supraphysial mental planes of onsiousness,those to whih our surfae being is losed in by a wall of ignorane; in a diminished and moreseparative form it is a property of the lesser supraphysial planes of mind; it is or an be an elementin all that is supraphysial. It is the main instrumentation of our subliminal self, its entral means ofawareness; for the subliminal self or inner being is a projetion from these higher planes to meet thesubonsiene and it inherits the harater of onsiousness of its planes of origin with whih it isintimately assoiated and in touh by kinship. In our outer being we are hildren of the Inonsiene;our inner being makes us inheritors of the higher heights of mind and life and spirit: the more weopen inwards, go inwards, live inwards, reeive from within, the more we draw away from subjetionto our inonsient origin and move towards all whih is now superonsient to our ignorane.Ignorane beomes omplete with the entire separation of being from being: the diret ontatof onsiousness with onsiousness is then entirely veiled or heavily overlaid, even though it stillgoes on within our subliminal parts, just as there is also, though wholly onealed and not diretlyoperative, the underlying seret identity and oneness. There is on the surfae a omplete separateness,a division into self and not-self; there is the neessity of dealing with the not-self, but no diret meansof knowing it or mastering it. Nature then reates indiret means, a ontat by physial organs of135



sense, a penetration of outside impats through the nerve urrents, a reation of mind and its o-ordinations ating as an aid and supplement to the ativity of the physial organs, - all of themmethods of an indiret knowledge; for the onsiousness is fored to rely on these instruments andannot at diretly on the objet. To these means is added a reason, intelligene and intuition whihseize on the ommuniations thus indiretly brought to them, put all in order and utilise their datato get as muh knowledge and mastery and possession of the not-self or as muh partial unity withit as the original division allows to the separated being. These means are obviously insuÆient andoften ineÆient, and the indiret basis of the mind's operations a�its knowledge with a fundamentalinertitude; but this initial insuÆieny is inherent in the very nature of our material existene andof all still undelivered existene that emerges from the Inonsiene.The Inonsiene is an inverse reprodution of the supreme superonsiene: it has the sameabsoluteness of being and automati ation, but in a vast involved trane; it is being lost in itself,plunged in its own abyss of in�nity. Instead of a luminous absorption in self-existene there is atenebrous involution in it, the darkness veiled within darkness of the Rig Veda, tama �as�it tamas�ag�ud. ham, whih makes it look like Non-Existene; instead of a luminous inherent self-awareness thereis a onsiousness plunged into an abyss of self-oblivion, inherent in being but not awake in being.Yet is this involved onsiousness still a onealed knowledge by identity; it arries in it the awarenessof all the truths of existene hidden in its dark in�nite and, when it ats and reates, - but it ats�rst as Energy and not as Consiousness, - everything is arranged with the preision and perfetionof an intrinsi knowledge. In all material things reside a mute and involved Real-Idea, a substantialand selfe�etive intuition, an eyeless exat pereption, an automati intelligene working out itsunexpressed and unthought oneptions, a blindly seeing sureness of sight, a dumb infallible surenessof suppressed feeling oated in insensibility, whih e�etuate all that has to be e�eted. All thisstate and ation of the Inonsient orresponds very evidently with the same state and ation of thepure Superonsiene, but translated into terms of self-darkness in plae of the original self-light.Intrinsi in the material form, these powers are not possessed by the form, but yet work in its mutesubonsiene.We an, in this knowledge, understand more learly the stages of the emergene of onsious-ness from involution to its evolved appearane, of whih we have already attempted some generaloneption. The material existene has only a physial, not a mental individuality, but there is asubliminal Presene in it, the one Consious in unonsious things, that determines the operation ofits indwelling energies. If, as has been aÆrmed, a material objet reeives and retains the impressionof the ontats of things around it and energies emanate from it, so that an oult knowledge anbeome aware of its past, an make us onsious of these emanating inuenes, the intrinsi unorgan-ised Awareness pervading the form but not yet enlightening it must be the ause of this reeptivityand these apaities. What we see from outside is that material objets like plants and mineralshave their powers, properties and inherent inuenes, but as there is no faulty or means of ommu-niation, it is only by being brought into ontat with person or objet or by a onsious utilisationby living beings that their inuenes an beome ative, - suh a utilisation is the pratial side ofmore than one human siene. But still these powers and inuenes are attributes of Being, not ofmere indeterminate substane, they are fores of the Spirit emerging by Energy from its self-absorbedInonsiene. This �rst rude mehanial ation of an inherent absorbed onsious energy opens inthe primary forms of life into submental life-vibrations that imply an involved sensation; there isa seeking for growth, light, air, life-room, a blind feeling out, whih is still internal and on�nedwithin the immobile being, unable to formulate its instints, to ommuniate, to externalise itself.An immobility not organised to establish living relations, it endures and absorbs ontats, invol-untarily inits but annot voluntarily impose them; the inonsiene is still dominant, still worksout everything by the seret involved knowledge by identity, it has not yet developed the surfaeontatual means of a onsious knowledge. This further development begins with overtly onsiouslife; what we see in it is the imprisoned onsiousness struggling out to the surfae: it is under the136



ompulsion of this struggle that the separated living being strives, however blindly at �rst and withinnarrow limits, to enter into onsious relations with the rest of the world-being outside it. It is bythe growing amount of ontats that it an reeive and respond to and by the growing amount ofontats that it an put out from itself or impose in order to satisfy its needs and impulsions thatthe being of living matter develops its onsiousness, grows from inonsiene or subonsiene intoa limited separative knowledge.We see then all the powers inherent in the original selfexistent spiritual Awareness slowly broughtout and manifested in this growing separative onsiousness; they are ativities suppressed but nativeto the seret and involved knowledge by identity and they now emerge by degrees in a form strangelydiminished and tentative. First, there emerges a rude or veiled sense whih develops into preisesensations aided by a vital instint or onealed intuition; then a life-mind pereption manifests andat its bak an obsure onsiousness-sight and feeling of things; emotion vibrates out and seeks aninterhange with others; last arises to the surfae oneption, thought, reason omprehending andapprehending the objet, ombining its data of knowledge. But all are inomplete, still maimedby the separative ignorane and the �rst obsuring inonsiene; all are dependent on the outwardmeans, not empowered to at in their own right: onsiousness annot at diretly on onsiousness;there is a onstrutive envelopment and penetration of things by the mind onsiousness, but not areal possession; there is no knowledge by identity. Only when the subliminal is able to fore uponthe frontal mind and sense some of its seret ativities pure and untranslated into the ordinary formsof mental intelligene, does a rudimentary ation of the deeper methods lift itself to the surfae; butsuh emergenes are still an exeption, they strike aross the normality of our aquired and learnedknowledge with a savour of the abnormal and the supernormal. It is only by an opening to ourinner being or an entry into it that a diret intimate awareness an be added to the outer indiretawareness. It is only by our awakening to our inmost soul or superonsient self that there an bea beginning of the spiritual knowledge with identity as its basis, its onstituent power, its intrinsisubstane.
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Chapter 11The Boundaries of the Ignorane\One who thinks there is this world and no other." Katha Upanishad.1\Extended within the In�nite, . . . headless and footless, onealing his two ends.2"Rig Veda.3\He who has the knowledge `I am Brahman' beomes all this that is; but whoever worshipsanother divinity than the One Self and thinks, `Other is he and I am other', he knows not."Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.4\This Self is fourfold - the Self of Waking who has the outer intelligene and enjoys externalthings, is its �rst part; the Self of Dream who has the inner intelligene and enjoys things subtle,is its seond part; the Self of Sleep, uni�ed, a massed intelligene, blissful and enjoying bliss,is the third part . . . the lord of all, the omnisient, the inner Control. That whih is unseen,inde�nable, self-evident in its one selfhood, is the fourth part: this is the Self, this is that whihhas to be known." Mandukya Upanishad.5\A onsious being, no larger than a man's thumb, stands in the entre of our self; he ismaster of the past and the present; . . . he is today and he is tomorrow." Katha Upanishad.6IT IS now possible to review in its larger lines this Ignorane, or this separative knowledge labour-ing towards idential knowledge, whih onstitutes our human mentality and, in an obsurer form, allonsiousness that has evolved below our level. We see that in us it onsists of a suession of wavesof being and fore, pressing from outside and rising from within, whih beome stu� of onsiousnessand formulate in a mental ognition and mentalised sensation of self and things in Time and Spae.Time presents itself to us as a ow of dynami movement, Spae as an objetive �eld of ontentsfor the experiene of this imperfet and developing awareness. By immediate awareness the mentalbeing mobile in Time lives perpetually in the present; by memory he saves a ertain part of his1I. 2. 6.2Head and feet, the superonsient and the inonsient.3IV. I. 7, 11.4I. 4. 10.5Verses 2-7.6II. 1. 12, 13. 139



experiene of self and things from streaming away from him entirely into the past; by thought andwill and ation, by mind energy, life energy, body energy he utilises it for what he beomes in thepresent and is yet to beome hereafter; the fore of being in him that has made him what he is worksto prolong, develop and amplify his beoming in the future. All this inseurely held material of self-expression and experiene of things, this partial knowledge aumulated in the suession of Time,is o-ordinated for him by pereption, memory, intelligene and will to be utilised for an ever-new orever-repeated beoming and for the mental, vital, physial ation whih helps him to grow into whathe is to be and to express what he already is. The present totality of all this experiene of onsious-ness and output of energy is o-ordinated for relation to his being, gathered into onsisteny aroundan ego-sense whih formulates the habit of response of self-experiene to the ontats of Nature ina persistent limited �eld of onsious being. It is this ego-sense that gives a �rst basis of ohereneto what otherwise might be a string or mass of oating impressions: all that is so sensed is referredto a orresponding arti�ial entre of mental onsiousness in the understanding, the ego-idea. Thisego-sense in the life stu� and this ego-idea in the mind maintain a onstruted symbol of self, theseparative ego, whih does duty for the hidden real self, the spirit or true being. The surfae mentalindividuality is, in onsequene, always ego-entri; even its altruism is an enlargement of its ego:the ego is the lynh-pin invented to hold together the motion of our wheel of nature. The neessity ofentralisation around the ego ontinues until there is no longer need of any suh devie or ontrivanebeause there has emerged the true self, the spiritual being, whih is at one wheel and motion andthat whih holds all together, the entre and the irumferene.But the moment we study ourselves, we �nd that the selfexperiene whih we thus o-ordinateand onsiously utilise for life, is a small part even of our waking individual onsiousness. We fastenonly upon a very limited number of the mental sensations and pereptions of self and things whihome up into our surfae onsiousness in our ontinual present: of these again memory saves uponly a santy part from the oblivious gulf of the past; of the storings of memory our intelligeneutilises only a small portion for o-ordinated knowledge, will utilises a still smaller perentage foration. A narrow seletion, a large rejetion or reservation, a miserly-spendthrift system of waste ofmaterial and unemployment of resoures and a santy and disorderly modium of useful spendingand utilisable balane seems to be the method of Nature in our onsious beoming even as it is inthe �eld of the material universe. But this is only in appearane, for it would be a wholly untrueaount to say that all that is not thus saved up and utilised is destroyed, beomes null and haspassed away ine�etually and in vain. A great part of it has been quietly used by Nature herself toform us and atuates that suÆiently large mass of our growth and beoming and ation for whihour onsious memory, will and intelligene are not responsible. A still greater part is used by heras a store from whih she draws and whih she utilises, while we ourselves have utterly forgotten theorigin and provenane of this material whih we �nd ourselves employing with a deeptive sense ofreation; for we imagine we are reating this new material of our work, when we are only ombiningresults out of that whih we have forgotten but Nature in us has remembered. If we admit rebirthas part of her system, we shall realise that all experiene has its use; for all experiene ounts inthis prolonged building and nothing is rejeted exept what has exhausted its utility and would bea burden on the future. A judgment from what appears now in our onsious surfae is fallaious:for when we study and understand, we pereive that only a little of her ation and growth in usis onsious; the bulk of it is arried on subonsiously as in the rest of her material life. We arenot only what we know of ourselves but an immense more whih we do not know; our momentarypersonality is only a bubble on the oean of our existene.A super�ial observation of our waking onsiousness shows us that of a great part of our individualbeing and beoming we are quite ignorant; it is to us the Inonsient, just as muh as the life of theplant, the metal, the earth, the elements. But if we arry our knowledge farther, pushing psyhologialexperiment and observation beyond their normal bounds, we �nd how vast is the sphere of thissupposed Inonsient or this subonsient in our total existene, - the subonsient, so seeming and140



so alled by us beause it is a onealed onsiousness, - and what a small and fragmentary portion ofour being is overed by our waking self-awareness. We arrive at the knowledge that our waking mindand ego are only a superimposition upon a submerged, a subliminal self, - for so that self appears tous, - or, more aurately, an inner being, with a muh vaster apaity of experiene; our mind andego are like the rown and dome of a temple jutting out from the waves while the great body of thebuilding is submerged under the surfae of the waters.This onealed self and onsiousness is our real or whole being, of whih the outer is a partand a phenomenon, a seletive formation for a surfae use. We pereive only a small number ofthe ontats of things whih impinge upon us; the inner being pereives all that enters or touhesus and our environment. We pereive only a part of the workings of our life and being; the innerbeing pereives so muh that we might almost suppose that nothing esapes its view. We rememberonly a small seletion from our pereptions, and of these even we keep a great part in a store-roomwhere we annot always lay our hand upon what we need; the inner being retains everything thatit has ever reeived and has it always ready to hand. We an form into o-ordinated understandingand knowledge only so muh of our pereptions and memories as our trained intelligene and mentalapaity an grasp in their sense and appreiate in their relations: the intelligene of the inner beingneeds no training, but preserves the aurate form and relations of all its pereptions and memoriesand, - though this is a proposition whih may be onsidered doubtful or diÆult to onede inits fullness, - an grasp immediately, when it does not possess already, their signi�ane. And itspereptions are not on�ned, as are ordinarily those of the waking mind, to the santy gleanings of thephysial senses, but extend far beyond and use, as telepathi phenomena of many kinds bear witness,a subtle sense the limits of whih are too wide to be easily �xed. The relations between the surfaewill or impulsion and the subliminal urge, mistakenly desribed as unonsious or subonsious, havenot been properly studied exept in regard to unusual and unorganised manifestations and to ertainmorbidly abnormal phenomena of the diseased human mind; but if we pursue our observation farenough, we shall �nd that the ognition and will or impulsive fore of the inner being really standbehind the whole onsious beoming; the latter represents only that part of its seret endeavourand ahievement whih rises suessfully to the surfae of our life. To know our inner being is the�rst step towards a real self-knowledge.If we undertake this self-disovery and enlarge our knowledge of the subliminal self, so oneivingit as to inlude in it our lower subonsient and upper superonsient ends, we shall disover thatit is really this whih provides the whole material of our apparent being and that our pereptions,our memories, our e�etuations of will and intelligene are only a seletion from its pereptions,memories, ativities and relations of will and intelligene; our very ego is only a minor and super�ialformulation of its self-onsiousness and self-experiene. It is, as it were, the urgent sea out of whihthe waves of our onsious beoming arise. But what are its limits? how far does it extend? what isits fundamental nature? Ordinarily, we speak of a subonsious existene and inlude in this termall that is not on the waking surfae. But the whole or the greater part of the inner or subliminal selfan hardly be haraterised by that epithet; for when we say subonsious, we think readily of anobsure unonsiousness or half-onsiousness or else a submerged onsiousness below and in a wayinferior to and less than our organised waking awareness or, at least, less in possession of itself. Butwe �nd, when we go within, that somewhere in our subliminal part, - though not o-extensive with itsine it has also obsure and ignorant regions, - there is a onsiousness muh wider, more luminous,more in possession of itself and things than that whih wakes upon our surfae and is the peripientof our daily hours; that is our inner being, and it is this whih we must regard as our subliminal selfand set apart the subonsient as an inferior, a lowest oult provine of our nature. In the sameway there is a superonsient part of our total existene in whih there is what we disover to be ourhighest self, and this too we an set apart as a higher oult provine of our nature.But what then is the subonsient and where does it begin and how is it related to our surfaebeing or to the subliminal of whih it would seem more properly to be a provine? We are aware141



of our body and know that we have a physial existene, even very largely identify ourselves withit, and yet most of its operations are really subonsious to our mental being; not only does themind take no part in them but, as we suppose, our most physial being has no awareness of its ownhidden operations or, by itself, of its own existene; it knows or rather feels only so muh of itselfas is enlightened by mind-sense and observable by intelligene. We are aware of a vitality workingin this bodily form and struture as in the plant or lower animal, a vital existene whih is also forthe most part subonsious to us, for we only observe some of its movements and reations. We arepartly aware of its operations, but not by any means of all or most of them, and rather of thosewhih are abnormal than those whih are normal; its wants impress themselves more foribly uponus than its satisfations, its diseases and disorders than its health and its regular rhythm, its deathis more poignant to us than its life is vivid: we know as muh of it as we an onsiously observe anduse or as muh as fores itself upon us by pain and pleasure and other sensations or as a ause ofnervous or physial reation and disturbane, but no more. Aordingly, we suppose that this vital-physial part of us also is not onsious of its own operations or has only a suppressed onsiousnessor no-onsiousness like the plant or an inhoate onsiousness like the inipient animal; it beomesonsious only so far as it is enlightened by mind and observable by intelligene.This is an exaggeration and a onfusion due to our identi�ation of onsiousness with mentalityand mental awareness. Mind identi�es itself to a ertain extent with the movements proper tophysial life and body and annexes them to its mentality, so that all onsiousness seems to us tobe mental. But if we draw bak, if we separate the mind as witness from these parts of us, wean disover that life and body - even the most physial parts of life - have a onsiousness of theirown, a onsiousness proper to an obsurer vital and to a bodily being, even suh an elementalawareness as primitive animal forms may have, but in us partly taken up by the mind and to thatextent mentalised. Yet it has not, in its independent motion, the mental awareness whih we enjoy;if there is mind in it, it is mind involved and impliit in the body and in the physial life: thereis no organised self-onsiousness, but only a sense of ation and reation, movement, impulse anddesire, need, neessary ativities imposed by Nature, hunger, instint, pain, insensibility and pleasure.Although thus inferior, it has this awareness obsure, limited and automati; but sine it is less inpossession of itself, void of what to us is the stamp of mentality, we may justly all it the submental,but not so justly the subonsious part of our being. For when we stand bak from it, when wean separate our mind from its sensations, we pereive that this is a nervous and sensational andautomatially dynami mode of onsiousness, a gradation of awareness di�erent from the mind: ithas its own separate reations to ontats and is sensitive to them in its own power of feeling; it doesnot depend for that on the mind's pereption and response. The true subonsious is other than thisvital or physial substratum; it is the Inonsient vibrating on the borders of onsiousness, sendingup its motions to be hanged into onsious stu�, swallowing into its depths impressions of pastexperiene as seeds of unonsious habit and returning them onstantly but often haotially to thesurfae onsiousness, missioning upwards muh futile or perilous stu� of whih the origin is obsureto us, in dream, in mehanial repetitions of all kinds, in untraeable impulsions and motives, inmental, vital, physial perturbations and upheavals, in dumb automati neessities of our obsurestparts of nature.But the subliminal self has not at all this subonsious harater: it is in full possession of amind, a life-fore, a lear subtle-physial sense of things. It has the same apaities as our wakingbeing, a subtle sense and pereption, a omprehensive extended memory and an intensive seletingintelligene, will, self-onsiousness; but even though the same in kind, they are wider, more devel-oped, more sovereign. And it has other apaities whih exeed those of our mortal mind beause ofa power of diret awareness of the being, whether ating in itself or turned upon its objet, whiharrives more swiftly at knowledge, more swiftly at e�etivity of will, more deeply at understandingand satisfation of impulse. Our surfae mind is hardly a true mentality, so involved, bound, ham-pered, onditioned is it by the body and bodily life and the limitations of the nerve-system and the142



physial organs. But the subliminal self has a true mentality superior to these limitations; it exeedsthe physial mind and physial organs although it is aware of them and their works and is, indeed,in a large degree their ause or reator. It is only subonsious in the sense of not bringing all ormost of itself to the surfae, it works always behind the veil: it is rather a seret intraonsient andirumonsient than a subonsient; for it envelops quite as muh as it supports the outer nature.This desription is no doubt truest of the deeper parts of the subliminal; in other layers of it nearerto our surfae there is a more ignorant ation and those who, penetrating within, pause in the zonesof lesser oherene or in the No-man's-land between the subliminal and the surfae, may fall intomuh delusion and onfusion: but that too, though ignorant, is not of the nature of the subonsious;the onfusion of these intermediate zones has no kinship to the Inonsiene.We might say then that there are three elements in the totality of our being: there is the submentaland the subonsient whih appears to us as if it were inonsient, omprising the material basis anda good part of our life and body; there is the subliminal, whih omprises the inner being, taken inits entirety of inner mind, inner life, inner physial with the soul or psyhi entity supporting them;there is this waking onsiousness whih the subliminal and the subonsient throw up on the surfae,a wave of their seret surge. But even this is not an adequate aount of what we are; for there is notonly something deep within behind our normal self-awareness, but something also high above it: thattoo is ourselves, other than our surfae mental personality, but not outside our true self; that too isa ountry of our spirit. For the subliminal proper is no more than the inner being on the level of theKnowledge-Ignorane, luminous, powerful and extended indeed beyond the poor oneption of ourwaking mind, but still not the supreme or the whole sense of our being, not its ultimate mystery. Webeome aware, in a ertain experiene, of a range of being superonsient to all these three, aware tooof something, a supreme highest Reality sustaining and exeeding them all, whih humanity speaksof vaguely as Spirit, God, the Oversoul: from these superonsient ranges we have visitations and inour highest being we tend towards them and to that supreme Spirit. There is then in our total rangeof existene a superonsiene as well as a subonsiene and inonsiene, overarhing and perhapsenveloping our subliminal and our waking selves, but unknown to us, seemingly unattainable andinommuniable.But with the extension of our knowledge we disover what this spirit or oversoul is: it is ultimatelyour own highest deepest vastest Self, it is apparent on its summits or by reetion in ourselves asSahhidananda reating us and the world by the power of His divine Knowledge-Will, spiritual,supramental, truth-onsious, in�nite. That is the real Being, Lord and Creator, who, as the CosmiSelf veiled in Mind and Life and Matter, has desended into that whih we all the Inonsientand onstitutes and direts its subonsient existene by His supramental will and knowledge, hasasended out of the Inonsient and dwells in the inner being onstituting and direting its subliminalexistene by the same will and knowledge, has ast up out of the subliminal our surfae existene anddwells seretly in it overseeing with the same supreme light and mastery its stumbling and gropingmovements. If the subliminal and subonsient may be ompared to a sea whih throws up the wavesof our surfae mental existene, the superonsiene may be ompared to an ether whih onstitutes,ontains, overroofs, inhabits and determines the movements of the sea and its waves. It is there inthis higher ether that we are inherently and intrinsially onsious of our self and spirit, not as herebelow by a reetion in silent mind or by aquisition of the knowledge of a hidden Being withinus; it is through it, through that ether of superonsiene, that we an pass to a supreme status,knowledge, experiene. Of this superonsient existene through whih we an arrive at the higheststatus of our real, our supreme Self, we are normally even more ignorant than of the rest of ourbeing; yet is it into the knowledge of it that our being emerging out of the involution in Inonsieneis struggling to evolve. This limitation to our surfae existene, this unonsiousness of our highestas of our inmost self, is our �rst, our apital ignorane.We exist super�ially by a beoming in Time; but here again out of that beoming in Time thesurfae mind, whih we all ourselves, is ignorant of all the long past and the long future, aware143



only of the little life whih it remembers and not of all even of that; for muh of it is lost to itsobservation, muh to its memory. We readily believe, - for the simple and ompelling but insuÆientreason that we do not remember, have not pereived, are not informed of anything else, - that weame into existene �rst by our physial birth into this life and shall ease to exist by the deathof this body and the essation of this brief physial ativity. But while this is true of our physialmentality and physial vitality, our orporeal sheath, for they have been onstituted at our birthand are dissolved by death, it is not true of our real beoming in Time. For our real self in theosmos is the Superonsient whih beomes the subliminal self and throws up this apparent surfaeself to at out the brief and limited part assigned to it between birth and death as a present livingand onsious self-formation of the being in the stu� of a world of inonsient Nature. The truebeing whih we are no more dies by the essation of one life than the ator eases to exist when hehas �nished one of his parts or the poet when he has poured out something of himself in one of hispoems; our mortal personality is only suh a role or suh a reative self-expression. Whether or nowe aept the theory of many births of the same soul or psyhi being in various human bodies uponthis earth, ertain it is that our beoming in Time goes far bak into the past and ontinues far oninto the future. For neither the superonsient nor the subliminal an be limited by a few momentsof Time: the one is eternal and Time is only one of its modes; to the other, to the subliminal, it isan in�nite �eld of various experiene and the very existene of the being presupposes all the pastfor its own and equally all the future. Yet of this past whih alone explains our present being, ourmind knows, if knowledge it an be alled, only this atual physial existene and its memories: ofthe future whih alone explains the onstant trend of our beoming, it knows nothing. So �xed arewe in the experiene of our ignorane that we even insist that the one an be known only by itsvestiges and the other annot be known, beause the future is not yet and the past is no longer inexistene; yet are they both here in us, the past involved and ative, the future ready to evolve inthe ontinuity of the seret spirit. This is another limiting and frustrating ignorane.But even here the self-ignorane of man does not end; for not only is he ignorant of his super-onsient Self, of his subliminal self, of his subonsient self, he is ignorant of his world in whihhe presently lives, whih onstantly ats on and through him and on whih and by whih he hasto at. And the stamp of his ignorane is this, that he regards it as something quite separate fromhim, as not-self beause it is other than his individual nature-formation and his ego. So too when heonfronts his superonsient Self, he thinks of it �rst as something quite other than he, an external,even extraosmi God; when he onfronts and beomes aware of his subliminal self, it seems to himat �rst another greater person or another onsiousness than his own whih an support and guidehim. Of the world he regards only one little foam-bubble, his life and body, as himself. But when weget into our subliminal onsiousness, we �nd it extending itself to be ommensurate with its world;when we get into our superonsient Self, we �nd that the world is only its manifestation and thatall in it is the One, all in it is our self. We see that there is one indivisible Matter of whih our bodyis a knot, one indivisible Life of whih our life is an eddy, one indivisible Mind of whih our mindis a reeiving and reording, forming or translating and transmitting station, one indivisible Spiritof whih our soul and individual being are a portion or a manifestation. It is the ego-sense whihlinhes the division and in whih the ignorane we super�ially are �nds its power to maintain thestrong though always permeable walls it has reated to be its own prison. Ego is the most formidableof the knots whih keep us tied to the Ignorane.As we are ignorant of our existene in Time exept the small hour whih we remember, so weare ignorant of ourselves in Spae exept the small span of whih we are mentally and sensationallyonsious, the single body that moves there and the mind and life whih are identi�ed with it, andwe regard the environment as a not-self we have to deal with and use: it is this identi�ation andthis oneption that form the life of the ego. Spae aording to one view is only the oexistene ofthings or of souls; the Sankhya aÆrms the plurality of souls and their independent existene, andtheir oexistene is then only possible by the unity of Nature-fore, their �eld of experiene, Prakriti:144



but, even granting this, the oexistene is there and it is in the end oexistene in one Being. Spae isthe self-oneptive extension of that one Being; it is the one spiritual Existene displaying the �eld ofmovement of its Consious-Fore in its own self as Spae. Beause that Consious-Fore onentratesin manifold bodies, lives, minds and the soul presides over one of them, therefore our mentality isonentrated in this and regards this as itself and all the rest as not-self, just as it regards its onelife on whih it onentrates by a similar ignorane as its whole term of existene ut o� from thepast and the future. Yet we annot really know our own mentality without knowing the one Mind,our own vitality without knowing the one Life, our own body without knowing the one Matter; fornot only is their nature determined by the nature of that, but by that their ativities are at everymoment being inuened and determined. But, with all this sea of being owing in on us, we do notpartiipate in its onsiousness, but know of it only so muh as an be brought into the surfae of ourminds and o-ordinated there. The world lives in us, thinks in us, forms itself in us; but we imaginethat it is we who live, think, beome separately by ourselves and for ourselves. As we are ignorantof our timeless, of our superonsient, of our subliminal and subonsient selves, so are we ignorantof our universal self. This alone saves us that ours is an ignorane whih is full of the impulse andstrives irresistibly, eternally, by the very law of its being towards the realisation of self-possessionand self-knowledge. A many-sided Ignorane striving to beome an all-embraing Knowledge is thede�nition of the onsiousness of man the mental being, - or, looking at it from another side, wemay say equally that it is a limited separative awareness of things striving to beome an integralonsiousness and an integral Knowledge.
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Chapter 12The Origin of the IgnoraneBy energism of onsiousness1 Brahman is massed; from that Matter is born and from Matter Lifeand Mind and the worlds. Mundaka Upanishad.2He desired, \May I be Many". He onentrated in Tapas, by Tapas he reated the world; reating,he entered into it; entering, he beame the existent and the beyond-existene, he beame the expressedand the unexpressed, he beame knowledge and ignorane, he beame the truth and the falsehood:he beame the truth, even all this whatsoever that is. \That Truth" they all him.Taittiriya Upanishad.3Energism of onsiousness4 is Brahman. Taittiriya Upanishad.5IT BECOMES neessary and possible, now that so muh has been �xed, to onsider at losequarters the problem of the Ignorane from the point of view of its pragmati origin, the proess ofonsiousness whih brought it into existene. It is on the basis of an integral Oneness as the truth ofexistene that we have to onsider the problem and see how far the di�erent possible solutions are onthis basis appliable. How ould this manifold ignorane or this narrowly self-limiting and separativeknowledge arise and ome into ation or maintain itself in ation in an absolute Being who mustbe absolute onsiousness and therefore annot be subjet to ignorane? How is even an apparentdivision e�etively operated and kept in ontinuane in the Indivisible? The Being, integrally one,annot be ignorant of itself; and sine all things are itself, onsious modi�ations, determinations ofits being, it annot either be ignorant of things, of their true nature, of their true ation. But thoughwe say that we are That, that the Jivatman or individual self is no other than the Paramatman, noother than the Absolute, yet we are ertainly ignorant both of ourselves and things, from whih thisontradition results that what must be in its very grain inapable of ignorane is yet apable of it,and has plunged itself into it by some will of its being or some neessity or possibility of its nature.We do not ease the diÆulty if we plead that Mind, whih is the seat of ignorane, is a thing of Maya,1Tapas.2I. 1. 8.3II. 6.4Tapas.5III. 2-5. 147



non-existent, not-Brahman, and that Brahman, the Absolute, the sole Existene annot in any waybe touhed by the ignorane of mind whih is part of the illusory being, Asat, the non-existene.This is an esape whih is not open to us if we admit an integral Oneness: for then it is evidentthat, in making so radial a distintion and at the same time anelling it by terming it illusory, weare using the magi or Maya of thought and word in order to oneal from ourselves the fat thatwe are dividing and denying the unity of the Brahman; for we have ereted two opposite powers,Brahman inapable of illusion and self-illusive Maya, and pithforked them into an impossible unity.If Brahman is the sole existene, Maya an be nothing but a power of Brahman, a fore of hisonsiousness or a result of his being; and if the Jivatman, one with Brahman, is subjet to its ownMaya, the Brahman in it is subjet to Maya. But this is not intrinsially or fundamentally possible:the subjetion an only be a submission of something in Nature to an ation of Nature whih ispart of the onsious and free movement of the Spirit in things, a play of its own self-manifestingOmnisiene. Ignorane must be part of the movement of the One, a development of its onsiousnessknowingly adopted, to whih it is not foribly subjeted but whih it uses for its osmi purpose.It is not open to us to get rid of the whole diÆulty by saying that the Jivatman and the Supremeare not one, but eternally di�erent, the one subjet to ignorane, the other absolute in being andonsiousness and therefore in knowledge; for this ontradits the supreme experiene and the wholeexperiene whih is that of unity in being, whatever di�erene there may be in the ation of Nature.It is easier to aept the fat of unity in di�erene whih is so evident and pervasive in all the buildingof the universe and satisfy ourselves with the statement that we are one, yet di�erent, one in essentialbeing and therefore in essential nature, di�erent in soul-form and therefore in ative nature. Butwe thereby only state the fat, leaving the diÆulty raised by the fat unsolved, how that whihbelongs in the essene of its being to the unity of the Absolute and should therefore be one withit and with all in onsiousness, omes to be divided in its dynami form of self and its ativityand subjet to Ignorane. It is also to be noted that the statement would not be wholly true, sineit is possible for the Jivatman to enter into unity with the ative nature of the One and not onlyinto a stati essential oneness. Or we may esape the diÆulty by saying that beyond or aboveexistene and its problems there is the Unknowable whih is beyond or above our experiene, andthat the ation of Maya has already begun in the Unknowable before the world began and thereforeis itself unknowable and inexpliable in its ause and its origin. This would be a sort of idealisti asopposed to a materialisti Agnostiism. But all Agnostiism is subjet to this objetion that it maybe nothing but our refusal to know, a too ready embraing of an apparent and present restritionor onstrition of onsiousness, a sense of impotene whih may be permitted to the immediatelimitations of the mind but not to the Jivatman who is one with the Supreme. The Supreme mustsurely know himself and the ause of ignorane, and therefore the Jivatman has no ground to despairof any knowledge or deny his apaity of knowing the integral Supreme and the original ause of hisown present ignorane.The Unknowable, if it is at all, may be a supreme state of Sahhidananda beyond our highestoneptions of existene, onsiousness and bliss; that is what was evidently meant by the Asat, theNon-Existent of the Taittiriya Upanishad, whih alone was in the beginning and out of whih theexistent was born, and possibly too it may be the inmost sense of the Nirvana of the Buddha: forthe dissolution of our present state by Nirvana may be a reahing to some highest state beyond allnotion or experiene of self even, an ine�able release from our sense of existene. Or it may be theUpanishad's absolute and unonditioned bliss whih is beyond expression and beyond understanding,beause it surpasses all that we an oneive of or desribe as onsiousness and existene. This isthe sense in whih we have already aepted it; for the aeptation ommits us only to a refusal toput a limit to the asension of the In�nite. Or, if it is not this, if it is something quite di�erent fromexistene, even from an unonditioned existene, it must be the absolute Non-Being of the nihilistithinker. 148



But out of absolute Nothingness nothing an ome, not even anything merely apparent, not evenan illusion; and if the absolute Non-existene is not that, then it an only be an absolute eternallyunrealised Potentiality, an enigmati zero of the In�nite out of whih relative potentialities may atany time emerge, but only some atually sueed in emerging into phenomenal appearane. Out ofthis Non-existene anything may arise, and there is no possibility of saying what or why; it is for allpratial purposes a seed of absolute haos out of whih by some happy - or rather unhappy - aidentthere has emerged the order of a universe. Or we may say that there is no real order of the universe;what we take for suh is a persistent habit of the senses and the life and a �gment of the mindand it is useless to seek for an ultimate reason of things. Out of an absolute haos all paradox andabsurdity an be born, and the world is suh a paradox, a mysterious sum of ontraries and puzzles,or, it may be, in e�et, as some have felt or thought, a huge error, a monstrous, an in�nite delirium.Of suh a universe not an absolute Consiousness and Knowledge, but an absolute Inonsieneand Ignorane may be the soure. Anything may be true in suh a osmos: everything may havebeen born out of nothing; thinking mind may be only a disease of unthinking Fore or inonsientMatter; dominant order, whih we suppose to be existene aording to the truth of things, maybe really the mehanial law of an eternal self-ignorane and not the self-evolution of a supremeself-ruling onsious Will; perpetual existene may be the onstant phenomenon of an eternal Nihil.All opinions about the origins of things beome of an equal fore, sine all are equally valid or invalid;for all beome equally possible where there is no sure starting-point and no asertainable goal of therevolutions of the beoming. All these opinions have been held by the human mind and in all therehas been pro�t, even if we regard them as errors; for errors are permitted to the mind beause theyopen doors upon truth, negatively by destroying opposite errors, positively by preparing an elementin a new onstrutive hypothesis. But, pushed too far, this view of things leads to the negation ofthe whole aim of philosophy, whih seeks for knowledge and not for haos and whih annot ful�litself if the last word of knowledge is the Unknowable, but only if it is something, to use the words ofthe Upanishad, whih being known all is known. The Unknowable - not absolutely unknowable, butbeyond mental knowledge - an only be a higher degree in the intensity of being of that Something,a degree beyond the loftiest summit attainable by mental beings, and, if it were known as it must beknown to itself, that disovery would not destroy entirely what is given us by our supreme possibleknowledge but rather arry it to a higher ful�lment and larger truth of what it has already gained byself-vision and self-experiene. It is then this Something, an Absolute whih an be so known thatall truths an stand in it and by it and �nd there their reoniliation, that we must disover as ourstarting-point and keep as our onstant base of thinking and seeing and by it �nd a solution of theproblem; for it is That alone that an arry in it a key to the paradoxes of the universe.This Something is, as Vedanta insists and as we have throughout insisted, in its manifest natureSahhidananda, a trinity of absolute existene, onsiousness and bliss. It is from this primaltruth that we must start in approahing the problem, and it is evident then that the solutionmust be found in an ation of onsiousness manifesting itself as knowledge and yet limiting thatknowledge in suh a way as to reate the phenomenon of the Ignorane, - and sine the Ignorane isa phenomenon of the dynami ation of Fore of Consiousness, not an essential fat but a reation,a onsequene of that ation, it is this Fore aspet of Consiousness that it will be fruitful toonsider. Absolute onsiousness is in its nature absolute power; the nature of Chit is Shakti: Foreor Shakti onentrated and energised for ognition or for ation in a realising power e�etive orreative, the power of onsious being dwelling upon itself and bringing out, as it were, by the heatof its inubation6 the seed and development of all that is within it or, to use a language onvenient6Tapas means literally heat, afterwards any kind of energism, askesis, austerity of onsious fore ating upon itselfor its objet. The world was reated by Tapas in the form, says the anient image, of an egg, whih being broken,again by Tapas, heat of inubation of onsious fore, the Purusha emerged, Soul in Nature, like a bird from the egg.It may be observed that the usual translation of the word tapasy�a in English books, \penane", is quite misleading- the idea of penane entered rarely into the austerities pratised by Indian asetis. Nor was morti�ation of thebody the essene even of the most severe and self-a�iting austerities; the aim was rather an overpassing of the hold149



to our minds, of all its truths and potentialities, has reated the universe. If we examine our ownonsiousness, we shall see that this power of its energy applying itself to its objet is really the mostpositive dynami fore it has; by that it arrives at all its knowledge and its ation and its reation.But for us there are two objets on whih the dynamism within an at, ourselves, the internalworld, and others, whether reatures or things, the external world around us. To Sahhidanandathis distintion with its e�etive and operative onsequenes does not apply in the same way asfor us, beause all is himself and within himself and there is no suh division as we make by thelimitations of our mind. Seondly, in us only a part of the fore of our being is identi�ed with ourvoluntary ation, with our will engaged in mental or other ativity, the rest is to our surfae mentalawareness involuntary in its ation or subonsient or superonsient, and from this division alsoa great number of important pratial onsequenes emerge: but in Sahhidananda this divisiontoo and its onsequenes do not apply, sine all is his one indivisible self and all ation and resultare movements of his one indivisible will, his onsiousnessfore in dynami operation. Tapas is thenature of ation of his onsiousness as of ours, but it is the integral Tapas of an integral onsiousnessin an indivisible Existene.But here a question may arise, sine there is a passivity in Existene and in Nature as well asan ativity, immobile status as well as kinesis, what is the plae and role of this Fore, this powerand its onentration in regard to a status where there is no play of energy, where all is immobile.In ourselves we habitually assoiate our Tapas, our onsious fore, with ative onsiousness, withenergy in play and in internal or external at and motion. That whih is passive in us produesno ation or only an involuntary or mehanial ation, and we do not assoiate it with our willor onsious fore; still, sine there too there is the possibility of ation or the emergene of anautomati ativity, it must have at least a passively responsive or automati onsious fore in it; orthere is in it either a seretly positive or a negative and inverse Tapas. It may also be that there isa larger onsious fore, power or will in our being unknown to us whih is behind this involuntaryation, - if not a will, at least a fore of some kind whih itself initiates ation or else responds tothe ontats, suggestions, stimulations of the universal Energy. In Nature also we know that thingsstable, inert or passive are yet maintained in their energy by a seret and uneasing motion, anenergy in ation upholding the apparent immobility. Here too, then, all is due to the presene ofShakti, to the ation of its power in onentration, its Tapas. But beyond this, beyond this relativeaspet of status and kinesis, we �nd that we have the power to arrive at what seems to us an absolutepassivity or immobility of our onsiousness in whih we ease from all mental and physial ativity.There seem, then, to be an ative onsiousness in whih onsiousness works as an energy throwingup knowledge and ativity out of itself and of whih therefore Tapas is the harater, and a passiveonsiousness in whih onsiousness does not at as an energy, but only exists as a status and ofwhih therefore absene of Tapas or fore in ation is the harater. Is the apparent absene of Tapasin this state real, or is there suh an e�etive distintion in Sahhidananda? It is aÆrmed thatthere is: the dual status of Brahman, quiesent and reative, is indeed one of the most importantand fruitful distintions in Indian philosophy; it is besides a fat of spiritual experiene.Here let us observe, �rst, that by this passivity in ourselves we arrive from partiular and brokenknowledge at a greater, a one and a unifying knowledge; seondly, that if, in the state of passivity,we open ourselves entirely to what is beyond, we an beome aware of a Power ating upon us whihwe feel to be not our own in the limited egoisti sense, but universal or transendental, and thatthis Power works through us for a greater play of knowledge, a greater play of energy, ation andresult, whih also we feel to be not our own, but that of the Divine, of Sahhidananda, ourselvesonly its �eld or hannel. The result happens in both ases beause our individual onsiousness restsfrom an ignorant limited ation and opens itself to the supreme status or to the supreme ation. Inthe latter, the more dynami opening, there is power and play of knowledge and ation, and that isof the bodily nature on the onsiousness or else a supernormal energising of the onsiousness and will to gain somespiritual or other objet. 150



Tapas; but in the former also, in the stati onsiousness, there is evidently a power for knowledgeand a onentration of knowledge or at least a onentration of onsiousness in immobility and aself-realisation, and that too is Tapas. Therefore it would seem that Tapas, onentration of powerof onsiousness, is the harater of both the passive and the ative onsiousness of Brahman, andthat our own passivity also has a ertain harater of an unseen supporting or instrumentalisingTapas. It is a onentration of energy of onsiousness that sustains, while it lasts, all reation, allation and kinesis; but it is also a onentration of power of onsiousness that supports inwardly orinforms all status, even the most immobile passivity, even an in�nite stillness or an eternal silene.But still, it may be said, these are in the end two di�erent things, and this is shown by theirdi�erene of opposite results; for a resort to the passivity of Brahman leads to the essation of thisexistene and a resort to the ative Brahman leads to its ontinuane. But here too, let us observethat this distintion arises by a movement of the individual soul from one poise to another, fromthe poise of Brahman-onsiousness in the world, where it is a fulrum for the universal ation,to or towards the poise of Brahman-onsiousness beyond the world, where it is a power for thewithholding of energy from the universal ation. Moreover, if it is by energy of Tapas that thedispensing of fore of being in the world-ation is aomplished, it is equally by the energy of Tapasthat the drawing bak of that fore of being is aomplished. The passive onsiousness of Brahmanand its ative onsiousness are not two di�erent, oniting and inompatible things; they are thesame onsiousness, the same energy, at one end in a state of self-reservation, at the other ast intoa motion of self-giving and self-deploying, like the stillness of a reservoir and the oursing of thehannels whih ow from it. In fat, behind every ativity there is and must be a passive power ofbeing from whih it arises, by whih it is supported, whih even, we see in the end, governs it frombehind without being totally identi�ed with it - in the sense at least of being itself all poured out intothe ation and indistinguishable from it. Suh a self-exhausting identi�ation is impossible; for noation, however vast, exhausts the original power from whih it proeeds, leaving nothing behind itin reserve. When we get bak into our own onsious being, when we stand bak from our own ationand see how it is done, we disover that it is our whole being whih stands behind any partiular ator sum of ativities, passive in the rest of its integrality, ative in its limited dispensation of energy;but that passivity is not an inapable inertia, it is a poise of self-reserved energy. A similar truthmust apply still more ompletely to the onsious being of the In�nite, whose power, in silene ofstatus as in reation, must also be in�nite.It is immaterial for the moment to inquire whether the passivity out of whih all emerges isabsolute or only relative to the observable ation from whih it holds bak. It is enough to note that,though we make the distintion for the onveniene of our minds, there is not a passive Brahmanand an ative Brahman, but one Brahman, an Existene whih reserves Its Tapas in what we allpassivity and gives Itself in what we all Its ativity. For the purposes of ation, these are two polesof one being or a double power neessary for reation; the ation proeeds on its iruit from thereservation and returns to it, presumably, the energies that were derived, to be again thrown out ina fresh iruit. The passivity of Brahman is Tapas or onentration of Its being dwelling upon Itselfin a self-absorbed onentration of Its immobile energy; the ativity is Tapas of Its being releasingwhat It held out of that inubation into mobility and travelling in a million waves of ation, dwellingstill upon eah as It travels and liberating in it the being's truths and potentialities. There too is aonentration of fore, but a multiple onentration, whih seems to us a di�usion. But it is not reallya di�usion, but a deploying; Brahman does not ast Its energy out of Itself to be lost in some unrealexterior void, but keeps it at work within Its being, onserving it unabridged and undiminished inall its ontinual proess of onversion and transmutation. The passivity is a great onservation ofShakti, of Tapas supporting a manifold initiation of movement and transmutation into forms andhappenings; the ativity is a onservation of Shakti, of Tapas in the movement and transmutation.As in ourselves, so in Brahman, both are relative to eah other, both simultaneously oexist, poleand pole in the ation of one Existene. 151



The Reality then is neither an eternal passivity of immobile Being nor an eternal ativity of Beingin movement, nor is It an alternation in Time between these two things. Neither in fat is the soleabsolute truth of Brahman's reality; their opposition is only true of It in relation to the ativitiesof Its onsiousness. When we pereive Its deployment of the onsious energy of Its being in theuniversal ation, we speak of It as the mobile ative Brahman; when we pereive Its simultaneousreservation of the onsious energy of Its being kept bak from the ation, we speak of It as theimmobile passive Brahman, - Saguna and Nirguna, Kshara and Akshara: otherwise the terms wouldhave no meaning; for there is one reality and not two independent realities, one immobile, the othermobile. In the ordinary view of the soul's evolution into the ation, pravr.tti, and its involution intothe passivity, nivr.tti, it is supposed that in the ation the individual soul beomes ignorant, nesientof its passive whih is supposed to be its true being, and in the passivity it beomes �nally nesientof its ative whih is supposed to be its false or only apparent being. But this is beause these twomovements take plae alternately for us, as in our sleep and waking; we pass in waking into nesieneof our sleeping ondition, in sleep into nesiene of our waking being. But this happens beause onlypart of our being performs this alternative movement and we falsely think of ourselves as only thatpartial existene: but we an disover by a deeper psyhologial experiene that the larger beingin us is perfetly aware of all that happens even in what is to our partial and super�ial being astate of unonsiousness; it is limited neither by sleep nor by waking. So it is in our relations withBrahman who is our real and integral being. In the ignorane we identify ourselves with only a partialonsiousness, mental or spiritual-mental in its nature, whih beomes nesient of its self of status bymovement; in this part of us, when we lose the movement, we lose at the same time our hold on ourself of ation by entering into passivity. By an entire passivity the mind falls asleep or enters intotrane or else is liberated into a spiritual silene; but though it is a liberation from the ignorane ofthe partial being in its ux of ation, it is earned by putting on a luminous nesiene of the dynamiReality or a luminous separation from it: the spiritual-mental being remains self-absorbed in a silentessential status of existene and beomes either inapable of ative onsiousness or repugnant to allativity; this release of silene is a status through whih the soul passes in its journey towards theAbsolute. But there is a greater ful�lment of our true and integral being in whih both the stati andthe dynami sides of the self are liberated and ful�lled in That whih upholds both and is limitedneither by ation nor by silene.For Brahman does not pass alternately from passivity to ativity and bak to passivity by essationof Its dynami fore of being. If that were really true of the integral Reality, then, while the universeontinued, there would be no passive Brahman in existene, all would be ation, and, if our universewere dissolved, there would be no ative Brahman, all would beome essation and immobile stillness.But this is not so, for we an beome aware of an eternal passivity and self-onentrated almpenetrating and upholding all the osmi ativity and all its multiply onentrated movement, -and this ould not be if, so long as any ativity ontinued, the onentrated passivity did notexist supporting it and within it. Integral Brahman possesses both the passivity and the ativitysimultaneously and does not pass alternately from one to the other as from a sleep to a waking: itis only some partial ativity in us whih seems to do that, and we by identifying ourselves with thatpartial ativity have the appearane of this alternation from one nesiene to another nesiene; butour true, our integral being is not subjet to these opposites and it does not need to beome unawareof its dynami self in order to possess its self of silene. When we get the integral knowledge andthe integral liberation of both soul and nature free from the disabilities of the restrited partial andignorant being, we too an possess the passivity and the ativity with a simultaneous possession,exeeding both these poles of the universality, limited by neither of these powers of the Self in itsrelation or non-relation to Nature.The Supreme, it has been delared in the Gita, exeeds both the immobile self and the mobilebeing; even put together they do not represent all he is. For obviously we do not mean, when wespeak of his possessing them simultaneously, that he is the sum of a passivity and an ativity, an152



integer made of those two frations, passive with three fourths of himself, ative with one fourth ofhis existene. In that ase, Brahman might be a sum of nesienes, the passive three fourths notonly indi�erent to but quite ignorant of all that the ativity is doing, the ative one fourth quiteunaware of the passivity and unable to possess it exept by easing from ation. Even, Brahman thesum might amount to something quite di�erent from his two frations, something, as it were, up andaloof, ignorant of and irresponsible for anything whih some mysti Maya was at one obstinatelydoing and rigidly abstaining from doing in the two frations of his existene. But it is lear thatBrahman the Supreme Being must be aware both of the passivity and the ativity and regard themnot as his absolute being, but as opposite, yet mutually satisfying terms of his universalities. Itannot be true that Brahman, by an eternal passivity, is unaware, entirely separated from his ownativities; free, he ontains them in himself, supports them with his eternal power of alm, initiatesthem from his eternal poise of energy. It must be equally untrue that Brahman in his ativity isunaware of or separated from his passivity; omnipresent, he is there supporting the ation, possessesit always in the heart of the movement and is eternally alm and still and free and blissful in all thewhirl of its energies. Nor in either silene or ation an he be at all unaware of his absolute being,but knows that all he expresses through them draws its value and power from the power of thatabsolute existene. If it seems otherwise to our experiene, it is beause we identify with one aspetand by that exlusiveness fail to open ourselves to the integral Reality.There neessarily follows an important �rst result, already arrived at from other view-points, thatthe Ignorane annot have the origin of its existene or the starting-point of its dividing ativities inthe absolute Brahman or in integral Sahhidananda; it belongs only to a partial ation of the beingwith whih we identify ourselves, just as in the body we identify ourselves with that partial andsuper�ial onsiousness whih alternates between sleep and waking: it is indeed this identi�ationputting aside all the rest of the Reality behind us that is the onstituting ause of the Ignorane.And if Ignorane is not an element or power proper to the absolute nature of the Brahman or toIts integrality, there an be no original and primal Ignorane. Maya, if it be an original power ofthe onsiousness of the Eternal, annot itself be an ignorane or in any way akin to the natureof ignorane, but must be a transendent and universal power of self-knowledge and all-knowledge;ignorane an only intervene as a minor and subsequent movement, partial and relative. Is it thensomething inherent in the multipliity of souls? Does it ome into being immediately Brahman viewshimself in the multipliity, and does that multipliity onsist of a sum of souls eah in its very naturefrational and divided from all the others in onsiousness, unable to beome aware of them at allexept as things external to it, linked at most by ommuniation from body to body or mind to mind,but inapable of unity? But we have seen that this is only what we seem to be in our most super�iallayer of onsiousness, the external mind and the physial; when we get bak into a subtler, deeper,larger ation of our onsiousness, we �nd the walls of division beoming thinner and in the endthere is left no wall of division, no Ignorane.Body is the outward sign and lowest basis of the apparent division whih Nature plunging intoignorane and self-nesiene makes the starting-point for the reovery of unity by the individual soul,unity even in the midst of the most exaggerated forms of her multiple onsiousness. Bodies annotommuniate with eah other exept by external means and through a gulf of externality; annotpenetrate eah other exept by division of the penetrated body or by taking advantage of some gapin it, some pre-existent division; annot unite exept by a breaking up and devouring, a swallowingand absorption and so an assimilation, or at most a fusion in whih both forms disappear. Mindtoo, when identi�ed with body, is hampered by its limitations; but in itself it is more subtle and twominds an penetrate eah other without hurt or division, an interhange their substane withoutmutual injury, an in a way beome parts of eah other: still mind too has its own form whih isseparative of it from other minds and is apt to take its stand on this separateness. When we getbak to soul-onsiousness, the obstales to unity lessen and �nally ease to exist altogether. Thesoul an in its onsiousness identify itself with other souls, an ontain them and enter into and153



be ontained by them, an realise its unity with them; and this an take plae, not in a featurelessand indistinguishable sleep, not in a Nirvana in whih all distintions and individualities of soul andmind and body are lost, but in a perfet waking whih observes and takes aount of all distintionsbut exeeds them.Therefore ignorane and self-limiting division are not inherent and insuperable in the multipliityof souls, are not the very nature of the multipliity of Brahman. Brahman, as he exeeds the passivityand the ativity, so too exeeds the unity and multipliity. He is one in himself, but not with a self-limiting unity exlusive of the power of multipliity, suh as is the separated unity of the body andthe mind; he is not the mathematial integer, one, whih is inapable of ontaining the hundredand is therefore less than the hundred. He ontains the hundred, is one in all the hundred. One inhimself, he is one in the many and the many are one in him. In other words, Brahman in his unityof spirit is aware of his multipliity of souls and in the onsiousness of his multiple souls is awareof the unity of all souls. In eah soul he, the immanent Spirit, the Lord in eah heart, is aware ofhis oneness. The Jivatman illumined by him, aware of its unity with the One, is also aware of itsunity with the many. Our super�ial onsiousness, identi�ed with body and with divided life anddividing mind, is ignorant; but that also an be illumined and made aware. Multipliity, then, is notthe neessary ause of the ignorane.Ignorane, as we have already stated, omes in at a later stage, as a later movement, when mindis separated from its spiritual and supramental basis, and ulminates in this earthlife where theindividual onsiousness in the many identi�es itself by dividing mind with the form, whih is theonly safe basis of division. But what is the form? It is, at least as we see it here, a formationof onentrated energy, a knot of the fore of onsiousness in its movement, a knot maintained inbeing by a onstant whirl of ation; but whatever transendent truth or reality it proeeds fromor expresses, it is not in any part of itself in manifestation durable or eternal. It is not eternal inits integrality, nor in its onstituting atoms; for they an be disintegrated by dissolving the knot ofenergy in onstant onentrated ation whih is the sole thing that maintains their apparent stability.It is a onentration of Tapas in movement of fore on the form maintaining it in being whih setsup the physial basis of division. But all things in the ativity are, we have seen, a onentration ofTapas in movement of fore upon its objet. The origin of the Ignorane must then be sought forin some self-absorbed onentration of Tapas, of Consious-Fore in ation on a separate movementof the Fore; to us this takes the appearane of mind identifying itself with the separate movementand identifying itself also in the movement separately with eah of the forms resulting from it. So itbuilds a wall of separation whih shuts out the onsiousness in eah form from awareness of its owntotal self, of other embodied onsiousnesses and of universal being. It is here that we must look forthe seret of the apparent ignorane of the embodied mental being as well as of the great apparentinonsiene of physial Nature. We have to ask ourselves what is the nature of this absorbing, thisseparating, this self-forgetful onentration whih is the obsure mirale of the universe.
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Chapter 13Exlusive Conentration ofConsiousness-Fore and the IgnoraneFrom the kindled �re of Energy of Consiousness Truth was born and the Law of Truth; from thatthe Night, from the Night the owing oean of being. Rig Veda.1SINCE Brahman is in the essentiality of its universal being a unity and a multipliity aware ofeah other and in eah other and sine in its reality it is something beyond the One and the Many,ontaining both, aware of both, Ignorane an only ome about as a subordinate phenomenon bysome onentration of onsiousness absorbed in a part knowledge or a part ation of the being andexluding the rest from its awareness. There may be either a onentration of the One in itself to theexlusion of the Many or of the Many in their own ation to the exlusion of the all-awareness of theOne, or of the individual being in himself to the exlusion both of the One and the rest of the Manywho are then to him separated units not inluded in his diret awareness. Or again there may be orthere may intervene at a ertain point some general rule of exlusive onentration, operative in allthese three diretions, a onentration of separative ative onsiousness in a separative movement;but this takes plae not in the true self, but in the fore of ative being, in Prakriti.This hypothesis we adopt in preferene to the others, beause none of the others taken by itselfwill hold or will square with all the fats of existene. Integral Brahman annot be in its integralitythe soure of the Ignorane, beause its integrality is in its very nature all-onsiousness. The Oneannot in its integral onsious being exlude the Many from itself, beause the Many would notthen at all exist; at most it an stand bak somewhere in its onsiousness from the osmi play soas to enable a similar movement in the individual being. The Many in the integrality or in eahself of the Many annot be really ignorant of the One or of others, beause by the Many we meanthe same divine Self in all, individualised indeed, but still one in onsious being with all in a singleuniversality and one too with the original and transendent Being. Ignorane is therefore not thenatural harater of the onsiousness of the soul, even of the individual soul; it is the outome ofsome partiularising ation in the exeutive Consious-Fore when it is absorbed in its works andforgetful of self and of the total reality of the nature. This ation annot be that of the whole beingor of the whole fore of being, - for the harater of that ompleteness is whole onsiousness andnot partial onsiousness, - it must be a super�ial or partial movement absorbed in a super�ial orpartial ation of the onsiousness and the energy, onentrated in its formation, oblivious of all elsethat is not inluded in the formation or not there overtly operative. Ignorane is Nature's purposefuloblivion of the Self and the All, leaving them aside, putting them behind herself in order to do solelywhat she has to do in some outer play of existene.1X. 190. 1. 155



In the in�nity of being and its in�nite awareness onentration of onsiousness, Tapas, is alwayspresent as an inherent power of Consiousness-Fore: it is a self-held or self-gathered dwelling of theeternal Awareness in itself and on itself or on its objet; but the objet is always in some way itself,its own being or a manifestation and movement of its being. The onentration may be essential; itmay be even a sole indwelling or an entire absorption in the essene of its own being, a luminous orelse a self-oblivious self-immersion. Or it may be an integral or else a total-multiple or a part-multipleonentration. Or it may be a single separative regard on one �eld of its being or movement, a single-pointed onentration in one entre or an absorption in one objetive form of its self-existene. The�rst, the essential, is at one end the superonsient Silene and at the other end the Inonsiene; theseond, the integral, is the total onsiousness of Sahhidananda, the supramental onentration;the third, the multiple, is the method of the totalising or global overmental awareness; the fourth,the separative, is the harateristi nature of the Ignorane. The supreme integrality of the Absoluteholds all these states or powers of its onsiousness together as a single indivisible being looking atall itself in manifestation with a simultaneous self-vision.Conentration in this sense of self-held dwelling in itself or on itself as objet may be said thento belong to the very nature of onsious being. For, although there is an in�nite extension ofonsiousness and a di�usion of onsiousness, it is a self-held self-ontained extension or a self-held self-ontained di�usion. Although there may seem to be a dispersion of its energies, that is inreality a form of distribution, and is only possible in a super�ial �eld beause it is supported by anunderlying self-held onentration. An exlusive onentration on or in a single subjet or objet ordomain of being or movement is not a denial or departure from the Spirit's awareness, it is one formof the self-gathering of the power of Tapas. But when the onentration is exlusive, it brings abouta holding bak behind it of the rest of self-knowledge. It may be aware of the rest all the time, yet atas if it were not aware of it; that would not be a state or at of Ignorane: but if the onsiousnesserets by the onentration a wall of exlusion limiting itself to a single �eld, domain or habitationin the movement so that it is aware only of that or aware of all the rest as outside itself, then wehave a priniple of self-limiting knowledge whih an result in a separative knowledge and ulminatein a positive and e�etive ignorane.We an get some glimpse of what this means, to what it amounts in ation, when we look at thenature of exlusive onentration in mental man, in our own onsiousness. First of all, we mustnote that what we mean ordinarily by the man is not his inner self, but only a sum of apparentontinuous movement of onsiousness and energy in past, present and future to whih we give thisname. It is this that in appearane does all the works of the man, thinks all his thoughts, feelsall his emotions. This energy is a movement of Consiousness-Fore onentrated on a temporalstream of inward and outward workings. But we know that behind this stream of energy there is awhole sea of onsiousness whih is aware of the stream, but of whih the stream is unaware; for thissum of surfae energy is a seletion, an outome from all the rest that is invisible. That sea is thesubliminal self, the superonsient, the subonsient, the intraonsient and irumonsient being,and holding it all together the soul, the psyhi entity. The stream is the natural, the super�ialman. In this super�ial man Tapas, the being's dynami fore of onsiousness, is onentrated onthe surfae in a ertain mass of super�ial workings; all the rest of itself it has put behind and maybe vaguely aware of it there in the unformulated bak of its onsious existene, but is not aware ofit in this super�ial absorbed movement in front. It is not preisely, at any rate in that bak or inthe depths, ignorant of itself in any essential sense of the word, but for the purposes of its super�ialmovement and within that movement only it is oblivious of its real, its greater self, by absorption, byexlusive onentration on what it is super�ially doing. Yet it is really the hidden sea and not thesuper�ial stream whih is doing all the ation: it is the sea that is the soure of this movement, notthe onsious wave it throws up, whatever the onsiousness of the wave, absorbed in its movement,living in that, seeing nothing else but that, may think about the matter. And that sea, the realself, the integral onsious being, the integral fore of being, is not ignorant; even the wave is not156



essentially ignorant, - for it ontains within itself all the onsiousness it has forgotten and but forthat it ould not at or endure at all, - but it is self-oblivious, absorbed in its own movement, tooabsorbed to note anything else than the movement while that ontinues to preoupy it. A limitedpratial self-oblivion, not an essential and binding self-ignorane, is the nature of this exlusiveonentration whih is yet the root of that whih works as the Ignorane.So too we see that man, though a really indivisible stream of Tapas, of onsious energy in Time,apable of ating in the present only by the sum of his past fore of working, reating already hisfuture by his past and his present ation, yet lives absorbed in the present moment, lives frommoment to moment, and is therefore in this super�ial ation of onsiousness ignorant of his futureand ignorant of his past exept for that small part of it whih at any moment he may reall to himby memory. He does not, however, live in the past; what he realls is not the past itself, but onlythe ghost of it, a oneptual shadow of a reality whih is now to him dead, non-existent, no longerin being. But all this is an ation of the super�ial ignorane. The true onsiousness within is notunaware of its past; it holds it there, not neessarily in memory but in being, still ative, living,ready with its fruits, and sends it up from time to time in memory or more onretely in result ofpast ation or past auses to the super�ial onsious being, - that is indeed the true rationale ofwhat is alled Karma. It is or an be aware too of the future, for there is somewhere in the innerbeing a �eld of ognition open to future knowledge, a prospetive as well as a retrospetive Time-sense, Time-vision, Time-pereption; something in it lives indivisibly in the three times and ontainsall their apparent divisions, holds the future ready for manifestation within it. Here, then, in thishabit of living in the present, we have a seond absorption, a seond exlusive onentration whihompliates and farther limits the being, but simpli�es the apparent ourse of the ation by relatingit not to the whole in�nite ourse of Time, but to a de�nite suession of moments.Therefore in his super�ial onsiousness man is to himself dynamially, pratially, the man ofthe moment, not the man of the past who one was but is no longer in existene, nor the man of thefuture who is not yet in being; it is by memory that he links himself with the one, by antiipationwith the other: a ontinuous ego-sense runs through the three times, but this is a entralising mentalonstrution, not an essential or an extended existene ontaining what was, is and will be. Anintuition of self is behind it, but that is an underlying identity, una�eted by the hanges of hispersonality; in his surfae formation of being he is not that but what he is at the moment. Yet allthe time this existene in the moment is not the real or the whole truth of his being, but only apratial or pragmati truth for the purposes of the super�ial movement of his life and within itslimits. It is a truth, not an unreality, but a truth only in its positive part; in its negative parts it is anignorane, and this negative ignorane limits and often distorts even the pratial truth, so that theonsious life of man proeeds aording to an ignorane, a partial, a half-true half-false knowledge,not aording to the real truth of himself of whih he is oblivious. Yet beause his real self is the truedeterminator and governs all seretly from behind, it is after all a knowledge behind whih reallydetermines the formed ourse of his existene; the super�ial ignorane erets a neessary limitingoutline and supplies the fators by whih the outward olour and turn needed for his present humanlife and his present moment are given to his onsiousness and his ation. In the same way andfor the same reason man identi�es himself solely with the name and form he wears in his presentexistene; he is ignorant of his past before birth even as of his future after death. Yet all that heforgets is ontained, present and e�etive, in the all-retaining integral onsiousness within him.There is a minor pragmati use of exlusive onentration on the surfae whih may also give usan indiation in spite of its temporary harater. The super�ial man living from moment to momentplays, as it were, several parts in his present life and, while he is busy with eah part, he is apableof an exlusive onentration, an absorption in it, by whih he forgets the rest of himself, puts itbehind him for the moment, is to that extent self-oblivious. The man is for the moment the ator,the poet, the soldier or whatever else he may have been onstituted and formed into by some peuliarand harateristi ation of his fore of being, his Tapas, his past onsious energy and by the ation157



whih develops from it. Not only is he apt to deliver himself up to this exlusive onentrationin a part of himself for the time being, but his suess in the ation very largely depends on theompleteness with whih he an thus put aside the rest of himself and live only in his immediatework. Yet all the time we an see that it is the whole man who is really doing the ation and notmerely this partiular part of him; what he does, the way he does it, the elements he brings into it,the stamp he gives to his work depends on his whole harater, mind, information, genius, all thatthe past of him has made him, - and not his past in this life only, but in other lives, and again notonly his past, but the past, the present and the predestined future both of himself and the worldaround him are the determinants of his work. The present ator, poet or soldier in him is only aseparative determination of his Tapas; it is his fore of being organised for a partiular kind of ationof its energy, a separative movement of Tapas whih is able - and this ability is not a weakness, ade�ieny, but a great power of the onsiousness - to absorb itself in that partiular working to thetemporary self-oblivion of the rest of itself, even though that rest is present all the time at the bakof the onsiousness and in the work itself and is ative or has its inuene in the shaping of thework. This ative self-oblivion of the man in his work and the part he plays, di�ers from the other,the deeper self-oblivion, in that the wall of separation is less phenomenally and not at all enduringlyomplete; the mind an dissolve its onentration and go bak from its work at any time to theonsiousness of the larger self of whih this was a partial ation. The super�ial or apparent manannot so go bak at will to the real man within him; he an only do it to some extent abnormallyor supernormally in exeptional onditions of his mentality or, more permanently and ompletely,as the fruit of a long and arduous self-training, self-deepening, self-heightening, self-expansion. Stillhe an go bak; therefore the di�erene is phenomenal only, not essential: it is, in essene, in bothases the same movement of exlusive onentration, of absorption in a partiular aspet of himself,ation, movement of fore, though with di�erent irumstanes and another manner of working.This power of exlusive onentration is not on�ned to absorption in a partiular harater ortype of working of one's larger self, but extends to a omplete self-forgetfulness in the partiularation in whih we happen at the moment to be engaged. The ator in moments of great intensityforgets that he is an ator and beomes the part that he is playing on the stage; not that he reallythinks himself Rama or Ravana, but that he identi�es himself for the time being with the form ofharater and ation whih the name represents and so ompletely as to forget the real man whois playing it. So the poet forgets himself, the man, the worker, in his work and is for the momentonly the inspired impersonal energy whih works itself out in formation of word and rhythm; of allelse he is oblivious. The soldier forgets himself in the at and beomes the harge and the fury andthe slaying. In the same way the man who is overome by intense anger, forgets himself as it isommonly said, or as it has been still more aptly and foribly put, beomes anger: and these termsexpress a real truth whih is not the whole truth of the man's being at the time, but a pratialfat of his onsious energy in ation. He does forget himself, forgets all the rest of himself with itsother impulses and powers of self-restraint and self-diretion, so that he ats simply as the energyof the passion whih preoupies him, beomes that energy for the time being. This is as far asself-forgetfulness an go in the normal ative human psyhology; for it must return soon to the widerselfaware onsiousness of whih this self-forgetfulness is only a temporary movement.But in the larger universal onsiousness there must be a power of arrying this movement toits absolute point, to the greatest extreme possible for any relative movement to reah, and thispoint is reahed, not in human unonsiousness whih is not abiding and always refers bak to theawakened onsious being that man normally and harateristially is, but in the inonsiene ofmaterial Nature. This inonsiene is no more real than the ignorane of exlusive onentration inour temporary being whih limits the waking onsiousness of man; for as in us, so in the atom, themetal, the plant, in every form of material Nature, in every energy of material Nature, there is, weknow, a seret soul, a seret will, a seret intelligene at work, other than the mute self-oblivious form,the Consient - onsient even in unonsious things - of the Upanishad, without whose presene and158



informing onsious-fore or Tapas no work of Nature ould be done. What is inonsient there isthe Prakriti, the formal, the motional ation of the energy absorbed in the working, identi�ed withit, to suh an extent as to be bound in a sort of trane or swoon of onentration, unable to go bak,while imprisoned in that form, to its real self, to the integral onsious being and the integral fore ofonsious being whih it has put behind it, of whih in its estati trane of mere working and energyit has beome oblivious. Prakriti, the exeutive Fore, beomes unaware of Purusha, the ConsiousBeing, holds him hidden within herself and beomes again slowly aware only with the emergene ofonsiousness from this swoon of the Inonsiene. Purusha indeed onsents to assume the apparentform of itself whih Prakriti onstruts for it; it seems to beome the Inonsient, the physial being,the vital being, the mental being: but in all these it remains still in reality itself; the light of theseret onsious Being supports and informs the ation of the inonsient or emergingly onsiousenergy of Nature.The inonsiene is super�ial like the ignorane of the waking human mind or the inonsieneor subonsiene of his sleeping mind, and within it is the All-onsient; it is entirely phenomenal,but it is the omplete phenomenon. So omplete is it that it is only by an impulsion of evolutionaryonsiousness emerging into other forms less imprisoned by this inonsient method of working thatit an ome bak to itself, reover in the animal a partial awareness, then in man at his highestsome possibility of approah to a �rst more omplete though still super�ial initiation of a trulyonsious working. But still, as in the ase of the super�ial and the real man where there is also asimilar though lesser inability, the di�erene is phenomenal only. Essentially, in the universal order ofthings, the inonsiene of material Nature is the same exlusive onentration, the same absorptionin the work and the energy as in the self-limitation of the waking human mind, or the onentrationof the sel�orgetting mind in its working; it is only that self-limitation arried to a farthest pointof self-forgetfulness whih beomes, not a temporary ation, but the law of its ation. Nesiene inNature is the omplete self-ignorane; the partial knowledge and general ignorane of man is a partialself-ignorane marking in her evolutionary order a return towards self-knowledge: but both are andall ignorane is, when examined, a super�ially exlusive self-forgetful onentration of Tapas, of theonsious energy of being in a partiular line or setion of its movement of whih alone it is awareor whih alone it seems to be on the surfae. The ignorane is e�etive within the bounds of thatmovement and valid for its purposes, but phenomenal, partial, super�ial, not essentially real, notintegral. We have to use the word \real" neessarily in a quite limited and not in its absolute sense;for the ignorane is real enough, but it is not the whole truth of our being and by regarding it byitself even its truth is misrepresented to our outer awareness. In that true truth of itself it is aninvolved Consiousness and Knowledge evolving bak to itself, but it is dynamially e�etive as anInonsiene and an Ignorane.This being the root-nature of the Ignorane, a pratial truth of a phenomenally but not reallydividing, of a limiting and separative onsious energy absorbed in its works to the apparent forget-fulness of its integral and real self, we may answer the questions that arise of the why, the where andthe how of this movement. The reason for the Ignorane, its neessity, beomes lear enough onewe have seen that without it the objet of the manifestation of our world would be impossible, ouldnot be done at all, or not ompletely, or not in the way in whih it should be and is done. Eahside of the manifold Ignorane has its justi�ation, whih is only a part of the one general neessity.Man, living in his timeless being, ould not have thrown himself into the stream of Time with thatmovement of subjetion to its ux from moment to moment whih is the nature of his present living.Living in his superonsient or subliminal self, he ould not have worked out from the knot of hisindividual mentality the relations whih he has to ravel and unravel with the world about him, orwould have to do it in a radially di�erent fashion. Living in the universal self and not in the egoistiseparative onsiousness, he ould not evolve that separate ation, personality, outlook from himselfas the sole or the initial entre and point of referene whih is the ontribution of the egosense to theworld-workings. He has to put on the temporal, the psyhologial, the egoisti ignorane in order to159



protet himself against the light of the in�nite and the largeness of the universal, so as to developbehind this defene his temporal individuality in the osmos. He has to live as if in this one life andput on the ignorane of his in�nite past and his future: for otherwise, if the past were present tohim, he ould not work out his present seleted relations with his environment in the way intended;his knowledge would be too great for him, it would neessarily alter the whole spirit and balane andform of his ation. He has to live in the mind absorbed by this bodily life and not in the supermind;for otherwise all these proteting walls of ignorane reated by the limiting, dividing, di�erentiatingpower of mind would not be built or would beome too thin and transparent for his purpose.That purpose for whih all this exlusive onentration we all the Ignorane is neessary, isto trae the yle of selfoblivion and self-disovery for the joy of whih the Ignorane is assumed inNature by the seret spirit. It is not that all osmi manifestation would otherwise beome impossible;but it would be a quite di�erent manifestation from the one in whih we live; it would be on�nedto the higher worlds of the divine Existene or to a typal non-evolving osmos where eah beinglived in the whole light of its own law of nature, and this obverse manifestation, this evolving yle,would be impossible. What is here the goal would be then the eternal ondition; what is here astage would be the perpetuated type of existene. It is to �nd himself in the apparent oppositesof his being and his nature that Sahhidananda desends into the material Nesiene and puts onits phenomenal ignorane as a super�ial mask in whih he hides himself from his own onsiousenergy, leaving it self-forgetful and absorbed in its works and forms. It is in those forms that theslowly awaking soul has to aept the phenomenal ation of an ignorane whih is really knowledgeawaking progressively out of the original nesiene, and it is in the new onditions reated by theseworkings that it has to redisover itself and divinely transform by that light the life whih is thuslabouring to ful�l the purpose of its desent into the Inonsiene. Not to return as speedily as maybe to heavens where perfet light and joy are eternal or to the supraosmi bliss is the objet of thisosmi yle, nor merely to repeat a purposeless round in a long unsatisfatory groove of ignoraneseeking for knowledge and never �nding it perfetly, - in that ase the ignorane would be either aninexpliable blunder of the All-onsient or a painful and purposeless Neessity equally inexpliable,- but to realise the Ananda of the Self in other onditions than the supraosmi, in osmi being,and to �nd its heaven of joy and light even in the oppositions o�ered by the terms of an embodiedmaterial existene, by struggle therefore towards the joy of self-disovery, would seem to be thetrue objet of the birth of the soul in the human body and of the labour of the human rae in theseries of its yles. The Ignorane is a neessary, though quite subordinate term whih the universalKnowledge has imposed on itself that that movement might be possible, - not a blunder and a fall,but a purposeful desent, not a urse, but a divine opportunity. To �nd and embody the All-Delightin an intense summary of its manifoldness, to ahieve a possibility of the in�nite Existene whihould not be ahieved in other onditions, to reate out of Matter a temple of the Divinity wouldseem to be the task imposed on the spirit born into the material universe.The ignorane, we see, is not in the seret soul, but in the apparent Prakriti; nor does it belong tothe whole of that Prakriti, - it annot, for Prakriti is the ation of the All-onsient, - but arises insome development from its original integrality of light and power. Where does that development takeplae, in what priniple of being does it �nd its opportunity and starting-point? Not, ertainly, in thein�nite being, the in�nite onsiousness, the in�nite delight whih are the supreme planes of existeneand from whih all else derives or desends into this obsurer ambiguous manifestation. There it anhave no plae. Not in the supermind; for in the supermind the in�nite light and power are alwayspresent even in the most �nite workings, and the onsiousness of unity embraes the onsiousnessof diversity. It is on the plane of mind that this putting bak of the real self-onsiousness beomespossible. For mind is that power of the onsious being whih di�erentiates and runs along thelines of di�erentiation with the sense of diversity prominent and harateristi and the sense of unitybehind it only, not harateristi, not the very stu� of its workings. If by any hane this supportingsense of unity ould be drawn bak, - it is possessed by mind not in its own separate right, but160



beause it has the supermind behind it, beause it reets the light of the supermind of whih itis a derivative and seondary power, - if a veil ould fall between mind and supermind shutting o�the light of the Truth or letting it ome through only in rays di�used, sattered, reeted but withdistortion and division, then the phenomenon of the Ignorane would intervene. Suh a veil exists,says the Upanishad, onstituted by the ation of Mind itself: it is in Overmind a golden lid whihhides the fae of the supramental Truth but reets its image; in Mind it beomes a more opaque andsmoky-luminous overture. That ation is the absorbed looking downward of Mind on the diversitywhih is its harateristi movement and away from the supreme unity whih that diversity expresses,until it forgets altogether to remember and support itself by the unity. Even then the unity supportsit and makes its ativities possible, but the absorbed Energy is unaware of its own origin and greater,real self. Sine Mind forgets that from whih it derived, beause of absorption in the workings offormative Energy, it beomes so far identi�ed with that Energy as to lose hold even on itself, tobeome totally oblivious in a trane of work whih it still supports in its somnambulist ation, but ofwhih it is no longer aware. This is the last stage of the desent of onsiousness, an abysmal sleep,a fathomless trane of onsiousness whih is the profound basis of the ation of material Nature.It must be remembered, however, that when we speak of a partial movement of Consiousness-Fore absorbed in its forms and ations, in a limited �eld of its working, this does not imply any realdivision of its integrality. The putting of the rest of itself behind it has only the e�et of making allthat rest oult to the frontal immediately ative energy in the limited �eld of movement, but not ofshutting it out of the �eld; in fat the integral Fore is there though veiled by the Inonsiene, andit is that integral Fore supported by the integral self-being whih through its frontal energy does allthe work and inhabits all the forms reated by the movement. It is to be noted also that in order toremove the veil of the Ignorane the onsious Fore of being in us uses a reverse ation of its powerof exlusive onentration; it quiets the frontal movement of Prakriti in the individual onsiousnessand onentrates exlusively on the onealed inner being, - on the Self or on the true inner, psyhior mental or vital being, the Purusha, - to dislose it. But when it has done so, it need not remain inthis opposite exlusiveness; it an resume its integral onsiousness or a global onsiousness whihinludes both being of Purusha and ation of Prakriti, the soul and its instruments, the Self andthe dynamisms of the Self-Power, �atma�sakti: it an then embrae its manifestation with a largeronsiousness free from the previous limitation, free from the results of Nature's forgetfulness of theindwelling Spirit. Or it may quiet the whole working it has manifested, onentrate on a higher levelof Self and Nature, raise the being to it and bring down the powers of the higher level to transformthe previous manifestation: all that is so transformed is still inluded, but as a part of the higherdynamism and its higher values, in a new and greater self-reation. This is what an happen when theConsiousness-Fore in our being deides to raise its evolution from the mental to the supramentallevel. In eah ase it is Tapas that is e�etive, but it ats in a di�erent manner aording to thething that has to be done, aording to the predetermined proess, dynamism, self-deploying of theIn�nite.But still, even if this is the mehanism of the Ignorane, it may be asked whether it does not remaina mystery how the All-onsient ould, though in only a partial ation of his onsious energy, sueedin arriving at even this super�ial ignorane and inonsiene. Even if it were so, it would be worthwhile to �x the exat ation of this mystery, its nature, its limits, so that we may not be appalledby it and misled from the real purpose it serves and the opportunity it gives. But the mystery isa �tion of the dividing intellet whih, beause it �nds or reates a logial opposition between twoonepts, thinks there is a real opposition of the two fats observed and therefore an impossibilityof oexistene and unity between them. This Ignorane is, as we have seen, really a power of theKnowledge to limit itself, to onentrate itself on the work in hand, an exlusive onentration inpratie whih does not prevent the full existene and working of the whole onsious being behind,but a working in the onditions hosen and self-imposed on the nature. All onsious self-limitationis a power for its speial purpose, not a weakness; all onentration is a fore of onsious being, not161



a disability. It is true that while the Supermind is apable of an integral, omprehensive, multiple,in�nite selfonentration, this is dividing and limited; it is true also that it reates perverse as wellas partial and, in so far, false or only halftrue values of things: but we have seen the objet of thelimitation and of this partiality of knowledge; and the objet being admitted, the power to ful�l itmust be admitted also in the absolute fore of the absolute Being. This power of self-limitation fora partiular working, instead of being inompatible with the absolute onsious-fore of that Being,is preisely one of the powers we should expet to exist among the manifold energies of the In�nite.The Absolute is not really limited by putting forth in itself a osmos of relations; it is the naturalplay of its absolute being, onsiousness, fore, self-delight. The In�nite is not limited by building upin itself an in�nite series of interplaying �nite phenomena; rather that is its natural self-expression.The One is not limited by its apaity for multipliity in whih it enjoys variously its own being; ratherthat is part of the true desription of an in�nite as opposed to a rigid, �nite and oneptual unity. Sotoo the Ignorane, onsidered as a power of manifoldly selfabsorbed and self-limiting onentrationof the onsious being, is a natural apaity of variation in his self-onsious knowledge, one of thepossible poises of relation of the Absolute in its manifestation, of the In�nite in its series of �niteworkings, of the One in its self-enjoyment in the Many. The power by self-absorption to beomeunaware of the world whih yet at the same time ontinues in the being, is one extreme of thisapaity of onsiousness; the power by absorption in the osmi workings to beome ignorant of theself whih all the time is arrying on those workings, is the reverse extreme. But neither really limitsthe integral self-aware existene of Sahhidananda whih is superior to these apparent oppositions;even in their opposition they help to express and manifest the Ine�able.
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Chapter 14The Origin and Remedy of Falsehood,Error, Wrong and Evil\The Lord aepts the sin and the virtue of none; beause knowledge is veiled by Ignorane,mortal men are deluded." Gita.1\They live aording to another idea of self than the reality, deluded, attahed, expressinga falsehood, - as if by an enhantment they see the false as the true." Maitri Upanishad.2\They live and move in the Ignorane and go round and round, battered and stumbling,like blind men led by one who is blind." Mundaka Upanishad.3\One whose intelligene has attained to Unity, asts away from him both sin and virtue."Gita.4\He who has found the bliss of the Eternal is a�ited no more by the thought, `Why haveI not done the good? Why have I done evil?' One who knows the self extriates himself fromboth these things." Taittiriya Upanishad.5\These are they who are onsious of the muh falsehood in the world; they grow in thehouse of Truth, they are the strong and invinible sons of In�nity." Rig Veda.6\The �rst and the highest are truth; in the middle there is falsehood, but it is taken betweenthe truth on both sides of it and it draws its being from the truth.7"1V. 15.2VII. 10.3I. 2. 8.4II. 50.5II. 9.6VII. 60. 5.7The truth of the physial reality and the truth of the spiritual and superonsient reality. Into the intermediatesubjetive and mental realities whih stand between them, falsehood an enter, but it takes either truth from above ortruth from below as the substane out of whih it builds itself and both are pressing upon it to turn its misonstrutionsinto truth of life and truth of spirit. 163



Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.8IF IGNORANCE is in its nature a self-limiting knowledge oblivious of the integral self-awarenessand on�ned to an exlusive onentration in a single �eld or upon a onealing surfae of osmimovement, what, in this view, are we to make of the problem whih most poignantly preoupiesthe mind of man when it is turned on the mystery of his own existene and of osmi existene, theproblem of evil? A limited knowledge supported by a seret All-Wisdom as an instrument for workingout within the neessary limitations a restrited world-order may be admitted as an intelligible proessof the universal Consiousness and Energy; but the neessity of falsehood and error, the neessityof wrong and evil or their utility in the workings of the omnipresent Divine Reality is less easilyadmissible. And yet if that Reality is what we have supposed it to be, there must be some neessityfor the appearane of these ontrary phenomena, some signi�ane, some funtion that they hadto serve in the eonomy of the universe. For in the omplete and inalienable self-knowledge of theBrahman whih is neessarily all-knowledge, sine all this that is is the Brahman, suh phenomenaannot have ome in as a hane, an intervening aident, an involuntary forgetfulness or onfusionof the Consiousness-Fore of the All-Wise in the osmos or an ugly ontretemps for whih theindwelling Spirit was not prepared and of whih it is the prisoner erring in a labyrinth with theutmost diÆulty of esape. Nor an it be an inexpliable mystery of being, original and eternal, ofwhih the divine All-Teaher is inapable of giving an aount to himself or to us. There must bebehind it a signi�ane of the All-Wisdom itself, a power of the All-Consiousness whih permitsand uses it for some indispensable funtion in the present workings of our selfexperiene and world-experiene. This aspet of existene needs now to be examined more diretly and determined in itsorigins and the limits of its reality and its plae in Nature.This problem may be taken up from three points of view, - its relation to the Absolute, thesupreme Reality, its origin and plae in the osmi workings, its ation and point of hold in theindividual being. It is evident that these ontrary phenomena have no diret root in the supremeReality itself, there is nothing there that has this harater; they are reations of the Ignorane andInonsiene, not fundamental or primary aspets of the Being, not native to the Transendene orto the in�nite power of the Cosmi Spirit. It is sometimes reasoned that as Truth and Good havetheir absolutes, so Falsehood and Evil must also have their absolutes, or, if it is not so, then bothmust belong to the relativity only; Knowledge and Ignorane, Truth and Falsehood, Good and Evilexist only in relation to eah other and beyond the dualities here they have no existene. But thisis not the fundamental truth of the relation of these opposites; for, in the �rst plae, Falsehood andEvil are, unlike Truth and Good, very learly results of the Ignorane and annot exist where thereis no Ignorane: they an have no self-existene in the Divine Being, they annot be native elementsof the Supreme Nature. If, then, the limited Knowledge whih is the nature of Ignorane renounesits limitations, if Ignorane disappears into Knowledge, evil and falsehood an no longer endure: forboth are fruits of unonsiousness and wrong onsiousness and, if true or whole onsiousness isthere replaing Ignorane, they have no longer any basis for their existene. There an therefore be noabsolute of falsehood, no absolute of evil; these things are a by-produt of the world-movement: thesombre owers of falsehood and su�ering and evil have their root in the blak soil of the Inonsient.On the other hand, there is no suh intrinsi obstale to the absoluteness of Truth and Good: therelativity of truth and error, good and evil is a fat of our experiene, but it is similarly a by-produt,it is not a permanent fator native to existene; for it is true only of the valuations made by thehuman onsiousness, true only of our partial knowledge and partial ignorane.Truth is relative to us beause our knowledge is surrounded by ignorane. Our exat vision stopsshort at outside appearanes whih are not the omplete truth of things, and, if we go deeper, theilluminations we arrive at are guesses or inferenes or intimations, not a sight of indubitable realities:our onlusions are partial, speulative or onstruted, our statement of them, whih is the expression8V. 5. 1. 164



of our indiret ontat with the reality, has the nature of representations or �gures, word-images ofthought pereptions that are themselves images, not embodiments of Truth itself, not diretly realand authenti. These �gures or representations are imperfet and opaque and arry with them theirshadow of nesiene or error; for they seem to deny or shut out other truths and even the truth theyexpress does not get its full value: it is an end or edge of it that projets into form and the rest isleft in the shadow unseen or dis�gured or unertainly visible. It might almost be said that no mentalstatement of things an be altogether true; it is not Truth bodied, pure and nude, but a draped �gure,- often it is only the drapery that is visible. But this harater does not apply to truth pereived bya diret ation of onsiousness or to the truth of knowledge by identity; our seeing there may belimited, but so far as it extends, it is authenti, and authentiity is a �rst step towards absoluteness:error may attah itself to a diret or idential vision of things by a mental aretion, by a mistakenor illegitimate extension or by the mind's misinterpretation, but it does not enter into the substane.This authenti or idential vision or experiene of things is the true nature of knowledge and itis self-existent within the being, although rendered in our minds by a seondary formation that isunauthenti and derivative. Ignorane in its origin has not this self-existene or this authentiity; itexists by a limitation or absene or abeyane of knowledge, error by a deviation from truth, falsehoodby a distortion of truth or its ontradition and denial. But it annot be similarly said of knowledgethat in its very nature it exists only by a limitation or absene or abeyane of ignorane: it mayindeed emerge in the human mind partly by a proess of suh limitation or abeyane, by the reedingof darkness from a partial light, or it may have the aspet of ignorane turning into knowledge; butin fat, it rises by an independent birth from our depths where it has a native existene.Again, of good and evil it an be said that one exists by true onsiousness, the other survivesonly by wrong onsiousness: if there is an unmixed true onsiousness, good alone an exist; it isno longer mixed with evil or formed in its presene. Human values of good and evil, as of truth anderror, are indeed unertain and relative: what is held as truth in one plae or time is held in anotherplae or time to be error; what is regarded as good is elsewhere or in other times regarded as evil. We�nd too that what we all evil results in good, what we all good results in evil. But this untowardoutome of good produing evil is due to the onfusion and mixture of knowledge and ignorane,to the penetration of true onsiousness by wrong onsiousness, so that there is an ignorant ormistaken appliation of our good, or it is due to the intervention of a�iting fores. In the oppositease of evil produing good, the happier and ontraditory result is due to the intervention of sometrue onsiousness and fore ating behind and in spite of wrong onsiousness and wrong will orit is due to the intervention of redressing fores. This relativity, this mixture is a irumstane ofhuman mentality and the workings of the Cosmi Fore in human life; it is not the fundamental truthof good and evil. It might be objeted that physial evil, suh as pain and most bodily su�ering,is independent of knowledge and ignorane, of right and wrong onsiousness, inherent in physialNature: but, fundamentally, all pain and su�ering are the result of an insuÆient onsiousness-forein the surfae being whih makes it unable to deal rightly with self and Nature or unable to assimilateand to harmonise itself with the ontats of the universal Energy; they would not exist if in us therewere an integral presene of the luminous Consiousness and the divine Fore of an integral Being.Therefore the relation of truth to falsehood, of good to evil is not a mutual dependene, but is inthe nature of a ontradition as of light and shadow; a shadow depends on light for its existene, butlight does not depend for its existene on the shadow. The relation between the Absolute and theseontraries of some of its fundamental aspets is not that they are opposite fundamental aspets ofthe Absolute; falsehood and evil have no fundamentality, no power of in�nity or eternal being, noself-existene even by lateny in the Self-Existent, no authentiity of an original inherene.It is no doubt a fat that one truth or good manifests, the oneption of falsehood and evilbeomes a possibility; for whenever there is an aÆrmation, its negation beomes oneivable. Asthe manifestation of existene, onsiousness and delight made the manifestation of non-existene,inonsiene, insensibility oneivable and, beause oneivable, therefore in a way inevitable, for all165



possibilities push towards atuality until they reah it, so is it with these ontraries of the aspetsof the Divine Existene. It may be said on this ground that these opposites, sine they must beimmediately pereivable by the manifesting Consiousness on the very threshold of manifestation,an take rank as implied absolutes and are inseparable from all osmi existene. But it must �rst benoted that it is only in osmi manifestation that they beome possible; they annot pre-exist in thetimeless being, for they are inompatible with the unity and bliss that are its substane. In osmosalso they annot ome into being exept by a limitation of truth and good into partial and relativeforms and by a breaking up of the unity of existene and onsiousness into separative onsiousnessand separative being. For where there is oneness and omplete mutuality of onsiousness-fore evenin multipliity and diversity, there truth of self-knowledge and mutual knowledge is automati anderror of self-ignorane and mutual ignorane is impossible. So too where truth exists as a wholeon a basis of self-aware oneness, falsehood annot enter and evil is shut out by the exlusion ofwrong onsiousness and wrong will and their dynamisation of falsehood and error. As soon asseparateness enters, these things also an enter; but even this simultaneity is not inevitable. Ifthere is suÆient mutuality, even in the absene of an ative sense of oneness, and if the separatebeings do not transgress or deviate from their norms of limited knowledge, harmony and truth anstill be sovereign and evil will have no gate of entry. There is, therefore, no authenti inevitableosmiity of falsehood and evil even as there is no absoluteness; they are irumstanes or resultsthat arise only at a ertain stage when separativeness ulminates in opposition and ignorane in apositive unonsiousness of knowledge and a resultant wrong onsiousness and wrong knowledgewith its ontent of wrong will, wrong feeling, wrong ation and wrong reation. The question is atwhat junture of osmi manifestation the opposites enter in; for it may be either at some stage ofthe inreasing involution of onsiousness in separative mind and life or only after the plunge intoinonsiene. This resolves itself into the question whether falsehood, error, wrong and evil existoriginally in the mental and vital planes and are native to mind and life or are proper only to thematerial manifestation beause inited on mind and life there by the obsurity arising from theInonsiene. It may be questioned too whether, if they do exist in supraphysial mind and life,they were original and inevitable there; for they may rather have entered in as a onsequene or asupraphysial extension from the material manifestation. Or, if that is untenable, it may be that theyarose as an enabling supraphysial aÆrmation in the universal Mind and Life, a preedent neessityfor their appearane in that manifestation to whih they more naturally belong as an inevitableoutome of the reative Inonsiene.It was for a long time held by the human mind as a traditional knowledge that when we gobeyond the material plane, these things are found to exist there also in worlds beyond us. Thereare in these planes of supraphysial experiene powers and forms of vital mind and life that seem tobe the prephysial foundation of the disordant, defetive or perverse forms and powers of life-mindand life-fore whih we �nd in the terrestrial existene. There are fores, and subliminal experieneseems to show that there are supraphysial beings embodying those fores, that are attahed in theirroot-nature to ignorane, to darkness of onsiousness, to misuse of fore, to perversity of delight,to all the auses and onsequenes of the things that we all evil. These powers, beings or foresare ative to impose their adverse onstrutions upon terrestrial reatures; eager to maintain theirreign in the manifestation, they oppose the inrease of light and truth and good and, still more, areantagonisti to the progress of the soul towards a divine onsiousness and divine existene. It is thisfeature of existene that we see �gured in the tradition of the onit between the Powers of Lightand Darkness, Good and Evil, osmi Harmony and osmi Anarhy, a tradition universal in anientmyth and in religion and ommon to all systems of oult knowledge.The theory of this traditional knowledge is perfetly rational and veri�able by inner experiene,and it imposes itself if we admit the supraphysial and do not abin ourselves in the aeptation ofmaterial being as the only reality. As there is a osmi Self and Spirit pervading and upholding theuniverse and its beings, so too there is a osmi Fore that moves all things, and on this original166



osmi Fore depend and at many osmi Fores that are its powers or arise as forms of its universalation. Whatever is formulated in the universe has a Fore or Fores that support it, seek to ful�lor further it, �nd their foundation in its funtioning, their aount of suess in its suess andgrowth and domination, their self-ful�lment or their prolongation of being in its vitory or survival.As there are Powers of Knowledge or Fores of the Light, so there are Powers of Ignorane andtenebrous Fores of the Darkness whose work is to prolong the reign of Ignorane and Inonsiene.As there are Fores of Truth, so there are Fores that live by the Falsehood and support it and workfor its vitory; as there are powers whose life is intimately bound up with the existene, the idea andthe impulse of Good, so there are Fores whose life is bound up with the existene and the idea andthe impulse of Evil. It is this truth of the osmi Invisible that was symbolised in the anient belief ofa struggle between the powers of Light and Darkness, Good and Evil for the possession of the worldand the government of the life of man; - this was the signi�ane of the ontest between the VediGods and their opponents, sons of Darkness and Division, �gured in a later tradition as Titan andGiant and Demon, Asura, Rakshasa, Pisaha; the same tradition is found in the Zoroastrian DoublePriniple and the later Semiti opposition of God and his Angels on the one side and Satan and hishosts on the other, - invisible Personalities and Powers that draw man to the divine Light and Truthand Good or lure him into subjetion to the undivine priniple of Darkness and Falsehood and Evil.Modern thought is aware of no invisible fores other than those revealed or onstruted by Siene;it does not believe that Nature is apable of reating any other beings than those around us in thephysial world, men, beasts, birds, reptiles, �shes, insets, germs and animalulae. But if there areinvisible osmi fores physial in their nature that at upon the body of inanimate objets, there isno valid reason why there should not be invisible osmi fores mental and vital in their nature thatat upon his mind and his life fore. And if Mind and Life, impersonal fores, form onsious beingsor use persons to embody them in physial forms and in a physial world and an at upon Matterand through Matter, it is not impossible that on their own planes they should form onsious beingswhose subtler substane is invisible to us or that they should be able to at from those planes onbeings in physial Nature. Whatever reality or mythial unreality we may attah to the traditional�gures of past human belief or experiene, they would then be representations of things that aretrue in priniple. In that ase the �rst soure of good and evil would be not in terrestrial life or inthe evolution from the Inonsiene, but in Life itself, their soure would be supraphysial and theywould be reeted here from a larger supraphysial Nature.This is ertain that when we go bak into ourselves very deep away from the surfae appearane,we �nd that the mind, heart and sensational being of man are moved by fores not under his ownontrol and that he an beome an instrument in the hands of Energies of a osmi harater withoutknowing the origin of his ations. It is by stepping bak from the physial surfae into his inner beingand subliminal onsiousness that he beomes diretly aware of them and is able to know diretlyand deal with their ation upon him. He grows aware of interventions whih seek to lead him inone diretion or another, of suggestions and impulsions whih had disguised themselves as originalmovements of his own mind and against whih he had to battle. He an realise that he is nota onsious reature inexpliably produed in an unonsious world out of a seed of inonsientMatter and moving about in an obsure self-ignorane, but an embodied soul through whose ationosmi Nature is seeking to ful�l itself, the living ground of a vast debate between a darkness ofIgnorane out of whih it emerges here and a light of Knowledge whih is growing upwards towardsan unforeseen ulmination. The Fores whih seek to move him, and among them the Fores ofgood and evil, present themselves as powers of universal Nature; but they seem to belong not onlyto the physial universe, but to planes of Life and Mind beyond it. The �rst thing that we have tonote of importane to the problem preoupying us is that these Fores in their ation seem often tosurpass the measures of human relativity; they are in their larger ation superhuman, divine, titanior demonia, but they may reate their formations in him in large or in little, in his greatness or hissmallness, they may seize and drive him at moments or for periods, they may inuene his impulsesor his ats or possess his whole nature. If that possession happens, he may himself be pushed to an167



exess of the normal humanity of good or evil; espeially the evil takes forms whih shok the sense ofhuman measure, exeed the bounds of human personality, approah the giganti, the inordinate, theimmeasurable. It may then be questioned whether it is not a mistake to deny absoluteness to evil; foras there is a drive, an aspiration, a yearning in man towards an absolute truth, good, beauty, so thesemovements - as also the transending intensities attainable by pain and su�ering - seem to indiatethe attempt at self-realisation of an absolute evil. But the immeasurable is not a sign of absoluteness:for the absolute is not in itself a thing of magnitude; it is beyond measure, not in the sole sense ofvastness, but in the freedom of its essential being; it an manifest itself in the in�nitesimal as wellas in the in�nite. It is true that as we pass from the mental to the spiritual, - and that is a passagetowards the absolute, - a subtle wideness and an inreasing intensity of light, of power, of peae,of estasy mark our passing out of our limitations: but this is at �rst only a sign of freedom, ofheight, of universality, not yet of an inward absoluteness of self-existene whih is the essene of thematter. To this absoluteness pain and evil annot attain, they are bound to limitation and theyare derivative. If pain beomes immeasurable, it ends itself or ends that in whih it manifests, orollapses into insensibility or, in rare irumstanes, it may turn into an estasy of Ananda. If evilbeame sole and immeasurable, it would destroy the world or destroy that whih bore and supportedit; it would bring things and itself bak by disintegration into non-existene. No doubt the Powersthat support darkness and evil attempt by the magnitude of their self-aggrandisement to reah anappearane of in�nity, but immensity is all they an ahieve and not in�nity; or, at most, they areable to represent their element as a kind of abysmal in�nite ommensurate with the Inonsient, butit is a false in�nite. Self-existene, in essene or by an eternal inherene in the Self-existent, is theondition of absoluteness: error, falsehood, evil are osmi powers, but relative in their nature, notabsolute, sine they depend for existene on the perversion or ontradition of their opposites andare not like truth and good self-existent absolutes, inherent aspets of the supreme Self-existent.A seond point of questioning emerges from the evidene given for the supraphysial and prephys-ial existene of these dark opposites: for that suggests that they may be after all original osmipriniples. But it is to be noted that their appearane does not extend higher than the lower sup-raphysial life-planes; they are \powers of the Prine of Air", - air being in the anient symbolismthe priniple of life and therefore of the mid-worlds where the vital priniple is predominant andessential. The adverse opposites are not, then, primal powers of the osmos, but reations of Lifeor of Mind in life. Their supraphysial aspets and inuenes on earth-nature an be explained bythe oexistene of worlds of a desending involution with parallel worlds of an asending evolution,not preisely reated by earth-existene, but reated as an annexe to the desending world-orderand a prepared support for the evolutionary terrestrial formations; here evil may appear, not asinherent in all life, but as a possibility and a pre-formation that makes inevitable its formation inthe evolutionary emergene of onsiousness out of the Inonsient. However this may be, it is as anoutome of the Inonsiene that we an best wath and understand the origin of falsehood, error,wrong and evil, for it is in the return of Inonsiene towards Consiousness that they an be seentaking their formation and it is there that they seem to be normal and even inevitable.The �rst emergene from the Inonsient is Matter, and in Matter it would seem that falsehoodand evil annot exist, beause both are reated by a divided and ignorant surfae onsiousness andits reations. There is no suh ative surfae organisation of onsiousness, no suh reations inmaterial fores or objets: whatever indwelling seret onsiousness there may be in them seemsto be one, undi�erentiated, mute; inertly inherent and intrinsi in the Energy that onstitutes theobjet, it e�etualises and maintains the form by the silent oult Idea in it, but is otherwise self-rapt in the form of energy it has reated, unommuniating and inexpressive. Even if it di�erentiatesitself aording to the form of Matter in a orresponding form of self-being, r�upa _m r�upa _m pratir�upobabh�uva,9 there is no psyhologial organisation, no system of onsious ations or reations. It isonly by ontat with onsious beings that material objets exerise powers or inuenes whih an9Katha Upanishad, II. 2. 9. 168



be alled good or evil: but that good or evil is determined by the ontated being's sense of helpor harm, of bene�t or injury from them; these values do not belong to the material objet but tosome Fore that uses it or they are reated by the onsiousness that ontats it. Fire warms aman or burns him, but that is as involuntarily he meets it or voluntarily uses it; a mediinal herbures or a poison kills, but the value of good or evil is brought into ation by the user: it is tobe observed too that a poison an ure as well as kill, a mediine kill or harm as well as ure orbene�t. The world of pure Matter is neutral, irresponsible; these values insisted on by the humanbeing do not exist in material Nature: as a superior Nature transends the duality of good and evil,so this inferior Nature falls below it. The question may begin to assume a di�erent aspet if we gobehind physial knowledge and aept the onlusions of an oult inquiry, - for here we are toldthat there are onsious inuenes that attah themselves to objets and these an be good or evil;but it might still be held that this does not a�et the neutrality of the objet whih does not at byan individualised onsiousness but only as it is utilised for good or for evil or for both together: theduality of good and evil is not native to the material priniple, it is absent from the world of Matter.The duality begins with onsious life and emerges fully with the development of mind in life; thevital mind, the mind of desire and sensation, is the reator of the sense of evil and of the fat of evil.Moreover, in animal life, the fat of evil is there, the evil of su�ering and the sense of su�ering, theevil of violene and ruelty and strife and deeption, but the sense of moral evil is absent; in animallife there is no duality of sin or virtue, all ation is neutral and permissible for the preservation oflife and its maintenane and for the satisfation of the life-instints. The sensational values of goodand evil are inherent in the form of pain and pleasure, vital satisfation and vital frustration, butthe mental idea, the moral response of the mind to these values are a reation of the human being.It does not follow, as might be hastily inferred, that they are unrealities, mental onstrutions only,and that the only true way to reeive the ativities of Nature is either a neutral indi�erene or anequal aeptane or, intelletually, an admission of all that she may do as a divine or a naturallaw in whih everything is impartially admissible. That is indeed one side of the truth: there isan infrarational truth of Life and Matter whih is impartial and neutral and admits all things asfats of Nature and servieable for the reation, preservation or destrution of life, three neessarymovements of the universal Energy whih are all onnetedly indispensable and, eah in its ownplae, of equal value. There is too a truth of the detahed reason whih an look on all that is thusadmitted by Nature as servieable to her proesses in life and matter and observe everything that iswith an unmoved neutral impartiality and aeptane; this is a philosophi and sienti� reason thatwitnesses and seeks to understand but onsiders it futile to judge the ativities of the osmi Energy.There is too a suprarational truth formulating itself in spiritual experiene whih an observe theplay of universal possibility, aept all impartially as the true and natural features and onsequenesof a world of ignorane and inonsiene or admit all with alm and ompassion as a part of thedivine working, but, while it awaits the awakening of a higher onsiousness and knowledge as thesole esape from what presents itself as evil, is ready with help and intervention where that is trulyhelpful and possible. But, nonetheless, there is also this other middle truth of onsiousness whihawakens us to the values of good and evil and the appreiation of their neessity and importane;this awakening, whatever may be the santion or the validity of its partiular judgments, is one ofthe indispensable steps in the proess of evolutionary Nature.But from what then does this awakening proeed? what is it in the human being that originates andgives its power and plae to the sense of good and evil? If we regard only the proess, we may agreethat it is the vital mind that makes the distintion. Its �rst valuation is sensational and individual, -all that is pleasant, helpful, bene�ial to the life-ego is good, all that is unpleasant, male�, injuriousor destrutive is evil. Its next valuation is utilitarian and soial: all that is onsidered helpful tothe assoiated life, all that it demands from the individual in order to remain in assoiation and toregulate assoiation for the best maintenane, satisfation, development, good order of the assoiatedlife and its units, is good; all that has in the view of the soiety a ontrary e�et or tendeny is evil.169



But thinking mind then omes in with its own valuation and strives to �nd out an intelletual basis,an idea of law or priniple, rational or osmi, a law of Karma perhaps or an ethial system foundedon reason or on an aestheti, emotional or hedonisti basis. Religion brings in her santions; thereis a word or law of God that enjoins righteousness even though Nature permits or stimulates itsopposite, - or perhaps Truth and Righteousness are themselves God and there is no other Divinity.But, behind all this pratial or rational enforement of the human ethial instint, there is a feelingthat there is something deeper: all these standards are either too narrow and rigid or omplex andonfused, unertain, subjet to alteration by a mental or a vital hange or evolution; yet it is felt thatthere is a deeper abiding truth and something within us that an have the intuition of that truth,- in other words, that the real santion is inward, spiritual and psyhi. The traditional aount ofthis inner witness is onsiene, a power of pereption in us half mental, half intuitive; but this issomething super�ial, onstruted, unreliable: there is ertainly within us, though less easily ative,more masked by surfae elements, a deeper spiritual sense, the soul's disernment, an inborn lightwithin our nature.What then is this spiritual or psyhi witness or what is to it the value of the sense of good andevil? It may be maintained that the one use of the sense of sin and evil is that the embodied beingmay beome aware of the nature of this world of inonsiene and ignorane, awake to a knowledgeof its evil and su�ering and the relative nature of its good and happiness and turn away from itto that whih is absolute. Or else its spiritual use may be to purify the nature by the pursuit ofgood and the negation of evil until it is ready to pereive the supreme good and turn from the worldtowards God, or, as in the Buddhisti ethial insistene, it may serve to prepare the dissolution ofthe ignorant ego-omplex and the esape from personality and su�ering. But also it may be thatthis awakening is a spiritual neessity of the evolution itself, a step towards the growth of the beingout of the Ignorane into the truth of the divine unity and the evolution of a divine onsiousnessand a divine being. For muh more than the mind or life whih an turn either to good or to evil, itis the soul-personality, the psyhi being, whih insists on the distintion, though in a larger sensethan the mere moral di�erene. It is the soul in us whih turns always towards Truth, Good andBeauty, beause it is by these things that it itself grows in stature; the rest, their opposites, are aneessary part of experiene, but have to be outgrown in the spiritual inrease of the being. Thefundamental psyhi entity in us has the delight of life and all experiene as part of the progressivemanifestation of the spirit, but the very priniple of its delight of life is to gather out of all ontatsand happenings their seret divine sense and essene, a divine use and purpose so that by experieneour mind and life may grow out of the Inonsiene towards a supreme onsiousness, out of thedivisions of the Ignorane towards an integralising onsiousness and knowledge. It is there for thatand it pursues from life to life its ever-inreasing upward tendeny and insistene; the growth of thesoul is a growth out of darkness into light, out of falsehood into truth, out of su�ering into its ownsupreme and universal Ananda. The soul's pereption of good and evil may not oinide with themind's arti�ial standards, but it has a deeper sense, a sure disrimination of what points to thehigher Light and what points away from it. It is true that as the inferior light is below good andevil, so the superior spiritual light is beyond good and evil; but this is not in the sense of admittingall things with an impartial neutrality or of obeying equally the impulses of good and evil, but inthe sense that a higher law of being intervenes in whih there is no longer any plae or utility forthese values. There is a self-law of supreme Truth whih is above all standards; there is a supremeand universal Good inherent, intrinsi, self-existent, self-aware, self-moved and determined, in�nitelyplasti with the pure plastiity of the luminous onsiousness of the supreme In�nite.If, then, evil and falsehood are natural produts of the Inonsiene, automati results of theevolution of life and mind from it in the proessus of the Ignorane, we have to see how they arise,on what they depend for their existene and what is the remedy or esape. In the surfae emergeneof mental and vital onsiousness from the Inonsiene is to be found the proess by whih thesephenomena ome into being. Here there are two determining fators, - and it is these that are the170



eÆient ause of the simultaneous emergene of falsehood and evil. First, there is an underlying,a still oult onsiousness and power of inherent knowledge, and there is also an overlying layerof what might be alled indeterminate or else ill-formed stu� of vital and physial onsiousness;through this obsure diÆult medium the emerging mentality has to fore its way and has to imposeitself on it by a onstruted and no longer an inherent knowledge, beause this stu� is still full ofnesiene, heavily burdened and enveloped with the inonsiene of Matter. Next, the emergenetakes plae in a separated form of life whih has to aÆrm itself against a priniple of inanimatematerial inertia and a onstant pull of that material inertia towards disintegration and a relapse intothe original inanimate Inonsiene. This separated life-form has also to aÆrm itself, supported onlyby a limited priniple of assoiation, against an outside world whih is, if not hostile to its existene,yet full of dangers and on whih it has to impose itself, onquer life-room, arrive at expression andpropagation, if it wishes to survive. The result of an emergene of onsiousness in these onditionsis the growth of a self-aÆrming vital and physial individual, a onstrution of Nature of life andmatter with a onealed psyhi or spiritual true individual behind it for whih Nature is reatingthis outward means of expression. As mentality inreases, this vital and material individual takesthe more developed form of a onstantly self-aÆrming mental, vital and physial ego. Our surfaeonsiousness and type of existene, our natural being, has developed its present harater under theompulsion of these two initial and basi fats of the evolutionary emergene.In its �rst appearane onsiousness has the semblane of a mirale, a power alien to Matterthat manifests unaountably in a world of inonsient Nature and grows slowly and with diÆulty.Knowledge is aquired, reated out of nothing as it were, learned, inreased, aumulated by anephemeral ignorant reature in whom at birth it is entirely absent or present only, not as knowledge,but in the form of an inherited apaity proper to the stage of development of this slowly learningignorane. It might be onjetured that onsiousness is only the original Inonsiene mehaniallyreording the fats of existene on the brain-ells with a reex or response in the ells automatiallyreading the reord and ditating their answer; the reord, reex, response together onstitute whatappears to be onsiousness. But this is evidently not the whole truth, for it might aount forobservation and mehanial ation, - although it is not lear how an unonsious reord and responsean turn into a onsious observation, a onsious sense of things and sense of self, - but does notredibly aount for ideation, imagination, speulation, the free play of intellet with its observedmaterial. The evolution of onsiousness and knowledge annot be aounted for unless there isalready a onealed onsiousness in things with its inherent and native powers emerging little bylittle. Further, the fats of animal life and the operations of the emergent mind in life impose onus the onlusion that there is in this onealed onsiousness an underlying Knowledge or power ofknowledge whih by the neessity of the life-ontats with the environment omes to the surfae.The individual animal being in its �rst onsious selfaÆrmation has to rely on two soures ofknowledge. As it is nesient and helpless, a small modium of uninformed surfae onsiousnessin a world unknown to it, the seret Consious-Fore sends up to this surfae the minimum ofintuition neessary for it to maintain its existene and go through the operations indispensable tolife and survival. This intuition is not possessed by the animal, but possesses and moves it; it issomething that manifests of itself in the grain of the vital and physial substane of onsiousnessunder pressure of a need and for the needed oasion: but at the same time a surfae result of thisintuition aumulates and takes the form of an automati instint whih works whenever the oasionfor it reurs; this instint belongs to the rae and is imparted at birth to its individual members. Theintuition, when it ours or reurs, is unerring; the instint is automatially orret as a rule, but anerr, for it fails or blunders when the surfae onsiousness or an ill-developed intelligene interferesor if the instint ontinues to at mehanially when, owing to hanged irumstanes, the need orthe neessary irumstanes are no longer there. The seond soure of knowledge is surfae ontatwith the world outside the natural individual being; it is this ontat whih is the ause �rst of aonsious sensation and sense-pereption and then of intelligene. If there were not an underlying171



onsiousness, the ontat would not reate any pereption or reation; it is beause the ontatstimulates into a feeling and a surfae response the subliminal of a being already vitalised by thesubonsious life-priniple and its �rst needs and seekings that a surfae awareness begins to formand develop. Intrinsially the emergene of a surfae onsiousness by fore of life ontats is due tothe fat that in both subjet and objet of the ontat onsiousness-fore is already existent in asubliminal lateny: when the life-priniple is ready, suÆiently sensitive in the subjet, the reipientof the ontat, this subliminal onsiousness emerges in a response to the stimulus whih begins toonstitute a vital or life mind, the mind of the animal, and then, in the ourse of the evolution, athinking intelligene. The seret onsiousness is rendered into surfae sensation and pereption, theseret fore into surfae impulse.If this underlying subliminal onsiousness were to ome itself to the surfae, there would be adiret meeting between the onsiousness of the subjet and the ontents of the objet and the resultwould be a diret knowledge; but this is not possible, �rst, beause of the veto or obstrution ofthe Inonsiene and, seondly, beause the evolutionary intention is to develop slowly through animperfet but growing surfae awareness. The seret onsiousness-fore has therefore to limit itselfto imperfet renderings in a surfae vital and mental vibration and operation and is fored by theabsene, holding bak or insuÆieny of the diret awareness to develop organs and instints for anindiret knowledge. This reation of an external knowledge and intelligene takes plae in an alreadyprepared indeterminate onsious struture whih is the earliest formation on the surfae. At �rstthis struture is only a minimum formation of onsiousness with a vague sensational pereptionand a response-impulse; but, as more organised forms of life appear, this grows into a life-mindand vital intelligene largely mehanial and automati in the beginning and onerned only withpratial needs, desires and impulses. All this ativity is in its initiation intuitive and instintive;the underlying onsiousness is translated in the surfae substratum into automati movementsof the onsious stu� of life and body: the mind movements, when they appear, are involved inthese automatisms, they our as a subordinate mental notation within the predominant vital sense-notation. But slowly mind starts its task of disengaging itself; it still works for the life-instint, life-need and life-desire, but its own speial haraters emerge, observation, invention, devie, intention,exeution of purpose, while sensation and impulse add to themselves emotion and bring a subtler and�ner a�etive urge and value into the rude vital reation. Mind is still muh involved in life and itshighest purely mental operations are not in evidene; it aepts a large bakground of instint andvital intuition as its support, and the intelligene developed, though always growing as the animallife-sale rises, is an added superstruture.When human intelligene adds itself to the animal basis, this basis still remains present and ative,but it is largely hanged, subtilised and uplifted by onsious will and intention; the automati lifeof instint and vital intuition diminishes and annot keep its original predominant proportion to theself-aware mental intelligene. Intuition beomes less purely intuitive: even when there is still a strongvital intuition, its vital harater is onealed by mentalisation, and mental intuition is most often amixture, not the pure artile, for an alloy is added to make it mentally urrent and servieable. In theanimal also the surfae onsiousness an obstrut or alter the intuition but, beause its apaity isless, it interferes less with the automati, mehanial or instintive ation of Nature: in mental manwhen the intuition rises towards the surfae, it is aught at one before it reahes and is translatedinto terms of mind-intelligene with a gloss or mental interpretation added whih oneals the originof the knowledge. Instint also is deprived of its intuitive harater by being taken up and mentalisedand by that hange beomes less sure, though more assisted, when not replaed, by the plasti powerof adaptation of things and self-adaptation proper to the intelligene. The emergene of mind in lifebrings an immense inrease of the range and apaity of the evolving onsiousnessfore; but it alsobrings an immense inrease in the range and apaity of error. For evolving mind trails onstantlyerror as its shadow, a shadow that grows with the growing body of onsiousness and knowledge.172



If in the evolution the surfae onsiousness were always open to the ation of intuition, theintervention of error would not be possible. For intuition is an edge of light thrust out by the seretsupermind, and an emergent truth-onsiousness, however limited, yet sure in its ation, would bethe onsequene. Instint, if it had to form, would be plasti to the intuition and adapt itself freelyto evolutionary hange and the hange of inner or environing irumstane. Intelligene, if it had toform, would be subservient to intuition and would be its aurate mental expression; its brillianywould perhaps be modulated to suit a diminished ation serving as a minor, not, as it is now, amajor funtion and movement, but it would not be errati by deviation, would not by its parts ofobsurity sink into the false or fallible. But this ould not be, beause the hold of Inonsiene onthe matter, the surfae substane, in whih mind and life have to express themselves, makes thesurfae onsiousness obsure and unresponsive to the light within; it is impelled moreover to herishthis defet, to substitute more and more its own inomplete but better grasped larities for theunaountable inner intimations, beause a rapid development of the truth-onsiousness is not theintention in Nature. For the method hosen by her is a slow and diÆult evolution of Inonsienedeveloping into Ignorane and Ignorane forming itself into a mixed, modi�ed and partial knowledgebefore it an be ready for transformation into a higher truth-onsiousness and truth-knowledge.Our imperfet mental intelligene is a neessary stage of transition before this higher transformationan be made possible.There are, in pratial fat, two poles of the onsious being between whih the evolutionaryproess works, one a surfae nesiene whih has to hange gradually into knowledge, the other aseret Consiousness-Fore in whih all power of knowledge is and whih has slowly to manifest inthe nesiene. The surfae nesiene full of inomprehension and inapprehension an hange intoknowledge beause onsiousness is there involved in it; if it were intrinsially an entire absene ofonsiousness, the hange would be impossible: but still it works as an inonsiene trying to beonsious; it is at �rst a nesiene ompelled by need and outer impat to feeling and response andthen an ignorane labouring to know. The means used is a ontat with the world and its fores andobjets whih, like the rubbing of tinders, reates a spark of awareness; the response from within isthat spark leaping out into manifestation. But the surfae nesiene in reeiving the response froman underlying soure of knowledge subdues and hanges it into something obsure and inomplete;there is an imperfet seizure or a misprision of the intuition that answers to the ontat: still bythis proess an initiation of responsive onsiousness, a �rst aumulation of ingrained or habitualinstintive knowledge begins, and there follows upon it �rst a primitive and then a developed apaityof reeptive awareness, understanding, reply of ation, previsional initiation of ation, - an evolvingonsiousness whih is halfknowledge, half-ignorane. All that is unknown is met on the basis of whatis known; but as this knowledge is imperfet, as it reeives imperfetly and responds imperfetly tothe ontats of things, there an be a misprision of the new ontat as well as a misprision ordeformation of the intuitive response, a double soure of error.It is evident, in these onditions, that Error is a neessary aompaniment, almost a neessaryondition and instrumentation, an indispensable step or stage in the slow evolution towards knowl-edge in a onsiousness that begins from nesiene and works in the stu� of a general nesiene. Theevolving onsiousness has to aquire knowledge by an indiret means whih does not give even afragmentary ertitude; for there is at �rst only a �gure or a sign, an image or a vibration physialin harater reated by ontat with the objet and a resulting vital sensation whih have to beinterpreted by mind and sense and turned into a orresponding mental idea or �gure. Things thusexperiened and mentally known have to be related together; things unknown have to be observed,disovered, �tted into the already aquired sum of experiene and knowledge. At eah step di�erentpossibilities of fat, signi�ane, judgment, interpretation, relation present themselves; some haveto be tested and rejeted, others aepted and on�rmed: to shut out error is impossible withoutlimiting the hanes of aquisition of knowledge. Observation is the �rst instrument of the mind, butobservation itself is a omplex proess open at every step to the mistakes of the ignorant observing173



onsiousness; misprision of the fat by the senses and the sense-mind, omission, wrong seletion andputting together, unonsious additions made by a personal impression or personal reation reate afalse or an imperfet omposite piture; to these errors are added the errors of inferene, judgment,interpretation of fats by the intelligene: when even the data are not sure or perfet, the onlusionsbuilt on them must also be inseure and imperfet.Consiousness in its aquisition of knowledge proeeds from the known to the unknown; it buildsa struture of aquired experiene, memories, impressions, judgments, a omposite mental plan ofthings whih is of the nature of a shifting and ever modi�able �xity. In the reeption of new knowl-edge, what omes in to be reeived is judged in the light of past knowledge and �tted into thestruture; if it annot properly �t, it is either dovetailed in anyhow or rejeted: but the existingknowledge and its strutures or standards may not be appliable to the new objet or new �eldof knowledge, the �tting may be a mis�tting or the rejetion may be an erroneous response. Tomisprision and wrong interpretation of fats, there is added misappliation of knowledge, misom-bination, misonstrution, misrepresentation, a ompliated mahinery of mental error. In all thisenlightened obsurity of our mental parts a seret intuition is at work, a truth-urge that orretsor pushes the intelligene to orret what is erroneous, to labour towards a true piture of thingsand a true interpretative knowledge. But intuition itself is limited in the human mind by mentalmisprision of its intimations and is unable to at in its own right; for whether it be physial, vital ormental intuition, it has to present itself in order to be reeived, not nude and pure, but garbed with amental oating or entirely enveloped in an ample mental vesture; so disguised, its true nature annotbe reognised and its relation to mind and its oÆe are not understood, its way of working is ignoredby the hasty and half-aware human intelligene. There are intuitions of atuality, of possibility, of thedetermining truth behind things, but all are mistaken by the mind for eah other. A great onfusionof half-grasped material and an experimental building with it, a representation or mental strutureof the �gure of self and things rigid and yet haoti, half formed and arranged half jumbled, half truehalf erroneous, but always imperfet, is the harater of human knowledge.Error by itself, however, would not amount to falsehood; it would only be an imperfetion of truth,a trying, an essay of possibilities: for when we do not know, untried and unertain possibilities haveto be admitted and, even if as a result an imperfet or inapt struture of thought is built, yet it mayjustify itself by opening to fresh knowledge in unexpeted diretions and either its dissolution andrebuilding or the disovery of some truth it onealed might inrease our ognition or our experiene.In spite of the mixture reated the growth of onsiousness, intelligene and reason ould arrivethrough this mixed truth to a learer and truer �gure of self-knowledge and world-knowledge. Theobstrution of the original and enveloping inonsiene would diminish, and an inreasing mentalonsiousness would reah a larity and wholeness whih would enable the onealed powers of diretknowledge and intuitive proess to emerge, utilise the prepared and enlightened instruments andmake mind-intelligene their true agent and truth-builder on the evolutionary surfae.But here the seond ondition or fator of the evolution intervenes; for this seeking for knowledgeis not an impersonal mental proess hampered only by the general limitations of mind-intelligene:the ego is there, the physial ego, the life ego bent, not on self-knowledge and the disovery of thetruth of things and the truth of life, but on vital self-aÆrmation; a mental ego is there also benton its own personal self-aÆrmation and largely direted and used by the vital urge for its life-desireand life-purpose. For as mind develops, there develops also a mental individuality with a personaldrive of mind-tendeny, a mental temperament, a mind formation of its own. This surfae mentalindividuality is ego-entri; it looks at the world and things and happenings from its own standpointand sees them not as they are but as they a�et itself: in observing things it gives them the turnsuitable to its own tendeny and temperament, selets or rejets, arranges truth aording to its ownmental preferene and onveniene; observation, judgment, reason are all determined or a�eted bythis mind-personality and assimilated to the needs of the individuality and the ego. Even when themind aims most at a pure impersonality of truth and reason, a sheer impersonality is impossible to174



it; even the most trained, severe and vigilant intellet fails to observe the twists and turns it givesto truth in the reeption of fat and idea and the onstrution of its mental knowledge. Here wehave an almost inexhaustible soure of distortion of truth, a ause of falsi�ation, an unonsiousor half-onsious will to error, an aeptane of ideas or fats not by a lear pereption of the trueand the false, but by preferene, personal suitability, temperamental hoie, prejudgment. Here is afruitful seed-plot for the growth of falsehood or a gate or many gates through whih it an enter bystealth or by an usurping but aeptable violene. Truth too an enter in and take up its dwelling,not by its own right, but at the mind's pleasure.In the terms of the Sankhya psyhology we an distinguish three types of mental individuality,- that whih is governed by the priniple of obsurity and inertia, �rst-born of the Inonsiene,tamasi; that whih is governed by a fore of passion and ativity, kineti, rajasi; that whih isast in the mould of the sattwi priniple of light, harmony, balane. The tamasi intelligene hasits seat in the physial mind: it is inert to ideas, - exept to those whih it reeives inertly, blindly,passively from a reognised soure or authority, - obsure in their reeption, unwilling to enlargeitself, realitrant to new stimulus, onservative and immobile; it lings to its reeived struture ofknowledge and its one power is repetitive pratiality, but it is a power limited by the austomed,the obvious, the established and familiar and already seure; it thrusts away all that is new andlikely to disturb it. The rajasi intelligene has its main seat in the vital mind and is of two kinds:one kind is defensive with violene and passion, assertive of its mental individuality and all thatis in agreement with it, preferred by its volition, adapted to its outlook, but aggressive against allthat is ontrary to its mental ego-struture or unaeptable to its personal intelletuality; the otherkind is enthusiasti for new things, passionate, insistent, impetuous, often mobile beyond measure,inonstant and ever restless, governed in its idea not by truth and light but by the zest of intelletualbattle and movement and adventure. The sattwi intelligene is eager for knowledge, as open as itan be to it, areful to onsider and verify and balane, to adjust and adapt to its view whateveron�rms itself as truth, reeiving all that it an assimilate, skilful to build truth in a harmoniousintelletual struture: but, beause its light is limited, as all mental light must be, it is unableto enlarge itself so as to reeive equally all truth and all knowledge; it has a mental ego, even anenlightened one, and is determined by it in its observation, judgment, reasoning, mental hoie andpreferene. In most men there is a predominane of one of these qualities but also a mixture; thesame mind an be open and plasti and harmoni in one diretion, kineti and vital, hasty andprejudied and ill-balaned in another, in yet another obsure and unreeptive. This limitation bypersonality, this defene of personality and refusal to reeive what is unassimilable, is neessary forthe individual being beause in its evolution, at the stage reahed, it has a ertain selfexpression, aertain type of experiene and use of experiene whih must, for the mind and life at least, governnature; that for the moment is its law of being, its dharma. This limitation of mind-onsiousnessby personality and of truth by mental temperament and preferene must be the rule of our natureso long as the individual has not reahed universality, is not yet preparing for mind-transendene.But it is evident that this ondition is inevitably a soure of error and an at any moment be theause of a falsi�ation of knowledge, an unonsious or half-wilful self-deeption, a refusal to admittrue knowledge, a readiness to assert aeptable wrong knowledge as true knowledge.This is in the �eld of ognition, but the same law applies to will and ation. Out of ignoranea wrong onsiousness is reated whih gives a wrong dynami reation to the ontat of persons,things, happenings: the surfae onsiousness develops the habit of ignoring, misunderstanding orrejeting the suggestions to ation or against ation that ome from the seret inmost onsiousness,the psyhi entity; it answers instead to unenlightened mental and vital suggestions, or ats inaordane with the demands and impulsions of the vital ego. Here the seond of the primaryonditions of the evolution, the law of a separate life-being aÆrming itself in a world whih is not-self to it, omes into prominene and assumes an immense importane. It is here that the surfaevital personality or life-self asserts its dominane, and this dominane of the ignorant vital being175



is a prinipal ative soure of disord and disharmony, a ause of inner and outer perturbationsof the life, a mainspring of wrong-doing and evil. The natural vital element in us, in so far as itis unheked or untrained or retains its primitive harater, is not onerned with truth or rightonsiousness or right ation; it is onerned with self-aÆrmation, with life-growth, with possession,with satisfation of impulse, with all satisfations of desire. This main need and demand of thelife-self seems allimportant to it; it would readily arry it out without any regard to truth or right orgood or any other onsideration: but beause mind is there and has these oneptions, beause thesoul is there and has these soul-pereptions, it tries to dominate mind and get from it by ditation asantion and order of exeution for its own will of self-aÆrmation, a verdit of truth and right andgood for its own vital assertions, impulses, desires; it is onerned with self-justi�ation in order thatit may have room for full selfaÆrmation. But if it an get the assent of mind, it is quite ready toignore all these standards and set up only one standard, the satisfation, growth, strength, greatnessof the vital ego. The life-individual needs plae, expansion, possession of its world, dominane andontrol of things and beings; it needs life-room, a spae in the sun, self-assertion, survival. It needsthese things for itself and for those with whom it assoiates itself, for its own ego and for the olletiveego; it needs them for its ideas, reeds, ideals, interests, imaginations: for it has to assert these formsof I-ness and my-ness and impose them on the world around it or, if it is not strong enough todo that, it has at least to defend and maintain them against others to the best of its power andontrivane. It may try to do it by methods it thinks or hooses to think or represent as right; itmay try to do it by the naked use of violene, ruse, falsehood, destrutive aggression, rushing ofother life-formations: the priniple is the same whatever the means or the moral attitude. It is notonly in the realm of interests, but in the realm of ideas and the realm of religion that the vital beingof man has introdued this spirit and attitude of selfaÆrmation and struggle and the use of violene,oppression and suppression, intolerane, aggression; it has imposed the priniple of life-egoism on thedomain of intelletual truth and the domain of the spirit. Into its self-aÆrmation the self-assertinglife brings in hatred and dislike towards all that stands in the way of its expansion or hurts its ego;it develops as a means or as a passion or reation of the life-nature ruelty, treahery and all kindsof evil: its satisfation of desire and impulse takes no aount of right and wrong, but only of theful�lment of desire and impulse. For this satisfation it is ready to fae the risk of destrution andthe atuality of su�ering; for what it is pushed by Nature to aim at is not self-preservation alone,but life-aÆrmation and life-satisfation, formulation of life-fore and life-being.It does not follow that this is all that the vital personality is in its native omposition or that evilis its very nature. It is not primarily onerned with truth and good, but it an have the passionfor truth and good as it has, more spontaneously, the passion for joy and beauty. In all that isdeveloped by the life-fore there is developed at the same time a seret delight somewhere in thebeing, a delight in good and a delight in evil, a delight in truth and a delight in falsehood, a delight inlife and an attration to death, a delight in pleasure and a delight in pain, in one's own su�ering andthe su�ering of others, but also in one's own joy and happiness and good and the joy and happinessand good of others. For the fore of life-aÆrmation aÆrms alike the good and the evil: it has itsimpulses of help and assoiation, of generosity, a�etion, loyalty, self-giving; it takes up altruism asit takes up egoism, sari�es itself as well as destroys others; and in all its ats there is the samepassion for life-aÆrmation, the same fore of ation and ful�lment. This harater of vital beingand its trend of existene in whih what we term good and evil are items but not the mainspring, isevident in subhuman life; in the human being, sine there a mental, moral and psyhi disernmenthas developed, it is subjeted to ontrol or to amouage, but it does not hange its harater.The vital being and its life-fore and their drive towards self-aÆrmation are, in the absene of anovert ation of soul-power and spiritual power, Atmashakti, Nature's hief means of e�etuation, andwithout its support neither mind nor body an utilise their possibilities or realise their aim here inexistene. It is only if the inner or true vital being replaes the outer life-personality that the drive ofthe vital ego an be wholly overome and the life-fore beome the servant of the soul and a powerfulinstrumentation for the ation of our true spiritual being.176



This then is the origin and nature of error, falsehood, wrong and evil in the onsiousness and willof the individual; a limited onsiousness growing out of nesiene is the soure of error, a personalattahment to the limitation and the error born of it the soure of falsity, a wrong onsiousnessgoverned by the life-ego the soure of evil. But it is evident that their relative existene is only aphenomenon thrown up by the osmi Fore in its drive towards evolutionary self-expression, andit is there that we have to look for the signi�ane of the phenomenon. For the emergene of thelife-ego is, as we have seen, a mahinery of osmi Nature for the aÆrmation of the individual, for hisself-disengagement from the indeterminate mass substane of the subonsient, for the appearaneof a onsious being on a ground prepared by the Inonsiene; the priniple of life-aÆrmation ofthe ego is the neessary onsequene. The individual ego is a pragmati and e�etive �tion, atranslation of the seret self into the terms of surfae onsiousness, or a subjetive substitute for thetrue self in our surfae experiene: it is separated by ignorane from other-self and from the innerDivinity, but it is still pushed seretly towards an evolutionary uni�ation in diversity; it has behinditself, though �nite, the impulse to the in�nite. But this in the terms of an ignorant onsiousnesstranslates itself into the will to expand, to be a boundless �nite, to take everything it an into itself,to enter into everything and possess it, even to be possessed if by that it an feel itself satis�ed andgrowing in or through others or an take into itself by subjetion the being and power of others orget thereby a help or an impulse for its life-aÆrmation, its life-delight, its enrihment of its mental,vital or physial existene.But beause it does these things as a separate ego for its separate advantage and not by onsiousinterhange and mutuality, not by unity, life-disord, onit, disharmony arise, and it is the produtsof this life-disord and disharmony that we all wrong and evil. Nature aepts them beause theyare neessary irumstanes of the evolution, neessary for the growth of the divided being; they areproduts of ignorane, supported by an ignorant onsiousness that founds itself on division, by anignorant will that works through division, by an ignorant delight of existene that takes the joy ofdivision. The evolutionary intention ats through the evil as through the good; it has to utilise allbeause on�nement to a limited good would imprison and hek the intended evolution; it uses anyavailable material and does what it an with it: this is the reason why we see evil oming out of whatwe all good and good oming out of what we all evil; and, if we see even what was thought to beevil oming to be aepted as good, what was thought to be good aepted as evil, it is beause ourstandards of both are evolutionary, limited and mutable. Evolutionary Nature, the terrestrial osmiFore, seems then at �rst to have no preferene for either of these opposites, it uses both alike for itspurpose. And yet it is the same Nature, the same Fore that has burdened man with the sense ofgood and evil and insists on its importane: evidently, therefore, this sense also has an evolutionarypurpose; it too must be neessary, it must be there so that man may leave ertain things behindhim, move towards others, until out of good and evil he an emerge into some Good that is eternaland in�nite.But how is this evolutionary intention in Nature to ful�l itself, by what power, means, impulsion,what priniple and proess of seletion and harmonisation? The method adopted by the mind ofman through the ages has been always a priniple of seletion and rejetion, and this has takenthe forms of a religious santion, a soial or moral rule of life or an ethial ideal. But this is anempirial means whih does not touh the root of the problem beause it has no vision of the auseand origin of the malady it attempts to ure; it deals with the symptoms, but deals with themperfuntorily, not knowing what funtion they serve in the purpose of Nature and what it is in themind and life that supports them and keeps them in being. Moreover, human good and evil arerelative and the standards ereted by ethis are unertain as well as relative: what is forbiddenby one religion or another, what is regarded as good or bad by soial opinion, what is thoughtuseful to soiety or noxious to it, what some temporary law of man allows or disallows, what isor is onsidered helpful or harmful to self or others, what aords with this or that ideal, what isprompted or disouraged by an instint whih we all onsiene, - an amalgam of all these view-177



points is the determining heterogeneous idea, onstitutes the omplex substane, of morality; in all ofthem there is the onstant mixture of truth and half-truth and error whih pursues all the ativitiesof our limiting mental Knowledge-Ignorane. A mental ontrol over our vital and physial desiresand instints, over our personal and soial ation, over our dealings with others is indispensable tous as human beings, and morality reates a standard by whih we an guide ourselves and establisha ustomary ontrol; but the ontrol is always imperfet and it is an expedient, not a solution: manremains always what he is and has ever been, a mixture of good and evil, sin and virtue, a mentalego with an imperfet ommand over his mental, vital and physial nature.The endeavour to selet, to retain from our onsiousness and ation all that seems to us good andrejet all that seems to us evil and so to re-form our being, to reonstitute and shape ourselves intothe image of an ideal, is a more profound ethial motive, beause it omes nearer to the true issue;it rests on the sound idea that our life is a beoming and that there is something whih we have tobeome and be. But the ideals onstruted by the human mind are seletive and relative; to shapeour nature rigidly aording to them is to limit ourselves and make a onstrution where there shouldbe growth into larger being. The true all upon us is the all of the In�nite and the Supreme; theself-aÆrmation and self-abnegation imposed on us by Nature are both movements towards that, andit is the right way of self-aÆrmation and self-negation taken together in plae of the wrong, beauseignorant, way of the ego and in plae of the onit between the yes and the no of Nature that wehave to disover. If we do not disover that, either the push of life will be too strong for our narrowideal of perfetion, its instrumentation will break and it will fail to onsummate and perpetuateitself, or at best a half result will be all that we shall obtain, or else the push away from life willpresent itself as the only remedy, the one way out of the otherwise invinible grasp of the Ignorane.This indeed is the way out usually indiated by religion; a divinely enjoined morality, a pursuit ofpiety, righteousness and virtue as laid down in a religious ode of ondut, a law of God determinedby some human inspiration, is put forward as a part of the means, the diretion, by whih we antread the way that leads to the exit, the issue. But this exit leaves the problem where it was; it isonly a way of esape for the personal being out of the unsolved perplexity of the osmi existene. Inanient Indian spiritual thought there was a learer pereption of the diÆulty; the pratie of truth,virtue, right will and right doing was regarded as a neessity of the approah to spiritual realisation,but in the realisation itself the being arises to the greater onsiousness of the In�nite and Eternaland shakes away from itself the burden of sin and virtue, for that belongs to the relativity and theIgnorane. Behind this larger truer pereption lay the intuition that a relative good is a trainingimposed by World-Nature upon us so that we may pass through it towards the true Good whih isabsolute. These problems are of the mind and the ignorant life, they do not aompany us beyondmind; as there is a essation of the duality of truth and error in an in�nite Truth-Consiousness, sothere is a liberation from the duality of good and evil in an in�nite Good, there is transendene.There an be no arti�ial esape from this problem whih has always troubled humanity andfrom whih it has found no satisfying issue. The tree of the knowledge of good and evil with itssweet and bitter fruits is seretly rooted in the very nature of the Inonsiene from whih our beinghas emerged and on whih it still stands as a nether soil and basis of our physial existene; it hasgrown visibly on the surfae in the manifold branhings of the Ignorane whih is still the main bulkand ondition of our onsiousness in its diÆult evolution towards a supreme onsiousness and anintegral awareness. As long as there is this soil with the unfound roots in it and this nourishingair and limate of Ignorane, the tree will grow and ourish and put forth its dual blossoms andits fruit of mixed nature. It would follow that there an be no �nal solution until we have turnedour inonsiene into the greater onsiousness, made the truth of self and spirit our life-basis andtransformed our ignorane into a higher knowledge. All other expedients will only be makeshiftsor blind issues; a omplete and radial transformation of our nature is the only true solution. Itis beause the Inonsiene imposes its original obsurity on our awareness of self and things andbeause the Ignorane bases it on an imperfet and divided onsiousness and beause we live in that178



obsurity and division that wrong knowledge and wrong will are possible: without wrong knowledgethere ould be no error or falsehood, without error or falsehood in our dynami parts there ouldbe no wrong will in our members; without wrong will there ould be no wrong-doing or evil: whilethese auses endure, the e�ets also will persist in our ation and in our nature. A mental ontrolan only be a ontrol, not a ure; a mental teahing, rule, standard an only impose an arti�ialgroove in whih our ation revolves mehanially or with diÆulty and whih imposes a urbed andlimited formation on the ourse of our nature. A total hange of onsiousness, a radial hange ofnature is the one remedy and the sole issue.But sine the root of the diÆulty is a split, limited and separative existene, this hange mustonsist in an integration, a healing of the divided onsiousness of our being, and sine that divisionis omplex and many-sided, no partial hange on one side of the being an be passed o� as a suÆientsubstitute for the integral transformation. Our �rst division is that reated by our ego and mainly,most forefully, most vividly by our life-ego, whih divides us from all other beings as not-self andties us to our ego-entriity and the law of an egoisti selfaÆrmation. It is in the errors of thisself-aÆrmation that wrong and evil �rst arise: wrong onsiousness engenders wrong will in themembers, in the thinking mind, in the heart, in the life-mind and the sensational being, in the verybody-onsiousness; wrong will engenders wrong ation of all these instruments, a multiple error andmany-branhing rookedness of thought and will and sense and feeling. Nor an we deal rightly withothers so long as they are to us others, beings who are strangers to ourselves and of whose inneronsiousness, soul-need, mind-need, heart-need, life-need, body-need we know little or nothing. Themodium of imperfet sympathy, knowledge and good-will that the law, need and habit of assoiationengender, is a poor quantum of what is required for a true ation. A larger mind, a larger heart, amore ample and generous life-fore an do something to help us or help others and avoid the worsto�enes, but this too is insuÆient and will not prevent a mass of troubles and harms and ollisionsof our preferred good with the good of others. By the very nature of our ego and ignorane we aÆrmourselves egoistially even when we most pride ourselves on selessness and ignorantly even whenwe most pride ourselves on understanding and knowledge. Altruism taken as a rule of life does notdeliver us; it is a potent instrument for self-enlargement and for orretion of the narrower ego, butit does not abolish it nor transform it into the true self one with all; the ego of the altruist is aspowerful and absorbing as the ego of the sel�sh and it is often more powerful and insistent beauseit is a self-righteous and magni�ed ego. It helps still less if we do wrong to our soul, to our mind, lifeor body with the idea of subordinating our self to the self of others. To aÆrm our being rightly sothat it may beome one with all is the true priniple, not to mutilate or immolate it. Self-immolationmay be neessary at times, exeptionally, for a ause, in answer to some demand of the heart or forsome right or high purpose but annot be made the rule or nature of life; so exaggerated, it wouldonly feed and exaggerate the ego of others or magnify some olletive ego, not lead us or mankindto the disovery and aÆrmation of our or its true being. Sari�e and self-giving are indeed a truepriniple and a spiritual neessity, for we annot aÆrm our being rightly without sari�e or withoutself-giving to something larger than our ego; but that too must be done with a right onsiousnessand will founded on a true knowledge. To develop the sattwi part of our nature, a nature of light,understanding, balane, harmony, sympathy, good-will, kindness, fellow-feeling, self-ontrol, rightlyordered and harmonised ation, is the best we an do in the limits of the mental formation, but it is astage and not the goal of our growth of being. These are solutions by the way, palliatives, neessarymeans for a partial dealing with this root diÆulty, provisional standards and devies given us as atemporary help and guidane beause the true and total solution is beyond our present apaity andan only ome when we have suÆiently evolved to see it and make it our main endeavour.The true solution an intervene only when by our spiritual growth we an beome one self withall beings, know them as part of our self, deal with them as if they were our other selves; for thenthe division is healed, the law of separate selfaÆrmation leading by itself to aÆrmation against orat the expense of others is enlarged and liberated by adding to it the law of our self-aÆrmation179



for others and our self-�nding in their self-�nding and self-realisation. It has been made a rule ofreligious ethis to at in a spirit of universal ompassion, to love one's neighbour as oneself, to do toothers as one would have them do to us, to feel the joy and grief of others as one's own; but no manliving in his ego is able truly and perfetly to do these things, he an only aept them as a demandof his mind, an aspiration of his heart, an e�ort of his will to live by a high standard and modify bya sinere endeavour his rude ego-nature. It is when others are known and felt intimately as oneselfthat this ideal an beome a natural and spontaneous rule of our living and be realised in pratieas in priniple. But even oneness with others is not enough by itself, if it is a oneness with theirignorane; for then the law of ignorane will work and error of ation and wrong ation will surviveeven if diminished in degree and mellowed in inidene and harater. Our oneness with others mustbe fundamental, not a oneness with their minds, hearts, vital selves, egos, - even though these ometo be inluded in our universalised onsiousness, - but a oneness in the soul and spirit, and that anonly ome by our liberation into soul-awareness and self-knowledge. To be ourselves liberated fromego and realise our true selves is the �rst neessity; all else an be ahieved as a luminous result,a neessary onsequene. That is one reason why a spiritual all must be aepted as imperativeand take preedene over all other laims, intelletual, ethial, soial, that belong to the domain ofthe Ignorane. For the mental law of good abides in that domain and an only modify and palliate;nothing an be a suÆient substitute for the spiritual hange that an realise the true and integralgood beause through the spirit we ome to the root of ation and existene.In the spiritual knowledge of self there are three steps of its self-ahievement whih are at thesame time three parts of the one knowledge. The �rst is the disovery of the soul, not the outersoul of thought and emotion and desire, but the seret psyhi entity, the divine element within us.When that beomes dominant over the nature, when we are onsiously the soul and when mind,life and body take their true plae as its instruments, we are aware of a guide within that knowsthe truth, the good, the true delight and beauty of existene, ontrols heart and intellet by itsluminous law and leads our life and being towards spiritual ompleteness. Even within the obsureworkings of the Ignorane we have then a witness who diserns, a living light that illumines, a willthat refuses to be misled and separates the mind's truth from its error, the heart's intimate responsefrom its vibrations to a wrong all and wrong demand upon it, the life's true ardour and plenitude ofmovement from vital passion and the turbid falsehoods of our vital nature and its dark selfseekings.This is the �rst step of self-realisation, to enthrone the soul, the divine psyhi individual in theplae of the ego. The next step is to beome aware of the eternal self in us unborn and one with theself of all beings. This self-realisation liberates and universalises; even if our ation still proeeds inthe dynamis of the Ignorane, it no longer binds or misleads beause our inner being is seated inthe light of self-knowledge. The third step is to know the Divine Being who is at one our supremetransendent Self, the Cosmi Being, foundation of our universality, and the Divinity within of whihour psyhi being, the true evolving individual in our nature, is a portion, a spark, a ame growinginto the eternal Fire from whih it was lit and of whih it is the witness ever living within us andthe onsious instrument of its light and power and joy and beauty. Aware of the Divine as theMaster of our being and ation, we an learn to beome hannels of his Shakti, the Divine Puissane,and at aording to her ditates or her rule of light and power within us. Our ation will not thenbe mastered by our vital impulse or governed by a mental standard, for she ats aording to thepermanent yet plasti truth of things, - not that whih the mind onstruts, but the higher, deeperand subtler truth of eah movement and irumstane as it is known to the supreme knowledgeand demanded by the supreme will in the universe. The liberation of the will follows upon theliberation in knowledge and is its dynami onsequene; it is knowledge that puri�es, it is truththat liberates: evil is the fruit of a spiritual ignorane and it will disappear only by the growth ofa spiritual onsiousness and the light of spiritual knowledge. The division of our being from thebeing of others an only be healed by removing the divore of our nature from the inner soul-reality,by abolishing the veil between our beoming and our self-being, by bridging the remoteness of ourindividuality in Nature from the Divine Being who is the omnipresent Reality in Nature and above180



Nature.But the last division to be removed is the sission between this Nature and the Supernaturewhih is the Self-Power of the Divine Existene. Even before the dynami Knowledge-Ignorane isremoved, while it still remains as an inadequate instrumentation of the spirit, the supreme Shaktior Supernature an work through us and we an be aware of her workings; but it is then by amodi�ation of her light and power so that it an be reeived and assimilated by the inferior natureof the mind, life and body. But this is not enough; there is needed an entire remoulding of what weare into a way and power of the divine Supernature. The integration of our being annot be ompleteunless there is this transformation of the dynami ation; there must be an uplifting and hange ofthe whole mode of Nature itself and not only some illumination and transmutation of the innerways of the being. An eternal Truth-Consiousness must possess us and sublimate all our naturalmodes into its own modes of being, knowledge and ation; a spontaneous truth-awareness, truth-will,truth-feeling, truthmovement, truth-ation an then beome the integral law of our nature.END OF BOOK TWO, PART I

Figure 14.1: The manusript of a hapter written in 1939-40
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Figure 14.2: The �rst revised typesript of Book Two, Chapter XXIII
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Part IIThe Knowledge and the SpiritualEvolution
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Chapter 15Reality and the Integral Knowledge\This Self is to be won by the Truth and by an integral knowledge."Mundaka Upanishad.1\Hear how thou shalt know Me in My totality . . . for even of the seekers who have ahieved,hardly one knows Me in all the truth of My being." Gita.2THIS THEN is the origin, this the nature, these the boundaries of the Ignorane. Its origin is alimitation of knowledge, its distintive harater a separation of the being from its own integrality andentire reality; its boundaries are determined by this separative development of the onsiousness, forit shuts us to our true self and to the true self and whole nature of things and obliges us to live in anapparent surfae existene. A return or a progress to integrality, a disappearane of the limitation, abreaking down of separativeness, an overpassing of boundaries, a reovery of our essential and wholereality must be the sign and opposite harater of the inner turn towards Knowledge. There must bea replaement of a limited and separative by an essential and integral onsiousness identi�ed withthe original truth and the whole truth of self and existene. The integral Knowledge is somethingthat is already there in the integral Reality: it is not a new or still non-existent thing that has tobe reated, aquired, learned, invented or built up by the mind; it must rather be disovered orunovered, it is a Truth that is selfrevealed to a spiritual endeavour: for it is there veiled in ourdeeper and greater self; it is the very stu� of our own spiritual onsiousness, and it is by awaking toit even in our surfae self that we have to possess it. There is an integral self-knowledge that we haveto reover and, beause the world-self also is our self, an integral world-knowledge. A knowledge thatan be learned or onstruted by the mind exists and has its value, but that is not what is meantwhen we speak of the Knowledge and the Ignorane.An integral spiritual onsiousness arries in it a knowledge of all the terms of being; it linksthe highest to the lowest through all the mediating terms and ahieves an indivisible whole. At thehighest summit of things it opens to the reality, ine�able beause superonsient to all but its ownself-awareness, of the Absolute. At the lowest end of our being it pereives the Inonsiene fromwhih our evolution begins; but at the same time it is aware of the One and the All self-involvedin those depths, it unveils the seret Consiousness in the Inonsiene. Interpretative, revelatory,moving between these two extremes, its vision disovers the manifestation of the One in the Many,the identity of the In�nite in the disparity of things �nite, the presene of the timeless Eternal ineternal Time; it is this seeing that illumines for it the meaning of the universe. This onsiousnessdoes not abolish the universe; it takes it up and transforms it by giving to it its hidden signi�ane. It1III. 1. 5.2VII. 1, 3. 185



does not abolish the individual existene; it transforms the individual being and nature by revealingto them their true signi�ane and enabling them to overome their separateness from the DivineReality and the Divine Nature.An integral knowledge presupposes an integral Reality; for it is the power of a Truth-onsiousnesswhih is itself the onsiousness of the Reality. But our idea and sense of Reality vary with our statusand movement of onsiousness, its sight, its stress, its intake of things; that sight or stress an beintensive and exlusive or extensive, inlusive and omprehensive. It is quite possible - and it is in itsown �eld a valid movement for our thought and for a very high line of spiritual ahievement - to aÆrmthe existene of the ine�able Absolute, to emphasise its sole Reality and to negate and abolish forour self, to expunge from our idea and sense of reality, the individual being and the osmi reation.The reality of the individual is Brahman the Absolute; the reality of the osmos is Brahman theAbsolute: the individual is a phenomenon, a temporal appearane in the osmos; the osmos itselfis a phenomenon, a larger and more omplex temporal appearane. The two terms, Knowledge andIgnorane, belong only to this appearane; in order to reah an absolute superonsiousness bothhave to be transended: egoonsiousness and osmi onsiousness are extinguished in that supremetransendene and there remains only the Absolute. For the absolute Brahman exists only in its ownidentity and is beyond all other-knowledge; there the very idea of the knower and the known andtherefore of the knowledge in whih they meet and beome one, disappears, is transended and losesits validity, so that to mind and speeh the absolute Brahman must remain always unattainable.In opposition to the view we have put forward or in ompletion of it, - the view of the Ignoraneitself as only either a limited or an involved ation of the divine Knowledge, limited in the partlyonsient, involved in the inonsient, - we might say from this other end of the sale of things thatKnowledge itself is only a higher Ignorane, sine it stops short of the absolute Reality whih isself-evident to Itself but to mind unknowable. This absolutism orresponds to a truth of thoughtand to a truth of supreme experiene in the spiritual onsiousness; but by itself it is not the wholeof spiritual thought omplete and omprehensive and it does not exhaust the possibilities of thesupreme spiritual experiene.The absolutist view of reality, onsiousness and knowledge is founded on one side of the earliestVedanti thought, but it is not the whole of that thinking. In the Upanishads, in the inspired sriptureof the most anient Vedanta, we �nd the aÆrmation of the Absolute, the experiene-onept of theutter and ine�able Transendene; but we �nd also, not in ontradition to it but as its orollary,an aÆrmation of the osmi Divinity, an experiene-onept of the osmi Self and the beoming ofBrahman in the universe. Equally, we �nd the aÆrmation of the Divine Reality in the individual:this too is an experieneonept; it is seized upon not as an appearane, but as an atual beoming.In plae of a sole supreme exlusive aÆrmation negating all else than the transendent Absolute we�nd a omprehensive aÆrmation arried to its farthest onlusion: this onept of Reality and ofKnowledge enveloping in one view the osmi and the Absolute oinides fundamentally with ourown; for it implies that the Ignorane too is a half-veiled part of the Knowledge and world-knowledgea part of self-knowledge. The Isha Upanishad insists on the unity and reality of all the manifestationsof the Absolute; it refuses to on�ne truth to any one aspet. Brahman is the stable and the mobile,the internal and the external, all that is near and all that is far whether spiritually or in the extensionof Time and Spae; it is the Being and all beomings, the Pure and Silent who is without feature oration and the Seer and Thinker who organises the world and its objets; it is the One who beomesall that we are sensible of in the universe, the Immanent and that in whih he takes up his dwelling.The Upanishad aÆrms the perfet and the liberating knowledge to be that whih exludes neitherthe Self nor its reations: the liberated spirit sees all these as beomings of the Self-existent in aninternal vision and by a onsiousness whih pereives the universe within itself instead of lookingout on it, like the limited and egoisti mind, as a thing other than itself. To live in the osmiIgnorane is a blindness, but to on�ne oneself in an exlusive absolutism of Knowledge is also ablindness: to know Brahman as at one and together the Knowledge and the Ignorane, to attain to186



the supreme status at one by the Beoming and the Non-Beoming, to relate together realisationof the transendent and the osmi self, to ahieve foundation in the supramundane and a self-awaremanifestation in the mundane, is the integral knowledge; that is the possession of Immortality. It isthis whole onsiousness with its omplete knowledge that builds the foundation of the Life Divineand makes its attainment possible. It follows that the absolute reality of the Absolute must be,not a rigid indeterminable oneness, not an in�nity vaant of all that is not a pure self-existeneattainable only by the exlusion of the many and the �nite, but something whih is beyond thesede�nitions, beyond indeed any desription either positive or negative. All aÆrmations and negationsare expressive of its aspets, and it is through both a supreme aÆrmation and a supreme negationthat we an arrive at the Absolute.On the one side, then, presented to us as the Reality, we have an absolute Self-Existene, aneternal sole self-being, and through the experiene of the silent and inative Self or the detahedimmobile Purusha we an move towards this featureless and relationless Absolute, negate the ationsof the reative Power, whether that be an illusory Maya or a formative Prakriti, pass from allirling in osmi error into the eternal Peae and Silene, get rid of our personal existene and �ndor lose ourselves in that sole true Existene. On the other side, we have a Beoming whih is atrue movement of Being, and both the Being and the Beoming are truths of one absolute Reality.The �rst view is founded on the metaphysial oneption whih formulates an extreme pereptionin our thought, an exlusive experiene in our onsiousness of the Absolute as a reality void of allrelations and determinations: that imposes as its onsequene a logial and pratial neessity todeny the world of relativities as a falsity of unreal being, a non-existent (Asat), or at least a lowerand evanesent, temporal and pragmati selfexperiene, and to ut it away from the onsiousnessin order to arrive at liberation of the spirit from its false pereptions or its inferior reations. Theseond view is based on the oneption of the Absolute as neither positively nor negatively limitable.It is beyond all relations in the sense that it is not bound by any relativities or limitable by them inits power of being: it annot be tied down and irumsribed by our relative oneptions, highest orlowest, positive or negative; it is bound neither by our knowledge nor by our ignorane, neither byour onept of existene nor by our onept of non-existene. But neither an it be limited by anyinapaity to ontain, sustain, reate or manifest relations: on the ontrary, the power to manifestitself in in�nity of unity and in�nity of multipliity an be regarded as an inherent fore, sign, resultof its very absoluteness, and this possibility is in itself a suÆient explanation of osmi existene.The Absolute annot indeed be bound in its nature to manifest a osmos of relations, but neitheran it be bound not to manifest any osmos. It is not itself a sheer emptiness; for a vaant Absoluteis no Absolute, - our oneption of a Void or Zero is only a oneptual sign of our mental inability toknow or grasp it: it bears in itself some ine�able essentiality of all that is and all that an be; andsine it holds in itself this essentiality and this possibility, it must also hold in itself in some way ofits absoluteness either the permanent truth or the inherent, even if latent, realisable atuality of allthat is fundamental to our or the world's existene. It is this realisable atuality atualised or thispermanent truth deploying its possibilities that we all manifestation and see as the universe.There is, then, in the oneption or the realisation of the truth of the Absolute no inherentinevitable onsequene of a rejetion or a dissolution of the truth of the universe. The idea of anessentially unreal universe manifested somehow by an inexpliable Power of illusion, the AbsoluteBrahman regarding it not or aloof and not a�eting it even as it is una�eted by it, is at bottom aarrying over, an imposing or imputation, adhy�aropa, of an inapaity of our mental onsiousnessto That so as to limit it. Our mental onsiousness, when it passes beyond its limits, loses its ownway and means of knowledge and tends towards inativity or essation; it loses at the same timeor tends to have no further hold on its former ontents, no ontinuing oneption of the realityof that whih one was to it all that was real: we impute to absolute Parabrahman, oneived asnon-manifest for ever, a orresponding inability or separation or aloofness from what has beome orseems now to us unreal; it must, like our mind in its essation or self-extintion, be by its very nature187



of pure absoluteness void of all onnetion with this world of apparent manifestation, inapable ofany supporting ognition or dynami maintenane of it that gives it a reality - or, if there is suha ognition, it must be of the nature of an Is that is not, a magial Maya. But there is no bindingreason to suppose that this hasm must exist; what our relative human onsiousness is or is notapable of, is no test or standard of an absolute apaity; its oneptions annot be applied to anabsolute self-awareness: what is neessary for our mental ignorane in order to esape from itselfannot be the neessity of the Absolute whih has no need of self-esape and no reason for refusingto ognise whatever is to it ognisable.There is that unmanifest Unknowable; there is this manifest knowable, partly manifest to ourignorane, manifest entirely to the divine Knowledge whih holds it in its own in�nity. If it is truethat neither our ignorane nor our utmost and widest mental knowledge an give us a hold of theUnknowable, still it is also true that, whether through our knowledge or through our ignorane, Thatvariously manifests itself; for it annot be manifesting something other than itself, sine nothing elsean exist: in this variety of manifestation there is that Oneness and through the diversity we antouh the Oneness. But even so, even aepting this oexistene, it is still possible to pass a �nalverdit and sentene of ondemnation on the Beoming and deide on the neessity of a renuniationof it and a return into the absolute Being. This verdit an be based on the distintion between thereal reality of the Absolute and the partial and misleading reality of the relative universe.For we have in this unfolding of knowledge the two terms of the One and the Many, as we have thetwo terms of the �nite and the in�nite, of that whih beomes and of that whih does not beomebut for ever is, of that whih takes form and of that whih does not take form, of Spirit and Matter,of the supreme Superonsient and the nethermost Inonsiene; in this dualism, and to get awayfrom it, it is open to us to de�ne Knowledge as the possession of one term and the possession of theother as Ignorane. The ultimate of our life would then be a drawing away from the lower reality ofthe Beoming to the greater reality of the Being, a leap from the Ignorane to the Knowledge and arejetion of the Ignorane, a departure from the many into the One, from the �nite into the in�nite,from form into the formless, from the life of the material universe into the Spirit, from the hold ofthe inonsient upon us into the superonsient Existene. In this solution there is supposed to bea �xed opposition, an ultimate irreonilability in eah ase between the two terms of our being.Or else, if both are a means of the manifestation of the Brahman, the lower is a false or imperfetlue, a means that must fail, a system of values that annot ultimately satisfy us. Dissatis�ed withthe onfusions of the multipliity, disdainful of even the highest light and power and joy that itan reveal, we must drive beyond to the absolute one-pointedness and one-standingness in whih allself-variation eases. Unable by the laim of the In�nite upon us to dwell for ever in the bonds ofthe �nite or to �nd there satisfation and largeness and peae, we have to break all the bonds ofindividual and universal Nature, destroy all values, symbols, images, selfde�nitions, limitations of theillimitable and lose all littleness and division in the Self that is for ever satis�ed with its own in�nity.Disgusted with forms, disillusioned of their false and transient attrations, wearied and disouragedby their eeting impermanene and vain round of reurrene, we must esape from the yles ofNature into the formlessness and featurelessness of permanent Being. Ashamed of Matter and itsgrossness, impatient of the purposeless stir and trouble of Life, tired out by the goalless running ofMind or onvined of the vanity of all its aims and objets, we have to release ourselves into theeternal repose and purity of the Spirit. The Inonsient is a sleep or a prison, the onsient a round ofstrivings without ultimate issue or the wanderings of a dream: we must wake into the superonsiouswhere all darkness of night and half-lights ease in the self-luminous bliss of the Eternal. The Eternalis our refuge; all the rest are false values, the Ignorane and its mazes, a self-bewilderment of thesoul in phenomenal Nature.Our oneption of the Knowledge and the Ignorane rejets this negation and the oppositions onwhih it is founded: it points to a larger if more diÆult issue of reoniliation. For we see thatthese apparently opposite terms of One and Many, Form and the Formless, Finite and In�nite, are188



not so muh opposites as omplements of eah other; not alternating values of the Brahman whihin its reation perpetually loses oneness to �nd itself in multipliity and, unable to disover itself inmultipliity, loses it again to reover oneness, but double and onurrent values whih explain eahother; not hopelessly inompatible alternatives, but two faes of the one Reality whih an lead usto it by our realisation of both together and not only by testing eah separately, - even though suhseparate testing may be a legitimate or even an inevitable step or part of the proess of knowledge.Knowledge is no doubt the knowledge of the One, the realisation of the Being; Ignorane is a self-oblivion of Being, the experiene of separateness in the multipliity and a dwelling or irling inthe ill-understood maze of beomings: but this is ured by the soul in the Beoming growing intoknowledge, into awareness of the Being whih beomes in the multipliity all these existenes andan so beome beause their truth is already there in its timeless existene. The integral knowledgeof Brahman is a onsiousness in possession of both together, and the exlusive pursuit of eitherloses the vision to one side of the truth of the omnipresent Reality. The possession of the Beingwho is beyond all beomings, brings to us freedom from the bonds of attahment and ignoranein the osmi existene and brings by that freedom a free possession of the Beoming and of theosmi existene. The knowledge of the Beoming is a part of knowledge; it ats as an Ignoraneonly beause we dwell imprisoned in it, avidy�ay�am antare, without possessing the Oneness of theBeing, whih is its base, its stu�, its spirit, its ause of manifestation and without whih it ould notbe possible.In fat, the Brahman is one not only in a featureless oneness beyond all relation, but in the verymultipliity of the osmi existene. Aware of the works of the dividing mind but not itself limitedby it, It �nds its oneness as easily in the many, in relations, in beoming as in any withdrawal fromthe many, from relations, from beoming. Ourselves also, to possess even its oneness fully, mustpossess it - sine it is there, sine all is that - in the in�nite self-variation of the osmos. The in�nityof the multipliity �nds itself explained and justi�ed only when it is ontained and possessed in thein�nity of the One; but also the in�nity of the One pours itself out and possesses itself in the in�nityof the Many. To be apable of that outpouring of its energies as well as not to lose itself in it, not toreoil defeated from its boundlessness and endlessness of viissitudes and di�erenes as well as notto be self-divided by its variations, is the divine strength of the free Purusha, the onsious Soul inits possession of its own immortal self-knowledge. The �nite selfvariations of the Self in whih themind losing self-knowledge is aught and dispersed among the variations, are yet not the denials butthe endless expression of the In�nite and have no other meaning or reason for existene: the In�nitetoo, while it possesses its delight of limitless being, �nds also the joy of that very limitlessness inits in�nite self-de�nition in the universe. The Divine Being is not inapable of taking innumerableforms beause He is beyond all form in His essene, nor by assuming them does He lose His divinity,but pours out rather in them the delight of His being and the glories of His godhead; this gold doesnot ease to be gold beause it shapes itself into all kinds of ornaments and oins itself into manyurrenies and values, nor does the Earth-Power, priniple of all this �gured material existene, loseher immutable divinity beause she forms herself into habitable worlds, throws herself out in thehills and hollows and allows herself to be shaped into utensils of the hearth and household or ashard metal into the weapon and the engine. Matter, - substane itself, subtle or dense, mental ormaterial, - is form and body of Spirit and would never have been reated if it ould not be made abasis for the self-expression of the Spirit. The apparent Inonsiene of the material universe holdsin itself darkly all that is eternally self-revealed in the luminous Superonsient; to reveal it in Timeis the slow and deliberate delight of Nature and the aim of her yles.But there are other oneptions of reality, other oneptions of the nature of knowledge whihdemand onsideration. There is the view that all that exists is a subjetive reation of Mind, astruture of Consiousness, and that the idea of an objetive reality self-existent, independent ofConsiousness, is an illusion, sine we have and an have no evidene of any suh independent self-existene of things. This way of seeing may lead to the aÆrmation of the reative Consiousness as189



the sole Reality or to the denial of all existene and the aÆrmation of Non-Existene or a nesientZero as the sole Reality. For, in one view, the objets onstruted by onsiousness have no intrinsireality, they are merely strutures; even the onsiousness that onstruts them is itself only a ux ofpereptions that assume an appearane of onnetion and ontinuity and reate a sense of ontinuoustime, but in reality these things have no stable basis as they are only an appearane of reality. Thiswould mean that the reality is an eternal absene at one of all self-onsious existene and of all thatonstitutes movement of existene: Knowledge would mean a return to that from the appearane ofthe onstruted universe. There would be a double and omplete self-extintion, the disappearaneof Purusha, the essation or extintion of Prakriti; for the onsious Soul and Nature are the twoterms of our being and omprehend all that we mean by existene, and the negation of both is theabsolute Nirvana. What is real, then, must be either an Inonsiene, in whih this ux and thesestrutures appear, or a Superonsiene beyond all idea of self or existene. But this view of theuniverse is only true of the appearane of things when we regard our surfae mind as the wholeof onsiousness; as a desription of the working of that Mind it is valid: there, undoubtedly, alllooks like a ux and a onstrution by an impermanent Consiousness. But this annot prevail asa whole aount of existene if there is a greater and deeper self-knowledge and world-knowledge,a knowledge by identity, a onsiousness to whih that knowledge is normal and a Being of whihthat onsiousness is the eternal self-awareness; for then the subjetive and the objetive an be realand intimate to that onsiousness and being, both an be something of itself, sides of its identity,authenti to its existene.On the other hand, if the onstruting Mind or Consiousness is real and the sole reality, then theuniverse of material beings and objets may have an existene, but it is purely subjetive-strutural,made by Consiousness out of itself, maintained by it, dissolving into it in their disappearane. Forif there is nothing else, no essential Existene or Being supporting the reative Power, and there isnot, either, a sustaining Void or Nihil, then this Consiousness whih reates everything must itselfhave or be an existene or a substane; if it an make strutures, they must be onstrutions out ofits own substane or forms of its own existene. A onsiousness whih is not that of an Existene oris not itself an existene, must be an unreality, a pereptive Fore of a Void or in a Void raising thereunreal strutures made of nothing, - a proposition whih is not easily aeptable unless all othersprove to be invalid. It then beomes apparent that what we see as onsiousness must be a Being oran Existene out of whose substane of onsiousness all is reated.But if we thus get bak to the biune or the dual reality of Being and Consiousness, we aneither suppose with Vedanta one original Being or with Sankhya a plurality of beings to whomConsiousness or some Energy to whih we attribute onsiousness presents its strutures. If aplurality of separate original beings alone is real, then, sine eah would be or reate its own worldin its own onsiousness, the diÆulty is to aount for their relations in a single idential universe;there must be a one Consiousness or one Energy, - orresponding to the Sankhya idea of a singlePrakriti whih is the �eld of experiene of many like Purushas, - in whih they meet in an identialmind-onstruted universe. This theory of things has the advantage of aounting for the multitudeof souls and multitude of things and the oneness in diversity of their experiene, while at the sametime it gives a reality to the separate spiritual growth and destiny of the individual being. But ifwe an suppose a One Consiousness, or a One Energy, reating a multitude of �gures of itself andaommodating in its world a plurality of beings, there is no diÆulty in supposing a one originalBeing who supports or expresses himself in a plurality of beings, - souls or spiritual powers of hisone-existene; it would follow also that all objets, all the �gures of onsiousness would be �guresof the Being. It must then be asked whether this plurality and these �gures are realities of theone Real Existene, or representative personalities and images only, or symbols or values reated byMind to represent It. This would depend largely on whether it is only Mind as we know it that is ination or a deeper and greater Consiousness, of whih Mind is a surfae instrument, exeutrix of itsinitiations, medium of its manifestations. If it is the former, the universe onstruted and seen by190



Mind an only have a subjetive or symboli or representative reality: if the latter, then the universeand its natural beings and objets an be true realities of the One Existene, forms or powers ofits being manifested by its fore of being. Mind would be only an interpreter between the universalReality and the manifestations of its reative Consiousness-Fore, Shakti, Prakriti, Maya.It is lear that a Mind of the nature of our surfae intelligene an be only a seondary power ofexistene. For it bears the stamp of inapaity and ignorane as a sign that it is derivative and notthe original reatrix; we see that it does not know or understand the objets it pereives, it has noautomati ontrol of them; it has to aquire a laboriously built knowledge and ontrolling power.This initial inapaity ould not be there if these objets were the Mind's own strutures, reationsof its self-Power. It may be that this is so beause individual mind has only a frontal and derivativepower and knowledge and there is a universal Mind that is whole, endowed with omnisiene, apableof omnipotene. But the nature of Mind as we know it is an Ignorane seeking for knowledge; itis a knower of frations and worker of divisions striving to arrive at a sum, to piee together awhole, - it is not possessed of the essene of things or their totality: a universal Mind of the sameharater might know the sum of its divisions by fore of its universality, but it would still lak theessential knowledge, and without the essential knowledge there ould be no true integral knowledge.A onsiousness possessing the essential and integral knowledge, proeeding from the essene to thewhole and from the whole to the parts, would be no longer Mind, but a perfet Truth-Consiousnessautomatially possessed of inherent selfknowledge and world-knowledge. It is from this basis that wehave to look at the subjetive view of reality. It is true that there is no suh thing as an objetivereality independent of onsiousness; but at the same time there is a truth in objetivity and it isthis, that the reality of things resides in something that is within them and is independent of theinterpretation our mind gives to them and of the strutures it builds upon its observation. Thesestrutures onstitute the mind's subjetive image or �gure of the universe, but the universe and itsobjets are not a mere image or �gure. They are in essene reations of onsiousness, but of aonsiousness that is one with being, whose substane is the substane of Being and whose reationstoo are of that substane, therefore real. In this view the world annot be a purely subjetive reationof Consiousness; the subjetive and the objetive truth of things are both real, they are two sidesof the same Reality.In a ertain sense, to use the relative and suggestive phrasing of our human language, all thingsare the symbols through whih we have to approah and draw nearer to That by whih we and theyexist. The in�nity of unity is one symbol, the in�nity of the multipliity is another symbol: again,sine eah thing in the multipliity points bak to the unity, sine eah thing that we all �nite isa representative �gure, a form-front, a silhouette shadowing out something of the in�nite, all thatde�nes itself in the universe - all its objets, happenings, idea-formations, life-formations - are intheir turn eah a lue and a symbol. To our subjetive mind the in�nity of existene is one symbol,the in�nity of non-existene is another symbol. The in�nity of the Inonsient and the in�nity of theSuperonsient are two poles of the manifestation of the absolute Parabrahman, and our existenebetween these two poles and our passage from one to the other are a progressive seizing, a onstantinterpretation, a subjetive building up in ourselves of this manifestation of the Unmanifest. Throughsuh an unfolding of our self-existene we have to arrive at the onsiousness of its ine�able Preseneand of ourselves and the world and all that is and all that is not as the unveiling of that whih neverentirely unveils itself to anything other than its own self-light eternal and absolute.But this way of seeing things belongs to the ation of the mind interpreting the relation betweenthe Being and the external Beoming; it is valid as a dynami mental representation orresponding toa ertain truth of the manifestation, but subjet to the proviso that these symboli values of thingsdo not make the things themselves mere signi�ant ounters, abstrat symbols like mathematialformulae or other signs used by the mind for knowledge: for forms and happenings in the universeare realities signi�ant of Reality; they are self-expressions of That, movements and powers of theBeing. Eah form is there beause it is an expression of some power of That whih inhabits it; eah191



happening is a movement in the working out of some Truth of the Being in its dynami proess ofmanifestation. It is this signi�ane that gives validity to the mind's interpretative knowledge, itssubjetive onstrution of the universe; our mind is primarily a peripient and interpreter, seondarilyand derivatively a reator. This indeed is the value of all mental subjetivity that it reets in itsome truth of the Being whih exists independently of the reetion, - whether that independenepresents itself as a physial objetivity or a supraphysial reality pereived by the mind but notpereptible by the physial senses. Mind, then, is not the original onstrutor of the universe: it isan intermediate power valid for ertain atualities of being; an agent, an intermediary, it atualisespossibilities and has its share in the reation, but the real reatrix is a Consiousness, an Energyinherent in the transendent and osmi Spirit.There is a preisely opposite view of reality and knowledge whih aÆrms an objetive Reality asthe only entire truth and an objetive knowledge as the sole entirely reliable knowledge. This viewstarts from the idea of physial existene as the one fundamental existene and the relegation ofonsiousness, mind, soul or spirit to the position of a temporary outome of the physial Energy inits osmi ation, - if indeed soul or spirit has any existene. All that is not physial and objetivehas a lesser reality dependent on the physial and objetive; it has to justify itself to the physialmind by objetive evidene or a reognisable and veri�able relation to the truth of physial andexternal things before it an be given a passport of reality. But it is evident that this solutionannot be aepted in its rigour, as it has no integrality in it but looks at only one side of existene,even only one provine or distrit of existene, and leaves all the rest unexplained, without inherentreality, without signi�ane. If pushed to its extreme, it would give to a stone or a plum-pudding agreater reality and to thought, love, ourage, genius, greatness, the human soul and mind faing anobsure and dangerous world and getting mastery over it an inferior dependent reality or even anunsubstantial and evanesent reality. For in this view these things so great to our subjetive visionare valid only as the reations of an objetive material being to an objetive material existene; theyare valid only in so far as they deal with objetive realities and make themselves e�etive upon them:the soul, if it exists, is only a irumstane of an objetively real world-Nature. But it ould beheld, on the ontrary, that the objetive assumes value only as it has a relation to the soul; it is a�eld, an oasion, a means for the soul's progression in Time: the objetive is reated as a groundof manifestation for the subjetive. The objetive world is only an outward form of beoming ofthe Spirit; it is here a �rst form, a basis, but it is not the essential thing, the main truth of being.The subjetive and objetive are two neessary sides of the manifested Reality and of equal value,and in the range of the objetive itself the supraphysial objet of onsiousness has as muh rightto aeptane as the physial objetivity; it annot be a priori set aside as a subjetive delusion orhalluination.In fat, subjetivity and objetivity are not independent realities, they depend upon eah other;they are the Being, through onsiousness, looking at itself as subjet on the objet and the sameBeing o�ering itself to its own onsiousness as objet to the subjet. The more partial view onedesno substantive reality to anything whih exists only in the onsiousness, or, to put it more aurately,to anything to whih the inner onsiousness or sense bears testimony but whih the outer physialsenses do not provide with a ground or do not substantiate. But the outer senses an bear a reliableevidene only when they refer their version of the objet to the onsiousness and that onsiousnessgives a signi�ane to their report, adds to its externality its own internal intuitive interpretation andjusti�es it by a reasoned adherene; for the evidene of the senses is always by itself imperfet, notaltogether reliable and ertainly not �nal, beause it is inomplete and onstantly subjet to error.Indeed, we have no means of knowing the objetive universe exept by our subjetive onsiousnessof whih the physial senses themselves are instruments; as the world appears not only to that butin that, so it is to us. If we deny reality to the evidene of this universal witness for subjetive or forsupraphysial objetivities, there is no suÆient reason to onede reality to its evidene for physialobjetivities; if the inner or the supraphysial objets of onsiousness are unreal, the objetive192



physial universe has also every hane of being unreal. In eah ase understanding, disrimination,veri�ation are neessary; but the subjetive and the supraphysial must have another method ofveri�ation than that whih we apply suessfully to the physial and external objetive. Subjetiveexperiene annot be referred to the evidene of the external senses; it has its own standards of seeingand its inner method of veri�ation: so also supraphysial realities by their very nature annot bereferred to the judgment of the physial or sense mind exept when they projet themselves into thephysial, and even then that judgment is often inompetent or subjet to aution; they an only beveri�ed by other senses and by a method of srutiny and aÆrmation whih is appliable to their ownreality, their own nature.There are di�erent orders of reality; the objetive and physial is only one order. It is onvining tothe physial or externalising mind beause it is diretly obvious to the senses, while of the subjetiveand the supraphysial that mind has no means of knowledge exept from fragmentary signs anddata and inferenes whih are at every step liable to error. Our subjetive movements and innerexperienes are a domain of happenings as real as any outward physial happenings; but if theindividual mind an know something of its own phenomena by diret experiene, it is ignorant ofwhat happens in the onsiousness of others exept by analogy with its own or suh signs, data,inferenes as its outward observation an give it.I am therefore inwardly real to myself, but the invisible life of others has only an indiret realityto me exept in so far as it impinges on my own mind, life and senses. This is the limitation of thephysial mind of man, and it reates in him a habit of believing entirely only in the physial and ofdoubting or hallenging all that does not ome into aord with his own experiene or his own sopeof understanding or square with his own standard or sum of established knowledge.This ego-entri attitude has in reent times been elevated into a valid standard of knowledge; ithas been impliitly or expliitly held as an axiom that all truth must be referred to the judgmentof the personal mind, reason and experiene of every man or else it must be veri�ed or at any rateveri�able by a ommon or universal experiene in order to be valid. But obviously this is a falsestandard of reality and of knowledge, sine this means the sovereignty of the normal or averagemind and its limited apaity and experiene, the exlusion of what is supernormal or beyond theaverage intelligene. In its extreme, this laim of the individual to be the judge of everything is anegoisti illusion, a superstition of the physial mind, in the mass a gross and vulgar error. The truthbehind it is that eah man has to think for himself, know for himself aording to his apaity, buthis judgment an be valid only on ondition that he is ready to learn and open always to a largerknowledge. It is reasoned that to depart from the physial standard and the priniple of personal oruniversal veri�ation will lead to gross delusions and the admission of unveri�ed truth and subjetivephantasy into the realm of knowledge. But error and delusion and the introdution of personalityand one's own subjetivity into the pursuit of knowledge are always present, and the physial orobjetive standards and methods do not exlude them. The probability of error is no reason forrefusing to attempt disovery, and subjetive disovery must be pursued by a subjetive method ofenquiry, observation and veri�ation; researh into the supraphysial must evolve, aept and test anappropriate means and methods other than those by whih one examines the onstituents of physialobjets and the proesses of Energy in material Nature.To refuse to enquire upon any general ground preoneived and a priori is an obsurantism asprejudiial to the extension of knowledge as the religious obsurantism whih opposed in Europethe extension of sienti� disovery. The greatest inner disoveries, the experiene of self-being, theosmi onsiousness, the inner alm of the liberated spirit, the diret e�et of mind upon mind, theknowledge of things by onsiousness in diret ontat with other onsiousness or with its objets,most spiritual experienes of any value, annot be brought before the tribunal of the ommon men-tality whih has no experiene of these things and takes its own absene or inapaity of experieneas a proof of their invalidity or their non-existene. Physial truth or formulas, generalisations, dis-overies founded upon physial observation an be so referred, but even there a training of apaity193



is needed before one an truly understand and judge; it is not every untrained mind that an followthe mathematis of relativity or other diÆult sienti� truths or judge of the validity either of theirresult or their proess. All reality, all experiene must indeed, to be held as true, be apable ofveri�ation by a same or similar experiene; so, in fat, all men an have a spiritual experiene andan follow it out and verify it in themselves, but only when they have aquired the apaity or anfollow the inner methods by whih that experiene and veri�ation are made possible. It is neessaryto dwell for a moment on these obvious and elementary truths beause the opposite ideas have beensovereign in a reent period of human mentality, - they are now only reeding, - and have stood inthe way of the development of a vast domain of possible knowledge. It is of supreme importanefor the human spirit to be free to sound the depths of inner or subliminal reality, of spiritual andof what is still superonsient reality, and not to immure itself in the physial mind and its narrowdomain of objetive external solidities; for in that way alone an there ome liberation from theIgnorane in whih our mentality dwells and a release into a omplete onsiousness, a true andintegral self-realisation and self-knowledge.An integral knowledge demands an exploration, an unveiling of all the possible domains of on-siousness and experiene. For there are subjetive domains of our being whih lie behind the obvioussurfae; these have to be fathomed and whatever is asertained must be admitted within the sope ofthe total reality. An inner range of spiritual experiene is one very great domain of human onsious-ness; it has to be entered into up to its deepest depths and its vastest reahes. The supraphysial is asreal as the physial; to know it is part of a omplete knowledge. The knowledge of the supraphysialhas been assoiated with mystiism and oultism, and oultism has been banned as a superstitionand a fantasti error. But the oult is a part of existene; a true oultism means no more than aresearh into supraphysial realities and an unveiling of the hidden laws of being and Nature, of allthat is not obvious on the surfae. It attempts the disovery of the seret laws of mind and mentalenergy, the seret laws of life and life-energy, the seret laws of the subtle-physial and its energies,- all that Nature has not put into visible operation on the surfae; it pursues also the appliation ofthese hidden truths and powers of Nature so as to extend the mastery of the human spirit beyond theordinary operations of mind, the ordinary operations of life, the ordinary operations of our physialexistene. In the spiritual domain, whih is oult to the surfae mind in so far as it passes beyondnormal and enters into supernormal experiene, there is possible not only the disovery of the selfand spirit, but the disovery of the uplifting, informing and guiding light of spiritual onsiousnessand the power of the spirit, the spiritual way of knowledge, the spiritual way of ation. To knowthese things and to bring their truths and fores into the life of humanity is a neessary part of itsevolution. Siene itself is in its own way an oultism; for it brings to light the formulas whihNature has hidden and it uses its knowledge to set free operations of her energies whih she has notinluded in her ordinary operations and to organise and plae at the servie of man her oult powersand proesses, a vast system of physial magi, - for there is and an be no other magi than theutilisation of seret truths of being, seret powers and proesses of Nature. It may even be foundthat a supraphysial knowledge is neessary for the ompletion of physial knowledge, beause theproesses of physial Nature have behind them a supraphysial fator, a power and ation mental,vital or spiritual whih is not tangible to any outer means of knowledge.All insistene on the sole or the fundamental validity of the objetive real takes its stand on thesense of the basi reality of Matter. But it is now evident that Matter is by no means fundamentallyreal; it is a struture of Energy: it is beoming even a little doubtful whether the ats and reationsof this Energy itself are expliable exept as the motions of power of a seret Mind or Consiousnessof whih its proesses and steps of struture are the formulas. It is therefore no longer possible totake Matter as the sole reality. The material interpretation of existene was the result of an exlusiveonentration, a preoupation with one movement of Existene, and suh an exlusive onentrationhas its utility and is therefore permissible; in reent times it has justi�ed itself by the many immenseand the innumerable minute disoveries of physial Siene. But a solution of the whole problem of194



existene annot be based on an exlusive one-sided knowledge; we must know not only what Matteris and what are its proesses, but what mind and life are and what are their proesses, and onemust know also spirit and soul and all that is behind the material surfae: only then an we havea knowledge suÆiently integral for a solution of the problem. For the same reason those views ofexistene whih arise from an exlusive or predominant preoupation with Mind or with Life andregard Mind or Life as the sole fundamental reality, have not a suÆiently wide basis for aeptane.Suh a preoupation of exlusive onentration may lead to a fruitful srutiny whih sheds muhlight on Mind and Life, but annot result in a total solution of the problem. It may very well be thatan exlusive or predominant onentration on the subliminal being, regarding the surfae existeneas a mere system of symbols for an expression of its sole reality, might throw a strong light on thesubliminal and its proesses and extend vastly the powers of the human being, but it would not beby itself an integral solution or lead us suessfully to the integral knowledge of Reality. In our viewthe Spirit, the Self is the fundamental reality of existene; but an exlusive onentration on thisfundamental reality to the exlusion of all reality of Mind, Life or Matter exept as an impositionon the Self or unsubstantial shadows ast by the Spirit might help to an independent and radialspiritual realisation but not to an integral and valid solution of the truth of osmi and individualexistene.An integral knowledge then must be a knowledge of the truth of all sides of existene bothseparately and in the relation of eah to all and the relation of all to the truth of the Spirit. Ourpresent state is an Ignorane and a many-sided seeking; it seeks for the truth of all things but, - as isevident from the insistene and the variety of the human mind's speulations as to the fundamentalTruth whih explains all others, the Reality at the basis of all things, - the fundamental truth ofthings, their basi reality must be found in some at one fundamental and universal Real; it is thatwhih, one disovered, must embrae and explain all, - for \That being known all will be known":the fundamental Real must neessarily be and ontain the truth of all existene, the truth of theindividual, the truth of the universe, the truth of all that is beyond the universe. The Mind, inseeking for suh a Reality and testing eah thing from Matter upwards to see if that might not beIt, has not proeeded on a wrong intuition. All that is neessary is to arry the inquiry to its endand test the highest and ultimate levels of experiene.But sine it is from the Ignorane that we proeed to the Knowledge, we have had �rst to disoverthe seret nature and full extent of the Ignorane. If we look at this Ignorane in whih ordinarilywe live by the very irumstane of our separative existene in a material, in a spatial and temporaluniverse, we see that on its obsurer side it redues itself, from whatever diretion we look at orapproah it, into the fat of a manysided self-ignorane. We are ignorant of the Absolute whih isthe soure of all being and beoming; we take partial fats of being, temporal relations of the beomingfor the whole truth of existene, - that is the �rst, the original ignorane. We are ignorant of thespaeless, timeless, immobile and immutable Self; we take the onstant mobility and mutation of theosmi beoming in Time and Spae for the whole truth of existene, - that is the seond, the osmiignorane. We are ignorant of our universal self, the osmi existene, the osmi onsiousness, ourin�nite unity with all being and beoming; we take our limited egoisti mentality, vitality, orporealityfor our true self and regard everything other than that as not-self, - that is the third, the egoistiignorane. We are ignorant of our eternal beoming in Time; we take this little life in a small spanof Time, in a petty �eld of Spae, for our beginning, our middle and our end, - that is the fourth,the temporal ignorane. Even within this brief temporal beoming we are ignorant of our large andomplex being, of that in us whih is superonsient, subonsient, intraonsient, irumonsientto our surfae beoming; we take that surfae beoming with its small seletion of overtly mentalisedexperienes for our whole existene, - that is the �fth, the psyhologial ignorane. We are ignorantof the true onstitution of our beoming; we take the mind or life or body or any two of these or allthree for our true priniple or the whole aount of what we are, losing sight of that whih onstitutesthem and determines by its oult presene and is meant to determine sovereignly by its emergene195



their operations, - that is the sixth, the onstitutional ignorane. As a result of all these ignoranes,we miss the true knowledge, government and enjoyment of our life in the world; we are ignorantin our thought, will, sensations, ations, return wrong or imperfet responses at every point to thequestionings of the world, wander in a maze of errors and desires, strivings and failures, pain andpleasure, sin and stumbling, follow a rooked road, grope blindly for a hanging goal, - that is theseventh, the pratial ignorane.Our oneption of the Ignorane will neessarily determine our oneption of the Knowledge anddetermine, therefore, sine our life is the Ignorane at one denying and seeking after the Knowledge,the goal of human e�ort and the aim of the osmi endeavour. Integral knowledge will then meanthe anelling of the sevenfold Ignorane by the disovery of what it misses and ignores, a sevenfoldself-revelation within our onsiousness: - it will mean the knowledge of the Absolute as the origin ofall things; the knowledge of the Self, the Spirit, the Being and of the osmos as the Self's beoming,the beoming of the Being, a manifestation of the Spirit; the knowledge of the world as one withus in the onsiousness of our true self, thus anelling our division from it by the separative ideaand life of ego; the knowledge of our psyhi entity and its immortal persistene in Time beyonddeath and earth-existene; the knowledge of our greater and inner existene behind the surfae; theknowledge of our mind, life and body in its true relation to the self within and the superonsientspiritual and supramental being above them; the knowledge, �nally, of the true harmony and trueuse of our thought, will and ation and a hange of all our nature into a onsious expression of thetruth of the Spirit, the Self, the Divinity, the integral spiritual Reality.But this is not an intelletual knowledge whih an be learned and ompleted in our present mouldof onsiousness; it must be an experiene, a beoming, a hange of onsiousness, a hange of being.This brings in the evolutionary harater of the Beoming and the fat that our mental ignoraneis only a stage in our evolution. The integral knowledge, then, an only ome by an evolutionof our being and our nature, and that would seem to signify a slow proess in Time suh as hasaompanied the other evolutionary transformations. But as against that inferene there is the fatthat the evolution has now beome onsious and its method and steps need not be altogether ofthe same harater as when it was subonsious in its proess. The integral knowledge, sine it mustresult from a hange of onsiousness, an be gained by a proess in whih our will and endeavourhave a part, in whih they an disover and apply their own steps and method: its growth in usan proeed by a onsious self-transformation. It is neessary then to see what is likely to be thepriniple of this new proess of evolution and what are the movements of the integral knowledge thatmust neessarily emerge in it, - or, in other words, what is the nature of the onsiousness that mustbe the base of the life divine and how that life may be expeted to be formed or to form itself, tomaterialise or, as one might say, to \realise".
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Chapter 16The Integral Knowledge and the Aim ofLife; Four Theories of Existene\When all the desires that ling to the heart are loosed away from it, then the mortalbeomes immortal, even here he possesses the Eternal." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.1\He beomes the Eternal and departs into the Eternal." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.2\This bodiless and immortal Life and Light is the Brahman." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.3\Long and narrow is the anient Path, - I have touhed it, I have found it, - the Path bywhih the wise, knowers of the Eternal, attaining to salvation, depart hene to the high worldof Paradise." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.4\I am a son of Earth, the soil is my mother. . . . May she lavish on me her manifold treasure,her seret rihes. . . . May we speak the beauty of thee, O Earth, that is in thy villages andforests and assemblies and war and battles." Atharva Veda.5\May Earth, sovereign over the past and the future, make for us a wide world. . . . Earththat was the water on the Oean and whose ourse the thinkers follow by the magi of theirknowledge, she who has her heart of immortality overed up by the Truth in the supreme ether,may she stablish for us light and power in that most high kingdom." Atharva Veda.61IV. 4. 7.2IV. 4. 6.3IV. 4. 7.4IV. 4. 8.5XII. 1. 12, 44, 56.6XII. 1. 1, 8. 197



\O Flame, thou foundest the mortal in a supreme immortality for inrease of inspiredKnowledge day by day; for the seer who has thirst for the dual birth, thou reatest divine blissand human joy." Rig Veda.7O Godhead, guard for us the In�nite and lavish the �nite. Rig Veda.8BUT BEFORE we examine the priniples and proess of the evolutionary asent of Consiousness,it is neessary to restate what our theory of integral knowledge aÆrms as fundamental truths of theReality and its manifestation and what it admits as e�etual sides and dynami aspets but isunable to aept as suÆient for a total explanation of existene and the universe. For truth ofknowledge must base truth of life and determine the aim of life; the evolutionary proess itself is thedevelopment of a Truth of existene onealed here in an original Inonsiene and brought out fromit by an emerging Consiousness whih rises from gradation to gradation of its self-unfolding until itan manifest in itself the integral reality of things and a total self-knowledge. On the nature of thatTruth from whih it starts and whih it has to manifest must depend the ourse of the evolutionarydevelopment, - the steps of its proess and their signi�ane.First, we aÆrm an Absolute as the origin and support and seret Reality of all things. TheAbsolute Reality is inde�nable and ine�able by mental thought and mental language; it is self-existent and self-evident to itself, as all absolutes are selfevident, but our mental aÆrmatives andnegatives, whether taken separatively or together, annot limit or de�ne it. But at the same timethere is a spiritual onsiousness, a spiritual knowledge, a knowledge by identity whih an seize theReality in its fundamental aspets and its manifested powers and �gures. All that is omes withinthis desription and, if seen by this knowledge in its own truth or its oult meaning, an be regardedas an expression of the Reality and itself a reality. This manifested reality is self-existent in thesefundamental aspets; for all the basi realities are a bringing out of something that is eternal andinherently true in the Absolute; but all that is not fundamental, all that is temporary is phenomenal,is form and power dependent on the reality it expresses and is real by that and by its own truth ofsigni�ane, the truth of what it arries in it, beause it is that and not something fortuitous, notbaseless, illusory, a vain onstruted �gure. Even what deforms and disguises, as falsehood deformsand disguises truth, evil deforms and disguises good, has a temporal reality as true onsequenes ofthe Inonsiene; but these ontrary �gures, though real in their own �eld, are not essential but onlyontributory to the manifestation and serve it as a temporal form or power of its movement. Theuniversal then is real by virtue of the Absolute of whih it is a self-manifestation, and all that itontains is real by virtue of the universal to whih it gives a form and �gure.The Absolute manifests itself in two terms, a Being and a Beoming. The Being is the fundamentalreality; the Beoming is an e�etual reality: it is a dynami power and result, a reative energy andworking out of the Being, a onstantly persistent yet mutable form, proess, outome of its immutableformless essene. All theories that make the Beoming suÆient to itself are therefore half-truths,valid for some knowledge of the manifestation aquired by an exlusive onentration upon what theyaÆrm and envisage, but otherwise valid only beause the Being is not separate from the Beomingbut present in it, onstitutive of it, inherent in its every in�nitesimal atom and in its boundlessexpansion and extension. Beoming an only know itself wholly when it knows itself as Being; thesoul in the Beoming arrives at self-knowledge and immortality when it knows the Supreme andAbsolute and possesses the nature of the In�nite and Eternal. To do that is the supreme aim of our7I. 31. 7.8IV. 2. 11. 198



existene; for that is the truth of our being and must therefore be the inherent aim, the neessaryoutome of our beoming: this truth of our being beomes in the soul a neessity of manifestation,in matter a seret energy, in life an urge and tendeny, a desire and a seeking, in mind a will, aim,endeavour, purpose; to manifest what is from the �rst oult within it is the whole hidden trend ofevolutionary Nature.Therefore we aept the truth on whih the philosophies of the supraosmi Absolute take theirstand; Illusionism itself, even if we ontest its ultimate onlusions, an still be aepted as the wayin whih the soul in mind, the mental being, has to see things in a spiritual-pragmati experienewhen it uts itself o� from the Beoming in order to approah and enter into the Absolute. Butalso, sine the Beoming is real and is inevitable in the very self-power of the In�nite and Eternal,this too is not a omplete philosophy of existene. It is possible for the soul in the Beoming toknow itself as the Being and possess the Beoming, to know itself as In�nite in essene but alsoas the In�nite self-expressed in the �nite, the timeless Eternal regarding itself and its works in thefounding status and the developing motion of Time-eternity. This realisation is the ulmination ofthe Beoming; it is the ful�lment of the Being in its dynami reality. This too then must be part ofthe total truth of things, for it alone gives a full spiritual signi�ane to the universe and justi�esthe soul in manifestation; an explanation of things that deprives osmi and individual existene ofall signi�ane annot be the whole explanation or the solution it proposes the sole true issue.The next aÆrmation whih we put forward is that the fundamental reality of the Absolute is to ourspiritual pereption a Divine Existene, Consiousness and Delight of Being whih is a supraosmiReality, self-existent, but also the seret truth underlying the whole manifestation; for the funda-mental truth of Being must neessarily be the fundamental truth of Beoming. All is a manifestationof That; for it dwells even in all that seem to be its opposites and its hidden ompulsion on them todislose it is the ause of evolution, on Inonsiene to develop from itself its seret onsiousness, onthe apparent Non-Being to reveal in itself the oult spiritual existene, on the insensible neutralityof Matter to develop a various delight of being whih must grow, setting itself free from its minorterms, its ontrary dualities of pain and pleasure, into the essential delight of existene, the spiritualAnanda.The Being is one, but this oneness is in�nite and ontains in itself an in�nite plurality or multi-pliity of itself: the One is the All; it is not only an essential Existene, but an All-Existene. Thein�nite multipliity of the One and the eternal unity of the Many are the two realities or aspetsof one reality on whih the manifestation is founded. By reason of this fundamental verity of themanifestation the Being presents itself to our osmi experiene in three poises, - the supraosmiExistene, the osmi Spirit and the individual Self in the Many. But the multipliity permits ofa phenomenal division of onsiousness, an e�etual Ignorane in whih the Many, the individuals,ease to beome aware of the eternal self-existent Oneness and are oblivious of the oneness of theosmi Self in whih and by whih they live, move and have their being. But, by fore of the seretUnity, the soul in beoming is urged by its own unseen reality and by the oult pressure of evolu-tionary Nature to ome out of this state of Ignorane and reover eventually the knowledge of theone Divine Being and its oneness with it and at the same time to reover its spiritual unity with allindividual beings and the whole universe. It has to beome aware not only of itself in the universebut of the universe in itself and of the Being of osmos as its greater self; the individual has touniversalise himself and in the same movement to beome aware of his supraosmi transendene.This triple aspet of the reality must be inluded in the total truth of the soul and of the osmimanifestation, and this neessity must determine the ultimate trend of the proess of evolutionaryNature.All views of existene that stop short of the Transendene and ignore it must be inompleteaounts of the truth of being. The pantheisti view of the identity of the Divine and the Universeis a truth, for all this that is is the Brahman: but it stops short of the whole truth when it missesand omits the supraosmi Reality. On the other side, every view that aÆrms the osmos only and199



dismisses the individual as a byprodut of the osmi Energy, errs by laying too muh emphasis onone apparent fatual aspet of the world-ation; it is true only of the natural individual and is noteven the whole truth of that: for the natural individual, the nature-being, is indeed a produt of theuniversal Energy, but is at the same time a nature-personality of the soul, an expressive formationof the inner being and person, and this soul is not a perishable ell or a dissoluble portion of theosmi Spirit, but has its original immortal reality in the Transendene. It is a fat that the osmiBeing expresses itself through the individual being, but also it is a truth that the TransendentalReality expresses itself through both the individual existene and the Cosmos; the soul is an eternalportion of the Supreme and not a fration of Nature. But equally any view that sees the universeas existent only in the individual onsiousness must very evidently be a fragmentary truth: it isjusti�ed by a pereption of the universality of the spiritual individual and his power of embraingthe whole universe in his onsiousness; but neither the osmos nor the individual onsiousness isthe fundamental truth of existene; for both depend upon and exist by the transendental DivineBeing.This Divine Being, Sahhidananda, is at one impersonal and personal: it is an Existene andthe origin and foundation of all truths, fores, powers, existenes, but it is also the one transendentConsious Being and the All-Person of whom all onsious beings are the selves and personalities;for He is their highest Self and the universal indwelling Presene. It is a neessity for the soul inthe universe - and therefore the inner trend of the evolutionary Energy and its ultimate intention- to know and to grow into this truth of itself, to beome one with the Divine Being, to raise itsnature to the Divine Nature, its existene into the Divine Existene, its onsiousness into the DivineConsiousness, its delight of being into the divine Delight of Being, and to reeive all this into itsbeoming, to make the beoming an expression of that highest Truth, to be possessed inwardly ofthe Divine Self and Master of its existene and to be at the same time wholly possessed by Him andmoved by His Divine Energy and live and at in a omplete self-giving and surrender. On this sidethe dualisti and theisti views of existene whih aÆrm the eternal real existene of God and theSoul and the eternal real existene and osmi ation of the Divine Energy, express also a truth of theintegral existene; but their formulation falls short of the whole truth if it denies the essential unityof God and Soul or their apaity for utter oneness or ignores what underlies the supreme experieneof the merger of the soul in the Divine Unity through love, through union of onsiousness, throughfusion of existene in existene.The manifestation of the Being in our universe takes the shape of an involution whih is thestarting-point of an evolution, - Matter the nethermost stage, Spirit the summit. In the desentinto involution there an be distinguished seven priniples of manifested being, seven gradations ofthe manifesting Consiousness of whih we an get a pereption or a onrete realisation of theirpresene and immanene here or a reeted experiene. The �rst three are the original and funda-mental priniples and they form universal states of onsiousness to whih we an rise; when we doso, we an beome aware of supreme planes or levels of fundamental manifestation or sel�ormulationof the spiritual reality in whih is put in front the unity of the Divine Existene, the power of theDivine Consiousness, the bliss of the Divine Delight of existene, - not onealed or disguised ashere, for we an possess them in their full independent reality. A fourth priniple of supramentaltruth-onsiousness is assoiated with them; manifesting unity in in�nite multipliity, it is the har-ateristi power of selfdetermination of the In�nite. This quadruple power of the supreme existene,onsiousness and delight onstitutes an upper hemisphere of manifestation based on the Spirit'seternal self-knowledge. If we enter into these priniples or into any plane of being in whih thereis the pure presene of the Reality, we �nd in them a omplete freedom and knowledge. The otherthree powers and planes of being, of whih we are even at present aware, form a lower hemisphereof the manifestation, a hemisphere of Mind, Life and Matter. These are in themselves powers ofthe superior priniples; but wherever they manifest in a separation from their spiritual soures, theyundergo as a result a phenomenal lapse into a divided in plae of the true undivided existene: this200



lapse, this separation reates a state of limited knowledge exlusively onentrated on its own lim-ited worldorder and oblivious of all that is behind it and of the underlying unity, a state therefore ofosmi and individual Ignorane.In the desent into the material plane of whih our natural life is a produt, the lapse ulminatesin a total Inonsiene out of whih an involved Being and Consiousness have to emerge by a gradualevolution. This inevitable evolution �rst develops, as it is bound to develop, Matter and a materialuniverse; in Matter, Life appears and living physial beings; in Life, Mind manifests and embodiedthinking and living beings; in Mind, ever inreasing its powers and ativities in forms of Matter, theSupermind or Truth-Consiousness must appear, inevitably, by the very fore of what is ontainedin the Inonsiene and the neessity in Nature to bring it into manifestation. Supermind appearingmanifests the Spirit's self-knowledge and whole knowledge in a supramental living being and mustbring about by the same law, by an inherent neessity and inevitability, the dynami manifestationhere of the divine Existene, Consiousness and Delight of existene. It is this that is the signi�aneof the plan and order of the terrestrial evolution; it is this neessity that must determine all itssteps and degrees, its priniple and its proess. Mind, Life and Matter are the realised powers of theevolution and well-known to us; Supermind and the triune aspets of Sahhidananda are the seretpriniples whih are not yet put in front and have still to be realised in the forms of the manifestation,and we know them only by hints and a partial and fragmentary ation still not disengaged from thelower movement and therefore not easily reognisable. But their evolution too is part of the destiny ofthe soul in the Beoming, - there must be a realisation and dynamisation in earth-life and in Matternot only of Mind but of all that is above it, all that has desended indeed but is still onealed inearth-life and Matter.Our theory of the integral knowledge admits Mind as a reative priniple, a power of the Being,and assigns it its plae in the manifestation; it similarly aepts Life and Matter as powers of theSpirit and in them also is a reative Energy. But the view of things that makes Mind the sole or thesupreme reative priniple and the philosophies that assign to Life or Matter the same sole reality orpredominane, are expressions of a half-truth and not the integral knowledge. It is true that whenMatter �rst emerges it beomes the dominant priniple; it seems to be and is within its own �eldthe basis of all things, the onstituent of all things, the end of all things: but Matter itself is foundto be a result of something that is not Matter, of Energy, and this Energy annot be somethingself-existent and ating in the Void, but an turn out and, when deeply srutinised, seems likely toturn out to be the ation of a seret Consiousness and Being: when the spiritual knowledge andexperiene emerge, this beomes a ertitude, - it is seen that the reative Energy in Matter is amovement of the power of the Spirit. Matter itself annot be the original and ultimate reality. Atthe same time the view that divores Matter and Spirit and puts them as opposites is unaeptable;Matter is a form of Spirit, a habitation of Spirit, and here in Matter itself there an be a realisationof Spirit.It is true again that Life when it emerges beomes dominant, turns Matter into an instrument forits manifestation, and begins to look as if it were itself the seret original priniple whih breaks outinto reation and veils itself in the forms of Matter; there is a truth in this appearane and this truthmust be admitted as a part of the integral knowledge. Life, though not the original Reality, is yet aform, a power of it whih is missioned here as a reative urge in Matter. Life, therefore, has to beaepted as the means of our ativity and the dynami mould into whih we have here to pour theDivine Existene; but it an so be aepted only beause it is a form of a Divine Energy whih isitself greater than the Life-fore. The Life-priniple is not the whole foundation and origin of things;its reative working annot be perfeted and sovereignly ful�lled or even �nd its true movement untilit knows itself as an energy of the Divine Being and elevates and subtilises its ation into a freehannel for the outpourings of the superior Nature.Mind in its turn, when it emerges, beomes dominant; it uses Life and Matter as means of itsexpression, a �eld for its own growth and sovereignty, and it begins to look as if it were the true reality201



and the reator even as it is the witness of existene. But Mind also is a limited and derivative power;it is an outome of Overmind or it is here a luminous shadow thrown by the divine Supermind: it anonly arrive at its own perfetion by admitting the light of a larger knowledge; it must transform its ownmore ignorant, imperfet and oniting powers and values into the divinely e�etive potenies andharmonious values of the supramental truth-onsiousness. All the powers of the lower hemispherewith their strutures of the Ignorane an �nd their true selves only by a transformation in the lightthat desends to us from the higher hemisphere of an eternal self-knowledge.All these three lower powers of being build upon the Inonsient and seem to be originated andsupported by it: the blak dragon of the Inonsiene sustains with its vast wings and its bak ofdarkness the whole struture of the material universe; its energies unroll the ux of things, its obsureintimations seem to be the starting-point of onsiousness itself and the soure of all life-impulse.The Inonsient, in onsequene of this origination and predominane, is taken now by a ertainline of enquiry as the real origin and reator. It has indeed to be aepted that an inonsientfore, an inonsient substane are the starting-point of the evolution, but it is a onsious Spiritand not an inonsient Being that is emerging in the evolution. The Inonsient and its primaryworks are penetrated by a suession of higher and higher powers of being and are made subjet toConsiousness so that its obstrutions to the evolution, its irles of restrition, are slowly broken,the Python oils of its obsurity shot through by the arrows of the Sun-God; so are the limitationsof our material substane diminished until they an be transended and mind, life and body an betransformed through a possession of them by the greater law of divine Consiousness, Energy andSpirit. The integral knowledge admits the valid truths of all views of existene, valid in their own�eld, but it seeks to get rid of their limitations and negations and to harmonise and reonile thesepartial truths in a larger truth whih ful�ls all the many sides of our being in the one omnipresentExistene.At this point we must take a step farther and begin to regard the metaphysial truth we have sostated as a determinant not only of our thought and inner movements but of our life diretion, a guideto a dynami solution of our self-experiene and world-experiene. Our metaphysial knowledge, ourview of the fundamental truth of the universe and the meaning of existene, should naturally bethe determinant of our whole oneption of life and attitude to it; the aim of life, as we oneiveit, must be strutured on that basis. Metaphysial philosophy is an attempt to �x the fundamentalrealities and priniples of being as distint from its proesses and the phenomena whih result fromthose proesses. But it is on the fundamental realities that the proesses depend: our own proessof life, its aim and method, should be in aordane with the truth of being that we see; otherwiseour metaphysial truth an be only a play of the intellet without any dynami importane. It istrue that the intellet must seek after truth for its own sake without any illegitimate interferene ofa preoneived idea of life-utility. But still the truth, one disovered, must be realisable in our innerbeing and our outer ativities: if it is not, it may have an intelletual but not an integral importane;a truth for the intellet, for our life it would be no more than the solution of a thought puzzle oran abstrat unreality or a dead letter. Truth of being must govern truth of life; it annot be thatthe two have no relation or interdependene. The highest signi�ane of life to us, the fundamentaltruth of existene, must be also the aepted meaning of our own living, our aim, our ideal.There are, roughly, from this view-point, four main theories, or ategories of theory, with theirorresponding mental attitudes and ideals in aordane with four di�erent oneptions of truth ofexistene. These we may all the supraosmi, the osmi and terrestrial, the supraterrestrial orother-worldly, and the integral or syntheti or omposite, the theories that try to reonile the threefators - or any two of them - whih the other views tend to isolate. In this last ategory would fallour view of our existene here as a Beoming with the Divine Being for its origin and its objet,a progressive manifestation, a spiritual evolution with the supraosmi for its soure and support,the other-worldly for a ondition and onneting link and the osmi and terrestrial for its �eld, andwith human mind and life for its nodus and turning-point of release towards a higher and a highest202



perfetion. Our regard then must be on the three �rst to see where they depart from the integralisingview of life and how far the truths they stand on �t into its struture.In the supraosmi view of things the supreme Reality is alone entirely real. A ertain illusoriness,a sense of the vanity of osmi existene and individual being is a harateristi turn of this seeingof things, but it is not essential, not an indispensable adjunt to its main thought-priniple. In theextreme forms of its world-vision human existene has no real meaning; it is a mistake of the soulor a delirium of the will to live, an error or ignorane whih somehow overasts the absolute Reality.The only true truth is the supraosmi; or, in any ase, the Absolute, the Parabrahman is the originand goal of all existene, all else is an interlude without any abiding signi�ane. If so, it wouldfollow that the one thing to be done, the one wise and needful way of our being is to get away fromall living, whether terrestrial or elestial, as soon as our inner evolution or some hidden law of thespirit makes that possible. True, the illusion is real to itself, the vanity pretends to be full of purpose;its laws and fats - they are only fats and not truths, empirial and not real realities - are bindingon us so long as we rest in the error. But from any standpoint of real knowledge, in any view of thetrue truth of things, all this self-delusion would seem to be little better than the laws of a osmimadhouse; so long as we are mad and have to remain in the madhouse, we are perfore subjetto its rules and we must make, aording to our temperament, the best or the worst of them, butalways our proper aim is to get ured of our insanity and depart into light and truth and freedom.Whatever mitigations may be made in the severity of this logi, whatever onessions validating lifeand personality for the time being, yet from this view-point the true law of living must be whateverrule an help us soonest to get bak to self-knowledge and lead by the most diret road to Nirvana;the true ideal must be an extintion of the individual and the universal, a selfannulment in theAbsolute. This ideal of self-extintion whih is boldly and learly prolaimed by the Buddhists, isin Vedanti thought a self-�nding: but the self-�nding of the individual by his growth into his truebeing in the Absolute would only be possible if both are interrelated realities; it ould not apply tothe �nal world-abolishing self-aÆrmation of the Absolute in an unreal or temporary individual by theannulment of the false personal being and by the destrution of all individual and osmi existenefor that individual onsiousness, - however muh these errors may go on, helplessly inevitable, inthe world of Ignorane permitted by the Absolute, in a universal, eternal and indestrutible Avidya.But this idea of the total vanity of life is not altogether an inevitable onsequene of the supraos-mi theory of existene. In the Vedanta of the Upanishads, the Beoming of Brahman is aepted asa reality; there is room therefore for a truth of the Beoming: there is in that truth a right law of life,a permissible satisfation of the hedonisti element in our being, its delight of temporal existene, ane�etive utilisation of its pratial energy, of the exeutive fore of onsiousness in it; but, the truthand law of its temporal beoming one ful�lled, the soul has to turn bak to its �nal self-realisation,for its natural highest ful�lment is a release, a liberation into its original being, its eternal self, itstimeless reality. There is a irle of beoming starting from eternal Being and ending in it; or, fromthe point of view of the Supreme as a personal or superpersonal Reality, there is a temporary play,a game of beoming and living in the universe. Here, evidently, there is no other signi�ane of lifethan the will of the Being to beome, the will of onsiousness and the urge of its fore towardsbeoming, its delight of beoming; for the individual, when that is withdrawn from him or ful�lled inhim and no longer ative, the beoming eases: but otherwise the universe persists or always omesbak into manifestation, beause the will to beome is eternal and must be so sine it is the inherentwill of an eternal Existene. It may be said that one defet in this view of things is the absene ofany fundamental reality of the individual, of any abiding value and signi�ane of his natural or hisspiritual ativity: but it an be replied that this demand for a permanent personal signi�ane, fora personal eternity, is an error of our ignorant surfae onsiousness; the individual is a temporarybeoming of the Being, and that is a quite suÆient value and signi�ane. It may be added thatin a pure or an absolute Existene there an be no values and signi�anes: in the universe valuesexist and are indispensable, but only as relative and temporary buildings; there an be no absolute203



values, no eternal and self-existent signi�anes in a Time-struture. This sounds onlusive enoughand it seems that nothing more an be said about the matter. And yet the question remains over;for the stress on our individual being, the demand on it, the value put on individual perfetion andsalvation is too great to be dismissed as a devie for a minor operation, the oiling and unoiling ofan insigni�ant spiral amid the vast irlings of the Eternal's beoming in the universe.The osmi-terrestrial view whih we may take next as the exat opposite of the supraosmi,onsiders osmi existene as real; it goes farther and aepts it as the only reality, and its view ison�ned, ordinarily, to life in the material universe. God, if God exists, is an eternal Beoming; or ifGod does not exist, then Nature, - whatever view we may take of Nature, whether we regard it as aplay of Fore with Matter or a great osmi Life or even admit a universal impersonal Mind in Lifeand Matter, - is a perennial beoming. Earth is the �eld or it is one of the temporary �elds, manis the highest possible form or only one of the temporary forms of the Beoming. Man individuallymay be altogether mortal; mankind also may survive only for a ertain short period of the earth'sexistene; earth itself may bear life only for a rather longer period of its duration in the solar system;that system may itself one day ome to an end or at least ease to be an ative or produtive fatorin the Beoming; the universe we live in may itself dissolve or ontrat again into the seed-state ofits Energy: but the priniple of Beoming is eternal - or at least as eternal as anything an be in theobsure ambiguity of existene. It is indeed possible to suppose a persistene of man the individualas a psyhi entity in Time, a ontinuous terrestrial or osmi ensouling or reinarnation withoutany after-life or other-life elsewhere: in that ase one may either suppose an ideal of onstantlyinreasing perfetion or approah to perfetion or a growth towards an enduring feliity somewherein the universe as the aim of this endless Beoming. But in an extreme terrestrial view this is withdiÆulty tenable. Certain speulations of human thought have tended in this diretion, but theyhave not taken a substantial body. A perpetual persistene in the Beoming is usually assoiatedwith the aeptane of a greater supraterrestrial existene.In the ordinary view of a sole terrestrial life or a restrited transient passage in the materialuniverse, - for possibly there may be thinking living beings in other planets, - an aeptane of man'smortality and a passive endurane of it or an ative dealing with a limited personal or olletive lifeand life-aims are the only hoie possible. The one high and reasonable ourse for the individualhuman being, - unless indeed he is satis�ed with pursuing his personal purposes or somehow livinghis life until it passes out of him, - is to study the laws of the Beoming and take the best advantageof them to realise, rationally or intuitionally, inwardly or in the dynamism of life, its potentialitiesin himself or for himself or in or for the rae of whih he is a member; his business is to makethe most of suh atualities as exist and to seize on or to advane towards the highest possibilitiesthat an be developed here or are in the making. Only mankind as a whole an do this with entiree�et, by the mass of individual and olletive ation, in the proess of time, in the evolution ofthe rae experiene: but the individual man an help towards it in his own limits, an do all thesethings for himself to a ertain extent in the brief spae of life allotted to him; but, espeially, histhought and ation an be a ontribution towards the present intelletual, moral and vital welfareand the future progress of the rae. He is apable of a ertain nobility of being; an aeptane of hisinevitable and early individual annihilation does not prelude him from making a high use of the willand thought whih have been developed in him or from direting them to great ends whih shall ormay be worked out by humanity. Even the temporary harater of the olletive being of humanitydoes not so very muh matter, - exept in the most materialist view of existene; for so long as theuniversal Beoming takes the form of human body and mind, the thought, the will it has developedin its human reature will work itself out and to follow that intelligently is the natural law and bestrule of human life. Humanity and its welfare and progress during its persistene on earth providethe largest �eld and the natural limits for the terrestrial aim of our being; the superior persisteneof the rae and the greatness and importane of the olletive life should determine the nature andsope of our ideals. But if the progress or welfare of humanity be exluded as not our business or as204



a delusion, the individual is there; to ahieve his greatest possible perfetion or make the most of hislife in whatever way his nature demands will then be life's signi�ane.The supraterrestrial view admits the reality of the material osmos and it aepts the temporaryduration of earth and human life as the �rst fat we have to start from; but it adds to it a pereptionof other worlds or planes of existene whih have an eternal or at least a more permanent duration;it pereives behind the mortality of the bodily life of man the immortality of the soul within him. Abelief in the immortality, the eternal persistene of the individual human spirit apart from the bodyis the keyword of this oneption of life. That of itself neessitates its other belief in higher planesof existene than the material or terrestrial, sine for a disembodied spirit there an be no abidingplae in a world whose every operation depends upon some play of fore, whether spiritual, mental,vital or material, in and with the forms of Matter. There arises from this view of things the ideathat the true home of man is beyond and that the earth life is in some way or other only an episodeof his immortality or a deviation from a elestial and spiritual into a material existene.But what then is the harater, the origin and the end of this deviation? There is �rst the idea ofertain religions, long persistent but now greatly shaken or disredited, that man is a being primarilyreated as a material living body upon earth into whih a newly born divine soul is breathed or elsewith whih it is assoiated by the �at of an almighty Creator. A solitary episode, this life is his oneopportunity from whih he departs to a world of eternal bliss or to a world of eternal misery eitheraording as the general or preponderant balane of his ats is good or evil or aording as he aeptsor rejets, knows or ignores a partiular reed, mode of worship, divine mediator, or else aording tothe arbitrary predestining aprie of his Creator. But that is the supraterrestrial theory of life in itsleast rational form of questionable reed or dogma. Taking the idea of the reation of a soul by thephysial birth as our starting-point, we may still suppose that by a natural law, ommon to all, therest of its existene has to be pursued beyond in a supraterrestrial plane, when the soul has shaken o�from it its original matrix of matter like a buttery esaped from the hrysalis and disporting itselfin the air on its light and oloured wings. Or we may suppose preferably a preterrestrial existene ofthe soul, a fall or desent into matter and a reasension into elestial being. If we admit the soul'spre-existene, there is no reason to exlude this last possibility as an oasional spiritual ourrene,- a being belonging to another plane of existene may, oneivably, assume for some purpose thehuman body and nature: but this is not likely to be the universal priniple of earth-existene or asuÆient rationale for the reation of the material universe.It is also sometimes supposed that the solitary life on earth is a stage only and the developmentof the being nearer to its original glory ours in a suession of worlds whih are so many otherstages of its growth, stadia of its journey. The material universe, or earth espeially, will then bea sumptuously appointed �eld reated by a divine power, wisdom or aprie for the enating ofthis interlude. Aording to the view we hoose to take of the matter, we shall see in it a plae ofordeal, a �eld of development or a sene of spiritual fall and exile. There is too an Indian view whihregards the world as a garden of the divine Lila, a play of the divine Being with the onditions ofosmi existene in this world of an inferior Nature; the soul of man takes part in the Lila througha protrated series of births, but it is destined to reasend at last into the proper plane of theDivine Being and there enjoy an eternal proximity and ommunion: this gives a ertain rationaleto the reative proess and the spiritual adventure whih is either absent or not learly indiatedin the other aounts of this kind of soul movement or soul yle. Always there are three essentialharateristis in all these varying statements of the ommon priniple: - �rst, the belief in theindividual immortality of the human spirit; seondly, as a neessary onsequene, the idea of itssojourn on earth as a temporary passage or a departure from its highest eternal nature and of aheaven beyond as its proper habitation; thirdly, an emphasis on the development of the ethial andspiritual being as the means of asension and therefore the one proper business of life in this worldof Matter. 205



These are the three fundamental ways of seeing, eah with its mental attitude towards life, thatan be adopted with regard to our existene; the rest are usually midway stations or else variationsor omposites whih attempt to adapt themselves more freely to the omplexity of the problem.For, pratially, it is impossible for man taken as a rae, whatever a few individuals may sueed indoing, to guide his life permanently or wholly by the leading motive of any of these three attitudes,uniquely, to the exlusion of the others' laim upon his nature. A onfused amalgam of two or moreof them, a onit or division of his lifemotives between them or some attempt at synthesis is hisway of dealing with the various impulses of his omplex being and the intuitions of his mind to whihthey appeal for their santion. Almost all men normally devote the major part of their energy tothe life on earth, to the terrestrial needs, interests, desires, ideals of the individual and the rae. Itould not be otherwise; for the are of the body, the suÆient development and satisfation of thevital and the mental being of man, the pursuit of high individual and large olletive ideals whihstart from the idea of an attainable human perfetion or nearer approah to perfetion through hisnormal development, are imposed upon us by the very harater of our terrestrial being; they arepart of its law, its natural impulse and rule, its ondition of growth, and without these things manould not attain to his full manhood. Any view of our being whih neglets, unduly belittles orintolerantly ondemns them, is therefore by that very fat, whatever its other truth or merit orutility, or whatever its suitability to individuals of a ertain temperament or in a ertain stage ofspiritual evolution, un�t to be the general and omplete rule of human living. Nature takes goodare that the rae shall not neglet these aims whih are a neessary part of her evolution; for theyfall within the method and stages of the divine plan in us, and a vigilane for her �rst steps and forthe maintenane of their mental and material ground is a preoupation whih she annot allow togo into the bakground, sine these things belong to the foundation and body of her struture.But also she has implanted in us a sense that there is something in our omposition whih goesbeyond this �rst terrestrial nature of humanity. For this reason the rae annot aept or follow fora very long time any view of being whih ignores this higher and subtler sense and labours to on�neus entirely to a purely terrestrial way of living. The intuition of a beyond, the idea and feeling of asoul and spirit in us whih is other than the mind, life and body or is greater, not limited by theirformula, returns upon us and ends by resuming possession. The ordinary man satis�es this senseeasily enough by devoting to it his exeptional moments or the latter part of his life when age shallhave blunted the zest of his earthly nature, or by reognising it as something behind or above hisnormal ation to whih he an more or less imperfetly diret his natural being: the exeptional manturns to the supraterrestrial as the one aim and law of living and diminishes or morti�es as muhas possible his earthly parts in the hope of developing his elestial nature. There have been epohsin whih the supraterrestrial view has gained a very powerful hold and there has been a vaillationbetween an imperfet human living whih annot take its large natural expansion and a sik asetilonging for the elestial life whih also does not aquire in more than a few its best pure and happymovement. This is a sign of the reation of some false war in the being by the setting up of a standardor a devie that ignores the law of evolutionary apaity or an overstress that misses the reonilingequation whih must exist somewhere in a divine dispensation of our nature.But, �nally, there must open in us, as our mental life deepens and subtler knowledge develops,the pereption that the terrestrial and the supraterrestrial are not the only terms of being; there issomething whih is supraosmi and the highest remote origin of our existene. This pereption iseasily assoiated by spiritual enthusiasm, by the height and ardour of the soul's aspiration, by thephilosophi aloofness or the strit logial intolerane of our intellet, by the eagerness of our will orby a sik disgust in our vital being disouraged by the diÆulties or disappointed by the results oflife, - by any or all of these motive-fores, - with a sense of the entire vanity and unreality of allelse than this remote Supreme, the vanity of human life, the unreality of osmi existene, the bitterugliness and ruelty of earth, the insuÆieny of heaven, the aimlessness of the repetition of birthsin the body. Here again the ordinary man annot really live with these ideas; they an only give206



at most a greyness and restless dissatisfation to the life in whih he must still ontinue: but theexeptional man abandons all to follow the truth he has seen and for him they an be the neededfood of his spiritual impulse or a stimulus to the one ahievement that is now for him the one thingthat matters. Periods and ountries there have been, in whih this view of being has beome verypowerful; a onsiderable part of the rae has swerved aside to the life of the aseti, - not always witha real all to it, - the rest adhered to the normal life but with an underlying belief in its unreality, abelief whih an bring about by too muh reiteration and insistene an unnerving of the life-impulseand an inreasing littleness of its motives, or even, by a subtle reation, an absorption in an ordinarynarrow living through a missing of our natural response to the Divine Being's larger joy in osmiexistene and a failure of the great progressive human idealism by whih we are spurred to a olletiveself-development and a noble embrae of the battle and the labour. Here again there is a sign of someinsuÆieny in the statement of the supraosmi Reality, perhaps an overstatement or a mistakenopposition, a missing of the divine equation, of the total sense of reation and the entire will of theCreator.That equation an only be found if we reognise the purport of our whole omplex human naturein its right plae in the osmi movement; what is needed is to give its full legitimate value to eahpart of our omposite being and many-sided aspiration and �nd out the key of their unity as wellas their di�erene. The �nding must be by a synthesis or an integration and, sine development islearly the law of the human soul, it is most likely to be disovered by an evolutionary synthesis. Asynthesis of this kind was attempted in the anient Indian ulture. It aepted four legitimate motivesof human living, - man's vital interests and needs, his desires, his ethial and religious aspiration, hisultimate spiritual aim and destiny, - in other words, the laims of his vital, physial and emotionalbeing, the laims of his ethial and religious being governed by a knowledge of the law of God andNature and man, and the laims of his spiritual longing for the Beyond for whih he seeks satisfationby an ultimate release from an ignorant mundane existene. It provided for a period of eduationand preparation based on this idea of life, a period of normal living to satisfy human desires andinterests under the moderating rule of the ethial and religious part in us, a period of withdrawal andspiritual preparation, and a last period of renuniation of life and release into the spirit. Evidently,if applied as a universal rule, this presribed norm, this delineation of the urve of our journey,would miss the fat that it is impossible for all to trae out the whole irle of development in asingle short lifetime; but it was modi�ed by the theory of a omplete evolution pursued through along suession of rebirths before one ould be �t for a spiritual liberation. This synthesis with itsspiritual insight, largeness of view, symmetry, ompleteness did muh to raise the tone of human life;but eventually it ollapsed: its plae was oupied by an exaggeration of the impulse of renuniationwhih destroyed the symmetry of the system and ut it into two movements of life in opposition toeah other, the normal life of interests and desires with an ethial and religious olouring and theabnormal or supernormal inner life founded on renuniation. The old synthesis in fat ontained initself the seed of this exaggeration and ould not but lapse into it: for if we regard the esape fromlife as our desirable end, if we omit to hold up any high o�er of life-ful�lment, if life has not a divinesigni�ane in it, the impatiene of the human intellet and will must end by driving at a short utand getting rid as muh as possible of any more tedious and dilatory proesses; if it annot do thator if it is inapable of following the short ut, it is left with the ego and its satisfations but withnothing greater to be ahieved here. Life is split into the spiritual and the mundane and there anonly be an abrupt transition, not a harmony or reoniliation of these parts of our nature.A spiritual evolution, an unfolding here of the Being within from birth to birth, of whih manbeomes the entral instrument and human life at its highest o�ers the ritial turning-point, is thelink needed for the reoniliation of life and spirit; for it allows us to take into aount the totalnature of man and to reognise the legitimate plae of his triple attration, to earth, to heaven andto the supreme Reality. But a omplete solution of its oppositions an be arrived at only on thisbasis that the lower onsiousness of mind, life and body annot arrive at its full meaning until it is207



taken up, restated, transformed by the light and power and joy of the higher spiritual onsiousness,while the higher too does not stand in its full right relation to the lower by mere rejetion, butby this assumption and domination, this taking up of its unful�lled values, this restatement andtransformation, - a spiritualising and supramentalising of the mental, vital and physial nature. Theterrestrial ideal, whih has been so powerful in the modern mind, restored man and his life on earthand the olletive hope of the rae to a prominent position and reated an insistent demand for asolution; this is the good it has aomplished. But by overdoing and exlusiveness it unduly limitedman's sope, it ignored that whih is the highest and in the end the largest thing in him, and by thislimitation it missed the full pursuit of its own objet. If mind were the highest thing in man andNature, then indeed this frustration might not result; still, the limitation of sope would be there, anarrow possibility, a irumsribed prospet. But if mind is only a partial unfolding of onsiousnessand there are powers beyond of whih Nature in our rae is apable, then not only does our hopeupon earth, let alone what is beyond it, depend upon their development, but this beomes the oneproper road of our evolution.Mind and life themselves annot grow into their fullness exept by the opening up of the largerand greater onsiousness to whih mind only approahes. Suh a larger and greater onsiousnessis the spiritual, for the spiritual onsiousness is not only higher than the rest but more embraing.Universal as well as transendent, it an take up mind and life into its light and give them thetrue and utmost realisation of all for whih they are seeking: for it has a greater instrumentalityof knowledge, a fountain of deeper power and will, an unlimited reah and intensity of love and joyand beauty. These are the things for whih our mind, life and body are seeking, knowledge, powerand joy, and to rejet that by whih all these arrive at their utmost plenitude is to shut them outfrom their own highest onsummation. An opposite exaggeration demanding only some olourlesspurity of spiritual existene nulli�es the reative ation of the spirit and exludes from us all thatthe Divine manifests in its being: it leaves room only for an evolution without sense or ful�lment, -for a utting o� of all that has been evolved is the sole ulmination; it turns the proess of our beinginto the meaningless urve of a plunge into Ignorane and return out of it or erets a wheel of osmiBeoming with only an esape-issue. The intermediary, the supraterrestrial aspiration uts short theful�lment of the being above by not proeeding to its highest realisation of oneness and diminishesit below by not allowing a proper amplitude of sense to its presene in the material universe and itsaeptane of life in an earthly body. A large relation of unity, an integration, restores the balane,illumines the whole truth of being and links together the steps of Nature.In this integration the supraosmi Reality stands as the supreme Truth of being; to realise it isthe highest reah of our onsiousness. But it is this highest Reality whih is also the osmi being,the osmi onsiousness, the osmi will and life: it has put these things forth, not outside itselfbut in its own being, not as an opposite priniple but as its own self-unfolding and self-expression.Cosmi being is not a meaningless freak or phantasy or a hane error; there is a divine signi�aneand truth in it: the manifold self-expression of the spirit is its high sense, the Divine itself is the keyof its enigma. A perfet selfexpression of the spirit is the objet of our terrestrial existene. Thisannot be ahieved if we have not grown onsious of the supreme Reality; for it is only by the touhof the Absolute that we an arrive at our own absolute. But neither an it be done to the exlusionof the osmi Reality: we must beome universal, for without an opening into universality theindividual remains inomplete. The individual separating himself from the All to reah the Highest,loses himself in the supreme heights; inluding in himself the osmi onsiousness, he reovers hiswholeness of self and still keeps his supreme gain of transendene; he ful�ls it and himself in theosmi ompleteness. A realised unity of the transendent, the universal and the individual is anindispensable ondition for the fullness of the self-expressing spirit: for the universe is the �eld of itstotality of self-expression, while it is through the individual that its evolutionary self-unfolding hereomes to its ame. But this supposes not only a real being of the individual, but the revelation ofour seret eternal oneness with the Supreme and with all osmi existene. In his sel�ntegration the208



soul of the individual must awake to universality and to transendene.The supraterrestrial existene is also a truth of being; for the material is not the only plane ofour existene; other planes of onsiousness there are to whih we an attain and whih have alreadytheir hidden links with us: not to reah up to whatever greater regions of the soul are open to us, notto have the experiene of them, not to know and manifest their law in ourselves is to fall short of theheight and fullness of our being. But worlds of a higher onsiousness are not the only possible seneand habitation of the perfeted soul; nor an we �nd in any unhanging typal world the �nal or totalsense of the Spirit's self-expression in the osmos: the material world, this earth, this human life area part of the Spirit's self-expression and have their divine possibility; that possibility is evolutionaryand it ontains the possibilities of all the other worlds in it, unrealised but realisable. Earth-lifeis not a lapse into the mire of something undivine, vain and miserable, o�ered by some Power toitself as a spetale or to the embodied soul as a thing to be su�ered and then ast away from it:it is the sene of the evolutionary unfolding of the being whih moves towards the revelation of asupreme spiritual light and power and joy and oneness, but inludes in it also the manifold diversityof the self-ahieving spirit. There is an all-seeing purpose in the terrestrial reation; a divine planis working itself out through its ontraditions and perplexities whih are a sign of the many-sidedahievement towards whih are being led the soul's growth and the endeavour of Nature.It is true that the soul an asend into worlds of a greater onsiousness beyond the earth, butit is also true that the power of these worlds, the power of a greater onsiousness has to developitself here; the embodiment of the soul is the means for that embodiment. All the higher powersof Consiousness exist beause they are powers of the Supreme Reality. Our terrestrial being hasalso the same truth; it is a beoming of the One Reality whih has to embody in itself these greaterpowers. Its present appearane is a veiled and partial �gure and to limit ourselves to that �rst �gure,to the present formula of an imperfet humanity, is to exlude our divine potentialities; we have tobring a wider meaning into our human life and manifest in it the muh more that we seretly are.Our mortality is only justi�ed in the light of our immortality; our earth an know and be all itselfonly by opening to the heavens; the individual an see himself aright and use his world divinely onlywhen he has entered into greater planes of being and seen the light of the Supreme and lived in thebeing and power of the Divine and Eternal.An integration of this kind would not be possible if a spiritual evolution were not the sense of ourbirth and terrestrial existene; the evolution of mind, life and spirit in Matter is the sign that thisintegration, this ompleted manifestation of a seret self ontained in it is its signi�ane. A ompleteinvolution of all that the Spirit is and its evolutionary selfunfolding are the double term of our materialexistene. There is a possibility of self-expression by an always unveiled luminous development ofthe being, a possibility also of various expression in perfet types �xed and omplete in their ownnature: that is the priniple of beoming in the higher worlds; they are typal and not evolutionary intheir life priniple; they exist eah in its own perfetion, but within the limits of a stationary world-formula. But there is also a possibility of self-expression by self-�nding, a deployment whih takesthe form and goes through the progression of a self-veiling and an adventure of self-reovery: that isthe priniple of beoming in this universe of whih an involution of onsiousness and onealmentof the spirit in Matter is the �rst appearane.An involution of spirit in the Inonsiene is the beginning; an evolution in the Ignorane withits play of the possibilities of a partial developing knowledge is the middle, and the ause of theanomalies of our present nature, - our imperfetion is the sign of a transitional state, a growth notyet ompleted, an e�ort that is �nding its way; a onsummation in a deployment of the spirit'sself-knowledge and the self-power of its divine being and onsiousness is the ulmination: these arethe three stages of this yle of the spirit's progressive self-expression in life. The two stages thathave already their play seem at �rst sight to deny the possibility of the later onsummating stage ofthe yle, but logially they imply its emergene; for if the inonsiene has evolved onsiousness,the partial onsiousness already reahed must surely evolve into omplete onsiousness. It is a209



perfeted and divinised life for whih the earth-nature is seeking, and this seeking is a sign of theDivine Will in Nature. Other seekings also there are and these too �nd their means of self-ful�lment;a withdrawal into the supreme peae or estasy, a withdrawal into the bliss of the Divine Presene areopen to the soul in earth-existene: for the In�nite in its manifestation has many possibilities and isnot on�ned by its formulations. But neither of these withdrawals an be the fundamental intentionin the Beoming itself here; for then an evolutionary progression would not have been undertaken, -suh a progression here an only have for its aim a self-ful�lment here: a progressive manifestationof this kind an only have for its soul of signi�ane the revelation of Being in a perfet Beoming.
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Chapter 17The Progress to Knowledge - God, Manand Nature\Thou art That, O Swetaketu." Chhandogya Upanishad.1\The living being is none else than the Brahman, the whole world is the Brahman."Vivekahudamani.2\My supreme Nature has beome the living being and this world is upheld by it. All beingshave this for their soure of birth." Gita.3\Thou art man and woman, boy and girl; old and worn thou walkest bent over a sta�; . . .thou art the blue bird and the green and the sarlet-eyed. . . . " Swetaswatara Upanishad.4\This whole world is �lled with beings who are His members." Swetaswatara Upanishad.5AN INVOLUTION of the Divine Existene, the spiritual Reality, in the apparent inonsiene ofMatter is the starting-point of the evolution. But that Reality is in its nature an eternal Existene,Consiousness, Delight of Existene: the evolution must then be an emergene of this Existene,Consiousness, Delight of Existene, not at �rst in its essene or totality but in evolutionary formsthat express or disguise it. Out of the Inonsient, Existene appears in a �rst evolutionary form assubstane of Matter reated by an inonsient Energy. Consiousness, involved and non-apparent inMatter, �rst emerges in the disguise of vital vibrations, animate but subonsient; then, in imperfetformulations of a onsient life, it strives towards self-�nding through suessive forms of that materialsubstane, forms more and more adapted to its own ompleter expression. Consiousness in life,throwing o� the primal insensibility of a material inanimation and nesiene, labours to �nd itselfmore and more entirely in the Ignorane whih is its �rst inevitable formulation; but it ahieves at1VI. 8. 7.2Verse 479.3VII. 5, 6.4IV. 3, 4.5IV. 10. 211



�rst only a primary mental pereption and a vital awareness of self and things, a life pereptionwhih in its �rst forms depends on an internal sensation responsive to the ontats of other life andof Matter. Consiousness labours to manifest as best it an through the inadequay of sensationits own inherent delight of being; but it an only formulate a partial pain and pleasure. In manthe energising Consiousness appears as Mind more learly aware of itself and things; this is still apartial and limited, not an integral power of itself, but a �rst oneptive potentiality and promise ofintegral emergene is visible. That integral emergene is the goal of evolving Nature.Man is there to aÆrm himself in the universe, that is his �rst business, but also to evolve and�nally to exeed himself: he has to enlarge his partial being into a omplete being, his partialonsiousness into an integral onsiousness; he has to ahieve mastery of his environment but alsoworld-union and world-harmony; he has to realise his individuality but also to enlarge it into a osmiself and a universal and spiritual delight of existene. A transformation, a hastening and orretionof all that is obsure, erroneous and ignorant in his mentality, an ultimate arrival at a free and wideharmony and luminousness of knowledge and will and feeling and ation and harater, is the evidentintention of his nature; it is the ideal whih the reative Energy has imposed on his intelligene, aneed implanted by her in his mental and vital substane. But this an only be aomplished by hisgrowing into a larger being and a larger onsiousness: self-enlargement, self-ful�lment, self-evolutionfrom what he partially and temporarily is in his atual and apparent nature to what he ompletely isin his seret self and spirit and therefore an beome even in his manifest existene, is the objet ofhis reation. This hope is the justi�ation of his life upon earth amidst the phenomena of the osmos.The outer apparent man, an ephemeral being subjet to the onstraints of his material embodimentand imprisoned in a limited mentality, has to beome the inner real Man, master of himself andhis environment and universal in his being. In a more vivid and less metaphysial language, thenatural man has to evolve himself into the divine Man; the sons of Death have to know themselvesas the hildren of Immortality. It is on this aount that the human birth an be desribed as theturning-point in the evolution, the ritial stage in earth-nature.It follows at one that the knowledge we have to arrive at is not truth of the intellet; it is not rightbelief, right opinions, right information about oneself and things, - that is only the surfae mind'sidea of knowledge. To arrive at some mental oneption about God and ourselves and the world isan objet good for the intellet but not large enough for the Spirit; it will not make us the onsioussons of In�nity. Anient Indian thought meant by knowledge a onsiousness whih possesses thehighest Truth in a diret pereption and in self-experiene; to beome, to be the Highest that weknow is the sign that we really have the knowledge. For the same reason, to shape our pratial life,our ations as far as may be in onsonane with our intelletual notions of truth and right or with asuessful pragmati knowledge, - an ethial or a vital ful�lment, - is not and annot be the ultimateaim of our life; our aim must be to grow into our true being, our being of Spirit, the being of thesupreme and universal Existene, Consiousness, Delight, Sahhidananda.All our existene depends on that Existene, it is that whih is evolving in us; we are a being ofthat Existene, a state of onsiousness of that Consiousness, an energy of that onsious Energy,a will-to-delight of being, delight of onsiousness, delight of energy born of that Delight: this isthe root priniple of our existene. But our surfae formulation of these things is not that, it is amistranslation into the terms of the Ignorane. Our I is not that spiritual being whih an look on theDivine Existene and say, \That am I"; our mentality is not that spiritual onsiousness; our will isnot that fore of onsiousness; our pain and pleasure, even our highest joys and estasies are not thatdelight of being. On the surfae we are still an ego �guring self, an ignorane turning into knowledge,a will labouring towards true fore, a desire seeking for the delight of existene. To beome ourselvesby exeeding ourselves, - so we may turn the inspired phrases of a half-blind seer who knew not theself of whih he spoke, - is the diÆult and dangerous neessity, the ross surmounted by an invisiblerown whih is imposed on us, the riddle of the true nature of his being proposed to man by thedark Sphinx of the Inonsiene below and from within and above by the luminous veiled Sphinx of212



the in�nite Consiousness and eternal Wisdom onfronting him as an insrutable divine Maya. Toexeed ego and be our true self, to be aware of our real being, to possess it, to possess a real delightof being, is therefore the ultimate meaning of our life here; it is the onealed sense of our individualand terrestrial existene.Intelletual knowledge and pratial ation are devies of Nature by whih we are able to expressso muh of our being, onsiousness, energy, power of enjoyment as we have been able to atualise inour apparent nature and by whih we attempt to know more, express and atualise more, grow alwaysmore into the muh that we have yet to atualise. But our intellet and mental knowledge and will ofation are not our only means, not all the instruments of our onsiousness and energy: our nature,the name whih we give to the Fore of being in us in its atual and potential play and power, isomplex in its ordering of onsiousness, omplex in its instrumentation of fore. Every disovered ordisoverable term and irumstane of that omplexity whih we an get into working order, we needto atualise in the highest and �nest values possible to us and to use in its widest and rihest powersfor the one objet. That objet is to beome, to be onsious, to inrease ontinually in our realisedbeing and awareness of self and things, in our atualised fore and joy of being, and to express thatbeoming dynamially in suh an ation on the world and ourselves that we and it shall grow moreand always yet more towards the highest possible reah, largest possible breadth of universality andin�nity. All man's age-long e�ort, his ation, soiety, art, ethis, siene, religion, all the manifoldativities by whih he expresses and inreases his mental, vital, physial, spiritual existene, areepisodes in the vast drama of this endeavour of Nature and have behind their limited apparent aimsno other true sense or foundation. For the individual to arrive at the divine universality and supremein�nity, live in it, possess it, to be, know, feel and express that alone in all his being, onsiousness,energy, delight of being is what the anient seers of the Veda meant by the Knowledge; that was theImmortality whih they set before man as his divine ulmination.But by the nature of his mentality, by his inlook into himself and his outlook on the world, by hisoriginal limitation in both through sense and body to the relative, the obvious and the apparent, manis obliged to move step by step and at �rst obsurely and ignorantly in this immense evolutionarymovement. It is not possible for him to envisage being at �rst in the ompleteness of its unity:it presents itself to him through diversity, and his searh for knowledge is preoupied with threeprinipal ategories whih sum up for him all its diversity; himself, - man or individual soul, - God,and Nature. The �rst is that of whih alone he is diretly aware in his normal ignorant being; he seeshimself, the individual, separate apparently in its existene, yet always inseparable from the rest ofbeing, striving to be suÆient, yet always insuÆient to itself, sine never has it been known to omeinto existene or to exist or to ulminate in its existene apart from the rest, without their aid andindependently of universal being and universal nature. Seondly, there is that whih he knows onlyindiretly by his mind and bodily senses and its e�ets upon them, yet must strive always to knowmore and more ompletely: for he sees also this rest of being with whih he is so losely identi�edand yet from whih he is so separate, - the osmos, world, Nature, other individual existenes whomhe pereives as always like himself and yet always unlike; for they are the same in nature even to theplant and the animal and yet di�erent in nature. Eah seems to go its own way, to be a separatebeing, and yet eah is impelled by the same movement and follows in its own grade the same vasturve of evolution as himself. Finally, he sees or rather divines something else whih he does notknow at all exept quite indiretly; for he knows it only through himself and that at whih his beingaims, through the world and that at whih it seems to point and whih it is either striving obsurelyto reah and express by its imperfet �gures or, at least, founds them without knowing it on theirseret relation to that invisible Reality and oult In�nite.This third and unknown, this tertium quid, he names God; and by the word he means somewhator someone who is the Supreme, the Divine, the Cause, the All, one of these things or all of them atone, the perfetion or the totality of all that here is partial or imperfet, the absolute of all thesemyriad relativities, the Unknown by learning of whom the real seret of the known an beome to213



him more and more intelligible. Man has tried to deny all these ategories, - he has tried to denyhis own real existene, he has tried to deny the real existene of the osmos, he has tried to denythe real existene of God. But behind all these denials we see the same onstant neessity of hisattempt at knowledge; for he feels the need of arriving at a unity of these three terms, even if itan only be done by suppressing two of them or merging them in the other that is left. To do thathe aÆrms only himself as ause and all the rest as mere reations of his mind, or he aÆrms onlyNature and all the rest as nothing but phenomena of Nature-Energy, or he aÆrms only God, theAbsolute, and all the rest as no more than illusions whih That thrusts upon itself or on us by aninexpliable Maya. None of these denials an wholly satisfy, none solves the entire problem or anbe indisputable and de�nitive, - least of all the one to whih his sense-governed intellet is mostprone, but in whih it an never persist for long; the denial of God is a denial of his true quest andhis own supreme Ultimate. The ages of naturalisti atheism have always been short-lived beausethey an never satisfy the seret knowledge in man: that annot be the �nal Veda beause it doesnot orrespond with the Veda within whih all mental knowledge is labouring to bring out; from themoment that this lak of orrespondene is felt, a solution, however skilful it may be and howeverlogially omplete, has been judged by the eternal Witness in man and is doomed: it annot be thelast word of Knowledge.Man as he is is not suÆient to himself, nor separate, nor is he the Eternal and the All; therefore byhimself he annot be the explanation of the osmos of whih his mind, life and body are so evidentlyan in�nitesimal detail. The visible osmos too, he �nds, is not suÆient to itself, nor does it explainitself even by its unseen material fores; for there is too muh that he �nds both in the world andin himself whih is beyond them and of whih they seem only to be a fae, an epidermis or even amask. Neither his intellet, nor his intuitions, nor his feeling an do without a One or a Oneness towhom or to whih these worldfores and himself may stand in some relation whih supports themand gives them their signi�ane. He feels that there must be an In�nite whih holds these �nites,is in, behind and about all this visible osmos, bases the harmony and interrelation and essentialoneness of multitudinous things. His thought needs an Absolute on whih these innumerable and�nite relativities depend for their existene, an ultimate Truth of things, a reating Power or Foreor a Being who originates and upholds all these innumerable beings in the universe. Let him all itwhat he will, he must arrive at a Supreme, a Divine, a Cause, an In�nite and Eternal, a Permanent,a Perfetion to whih all tends and aspires, or an All to whih everything perpetually and invisiblyamounts and without whih they ould not be.Yet even this Absolute he annot really aÆrm by itself and to the exlusion of the two otherategories; for then he has only made a violent leap away from the problem he is here to solve, andhe himself and the osmos remain an inexpliable mysti�ation or a purposeless mystery. A ertainpart of his intellet and his longing for rest may be plaated by suh a solution, just as his physialintelligene is easily satis�ed by a denial of the Beyond and a dei�ation of material Nature; buthis heart, his will, the strongest and intensest parts of his being remain without a meaning, void ofpurpose or justi�ation, or beome merely a random foolishness agitating itself like a vain and restlessshadow against the eternal repose of the pure Existene or amidst the eternal inonsiene of theuniverse. As for the osmos, it remains there in the singular harater of a arefully onstrutedlie of the In�nite, a monstrously aggressive and yet really non-existent anomaly, a painful andmiserable paradox with false shows of wonder and beauty and delight. Or else it is a huge playof blind organised Energy without signi�ane and his own being a temporary minute anomalyinomprehensibly ourring in that senseless vastness. That way no satisfying ful�lment lies for theonsiousness, the energy that has manifested itself in the world and in man: the mind needs to �ndsomething that links all together, something by whih Nature is ful�lled in man and man in Natureand both �nd themselves in God, beause the Divine is ultimately self-revealed in both man andNature. 214



An aeptane, a pereption of the unity of these three ategories is essential to the Knowledge; itis towards their unity as well as their integrality that the growing self-onsiousness of the individualopens out and at whih it must arrive if it is to be satis�ed of itself and omplete. For withoutthe realisation of unity the knowledge of none of the three an be entire; their unity is for eah theondition of its own integrality. It is, again, by knowing eah in its ompleteness that all three meetin our onsiousness and beome one; it is in a total knowledge that all knowing beomes one andindivisible. Otherwise it is only by division and rejetion of two of them from the third that we ouldget at any kind of oneness. Man therefore has to enlarge his knowledge of himself, his knowledgeof the world and his knowledge of God until in their totality he beomes aware of their mutualindwelling and oneness. For so long as he knows them only in part, there will be an inompletenessresulting in division, and so long as he has not realised them in a reoniling unity, he will not havefound their total truth or the fundamental signi�anes of existene.This is not to say that the Supreme is not self-existent and self-suÆient; God exists in Himselfand not by virtue of the osmos or of man, while man and osmos exist by virtue of God and notin themselves exept in so far as their being is one with the being of God. But still they are amanifestation of the power of God and even in His eternal existene their spiritual reality must insome way be present or implied, sine otherwise there would be no possibility of their manifestationor, manifested, they would have no signi�ane. What appears here as man is an individual beingof the Divine; the Divine extended in multipliity is the Self of all individual existenes.6 Moreover,it is through the knowledge of self and the world that man arrives at the knowledge of God and heannot attain to it otherwise. It is not by rejeting God's manifestation, but by rejeting his ownignorane of it and the results of his ignorane, that he an best lift up and o�er the whole of hisbeing and onsiousness and energy and joy of being into the Divine Existene. He may do thisthrough himself, one manifestation, or he may do it through the universe, another manifestation.Arriving through himself alone, it is possible for him to plunge into an individual immergene orabsorption in the Inde�nable and to lose the universe. Arriving through the universe alone, he ansink his individuality either in the impersonality of universal being or in a dynami self of universalConsious-Fore; he merges into the universal self or he beomes an impersonal hannel of the osmiEnergy. Arriving through the equal integrality of both and seizing through them and beyond themon all the aspets of the Divine, he exeeds both and ful�ls them in that exeeding: he possessesthe Divine in his being, even as he is enveloped, penetrated, pervaded, possessed by the DivineBeing, Consiousness, Light, Power, Delight, Knowledge; he possesses God in himself and God in theuniverse. The All-Knowledge justi�es to him its reation of himself and justi�es by him perfeted itsreation of the world it has made. All this beomes entirely real and e�etive by an asension into asupramental and supreme supernature and the desent of its powers into the manifestation; but evenwhile that onsummation is still diÆult and distant, the true knowledge an be made subjetivelyreal by a spiritual reetion or reeption in mind-life-body Nature.But this spiritual truth and true aim of his being is not allowed to appear till late in his journey: forthe early preparatory business of man in the evolutionary steps of Nature is to aÆrm, to make distintand rih, to possess �rmly, powerfully and ompletely his own individuality. As a onsequene, he hasin the beginning prinipally to oupy himself with his own ego. In this egoisti phase of his evolutionthe world and others are less important to him than himself, are indeed only important as aids andoasions for his self-aÆrmation. God too at this stage is less important to him than he is to himself,and therefore in earlier formations, on the lower levels of religious development, God or the godsare treated as if they existed for man, as supreme instruments for the satisfation of his desires, hishelpers in his task of getting the world in whih he lives to satisfy his needs and wants and ambitions.This primary egoisti development with all its sins and violenes and rudities is by no means to beregarded, in its proper plae, as an evil or an error of Nature; it is neessary for man's �rst work,the �nding of his own individuality and its perfet disengagement from the lower subonsient in6eko va�s�i sarvabh�ut�antar�atm�a - Katha Upanishad, II. 2. 12.215



whih the individual is overpowered by the mass onsiousness of the world and entirely subjet tothe mehanial workings of Nature. Man the individual has to aÆrm, to distinguish his personalityagainst Nature, to be powerfully himself, to evolve all his human apaities of fore and knowledgeand enjoyment so that he may turn them upon her and upon the world with more and more masteryand fore; his self-disriminating egoism is given him as a means for this primary purpose. Until hehas thus developed his individuality, his personality, his separate apaity, he annot be �t for thegreater work before him or suessfully turn his faulties to higher, larger and more divine ends. Hehas to aÆrm himself in the Ignorane before he an perfet himself in the Knowledge.For the initiation of the evolutionary emergene from the Inonsient works out by two fores,a seret osmi onsiousness and an individual onsiousness manifest on the surfae. The seretosmi onsiousness remains seret and subliminal to the surfae individual; it organises itself on thesurfae by the reation of separate objets and beings. But while it organises the separate objet andthe body and mind of the individual being, it reates also olletive powers of onsiousness whihare large subjetive formations of osmi Nature; but it does not provide for them an organised mindand body, it bases them on the group of individuals, develops for them a group mind, a hangingyet ontinuous group body. It follows that only as the individuals beome more and more onsiousan the group-being also beome more and more onsious; the growth of the individual is theindispensable means for the inner growth as distinguished from the outer fore and expansion ofthe olletive being. This indeed is the dual importane of the individual that it is through himthat the osmi spirit organises its olletive units and makes them self-expressive and progressiveand through him that it raises Nature from the Inonsiene to the Superonsiene and exalts it tomeet the Transendent. In the mass the olletive onsiousness is near to the Inonsient; it hasa subonsious, an obsure and mute movement whih needs the individual to express it, to bringit to light, to organise it and make it e�etive. The mass onsiousness by itself moves by a vague,half-formed or unformed subliminal and ommonly subonsient impulse rising to the surfae; it isprone to a blind or half-seeing unanimity whih suppresses the individual in the ommon movement:if it thinks, it is by the motto, the slogan, the wathword, the ommon rude or formed idea, thetraditional, the aepted ustomary notion; it ats, when not by instint or on impulse, then bythe rule of the pak, the herd mentality, the type law. This mass onsiousness, life, ation an beextraordinarily e�etive if it an �nd an individual or a few powerful individuals to embody, express,lead, organise it; its sudden rowd-movements an also be irresistible for the moment like the motionof an avalanhe or the rush of a tempest. The suppression or entire subordination of the individualin the mass onsiousness an give a great pratial eÆieny to a nation or a ommunity if thesubliminal olletive being an build a binding tradition or �nd a group, a lass, a head to embodyits spirit and diretion; the strength of powerful military states, of ommunities with a tense andaustere ulture rigidly imposed on its individuals, the suess of the great world-onquerors, hadbehind it this seret of Nature. But this is an eÆieny of the outer life, and that life is not thehighest or last term of our being. There is a mind in us, there is a soul and spirit, and our life hasno true value if it has not in it a growing onsiousness, a developing mind, and if life and mind arenot an expression, an instrument, a means of liberation and ful�lment for the soul, the indwellingSpirit.But the progress of the mind, the growth of the soul, even of the mind and soul of the olletiv-ity, depends on the individual, on his suÆient freedom and independene, on his separate powerto express and bring into being what is still unexpressed in the mass, still undeveloped from thesubonsiene or not yet brought out from within or brought down from the Superonsiene. Theolletivity is a mass, a �eld of formation; the individual is the diviner of truth, the form-maker, thereator. In the rowd the individual loses his inner diretion and beomes a ell of the mass bodymoved by the olletive will or idea or the mass impulse. He has to stand apart, aÆrm his separatereality in the whole, his own mind emerging from the ommon mentality, his own life distinguishingitself in the ommon lifeuniformity, even as his body has developed something unique and reog-216



nisable in the ommon physiality. He has, even, in the end to retire into himself in order to �ndhimself, and it is only when he has found himself that he an beome spiritually one with all; if hetries to ahieve that oneness in the mind, in the vital, in the physial and has not yet a suÆientlystrong individuality, he may be overpowered by the mass onsiousness and lose his soul ful�lment,his mind ful�lment, his life ful�lment, beome only a ell of the mass body. The olletive being maythen beome strong and dominant, but it is likely to lose its plastiity, its evolutionary movement:the great evolutionary periods of humanity have taken plae in ommunities where the individualbeame ative, mentally, vitally or spiritually alive. For this reason Nature invented the ego that theindividual might disengage himself from the inonsiene or subonsiene of the mass and beomean independent living mind, life-power, soul, spirit, o-ordinating himself with the world aroundhim but not drowned in it and separately inexistent and ine�etive. For the individual is indeedpart of the osmi being, but he is also something more, he is a soul that has desended from theTransendene. This he annot manifest at one, beause he is too near to the osmi Inonsiene,not near enough to the original Superonsiene; he has to �nd himself as the mental and vital egobefore he an �nd himself as the soul or spirit.Still, to �nd his egoisti individuality is not to know himself; the true spiritual individual is notthe mind ego, the life ego, the body ego: predominantly, this �rst movement is a work of will, ofpower, of egoisti self-e�etuation and only seondarily of knowledge. Therefore a time must omewhen man has to look below the obsure surfae of his egoisti being and attempt to know himself;he must set out to �nd the real man: without that he would be stopping short at Nature's primaryeduation and never go on to her deeper and larger teahings; however great his pratial knowledgeand eÆieny, he would be only a little higher than the animals. First, he has to turn his eyes uponhis own psyhology and distinguish its natural elements, - ego, mind and its instruments, life, body,- until he disovers that his whole existene stands in need of an explanation other than the workingof the natural elements and of a goal for its ativities other than an egoisti self-aÆrmation andsatisfation. He may seek it in Nature and mankind and thus start on his way to the disovery of hisunity with the rest of his world: he may seek it in supernature, in God, and thus start on his wayto the disovery of his unity with the Divine. Pratially, he attempts both paths and, ontinuallywavering, ontinually seeks to �x himself in the suessive solutions that may be best in aordanewith the various partial disoveries he has made on his double line of searh and �nding.But through it all what he is in this stage still insistently seeking to disover, to know, to ful�lis himself; his knowledge of Nature, his knowledge of God are only helps towards selfknowledge,towards the perfetion of his being, towards the attainment of the supreme objet of his individualself-existene. Direted towards Nature and the osmos, it may take upon itself the �gure of self-knowledge, self-mastery - in the mental and vital sense - and mastery of the world in whih we �ndourselves: direted towards God, it may take also this �gure but in a higher spiritual sense of worldand self, or it may assume that other, so familiar and deisive to the religious mind, the seeking foran individual salvation whether in heavens beyond or by a separate immergene in a supreme Self ora supreme Non-Self, - beatitude or Nirvana. Throughout, however, it is the individual who is seekingindividual self-knowledge and the aim of his separate existene, with all the rest, even altruism andthe love and servie of mankind, self-e�aement or selfannihilation, thrown in - with whatever subtledisguises - as helps and means towards that one great preoupation of his realised individuality.This may seem to be only an expanded egoism, and the separative ego would then be the truth ofman's being persistent in him to the end or till at last he is liberated from it by his self-extintionin the featureless eternity of the In�nite. But there is a deeper seret behind whih justi�es hisindividuality and its demand, the seret of the spiritual and eternal individual, the Purusha.It is beause of the spiritual Person, the Divinity in the individual, that perfetion or liberation -salvation, as it is alled in the West - has to be individual and not olletive; for whatever perfetionof the olletivity is to be sought after, an ome only by the perfetion of the individuals whoonstitute it. It is beause the individual is That, that to �nd himself is his great neessity. In217



his omplete surrender and self-giving to the Supreme it is he who �nds his perfet self-�nding in aperfet self-o�ering. In the abolition of the mental, vital, physial ego, even of the spiritual ego, itis the formless and limitless Individual that has the peae and joy of its esape into its own in�nity.In the experiene that he is nothing and no one, or everything and everyone, or the One whih isbeyond all things and absolute, it is the Brahman in the individual that e�etuates this stupendousmerger or this marvellous joining, Yoga, of its eternal unit of being with its vast all-omprehendingor supreme all-transending unity of eternal existene. To get beyond the ego is imperative, but oneannot get beyond the self - exept by �nding it supremely, universally. For the self is not the ego;it is one with the All and the One and in �nding it it is the All and the One that we disover in ourself: the ontradition, the separation disappears, but the self, the spiritual reality remains, unitedwith the One and the All by that delivering disappearane.The higher self-knowledge begins therefore as soon as man has got beyond his preoupation withthe relation of Nature and God to his super�ial being, his most apparent self. One step is to knowthat this life is not all, to get at the oneption of his own temporal eternity, to realise, to beomeonretely aware of that subjetive persistene whih is alled the immortality of the soul. Whenhe knows that there are states beyond the material and lives behind and before him, at any rate apre-existene and a subsequent existene, he is on the way to get rid of his temporal ignorane byenlarging himself beyond the immediate moments of Time into the possession of his own eternity.Another step forward is to learn that his surfae waking state is only a small part of his being, tobegin to fathom the abyss of the Inonsient and depths of the subonsient and subliminal and salethe heights of the superonsient; so he ommenes the removal of his psyhologial self-ignorane.A third step is to �nd out that there is something in him other than his instrumental mind, lifeand body, not only an immortal ever-developing individual soul that supports his nature but aneternal immutable self and spirit, and to learn what are the ategories of his spiritual being, until hedisovers that all in him is an expression of the spirit and distinguishes the link between his lowerand his higher existene; thus he sets out to remove his onstitutional self-ignorane. Disovering selfand spirit he disovers God; he �nds out that there is a Self beyond the temporal: he omes to thevision of that Self in the osmi onsiousness as the divine Reality behind Nature and this world ofbeings; his mind opens to the thought or the sense of the Absolute of whom self and the individualand the osmos are so many faes; the osmi, the egoisti, the original ignorane begin to lose therigidness of their hold upon him. In his attempt to ast his existene into the mould of this enlargingself-knowledge his whole view and motive of life, thought and ation are progressively modi�ed andtransformed; his pratial ignorane of himself, his nature and his objet of existene diminishes: hehas set his step on the path whih leads out of the falsehood and su�ering of a limited and partialinto the perfet possession and enjoyment of a true and omplete existene.In the ourse of this progress he disovers step by step the unity of the three ategories with whihhe started. For, �rst, he �nds that in his manifest being he is one with osmos and Nature; mind,life and body, the soul in the suession of Time, the onsient, subonsient and superonsient, -these in their various relations and the result of their relations are osmos and are Nature. But he�nds too that in all whih stands behind them or on whih they are based, he is one with God; forthe Absolute, the Spirit, the Self spaeless and timeless, the Self manifest in the osmos and Lordof Nature, - all this is what we mean by God, and in all this his own being goes bak to God andderives from it; he is the Absolute, the Self, the Spirit self-projeted in a multipliity of itself intoosmos and veiled in Nature. In both of these realisations he �nds his unity with all other soulsand beings, - relatively in Nature, sine he is one with them in mind, vitality, matter, soul, everyosmi priniple and result, however various in energy and at of energy, disposition of priniple anddisposition of result, but absolutely in God, beause the one Absolute, the one Self, the one Spiritis ever the Self of all and the origin, possessor and enjoyer of their multitudinous diversities. Theunity of God and Nature annot fail to manifest itself to him: for he �nds in the end that it is theAbsolute who is all these relativities; he sees that it is the Spirit of whom every other priniple is a218



manifestation; he disovers that it is the Self who has beome all these beomings; he feels that itis the Shakti or Power of being and onsiousness of the Lord of all beings whih is Nature and isating in the osmos. Thus in the progress of our self-knowledge we arrive at that by the disoveryof whih all is known as one with our self and by the possession of whih all is possessed and enjoyedin our own self-existene.Equally, by virtue of this unity, the knowledge of the universe must lead the mind of man tothe same large revelation. For he annot know Nature as Matter and Fore and Life without beingdriven to srutinise the relation of mental onsiousness with these priniples, and one he knowsthe real nature of mind, he must go inevitably beyond every surfae appearane. He must disoverthe will and intelligene seret in the works of Fore, operative in material and vital phenomena; hemust pereive it as one in the waking onsiousness, the subonsient and the superonsient: hemust �nd the soul in the body of the material universe. Pursuing Nature through these ategoriesin whih he reognises his unity with the rest of the osmos, he �nds a Supernature behind all thatis apparent, a supreme power of the Spirit in Time and beyond Time, in Spae and beyond Spae, aonsious Power of the Self who by her beomes all beomings, of the Absolute who by her manifestsall relativities. He knows her, in other words, not only as material Energy, Life-Fore, Mind-Energy,the many faes of Nature, but as the power of Knowledge-Will of the Divine Lord of being, theConsiousness-Fore of the self-existent Eternal and In�nite.The quest of man for God, whih beomes in the end the most ardent and enthralling of all hisquests, begins with his �rst vague questionings of Nature and a sense of something unseen both inhimself and her. Even if, as modern Siene insists, religion started from animism, spirit-worship,demon-worship and the dei�ation of natural fores, these �rst forms only embody in primitive�gures a veiled intuition in the subonsient, an obsure and ignorant feeling of hidden inuenesand inalulable fores, or a vague sense of being, will, intelligene in what seems to us inonsient,of the invisible behind the visible, of the seretly onsious spirit in things distributing itself in everyworking of energy. The obsurity and primitive inadequay of the �rst pereptions do not detratfrom the value or the truth of this great quest of the human heart and mind, sine all our seekings- inluding Siene itself - must start from an obsure and ignorant pereption of hidden realitiesand proeed to the more and more luminous vision of the Truth whih at �rst omes to us masked,draped, veiled by the mists of the Ignorane. Anthropomorphism is an imaged reognition of thetruth that man is what he is beause God is what He is and that there is one soul and body of things,humanity even in its inompleteness the most omplete manifestation yet ahieved here and divinitythe perfetion of what in man is imperfet. That he sees himself everywhere and worships that asGod is also true; but here too he has laid onfusedly the groping hand of Ignorane on a truth - thathis being and the Being are one, that this is a partial reetion of That, and that to �nd his greaterSelf everywhere is to �nd God and to ome near to the Reality in things, the Reality of all existene.A unity behind diversity and disord is the seret of the variety of human religions and philosophies;for they all get at some image or some side lue, touh some portion of the one Truth or envisagesome one of its myriad aspets. Whether they see dimly the material world as the body of the Divine,or life as a great pulsation of the breath of Divine Existene, or all things as thoughts of the osmiMind, or realise that there is a Spirit whih is greater than these things, their subtler and yet morewonderful soure and reator, - whether they �nd God only in the Inonsient or as the one Consiousin inonsient things or as an ine�able superonsious Existene to reah whom we must leave behindour terrestrial being and annul the mind, life and body, or, overoming division, see that He is allthese at one and aept fearlessly the large onsequenes of that vision, - whether they worship Himwith universality as the osmi Being or limit Him and themselves, like the Positivist, in humanityonly or, on the ontrary, arried away by the vision of the timeless and spaeless Immutable, rejetHim in Nature and Cosmos, - whether they adore Him in various strange or beautiful or magni�edforms of the human ego or for His perfet possession of the qualities to whih man aspires, hisDivinity revealed to them as a supreme Power, Love, Beauty, Truth, Righteousness, Wisdom, -219



whether they pereive Him as the Lord of Nature, Father and Creator, or as Nature herself and theuniversal Mother, pursue Him as the Lover and attrater of souls or serve Him as the hidden Masterof all works, bow down before the one God or the manifold Deity, the one divine Man or the oneDivine in all men or, more largely, disover the One whose presene enables us to beome uni�edin onsiousness or in works or in life with all beings, uni�ed with all things in Time and Spae,uni�ed with Nature and her inuenes and even her inanimate fores, - the truth behind must everbe the same beause all is the one Divine In�nite whom all are seeking. Beause everything is thatOne, there must be this endless variety in the human approah to its possession; it was neessarythat man should �nd God thus variously in order that he might ome to know Him entirely. But itis when knowledge reahes its highest aspets that it is possible to arrive at its greatest unity. Thehighest and widest seeing is the wisest; for then all knowledge is uni�ed in its one omprehensivemeaning. All religions are seen as approahes to a single Truth, all philosophies as divergent view-points looking at di�erent sides of a single Reality, all Sienes meet together in a supreme Siene.For that whih all our mind-knowledge and sense-knowledge and suprasensuous vision is seeking, isfound most integrally in the unity of God and man and Nature and all that is in Nature.The Brahman, the Absolute is the Spirit, the timeless Self, the Self possessing Time, Lord ofNature, reator and ontinent of the osmos and immanent in all existenes, the Soul from whomall souls derive and to whom they are drawn, - that is the truth of Being as man's highest God-oneption sees it. The same Absolute revealed in all relativities, the Spirit who embodies Himself inosmi Mind and Life and Matter and of whom Nature is the self of energy so that all she seems toreate is the Self and Spirit variously manifested in His own being to His own onsious fore for thedelight of His various existene, - this is the truth of being to whih man's knowledge of Nature andosmos is leading him and whih he will reah when his Natureknowledge unites itself with his God-knowledge. This truth of the Absolute is the justi�ation of the yles of the world; it is not theirdenial. It is the Self-Being that has beome all these beomings; the Self is the eternal unity of allthese existenes, - I am He. Cosmi energy is not other than the onsious fore of that Self-existent:by that energy It takes through universal nature innumerable forms of itself; through its divine natureIt an, embraing the universal but transendent of it, arrive in them at the individual possession ofits omplete existene, when its presene and power are felt in one, in all and in the relations of onewith all; - this is the truth of being to whih man's entire knowledge of himself in God and in Naturerises and widens. A triune knowledge, the omplete knowledge of God, the omplete knowledge ofhimself, the omplete knowledge of Nature, gives him his high goal; it assigns a vast and full sense tothe labour and e�ort of humanity. The onsious unity of the three, God, soul and Nature, in his ownonsiousness is the sure foundation of his perfetion and his realisation of all harmonies: this will behis highest and widest state, his status of a divine onsiousness and a divine life and its initiationthe starting-point for his entire evolution of his self-knowledge, world-knowledge, God-knowledge.
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Chapter 18The Evolutionary Proess - Asent andIntegration\As he mounts from peak to peak, . . . Indra makes him onsious of that goal of his move-ment." Rig Veda1\A son of the two Mothers, he attains to kingship in his disoveries of knowledge, he moveson the summit, he dwells in his high foundation." Rig Veda2\I have arisen from earth to the mid-world, I have arisen from the mid-world to heaven,from the level of the �rmament of heaven I have gone to the Sun-world, the Light.3"Yajur Veda4IT IS now possible and neessary, sine we have formed a suÆiently lear idea of the signi�aneof the evolutionary manifestation in earth-nature and the �nal turn it is taking or destined to take,to diret a more understanding regard on the priniples of the proess by whih it has arrived atits present level and by whih, presumably, with whatever modi�ations, its �nal development, itspassage from our still dominant mental ignorane to a supramental onsiousness and an integralknowledge, will be governed and made e�etive. For we �nd that osmi Nature is onstant in itsgeneral law of ation, sine that depends on a Truth of things whih is invariable in priniple althoughin detail of appliation abundantly variable. At the outset, we an easily see that, sine this is anevolution out of a material Inonsiene into spiritual onsiousness, an evolutionary self-building ofSpirit on a base of Matter, there must be in the proess a development of a triple harater. Anevolution of forms of Matter more and more subtly and intriately organised so as to admit the ationof a growing, a more and more omplex and subtle and apable organisation of onsiousness is theindispensable physial foundation. An upward evolutionary progress of the onsiousness itself fromgrade to higher grade, an asent, is the evident spiral line or emerging urve that, on this foundation,the evolution must desribe. A taking up of what has already been evolved into eah higher grade asit is reahed and a transformation more or less omplete so as to admit of a total hanged workingof the whole being and nature, an integration, must be also part of the proess, if the evolution is tobe e�etive.1I. 10. 2.2III. 55. 7.3The four planes of Matter, Life, pure Mind and Supermind.417. 67. 221



The end of this triple proess must be a radial hange of the ation of the Ignorane into an ationof Knowledge, of our basis of inonsiene into a basis of omplete onsiousness, - a ompletenesswhih exists at present only in what is to us the superonsiene. Eah asent will bring with ita partial hange and modi�ation of the old nature taken up and subjeted to a new fundamentalpriniple; the inonsiene will be turned into a partial onsiousness, an ignorane seeking for moreand more knowledge and mastery: but at some point there must be an asent whih substitutes thepriniple of knowledge, of a fundamental true onsiousness, the onsiousness of the Spirit, for theinonsiene and ignorane. An evolution in the Inonsiene is the beginning, an evolution in theIgnorane is the middle, but the end is the liberation of the spirit into its true onsiousness and anevolution in the Knowledge. This is atually what we �nd to be the law and method of the proesswhih has hitherto been followed and by all signs is likely to be followed in her future working byevolutionary Nature. A �rst involutionary foundation in whih originates all that has to evolve, anemergene and ation of the involved powers in or upon that foundation in an asending series, anda ulminating emergene of the highest power of all as the agent of a supreme manifestation are theneessary stages of the journey of evolutionary Nature.An evolutionary proess must be by the very terms of the problem to be solved a development,in some �rst established basi priniple of being or substane, of something that that basi prinipleholds involved in itself or else admits from outside itself and modi�es by the admission; for it mustneessarily modify by its own law of nature all that enters into it and is not already part of its ownnature. This must be so even if it is a reative evolution in the sense of manifesting always newpowers of existene that are not native to the �rst foundation but introdued into it, aepted intoan original substane. If, on the ontrary, there is already there in involution, - present in the �rstfoundation, but not yet manifested or not yet organised, - the new priniple or power of existenethat has to be evolved, then, when it appears, it will still have to aept modi�ation by the natureand law of the basi substane: but also it will modify that substane by its own power, its ownlaw of nature. If, further, it is aided by a desent of its own priniple already established in itsown full fore above the �eld of evolution and pressing down into that �eld to possess it, then thenew power may even establish itself as a dominant element and onsiderably or radially hange theonsiousness and ation of the world in whih it emerges or into whih it enters. But its fore tomodify or hange or to revolutionise the law and working of the original substane hosen as theevolutionary matrix will depend upon its own essential poteny. It is not likely that it will be ableto bring about an entire transformation if it is not itself the original Priniple of Existene, if it isonly derivative, an instrumental power and not the �rst puissane.Here the evolution takes plae in a material universe; the foundation, the original substane, the�rst established allonditioning status of things is Matter. Mind and Life are evolved in Matter,but they are limited and modi�ed in their ation by the obligation to use its substane for theirinstrumentation and by their subjetion to the law of material Nature even while they modify whatthey undergo and use. For they do transform its substane, �rst into living substane and theninto onsious substane; they sueed in hanging its inertia, immobility and inonsiene into amovement of onsiousness, feeling and life. But they do not sueed in transforming it altogether;they annot make it altogether alive or altogether onsious: life-nature evolving is bound to death;mind evolving is materialised as well as vitalised; it �nds itself rooted in inonsiene, limited byignorane; it is moved by unontrolled life-fores whih drive and use it, it is mehanised by thephysial fores on whih it has to depend for its own self-expression. This is a sign that neither Mindnor Life is the original reative Power; they, like Matter, are intermediaries, suessive and seriedinstruments of the evolutionary proess. If a material energy is not that original Power, then wemust seek for it in something above Mind or Life; there must be a deeper oult Reality whih hasyet to dislose itself in Nature.An original reative or evolutionary Power there must be: but, although Matter is the �rst sub-stane, the original and ultimate Power is not an inonsient material Energy; for then life and222



onsiousness would be absent, sine Inonsiene annot evolve onsiousness nor an inanimateFore evolve life. There must be, therefore, sine Mind and Life also are not that, a seret Con-siousness greater than Life Consiousness or Mind Consiousness, an Energy more essential thanthe material Energy. Sine it is greater than Mind, it must be a supramental Consiousness-Fore;sine it is a power of essential substane other than Matter, it must be the power of that whih isthe supreme essene and substane of all things, a power of the Spirit. There is a reative energyof Mind and a reative Life-Fore, but they are instrumental and partial, not original and deisive:Mind and Life do indeed modify the material substane they inhabit and its energies and are notmerely determined by them, but the extent and way of this mutual modi�ation and determinationare �xed by the inhabitant and all-ontaining Spirit through a seret indwelling light and fore of su-permind, an oult gnosis, - an invisible self-knowledge and all-knowledge. If there is to be an entiretransformation, it an only be by the full emergene of the law of the spirit; its power of supermindor gnosis must have entered into Matter and it must evolve in Matter. It must hange the mentalinto the supramental being, make the inonsient in us onsious, spiritualise our material substane,eret its law of gnosti onsiousness in our whole evolutionary being and nature. This must be theulminating emergene or, at least, that stage in the emergene whih �rst deisively hanges thenature of the evolution by transforming its ation of Ignorane and its basis of Inonsiene.This movement of evolution, of a progressive self-manifestation of the Spirit in a material universe,has to make its aount at every step with the fat of the involution of onsiousness and fore in theform and ativity of material substane. For it proeeds by an awakening of the involved onsiousnessand fore and its asent from priniple to priniple, from grade to grade, from power to power ofthe seret Spirit, but this is not a free transferene to a higher status. The law of ation, the foreof ation of eah grade or power in its emergene is determined, not by its own free, full and purelaw of nature or vim of energy, but partly by the material organisation provided for it and partly byits own status, ahieved degree, aomplished fat of onsiousness whih it has been able to imposeupon Matter. Its e�etivity is in some sort made up of a balane between the atual extent of thisevolutionary emergene and the ountervailing extent to whih the emergent power is still enveloped,penetrated, diminished by the domination and ontinuing grip of the Inonsiene. Mind as we seeit is not mind pure and free, but mind louded and diminished by an enveloping nesiene, mindlabouring and struggling to deliver knowledge out of that nesiene. All depends upon the moreor less involved or more or less evolved ondition of onsiousness, - quite involved in inonsientmatter, hesitating on the verge between involution and onsious evolution in the �rst or non-animalforms of life in matter, onsiously evolving but greatly limited and hampered in mind housed in aliving body, destined to be fully evolved by the awakening of the supermind in the embodied mentalbeing and nature.To eah grade in this series ahieved by the evolving Consiousness belongs its appropriate lassof existenes, - one by one there appear material forms and fores, vegetable life, animals and half-animal man, developed human beings, imperfetly evolved or more evolved spiritual beings: butbeause of the ontinuity of the evolutionary proess there is no rigid separation between them; eahnew advane or formation takes up what was before. The animal takes up into himself living andinanimate Matter; man takes up both along with the animal existene. There are furrows left bythe transitional proess or separating demarations settled by the �xed habit of Nature: but thesedistinguish one series from another, serve perhaps to prevent a fall bak of what has been evolved,they do not anel or ut the ontinuity of the evolution. The evolving Consiousness passes from onegrade to another or from one series of steps to another either by an impereptible proess or by somebound or risis or, perhaps, by an intervention from above, - some desent or ensouling or inuenefrom higher planes of Nature. But, by whatever means, the Consiousness seretly indwelling inmatter, the oult Inhabitant, is able thus to make its way upward from the lower to the highergradations, taking up what it was into what it is and preparing to take up both into what it will be.Thus, having �rst laid down a basis of material being, material forms, fores, existenes in whih it223



seems to be lying inonsient, though in reality, as we know now, always subonsiently at work, it isable to manifest life and living beings, to manifest mind and mental beings in a material world, andmust therefore be able to manifest there supermind also and supramental beings. Thus has omeabout the present status of the evolution of whih man is the now apparent ulmination but not thereal ultimate summit; for he is himself a transitional being and stands at the turning-point of thewhole movement. Evolution, being thus ontinuous, must have at any given moment a past with itsfundamental results still in evidene, a present in whih the results it is labouring over are in proessof beoming, a future in whih still unevolved powers and forms of being must appear till there isthe full and perfet manifestation. The past has been the history of a slow and diÆult subonsiousworking with e�ets on the surfae, - it has been an unonsious evolution; the present is a middlestage, an unertain spiral in whih the human intelligene is used by the seret evolutionary Foreof being and partiipates in its ation without being fully taken into on�dene, - it is an evolutionslowly beoming onsious of itself; the future must be a more and more onsious evolution of thespiritual being until it is fully delivered into a self-aware ation by the emergent gnosti priniple.The �rst foundation in this emergene, the reation of forms of Matter, �rst of inonsient andinanimate, then of living and thinking Matter, the appearane of more and more organised bodiesadapted to express a greater power of onsiousness, has been studied from the physial side, theside of form-building, by Siene; but very little light has been shed on the inner side, the side ofonsiousness, and what little has been observed is rather of its physial basis and instrumentationthan of the progressive operations of Consiousness in its own nature. In the evolution, as it hasbeen observed so far, although a ontinuity is there, - for Life takes up Matter and Mind takes upsubmental Life, the Mind of intelligene takes up the mind of life and sensation, - the leap fromone grade of onsiousness in the series to another grade seems to our eyes immense, the rossing ofthe gulf whether by bridge or by leap impossible; we fail to disover any onrete and satisfatoryevidene of its aomplishment in the past or of the manner in whih it was aomplished. Evenin the outward evolution, even in the development of physial forms where the data are learly inevidene, there are missing links that remain always missing; but in the evolution of onsiousness thepassage is still more diÆult to aount for, for it seems more like a transformation than a passage.It may be, however, that, by our inapaity to penetrate the subonsious, to sound the submental orto understand suÆiently a lower mentality di�erent from ours, we are unable to observe the minutegradations, not only in eah degree of the series, but on the borders between grade and grade: thesientist who does observe minutely the physial data, has been driven to believe in the ontinuityof evolution in spite of the gaps and missing links; if we ould observe similarly the inner evolution,we ould, no doubt, disover the possibility and the mode of these formidable transitions. But stillthere is a real, a radial di�erene between grade and grade, so muh so that the passage fromone to another seems a new reation, a mirale of metamorphosis rather than a natural preditabledevelopment or quiet passing from one state of being to another with its well-marked steps arrangedin an easy sequene.These gulfs appear deeper, but less wide, as we rise higher in the sale of Nature. If there arerudiments of life-reation in the metal, as has been reently ontended, it may be idential withlife-reation in the plant in its essene, but what might be alled the vital-physial di�erene is soonsiderable that one seems to us inanimate, the other, though not apparently onsious, might bealled a living reature. Between the highest plant life and lowest animal the gulf is visibly deeper,for it is the di�erene between mind and the entire absene of any apparent or even rudimentarymovement of mind: in the one the stu� of mental onsiousness is unawakened though there is alife of vital reations, a suppressed or subonsious or perhaps only submental sense vibration whihseems to be intensely ative; in the other, though the life is at �rst less automati and seure in thesubonsious way of living and in its own new way of overt onsiousness imperfetly determined, stillmind is awakened, - there is a onsious life, a profound transition has been made. But the ommunityof the phenomenon of life between plant and animal, however di�erent their organisation, narrows224



the gulf, even though it does not �ll in its profundity. Between the highest animal and the lowestman there is a still deeper though narrower gulf to be rossed, the gulf between sense-mind and theintellet: for however we may insist on the primitive nature of the savage, we annot alter the fatthat the most primitive human being has above and beyond the sense-mind, emotional vitality andprimary pratial intelligene whih we share with the animals, a human intellet and is apable - inwhatever limits - of reetion, ideas, onsious invention, religious and ethial thought and feeling,everything fundamental of whih man as a rae is apable; he has the same kind of intelligene, itdi�ers only in its past instrution and formative training and the degree of its developed apaity,intensity and ativity. Still, in spite of these dividing furrows, we an no longer suppose that God orsome Demiurge has manufatured eah genus and speies ready-made in body and in onsiousnessand left the matter there, having looked upon his work and seen that it was good. It has beomeevident that a seretly onsious or an inonsient Energy of reation has e�eted the transition byswift or slow degrees, by whatever means, devies, biologial, physial or psyhologial mahinery, -perhaps, having made it, did not are to preserve as distint forms what were only stepping-stonesand had no longer any funtion nor served any purpose in evolutionary Nature. But this explanationof the gaps is little more than a hypothesis whih as yet we annot suÆiently substantiate. It isprobable at any rate that the reason for these radial di�erenes is to be found in the working of theinner Fore and not in the outer proess of the evolutionary transition; if we look at it more deeplyfrom that inner side, the diÆulty of understanding eases and these transitions beome intelligibleand indeed inevitable by the very nature of the evolutionary proess and its priniple.For if we look, not at the sienti� or physial aspets, but at the psyhologial side of the questionand inquire in what preisely the di�erene lies, we shall see that it onsists in the rise of onsiousnessto another priniple of being. The metal is �xed in the inonsient and inanimate priniple of matter;even if we an suppose that it has some reations suggestive of life in it or at least of rudimentaryvibrations that in the plant developed into life, still it is not at all harateristially a form of life;it is harateristially a form of matter. The plant is �xed in a subonsient ation of the prinipleof life, - not that it is not subjet to matter or devoid of reations that �nd their full meaning onlyin mind, for it seems to have submental reations that in us are the foundation of pleasure and painor of attration and repulsion; but still it is a form of life, not of mere matter, nor is it, so far aswe know, at all a mind-onsious being. Man and the animal are both mentally onsious beings:but the animal is �xed in vital mind and mind-sense and annot exeed its limitations, while manhas reeived into his sensemind the light of another priniple, the intellet, whih is really at onea reetion and a degradation of the supermind, a ray of gnosis seized by the sense-mentality andtransformed by it into something other than its soure: for it is agnosti like the sensemind in whihand for whih it works, not gnosti; it seeks to lay hold on knowledge, beause it does not possessit, it does not like supermind hold knowledge in itself as its natural prerogative. In other words, ineah of these forms of existene the universal being has �xed its ation of onsiousness in a di�erentpriniple or, as between man and animal, in the modi�ation of a lower by a higher though stillnot a highest-grade priniple. It is this stride from one priniple of being to another quite di�erentpriniple of being that reates the transitions, the furrows, the sharp lines of distane, and makes,not all the di�erene, but still a radial harateristi di�erene between being and being in theirnature.But it must be observed that this asent, this suessive �xing in higher and higher priniples,does not arry with it the abandonment of the lower grades, any more than a status of existene inthe lower grades means the entire absene of the higher priniples. This heals the objetion againstthe evolutionary theory reated by these sharp lines of di�erene; for if the rudiments of the higherare present in the lower reation and the lower haraters are taken up into the higher evolved being,that of itself onstitutes an indubitable evolutionary proess. What is neessary is a working thatbrings the lower gradation of being to a point at whih the higher an manifest in it; at that point apressure from some superior plane where the new power is dominant may assist towards a more or225



less rapid and deisive transition by a bound or a series of bounds, - a slow, reeping, impereptibleor even oult ation is followed by a run and an evolutionary saltus aross the border. It is in somesuh way that the transition from the lower to higher grades of onsiousness seems to have beenmade in Nature.In fat, life, mind, supermind are present in the atom, are at work there, but invisible, oult,latent in a subonsious or apparently unonsious ation of the Energy; there is an informingSpirit, but the outer fore and �gure of being, what we might all the formal or form existene asdistinguished from the immanent or seretly governing onsiousness, is lost in the physial ation,is so absorbed into it as to be �xed in a stereotyped self-oblivion unaware of what it is and whatit is doing. The eletron and atom are in this view eternal somnambulists; eah material objetontains an outer or form onsiousness involved, absorbed in the form, asleep, seeming to be anunonsiousness driven by an unknown and unfelt inner Existene, - he who is awake in the sleeper,the universal Inhabitant of the Upanishads, - an outer absorbed form-onsiousness whih, unlikethat of the human somnambulist, has never been awake and is not always or ever on the point ofwaking. In the plant this outer form-onsiousness is still in the state of sleep, but a sleep full ofnervous dreams, always on the point of waking, but never waking. Life has appeared; in other words,fore of onealed onsious being has been so muh intensi�ed, has raised itself to suh a height ofpower as to develop or beome apable of a new priniple of ation, that whih we see as vitality,life-fore. It has beome vitally responsive to existene, though not mentally aware, and has put fortha new grade of ativities of a higher and subtler value than any purely physial ation. At the sametime, it is apable of reeiving and turning into these new lifevalues, into motions and phenomenaof a vibration of vitality, life-ontats and physial ontats from other forms than its own and fromuniversal Nature. This is a thing whih forms of mere matter annot do; they annot turn ontatsinto life-values or any kind of value, partly beause their power of reeption, - although it exists,if oult evidene is to be trusted, - is not suÆiently awake to do anything but dumbly reeiveand impereptibly reat, partly beause the energies transmitted by the ontats are too subtle tobe utilised by the rude inorgani density of formed Matter. Life in the tree is determined by itsphysial body, but it takes up the physial existene and gives it a new value or system of values, -the life-value.The transition to the mind and sense that appear in the animal being, that whih we all onsiouslife, is operated in the same manner. The fore of being is so muh intensi�ed, rises to suh a heightas to admit or develop a new priniple of existene, - apparently new at least in the world of Matter,- mentality. Animal being is mentally aware of existene, its own and others, puts forth a higherand subtler grade of ativities, reeives a wider range of ontats, mental, vital, physial, from formsother than its own, takes up the physial and vital existene and turns all it an get from them intosense values and vital-mind values. It senses body, it senses life, but it senses also mind; for it hasnot only blind nervous reations, but onsious sensations, memories, impulses, volitions, emotions,mental assoiations, the stu� of feeling and thought and will. It has even a pratial intelligene,founded on memory, assoiation, stimulating need, observation, a power of devie; it is apable ofunning, strategy, planning; it an invent, adapt to some extent its inventions, meet in this or thatdetail the demand of new irumstane. All is not in it a half-onsious instint; the animal prepareshuman intelligene.But when we ome to man, we see the whole thing beoming onsious; the world, whih heepitomises, begins in him to reveal to itself its own nature. The higher animal is not the somnambulist,- as the very lowest animal forms still mainly or almost are, - but it has only a limited waking mind,apable of just what is neessary for its vital existene: in man the onsious mentality enlarges itswakefulness and, though not at �rst fully self-onsious, though still onsious only on the surfae,an open more and more to his inner and integral being. As in the two lower asents, there is aheightening of the fore of onsious existene to a new power and a new range of subtle ativities;there is a transition from vital mind to reeting and thinking mind, there is developed a higher226



power of observation and invention, taking up and onneting data, onsious of proess and result,a fore of imagination and aestheti reation, a higher more plasti sensibility, the o-ordinating andinterpreting reason, the values no longer of a reex or reative but of a mastering, understanding,self-detahing intelligene. As in the lower asents, so here there is also a widening of the rangeof onsiousness; man is able to take in more of the world and of himself as well as to give to thisknowledge higher and ompleter �gures of onsious experiene. So, too, there is here also the thirdonstant element of the asension; mind takes up the lower grades and gives to their ation andreation intelligent values. Man has not only like the animal the sense of his body and life, but anintelligent sense and idea of life and a onsious and observant pereption of body. He takes up toothe mental life of the animal, as well as the material and bodily; although he loses something in theproess, he gives to what he retains a higher value; he has the intelligent sense and the idea of hissensations, emotions, volitions, impulses, mental assoiations; what was rude stu� of thought andfeeling and will, apable only of gross determinations, he turns into the �nished work and artistryof these things. For the animal too thinks, but in an automati way based mainly on a mehanialseries of memories and mental assoiations, aepting quikly or slowly the suggestions of Natureand only awakened to a more onsious personal ation when there is need of lose observation anddevie; it has some �rst rude stu� of pratial reason, but not the formed ideative and reetivefaulty. The awaking onsiousness in the animal is the unskilled primitive artisan of mind, in manit is the skilled raftsman and an beome, - but this he does not attempt suÆiently, - not only theartist, but master and adept.But here we have to observe two partiularities of this human and at present highest development,whih bring us to the heart of the matter. First, this taking up of the lower parts of life reveals itselfas a turning downward of the master eye of the seret evolving spirit or of the universal Being inthe individual from the height to whih he has reahed on all that now lies below him, a gazingdown with the double or twin power of the being's onsiousness-fore, - the power of will, the powerof knowledge, - so as to understand from this new, di�erent and wider range of onsiousness andpereption and nature the lower life and its possibilities and to raise it up, it also, to a higher level,to give it higher values, to bring out of it higher potentialities. And this he does beause evidentlyhe does not intend to kill or destroy it, but, delight of existene being his eternal business and aharmony of various strains, not a sweet but monotonous melody the method of his musi, he wishesto inlude the lower notes also and, by surharging them with a deeper and �ner signi�ane, getmore delight out of them than was possible in the ruder formulation. Still in the end he lays onthem as a ondition for his ontinued aeptane their onsent to admit the higher values and, untilthey do onsent, he an deal harshly enough with them even to trampling them under foot when heis bent on perfetion and they are rebellious. And that indeed is the true inmost aim and meaning ofethis, disipline and askesis, to lesson and tame, purify and prepare to be �t instruments the vitaland physial and lower mental life so that they may be transformed into notes of the higher mentaland eventually the supramental harmony, but not to mutilate and destroy them. Asent is the �rstneessity, but an integration is an aompanying intention of the spirit in Nature.This downward eye of knowledge and will with a view to an all-round heightening, deepening andsubtler, �ner and riher intensi�ation is the seret Spirit's way from the beginning. The plant soultakes, as we may say, a nervous-material view of its whole physial existene so as to get out ofit all the vital-physial intensity possible; for it seems to have some intense exitations of a mutelife-vibration in it, - perhaps, though that is diÆult for us to imagine, more intense relatively toits lower rudimentary sale than the animal mind and body in its higher and more powerful saleould tolerate. The animal being takes a mentalised sense-view of its vital and physial existene soas to get out of it all the sense value possible, muh auter in many respets than man's as meresensation or sense-emotion or satisfation of vital desire and pleasure. Man, looking downward fromthe plane of will and intelligene, abandons these lower intensities, but in order to get out of mindand life and sense a higher intensity in other values, intelletual, aestheti, moral, spiritual, mentally227



dynami or pratial - as he terms it; by these higher elements he enlarges, subtilises and elevateshis use of life-values. He does not abandon the animal reations and enjoyments, but more luidly,�nely and sensitively mentalises them. This he does even on his normal and his lower levels, but, ashe develops, he puts his lower being to a severer test, begins to demand from it on pain of rejetionsomething like a transformation: that is the mind's way of preparing for a spiritual life still beyondit. But man not only turns his gaze downward and around him, when he has reahed his higherlevel, but upward towards what is above him and inward towards what is oult within him. In himnot only the downward gaze of the universal Being in the evolution has beome onsious, but itsonsious upward and inward gaze also develops. The animal lives as if satis�ed with what Naturehas done for it; if there is any upward gaze of the seret spirit within its animal being, it has nothingonsiously to do with it, that is still Nature's business: it is man who �rst makes this upward gazeonsiously his own business. For already by his possession of intelligent will, deformed ray of thegnosis though it be, he begins to put on the double nature of Sahhidananda; he is no longer, like theanimal, an undeveloped onsious being entirely driven by Prakriti, a slave of the exeutive Fore,played with by the mehanial energies of Nature, but has begun to be a developing onsious soulor Purusha interfering with what was her sole a�air, wishing to have a say in it and eventually to bethe master. He annot do it yet, he is too muh in her meshes, too muh involved in her establishedmehanism: but he feels, - though as yet too vaguely and unertainly, - that the spirit within himwishes to rise to yet higher heights, to widen its bounds; something within, something oult, knowsthat it is not the intention of the deeper onsious Soul-Nature, the Purusha-Prakriti, to be satis�edwith his present lowness and limitations. To limb to higher altitudes, to get a greater sope, totransform his lower nature, this is always a natural impulse of man as soon as he has made his plaefor himself in the physial and vital world of earth and has a little leisure to onsider his fartherpossibilities. It must be so not beause of any false and pitiful imaginative illusion in him, but, �rst,beause he is the imperfet, still developing mental being and must strive for more development, forperfetion, and still more beause he is apable, unlike other terrestrial reatures, of beoming awareof what is deeper than mind, of the soul within him, and of what is above the mind, of supermind,of spirit, apable of opening to it, admitting it, rising towards it, taking hold of it. It is in his humannature, in all human nature, to exeed itself by onsious evolution, to limb beyond what he is.Not individuals only, but in time the rae also, in a general rule of being and living if not in all itsmembers, an have the hope, if it develops a suÆient will, to rise beyond the imperfetions of ourpresent very undivine nature and to asend at least to a superior humanity, to rise nearer, even if itannot absolutely reah, to a divine manhood or supermanhood. At any rate, it is the ompulsion ofevolutionary Nature in him to strive to develop upward, to eret the ideal, to make the endeavour.But where is the limit of e�etuation in the evolutionary being's self-beoming by self-exeeding?In mind itself there are grades of the series and eah grade again is a series in itself; there are suessiveelevations whih we may onveniently all planes and sub-planes of the mental onsiousness and themental being. The development of our mental self is largely an asent of this stair; we an take ourstand on any one of them, while yet maintaining a dependene on the lower stages and a power ofoasional asension to higher levels or of a response to inuenes from our being's superior strata. Atpresent we still normally take our �rst seure stand on the lowest sub-plane of the intelligene, whihwe may all the physial-mental, beause it depends for its evidene of fat and sense of reality on thephysial brain, the physial sense-mind, the physial sense-organs; there we are the physial man whoattahes most importane to objetive things and to his outer life, has little intensity of the subjetiveor inner existene and subordinates whatever he has of it to the greater laims of exterior reality.The physial man has a vital part, but it is mainly made up of the smaller instintive and impulsiveformations of life-onsiousness emerging from the subonsient, along with a ustomary rowd orround of sensations, desires, hopes, feelings, satisfations whih are dependent on external thingsand external ontats and onerned with the pratial, the immediately realisable and possible, the228



habitual, the ommon and average. He has a mental part, but this too is ustomary, traditional,pratial, objetive, and respets what belongs to the domain of mind mostly for its utility for thesupport, omfort, use, satisfation and entertainment of his physial and sensational existene. Forthe physial mind takes its stand on matter and the material world, on the body and the bodily life,on sense-experiene and on a normal pratial mentality and its experiene. All that is not of thisorder, the physial mind builds up as a restrited superstruture dependent upon the external sense-mentality. Even so, it regards these higher ontents of life as either helpful adjunts or a superuousbut pleasant luxury of imaginations, feelings and thought-abstrations, not as inner realities; or, evenif it reeives them as realities, it does not feel them onretely and substantially in their own propersubstane, subtler than the physial substane and its grosser onreteness, - it treats them as asubjetive, less substantial extension from physial realities. It is inevitable that the human beingshould thus take his �rst stand on Matter and give the external fat and external existene its dueimportane; for this is Nature's �rst provision for our existene, on whih she insists greatly: thephysial man is emphasised in us and is multiplied abundantly in the world by her as her fore foronservation of the seure, if somewhat inert, material basis on whih she an maintain herself whileshe attempts her higher human developments; but in this mental formation there is no power forprogress or only for a material progress. It is our �rst mental status, but the mental being annotremain always at this lowest rung of the human evolutionary ladder.Above physial mind and deeper within than physial sensation, there is what we may all anintelligene of the life-mind, dynami, vital, nervous, more open, though still obsurely, to the psyhi,apable of a �rst soul-formation, though only of an obsurer life-soul, - not the psyhi being, buta frontal formation of the vital Purusha. This life-soul onretely senses and ontats the things ofthe life-world, and tries to realise them here; it attahes immense importane to the satisfation andful�lment of the life-being, the life-fore, the vital nature: it looks on physial existene as a �eldfor the life-impulses' sel�ul�lment, for the play of ambition, power, strong harater, love, passion,adventure, for the individual, the olletive, the general human seeking and hazard and venture, forall kinds of life-experiment and new life-experiene, and but for this saving element, this greaterpower, interest, signi�ane, the physial existene would have for it no value. This life mentalityis supported by our seret subliminal vital being and is in veiled ontat with a life-world to whihit an easily open and so feel the unseen dynami fores and realities behind the material universe.There is an inner life-mind whih does not need for its pereptions the evidene of the physialsenses, is not limited by them; for on this level our inner life and the inner life of the world beomereal to us independent of the body and of the symbols of the physial world whih alone we allnatural phenomena, as if Nature had no greater phenomena and no greater realities than those ofgross Matter. The vital man, moulded onsiously or unonsiously by these inuenes, is the manof desire and sensation, the man of fore and ation, the man of passion and emotion, the kinetiindividual: he may and does lay great stress on the material existene, but he gives it, even whenmost preoupied with its present atualities, a push for life-experiene, for fore of realisation, forlife-extension, for life-power, for lifeaÆrmation and life-expansion whih is Nature's �rst impetustowards enlargement of the being; at a highest intensity of this life impetus, he beomes the breakerof bonds, the seeker of new horizons, the disturber of the past and present in the interest of thefuture. He has a mental life whih is often enslaved to the vital fore and its desires and passions,and it is these he seeks to satisfy through the mind: but when he interests himself strongly in mentalthings, he an beome the mental adventurer, the opener of the way to new mind-formations or the�ghter for an idea, the sensitive type of artist, the dynami poet of life or the prophet or hampion ofa ause. The vital mind is kineti and therefore a great fore in the working of evolutionary Nature.Above this level of vital mentality and yet more inly extended, is a mind-plane of pure thoughtand intelligene to whih the things of the mental world are the most important realities; thosewho are under its inuene, the philosopher, thinker, sientist, intelletual reator, the man of theidea, the man of the written or spoken word, the idealist and dreamer are the present mental being229



at his highest attained summit. This mental man has his life-part, his life of passions and desiresand ambitions and life-hopes of all kinds and his lower sensational and physial existene, and thislower part an often equibalane or weigh down his nobler mental element so that, although it isthe highest portion of him, it does not beome dominant and formative in his whole nature: butthis is not typial of him in his greatest development, for there the vital and physial are ontrolledand subjeted by the thinking will and intelligene. The mental man annot transform his nature,but he an ontrol and harmonise it and lay on it the law of a mental ideal, impose a balane or asublimating and re�ning inuene, and give a high onsisteny to the multipersonal onfusion andonit or the summary pathwork of our divided and half-onstruted being. He an be the observerand governor of his own mind and life, an onsiously develop them and beome to that extent aself-reator.This mind of pure intelligene has behind it our inner or subliminal mind whih senses diretly allthe things of the mindplane, is open to the ation of a world of mental fores, and an feel the ideativeand other imponderable inuenes whih at upon the material world and the life-plane but whihat present we an only infer and annot diretly experiene: these intangibles and imponderablesare to the mental man real and patent and he regards them as truths demanding to be realisedin our or the earth's nature. On the inner plane mind and mindsoul independent of the body anbeome to us an entire reality, and we an onsiously live in them as muh as in the body. Thusto live in mind and the things of the mind, to be an intelligene rather than a life and a body,is our highest position, short of spirituality, in the degrees of Nature. The mental man, the manof a self-dominating and self-formative mind and will onsious of an ideal and turned towards itsrealisation, the high intellet, the thinker, the sage, less kineti and immediately e�etive than thevital man, who is the man of ation and outer swift lifeful�lment, but as powerful and eventuallyeven more powerful to open new vistas to the rae, is the normal summit of Nature's evolutionaryformation on the human plane. These three degrees of mentality, lear in themselves, but most oftenmixed in our omposition, are to our ordinary intelligene only psyhologial types that happen tohave developed, and we do not disover any other signi�ane in them; but in fat they are full ofsigni�ane, for they are the steps of Nature's evolution of mental being towards its self-exeeding,and, as thinking mind is the highest step she an now attain, the perfeted mental man is the rarestand highest of her normal human reatures. To go farther she has to bring into the mind and makeative in mind, life and body the spiritual priniple.For these are her evolutionary �gures built out of the surfae mentality; to do more she hasto use more amply the unseen material hidden below our surfae, to dive inwards and bring outthe seret soul, the psyhe, or to asend above our normal mental level into planes of intuitiveonsiousness dense with light derived from the spiritual gnosis, asending planes of pure spiritualmind in whih we are in diret ontat with the in�nite, in touh with the self and highest realityof things, Sahhidananda. In ourselves, behind our surfae natural being, there is a soul, an innermind, an inner life-part whih an open to these heights as well as to the oult spirit within us, andthis double opening is the seret of a new evolution; by that breaking of lids and walls and boundariesthe onsiousness rises to a greater asent and a larger integration whih, as the evolution of mindhas mentalised, so will by this new evolution spiritualise all the powers of our nature. For the mentalman has not been Nature's last e�ort or highest reah, - though he has been, in general, more fullyevolved in his own nature than those who have ahieved themselves below or aspired above him; shehas pointed man to a yet higher and more diÆult level, inspired him with the ideal of a spiritualliving, begun the evolution in him of a spiritual being. The spiritual man is her supreme supernormale�ort of human reation; for, having evolved the mental reator, thinker, sage, prophet of an ideal,the self-ontrolled, self-disiplined, harmonised mental being, she has tried to go higher and deeperwithin and all out into the front the soul and inner mind and heart, all down from above thefores of the spiritual mind and higher mind and overmind and reate under their light and by theirinuene the spiritual sage, seer, prophet, God-lover, Yogin, gnosti, Su�, mysti.230



This is man's only way of true self-exeeding: for so long as we live in the surfae being or foundourselves wholly on Matter, it is impossible to go higher and vain to expet that there an be anynew transition of a radial harater in our evolutionary being. The vital man, the mental man havehad an immense e�et upon the earth-life, they have arried humanity forward from the mere humananimal to what it is now. But it is only within the bounds of the already established evolutionaryformula of the human being that they an at; they an enlarge the human irle but not hangeor transform the priniple of onsiousness or its harateristi operation. Any attempt to heighteninordinately the mental or exaggerate inordinately the vital man, - a Nietzshean supermanhood, forexample, - an only olossalise the human reature, it annot transform or divinise him. A di�erentpossibility opens if we an live within in the inner being and make it the diret ruler of life or stationourselves on the spiritual and intuitive planes of being and from there and by their power transmuteour nature.The spiritual man is the sign of this new evolution, this new and higher endeavour of Nature.But this evolution di�ers from the past proess of the evolutionary Energy in two respets: it isonduted by a onsious e�ort of the human mind, and it is not on�ned to a onsious progressionof the surfae nature, but is aompanied by an attempt to break the walls of the Ignorane andextend ourselves inward into the seret priniple of our present being and outward into osmi beingas well as upward towards a higher priniple. Up till now what Nature had ahieved was an enlargingof the bounds of our surfae Knowledge-Ignorane; what is attempted in the spiritual endeavour isto abolish the Ignorane, to go inwards and disover the soul and to beome united in onsiousnesswith God and with all existene. This is the �nal aim of the mental stage of evolutionary Nature inman; it is the initial step towards a radial transmutation of the Ignorane into the Knowledge. Thespiritual hange begins by an inuene of the inner being and the higher spiritual mind, an ationfelt and aepted on the surfae; but this by itself an lead only to an illumined mental idealism orto the growth of a religious mind, a religious temperament and some devotion in the heart and pietyin the ondut; it is a �rst approah of mind to spirit, but it annot make a radial hange: more hasto be done, we have to live deeper within, we have to exeed our present onsiousness and surpassour present status of Nature.It is evident that if we an live thus deeper within and put out steadily the inner fores into theouter instrumentation or raise ourselves to dwell on higher and wider levels and bring their powers tobear on physial existene, not merely reeive inuenes desending from them, whih is all we annow do, there ould begin a heightening of our fore of onsious being so as to reate a new prinipleof onsiousness, a new range of ativities, new values for all things, a widening of our onsiousnessand life, a taking up and transformation of the lower grades of our existene, - in brief, the wholeevolutionary proess by whih the Spirit in Nature reates a higher type of being. Eah step ouldmean a pae, however distant from the goal, or a lose approah leading to a larger and more divinebeing, a larger and more divine fore and onsiousness, knowledge and will, sense of existene anddelight in existene; there ould be an initial unfolding towards the divine life. All religion, all oultknowledge, all supernormal (as opposed to abnormal) psyhologial experiene, all Yoga, all psyhiexperiene and disipline are sign-posts and diretions pointing us upon that road of progress of theoult self-unfolding spirit.But the human rae is still weighted by a ertain gravitation towards the physial, it obeysstill the pull of our yet unonquered earth-matter; it is dominated by the brain-mind, the physialintelligene: thus held bak by many ties, it hesitates before the indiation or falls bak before the tootense demand of the spiritual e�ort. It has, too, still a great apaity for septial folly, an immenseindolene, an enormous intelletual and spiritual timidity and onservatism when alled out of thegrooves of habit: even the onstant evidene of life itself that where it hooses to onquer it anonquer, - witness the mirales of that quite inferior power, physial Siene, - does not prevent itfrom doubting; it repels the new all and leaves the response to a few individuals. But that is notenough if the step forward is to be for humanity; for it is only if the rae advanes that, for it, the231



vitories of the Spirit an be seure. For then, even if there is a lapse of Nature, a fall in her e�ort,the Spirit within, employing a seret memory, - sometimes represented on the lower side, that ofdownward gravitation, as an atavisti fore in the rae, but really the fore of a persistent memoryin Nature whih an pull us either upward or downward, - will all it upward again and the nextasent will be both easier and more lasting, beause of the past endeavour; for that endeavour andits impulse and its result annot but remain stored in the subonsious mind of humanity. Who ansay what vitories of the kind may have been ahieved in our past yles and how near may be thenext asension? It is not indeed neessary or possible that the whole rae should transform itselffrom mental into spiritual beings, but a general admission of the ideal, a widespread endeavour, aonsious onentration are needed to arry the stream of tendeny to its de�nitive ahievement.Otherwise what will be ultimately aomplished is an ahievement by the few initiating a new orderof beings, while humanity will have passed sentene of un�tness on itself and may fall bak into anevolutionary deline or a stationary immobility; for it is the onstant upward e�ort that has kepthumanity alive and maintained for it its plae in the front of reation.The priniple of the proess of evolution is a foundation, from that foundation an asent, in thatasent a reversal of onsiousness and, from the greater height and wideness gained, an ation ofhange and new integration of the whole nature. The �rst foundation is Matter; the asent is thatof Nature; the integration is an at �rst unonsious or half-onsious automati hange of Nature byNature. But as soon as a more ompletely onsious partiipation of the being has begun in theseworkings of Nature, a hange in the funtioning of the proess is inevitable. The physial foundationof Matter remains, but Matter an no longer be the foundation of the onsiousness; onsiousnessitself will be no longer in its origin a welling up from the Inonsient or a onealed ow from anoult inner subliminal fore under the pressure of ontats from the universe. The foundation of thedeveloping existene will be the new spiritual status above or the unveiled soul status within us; itis a ow of light and knowledge and will from above and a reeption from within that will determinethe reations of the being to osmi experiene. The whole onentration of the being will be shiftedfrom below upwards and from without inwards; our higher and inner being now unknown to us willbeome ourselves, and the outer or surfae being whih we now take for ourselves will be only anopen front or an annexe through whih the true being meets the universe. The outer world itselfwill beome inward to the spiritual awareness, a part of itself, intimately embraed in a knowledgeand feeling of unity and identity, penetrated by an intuitive regard of the mind, responded to bythe diret ontat of onsiousness with onsiousness, taken into an ahieved integrality. The oldinonsient foundation itself will be made onsious in us by the inow of light and awareness fromabove and its depths annexed to the heights of the spirit. An integral onsiousness will beome thebasis of an entire harmonisation of life through the total transformation, uni�ation, integration ofthe being and the nature.
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Chapter 19Out of the Sevenfold Ignorane towardsthe Sevenfold Knowledge\Seven steps has the ground of the Ignorane, seven steps has the ground of the Knowledge."Mahopanishad1\He found the vast Thought with seven heads that is born of the Truth; he reated somefourth world and beame universal. . . . The Sons of Heaven, the Heroes of the Omnipotent,thinking the straight thought, giving voie to the Truth, founded the plane of illumination andoneived the �rst abode of the Sari�e. . . . The Master of Wisdom ast down the stonedefenes and alled to the Herds of Light, . . . the herds that stand in the serey on the bridgeover the Falsehood between two worlds below and one above; desiring Light in the darkness, hebrought upward the Ray-Herds and unovered from the veil the three worlds; he shattered theity that lies hidden in ambush, and ut the three out of the Oean, and disovered the Dawnand the Sun and the Light and the Word of Light." Rig Veda2\The Master of Wisdom in his �rst oming to birth in the supreme ether of the great Light,- many his births, seven his mouths of the Word, seven his Rays, - satters the darknesses withhis ry." Rig Veda3ALL EVOLUTION is in essene a heightening of the fore of onsiousness in the manifest beingso that it may be raised into the greater intensity of what is still unmanifest, from matter into life,from life into mind, from the mind into the spirit. It is this that must be the method of our growthfrom a mental into a spiritual and supramental manifestation, out of a still half-animal humanityinto a divine being and a divine living. There must be ahieved a new spiritual height, wideness,depth, subtlety, intensity of our onsiousness, of its substane, its fore, its sensibility, an elevation,expansion, plastiity, integral apaity of our being, and an assumption of mind and all that isbelow mind into that larger existene. In a future transformation the harater of the evolution, thepriniple of evolutionary proess, although modi�ed, will not fundamentally hange but, on a vastersale and in a liberated movement, royally ontinue. A hange into a higher onsiousness or stateof being is not only the whole aim and proess of religion, of all higher askesis, of Yoga, but it is alsothe very trend of our life itself, the seret purpose found in the sum of its labour. The priniple of life1V. 1.2X. 67. 1 - 5.3IV. 50. 4. 233



in us seeks onstantly to on�rm and perfet itself on the planes of mind, vitality and body whihit already possesses; but it is selfdriven also to go beyond and transform these gains into means forthe onsious spirit to unfold in Nature. If it is merely some part of ourselves, intellet, heart, willor vital desire-self, whih, dissatis�ed with its own imperfetion and with the world, strives to getaway from it to a greater height of existene, ontent to leave the rest of the nature to take are ofitself or to perish, then suh a result of total transformation would not eventuate - or, at least, wouldnot eventuate here. But this is not the integral trend of our existene; there is a labour of Naturein us to asend with all ourself into a higher priniple of being than it has yet evolved here, but itis not her whole will in this asension to destroy herself in order that that higher priniple may beexlusively aÆrmed by the rejetion and extintion of Nature. To heighten the fore of onsiousnessuntil it passes from a mental, vital and physial instrumentation into the essene and power of thespirit is the indispensable thing, but that is not the sole objet or all the thing to be done.Our all must be to live on a new height in all our being: we have not, in order to reah thatheight, to drop bak our dynami parts into the indeterminate stu� of Nature and abide by thisliberating loss in a blissful quiesene of the Spirit; that an always be done and it brings a greatrepose and freedom, but what Nature herself attends from us is that the whole of what we are shouldrise into the spiritual onsiousness and beome a manifest and manifold power of the spirit. Anintegral transformation is the integral aim of the Being in Nature; this is the inherent sense of heruniversal urge of self-transendene. It is for this reason that the proess of Nature is not on�nedto a heightening of herself into a new priniple; the new height is not a narrow intense pinnale, itbrings with it a widening and establishes a larger �eld of life in whih the power of the new priniplemay have suÆient play and room for its emergene. This ation of elevation and expansion is noton�ned to an utmost possible largeness in the essential play of the new priniple itself; it inludesa taking up of that whih is lower into the higher values: the divine or spiritual life will not onlyassume into itself the mental, vital, physial life transformed and spiritualised, but it will give them amuh wider and fuller play than was open to them so long as they were living on their own level. Ourmental, physial, vital existene need not be destroyed by our self-exeeding, nor are they lessenedand impaired by being spiritualised; they an and do beome muh riher, greater, more powerfuland more perfet: in their divine hange they break into possibilities whih in their unspiritualisedondition ould not be pratiable or imaginable.This evolution, this proess of heightening and widening and integralisation, is in its nature agrowth and an asent out of the sevenfold ignorane into the integral knowledge. The rux of thatignorane is the onstitutional; it resolves itself into a manifold ignorane of the true harater of ourbeoming, an unawareness of our total self, of whih the key is a limitation by the plane we inhabitand by the present predominant priniple of our nature. The plane we inhabit is the plane of Matter;the present predominant priniple in our nature is the mental intelligene with the sense-mind, whihdepends upon Matter, as its support and pedestal. As a onsequene, the preoupation of the mentalintelligene and its powers with the material existene as it is shown to it through the senses, andwith life as it has been formulated in a ompromise between life and matter, is a speial stamp ofthe onstitutional Ignorane. This natural materialism or materialised vitalism, this lamping ofourselves to our beginnings, is a form of self-restrition narrowing the sope of our existene whih isvery insistent on the human being. It is a �rst neessity of his physial existene, but is afterwardsforged by a primal ignorane into a hain that hampers his every step upwards: the attempt to growout of this limitation of the wholeness, power and truth of the spirit by the materialised mentalintelligene and out of this subjetion of the soul to material Nature is the �rst step towards a realprogress of our humanity. For our ignorane is not entire; it is a limitation of onsiousness, - it isnot the omplete nesiene whih is the stamp of the same Ignorane in purely material existenes,those whih have not only matter for their plane but matter for their dominant priniple. It is apartial, a limiting, a dividing and, very largely, a falsifying knowledge; out of that limitation andfalsi�ation we have to grow into the truth of our spiritual being.234



This preoupation with life and matter is at the beginning right and neessary beause the �rststep that man has to take is to know and possess this physial existene as well as he an by applyinghis thought and intelligene to suh experiene of it as his sense-mind an give to him; but this isonly a preliminary step and, if we stop there, we have made no real progress: we are where we wereand have gained only more physial elbow-room to move about in and more power for our mind toestablish a relative knowledge and an insuÆient and prearious mastery and for our life-desire topush things about and jostle and hustle around amid the throng of physial fores and existenes.The utmost widening of a physial objetive knowledge, even if it embrae the most distant solarsystems and the deepest layers of the earth and sea and the most subtle powers of material substaneand energy, is not the essential gain for us, not the one thing whih it is most needful for us to aquire.That is why the gospel of materialism, in spite of the dazzling triumphs of physial Siene, provesitself always in the end a vain and helpless reed, and that too is why physial Siene itself withall its ahievements, though it may aomplish omfort, an never ahieve happiness and fullnessof being for the human rae. Our true happiness lies in the true growth of our whole being, in avitory throughout the total range of our existene, in mastery of the inner as well as and more thanthe outer, the hidden as well as the overt nature; our true ompleteness omes not by desribingwider irles on the plane where we began, but by transendene. It is for this reason that, after the�rst neessary foundation in life and matter, we have to heighten our fore of onsiousness, deepen,widen, subtilise it; we must �rst liberate our mental selves and enter into a freer, �ner and nobler playof our mental existene: for the mental is muh more than the physial our true existene, beausewe are even in our instrumental or expressive nature predominantly mind and not matter, mentalmuh rather than physial beings. That growth into the full mental being is the �rst transitionalmovement towards human perfetion and freedom; it does not atually perfet, it does not liberatethe soul, but it lifts us one step out of the material and vital absorption and prepares the looseningof the hold of the Ignorane.Our gain in beoming more perfet mental beings is that we get to the possibility of a subtler,higher and wider existene, onsiousness, fore, happiness and delight of being; in proportion aswe rise in the sale of mind, a greater power of these things omes to us: our mental onsiousnessaquires for itself at the same time more vision and power and more subtlety and plastiity, and weare able to embrae more of the vital and physial existene itself, to know it better, to use it better,to give it nobler values, a broader range, a more sublimated ation, - an extended sale, higher issues.Man is in his harateristi power of nature a mental being, but in the �rst steps of his emergene heis more of the mentalised animal, preoupied like the animal with his bodily existene; he employshis mind for the uses, interests, desires of the life and the body, as their servant and minister, notyet as their sovereign and master. It is as he grows in mind and in proportion as his mind assertsits selfhood and independene against the tyranny of life and matter, that he grows in stature. Onone side, mind by its emanipation ontrols and illumines the life and physiality; on the other, thepurely mental aims, oupations, pursuits of knowledge begin to get a value. The mind liberatedfrom a lower ontrol and preoupation introdues into life a government, an uplifting, a re�nement,a �ner balane and harmony; the vital and physial movements are direted and put into order,transformed even as far as they an be by a mental ageny; they are taught to be the instruments ofreason and obedient to an enlightened will, an ethial pereption and an aestheti intelligene: themore this an be aomplished, the more the rae beomes truly human, a rae of mental beings.It is this pereption of life that was put in front by the Greek thinkers, and it is a vivid oweringin the sunlight of this ideal that imparts so great a fasination to Helleni life and ulture. In latertimes this pereption was lost and, when it ame bak, it returned muh diminished, mixed with moreturbid elements: the perturbation of a spiritual ideal imperfetly grasped by the understanding andnot at all realised in the life's pratie but present with its positive and negative mental and moralinuenes, and over against it the pressure of a dominant, an inordinate vital urge whih ould notget its free self-satis�ed movement, stood in the way of the sovereignty of the mind and the harmony235



of life, its realised beauty and balane. An opening to higher ideals, a greater range of life was gained,but the elements of a new idealism were only ast into its ation as an inuene, ould not dominateand transform it and, �nally, the spiritual endeavour, thus ill-understood and unrealised, was thrownaside: its moral e�ets remained, but, deprived of the sustaining spiritual element, dwindled towardsine�etivity; the vital urge, assisted by an immense development of physial intelligene, beame thepreoupation of the rae. An imposing inrease of a ertain kind of knowledge and eÆieny wasthe �rst result; the most reent outome has been a perilous spiritual ill-health and a vast disorder.For mind itself is not enough; even its largest play of intelligene reates only a quali�ed half-light.A surfae mental knowledge of the physial universe is a still more imperfet guide; for the thinkinganimal it might be enough, but not for a rae of mental beings in labour of a spiritual evolution.Even the truth of physial things annot be entirely known, nor an the right use of our materialexistene be disovered by physial Siene and an outward knowledge alone or made possible bythe mastery of physial and mehanial proesses alone: to know, to use rightly we must go beyondthe truth of physial phenomenon and proess, we must know what is within and behind it. For weare not merely embodied minds; there is a spiritual being, a spiritual priniple, a spiritual plane ofNature. Into that we have to heighten our fore of onsiousness, to widen by that still more largely,even universally and in�nitely, our range of being and our �eld of ation, to take up by that our lowerlife and use it for greater ends and on a larger plan, in the light of the spiritual truth of existene.Our labour of mind and struggle of life annot ome to any solution until we have gone beyond theobsessing lead of an inferior Nature, integralised our natural being in the being and onsiousness,learned to utilise our natural instruments by the fore and for the joy of the Spirit. Then only anthe onstitutional ignorane, the ignorane of the real build of our existene from whih we su�er,hange into a true and e�etive knowledge of our being and beoming. For what we are is spirit, - atpresent using mind predominantly, life and body subordinately, with matter for our original �eld butnot our only �eld of experiene; but this is only at present. Our imperfet mental instrumentation isnot the last word of our possibilities; for there are in us, dormant or invisibly and imperfetly ative,other priniples beyond mind and loser to the spiritual nature, there are more diret powers andluminous instruments, there is a higher status, there are greater ranges of dynami ation than thosethat belong to our present physial, vital and mental existene. These an beome our own status,part of our being, they an be priniples, powers and instruments of our own enlarged nature. Butfor that it is not enough to be satis�ed with a vague or an estati asent into spirit or a formlessexaltation through the touh of its in�nities; their priniple has to evolve, as life has evolved, as mindhas evolved, and organise its own instrumentation, its own satisfation. Then we shall possess thetrue onstitution of our being and we shall have onquered the Ignorane.The onquest of our onstitutional ignorane annot be omplete, annot beome integrally dy-nami, if we have not onquered our psyhologial ignorane; for the two are bound up together. Ourpsyhologial ignorane onsists in a limitation of our self-knowledge to that little wave or super�ialstream of our being whih is the onsient waking self. This part of our being is an original uxof formless or only hal�ormulated movements arried on in an automati ontinuity, supported andheld together by an ative surfae memory and a passive underlying onsiousness in its ow frommoment to moment of time, organised and interpreted by our reason and our witnessing and partii-pating intelligene. Behind it is an oult existene and energy of our seret being without whih thesuper�ial onsiousness and ativity ould not have existed or ated. In Matter only an ativity ismanifest, - inonsient in the outside of things whih is all we know; for the indwelling Consiousnessin Matter is seret, subliminal, not manifested in the inonsient form and the involved energy: butin us onsiousness has beome partly manifest, partly awake. But this onsiousness is hedged andimperfet; it is bound by its habitual self-limitation and moves in a restrited irle, - exept whenthere are ashes, intimations or upsurgings from the serey within us whih break the limits of theformation or ow beyond them or widen the irle. But these oasional visitations annot enlarge usfar beyond our present apaities, are not enough to revolutionise our status. That an only be done236



if we an bring into it the higher undeveloped lights and powers potential in our being and get themonsiously and normally into play; for this we must be able to draw freely from those ranges of ourbeing to whih they are native but whih are at present subonsient or rather seretly intraonsientand irumonsient or else superonsient to us. Or, - the yet more that is also possible, - we mustenter into these inner and higher parts of ourselves by an inward plunge or disiplined penetrationand bring bak with us to the surfae their serets. Or, ahieving a still more radial hange of ouronsiousness, we must learn to live within and no longer on the surfae and be and at from theinner depths and from a soul that has beome sovereign over the nature.That part of us whih we an stritly all subonsient beause it is below the level of mind andonsious life, inferior and obsure, overs the purely physial and vital elements of our onstitutionof bodily being, unmentalised, unobserved by the mind, unontrolled by it in their ation. It an beheld to inlude the dumb oult onsiousness, dynami but not sensed by us, whih operates in theells and nerves and all the orporeal stu� and adjusts their life proess and automati responses.It overs also those lowest funtionings of submerged sense-mind whih are more operative in theanimal and in plant life; in our evolution we have overpassed the need of any large organised ationof this element, but it remains submerged and obsurely at work below our onsious nature. Thisobsure ativity extends to a hidden and hooded mental substratum into whih past impressions andall that is rejeted from the surfae mind sink and remain there dormant and an surge up in sleepor in any absene of the mind, taking dream forms, forms of mehanial mind ation or suggestion,forms of automati vital reation or impulse, forms of physial abnormality or nervous perturbane,forms of morbidity, disease, unbalane. Out of the subonsious we bring ordinarily so muh to thesurfae as our waking sensemind and intelligene need for their purpose; in so bringing them upwe are not aware of their nature, origin, operation and do not apprehend them in their own valuesbut by a translation into the values of our waking human sense and intelligene. But the risingsof the subonsious, its e�ets upon the mind and body, are mostly automati, unalled for andinvoluntary; for we have no knowledge and therefore no ontrol of the subonsient. It is only by anexperiene abnormal to us, most ommonly in illness or some disturbane of balane, that we anbeome diretly aware of something in the dumb world, dumb but very ative, of our bodily beingand vitality or grow onsious of the seret movements of the mehanial subhuman physial andvital mind whih underlies our surfae, - a onsiousness whih is ours but seems not ours beauseit is not part of our known mentality. This and muh more lives onealed in the subonsiene.A desent into the subonsient would not help us to explore this region, for it would plunge usinto inoherene or into sleep or a dull trane or a omatose torpor. A mental srutiny or insight angive us some indiret and onstrutive idea of these hidden ativities; but it is only by drawing bakinto the subliminal or by asending into the superonsient and from there looking down or extendingourselves into these obsure depths that we an beome diretly and totally aware and in ontrol ofthe serets of our subonsient physial, vital and mental nature. This awareness, this ontrol are ofthe utmost importane. For the subonsient is the Inonsient in the proess of beoming onsious;it is a support and even a root of our inferior parts of being and their movements. It sustains andreinfores all in us that lings most and refuses to hange, our mehanial reurrenes of unintelligentthought, our persistent obstinaies of feeling, sensation, impulse, propensity, our unontrolled �xitiesof harater. The animal in us, - the infernal also, - has its lair of retreat in the dense jungle of thesubonsiene. To penetrate there, to bring in light and establish a ontrol, is indispensable for theompleteness of any higher life, for any integral transformation of the nature.The part of us that we have haraterised as intraonsient and irumonsient is a still morepotent and muh more valuable element in the onstitution of our being. It inludes the large ationof an inner intelligene and inner sense-mind, of an inner vital, even of an inner subtle-physial beingwhih upholds and embraes our waking onsiousness, whih is not brought to the front, whihis subliminal, in the modern phrase. But when we an enter and explore this hidden self, we �ndthat our waking sense and intelligene are for the most part a seletion from what we seretly are237



or an be, an exteriorised and muh mutilated and vulgarised edition of our real, our hidden beingor an upthrow from its depths. Our surfae being has been formed with this subliminal help by anevolution out of the Inonsient for the utility of our present mental and physial life on earth; thisthat is behind is a formation mediating between the Inonsient and the larger planes of Life andMind whih have been reated by the involutionary desent and whose pressure has helped to bringabout the evolution of mind and life in Matter. Our surfae responses to physial existene have attheir bak the support of an ativity in these veiled parts, are often responses from them modi�edby a surfae mental rendering. But also that large part of our mentality and vitality whih is nota response to the outside world but lives for itself or throws itself out on material existene to useand possess it, our personality, is the outome, the amalgamated formulation of powers, inuenes,motives proeeding from this potent intraonsient serey.Again, the subliminal extends itself into an enveloping onsiousness through whih it reeivesthe shok of the urrents and wave-iruits pouring upon us from the universal Mind, universal Life,universal subtler Matter-fores. These, unpereived by us on the surfae, are pereived and admittedby our subliminal self and turned into formations whih an powerfully a�et our existene withoutour knowledge. If the wall that separates this inner existene from the outer self were penetrated, weould know and deal with the soures of our present mind energies and life ation and ould ontrolinstead of undergoing their results. But though large parts of it an be thus known by a penetrationand looking within or a freer ommuniation, it is only by going inward behind the veil of super�ialmind and living within, in an inner mind, an inner life, an inmost soul of our being that we anbe fully self-aware, - by this and by rising to a higher plane of mind than that whih our wakingonsiousness inhabits. An enlargement and ompletion of our present evolutionary status, now stillso hampered and trunated, would be the result of suh an inward living; but an evolution beyondit an ome only by our beoming onsious in what is now superonsient to us, by an asension tothe native heights of the Spirit.In the superonsiene beyond our present level of awareness are inluded the higher planes ofmental being as well as the native heights of supramental and pure spiritual being. The �rst indis-pensable step in an upward evolution would be to elevate our fore of onsiousness into those higherparts of Mind from whih we already reeive, but without knowing the soure, muh of our largermental movements, those, espeially, that ome with a greater power and light, the revelatory, theinspirational, the intuitive. On these mental heights, in these largenesses, if the onsiousness ouldsueed in reahing them or maintain and entre itself there, something of the diret presene andpower of the spirit, something even - however seondary or indiret - of the supermind ould reeivea �rst expression, ould make itself initially manifest, ould intervene in the government of our lowerbeing and help to remould it. Afterwards, by the fore of that remoulded onsiousness, the ourse ofour evolution ould rise by a sublimer asent and get beyond the mental into the supramental and thesupreme spiritual nature. It is possible without an atual asent into these at present superonsientmental planes or without a onstant or permanent living in them, by openness to them, by reeptionof their knowledge and inuenes, to get rid to a ertain extent of our onstitutional and psyholog-ial ignorane; it is possible to be aware of ourselves as spiritual beings and to spiritualise, thoughimperfetly, our normal human life and onsiousness. There ould be a onsious ommuniationand guidane from this greater more luminous mentality and a reeption of its enlightening and trans-forming fores. That is within the reah of the highly developed or the spiritually awakened humanbeing; but it would not be more than a preliminary stage. To reah an integral self-knowledge, anentire onsiousness and power of being, there is neessary an asent beyond the plane of our normalmind. Suh an asent is at present possible in an absorbed superonsiene; but that ould lead onlyto an entry into the higher levels in a state of immobile or estati trane. If the ontrol of thathighest spiritual being is to be brought into our waking life, there must be a onsious heighteningand widening into immense ranges of new being, new onsiousness, new potentialities of ation, ataking up - as integral as possible - of our present being, onsiousness, ativities and a transmutation238



of them into divine values whih would e�et a trans�guration of our human existene. For wherevera radial transition has to be made, there is always this triple movement - asent, widening of �eldand base, integration - in Nature's method of self-transendene.Any suh evolutionary hange must neessarily be assoiated with a rejetion of our presentnarrowing temporal ignorane. For not only do we now live from moment to moment of time, but ourwhole view is limited to our life in the present body between a single birth and death. As our regarddoes not go farther bak in the past, so it does not extend farther out into the future; thus we arelimited by our physial memory and awareness of the present life in a transient orporeal formation.But this limitation of our temporal onsiousness is intimately dependent upon the preoupation ofour mentality with the material plane and life in whih it is at present ating; the limitation is nota law of the spirit but a temporary provision for an intended �rst working of our manifested nature.If the preoupation is relaxed or put aside, an extension of the mind e�eted, an opening into thesubliminal and superonsient, into the inner and higher being reated, it is possible to realise ourpersistent existene in time as well as our eternal existene beyond it. This is essential if we are toget our self-knowledge into the right fous; for at present our whole onsiousness and ation arevitiated by an error of spiritual perspetive whih prevents us from seeing in right proportion andrelation the nature, purpose and onditions of our being. A belief in immortality is made so vitala point in most religions beause it is a self-evident neessity if we are to rise above the identitywith the body and its preoupation with the material level. But a belief is not suÆient to alterradially this mistake of perspetive: the true self-knowledge of our being in time an ome to usonly when we live in the onsiousness of our immortality; we have to awaken to a onrete sense ofour perpetual being in Time and of our timeless existene.For immortality in its fundamental sense does not mean merely some kind of personal survivalof the bodily death; we are immortal by the eternity of our self-existene without beginning orend, beyond the whole suession of physial births and deaths through whih we pass, beyondthe alternations of our existene in this and other worlds: the spirit's timeless existene is thetrue immortality. There is, no doubt, a seondary meaning of the word whih has its truth; for,orollary to this true immortality, there exists a perpetual ontinuity of our temporal existene andexperiene from life to life, from world to world after the dissolution of the physial body: but thisis a natural onsequene of our timelessness whih expresses itself here as a perpetuity in eternalTime. The realisation of timeless immortality omes by the knowledge of self in the Non-birth andNon-beoming and of the hangeless spirit within us: the realisation of time-immortality omes bythe knowledge of self in the Birth and Beoming and is translated into a sense of the persistentidentity of the soul through all hanges of mind and life and body; this too is not a mere survival,it is timelessness translated into the Time manifestation. By the �rst realisation we beome freefrom obsuring subjetion to the hain of birth and death, that supreme objet of so many Indiandisiplines; by the seond realisation added to the �rst we are able to possess freely, with rightknowledge, without ignorane, without bondage by the hain of our ations, the experienes of thespirit in its suessions of time-eternity. A realisation of timeless existene by itself might not inludethe truth of that experiene of persistent self in eternal Time; a realisation of survival of death byitself might still give room for a beginning or end to our existene. But, in either realisation trulyenvisaged as side and other side of one truth, to exist onsiously in eternity and not in the bondageof the hour and the suession of the moments is the substane of the hange: so to exist is a �rstondition of the divine onsiousness and the divine life. To possess and govern from that innereternity of being the ourse and proess of the beoming is the seond, the dynami ondition with,as its pratial outome, a spiritual self-possession and self-mastery. These hanges are possible onlyby a withdrawal from our absorbing material preoupation, - that does not neessitate a rejetionor neglet of the life in the body, - and a onstant living on the inner and higher planes of the mindand the spirit. For the heightening of our onsiousness into its spiritual priniple is e�etuated byan asent and a stepping bak inward - both these movements are essential - out of our transient life239



from moment to moment into the eternal life of our immortal onsiousness; but with it there omesalso a widening of our range of onsiousness and �eld of ation in time and a taking up and a higheruse of our mental, our vital, our orporeal existene. There arises a knowledge of our being, no longeras a onsiousness dependent on the body, but as an eternal spirit whih uses all the worlds and alllives for various self-experiene; we see it to be a spiritual entity possessed of a ontinuous soul-lifeperpetually developing its ativities through suessive physial existenes, a being determining itsown beoming. In that knowledge, not ideative but felt in our very substane, it beomes possibleto live, not as slaves of a blind Karmi impulsion, but as masters - subjet only to the Divine withinus - of our being and nature.At the same time we get rid of the egoisti ignorane; for so long as we are at any point boundby that, the divine life must either be unattainable or imperfet in its self-expression. For the ego isa falsi�ation of our true individuality by a limiting sel�denti�ation of it with this life, this mind,this body: it is a separation from other souls whih shuts us up in our own individual experiene andprevents us from living as the universal individual: it is a separation from God, our highest Self, whois the one Self in all existenes and the divine Inhabitant within us. As our onsiousness hanges intothe height and depth and wideness of the spirit, the ego an no longer survive there: it is too smalland feeble to subsist in that vastness and dissolves into it; for it exists by its limits and perishesby the loss of its limits. The being breaks out of its imprisonment in a separated individuality,beomes universal, assumes a osmi onsiousness in whih it identi�es itself with the self andspirit, the life, the mind, the body of all beings. Or it breaks out upward into a supreme pinnaleand in�nity and eternity of self-existene independent of its osmi or its individual existene. Theego ollapses, losing its wall of separation, into the osmi immensity; or it falls into nothingness,unable to breathe in the heights of the spiritual ether. If something of its movements remains byhabit of Nature, yet these also fall away and are replaed by a new impersonalpersonal seeing, feeling,ation. This disappearane of the ego does not bring with it the destrution of our true individuality,our spiritual existene, for that was always universal and one with the Transendene; but there is atransformation whih replaes the separative ego by the Purusha, a onsious fae and �gure of theuniversal being and a self and power of the transendent Divine in osmi Nature.In the same movement, by the very awakening into the spirit, there is a dissolution of the osmiignorane; for we have the knowledge of ourselves as our timeless immutable self possessing itself inosmos and beyond osmos: this knowledge beomes the basis of the Divine Play in time, reonilesthe one and the many, the eternal unity and the eternal multipliity, reunites the soul with God anddisovers the Divine in the universe. It is by this realisation that we an approah the Absolute asthe soure of all irumstanes and relations, possess the world in ourselves in an utmost widenessand in a onsient dependene on its soure, and by so taking it up raise it and realise through itthe absolute values that onverge into the Absolute. If our self-knowledge is thus made omplete inall its essentials, our pratial ignorane whih in its extreme �gures itself as wrongdoing, su�ering,falsehood, error and is the ause of all life's onfusions and disords, will yield its plae to the rightwill of self-knowledge and its false or imperfet values reede before the divine values of the trueConsiousness-Fore and Ananda. For right onsiousness, right ation and right being, not in theimperfet human sense of our petty moralities but in the large and luminous movement of a divineliving, the onditions are union with God, unity with all beings, a life governed and formed fromwithin outwards in whih the soure of all thought, will and ation shall be the Spirit working throughthe truth and the divine law whih are not built and onstruted by the mind of Ignorane but areself-existent and spontaneous in their sel�ul�lment, not so muh a law as the truth ating in its ownonsiousness and in a free luminous plasti automati proess of its knowledge.This would seem to be the method and the result of the onsious spiritual evolution; a transfor-mation of the life of the Ignorane into the divine life of the truth-onsious spirit, a hange from themental into a spiritual and supramental way of being, a self-expansion out of the sevenfold ignoraneinto the sevenfold knowledge. This transformation would be the natural ompletion of the upward240



proess of Nature as it heightens the fores of onsiousness from priniple to higher priniple untilthe highest, the spiritual priniple, beomes expressed and dominant in her, takes up osmi and in-dividual existene on the lower planes into its truth and transforms all into a onsious manifestationof the Spirit. The true individual, the spiritual being, emerges, individual yet universal, universalyet self-transendent: life no longer appears as a formation of things and an ation of being reatedby the separative Ignorane.
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Chapter 20The Philosophy of Rebirth\An end have these bodies of an embodied soul that is eternal; it is not born nor dies nor isit that having been it will not be again. It is unborn, anient, everlasting; it is not slain with theslaying of the body. As a man asts from him his wornout garments and takes others that arenew, so the embodied being asts o� its bodies and joins itself to others that are new. Certainis the death of that whih is born and ertain is the birth of that whih dies." Gita1\There is a birth and growth of the self. Aording to his ations the embodied beingassumes forms suessively in many plaes; many forms gross and subtle he assumes by fore ofhis own qualities of nature." Swetaswatara Upanishad2BIRTH is the �rst spiritual mystery of the physial universe, death is the seond whih gives itsdouble point of perplexity to the mystery of birth; for life, whih would otherwise be a self-evidentfat of existene, beomes itself a mystery by virtue of these two whih seem to be its beginningand its end and yet in a thousand ways betray themselves as neither of these things, but ratherintermediate stages in an oult proessus of life. At �rst sight birth might seem to be a onstantoutburst of life in a general death, a persistent irumstane in the universal lifelessness of Matter.On a loser examination it begins to be more probable that life is something involved in Matter oreven an inherent power of the Energy that reates Matter, but able to appear only when it getsthe neessary onditions for the aÆrmation of its harateristi phenomena and for an appropriateself-organisation. But in the birth of life there is something more that partiipates in the emergene,- there is an element whih is no longer material, a strong upsurging of some ame of soul, a �rstevident vibration of the spirit.All the known irumstanes and results of birth presuppose an unknown before, and there is asuggestion of universality, a will of persistene of life, an inonlusiveness in death whih seem topoint to an unknown hereafter. What were we before birth and what are we after death, are thequestions, the answer of the one depending upon that of the other, whih the intellet of man hasput to itself from the beginning without even now resting in any �nal solution. The intellet indeedan hardly give the �nal answer: for that must in its very nature lie beyond the data of the physialonsiousness and memory, whether of the rae or the individual, yet these are the sole data whihthe intellet is in the habit of onsulting with something like on�dene. In this poverty of materialsand this inertitude it wheels from one hypothesis to another and alls eah in turn a onlusion.Moreover, the solution depends upon the nature, soure and objet of the osmi movement, and as1II. 18, 20, 22, 27.2V. 11, 12. 243



we determine these, so we shall have to onlude about birth and life and death, the before and thehereafter.The �rst question is whether the before and the after are purely physial and vital or in someway, and more predominantly, mental and spiritual. If Matter were the priniple of the universe,as the materialist alleges, if the truth of things were to be found in the �rst formula arrived at byBhrigu, son of Varuna, when he meditated upon the eternal Brahman, \Matter is the Eternal, forfrom Matter all beings are born and by Matter all beings exist and to Matter all beings departand return," then no farther questioning would be possible. The before of our bodies would be agathering of their onstituents out of various physial elements through the instrumentality of theseed and food and under the inuene perhaps of oult but always material energies, and the beforeof our onsious being a preparation by heredity or by some other physially vital or physiallymental operation in universal Matter speialising its ation and building the individual through thebodies of our parents, through seed and gene and hromosome. The after of the body would be adissolution into the material elements and the after of the onsious being a relapse into Matter withsome survival of the e�ets of its ativity in the general mind and life of humanity: this last quiteillusory survival would be our only hane of immortality. But sine the universality of Matter anno longer be held as giving any suÆient explanation of the existene of Mind, - and indeed Matteritself an no longer be explained by Matter alone, for it does not appear to be self-existent, - we arethrown bak from this easy and obvious solution to other hypotheses.One of these is the old religious myth and dogmati mystery of a God who reates onstantlyimmortal souls out of his own being or else by his \breath" or life-power entering, it is to be presumed,into material Nature or rather into the bodies he reates in it and vivifying them internally with aspiritual priniple. As a mystery of faith this an hold and need not be examined, for the mysteriesof faith are intended to be beyond question and srutiny; but for reason and philosophy it laksonviningness and does not �t into the known order of things. For it involves two paradoxes whihneed more justi�ation before they an even be aorded any onsideration; �rst, the hourly reationof beings who have a beginning in time but no end in time, and are, moreover, born by the birthof the body but do not end by the death of the body; seondly, their assumption of a ready-mademass of ombined qualities, virtues, vies, apaities, defets, temperamental and other advantagesand handiaps, not made by them at all through growth, but made for them by arbitrary �at, - ifnot by law of heredity, - yet for whih and for the perfet use of whih they are held responsible bytheir Creator.We may maintain - provisionally, at least, - ertain things as legitimate presumptions of thephilosophi reason and fairly throw the burden of disproving them on their denier. Among thesepostulates is the priniple that that whih has no end must neessarily have had no beginning; allthat begins or is reated has an end by essation of the proess that reated and maintains it orthe dissolution of the materials of whih it is ompounded or the end of the funtion for whih itame into being. If there is an exeption to this law, it must be by a desent of spirit into matteranimating matter with divinity or giving matter its own immortality; but the spirit itself whihso desends is immortal, not made or reated. If the soul was reated to animate the body, if itdepended on the body for its oming into existene, it an have no reason or basis for existene afterthe disappearane of the body. It is naturally to be supposed that the breath or power given forthe animation of the body would return at its �nal dissolution to its Maker. If, on the ontrary,it still persists as an immortal embodied being, there must be a subtle or psyhi body in whihit ontinues, and it is fairly ertain that this psyhi body and its inhabitant must be pre-existentto the material vehile: it is irrational to suppose that they were reated originally to inhabit thatbrief and perishable form; an immortal being annot be the outome of so ephemeral an inidentin reation. If the soul remains but in a disembodied ondition, then it an have had no originaldependene on a body for its existene; it must have subsisted as an unembodied spirit before birtheven as it persists in its disembodied spiritual entity after death.244



Again, we an assume that where we see in Time a ertain stage of development, there must havebeen a past to that development. Therefore, if the soul enters this life with a ertain development ofpersonality, it must have prepared it in other preedent lives here or elsewhere. Or, if it only takesup a ready-made life and personality not prepared by it, prepared perhaps by a physial, vital andmental heredity, it must itself be something quite independent of that life and personality, somethingwhih is only fortuitously onneted with the mind and body and annot therefore be really a�etedby what is done or developed in this mental and bodily living. If the soul is real and immortal, not aonstruted being or �gure of being, it must also be eternal, beginningless in the past even as endlessin the future; but, if eternal, it must be either a hangeless self una�eted by life and its terms or atimeless Purusha, an eternal and spiritual Person manifesting or ausing in time a stream of hangingpersonality. If it is suh a Person, it an only manifest this stream of personality in a world of birthand death by the assumption of suessive bodies, - in a word, by onstant or by repeated rebirthinto the forms of Nature.But the immortality or eternity of the soul does not at one impose itself, even if we rejet theexplanation of all things by eternal Matter. For we have also the hypothesis of the reation ofa temporary or apparent soul by some power of the original Unity from whih all things began,by whih they live and into whih they ease. On one side, we an eret upon the foundation ofertain modern ideas or disoveries the theory of a osmi Inonsient reating a temporary soul, aonsiousness whih after a brief play is extinguished and goes bak into the Inonsient. Or theremay be an eternal Beoming, whih manifests itself in a osmi Life-fore with the appearane ofMatter as one objetive end of its operations and the appearane of Mind as the other subjetiveend, the interation of these two phenomena of Life-fore reating our human existene. On theother side, we have the old theory of a sole-existing Superonsient, an eternal unmodi�able Beingwhih admits or reates by Maya an illusion of individual soul-life in this world of phenomenalMind and Matter, both of them ultimately unreal, - even if they have or assume a temporary andphenomenal reality, - sine one unmodi�able and eternal Self or Spirit is the only entity. Or wehave the Buddhist theory of a Nihil or Nirvana and, somehow imposed upon that, an eternal ationor energy of suessive beoming, Karma, whih reates the illusion of a persistent self or soul bya onstant ontinuity of assoiations, ideas, memories, sensations, images. In their e�et upon thelife problem all these three explanations are pratially one; for even the Superonsient is for thepurposes of the universal ation an equivalent of the Inonsient; it an be aware only of its ownunmodi�able self-existene: the reation of a world of individual beings by Maya is an imposition onthis self-existene; it takes plae, perhaps, in a sort of self-absorbed sleep of onsiousness, sus.upti,3out of whih yet all ative onsiousness and modi�ation of phenomenal beoming emerge, just as inthe modern theory our onsiousness is an impermanent development out of the Inonsient. In allthree theories the apparent soul or spiritual individuality of the reature is not immortal in the senseof eternity, but has a beginning and an end in Time, is a reation by Maya or by Nature-Fore orosmi Ation out of the Inonsient or Superonsient, and is therefore impermanent in its existene.In all three rebirth is either unneessary or else illusory; it is either the prolongation by repetition ofan illusion, or it is an additional revolving wheel among the many wheels of the omplex mahineryof the Beoming, or it is exluded sine a single birth is all that an be asked for by a onsious beingfortuitously engendered as part of an inonsient reation.In these views, whether we suppose the one Eternal Existene to be a vital Beoming or animmutable and unmodi�able spiritual Being or a nameless and formless Non-being, that whih weall the soul an be only a hanging mass or stream of phenomena of onsiousness whih has omeinto existene in the sea of real or illusory beoming and will ease to exist there, - or, it may be, itis a temporary spiritual substratum, a onsious reetion of the Superonsient Eternal whih byits presene supports the mass of phenomena. It is not eternal, and its only immortality is a greateror less ontinuity in the Beoming. It is not a real and always existent Person who maintains and3Prajna of the Mandukya Upanishad, the Self situated in deep sleep, is the lord and reator of things.245



experienes the stream or mass of phenomena. That whih supports them, that whih really andalways exists, is either the one eternal Beoming or the one eternal and impersonal Being or theontinual stream of Energy in its workings. For a theory of this kind it is not indispensable that apsyhi entity always the same should persist and assume body after body, form after form, untilit is dissolved at last by some proess annulling altogether the original impetus whih reated thisyle. It is quite possible that as eah form is developed, a onsiousness develops orresponding tothe form, and as the form dissolves, the orresponding onsiousness dissolves with it; the One whihforms all, alone endures for ever. Or, as the body is gathered out of the general elements of Matterand begins its life with birth and ends with death, so the onsiousness may be developed out of thegeneral elements of mind and equally begin with birth and end with death. Here too, the One whosupplies by Maya or otherwise the fore whih reates the elements, is the sole reality that endures.In none of these theories of existene is rebirth an absolute neessity or an inevitable result of thetheory.4As a matter of fat, however, we �nd a great di�erene; for the old theories aÆrm, the moderndenies rebirth as a part of the universal proess. Modern thought starts from the physial body asthe basis of our existene and reognises the reality of no other world exept this material universe.What it sees here is a mental onsiousness assoiated with the life of the body, giving in its birth nosign of previous individual existene and leaving in its end no sign of subsequent individual existene.What was before birth is the material energy with its seed of life, or at best an energy of life-fore,whih persists in the seed transmitted by the parents and gives, by its mysterious infusion of pastdevelopments into that triing vehile, a partiular mental and physial stamp to the new individualmind and body thus strangely reated. What remains after death is the same material energy orlife-fore persisting in the seed transmitted to the hildren and ative for the farther development ofthe mental and physial life arried with it. Nothing is left of us exept what we so transmit to othersor what the Energy whih shaped the individual by its pre-existent and its surrounding ation, bybirth and by environment, may take as the result of his life and works into its subsequent ation;whatever may help by hane or by physial law to build the mental and vital onstituents andenvironment of other individuals, that alone an have any survival. Behind both the mental and thephysial phenomena there is perhaps a universal Life of whih we are individualised, evolutionary andphenomenal beomings. This universal Life reates a real world and real beings, but the onsiouspersonality in these beings is not, or at least it need not be, the sign or the shape of onsiousnessof an eternal nor even of a persistent soul or supraphysial Person: there is nothing in this formulaof existene ompelling us to believe in a psyhi entity that outlasts the death of the body. Thereis here no reason and little room for the admission of rebirth as a part of the sheme of things.But what if it were found with the inrease of our knowledge, as ertain researhes and disoveriesseem to presage, that the dependene of the mental being or the psyhi entity in us on the bodyis not so omplete as we at �rst naturally onlude it to be from the study of the data of physialexistene and the physial universe alone? What if it were found that the human personality survivesthe death of the body and moves between other planes and this material universe? The prevalentmodern idea of a temporary onsious existene would then have to broaden itself and admit aLife that has a wider range than the physial universe and admit too a personal individuality notdependent on the material body. It might have pratially to readopt the anient idea of a subtleform or body inhabited by a psyhi entity. A psyhi or soul entity, arrying with it the mentalonsiousness, or, if there be no suh original soul, then the evolved and persistent mental individualwould ontinue after death in this subtle persistent form, whih must have been either reated forit before this birth or by the birth itself or during the life. For either a psyhi entity pre-exists in4In the Buddhist theory rebirth is imperative beause Karma ompels it; not a soul, but Karma is the link of anapparently ontinuing onsiousness, - for the onsiousness hanges from moment to moment: there is this apparentontinuity of onsiousness, but there is no real immortal soul taking birth and passing through the death of the bodyto be reborn in another body. 246



other worlds in a subtle form and omes from there with it to its brief earthly sojourn, or the souldevelops here in the material world itself, and with it a psyhi body is developed in the ourse ofNature and persists after death in other worlds or by reinarnation here. These would be the twopossible alternatives.An evolving universal Life may have developed on earth the growing personality that has nowbeome ourselves, before it entered a human body at all; the soul in us may have evolved in lowerlife-shapes before man was reated. In that ase, our personality has previously inhabited animalforms, and the subtle body would be a plasti formation arried from birth to birth but adapting itselfto whatever physial shape the soul inhabits. Or the evolving Life may be able to build a personalityapable of survival, but only in the human form when that is reated. This would happen by the foreof a sudden growth of mental onsiousness, and at the same time a sheath of subtle mindsubstanemight develop and help to individualise this mental onsiousness and would then funtion as an innerbody, just as the gross physial form by its organisation at one individualises and houses the animalmind and life. On the former supposition, we must admit that the animal too survives the dissolutionof the physial body and has some kind of soul formation whih after death oupies other animalforms on earth and �nally a human body. For there is little likelihood that the animal soul passesbeyond earth and enters other planes of life than the physial and onstantly returns here until it isready for the human inarnation; the animal's onsious individualisation does not seem suÆient tobear suh a transfer or to adapt itself to an other-worldly existene. On the seond supposition, thepower thus to survive the death of the physial body in other states of existene would only arrivewith the human stage of the evolution. If, indeed, the soul is not suh a onstruted personalityevolved by Life, but a persistent unevolving reality with a terrestrial life and body as its neessary�eld, the theory of rebirth in the sense of Pythagorean transmigration would have to be admitted.But if it is a persistent evolving entity apable of passing beyond the terrestrial stage, then the Indianidea of a passage to other worlds and a return to terrestrial birth would beome possible and highlyprobable. But it would not be inevitable; for it might be supposed that the human personality, oneapable of attaining to other planes, need not return from them: it would naturally, in the absene ofsome greater ompelling reason, pursue its existene upon the higher plane to whih it had arisen; itwould have �nished with the terrestrial life-evolution. Only if faed with atual evidene of a returnto earth, would a larger supposition be ompulsory and the admission of a repeated rebirth in humanforms beome inevitable.But even then the developing vitalisti theory need not spiritualise itself, need not admit the realexistene of a soul or its immortality or eternity. It might regard the personality still as a phenomenalreation of the universal Life by the interation of life onsiousness and physial form and fore, butwith a wider, more variable and subtler ation of both upon eah other and another history thanit had at �rst seen to be possible. It might even arrive at a sort of vitalisti Buddhism, admittingKarma, but admitting it only as the ation of a universal Life-fore; it would admit as one of itsresults the ontinuity of the stream of personality in rebirth by mental assoiation, but might denyany real self for the individual or any eternal being other than this ever-ative vital Beoming. On theother hand, it might, obeying a turn of thought whih is now beginning to gain a little in strength,admit a universal Self or osmi Spirit as the primal reality and Life as its power or agent and soarrive at a form of spiritualised vital Monism. In this theory too a law of rebirth would be possiblebut not inevitable; it might be a phenomenal fat, an atual law of life, but it would not be a logialresult of the theory of being and its inevitable onsequene.Adwaita of the Mayavada, like Buddhism, started with the already aepted belief - part of thereeived stok of an antique knowledge - of supraphysial planes and worlds and a ommere betweenthem and ours whih determined a passage from earth and, though this seems to have been a lessprimitive disovery, a return to earth of the human personality. At any rate their thought had behindit an anient pereption and even experiene, or at least an age-long tradition, of a before and afterfor the personality whih was not on�ned to the experiene of the physial universe; for they based247



themselves on a view of self and world whih already regarded a supraphysial onsiousness as theprimary phenomenon and physial being as only a seondary and dependent phenomenon. It wasaround these data that they had to determine the nature of the eternal Reality and the origin of thephenomenal beoming. Therefore they admitted the passage of the personality from this to otherworlds and its return into form of life upon earth; but the rebirth thus admitted was not in theBuddhisti view a real rebirth of a real spiritual Person into the forms of material existene. In thelater Adwaita view the spiritual reality was there, but its apparent individuality and therefore itsbirth and rebirth were part of a osmi illusion, a deeptive but e�etive onstrution of universalMaya.In Buddhisti thought the existene of the Self was denied, and rebirth ould only mean a onti-nuity of the ideas, sensations and ations whih onstituted a �titious individual moving betweendi�erent worlds, - let us say, between di�erently organised planes of idea and sensation; for, in fat,it is only the onsious ontinuity of the ux that reates a phenomenon of self and a phenomenonof personality. In the Adwaiti Mayavada there was the admission of a Jivatman, an individual self,and even of a real self of the individual;5 but this onession to our normal language and ideas endsby being only apparent. For it turns out that there is no real and eternal individual, no \I" or\you", and therefore there an be no real self of the individual, even no true universal self, but onlya Self apart from the universe, ever unborn, ever unmodi�ed, ever una�eted by the mutations ofphenomena. Birth, life, death, the whole mass of individual and osmi experiene, beome in thelast resort no more than an illusion or a temporary phenomenon; even bondage and release an beonly suh an illusion, a part of temporal phenomena: they amount only to the onsious ontinuityof the illusory experienes of the ego, itself a reation of the great Illusion, and the essation of theontinuity and the onsiousness into the superonsiousness of That whih alone was, is and everwill be, or rather whih has nothing to do with Time, is for ever unborn, timeless and ine�able.Thus while in the vitalisti view of things there is a real universe and a real though brief tempo-rary beoming of individual life whih, even though there is no ever-enduring Purusha, yet gives aonsiderable importane to our individual experiene and ations, - for these are truly e�etive ina real beoming, - in the Mayavada theory these things have no real importane or true e�et, butonly something like a dream-onsequene. For even release takes plae only in the osmi dream orhalluination by the reognition of the illusion and the essation of the individualised mind and body;in reality, there is no one bound and no one released, for the sole-existent Self is untouhed by theseillusions of the ego. To esape from the all-destroying sterility whih would be the logial result, wehave to lend a pratial reality, however false it may be eventually, to this dream-onsequene andan immense importane to our bondage and individual release, even though the life of the individualis phenomenal only and to the one real Self both the bondage and the release are and annot butbe non-existent. In this ompulsory onession to the tyrannous falsehood of Maya the sole trueimportane of life and experiene must lie in the measure in whih they prepare for the negation oflife, for the selfelimination of the individual, for the end of the osmi illusion.This, however, is an extreme view and onsequene of the monisti thesis, and the older AdwaitaVedantism starting from the Upanishads does not go so far. It admits an atual and temporalbeoming of the Eternal and therefore a real universe; the individual too assumes a suÆient reality,for eah individual is in himself the Eternal who has assumed name and form and supports throughhim the experienes of life turning on an everirling wheel of birth in the manifestation. The wheelis kept in motion by the desire of the individual, whih beomes the e�etive ause of rebirth and bythe mind's turning away from the knowledge of the eternal self to the preoupations of the temporalbeoming. With the essation of this desire and of this ignorane, the Eternal in the individual drawsaway from the mutations of individual personality and experiene into his timeless, impersonal andimmutable being.5The Self in this view is one, it annot be many or multiply itself; there annot therefore be any true individual,only at most a one Self omnipresent and animating eah mind and body with the idea of an \I".248



But this reality of the individual is quite temporal; it has no enduring foundation, not even aperpetual reurrene in Time. Rebirth, though a very important atuality in this aount of theuniverse, is not an inevitable onsequene of the relation between individuality and the purpose ofthe manifestation. For the manifestation seems to have no purpose exept the will of the Eternaltowards world-reation and it an end only by that will's withdrawal: this osmi will ould workitself out without any mahinery of rebirth and the individual's desire maintaining it; for his desirean be only a spring of the mahinery, it ould not be the ause or the neessary ondition of osmiexistene, sine he is himself in this view a result of the reation and not in existene prior to theBeoming. The will to reation ould then aomplish itself through a temporary assumption ofindividuality in eah name and form, a single life of many impermanent individuals. There wouldbe a self-shaping of the one onsiousness in orrespondene with the type of eah reated being,but it ould very well begin in eah individual body with the appearane of the physial form andend with its essation. Individual would follow individual as wave follows wave, the sea remainingalways the same;6eah formation of onsious being would surge up from the universal, roll for itsallotted time and then sink bak into the Silene. The neessity for this purpose of an individualisedonsiousness persistently ontinuous, assuming name after name and form after form and movingbetween di�erent planes bakward and forward, is not apparent and, even as a possibility, does notstrongly impose itself; still less is there any room for an evolutionary progress inevitably pursuedfrom form to higher form suh as must be supposed by a theory of rebirth that aÆrms the involutionand evolution of the Spirit in Matter as the signi�ant formula of our terrestrial existene.It is oneivable that so the Eternal may have atually hosen to manifest or rather to onealhimself in the body; he may have willed to beome or to appear as an individual passing from birth todeath and from death to new life in a yle of persistent and reurrent human and animal existene.The One Being personalised would pass through various forms of beoming at fany or aording tosome law of the onsequenes of ation, till the lose ame by an enlightenment, a return to Oneness,a withdrawal of the Sole and Idential from that partiular individualisation. But suh a yle wouldhave no original or �nal determining Truth whih would give it any signi�ane. There is nothingfor whih it would be neessary; it would be purely a play, a Lila. But if it is one admitted thatthe Spirit has involved itself in the Inonsiene and is manifesting itself in the individual being byan evolutionary gradation, then the whole proess assumes meaning and onsistene; the progressiveasent of the individual beomes a key-note of this osmi signi�ane, and the rebirth of the soulin the body beomes a natural and unavoidable onsequene of the truth of the Beoming and itsinherent law. Rebirth is an indispensable mahinery for the working out of a spiritual evolution; itis the only possible e�etive ondition, the obvious dynami proess of suh a manifestation in thematerial universe.Our explanation of the evolution in Matter is that the universe is a self-reative proess of asupreme Reality whose presene makes spirit the substane of things, - all things are there as thespirit's powers and means and forms of manifestation. An in�nite existene, an in�nite onsiousness,an in�nite fore and will, an in�nite delight of being is the Reality seret behind the appearanes ofthe universe; its divine Supermind or Gnosis has arranged the osmi order, but arranged it indiretlythrough the three subordinate and limiting terms of whih we are onsious here, Mind, Life andMatter. The material universe is the lowest stage of a downward plunge of the manifestation, aninvolution of the manifested being of this triune Reality into an apparent nesiene of itself, thatwhih we now all the Inonsient; but out of this nesiene the evolution of that manifested being6Dr. Shweitzer in his book on Indian thought asserts that this was the real sense of the Upanishadi teahingsand rebirth was a later invention. But there are numerous important passages in almost all the Upanishads positivelyaÆrming rebirth and, in any ase, the Upanishads admit the survival of the personality after death and its passage intoother worlds whih is inompatible with this interpretation. If there is survival in other worlds and also a �nal destinyof liberation into the Brahman for souls embodied here, rebirth imposes itself, and there is no reason to suppose thatit was a later theory. The writer has evidently been moved by the assoiations of Western philosophy to read a merelypantheisti sense into the more subtle and omplex thought of the anient Vedanta.249



into a reovered self-awareness was from the very �rst inevitable. It was inevitable beause thatwhih is involved, must evolve; for it is not only there as an existene, a fore hidden in its apparentopposite, and every suh fore must in its inmost nature be moved to �nd itself, to realise itself, torelease itself into play, but it is the reality of that whih oneals it, it is the self whih the Nesienehas lost and whih therefore it must be the whole seret meaning, the onstant drift of its ationto seek for and reover. It is through the onsious individual being that this reovery is possible;it is in him that the evolving onsiousness beomes organised and apable of awaking to its ownReality. The immense importane of the individual being, whih inreases as he rises in the sale,is the most remarkable and signi�ant fat of a universe whih started without onsiousness andwithout individuality in an undi�erentiated Nesiene. This importane an only be justi�ed if theSelf as individual is no less real than the Self as osmi Being or Spirit and both are powers of theEternal. It is only so that an be explained the neessity for the growth of the individual and hisdisovery of himself as a ondition for the disovery of the osmi Self and Consiousness and ofthe supreme Reality. If we adopt this solution, this is the �rst result, the reality of the persistentindividual; but from that �rst onsequene the other result follows, that rebirth of some kind is nolonger a possible mahinery whih may or may not be aepted, it beomes a neessity, an inevitableoutome of the root nature of our existene.For it is no longer suÆient to suppose an illusory or temporary individual, reated in eah formby the play of onsiousness; individuality an no longer be oneived as an aompaniment of playof onsiousness in �gure of body whih may or may not survive the form, may or may not prolongits false ontinuity of self from form to form, from life to life, but whih ertainly need not do it.In this world what we seem at �rst to see is individual replaing individual without any ontinuity,the form dissolving, the false or transient individuality dissolving with it, while the universal Energyor some universal Being alone remains for ever; that might very well be the whole priniple ofosmi manifestation. But if the individual is a persistent reality, an eternal portion or power of theEternal, if his growth of onsiousness is the means by whih the Spirit in things disloses its being,the osmos reveals itself as a onditioned manifestation of the play of the eternal One in the beingof Sahhidananda with the eternal Many. Then, seure behind all the hangings of our personality,upholding the stream of its mutations, there must be a true Person, a real spiritual Individual, atrue Purusha. The One extended in universality exists in eah being and aÆrms himself in thisindividuality of himself. In the individual he disloses his total existene by oneness with all in theuniversality. In the individual he disloses too his transendene as the Eternal in whom all theuniversal unity is founded. This trinity of self-manifestation, this prodigious Lila of the manifoldIdentity, this magi of Maya or protean mirale of the onsious truth of being of the In�nite, is theluminous revelation whih emerges by a slow evolution from the original Inonsiene.If there were no need of self-�nding but only an eternal enjoyment of this play of the being ofSahhidananda, - and suh an eternal enjoyment is the nature of ertain supreme states of onsiousexistene, - then evolution and rebirth need not have ome into operation. But there has been aninvolution of this unity into the dividing Mind, a plunge into self-oblivion by whih the ever-presentsense of the omplete oneness is lost, and the play of separative di�erene - phenomenal, beause thereal unity in di�erene remains unabridged behind, - omes into the forefront as a dominant reality.This play of di�erene has found its utmost term of the sense of division by the preipitation of thedividing Mind into a form of body in whih it beomes onsious of itself as a separate ego. A denseand solid basis has been laid for this play of division in a world of separative forms of Matter by aninvolution of the ative self-onsiene of Sahhidananda into a phenomenal Nesiene. It is thisfoundation in Nesiene that makes the division seure beause it imperatively opposes a return tothe onsiousness of unity; but still, though e�etively obstrutive, it is phenomenal and terminablebeause within it, above it, supporting it is the all-onsient Spirit and the apparent Nesiene turnsout to be only a onentration, an exlusive ation of onsiousness traned into self-forgetfulnessby an abysmal plunge into the absorption of the formative and reative material proess. In a250



phenomenal universe so reated, the separative form beomes the foundation and the startingpointof all its life ation; therefore the individual Purusha in working out its osmi relations with theOne has in this physial world to base himself upon the form, to assume a body; it is the body thathe must make his own foundation and the startingpoint for his development of the life and mindand spirit in the physial existene. That assumption of body we all birth, and in it only an takeplae here the development of self and the play of relations between the individual and the universaland all other individuals; in it only an there be the growth by a progressive development of ouronsious being towards a supreme reovery of unity with God and with all in God: all the sum ofwhat we all Life in the physial world is a progress of the soul and proeeds by birth into the bodyand has that for its fulrum, its ondition of ation and its ondition of evolutionary persistene.Birth then is a neessity of the manifestation of the Purusha on the physial plane; but his birth,whether the human or any other, annot be in this world-order an isolated aident or a suddenexursion of a soul into physiality without any preparing past to it or any ful�lling hereafter. Ina world of involution and evolution, not of physial form only, but of onsious being through lifeand mind to spirit, suh an isolated assumption of life in the human body ould not be the rule ofthe individual soul's existene; it would be a quite meaningless and inonsequential arrangement, afreak for whih the nature and system of things here have no plae, a ontrary violene whih wouldbreak the rhythm of the Spirit's self-manifestation. The intrusion of suh a rule of individual soul-lifeinto an evolutionary spiritual progression would make it an e�et without ause and a ause withoute�et; it would be a fragmentary present without a past or a future. The life of the individual musthave the same rhythm of signi�ane, the same law of progression as the osmi life; its plae in thatrhythm annot be a stray purposeless intervention, it must be an abiding instrumentation of theosmi purpose. Neither in suh an order an we explain an isolated advent, a one birth of the soulin the human body whih would be its �rst and last experiene of the kind, by a previous existenein other worlds with a future before it in yet other �elds of experiene. For here life upon earth,life in the physial universe is not and annot be a asual perh for the wanderings of the soul fromworld to world; it is a great and slow development needing, as we now know, inalulable spaes ofTime for its evolution. Human life is itself only a term in a graded series, through whih the seretSpirit in the universe develops gradually his purpose and works it out �nally through the enlargingand asending individual soul-onsiousness in the body. This asent an only take plae by rebirthwithin the asending order; an individual visit oming aross it and progressing on some other lineelsewhere ould not �t into the system of this evolutionary existene.Nor is the human soul, the human individual, a free wanderer apriiously or lightly hasteningfrom �eld to �eld aording to its unfettered hoie or aording to its free and spontaneously variableation and result of ation. That is a radiant thought of pure spiritual liberty whih may have itstruth in planes beyond or in an eventual release, but is not true at �rst of the earth-life, of life in thephysial universe. The human birth in this world is on its spiritual side a omplex of two elements, aspiritual Person and a soul of personality; the former is man's eternal being, the latter is his osmiand mutable being. As the spiritual impersonal person he is one in his nature and being with thefreedom of Sahhidananda who has here onsented to or willed his involution in the Nesiene fora ertain round of soul-experiene, impossible otherwise, and presides seretly over its evolution. Asthe soul of personality he is himself part of that long development of the soul-experiene in the formsof Nature; his own evolution must follow the laws and the lines of the universal evolution. As a spirithe is one with the Transendene whih is immanent in the world and omprehensive of it; as a soulhe is at one one with and part of the universality of Sahhidananda self-expressed in the world: hisself-expression must go through the stages of the osmi expression, his soul-experiene follow therevolutions of the wheel of Brahman in the universe.The universal Spirit in things involved in the Nesiene of the physial universe evolves its natureself in a suession of physial forms up the graded series of Matter, Life, Mind and Spirit. Itemerges �rst as a seret soul in material forms quite subjet on the surfae to the nesiene; it251



develops as a soul still seret but about to emerge in vital forms that stand on the borders betweennesiene and the partial light of onsiousness whih is our ignorane; it develops still farther as theinitially onsient soul in the animal mind and, �nally, as the more outwardly onsious, but not yetfully onsient soul in man: the onsiousness is there throughout in our oult parts of being, thedevelopment is in the manifesting Nature. This evolutionary development has a universal as well asan individual aspet: the Universal develops the grades of its being and the ordered variation of theuniversality of itself in the series of its evolved forms of being; the individual soul follows the lineof this osmi series and manifests what is prepared in the universality of the Spirit. The universalMan, the osmi Purusha in humanity, is developing in the human rae the power that has growninto humanity from below it and shall yet grow to supermind and spirit and beome the Godheadin man who is aware of his true and integral self and the divine universality of his nature. Theindividual must have followed this line of development; he must have presided over a soul-experienein the lower forms of life before he took up the human evolution: as the One was apable of assumingin its universality these lower forms of the plant and animal, so must the individual, now human,have been apable of assuming them in his previous stages of existene. He now appears as a humansoul, the Spirit aepting the inner and outer form of humanity, but he is not limited by this formany more than he was limited by the plant or animal forms previously assumed by him; he an passon from it to a greater self-expression in a higher sale of Nature.To suppose otherwise would be to suppose that the spirit whih now presides over the humansoul-experiene was originally formed by a human mentality and the human body, exists by that andannot exist apart from it, annot ever go below or above it. In fat, it would then be reasonable tosuppose that it is not immortal but has ome into existene by the appearane of the human mindand body in the evolution and would disappear by their disappearane. But body and mind are notthe reators of the spirit, the spirit is the reator of the mind and body; it develops these priniplesout of its being, it is not developed into being out of them, it is not a ompound of their elements ora resultant of their meeting. If it appears to evolve out of mind and body, that is beause it graduallymanifests itself in them and not beause it is reated by them or exists by them; as it manifests,they are revealed as subordinate terms of its being and are to be �nally taken up out of their presentimperfetion and transformed into visible forms and instruments of the spirit. Our oneption ofthe spirit is of something whih is not onstituted by name and form, but assumes various formsof body and mind aording to the various manifestations of its soul-being. This it does here by asuessive evolution; it evolves suessive forms and suessive strata of onsiousness: for it is notbound always to assume one form and no other or to possess one kind of mentality whih is its solepossible subjetive manifestation. The soul is not bound by the formula of mental humanity: it didnot begin with that and will not end with it; it had a prehuman past, it has a superhuman future.What we see of Nature and of human nature justi�es this view of a birth of the individual soulfrom form to form until it reahes the human level of manifested onsiousness whih is its instrumentfor rising to yet higher levels. We see that Nature develops from stage to stage and in eah stagetakes up its past and transforms it into stu� of its new development. We see too that human natureis of the same make; all the earth-past is there in it. It has an element of matter taken up by life,an element of life taken up by mind, an element of mind whih is being taken up by spirit: theanimal is still present in its humanity; the very nature of the human being presupposes a materialand a vital stage whih prepared his emergene into mind and an animal past whih moulded a �rstelement of his omplex humanity. And let us not say that this is beause material Nature developedby evolution his life and his body and his animal mind, and only afterwards did a soul desend intothe form so reated: there is a ertain truth behind this idea, but not the truth whih that formulawould suggest. For that supposes a gulf between soul and body, between soul and life, between souland mind, whih does not exist; there is no body without soul, no body that is not itself a form ofsoul: Matter itself is substane and power of spirit and ould not exist if it were anything else, fornothing an exist whih is not substane and power of Brahman; and if Matter, then still more learly252



and ertainly Life and Mind must be that and ensouled by the presene of the Spirit. If Matter andLife had not already been ensouled, man ould not have appeared or only as an intervention or anaident, not as a part of the evolutionary order.We arrive then neessarily at this onlusion that human birth is a term at whih the soul mustarrive in a long suession of rebirths and that it has had for its previous and preparatory terms inthe suession the lower forms of life upon earth; it has passed through the whole hain that life hasstrung in the physial universe on the basis of the body, the physial priniple. Then the fartherquestion arises whether, humanity one attained, this suession of rebirths still ontinues and, if so,how, by what series or by what alternations. And, �rst, we have to ask whether the soul, havingone arrived at humanity, an go bak to the animal life and body, a retrogression whih the oldpopular theories of transmigration have supposed to be an ordinary movement. It seems impossiblethat it should so go bak with any entirety, and for this reason that the transit from animal tohuman life means a deisive onversion of onsiousness, quite as deisive as the onversion of thevital onsiousness of the plant into the mental onsiousness of the animal. It is surely impossiblethat a onversion so deisive made by Nature should be reversed by the soul and the deision of thespirit within her ome, as it were, to naught. It ould only be possible for human souls, supposingsuh to exist, in whom the onversion was not deisive, souls that had developed far enough to make,oupy or assume a human body, but not enough to ensure the safety of this assumption, not enoughto remain seure in its ahievement and faithful to the human type of onsiousness. Or at mostthere might be, supposing ertain animal propensities to be vehement enough to demand a separatesatisfation quite of their own kind, a sort of partial rebirth, a loose holding of an animal form bya human soul, with an immediate subsequent reversion to its normal progression. The movement ofNature is always suÆiently omplex for us not to deny dogmatially suh a possibility, and, if itbe a fat, then there may exist this modium of truth behind the exaggerated popular belief whihassumes an animal rebirth of the soul one lodged in man to be quite as normal and possible as ahuman reinarnation. But whether the animal reversion is possible or not, the normal law must bethe reurrene of birth in new human forms for a soul that has one beome apable of humanity.But why a suession of human births and not one alone? For the same reason that has made thehuman birth itself a ulminating point of the past suession, the previous upward series, - it mustbe so by the very neessity of the spiritual evolution. For the soul has not �nished what it has to doby merely developing into humanity; it has still to develop that humanity into its higher possibilities.Obviously, the soul that lodges in a Caribbee or an untaught primitive or an Apahe of Paris or anAmerian gangster, has not yet exhausted the neessity of human birth, has not developed all itspossibilities or the whole meaning of humanity, has not worked out all the sense of Sahhidanandain the universal Man; neither has the soul lodged in a vitalisti European oupied with dynamiprodution and vital pleasure or in an Asiati peasant engrossed in the ignorant round of the domestiand eonomi life. We may reasonably doubt whether even a Plato or a Shankara marks the rownand therefore the end of the outowering of the spirit in man. We are apt to suppose that these maybe the limit, beause these and others like them seem to us the highest point whih the mind andsoul of man an reah, but that may be the illusion of our present possibility. There may be a higheror at least a larger possibility whih the Divine intends yet to realise in man, and, if so, it is thesteps built by these highest souls whih were needed to ompose the way up to it and to open thegates. At any rate this present highest point at least must be reahed before we an write �nis on thereurrene of the human birth for the individual. Man is there to move from the ignorane and fromthe little life whih he is in his mind and body to the knowledge and the large divine life whih he anompass by the unfolding of the spirit. At least the opening out of the spirit in him, the knowledgeof his real self and the leading of the spiritual life must be attained before he an go de�nitively andfor ever otherwhere. There may too be beyond this initial ulmination a greater owering of thespirit in the human life of whih we have as yet only the �rst intimations; the imperfetion of Manis not the last word of Nature, but his perfetion too is not the last peak of the Spirit.253



This possibility beomes a ertitude if the present leading priniple of the mind as man hasdeveloped it, the intellet, is not its highest priniple. If mind itself has other powers as yet onlyimperfetly possessed by the highest types of the human individual, then a prolongation of the lineof evolution and onsequently of the asending line of rebirth to embody them is inevitable. Ifsupermind also is a power of onsiousness onealed here in the evolution, the line of rebirth annotstop even there; it annot ease in its asent before the mental has been replaed by the supramentalnature and an embodied supramental being beomes the leader of terrestrial existene.This then is the rational and philosophial foundation for a belief in rebirth; it is an inevitablelogial onlusion if there exists at the same time an evolutionary priniple in the Earth-Nature anda reality of the individual soul born into evolutionary Nature. If there is no soul, then there anbe a mehanial evolution without neessity or signi�ane and birth is only part of this uriousbut senseless mahinery. If the individual is only a temporary formation beginning and ending withthe body, then evolution an be a play of the All-Soul or Cosmi Existene mounting through aprogression of higher and higher speies towards its own utmost possibility in this Beoming or to itshighest onsious priniple; rebirth does not exist and is not needed as a mehanism of that evolution.Or, if the All-Existene expresses itself in a persistent but illusory individuality, rebirth beomes apossibility or an illusory fat, but it has no evolutionary neessity and is not a spiritual neessity; itis only a means of aentuating and prolonging the illusion up to its utmost timelimit. If there is anindividual soul or Purusha not dependent on the body but inhabiting and using it for its purpose,then rebirth begins to be possible, but it is not a neessity if there is no evolution of the soul inNature: the presene of the individual soul in an individual body may be a passing phenomenon,a single experiene without a past here or a future; its past and its future may be elsewhere. Butif there is an evolution of onsiousness in an evolutionary body and a soul inhabiting the body, areal and onsious individual, then it is evident that it is the progressive experiene of that soul inNature whih takes the form of this evolution of onsiousness: rebirth is self-evidently a neessarypart, the sole possible mahinery of suh an evolution. It is as neessary as birth itself; for withoutit birth would be an initial step without a sequel, the starting of a journey without its farther stepsand arrival. It is rebirth that gives to the birth of an inomplete being in a body its promise ofompleteness and its spiritual signi�ane.
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Chapter 21The Order of the Worlds\Seven are these worlds in whih move the life-fores that are hidden within the seret heartas their dwelling-plae seven by seven." Mundaka Upanishad1\May the Peoples of the �ve Births aept my sari�e, those who are born of the Light andworthy of worship; may Earth protet us from earthly evil and the Mid-Region from alamityfrom the gods. Follow the shining thread spun out aross the mid-world, protet the luminouspaths built by the thought; weave an inviolate work, beome the human being, reate the divinerae. . . . Seers of truth are you, sharpen the shining spears with whih you ut the way to thatwhih is Immortal; knowers of the seret planes, form them, the steps by whih the gods attainedto immortality." Rig Veda2\This is the eternal Tree with its root above and its branhes downward; this is Brahman,this is the Immortal; in it are lodged all the worlds and none goes beyond it. This and Thatare one." Katha Upanishad3IF A spiritual evolution of onsiousness in the material world and a onstant or repeated rebirthof the individual into an earthly body are admitted, the next question that arises is whether thisevolutionary movement is something separate and omplete in itself or part of a larger universaltotality of whih the material world is only one provine. This question has already its answerimplied in the gradations of the involution whih preede the evolution and make it possible; for,if that preedene is a fat, there must be worlds or at least planes of higher being and they musthave some onnetion with the evolution whih has been made possible by their existene. It maybe that all they do for us is by their e�etive presene or pressure on the earth-onsiousness toliberate the involved priniples of life and mind and spirit and enable them to manifest and asserttheir reign in material Nature. But it would be in the highest degree improbable that the onnetionand intervention should ease there; there is likely to be a sustained, if veiled, ommere betweenmaterial life and the life of the other planes of existene. It is neessary now to look more loselyinto this problem, regard it in itself and determine the nature and limits of this onnetion andinterommuniation, in so far as it a�ets the theory of evolution and rebirth in material Nature.1II. 1. 8.2X. 53. 5, 6, 10.3II. 3. 1. 255



The desent of the Soul into the Ignorane an be thought of as an abrupt preipitation orimmediate lapse of a pure spiritual being out of the superonsient spiritual Reality into the �rstinonsiene and the subsequent evolving phenomenal life of material Nature. If that were so, theremight be the Absolute above and the Inonsient below, with the material world reated out of it,and the issue, the return bak would then be a similar abrupt or preipitous transit from a materialembodied world-being into the transendent Silene. There would be no intermediate powers orrealities other than Matter and Spirit, no other planes than the material, no other worlds than theworld of Matter. But this idea is too trenhant and simple a onstrution and annot outlive a widerview of the omplex nature of existene.There are, no doubt, several possible originations of osmi existene by whih suh an extreme andrigid world-balanement ould have oneivably ome into being. There ould have been a oneptionof this kind and a �at in an All-Will, or an idea, a movement of the soul towards an egoisti materiallife of the Ignorane. The eternal individual soul urged by some inexpliable desire arising within itan be supposed to have sought the adventure of the darkness and taken a plunge from its nativeLight into the depths of a Nesiene out of whih arose this world of Ignorane; or a olletivity ofsouls may have been so moved, the Many: for an individual being annot onstitute a osmos; aosmos must be either impersonal or multipersonal or the reation or self-expression of a universalor in�nite Being. This desire may have drawn down an All-Soul with it to build a world based uponthe power of the Inonsient. If not that, then the eternally omnisient All-Soul itself may haveabruptly plunged its self-knowledge into this darkness of the Inonsiene, arrying the individualsouls within it to begin their upward evolution through an asending sale of life and onsiousness.Or, if the individual is not pre-existent, if we are only a reation of the All-onsiousness or a �tionof the phenomenal Ignorane, either reatrix may have oneived all these myriads of individualbeings by the evolution of names and forms out of an original indisriminate Prakriti; the soul wouldbe a temporary produt of the indisriminate stu� of inonsient fore-substane whih is the �rstappearane of things in the material universe.On that supposition, or on any of them, there ould be only two planes of existene: on one sidethere is the material universe reated out of the Inonsient by the blind nesiene of Fore or Natureobedient perhaps to some inner unfelt Self whih governs its somnambulist ativities; on the otherside there is the superonsient One to whih we return out of the Inonsiene and Ignorane. Or elsewe may imagine that there is one plane only, the material existene; there is no superonsient apartfrom the Soul of the material universe. If we �nd that there are other planes of onsious being andthat there already exist other worlds than the material universe, these ideas might beome diÆultto substantiate; but we an esape from that annulment if we suppose that these worlds have beensubsequently reated by or for the evolving Soul in the ourse of its asent out of the Inonsiene.In any of these views the whole osmos would be an evolution out of the Inonsient, either with thematerial universe as its sole and suÆient stage and sene or else with an asending sale of worlds,one evolving out of the other, helping to grade our return to the original Reality. Our own view hasbeen that the osmos is a self-graded devolution out of the superonsient Sahhidananda; but inthis idea it would be nothing but an evolution of the Inonsiene towards some kind of knowledgesuÆient to allow, by the annihilation of some primal ignorane or some originating desire, theextintion of a misbegotten soul or an esape out of a mistaken world-adventure.But suh theories either imply a premier importane and originating power of mind or a premierimportane of the individual being; both have indeed a great plae, but the one eternal Spirit is theoriginal power and the original existene. Idea, oneptively reative, - not the Real-Idea whih isBeing aware of what is in itself and automatially self-reative by the fore of that Truth-awareness,- is a movement of the mind; desire is a movement of life in mind; life and mind then must bepre-existent powers and must have been the determinants of the reation of the material world, andin that ase they an equally reate worlds of their own supraphysial nature. Or else we mustsuppose that what ated was not desire in an individual or a universal Mind or Life, but a will in256



the Spirit, - a will of Being deploying something of itself or of its Consiousness, realising a reativeidea or a self-knowledge or an urge of its selfative Fore or a turn to a ertain formulation of itsdelight of existene. But if the world has been reated, not by the universal Delight of existene, butfor the desire of the individual soul, its aprie of an ignorant egoisti enjoyment, then the mentalIndividual and not the Cosmi Being or a Transendent Divinity should be the reator and witness ofthe universe. In the past trend of human thought the individual being has always loomed enormouslylarge in the front plan of things and in the premier dimensions of importane; if these proportionsould still be maintained, this origination might oneivably be admitted: for a will towards the lifeof the Ignorane or an assent to it in the individual Purusha must indeed be part of the operativemovement of Consiousness in the involutionary desent of the Spirit into material Nature. Butthe world annot be a reation of the individual mind or a theatre ereted by it for its own play ofonsiousness; nor an it have been reated solely for the play and the satisfation or frustration ofthe ego. As we awake to a sense of the premier importane of the universal and the dependene ofthe individual upon it, a theory of this kind beomes an impossibility to our intelligene. The worldis too vast in its movement for suh an aount of its working to be redible; only a osmi Poweror a osmi Being an be the reator and the upholder of the osmos and it must have too a osmiand not only an individual reality, signi�ane or purpose.Aordingly, this world-reating or partiipating Individual and its desire or assent to the Igno-rane must have been awake before the world at all existed; it must have been there as an element insome supraosmi Superonsient from whih it omes and to whih it returns out of the life of theego: we must suppose an original immanene of the Many in the One. It beomes then oneivablethat a will or an impetus or a spiritual neessity may have stirred, in some transmundane In�nite, insome of the Many whih preipitated them downward and ompelled the reation of this world of theIgnorane. But sine the One is the premier fat of existene, sine the Many depend upon the One,are souls of the One, beings of the Being, this truth must determine also the fundamental prinipleof the osmi existene. There we see that the universal preedes the individual, gives it its �eld,is that in whih it exists osmially even though its origin is in the Transendene. The individualsoul lives here by the All-Soul and depends upon it; the All-Soul very evidently does not exist by theindividual or depend upon it: it is not a sum of individual beings, a pluralisti totality reated bythe onsious life of individuals; if an All-Soul exists, it must be the one Cosmi Spirit supportingthe one osmi Fore in its works, and it repeats here, modi�ed in the terms of osmi existene,the primary relation of the dependene of the Many on the One. It is inoneivable that the Manyshould have independently or by a departure from the One Will desired osmi existene and foredby their desire the supreme Sahhidananda to desend unwillingly or tolerantly into the Nesiene;that would be to reverse altogether the true dependene of things. If the world was diretly originatedby the will or the spiritual impetus of the Many, whih is possible and even probable in a ertainsense, there must still have been �rst a Will in Sahhidananda to that end; otherwise the impetus- translating here the All-Will into desire, for what beomes desire in the ego is Will in the Spirit,- ould not have arisen anywhere. The One, the All-Soul, by whom alone the onsiousness of theIndividual is determined, must �rst aept the veil of inonsient Nature before the Individual tooan put on the veil of the Ignorane in the material universe.But one we admit this Will of the supreme and osmi Being as the indispensable onditionof the existene of the material universe, it is no longer possible to aept Desire as the reativepriniple; for desire has no plae in the Supreme or in the All-being. It an have nothing to desire;desire is the result of inompleteness, of insuÆieny, of something that is not possessed or enjoyedand whih the being seeks for possession or enjoyment. A supreme and universal Being an havethe delight of its all-existene, but to that delight desire must be foreign, - it an only be theappanage of the inomplete evolutionary ego whih is a produt of the osmi ation. Moreover, ifthe All-onsiousness of the Spirit has willed to plunge into the inonsiene of Matter, it must bebeause that was a possibility of its self-reation or manifestation. But a sole material universe and257



an evolution there out of inonsiene into spiritual onsiousness annot be the one solitary andlimited possibility of manifestation of the All-being. That ould only be if Matter were the originalpower and form of manifested being and the spirit had no other hoie, ould not manifest exeptthrough Inonsiene into Matter as a basis. This would bring us to a materialisti evolutionaryPantheism; we would have to regard the beings who people the universe as souls of the One, soulsborn here in It and evolving upward through inanimate, animate and mentally developed formstill the reovery of their omplete and undivided life in the superonsient Pantheos and its osmiOneness would intervene as the end and goal of their evolution. In that ase, everything has evolvedhere; life, mind, soul have arisen out of the One in the material universe by the fore of its hiddenbeing, and everything will ful�l itself here in the material universe. There is then no separate planeof the Superonsiene, for the Superonsient is here only, not elsewhere; there are no supraphysialworlds; there is no ation of supraphysial priniples exterior to Matter, no pressure of an alreadyexistent Mind and Life upon the material plane.It has then to be asked what are mind and life, and it may be answered that they are produts ofMatter or of the Energy in Matter. Or else they are forms of onsiousness that arise as results of anevolution from Inonsiene to Superonsiene: onsiousness itself is only a bridge of transition; itis spirit beoming partially aware of itself before plunging into its normal trane of luminous super-onsiene. Even if there proved to be planes of larger life and mind, they would only be subjetiveonstrutions of this intermediary onsiousness ereted on the way to that spiritual ulmination.But the diÆulty here is that mind and life are too di�erent from Matter to be produts of Matter;Matter itself is a produt of Energy, and mind and life must be regarded as superior produts of thesame Energy. If we admit the existene of a osmi Spirit, the Energy must be spiritual; life andmind must be independent produts of a spiritual energy and themselves powers of manifestationof the Spirit. It then beomes irrational to suppose that Spirit and Matter alone exist, that theyare the two onfronting realities and that Matter is the sole possible basis of the manifestation ofspirit; the idea of a sole material world beomes immediately untenable. Spirit must be apable ofbasing its manifestation on the Mind priniple or on the Life priniple and not only on the prinipleof Matter; there an then be and logially there should be worlds of Mind and worlds of Life; theremay even be worlds founded on a subtler and more plasti, more onsious priniple of Matter.Three questions then arise, interrelated or interdependent: - whether there is any evidene or anytrue intimation of the existene of suh other worlds; whether, if they exist, they are of the naturewe have indiated, arising or desending in the order and within the rationale of a hierarhial seriesbetween Matter and Spirit; if that is their sale of being, are they otherwise quite independent andunonneted, or is there a relation and interation of the higher worlds on the world of Matter? It isa fat that mankind almost from the beginning of its existene or so far bak as history or traditionan go, has believed in the existene of other worlds and in the possibility of ommuniation betweentheir powers and beings and the human rae. In the last rationalisti period of human thought fromwhih we are emerging, this belief has been swept aside as an age-long superstition; all evideneor intimations of its truth have been rejeted a priori as fundamentally false and undeserving ofinquiry beause inompatible with the axiomati truth that only Matter and the material world andits experienes are real; all other experiene purporting to be real must be either a halluinationor an imposture or a subjetive result of superstitious redulity and imagination or else, if a fat,then other than what it purported to be and expliable by a physial ause: no evidene ould beaepted of suh a fat unless it is objetive and physial in its harater; even if the fat be veryapparently supraphysial, it annot be aepted as suh unless it is totally unexplainable by anyother imaginable hypothesis or oneivable onjeture.It should be evident that this demand for physially valid proof of a supraphysial fat is irrationaland illogial; it is an irrelevant attitude of the physial mind whih assumes that only the objetiveand physial is fundamentally real and puts aside all else as merely subjetive. A supraphysial fatmay impinge on the physial world and produe physial results; it may even produe an e�et on258



our physial senses and beome manifest to them, but that annot be its invariable ation and mostnormal harater or proess. Ordinarily, it must produe a diret e�et or a tangible impressionon our mind and our life-being, whih are the parts of us that are of the same order as itself, andan only indiretly and through them, if at all, inuene the physial world and physial life. If itobjetivises itself, it must be to a subtler sense in us and only derivatively to the outward physialsense. This derivative objetivisation is ertainly possible; if there is an assoiation of the ationof the subtle body and its sense-organisation with the ation of the material body and its physialorgans, then the supraphysial an beome outwardly sensible to us. This is what happens, forexample, with the faulty alled seond sight; it is the proess of all those psyhi phenomena whihseem to be seen and heard by the outer senses and are not sensed inwardly through representativeor interpretative or symboli images whih bear the stamp of an inner experiene or have an evidentharater of formations in a subtle substane. There an, then, be various kinds of evidene of theexistene of other planes of being and ommuniation with them; objetivisation to the outer sense,subtle-sense ontats, mind ontats, life ontats, ontats through the subliminal in speial statesof onsiousness exeeding our ordinary range. Our physial mind is not the whole of us nor, eventhough it dominates almost the whole of our surfae onsiousness, the best or greatest part of us;reality annot be restrited to a sole �eld of this narrowness or to the dimensions known within itsrigid irle.If it be said that subjetive experiene or subtle-sense images an easily be deeptive, sine wehave no reognised method or standard of veri�ation and a too great tendeny to admit the ex-traordinary and miraulous or supernatural at its fae value, this may be admitted: but error isnot the prerogative of the inner subjetive or subliminal parts of us, it is also an appanage of thephysial mind and its objetive methods and standards, and suh liability to error annot be a reasonfor shutting out a large and important domain of experiene; it is a reason rather for srutinisingit and �nding out in it its own true standards and its harateristi, appropriate and valid meansof veri�ation. Our subjetive being is the basis of our objetive experiene, and it is not probablethat only its physial objetivisations are true and the rest unreliable. The subliminal onsiousness,when rightly interrogated, is a witness to truth and its testimony is on�rmed again and again evenin the physial and the objetive �eld; that testimony annot, then, be disregarded when it alls ourattention to things within us or to things that belong to planes or worlds of a supraphysial expe-riene. At the same time belief by itself is not evidene of reality; it must base itself on somethingmore valid before one an aept it. It is evident that the beliefs of the past are not a suÆient basisfor knowledge, even though they annot be entirely negleted: for a belief is a mental onstrutionand may be a wrong building; it may often answer to some inner intimation and then it has a value,but, as often as not, it dis�gures the intimation, usually by a translation into terms familiar to ourphysial and objetive experiene, suh as that whih onverted the hierarhy of the planes into aphysial hierarhy or geographial spae-extension, turned the rarer heights of subtle substane intomaterial heights and plaed the abodes of the gods on the summits of physial mountains. All truthsupraphysial or physial must be founded not on mental belief alone, but on experiene, - but ineah ase experiene must be of the kind, physial, subliminal or spiritual, whih is appropriate tothe order of the truths into whih we are empowered to enter; their validity and signi�ane must besrutinised, but aording to their own law and by a onsiousness whih an enter into them andnot aording to the law of another domain or by a onsiousness whih is apable only of truths ofanother order; so alone an we be sure of our steps and enlarge �rmly our sphere of knowledge.If we srutinise the intimations of supraphysial worldrealities whih we reeive in our inner ex-periene and ompare with it the aount of suh intimations that has ontinued to ome down tous from the beginnings of human knowledge, and if we attempt an interpretation and a summarisedorder, we shall �nd that what this inner experiene most intimately onveys to us is the existeneand ation upon us of larger planes of being and onsiousness than the purely material plane, withits restrited existene and ation, of whih we are aware in our narrow terrestrial formula. These259



domains of larger being are not altogether remote and separate from our own being and onsious-ness; for, though they subsist in themselves and have their own play and proess and formulations ofexistene and experiene, yet at the same time they penetrate and envelop the physial plane withtheir invisible presene and inuenes, and their powers seem to be here in the material world itselfbehind its ation and objets. There are two main orders of experiene in our ontat with them; oneis purely subjetive, though in its subjetivity suÆiently vivid and palpable, the other is more ob-jetive. In the subjetive order, we �nd that what shapes itself to us as a life-intention, life-impulse,life-formulation here, already exists in a larger, more subtle, more plasti range of possibilities, andthese pre-existent fores and formations are pressing upon us to realise themselves in the physialworld also; but only a part sueeds in getting through and even that emerges partially in a formand irumstane more proper to the system of terrestrial law and sequene. This preipitation takesplae, normally, without our knowledge; we are not aware of the ation of these Powers, Fores andInuenes upon us, but take them as formations of our own life and mind, even when our reasonor will repudiates them and strives not to be mastered: but when we go inwards away from therestrited surfae onsiousness and develop a subtler sense and deeper awareness, we begin to getan intimation of the origin of these movements and are able to wath their ation and proess, toaept or rejet or modify, to allow them passage and use of our mind and will and our life and mem-bers or refuse it. In the same way we beome aware of larger domains of mind, a play, experiene,formation of a greater plastiity, a teeming profusion of all possible mental formulations, and we feeltheir ontats with us and their powers and inuenes ating upon our parts of mind in the sameoult manner as those others that at upon our parts of life. This kind of experiene is, primarily,of a purely subjetive harater, a pressure of ideas, suggestions, emotional formations, impulsionsto sensation, ation, dynami experiene. However large a part of this pressure may be traed to ourown subliminal self or to the siege of universal Mindfores or Life-fores belonging to our own world,there is an element whih bears the stamp of another origin, an insistent supraterrestrial harater.But the ontats do not stop here: for there is also an opening of our mind and life parts to agreat range of subjetiveobjetive experienes in whih these planes present themselves no longeras extensions of subjetive being and onsiousness, but as worlds; for the experienes there areorganised as they are in our own world, but on a di�erent plan, with a di�erent proess and law ofation and in a substane whih belongs to a supraphysial Nature. This organisation inludes, ason our earth, the existene of beings who have or take forms, manifest themselves or are naturallymanifested in an embodying substane, but a substane other than ours, a subtle substane tangibleonly to subtle sense, a supraphysial form-matter. These worlds and beings may have nothing to dowith ourselves and our life, they may exerise no ation upon us; but often also they enter into seretommuniation with earth-existene, obey or embody and are the intermediaries and instrumentsof the osmi powers and inuenes of whih we have a subjetive experiene, or themselves at bytheir own initiation upon the terrestrial world's life and motives and happenings. It is possible toreeive help or guidane or harm or misguidane from these beings; it is possible even to beomesubjet to their inuene, to be possessed by their invasion or domination, to be instrumentalisedby them for their good or evil purpose. At times the progress of earthly life seems to be a vast �eldof battle between supraphysial Fores of either harater, those that strive to uplift, enourage andillumine and those that strive to deet, depress or prevent or even shatter our upward evolutionor the soul's self-expression in the material universe. Some of these Beings, Powers or Fores aresuh that we think of them as divine; they are luminous, benignant or powerfully helpful: there areothers that are Titani, giganti or demonia, inordinate Inuenes, instigators or reators often ofvast and formidable inner upheavals or of ations that overpass the normal human measure. Theremay also be an awareness of inuenes, presenes, beings that do not seem to belong to other worldsbeyond us but are here as a hidden element behind the veil in terrestrial nature. As ontat withthe supraphysial is possible, a ontat an also take plae subjetive or objetive - or at leastobjetivised - between our own onsiousness and the onsiousness of other one embodied beingswho have passed into a supraphysial status in these other regions of existene. It is possible also260



to pass beyond a subjetive ontat or a subtle-sense pereption and, in ertain subliminal states ofonsiousness, to enter atually into other worlds and know something of their serets. It is the moreobjetive order of other-worldly experiene that seized most the imagination of mankind in the past,but it was put by popular belief into a gross-objetive statement whih unduly assimilated thesephenomena to those of the physial world with whih we are familiar; for it is the normal tendenyof our mind to turn everything into forms or symbols proper to its own kind and terms of experiene.This has always been, put into its most generalised terms, the normal range and harater ofother-worldly belief and experiene in all periods of the past of the rae; names and forms di�er, butthe general features have been strikingly similar in all ountries and ages. What exat value are we toput upon these persistent beliefs or upon this mass of supernormal experiene? It is not possible foranyone who has had these ontats with any intimay and not only by sattered abnormal aidents,to put them aside as mere superstition or halluination; for they are too insistent, real, e�etive,organi in their pressure, too onstantly on�rmed by their ation and results to be so ung aside:an appreiation, an interpretation, a mental organisation of this side of our apaity of experiene isindispensable.One explanation whih an be put forward is that man himself reates the supraphysial worldswhih he inhabits or thinks he inhabits after death, reates the gods, as ran the anient phrase,- it is laimed even that God himself was reated by man, was a myth of his onsiousness, andhas now been abolished by man! All these things then may be a sort of myth of the developingonsiousness in whih it is able to dwell, a aptive in its own buildings, and by a kind of realisingdynamisation maintain itself in its own imaginations. But pure imaginations they are not, they anonly be so treated by us so long as the things they represent, however inorretly, are not part of ourown experiene. Yet there may oneivably be myths and imaginations that are used by the powerof the reative Consiousness-Fore to materialise its own idea-fores; these potent images may takeform and body, endure in some subtly materialised world of thought and reat on their reator: ifso, we might suppose that the other worlds are buildings of this harater. But if that were so, ifa subjetive onsiousness an thus reate worlds and beings, it might well be that the objetiveworld also is a myth of Consiousness or even of our onsiousness, or that Consiousness itself is amyth of the original Nesiene. Thus, on this line of thinking, we swing bak towards a view of theuniverse in whih all things assume a ertain hue of unreality exept the all-produtive Inonsieneout of whih they are reated, the Ignorane whih reates them and, it may be, a superonsient orinonsient impersonal Being into whose indi�erene all �nally disappears or goes bak and easesthere.But we have no proof and there is no likelihood that man's mind an reate in this way a worldwhere none was before, reate in vauo without a substane to build in or build on, though it maywell be that it an add something to a world already made. Mind is indeed a potent ageny, morepotent than we readily imagine; it an make formations whih e�etuate themselves in our own orothers' onsiousness and lives and even have an e�et on inonsient Matter; but an entirely originalreation in the void is beyond its possibilities. What we an rather hazard is that as it grows, man'smind enters into relation with new ranges of being and onsiousness not at all reated by him,new to him, already pre-existent in the All-Existene. In his inreasing inner experiene he opensup new planes of being in himself; as the seret entres of his onsiousness dissolve their knots, hebeomes able through them to oneive of those larger realms, to reeive diret inuenes from them,to enter into them, to image them in his terrestrial mind and inner sense. He does reate images,symbol-forms, reetive shapes of them with whih his mind an deal; in this sense only he reatesthe Divine Image that he worships, reates the forms of the gods, reates new planes and worldswithin him, and through these images the real worlds and powers that overtop our existene areable to take possession of the onsiousness in the physial world, to pour into it their potenies, totransform it with the light of their higher being. But all this is not a reation of the higher worlds ofbeing; it is a revelation of them to the onsiousness of the soul on the material plane as it develops261



out of the Nesiene. It is a reation of their forms here by a reeption of their powers; there isan enlargement of our subjetive life on this plane by the disovery of its true relation with higherplanes of its own being from whih it was separated by the veil of the material Nesiene. This veilexists beause the soul in the body has put behind it these greater possibilities in order that it mightonentrate exlusively its onsiousness and fore upon its primary work in this physial world ofbeing; but that primary work an have a sequel only by the veil being at least partially lifted or elsemade penetrable so that the higher planes of mind, life and spirit may pour their signi�anes intohuman existene.It is possible to suppose that these higher planes and worlds have been reated subsequently tothe manifestation of the material osmos, to aid the evolution or in some sense as a result of it.This is a notion whih the physial mind, starting in all its ideas from the material universe as theone thing whih it knows, has analysed and an deal with in a beginning of mastery, might easilytend to aept, if obliged to admit a supraphysial existene; it ould then keep the material, theInonsiene, as the starting-point and support of all being, as it is undoubtedly the starting-point forus of the evolutionary movement of whih the material world is the sene. Our mind ould still keepmatter and material fore as the �rst existene, - so aepted and herished by it beause it is the �rstthing that it knows, the one thing that is always seurely present and knowable, - and maintain thespiritual and the supraphysial in a dependene upon the assured foundation in Matter.4 But howthen were these other worlds reated, by what fore, by what instrumentality? It might be the Lifeand Mind developing out of the Inonsient whih have at the same time developed these other worldsor planes in the subliminal onsiousness of the living beings who appear in it. To the subliminalbeing in life and after death, - for it is the inner being that survives the death of the body, - theseworlds might be real beause sensible to its wider range of onsiousness; it would move in them withthat sense of reality, derivative perhaps but onvining, and it would send up its experiene of themas belief and imagination to the surfae being. This is a possible aount, if we aept Consiousnessas the real reative Power or agent and all things as formations of onsiousness; but it would not giveto the supraphysial planes of being the unsubstantiality or less palpable reality whih the physialmind would like to attah to them; they would have the same reality in themselves as the physialworld or plane of physial experiene has in its own order.If in this or some other way the higher worlds were developed subsequently to the reation of thematerial world, the primary reation, by a larger seret evolution out of the Inonsient, it musthave been done by some All-Soul in its emergene, by a proess of whih we an have no knowledgeand for the purpose of the evolution here, as adjunts to it or as its larger onsequenes, so that lifeand mind and spirit might be able to move in �elds of a freer sope with a reperussion of thesegreater powers and experienes on the material self-expression. But against this hypothesis therestands the fat that we �nd these higher worlds in our vision and experiene of them to be in no waybased upon the material universe, in no way its results, but rather greater terms of being, larger andfreer ranges of onsiousness, and all the ation of the material plane looks more like the result andnot the origin of these greater terms, derivatory from them, even partly dependent on them in itsevolutionary endeavour. Immense ranges of powers, inuenes, phenomena desend overtly upon usfrom the overmind and the higher mental and vital ranges, but of these only a part, a seletion, asit were, or restrited number an stage and realise themselves in the order of the physial world; therest await their time and proper irumstane for revelation in physial term and form, for their partin the terrestrial5 evolution whih is at the same time an evolution of all the powers of the spirit.This harater of the other worlds defeats all our attempts to give the premier importane to ourown plane of being and to our own part in the mundane manifestation. We do not reate God as a4There are ertain expressions in the Rig Veda whih seem to embody this view. Earth (the material priniple) isspoken of as the foundation of all the worlds or the seven worlds are desribed as the seven planes of Earth.5Neessarily, by terrestrial we do not mean this one earth and its period of duration, but use earth in the widerroot-sense of the Vedanti Prithivi, the earth-priniple reating habitations of physial form for the soul.262



myth of our onsiousness, but are instruments for a progressive manifestation of the Divine in thematerial being. We do not reate the gods, his powers, but rather suh divinity as we manifest isthe partial reetion and the shaping here of eternal godheads. We do not reate the higher planes,but are intermediaries by whih they reveal their light, power, beauty in whatever form and sopean be given to them by Naturefore on the material plane. It is the pressure of the life-world whihenables life to evolve and develop here in the forms we already know; it is that inreasing pressurewhih drives it to aspire in us to a greater revelation of itself and will one day deliver the mortalfrom his subjetion to the narrow limitations of his present inompetent and restriting physiality.It is the pressure of the mind-world whih evolves and develops mind here and helps us to �nd aleverage for our mental self-uplifting and expansion, so that we may hope to enlarge ontinually ourself of intelligene and even to break the prison walls of our matter-bound physial mentality. It isthe pressure of the supramental and spiritual worlds whih is preparing to develop here the manifestpower of the spirit and by it open our being on the physial plane into the freedom and in�nity of thesuperonsient Divine; that ontat, that pressure an alone liberate from the apparent Inonsiene,whih was our starting-point, the all-onsient Godhead onealed in us. In this order of things ourhuman onsiousness is the instrument, the intermediary; it is the point in the development of lightand power out of the Inonsiene at whih liberation beomes possible: a greater role than thiswe annot attribute to it, but this is great enough, for it makes our humanity all-important for thesupreme purpose of evolutionary Nature.At the same time there are some elements in our subliminal experiene whih raise a point ofquestion against any invariable priority of the other worlds to the material existene. One suhindiation is that in the vision of after-death experiene there is a persistent tradition of residene inonditions whih seem to be a supraphysial prolongation of earth-onditions, earth-nature, earth-experiene. Another is that, in the life-worlds espeially, we �nd formulations whih seem to resemblethe inferior movements of earth-existene; here are already embodied the priniples of darkness,falsehood, inapaity and evil whih we have supposed to be onsequent upon the evolution out ofthe material Inonsiene. It seems even to be the fat that the vital worlds are the natural home ofthe Powers that most disturb human life; this is indeed logial, for it is through our vital being thatthey sway us and they must therefore be powers of a larger and more powerful life-existene. Thedesent of Mind and Life into evolution need not have reated any suh untoward developments ofthe limitation of being and onsiousness: for this desent is in its nature a limitation of knowledge;existene and ognition and delight of being on�ne themselves in a lesser truth and good andbeauty and its inferior harmony, and move aording to that law of a narrower light, but in suh amovement darkness and su�ering and evil are not obligatory phenomena. If we �nd them existingin these worlds of other mind and other life, even though not pervading it but only oupying theirseparate provine, we must either onlude that they have ome into existene by a projetion out ofthe inferior evolution, upward from below, by something in the subliminal parts of Nature burstingthere into a larger formation of the evil reated here, or that they were already reated as partof a parallel gradation to the involutionary desent, a gradation forming a stair for evolutionaryasension towards Spirit just as the involutionary was a stair of the desent of the Spirit. In thelatter hypothesis the asending gradation might have a double purpose. For it would ontain pre-formations of the good and evil that must evolve in the earth as part of the struggle neessary forthe evolutionary growth of the Soul in Nature; these would be formations existing for themselves,for their own independent satisfation, formations that would present the full type of these things,eah in its separate nature, and at the same time they would exerise on evolutionary beings theirharateristi inuene.These worlds of a larger life would then hold in themselves both the more luminous and the darkerformations of our world's life in a medium in whih they ould arrive freely at their independentexpression, their own type's full freedom and natural ompleteness and harmony for good or for evil,- if indeed that distintion applies in these ranges, - a ompleteness and independene impossible here263



in our existene where all is mingled in the omplex interation neessary to the �eld of a many-sidedevolution leading towards a �nal integration. For we �nd what we all false, dark or evil seems thereto have a truth of its own and to be entirely ontent with its own type beause it possesses that in afull expression whih reates in it a sense of a satis�ed power of its own being, an aord, a ompleteadaptation of all its irumstanes to its priniple of existene; it enjoys there its own onsiousness,its own self-power, its own delight of being, obnoxious to our minds but to itself full of the joy ofsatis�ed desire. Those life impulses whih are to earth-nature inordinate and out of measure andappear here as perverse and abnormal, �nd in their own provine of being an independent ful�lmentand an unrestrited play of their type and priniple. What is to us divine or titani, Rakshasi,demonia and therefore supernatural, is, eah in its own domain, normal to itself and gives to thebeings that embody these things the feeling of self-nature and the harmony of their own priniple.Disord itself, struggle, inapaity, su�ering enter into a ertain kind of life-satisfation whih wouldfeel itself baulked or de�ient without them. When these powers are seen in their isolated working,building their own life-edi�es, as they do in those seret worlds where they dominate, we pereivemore learly their origin and reason of existene and the reason also for the hold they have on humanlife and the attahment of man to his own imperfetions, to his life-drama of vitory and failure,happiness and su�ering, laughter and tears, sin and virtue. Here on earth these things exist in anunsatis�ed and therefore unsatisfatory and obsure state of struggle and mixture, but there revealtheir seret and their motive of being beause they are there established in their native power andfull form of nature in their own world and their own exlusive atmosphere. Man's heavens and hellsor worlds of light and worlds of darkness, however imaginative in their building, proeed from apereption of these powers existing in their own priniple and throwing their inuenes on him inlife from a beyond-life whih provides the elements of his evolutionary existene.In the same way as the powers of Life are self-founded, perfet and full in a greater Life beyond us,so too the powers of Mind, its ideas and priniples that inuene our earth-being, are found to havein the greater Mind-world their own �eld of fullness of self-nature, while here in human existenethey throw out only partial formations whih have muh diÆulty in establishing themselves beauseof their meeting and mixture with other powers and priniples; this meeting, this mixture urbs theirompleteness, alloys their purity, disputes and defeats their inuene. These other worlds, then, arenot evolutionary, but typal; but it is one though not the sole reason of their existene that theyprovide things that must arise in the involutionary manifestation as well as things thrown up in theevolution with a �eld of satisfation of their own signi�ane where they an exist in their own right;this established ondition is a base from whih their funtions and workings an be ast as elementsinto the omplex proess of evolutionary Nature.If we look from this point of view at man's traditional aounts of other-worldly existene, we shall�nd that mostly they point to worlds of a larger life liberated from the restritions and imperfetionsor inompletenesses of life in earth-nature. These aounts are evidently built largely by imagination,but there is an element also of intuition and divination, a feeling of what life an be and surely isin some domain of its manifested or its realisable nature; there is also an element of true subliminalontat and experiene. But the mind of man translates what he sees or reeives or ontats fromother-nature into �gures proper to his own onsiousness; they are his translations of supraphysialrealities into his own signi�ant forms and images and through these forms and images he enters intoommuniation with the realities and an make them to a ertain degree present and e�etive. Theexperiene of an after-death ontinuane of a modi�ed earth-life may be explained as due to this kindof translation; but it is also explainable partly as the reation of a subjetive post-mortal state inwhih he still lives in �gures of habitual experiene before he enters into otherworldly realities, partlyas a passage through life-worlds where the type of things expresses itself in formations originative ofthose to whih he was attahed in his earthly body or akin to them and therefore exerises a naturalattration on the vital being after its exit from the body. But, apart from these subtler life-states,the traditional aounts of other-worldly existene ontain, though as a rarer more elevated element264



not inluded in the popular notion of these things, a higher grade of states of existene whih arelearly of a mental and not a vital harater and others founded on some spiritual-mental priniple;these higher priniples are formulated in states of being into whih our inner experiene an riseor the soul enter. The priniple of gradation we have aepted is therefore justi�ed provided wereognise that it is one way of organising our experiene and that other ways proeeding from otherview-points are possible. For a lassi�ation an always be valid from the priniple and view-pointadopted by it while from other priniples and viewpoints another lassi�ation of the same things anbe equally valid. But for our purpose the system we have hosen is of the greatest value beause it isfundamental and answers to a truth of the manifestation whih is of the utmost pratial importane;it helps us to understand our own onstituted existene and the ourse of the involution and theevolutionary motion of Nature. At the same time we see that the other worlds are not things quiteapart from the material universe and earth-nature, but penetrate and envelop it with their inuenesand have on it a seret inidene of formative and diretive fore whih is not easily alulable. Thisorganisation of our other-worldly knowledge and experiene supplies us with the lue to the natureand lines of ation of this inidene.The existene and inuene of other worlds are a fat of primary importane for the possibilitiesand for the sope of our evolution in terrestrial Nature. For if the physial universe were the only�eld of manifestation of the in�nite Reality and at the same time the �eld of its whole manifestation,we should have to suppose that, sine all the priniples of its being from Matter to Spirit are entirelyinvolved in the apparently inonsient Fore whih is the basis of the �rst workings of this universe,they are being evolved by it here ompletely and here solely, without any other aid or pressure exeptthat of the seret Superonsiene within it. There would then be a system of things in whih thepriniple of Matter must always remain the �rst priniple, the essential and original determiningondition of manifested existene. Spirit might indeed in the end arrive to a limited extent atits natural domination; it might make its basis of physial matter a more elasti instrument notaltogether prohibitive of the ation of its own highest law and nature or opposed to that ation, asit now is in its inelasti resistane. But Spirit would always be dependent upon Matter for its �eldand its manifestation; it ould have no other �eld: it ould not get outside it to another kind ofmanifestation; and within it also it ould not very well liberate any other priniple of its being intosovereignty over the material foundation; Matter would remain the one persistent determinant ofits manifestation. Life ould not beome dominant and determinative, Mind ould not beome themaster and reator; their boundaries of apaity would be �xed by the apaities of Matter, whihthey might enlarge or modify but would not be able to transform radially or liberate. There wouldbe no plae for any free and full manifestation of any power of the being, all would be limited forever by the onditions of an obsuring material formation. Spirit, Mind, Life would have no native�eld or omplete sope of their own harateristi power and priniple. It is not easy to believe in theinevitability of this self-limitation if Spirit is the reator and these priniples have an independentexistene and are not produts, results or phenomena of the energy of Matter.But, given the fat that the in�nite Reality is free in the play of its onsiousness, it is not boundto involve itself in the nesiene of Matter before it an at all manifest. It is possible for it to reatejust the ontrary order of things, a world in whih the unity of spiritual being is the matrix and�rst ondition of any formation or ation, the Energy at work is a self-aware spiritual existene inmovement, and all its names and forms are a self-onsious play of the spiritual unity. Or it might bean order in whih the Spirit's innate power of onsious Fore or Will would realise freely and diretlyits own possibilities in itself and not, as here, through the restriting medium of the Life-Fore inmatter; that realisation would be at one the �rst priniple of the manifestation and the objet ofall its free and blissful ation. It might be an order, again, in whih the free play of an in�nitemutual self-delight in a multipliity of beings onsious not only of their onealed or underlyingeternal unity but of their present joy of oneness would be the objet; in suh a system the ation ofthe priniple of self-existent Bliss would be the �rst priniple and the universal ondition. Again, it265



might be a world-order in whih the Supermind would be the dominant priniple from the beginning;the nature of the manifestation would then be a multipliity of beings �nding through the free andluminous play of their divine individuality all the manifold joy of their di�erene in oneness.Nor need the series stop here: for we observe that with us Mind is hampered by Life in Matterand �nds all the diÆulty possible in dominating the resistane of these two di�erent powers andthat Life itself is similarly restrited by the mortality, the inertia and the instability of Matter; butevidently there an be a world-order in whih neither of these two disabilities forms part of the�rst onditions of existene. There is the possibility of a world in whih Mind would be from the�rst dominant, free to work upon its own substane or matter as a quite plasti material, or whereMatter would be quite evidently the result of the universal Mind-Fore working itself out in life. Itis that even here in reality; but here the Mind-Fore is involved from the beginning, for a long timesubonsient, and, even when it has emerged, never in free possession of itself, but subjet to itsenasing material, while there it would be in possession of itself and master of its material, whihwould be muh more subtle and elasti than in a predominantly physial universe. So too Life mighthave its own world-order where it would be sovereign, able to deploy its own more elasti and freelyvariable desires and tendenies, not menaed at every moment by disintegrating fores and thereforeoupied hiey with the are of self-preservation and restrited in its play by this state of prearioustension whih limits its instints of free formation, free self-grati�ation and free adventure. Theseparate dominane of eah priniple of being is an eternal possibility in the manifestation of being,- given always that they are priniples distint in their dynami power and mode of working, eventhough one in original substane.That ould make no di�erene if all this were only a philosophial possibility or a potentiality inthe being of Sahhidananda whih it never realises or has not yet realised, or, if realised, has notbrought within the sope of the onsiousness of beings living in the physial universe. But all ourspiritual and psyhi experiene bears aÆrmative witness, brings us always a onstant and, in itsmain priniples, an invariable evidene of the existene of higher worlds, freer planes of existene.Not having bound ourselves down, like so muh of modern thought, to the dogma that only physialexperiene or experiene based upon the physial sense is true, the analysis of physial experiene bythe reason alone veri�able, and all else only result of physial experiene and physial existene andanything beyond this an error, self-delusion and halluination, we are free to aept this evidene andto admit the reality of these planes. We see that they are, pratially, di�erent harmonies from theharmony of the physial universe; they oupy, as the word \plane" suggests, a di�erent level in thesale of being and adopt a di�erent system and ordering of its priniples. We need not inquire, for ourpresent purpose, whether they oinide in time and spae with our own world or move in a di�erent�eld of spae and in another stream of time, - in either ase it is in a more subtle substane and withother movements. All that diretly onerns us is to know whether they are di�erent universes, eahomplete in itself and in no way meeting, interrossing or a�eting the others, or are rather di�erentsales of one graded and interwoven system of being, parts therefore of one omplex universal system.The fat that they an enter into the �eld of our mental onsiousness would naturally suggest thevalidity of the seond alternative, but it would not by itself be altogether onlusive. But what we�nd is that these higher planes are atually at every moment ating upon and in ommuniationwith our own plane of being, although this ation is naturally not present to our ordinary waking orouter onsiousness, beause that is for the most part limited to a reeption and utilisation of theontats of the physial world: but the moment we either go bak into our subliminal being or enlargeour waking onsiousness beyond the sope of the physial ontats, we beome aware of somethingof this higher ation. We �nd even that the human being an projet himself partially into thesehigher planes under ertain onditions, even while in the body; a fortiori must he be able to do itwhen out of the body, and to do it then ompletely, sine there is no longer the disabling onditionof the physial life bound down to the body. The onsequenes of this relation and this power oftransferene are of immense importane. On the one side they immediately justify, at any rate as266



an atual possibility, the anient tradition of at least a temporary sojourn of the human onsiousbeing in other worlds than the physial after the dissolution of the physial body. On the other sidethey open to us the possibility of an ation of the higher planes on the material existene whih anliberate the powers they represent, the powers of life, mind and spirit for the evolutionary intentioninherent within Nature by the very fat of their embodiment in Matter.These worlds are not in their original reation subsequent in order to the physial universe butprior to it, - prior, if not in time, in their onsequential sequene. For even if there is an asendingas well as a desending gradation, this asending gradation must be in its �rst nature a provisionfor the evolutionary emergene in Matter, a formative power for its endeavour, ontributing to ithelpful and adverse elements, and not a mere onsequene of the terrestrial evolution; for that isneither a rational probability nor has it a spiritual or dynami and pragmati sense. In other words,the higher worlds have not ome into being by a pressure from the lower physial universe, - letus say, from Sahhidananda in the physial Inonsiene, or else by the urge of his being as itemerges from the Inonsiene into life and mind and spirit and experienes the neessity of reatingworlds or planes in whih those priniples shall have a freer play and in whih the human soul maystrengthen its vital, mental or spiritual tendenies. Still less are they the reations of the human soulitself, whether its dreams or the result of the onstant self-projetions of mankind in its dynamiand reative being beyond the limits of the physial onsiousness. The only thing that man learlyreates in this diretion is the reex images of these planes in his own embodied onsiousness andthe �tness of his own soul to respond to them, to beome aware of them, to partiipate onsiously inthe interweaving of their inuenes with the ation of the physial plane. He may indeed ontributethe results or projetions of his own higher vital and mental ation to the ation of these planes: but,if so, these projetions are, after all, only a return of the higher planes upon themselves, a returnfrom the earth of their powers whih have ome down from them to the earth-mind, sine this highervital and mental ation is itself the result of inuenes transmitted from above. It is possible alsothat he an reate a ertain kind of subjetive annexe to these supraphysial planes, or at least tothe lower of them, environments of a half-unreal harater whih are rather self-reated envelopes ofhis onsious mind and life than true worlds; they are the reetions of his own being, an arti�ialenvironment orresponding to his attempt during life to image these other worlds, - heavens andhells projeted by the imagereating faulty in his human power of onsious being. But neither ofthese two ontributions at all means a total reation of a real plane of being founded and ating onits own separate priniple.These planes or systems are then at least oeval and oexistent with that whih presents itself tous as the physial universe. We have been led to onlude that the development of life, mind andspirit in the physial being presupposes their existene; for these powers are developed here by twoo-operating fores, an upward-tending fore from below, an upward-drawing and downward-pressingfore from above. For there is the neessity in the Inonsient of bringing out what is latent withinit, and there is the pressure of the superior priniples in the higher planes whih not only aids thisgeneral neessity to realise itself, but may very largely determine the speial ways in whih it iseventually realised. It is this upward-drawing ation and this pressure, this insistene from above,whih explain the onstant inuene of the spiritual, mental and vital worlds upon the physialplane. It is evident that, given a omplex universe and seven priniples interwoven in every part ofits system and naturally therefore drawn to at upon and respond to eah other wherever they anat all get at one another, suh an ation, suh a onstant pressure and inuene, is an inevitableonsequene, must be inherent in the very nature of the manifested universe.A seret ontinuous ation of the higher powers and priniples from their own planes upon ter-restrial being and nature through the subliminal self, whih is itself a projetion from those planesinto the world born of the Inonsiene, must have an e�et and a signi�ane. Its �rst e�et hasbeen the liberation of life and mind out of Matter; its last e�et has been to assist the emergeneof a spiritual onsiousness, a spiritual will and spiritual sense of existene in the terrestrial being267



so that he is no longer solely preoupied with his outermost life or with that and mental pursuitsand interests, but has learned to look within, to disover his inner being, his spiritual self, to aspireto overpass earth and her limitations. As he grows more and more inward, his boundaries mental,vital, spiritual begin to broaden, the bonds that held life, mind, soul to their �rst limitations loosenor snap, and man the mental being begins to have a glimpse of a larger kingdom of self and worldlosed to the �rst earth-life. No doubt, so long as he lives mainly on his surfae, he an only builda sort of superstruture ideal and imaginative and ideative upon the ground of his normal narrowexistene. But if he makes the inward movement whih his own highest vision has held up before himas his greatest spiritual neessity, then he will �nd there in his inner being a larger onsiousness, alarger life. An ation from within and an ation from above an overome the predominane of thematerial formula, diminish and �nally put an end to the power of the Inonsiene, reverse the orderof the onsiousness, substitute the spirit for Matter as his onsious foundation of being and liberateits higher powers to their omplete and harateristi expression in the life of the soul embodied inNature.
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Chapter 22Rebirth and Other Worlds; Karma, theSoul and Immortality\He passes in his departure from this world to the physial Self; he passes to the Self of life;he passes to the Self of mind; he passes to the Self of knowledge; he passes to the Self of bliss;he moves through these worlds at will." Taittiriya Upanishad1\They say indeed that the onsious being is made of desire. But of whatsoever desire heomes to be, he omes to be of that will, and of whatever will he omes to be, he does thatation, and whatever his ation, to (the result of) that he reahes. . . . Adhered to by hisKarma,2 he goes in his subtle body to wherever his mind leaves, then, oming to the end ofhis Karma, even of whatsoever ation he does here, he returns from that world to this world forKarma." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad3\Equipped with qualities, a doer of works and reator of their onsequenes, he reaps theresult of his ations; he is the ruler of the life and he moves in his journey aording to hisown ats; he has idea and ego and is to be known by the qualities of his intelligene and hisquality of self. Smaller than the hundredth part of the tip of a hair, the soul of the living beingis apable of in�nity. Male is he not nor female nor neuter, but is joined to whatever body hetakes as his own." Swetaswatara Upanishad4Mortals, they ahieved immortality. Rig Veda51III. 10. 5.2Ation, karma. In the view expressed in this verse of the Upanishad the Karma or ation of this life is exhaustedby the life in the world beyond in whih its results are ful�lled and the soul returns to earth for fresh Karma. Theause of birth in this world, of Karma, of the soul's passage to other-world existene and its return here is, throughout,the soul's own onsiousness, will and desire.3IV. 4. 5, 6.4V. 7-10.5I. 110. 4. 269



OUR FIRST onlusion on the subjet of reinarnation has been that the rebirth of the soul insuessive terrestrial bodies is an inevitable onsequene of the original signi�ane and proess ofthe manifestation in earth-nature; but this onlusion leads to farther problems and farther resultswhih it is neessary to eluidate. There arises �rst the question of the proess of rebirth; if thatproess is not quikly suessive, birth immediately following death of the body so as to maintainan uninterrupted series of lives of the same person, if there are intervals, that in its turn raises thequestion of the priniple and proess of the passage to other worlds, whih must be the sene of theseintervals, and the return to earth-life. A third question is the proess of the spiritual evolution itselfand the mutations whih the soul undergoes in its passage from birth to birth through the stages ofits adventure.If the physial universe were the sole manifested world, or if it were a quite separate world,rebirth as a part of the evolutionary proess would be on�ned to a onstant suession of direttransmigrations from one body to another; death would be immediately followed by a new birthwithout any possibility of an interval, - the passage of the soul would be a spiritual irumstanein the uninterrupted series of a ompulsory, mehanial, material proedure. The soul would haveno freedom from Matter; it would be perpetually bound to its instrument, the body, and dependenton it for the ontinuity of its manifested existene. But we have found that there is a life on otherplanes after death and before the subsequent rebirth, a life onsequent on the old and preparatoryof the new stage of terrestrial existene. Other planes oexist with ours, are part of one omplexsystem and at onstantly upon the physial whih is their own �nal and lowest term, reeive itsreations, admit a seret ommuniation and ommere. Man an beome onsious of these planes,an even in ertain states projet his onsious being into them, partly in life, presumably thereforewith a full ompleteness after the dissolution of the body. Suh a possibility of projetion intoother worlds or planes of being beomes then suÆiently atual to neessitate pratially its ownrealisation, immediately and perhaps invariably following on human earthlife if man is from thebeginning endowed with suh a power of self-transferene, eventual if he only arrives at it by agradual progression. For it is possible that at the beginning he would not be suÆiently developedto arry on his life or his mind into larger life-worlds or mind-worlds and would be ompelled toaept an immediate transmigration from one earthly body to another as his only present possibilityof persistene.The neessity for an interregnum between birth and birth and a passage to other worlds arisesfrom a double ause: there is an attration of the other planes for the mental and the vital beingin man's omposite nature due to their aÆnity with these levels, and there is the utility or even theneed of an interval for assimilation of the ompleted life-experiene, a working out of what has to bedisarded, a preparation for the new embodiment and the new terrestrial experiene. But this needof a period of assimilation and this attration of other worlds for kindred parts of our being maybeome e�etive only when the mental and vital individuality has been suÆiently developed in thehalfanimal physial man; until then they might not exist or might not be ative: the life experieneswould be too simple and elementary to need assimilation and the natural being too rude to beapable of a omplex assimilative proess; the higher parts would not be suÆiently developed to liftthemselves to higher planes of existene. There an be, then, in the absene of suh onnetions withother worlds, a theory of rebirth whih admits only of a onstant transmigration; here the existene ofother worlds and the sojourn of the soul in other planes are not an atual or at any stage a neessarypart of the system. There an be another theory in whih this passage is the obligatory rule for all andthere is no immediate rebirth; the soul needs an interval of preparation for the new inarnation andnew experiene. A ompromise between the two theories is also possible; the transmigration may bethe �rst rule prevailing while the soul is yet unripe for a higher world-existene; the passage to otherplanes would be the subsequent law. There may even be a third stage, as is sometimes suggested,in whih the soul is so powerfully developed, its natural parts so spiritually alive that it needs nointerval, but an immediately resume birth for a more rapid evolution without the retardation of a270



period of intermittene.In the popular ideas whih derive from the religions that admit reinarnation, there is an inon-sisteny whih, after the manner of popular beliefs, they have been at no pains to reonile. On theone hand, there is the belief, vague enough but fairly general, that death is followed immediately orwith something like immediateness by the assumption of another body. On the other hand, there isthe old religious dogma of a life after death in hells and heavens or, it may be, in other worlds ordegrees of being, whih the soul has aquired or inurred by its merits or demerits in this physialexistene; the return to earth intervenes only when that merit and demerit are exhausted and thebeing is ready for another terrestrial life. This inonsisteny would disappear if we admit a variablemovement dependent on the stage of evolution whih the soul has reahed in its manifestation inNature; all would then turn on the degree of its apaity for entering a higher status than the earthlylife. But in the ordinary notion of reinarnation the idea of a spiritual evolution is not expliit,it is only implied in the fat that the soul has to reah the point at whih it beomes apable oftransending the neessity of rebirth and returning to its eternal soure; but if there is no gradualand graded evolution, this point an be as well reahed by a haoti zigzag movement of whih thelaw is not easily determinable. The de�nitive solution of the question depends on psyhi inquiryand experiene; here we an only onsider whether there is in the nature of things or in the logi ofthe evolutionary proess any apparent or inherent neessity for either movement, for the immediatetransition from body to body or for the retardation or interval before a new reinarnation of theself-embodying psyhi priniple.A sort of half neessity for the life in other worlds, a dynami and pratial rather than anessential neessity, arises from the very fat that the di�erent world-priniples are interwoven witheah other and in a way interdependent and the e�et that this fat must have upon the proess ofour spiritual evolution. But this might be ounterated for a time by the greater pull or attrationof the earth or the preponderant physiality of the evolving nature. Our belief in the birth of anasending soul into the human form and its repeated rebirth in that form, without whih it annotomplete its human evolution, rests, from the point of view of the reasoning intelligene, on the basisthat the progressive transit of the soul into higher and higher grades of the earthly existene and,one it has reahed the human level, its repeated human birth ompose a sequene neessary for thegrowth of the nature; one brief human life upon earth is evidently insuÆient for the evolutionarypurpose. In the early stages of a series of human reinarnations, during a period of rudimentaryhumanity, there is a ertain possibility at �rst sight of an often repeated immediate transmigration,- the repeated assumption of a new human form in a fresh birth immediately the previous body hasbeen dissolved by a essation or expulsion of the organised life-energy and the onsequent physialdisintegration whih we all death. But what neessity of the evolutionary proess would ompelsuh a series of immediate rebirths? Evidently, it ould only be imperative so long as the psyhiindividuality - not the seret soul-entity itself but the soul-formation in the natural being - is littleevolved, insuÆiently developed, so insuÆiently formed that it ould not abide exept by dependeneupon the uninterrupted ontinuane of this life's mental, vital and physial individuality: unable asyet to persist in itself, disard its past mind-formation and life-formation and build after a usefulinterval new formations, it would be obliged to transfer at one its rudimentary rude personalityfor preservation to a new body. It is doubtful whether we should be justi�ed in attributing any suhentirely insuÆient development to a being so strongly individualised that it has got as far as thehuman onsiousness. Even at his lowest normality the human individual is still a soul ating througha distint mental being, however ill-formed his mind may be, however limited and dwarfed, howeverengrossed and enased in the physial and vital onsiousness and unable or unwilling to detah itselffrom its lower formations. Yet we may suppose that there is a downward attahment so strong as toompel the being to hasten at one to a resumption of the physial life beause his natural formationis not really �t for anything else or at home on any higher plane. Or, again, the lifeexperiene mightbe so brief and inomplete as to ompel the soul to an immediate rebirth for its ontinuane. Other271



needs, inuenes or auses there may be in the omplexity of Natureproess, suh as a strong will ofearthly desire pressing for ful�lment, whih would enfore an immediate transmigration of the samepersistent form of personality into a new body. But still the alternative proess of a reinarnation, arebirth of the Person not only into a new body but into a new formation of the personality, would bethe normal line taken by the psyhi entity one it had reahed the human stage of its evolutionaryyle.For the soul personality, as it develops, must get suÆient power over its own nature-formationand a suÆient selfexpressive mental and vital individuality to persist without the support of thematerial body, as well as to overome any exessive detaining attahment to the physial plane andthe physial life: it would be suÆiently evolved to subsist in the subtle body whih we know tobe the harateristi ase or sheath and the proper subtle-physial support of the inner being. Itis the soul-person, the psyhi being, that survives and arries mind and life with it on its journey,and it is in the subtle body that it passes out of its material lodging; both then must be suÆientlydeveloped for the transit. But a transferene to planes of mind existene or life existene implies alsoa mind and life suÆiently formed and developed to pass without disintegration and exist for a timeon these higher levels. If these onditions were satis�ed, a suÆiently developed psyhi personalityand subtle body and a suÆiently developed mental and vital personality, survival of the soul-personwithout an immediate new-birth would be seured and the pull of the other worlds would beomeoperative. But this by itself would mean a return to earth with the same mental and vital personalityand there would be no free evolution in the new birth. There must be an individuation of the psyhiperson itself suÆient for it not to depend on its past mind and life formations any more than on itspast body, but to shed them too in time and proeed to a new formation for new experiene. Forthis disarding of the old and preparation of new forms the soul must dwell for some time betweentwo births somewhere else than on the entirely material plane in whih we now move; for here therewould be no abiding plae for a disembodied spirit. A brief stay might indeed be possible if there aresubtle envelopes of the earth-existene whih belong to earth but are of a vital or mental harater:but even then there would be no reason for the soul to linger there for a long period, unless it is stillburdened with an overpowering attahment to the earth-life. A survival of the material body by thepersonality implies a supraphysial existene, and this an only be in some plane of being proper tothe evolutionary stage of the onsiousness or, if there is no evolution, in a temporary seond homeof the spirit whih would be its natural plae of sojourn between life and life, - unless indeed it is itsoriginal world from whih it does not return into material Nature.Where then would the temporary dwelling in the supraphysial take plae? what would be thesoul's other habitat? It might seem that it ought to be on a mental plane, in mental worlds, bothbeause on man the mental being the attration of that plane, already ative in life, must prevailwhen there is not the obstale of the attahment to the body, and beause the mental plane shouldbe, evidently, the native and proper habitat of a mental being. But this does not automatiallyfollow, beause of the omplexity of man's being; he has a vital as well as a mental existene, - hisvital part often more powerful and prominent than the mental, - and behind the mental being is asoul of whih it is the representative. There are, besides, many planes or levels of world-existene andthe soul has to pass through them to reah its natural home. In the physial plane itself or lose to itthere are believed to be layers of greater and greater subtlety whih may be regarded as sub-planesof the physial with a vital and a mental harater; these are at one surrounding and penetratingstrata through whih the interhange between the higher worlds and the physial world takes plae.It might then be possible for the mental being, so long as its mentality is not suÆiently developed,so long as it is restrited mainly to the more physial forms of mind and life ativity, to be aughtand delayed in these media. It might even be obliged to rest there entirely between birth and birth;but this is not probable and ould only happen if and in so far as its attahment to the earth-forms ofits ativity was so great as to prelude or hamper the ompletion of the natural upward movement.For the postmortal state of the soul must orrespond in some way to the development of the being272



on earth, sine this after-life is not a free upward return from a temporary downward deviationinto mortality, but a normal reurrent irumstane whih intervenes to help out the proess of adiÆult spiritual evolution in the physial existene. There is a relation whih the human being in hisevolution on earth develops with higher planes of existene, and that must have a predominant e�eton his internatal dwelling in these planes; it must determine his diretion after death and determinetoo the plae, period and harater of his self-experiene there.It may be also that he may linger for a time in one of those annexes of the other worlds reatedby his habitual beliefs or by the type of his aspirations in the mortal body. We know that he reatesimages of these superior planes, whih are often mental translations of ertain elements in them, anderets his images into a system, a form of atual worlds; he builds up also desire worlds of manykinds to whih he attahes a strong sense of inner reality: it is possible that these onstrutionsmay be so strong as to reate for him an arti�ial post-mortal environment in whih he may linger.For the image-making power of the human mind, its imagination, whih is in his physial life onlyan indispensable aid to his aquisition of knowledge and his life-reation, may in a higher salebeome a reative fore whih would enable the mental being to live for a while amid its own imagesuntil they were dissolved by the soul's pressure. All these buildings are of the nature of larger lifeonstrutions; in them his mind translates some of the real onditions of the greater mental andvital worlds into terms of his physial experiene magni�ed, prolonged, extended to a onditionbeyond physiality: he arries by this translation the vital joy and vital su�ering of the physialbeing into supraphysial onditions in whih they have a greater sope, fullness and endurane.These onstrutive environments must therefore be onsidered, so far as they have any supraphysialhabitat, as annexes of the vital or of the lower mental planes of existene.But there are also the true vital worlds, - original onstrutions, organised developments, nativehabitats of the universal life-priniple, the osmi vital Anima, ating in its own �eld and in its ownnature. On his internatal journey he may be held there for a period by fore of the predominantlyvital harater of the inuenes whih have shaped his earthly existene, - for these inuenes arenative to the vital world and their hold on him would detain him for a while in their proper provine:he may be kept in the grasp of that whih held him in its grasp even in the physial being. Anyresidene of the soul in annexes or in its own onstrutions ould be only a transitional stage of theonsiousness in its passage from the physial to the supraphysial state; it must pass from thesestrutures into the true worlds of supraphysial Nature. It may enter at one into the worlds ofother-life, or it may remain �rst, as a transitional stage, in some region of subtle-physial experienewhose surroundings may seem to it a prolongation of the irumstanes of physial life, but in freeronditions proper to a subtler medium and in some kind of happy perfetion of mind or life or a �nerbodily existene. Beyond these subtle-physial planes of experiene and the life-worlds there are alsomental or spiritual-mental planes to whih the soul seems to have an internatal aess and into whihit may pursue its internatal journey; but it is not likely to live onsiously there if there has not beena suÆient mental or soul development in this life. For these levels must normally be the highest theevolving being an internatally inhabit, sine one who has not gone beyond the mental rung in theladder of being would not be able to asend to any supramental or overmental state; or if he had sodeveloped as to overleap the mental level and ould attain so far, it might not be possible for him toreturn so long as the physial evolution has not developed here an organisation of an overmental orsupramental life in Matter.But, even so, the mental worlds are not likely to be the last normal stage of the after-death passage;for man is not entirely mental: it is the soul, the psyhi being, and not the mind, that is the travellerbetween death and birth, and the mental being is only a predominant element in the �gure of itsself-expression. There must then be a �nal resort to a plane of pure psyhi existene in whih thesoul would await rebirth; there it ould assimilate the energies of its past experiene and life andprepare its future. Ordinarily, the normally developed human being, who has risen to a suÆientpower of mentality, might be expeted to pass suessively through all these planes, subtle-physial,273



vital and mental, on his way to his psyhi habitation. At eah stage he would exhaust and get ridof the frations of formed personality struture, temporary and super�ial, that belonged to the pastlife; he would ast o� his mind sheath and life sheath as he had already ast o� his body sheath: butthe essene of the personality and its mental, vital and physial experienes would remain in latentmemory or as a dynami poteny for the future. But if the development of mind were insuÆient, it ispossible that it would not be able to go onsiously beyond the vital level and the being would eitherfall bak from there, returning from its vital heavens or purgatories to earth, or, more onsistently,would pass at one into a kind of psyhi assimilative sleep oextensive with the internatal period;to be awake in the highest planes a ertain development would be indispensable.All this, however, is a matter of dynami probability, and that, though amounting in pratieto a neessity, though justi�ed by ertain fats of subliminal experiene, is still for the reasoningmind not in itself quite onlusive. We have to ask whether there is any more essential neessity forthese internatal intervals, or at least any of so great a dynami power as to lead to an irresistibleonlusion. We shall �nd one suh neessity in the deisive part played by the higher planes in theearthevolution and the relation that it has reated between them and the evolving soul-onsiousness.Our development takes plae very largely by their superior but hidden ation upon the earthplane.All is ontained in the inonsient or the subonsient, but in potentiality; it is the ation from abovethat helps to ompel an emergene. A ontinuane of that ation is neessary to shape and determinethe progression of the mental and vital forms whih our evolution takes in material nature; for theseprogressive movements annot �nd their full momentum or suÆiently develop their impliationsagainst the resistane of an inonsient or inert and ignorant material Nature exept by a onstantthough oult resort to higher supraphysial fores of their own harater. This resort, the ationof this veiled alliane, takes plae prinipally in our subliminal being and not on the surfae: it isfrom there that the ative power of our onsiousness emerges, and all that it realises it sends bakonstantly into the subliminal being to be stored up, developed and re-emerge in stronger formshereafter. This interation of our larger hidden being and our surfae personality is the main seretof the rapid development that operates in man one he has passed beyond the lower stages of mindimmersed in Matter.This resort must ontinue in the internatal stage; for a new birth, a new life is not a taking up ofthe development exatly where it stopped in the last, it does not merely repeat and ontinue our pastsurfae personality and formation of nature. There is an assimilation, a disarding and strengtheningand rearrangement of the old haraters and motives, a new ordering of the developments of the pastand a seletion for the purposes of the future without whih the new start annot be fruitful or arryforward the evolution. For eah birth is a new start; it develops indeed from the past, but is not itsmehanial ontinuation: rebirth is not a onstant reiteration but a progression, it is the mahineryof an evolutionary proess. Part of this rearrangement, the disarding espeially of past strongvibrations of the personality, an only be e�eted by an exhaustion of the push of previous mental,vital, physial motives after death, and this internatal liberation or lightening of impedimenta mustbe put through on the planes proper to the motives that are to be disarded or otherwise manipulated,those planes whih are themselves of that nature; for it is only there that the soul an still ontinuethe ativities whih have to be exhausted and rejeted from the onsiousness so that it an pass onto a new formation. It is probable also that the integrating positive preparation would be arried outand the harater of the new life would be deided by the soul itself in a resort to its native habitat,a plane of psyhi repose, where it would draw all bak into itself and await its new stage in theevolution. This would mean a passage of the soul progressively through subtle-physial, vital andmental worlds to the psyhi dwellingplae from whih it would return to its terrestrial pilgrimage.The terrestrial gathering up and development of the materials thus prepared, their working out inthe earth life would be the onsequene of this internatal resort, and the new birth would be a �eldof the resultant ativity, a new stadium or spiral urve in the individual evolution of the embodiedspirit. 274



For when we say that the soul on earth evolves suessively the physial, the vital, the mental, thespiritual being, we do not mean that it reates them and that they had no previous existene. Onthe ontrary, what it does is to manifest these priniples of its spiritual entity under the onditionsimposed by a world of physial Nature; this manifestation takes the form of a struture of frontalpersonality whih is a translation of the inner self into the terms and possibilities of the physialexistene. In fat we must aept the anient idea that man has within him not only the physial soulor Purusha with its appropriate nature, but a vital, a mental, a psyhi, a supramental, a supremespiritual being;6 and either the whole or the greater presene or fore of them is onealed in hissubliminal or latent and unformulated in his superonsient parts. He has to bring forward theirpowers in his ative onsiousness and to awake to them in its knowledge. But eah of these powersof his being is in relation with its own proper plane of existene and all have their roots there. Itis through them that there takes plae the subliminal resort of the being to the shaping inuenesfrom above, a resort whih may beome more and more onsious as we develop. It is logial thenthat aording to the development of their powers in our onsious evolution should be the internatalresort whih this nature of our birth here and its evolutionary objet and proess neessitate. Theirumstanes and the stages of that resort must be omplex and not of the rudely and trenhantlysimple harater whih the popular religions imagine: but in itself it an be aepted as an inevitableonsequene of the very origin and nature of the soul-life in the body. All is a losely woven web,an evolution and an interation whose links have been forged by a Consious-Fore following out thetruth of its own motives aording to a dynami logi of these �nite workings of the In�nite.If this view of rebirth and the soul's temporary passage into other planes of existene is orret,both rebirth and the after-life assume a di�erent signi�ane from the olour put on them by the long-urrent belief about reinarnation and the after-death sojourn in worlds beyond us. Reinarnationis ommonly supposed to have two aspets, metaphysial and moral, an aspet of spiritual neessity,an aspet of osmi justie and ethial disipline. The soul - in this view or for this purpose supposedto have a real individual existene - is on earth as a result of desire and ignorane; it has to remainon earth or return to it always so long as it has not wearied of desire and awakened to the fat of itsignorane and to the true knowledge. This desire ompels it to return always to a new body; it mustfollow always the revolving wheel of birth till it is enlightened and liberated. It does not, however,remain always on earth, but alternates between earth and other worlds, elestial and infernal, whereit exhausts its aumulated store of merit or demerit due to the enatment of sin or virtue and thenreturns to the earth and to some kind of terrestrial body, sometimes human, sometimes animal,sometimes even vegetable. The nature of this new inarnation and its fortunes are determinedautomatially by the soul's past ations, Karma; if the sum of past ation was good, the birth isin the higher form, the life happy or suessful or unaountably fortunate; if bad, a lower formof Nature may house us or the life, if human, will be unhappy, unsuessful, full of su�ering andmisfortune. If our past ations and harater were mixed, then Nature, like a good aountant,gives us, aording to the pith and values of our former ondut, a well-assorted payment of mixedhappiness and su�ering, suess and failure, the rarest good luk and the severest ill-fortune. Atthe same time a strong personal will or desire in the past life may also determine our new avatar.A mathematial aspet is often given to these payments of Nature, for we are supposed to inur apreise penalty for our misdeeds, undergo or return the replia or equivalent of what we have initedor enated; the inexorable rule of a tooth for a tooth is a frequent priniple of the Karmi Law: forthis Law is an arithmetiian with his abaus as well as a judge with his ode of penalties for long-pastrimes and misdemeanours. It is also to be noted that in this system there is a double punishmentand a double reward for sin and virtue; for the sinner is �rst tortured in hell and afterwards a�itedfor the same sins in another life here and the righteous or the puritan is rewarded with elestial joysand afterwards again pampered for the same virtues and good deeds in a new terrestrial existene.6Taittiriya Upanishad. 275



These are very summary popular notions and o�er no foothold to the philosophi reason andno answer to a searh for the true signi�ane of life. A vast world-system whih exists only asa onveniene for turning endlessly on a wheel of Ignorane with no issue exept a �nal hane ofstepping out of it, is not a world with any real reason for existene. A world whih serves only asa shool of sin and virtue and onsists of a system of rewards and whippings, does not make anybetter appeal to our intelligene. The soul or spirit within us, if it is divine, immortal or elestial,annot be sent here solely to be put to shool for this kind of rude and primitive moral eduation;if it enters into the Ignorane, it must be beause there is some larger priniple or possibility of itsbeing that has to be worked out through the Ignorane. If, on the other hand, it is a being from theIn�nite plunged for some osmi purpose into the obsurity of Matter and growing to self-knowledgewithin it, its life here and the signi�ane of that life must be something more than that of an infantoddled and whipped into virtuous ways; it must be a growth out of an assumed ignorane towards itsown full spiritual stature with a �nal passage into an immortal onsiousness, knowledge, strength,beauty, divine purity and power, and for suh a spiritual growth this law of Karma is all too puerile.Even if the soul is something reated, an infant being that has to learn from Nature and grow intoimmortality, it must be by a larger law of growth and not by some divine ode of primitive andbarbari justie. This idea of Karma is a onstrution of the smaller part of the human vital mindonerned with its petty rules of life and its desires and joys and sorrows and ereting their punystandards into the law and aim of the osmos. These notions annot be aeptable to the thinkingmind; they have too evidently the stamp of a onstrution fashioned by our human ignorane.But the same solution an be elevated to a higher level of reason and given a greater plausibilityand the olour of a osmi priniple. For, �rst, it may be based on the unassailable ground thatall energies in Nature must have their natural onsequene; if any are without visible result in thepresent life, it may well be that the outome is only delayed, not withheld for ever. Eah being reapsthe harvest of his works and deeds, the returns of the ation put forth by the energies of his nature,and those whih are not apparent in his present birth must be held over for a subsequent existene.It is true that the result of the energies and ations of the individual may arue not to himself butto others when he is gone; for that we see onstantly happening, - it happens indeed even duringa man's lifetime that the fruits of his energies are reaped by others; but this is beause there is asolidarity and a ontinuity of life in Nature and the individual annot altogether, even if he so wills,live for himself alone. But, if there is a ontinuity of his own life by rebirth for the individual andnot only a ontinuity of the mass life and the osmi life, if he has an ever-developing self, natureand experiene, then it is inevitable that for him too the working of his energies should not be ut o�abruptly but must bear their onsequene at some time in his ontinuous and developing existene.Man's being, nature, irumstanes of life are the result of his own inner and outer ativities, notsomething fortuitous and inexpliable: he is what he has made himself; the past man was the fatherof the man that now is, the present man is the father of the man that will be. Eah being reapswhat he sows; from what he does he pro�ts, for what he does he su�ers. This is the law and hainof Karma, of Ation, of the work of Nature-Energy, and it gives a meaning to the total ourse of ourexistene, nature, harater, ation whih is absent from other theories of life. It is evident on thispriniple that a man's past and present Karma must determine his future birth and its happeningsand irumstanes; for these too must be the fruit of his energies: all that he was and did in the pastmust be the reator of all that he now is and experienes in his present, and all that he is and isdoing in the present must be the reator of what he will be and experiene in the future. Man is thereator of himself; he is the reator also of his fate. All this is perfetly rational and unexeptionableso far as it goes and the law of Karma may be aepted as a fat, as part of the osmi mahinery;for it is so evident - rebirth one admitted - as to be pratially indisputable.There are, however, two riders to this �rst proposition whih are less general and authenti andbring in a doubtful note; for though they may be true in part, they are overstated and reate a wrongperspetive, beause they are put forward as the whole sense of Karma. The �rst is that as is the276



nature of the energies so must be the nature of the results, - the good must bring good results, theevil must bring evil results: the seond is that the master word of Karma is justie and therefore gooddeeds must bear the fruit of happiness and good fortune and evil deeds must bear the fruit of sorrow,misery and ill-fortune. Sine there must be a osmi justie whih is looking on and ontrolling insome way the immediate and visible operations of Nature in life, but is not apparent to us in thefats of life as seen by us, it must be present and evident in the totality of her unseen dealings; itmust be the subtle and hardly visible, but strong and �rm seret thread that holds together theotherwise inoherent details of her dealings with her reatures. If it be asked why ations alone,good or bad deeds alone, should have a result, it might be oneded that good or evil thoughts,feelings, ations have all their orresponding results, but sine ation is the greater part of life andthe test and formulated power of a man's values of being, sine also he is not always responsible forhis thoughts and feelings, as they are often involuntary, but is or must be held responsible for whathe does, as that is subjet to his hoie, it is mainly his ations that onstrut his fate; they are thehief or the most foreful determinants of his being and his future. This is the whole law of Karma.But we have �rst to observe that a law or hain of Karma is only an outward mahinery andannot be elevated to a greater position as the sole and absolute determinant of the life-workingsof the osmos, unless the osmos is itself entirely mehanial in its harater. It is indeed held bymany that all is Law and Proess and there is no onsious Being or Will in or behind the osmos;if so, here is a Law and Proess that satis�es our human reason and our mental standards of rightand justie and it has the beauty and truth of a perfet symmetry and a mathematial auray ofworking. But all is not Law and Proess, there is also Being and Consiousness; there is not only amahinery but a Spirit in things, not only Nature and law of osmos but a osmi Spirit, not onlya proess of mind and life and body but a soul in the natural reature. If it were not so, thereould be no rebirth of a soul and no �eld for a law of Karma. But if the fundamental truth of ourbeing is spiritual and not mehanial, it must be ourself, our soul that fundamentally determines itsown evolution, and the law of Karma an only be one of the proesses it uses for that purpose: ourSpirit, our Self must be greater than its Karma. There is Law, but there is also spiritual freedom.Law and Proess are one side of our existene and their reign is over our outer mind, life and body,for these are mostly subjet to the mehanism of Nature. But even here their mehanial power isabsolute only over body and matter; for Law beomes more omplex and less rigid, Proess moreplasti and less mehanial when there omes in the phenomenon of life, and yet more is this so whenmind intervenes with its subtlety; an inner freedom already begins to intervene and, the more we gowithin, the soul's power of hoie is inreasingly felt: for Prakriti is the �eld of law and proess, butthe soul, the Purusha, is the giver of the santion, anumant�a, and even if ordinarily it hooses toremain a witness and onede an automati santion, it an be, if it wills, the master of its nature,Ishwara.It is not oneivable that the spirit within is an automaton in the hands of Karma, a slave inthis life of its past ations; the truth must be less rigid and more plasti. If a ertain amount ofresults of past Karma is formulated in the present life, it must be with the onsent of the psyhibeing whih presides over the new formation of its earth-experiene and assents not merely to anoutward ompulsory proess, but to a seret Will and Guidane. That seret Will is not mehanial,but spiritual; the guidane omes from an Intelligene whih may use mehanial proesses butis not their subjet. Self-expression and experiene are what the soul seeks by its birth into thebody; whatever is neessary for the self-expression and experiene of this life, whether it intervenesas an automati outome of past lives or as a free seletion of results and a ontinuity or as anew development, whatever is a means of reation of the future, that will be formulated: for thepriniple is not the working out of a mehanism of Law, but the development of the nature throughosmi experiene so that eventually it may grow out of the Ignorane. There must therefore betwo elements, Karma as an instrument, but also the seret Consiousness and Will within workingthrough the mind, life and body as the user. Fate, whether purely mehanial or reated by ourselves,277



a hain of our own manufature, is only one fator of existene; Being and its onsiousness and itswill are a still more important fator. In Indian astrology whih onsiders all life irumstanes tobe Karma, mostly predetermined or indiated in the graph of the stars, there is still provision madefor the energy and fore of the being whih an hange or anel part or muh of what is so writtenor even all but the most imperative and powerful bindings of Karma. This is a reasonable aountof the balane: but there is also to be added to the omputation the fat that destiny is not simplebut omplex; the destiny whih binds our physial being, binds it so long or in so far as a greaterlaw does not intervene. Ation belongs to the physial part of us, it is the physial outome of ourbeing; but behind our surfae is a freer life power, a freer mind power whih has another energy andan reate another destiny and bring it in to modify the primary plan, and when the soul and selfemerges, when we beome onsiously spiritual beings, that hange an anel or wholly remodelthe graph of our physial fate. Karma, then, - or at least any mehanial law of Karma, - annotbe aepted as the sole determinant of irumstanes and the whole mahinery of rebirth and of ourfuture evolution.But this is not all; for the statement of the Law errs by an over-simpli�ation and the arbitraryseletion of a limited priniple. Ation is a resultant of the energy of the being, but this energy isnot of one sole kind; the onsiousness-fore of the spirit manifests itself in many kinds of energies:there are inner ativities of mind, ativities of life, of desire, passion, impulse, harater, ativities ofthe senses and the body, a pursuit of truth and knowledge, a pursuit of beauty, a pursuit of ethialgood or evil, a pursuit of power, love, joy, happiness, fortune, suess, pleasure, life satisfationsof all kinds, life enlargement, a pursuit of individual or olletive objets, a pursuit of the health,strength, apaity, satisfation of the body. All this makes an exeedingly omplex sum of themanifold experiene and manysided ation of the spirit in life, and its variety annot be set aside infavour of a single priniple, neither an it be hammered into so many setions of the single dualityof ethial good and evil; ethis, the maintenane of human standards of morality, annot, therefore,be the sole preoupation of the osmi Law or the sole priniple of determination of the working ofKarma. If it is true that the nature of the energy put forth must determine the nature of the resultor outome, all these di�erenes in the nature of the energy have to be taken into aount and eahmust have its appropriate onsequene. An energy of seeking for truth and knowledge must haveas its natural outome, - its reward or reompense, if you will, - a growth into truth, an inrease inknowledge; an energy used for falsehood should result in an inrease of falsehood in the nature anda deeper immersion in the Ignorane. An energy of pursuit of beauty should have as its outomean inrease in the sense of beauty, the enjoyment of beauty or, if so direted, in the beauty andharmony of the life and the nature. A pursuit of physial health, strength and apaity should reatethe strong man or the suessful athlete. An energy put out in the pursuit of ethial good musthave as its outome or reward or reompense an inrease in virtue, the happiness of ethial growthor the sunny feliity and poise and purity of a simple and natural goodness, while the punishmentof opposite energies would be a deeper plunge into evil, a greater disharmony and perversion of thenature and, in ase of exess, a great spiritual perdition, mahat�i vinas.t. ih. . An energy put forwardfor power or other vital ends must lead to an inrease of the apaity for ommanding these resultsor to the development of a vital strength and plenitude. This is the ordinary disposition of thingsin Nature and, if justie be demanded of her, this surely is justie that the energy and apaity putforward should have in its own kind its �tting response from her. The prize of the rae is assigned byher to the swift, the vitory in battle to the brave and strong and skilful, the rewards of knowledgeto the apable intellet and the earnest seeker: these things she will not give to the good man who issluggish or weak or skilless or stupid merely beause he is righteous or respetable; if he ovets theseother powers of life, he must qualify for them and put forward the right kind of energy. If Naturedid otherwise, she ould well be aused of injustie; there is no reason to ause her of injustie forthis perfetly right and normal arrangement or to demand from her a reti�ation of the balane ina future life so that the good man may be given as a natural reward for his virtue a high post ora large bank balane or a happy, easy and well-appointed life. That annot be the signi�ane of278



rebirth or a suÆient basis for a osmi law of Karma.There is indeed in our life a very large element of what we all luk or fortune, whih baulks oure�ort of result or gives the prize without e�ort or to an inferior energy: the seret ause of theseapries of Destiny - or auses, for the roots of Fortune may be manifold, - must be no doubt partlysought for in our hidden past; but it is diÆult to aept the simple solution that good luk is areturn for a forgotten virtuous ation in a past life and bad luk a return for a sin or rime. If wesee the righteous man su�ering here, it is diÆult to believe that this paragon of virtue was in thelast life a soundrel and is paying, even after his exemplary onversion by a new birth, for sins hethen ommitted; nor if the wiked triumphs, an we easily suppose that he was in his last life asaint who has suddenly taken a wrong turn but ontinues to reeive a ash return for his previousvirtue. A total hange of this kind between life and life is possible though not likely to be frequent,but to saddle the new opposite personality with the rewards or punishments of the old looks like apurposeless and purely mehanial proedure. This and many other diÆulties arise, and the toosimple logi of the orrelation is not so strong as it laims to be; the idea of retribution of Karma asa ompensation for the injustie of life and Nature is a feeble basis for the theory, for it puts forwarda shallow and super�ial human feeling and standard as the sense of the osmi Law and is basedon an unsound reasoning; there must be some other and stronger foundation for the law of Karma.Here, as so often, the error omes by our foring a standard whih is the reation of our humanmind into the larger, freer and more omprehensive ways of the osmi Intelligene. In the ationattributed to the law of Karma two values are seleted out of the many reated by Nature, moralgood and evil, sin and virtue, and vital-physial good and evil, outward happiness and su�ering,outward good fortune and ill-fortune, and it is supposed that there must be an equation betweenthem, the one must be the reward or punishment of the other, the �nal santion whih it reeivesin the seret justie of Nature. This olloation is evidently made from the view-point of a ommonvital-physial desire in our members: beause happiness and good fortune are what the lower partof our vital being most desires, misfortune and su�ering what it most hates and dreads, it proeeds,when it aepts the moral demand upon it for the urbing of its propensities, for self-restraint fromdoing evil and self-exertion towards doing what is good, to strike a bargain, to eret a osmi Lawwhih will ompensate it for this strenuous self-ompulsion and help it by the dread of punishmentto adhere to its diÆult path of self-denial. But the truly ethial being does not need a system ofrewards and punishments to follow the path of good and shun the path of evil; virtue to him is itsown reward, sin brings with it its own punishment in the su�ering of a fall from his own law ofnature: this is the true ethial standard. On the ontrary, a system of rewards and punishmentsdebases at one the ethial values of good, turns virtue into sel�shness, a ommerial bargain ofself-interest, and replaes the right motive of abstinene from evil by a baser motive. Human beingshave ereted the rule of reward and punishment as a soial neessity in order to restrain the doing ofthings harmful to the ommunity and enourage what is helpful to it; but to eret this human devieinto a general law of osmi Nature or a law of the supreme Being or the supreme law of existeneis a proedure of doubtful value. It is human, but also puerile, to impose the insuÆient and narrowstandards of our own Ignorane on the larger and more intriate operations of osmi Nature or onthe ation of the supreme Wisdom and supreme Good whih draws or raises us towards itself by aspiritual power working slowly in ourselves through our inner being and not by a law of temptationand ompulsion upon our outer vital nature. If the soul is passing through an evolution by a many-sided and omplex experiene, any law of Karma or return to ation and output of Energy, if it is to�t itself into that experiene, must also be omplex and annot be of a simple and exiguous textureor rigid and one-sided in its inidene.At the same time, a partial truth of fat, not of fundamental or general priniple, may be admittedfor this dotrine; for although the lines of the ation of energy are distint and independent, they anat together and upon eah other, though not by any rigidly �xed law of orrespondene. It is possiblethat in the total method of the returns of Nature there intervenes a strand of onnetion or rather279



of interation between vital-physial good and ill and ethial good and ill, a limited orrespondeneand meeting-point between divergent dualities not amounting to an inseparable oherene. Our ownvarying energies, desires, movements are mixed together in their working and an bring about amixed result: our vital part does demand substantial and external rewards for virtue, for knowledge,for every intelletual, aestheti, moral or physial e�ort; it believes �rmly in punishment for sin andeven for ignorane. This may well either reate or else reply to a orresponding osmi ation; forNature takes us as we are and to some extent suits her movements to our need or our demandson her. If we aept the ation of invisible Fores upon us, there may be also invisible Fores inLife-Nature that belong to the same plane of Consiousness-Fore as this part of our being, Foresthat move aording to the same plan or the same power-motive as our lower vital nature. It an beoften observed that when a self-assertive vital egoism goes on trampling on its way without restraintor sruple all that opposes its will or desire, it raises a mass of reations against itself, reationsof hatred, antagonism, unease in men whih may have their result now or hereafter, and still moreformidable adverse reations in universal Nature. It is as if the patiene of Nature, her willingnessto be used were exhausted; the very fores that the ego of the strong vital man seized and bent toits purpose rebel and turn against him, those he had trampled on rise up and reeive power for hisdownfall: the insolent vital fore of Man strikes against the throne of Neessity and is dashed topiees or the lame foot of Punishment reahes at last the suessful o�ender. This reation to hisenergies may ome upon him in another life and not at one, it may be a burden of onsequene hetakes up in his return to the �eld of these Fores; it may happen on a small as well as a large sale,to the small vital being and his small errors as well as in these larger instanes. For the priniple willbe the same; the mental being in us seeking for suess by a misuse of fore whih Nature admits butreats in the end against it, reeives the adverse return in the guise of defeat and su�ering and failure.But the promotion of this minor line of auses and results to the status of an invariable absolute Lawor the whole osmi rule of ation of a supreme Being is not valid; they belong to a middle regionbetween the inmost or supreme Truth of things and the impartiality of material Nature.In any ase the reations of Nature are not in essene meant as reward or punishment; that isnot their fundamental value, whih is rather an inherent value of natural relations and, in so far asit a�ets the spiritual evolution, a value of the lessons of experiene in the soul's osmi training. Ifwe touh �re, it burns, but there is no priniple of punishment in this relation of ause and e�et,it is a lesson of relation and a lesson of experiene; so in all Nature's dealings with us there is arelation of things and there is a orresponding lesson of experiene. The ation of the osmi Energyis omplex and the same Fores may at in di�erent ways aording to irumstanes, to the needof the being, to the intention of the Cosmi Power in its ation; our life is a�eted not only by itsown energies but by the energies of others and by universal Fores, and all this vast interplay annotbe determined in its results solely by the one fator of an all-governing moral law and its exlusiveattention to the merits and demerits, the sins and virtues of individual human beings. Nor an goodfortune and evil fortune, pleasure and pain, happiness and misery and su�ering be taken as if theyexisted merely as inentives and deterrents to the natural being in its hoie of good and evil. Itis for experiene, for growth of the individual being that the soul enters into rebirth; joy and grief,pain and su�ering, fortune and misfortune are parts of that experiene, means of that growth: even,the soul may of itself aept or hoose poverty, misfortune and su�ering as helpful to its growth,stimulants of a rapid development, and rejet rihes and prosperity and suess as dangerous andonduive to a relaxation of its spiritual e�ort. Happiness and suess bringing happiness are, nodoubt, a legitimate demand of humanity; it is an attempt of life and matter to ath a pale reetionor a gross image of feliity: but a super�ial happiness and material suess, however desirable toour vital nature, are not the main objet of our existene; if that had been the intention, life wouldhave been otherwise arranged in the osmi ordinane of things. All the seret of the irumstanesof rebirth entres around the one apital need of the soul, the need of growth, the need of experiene;that governs the line of its evolution and all the rest is aessory. Cosmi existene is not a vastadministrative system of universal justie with a osmi Law of reompense and retribution as its280



mahinery or a divine Legislator and Judge at its entre. It is seen by us �rst as a great automatimovement of energy of Nature, and in it emerges a self-developing movement of onsiousness, amovement therefore of Spirit working out its own being in the motion of energy of Nature. In thismotion takes plae the yle of rebirth, and in that yle the soul, the psyhi being, prepares foritself, - or the Divine Wisdom or the osmi Consiousness-Fore prepares for it and through itsation, - whatever is needed for the next step in its evolution, the next formation of personality, theoming nexus of neessary experienes onstantly provided and organised out of the ontinuous uxof past, present and future energies for eah new birth, for eah new step of the spirit bakward orforward or else still in a irle, but always a step in the growth of the being towards its destinedself-unfolding in Nature.This brings us to another element of the ordinary oneption of rebirth whih is not aeptable,sine it is an obvious error of the physial mind, - the idea of the soul itself as a limited personalitywhih survives unhanged from one birth to another. This too simple and super�ial idea of thesoul and personality is born of the physial mind's inability to look beyond its own apparent self-formation in this single existene. In its oneption, what returns in the reinarnation must benot only the same spiritual being, the same psyhi entity, but the same formation of nature thatinhabited the body of the last birth; the body hanges, the irumstanes are di�erent, but the formof the being, the mind, the harater, the disposition, temperament, tendenies are the same: JohnSmith in his new life is the same John Smith that he was in his last avatar. But if that were so,there would be no spiritual utility or meaning at all in rebirth; for there would be the repetition ofthe same little personality, the same small mental and vital formation to the end of Time. For thegrowth of the embodied being towards the full stature of its reality, not only a new experiene, but anew personality is indispensable; to repeat the same personality would only be helpful if somethinghad been inomplete in its formation of its experiene whih needed to be worked out in the sameadre of self, in the same building of mind and with the same formed apaity of energy. Butnormally this would be quite otiose: the soul that has been John Smith annot gain anything orful�l itself by remaining John Smith for ever; it annot ahieve growth or perfetion by repeatingthe same harater, interests, oupations, types of inner and outer movements for ever. Our lifeand rebirth would be always the same reurring deimal; it would be not an evolution but themeaningless ontinuity of an eternal repetition. Our attahment to our present personality demandssuh a ontinuity, suh a repetition; John Smith wants to be John Smith for ever: but the demandis obviously ignorant and, if it were satis�ed, that would be a frustration, not a ful�lment. It is onlyby a hange of outer self, a onstant progression of the nature, a growth in the spirit that we anjustify our existene.Personality is only a temporary mental, vital, physial formation whih the being, the real Person,the psyhi entity, puts forward on the surfae, - it is not the self in its abiding reality. In eah returnto earth the Person, the Purusha, makes a new formation, builds a new personal quantum suitablefor a new experiene, for a new growth of its being. When it passes from its body, it keeps still thesame vital and mental form for a time, but the forms or sheaths dissolve and what is kept is only theessential elements of the past quantum, of whih some will but some may not be used in the nextinarnation. The essential form of the past personality may remain as one element among many, onepersonality among many personalities of the same Person, but in the bakground, in the subliminalbehind the veil of the surfae mind and life and body, ontributing from there whatever is neededof itself to the new formation; but it will not itself be the whole formation or build anew the oldunhanged type of nature. It may even be that the new quantum or struture of being will exhibita quite ontrary harater and temperament, quite other apaities, other very di�erent tendenies;for latent potentials may be ready to emerge, or something already in ation but inhoate may havebeen held bak in the last life whih needed to be worked out but was kept over for a later andmore suitable ombination of the possibilities of the nature. All the past is indeed there, with itsaelerated impetus and potentialities for the formation of the future, but all of it is not ostensibly281



present and ative. The greater the variety of formations that have existed in the past and anbe utilised, the more rih and multitudinous the aumulated buildings of experiene, the moretheir essential result of apaity for knowledge, power, ation, harater, manifold response to theuniverse an be brought forward and harmonised in the new birth, the more numerous the veiledpersonalities mental, vital, subtle-physial that ombine to enrih the new personality on the surfae,the greater and more opulent will be that personality and the nearer to the possible transition out ofthe ompleted mental stage of evolution to something beyond it. Suh a omplexity and gathering upof many personalities in one person an be a sign of a very advaned stage of the individual's evolutionwhen there is a strong entral being that holds all together and works towards harmonisation andintegration of the whole many-sided movement of the nature. But this opulent taking up of the pastwould not be a repetition of personality; it would be a new formation and large onsummation. Itis not as a mahinery for the persistent renewal or prolongation of an unhanging personality thatrebirth exists, but as a means for the evolution of the spiritual being in Nature.It beomes at one evident that in this plan of rebirth the false importane whih our mindattahes to the memory of past lives disappears altogether. If indeed rebirth were governed by asystem of rewards and punishments, if life's whole intention were to teah the embodied spirit to begood and moral, - supposing that that is the intention in the dispensation of Karma and it is notwhat it looks like in this presentation of it, a mehanial law of reompense and retribution withoutany reformatory meaning or purpose, - then there is evidently a great stupidity and injustie indenying to the mind in its new inarnation all memory of its past births and ations. For it deprivesthe reborn being of all hane to realise why he is rewarded or punished or to get any advantagefrom the lesson of the pro�tableness of virtue and the unpro�tableness of sin vouhsafed to him orinited on him. Even, sine life seems often to teah the opposite lesson, - for he sees the good su�erfor their goodness and the wiked prosper by their wikedness, - he is rather likely to onlude inthis perverse sense, beause he has not the memory of an assured and onstant result of experienewhih would show him that the su�ering of the good man was due to his past wikedness and theprosperity of the sinner due to the splendour of his past virtues, so that virtue is the best poliyin the long run for any reasonable and prudent soul entering into this dispensation of Nature. Itmight be said that the psyhi being within remembers; but suh a seret memory would seem tohave little e�et or value on the surfae. Or it may be said that it realises what has happened andlearns its lesson when it reviews and assimilates its experienes after issuing from the body: but thisintermittent memory does not very apparently help in the next birth; for most of us persist in sinand error and show no tangible signs of having pro�ted by the teahing of our past experiene.But if a onstant development of being by a developing osmi experiene is the meaning and thebuilding of a new personality in a new birth is the method, then any persistent or omplete memory ofthe past life or lives might be a hain and a serious obstale: it would be a fore for prolonging the oldtemperament, harater, preoupations, and a tremendous burden hampering the free developmentof the new personality and its formulation of new experiene. A lear and detailed memory of pastloves, hatreds, ranours, attahments, onnetions would be equally a stupendous inonveniene; forit would bind the reborn being to a useless repetition or a ompulsory ontinuation of his surfaepast and stand heavily in the way of his bringing out new possibilities from the depths of the spirit.If, indeed, a mental learning of things were the heart of the matter, if that were the proess of ourdevelopment, memory would have a great importane: but what happens is a growth of the soulpersonality and a growth of the nature by an assimilation into our substane of being, a reative ande�etive absorption of the essential results of past energies; in this proess onsious memory is ofno importane. As the tree grows by a subonsient or inonsient assimilation of ation of sun andrain and wind and absorption of earth-elements, so the being grows by a subliminal or intraonsientassimilation and absorption of its results of past beoming and an output of potentialities of futurebeoming. The law that deprives us of the memory of past lives is a law of the osmi Wisdom andserves, not disserves its evolutionary purpose. 282



The absene of any memory of past existenes is wrongly and very ignorantly taken as a disproofof the atuality of rebirth; for if even in this life it is diÆult to keep all the memories of our past, ifthey often fade into the bakground or fade out altogether, if no reolletion remains of our infany,and yet with all this hiatus of memory we an grow and be, if the mind is even apable of total lossof memory of past events and its own identity and yet it is the same being who is there and thelost memory an one day be reovered, it is evident that so radial a hange as a transition to otherworlds followed by new birth in a new body ought normally to obliterate altogether the surfae ormental memory, and yet that would not annul the identity of the soul or the growth of the nature.This obliteration of the surfae mental memory is all the more ertain and quite inevitable if thereis a new personality of the same being and a new instrumentation whih takes the plae of the old, anew mind, a new life, a new body: the new brain annot be expeted to arry in itself the images heldby the old brain; the new life or mind annot be summoned to keep the deleted impressions of the oldmind and life that have been dissolved and exist no more. There is, no doubt, the subliminal beingwhih may remember, sine it does not su�er from the disabilities of the surfae; but the surfae mindis ut o� from the subliminal memory whih alone might retain some lear reolletion or distintimpression of past lives. This separation is neessary beause the new personality has to be built upon the surfae without onsious referene to what is within; as with all the rest of the super�ialbeing, so our surfae personality too is indeed formed by an ation from within, but of that ation itis not onsious, it seems to itself to be sel�ormed or ready-made or formed by some ill-understoodation of universal Nature. And yet fragmentary reolletions of past births do sometimes remainin spite of these almost insuperable obstales; there are even a very few ases of astonishingly exatand full memory in the hild mind. Finally, at a ertain stage of development of the being when theinner begins to predominate over the outer and ome to the front, past-life memory does sometimesbegin to emerge as if from some submerged layer, but more readily in the shape of a pereption of thestu� and power of past personalities that are e�etive in the omposition of the being in the presentlife than in any preise and aurate detail of event and irumstane, although this too an reurin parts or be reovered by onentration from the subliminal vision, from some seret memory orfrom our inner onsious-substane. But this detailed memory is of minor importane to Nature inher normal work and she makes small or no provision for it: it is the shaping of the future evolutionof the being with whih she is onerned; the past is put bak, kept behind the veil and used only asan oult soure of materials for the present and the future.This oneption of the Person and Personality, if aepted, must modify at the same time oururrent ideas about the immortality of the soul; for, normally, when we insist on the soul's undyingexistene, what is meant is the survival after death of a de�nite unhanging personality whih wasand will always remain the same throughout eternity. It is the very imperfet super�ial \I" of themoment, evidently regarded by Nature as a temporary form and not worth preservation, for whihwe demand this stupendous right to survival and immortality. But the demand is extravagant andannot be oneded; the \I" of the moment an only merit survival if it onsents to hange, to beno longer itself but something else, greater, better, more luminous in knowledge, more moulded inthe image of the eternal inner beauty, more and more progressive towards the divinity of the seretSpirit. It is that seret spirit or divinity of Self in us whih is imperishable, beause it is unborn andeternal. The psyhi entity within, its representative, the spiritual individual in us, is the Person thatwe are; but the \I" of this moment, the \I" of this life is only a formation, a temporary personalityof this inner Person: it is one step of the many steps of our evolutionary hange, and it serves itstrue purpose only when we pass beyond it to a farther step leading nearer to a higher degree ofonsiousness and being. It is the inner Person that survives death, even as it pre-exists before birth;for this onstant survival is a rendering of the eternity of our timeless spirit into the terms of Time.What our normal demand of survival asks for is a similar survival for our mind, our life, even ourbody; the dogma of the resurretion of the body attests to this last demand, - even as it has been theroot of the age-long e�ort of man to disover the elixir of immortality or any means magial, alhemi283



or sienti� to onquer physially the death of the body. But this aspiration ould only sueed if themind, life or body ould put on something of the immortality and divinity of the indwelling spirit.There are ertain irumstanes in whih the survival of the outer mental personality representativeof the inner mental Purusha ould be possible. It ould happen if our mental being ame to beso powerfully individualised on the surfae and so muh one with the inner mind and inner mentalPurusha and at the same time so open plastially to the progressive ation of the In�nite that thesoul no longer needed to dissolve the old form of mind and reate a new one in order to progress.A similar individualisation, integration and openness of the vital being on the surfae would alonemake possible a similar survival of the life-part in us, the outer vital personality representative ofthe inner life-being, the vital Purusha. What would really happen then is that the wall between theinner self and the outer man would have broken down and the permanent mental and vital beingfrom within, the mental and vital representatives of the immortal psyhi entity, would govern thelife. Our mind nature and our life nature ould then be a ontinuous progressive expression of thesoul and not a nexus of suessive formations preserved only in their essene. Our mental personalityand life personality would then subsist without dissolution from birth to birth; they would be in thissense immortal, persistently surviving, ontinuous in their sense of identity. This would be evidentlyan immense vitory of soul and mind and life over the Inonsiene and the limitations of materialNature.But suh a survival ould only persist in the subtle body; the being would still have to disardits physial form, pass to other worlds and in its return put on a new body. The awakened mentalPurusha and vital Purusha, preserving the mind sheath and the life sheath of the subtle body whihare usually disarded, would return with them into a new birth and keep a vivid and sustained senseof a permanent being of mind and life onstituted by the past and ontinuing into the present andfuture; but the basis of physial existene, the material body, ould not be preserved even by thishange. The physial being ould only endure, if by some means its physial auses of deay anddisruption ould be overome7 and at the same time it ould be made so plasti and progressive in itsstruture and its funtioning that it would answer to eah hange demanded of it by the progress of theinner Person; it must be able to keep pae with the soul in its formation of self-expressive personality,its long unfolding of a seret spiritual divinity and the slow transformation of the mental into thedivine mental or spiritual existene. This onsummation of a triple immortality, - immortality of thenature ompleting the essential immortality of the spirit and the psyhi survival of death, - mightbe the rown of rebirth and a momentous indiation of the onquest of the material Inonsieneand Ignorane even in the very foundation of the reign of Matter. But the true immortality wouldstill be the eternity of the spirit; the physial survival ould only be relative, terminable at will, atemporal sign of the spirit's vitory here over Death and Matter.

7Even if Siene - physial Siene or oult Siene - were to disover the neessary onditions or means for aninde�nite survival of the body, still, if the body ould not adapt itself so as to beome a �t instrument of expressionfor the inner growth, the soul would �nd some way to abandon it and pass on to a new inarnation. The materialor physial auses of death are not its sole or its true ause; its true inmost reason is the spiritual neessity for theevolution of a new being. 284



Chapter 23Man and the Evolution\The one Godhead seret in all beings, all-pervading, the inner Self of all, presiding over allation, witness, onsious knower and absolute . . . the One in ontrol over the many who arepassive to Nature, fashions one seed in many ways." Swetaswatara Upanishad1\The Godhead moves in this Field modifying eah web of things separately in many ways.. . . One, he presides over all wombs and natures; himself the womb of all, he is that whihbrings to ripeness the nature of the being and he gives to all who have to be matured theirresult of development and appoints all qualities to their workings." Swetaswatara Upanishad2\He fashions one form of things in many ways." Katha Upanishad3\Who has pereived this truth oult, that the Child gives being to the Mothers by theworkings of his nature? An o�spring from the lap of many Waters, he omes forth from them aseer possessed of his whole law of nature. Manifested, he grows in the lap of their rookednessesand beomes high, beautiful and glorious." Rig Veda4\From the non-being to true being, from the darkness to the Light, from death to Immor-tality." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad5A SPIRITUAL evolution, an evolution of onsiousness in Matter in a onstant developing self-formation till the form an reveal the indwelling spirit, is then the keynote, the entral signi�antmotive of the terrestrial existene. This signi�ane is onealed at the outset by the involution of theSpirit, the Divine Reality, in a dense material Inonsiene; a veil of Inonsiene, a veil of insensibilityof Matter hides the universal Consiousness-Fore whih works within it, so that the Energy, whih isthe �rst form the Fore of reation assumes in the physial universe, appears to be itself inonsient1VI. 11, 12.2V. 3-5.3II. 2. 12.4I. 95. 4, 5.5I. 3. 28. 285



and yet does the works of a vast oult Intelligene. The obsure mysterious reatrix ends indeed bydelivering the seret onsiousness out of its thik and tenebrous prison; but she delivers it slowly,little by little, in minute in�nitesimal drops, in thin jets, in small vibrant onretions of energyand substane, of life, of mind, as if that were all she ould get out through the rass obstale, thedull relutant medium of an inonsient stu� of existene. At �rst she houses herself in forms ofMatter whih appear to be altogether unonsious, then struggles towards mentality in the guise ofliving Matter and attains to it imperfetly in the onsious animal. This onsiousness is at �rstrudimentary, mostly a half subonsious or just onsious instint; it develops slowly till in moreorganised forms of living Matter it reahes its limax of intelligene and exeeds itself in Man, thethinking animal who develops into the reasoning mental being but arries along with him even athis highest elevation the mould of original animality, the dead weight of subonsiene of body, thedownward pull of gravitation towards the original Inertia and Nesiene, the ontrol of an inonsientmaterial Nature over his onsious evolution, its power for limitation, its law of diÆult development,its immense fore for retardation and frustration. This ontrol by the original Inonsiene over theonsiousness emerging from it takes the general shape of a mentality struggling towards knowledgebut itself, in what seems to be its fundamental nature, an Ignorane. Thus hampered and burdened,mental man has still to evolve out of himself the fully onsious being, a divine manhood or a spiritualand supramental supermanhood whih shall be the next produt of the evolution. That transitionwill mark the passage from the evolution in the Ignorane to a greater evolution in the Knowledge,founded and proeeding in the light of the Superonsient and no longer in the darkness of theIgnorane and Inonsiene.This terrestrial evolutionary working of Nature from Matter to Mind and beyond it has a doubleproess: there is an outward visible proess of physial evolution with birth as its mahinery, - foreah evolved form of body housing its own evolved power of onsiousness is maintained and kept inontinuity by heredity; there is, at the same time, an invisible proess of soul evolution with rebirthinto asending grades of form and onsiousness as its mahinery. The �rst by itself would meanonly a osmi evolution; for the individual would be a quikly perishing instrument, and the rae, amore abiding olletive formulation, would be the real step in the progressive manifestation of theosmi Inhabitant, the universal Spirit: rebirth is an indispensable ondition for any long durationand evolution of the individual being in the earth-existene. Eah grade of osmi manifestation,eah type of form that an house the indwelling spirit, is turned by rebirth into a means for theindividual soul, the psyhi entity, to manifest more and more of its onealed onsiousness; eahlife beomes a step in a vitory over Matter by a greater progression of onsiousness in it whihshall make eventually Matter itself a means for the full manifestation of the Spirit.But this aount of the proess and meaning of the terrestrial reation is at every point exposedto hallenge in the mind of man himself, beause the evolution is still half-way on its journey, isstill in the Ignorane, is still seeking in the mind of a half-evolved humanity for its own purpose andsigni�ane. It is possible to hallenge the theory of evolution on the ground that it is insuÆientlyfounded and that it is superuous as an explanation of the proess of terrestrial existene. It isopen to doubt, even if evolution is granted, whether man has the apaity to develop into a higherevolutionary being. It is open also to doubt whether the evolution is likely to go any farther thanit has gone already or whether a supramental evolution, the appearane of a onsummated Truth-Consiousness, a being of Knowledge, is at all probable in the fundamental Ignorane of the earthlyNature. Another onstrution neither teleologial nor evolutionary an be put on the workings ofthe Spirit in the manifestation here, and it may be as well before proeeding farther to formulatesuintly the line of thinking whih makes suh a onstrution possible.Admitting that the reation is a manifestation of the Timeless Eternal in a Time Eternity, admit-ting that there are the seven grades of Consiousness and that the material Inonsiene has beenlaid down as a basis for the reasent of the Spirit, admitting that rebirth is a fat, a part of theterrestrial order, still a spiritual evolution of the individual being is not an inevitable onsequene286



of any of these admissions or even of all of them together. It is possible to take another view of thespiritual signi�ane and the inner proess of terrestrial existene. If eah thing reated is a form ofthe manifest Divine Existene, eah is divine in itself by the spiritual presene within it, whateverits appearane, its �gure or harater in Nature. In eah form of manifestation the Divine takes thedelight of existene and there is no need of hange or progress within it. Whatever ordered display orhierarhy of atualised possibilities is neessitated by the nature of the In�nite Being, is suÆientlyprovided for by the numberless variation, the teeming multitude of forms, types of onsiousness,natures that we see everywhere around us. There is no teleologial purpose in reation and thereannot be, for all is there in the In�nite: the Divine has nothing that he needs to gain or that hehas not; if there is reation and manifestation, it is for the delight of reation, of manifestation, notfor any purpose. There is then no reason for an evolutionary movement with a ulmination to bereahed or an aim to be worked out and e�etuated or a drive towards ultimate perfetion.In fat we see that the priniples of reation are permanent and unhanging: eah type of beingremains itself and does not try nor has any need to beome other than itself; granting that sometypes of existene disappear and others ome into being, it is beause the Consiousness-Fore in theuniverse withdraws its life-delight from those that perish and turns to reate others for its pleasure.But eah type of life, while it lasts, has its own pattern and remains faithful with whatever minorvariations to that pattern: it is bound to its own onsiousness and annot get away from it intoother-onsiousness; limited by its own nature, it annot transgress these boundaries and pass intoothernature. If the Consiousness-Fore of the In�nite has manifested Life after manifesting Matterand Mind after manifesting Life, it does not follow that it will proeed to manifest Supermind as thenext terrestrial reation. For Mind and Supermind belong to quite di�erent hemispheres, Mind to thelower status of the Ignorane, Supermind to the higher status of the Divine Knowledge. This worldis a world of the Ignorane and intended to be that only; there need be no intention to bring downthe powers of the higher hemisphere into the lower half of existene or to manifest their onealedpresene there; for, if they are at all existent here, it is in an oult inommuniable immanene andonly to maintain the reation, not to perfet it. Man is the summit of this ignorant reation; he hasreahed the utmost onsiousness and knowledge of whih it is apable: if he tries to go farther, hewill only revolve in larger yles of his own mentality. For that is the urve of his existene here, a�nite irling whih arries the mind in its revolutions and returns always to the point from whih itstarted; mind annot go outside its own yle, - all idea of a straight line of movement or of progressreahing in�nitely upward or sidewise into the In�nite is a delusion. If the soul of man is to gobeyond humanity, to reah either a supramental or a still higher status, it must pass out of thisosmi existene, either to a plane or world of bliss and knowledge or into the unmanifest Eternaland In�nite.It is true that Siene now aÆrms an evolutionary terrestrial existene: but if the fats withwhih Siene deals are reliable, the generalisations it hazards are short-lived; it holds them forsome deades or some enturies, then passes to another generalisation, another theory of things.This happens even in physial Siene where the fats are solidly asertainable and veri�able byexperiment: in psyhology, - whih is relevant here, for the evolution of onsiousness omes into thepiture, - its instability is still greater; it passes there from one theory to another before the �rstis well-founded; indeed, several oniting theories hold the �eld together. No �rm metaphysialbuilding an be ereted upon these shifting quiksands. Heredity upon whih Siene builds itsonept of life evolution, is ertainly a power, a mahinery for keeping type or speies in unhangedbeing: the demonstration that it is also an instrument for persistent and progressive variation is veryquestionable; its tendeny is onservative rather than evolutionary, - it seems to aept with diÆultythe new harater that the Life-Fore attempts to fore upon it. All the fats show that a type anvary within its own spei�ation of nature, but there is nothing to show that it an go beyond it. Ithas not yet been really established that ape-kind developed into man; for it would rather seem thata type resembling the ape, but always harateristi of itself and not of apehood, developed within287



its own tendenies of nature and beame what we know as man, the present human being. It is noteven established that inferior raes of man developed out of themselves the superior raes; those ofan inferior organisation and apaity perished, but it has not been shown that they left behind thehuman raes of today as their desendants: but still suh a development within the type is imaginable.The progress of Nature from Matter to Life, from Life to Mind, may be oneded: but there is noproof yet that Matter developed into Life or Life-energy into Mindenergy; all that an be onededis that Life has manifested in Matter, Mind in living Matter. For there is no suÆient proof that anyvegetable speies developed into an animal existene or that any organisation of inanimate matterdeveloped into a living organism. Even if it be disovered hereafter that under ertain hemial orother onditions life makes its appearane, all that will be established by this oinidene is that inertain physial irumstanes life manifests, not that ertain hemial onditions are onstituentsof life, are its elements or are the evolutionary ause of a transformation of inanimate into animatematter. Here as elsewhere eah grade of being exists in itself and by itself, is manifested aordingto its own harater by its own proper energy, and the gradations above or below it are not originsand resultant sequenes but only degrees in the ontinuous sale of earth-nature.If it be asked, how then did all these various gradations and types of being ome into existene,it an be answered that, fundamentally, they were manifested in Matter by the Consiousness-Forein it, by the power of the Real-Idea building its own signi�ant forms and types for the indwellingSpirit's osmi existene: the pratial or physial method might vary onsiderably in di�erent gradesor stages, although a basi similarity of line may be visible; the reative Power might use not one butmany proesses or set many fores to at together. In Matter the proess is a reation of in�nitesimalsharged with an immense energy, their assoiation by design and number, the manifestation of largerin�nitesimals on that primary basis, the grouping and assoiation of these together to found theappearane of sensible objets, earth, water, minerals, metals, the whole material kingdom. Inlife also the Consiousness-Fore begins with in�nitesimal forms of vegetable life and in�nitesimalanimalules; it reates an original plasm and multiplies it, reates the living ell as a unit, reatesother kinds of minute biologial apparatus like the seed or the gene, uses always the same method ofgrouping and assoiation so as to build by a various operation various living organisms. A onstantreation of types is visible, but that is no indubitable proof of evolution. The types are sometimesdistant from eah other, sometimes losely similar, sometimes idential in basis but di�erent in detail;all are patterns, and suh a variation in patterns with an idential rudimentary basis for all is the signof a onsious Fore playing with its own Idea and developing by it all kinds of possibilities of reation.Animal speies in oming into birth may begin with a like rudimentary embryoni or fundamentalpattern for all, it may follow out up to a stage ertain similarities of development on some or all of itslines; there may too be speies that are twy-natured, amphibious, intermediate between one type andanother: but all this need not mean that the types developed one from another in an evolutionaryseries. Other fores than hereditary variation have been at work in bringing about the appearaneof new harateristis; there are physial fores suh as food, light-rays and others that we are onlybeginning to know, there are surely others whih we do not yet know; there are at work invisible lifefores and obsure psyhologial fores. For these subtler powers have to be admitted even in thephysial evolutionary theory to aount for natural seletion; if the oult or subonsious energyin some types answers to the need of the environment, in others remains unresponsive and unableto survive, this is learly the sign of a varying life-energy and psyhology, of a onsiousness and afore other than the physial at work making for variation in Nature. The problem of the methodof operation is still too full of obsure and unknown fators for any at present possible struture oftheory to be de�nitive.Man is a type among many types so onstruted, one pattern among the multitude of patterns inthe manifestation in Matter. He is the most omplex that has been reated, the rihest in ontentof onsiousness and the urious ingeniousness of his building; he is the head of the earthly reation,but he does not exeed it. Even as others, so he too has his own native law, limits, speial kind of288



existene, svabh�ava, svadharma; within those limits he an extend and develop, but he annot gooutside them. If there is a perfetion to whih he has to arrive, it must be a perfetion in his ownkind, within his own law of being, - the full play of it, but by observation of its mode and measure,not by transendene. To exeed himself, to grow into the superman, to put on the nature andapaities of a god would be a ontradition of his self-law, impratiable and impossible. Eah formand way of being has its own appropriate way of the delight of being; to seek through the mind themastery and use and enjoyment of the environment of whih he is apable is rightly man the mentalbeing's objetive: but to look beyond, to run after an ulterior objet or aim of existene, to aspireto surpass the mental stature is to bring in a teleologial element into existene whih is not visiblein the osmi struture. If a supramental being is to appear in the terrestrial reation, it must be anew and independent manifestation; just as life and mind have manifested in Matter, so supermindmust manifest there and the seret Consious-Energy must reate the neessary patterns for this newgrade of its potenies. But there is no sign of any suh intention in the operations of Nature.But if a superior reation is intended, then, ertainly, it is not out of man that the new grade,type or pattern an develop; for in that ase there would be some rae or kind or make of humanbeings that has already the material of the superman in it, just as the peuliar animal being thatdeveloped into humanity had the essential elements of human nature already potential or presentin it: there is no suh rae, kind or type, at most there are only spiritualised mental beings whoare seeking to esape out of the terrestrial reation. If by any oult law of Nature suh a humandevelopment of the supramental being is intended, it ould only be by a few in humanity detahingthemselves from the rae so as to beome a �rst foundation for this new pattern of being. Thereis no reason to suppose that the whole rae ould develop this perfetion; it annot be a possibilitygeneralised in the human reature.If indeed man has evolved in Nature out of the animal, yet now we see that no other animaltype shows any signs of an evolution beyond itself; if then there was this evolutionary stress in theanimal kingdom, it must have sunk bak into quiesene as soon as the objet was ful�lled by man'sappearane: so too if there is any suh stress for a new step in evolution, for selfexeeding, it is likelyto subside into quiesene as soon as its objet is ful�lled by the supramental being's appearane.But there is no suh stress in reality: the idea of human progress itself is very probably an illusion,for there is no sign that man, one emerged from the animal stage, has radially progressed during hisrae history; at most he has advaned in knowledge of the physial world, in Siene, in the handling ofhis surroundings, in his purely external and utilitarian use of the seret laws of Nature. But otherwisehe is what he always was in the early beginnings of ivilisation: he ontinues to manifest the sameapaities, the same qualities and defets, the same e�orts, blunders, ahievements, frustrations. Ifprogress there has been, it is in a irle, at most perhaps in a widening irle. Man today is notwiser than the anient seers and sages and thinkers, not more spiritual than the great seekers of old,the �rst mighty mystis, not superior in arts and rafts to the anient artists and raftsmen; the oldraes that have disappeared showed as potent an intrinsi originality, invention, apaity of dealingwith life and, if modern man in this respet has gone a little farther, not by any essential progressbut in degree, sope, abundane, it is beause he has inherited the ahievements of his forerunners.Nothing warrants the idea that he will ever hew his way out of the half-knowledge half-ignoranewhih is the stamp of his kind, or, even if he develops a higher knowledge, that he an break out ofthe utmost boundary of the mental irle.It is tempting and not illogial to regard rebirth as the potential means of a spiritual evolution, thefator that makes it possible, but still it is not ertain, granting rebirth to be a fat, that this is itssigni�ane. All the anient theories about reinarnation supposed it to be a onstant transmigrationof the soul from animal to human, but also from human to animal bodies: the Indian idea added theexplanation of Karma, of a return for good or evil done, of a result of past will and e�ort; but therewas no suggestion of a progressive evolution from type to higher type, still less of birth into a kind ofbeing that has never yet existed but has still to evolve in the future. If evolution there is, then man289



is the last stage, beause through him there an be the rejetion of terrestrial or embodied life andan esape into some heaven or Nirvana. That was the end envisaged by the anient theories and,sine this is fundamentally and unhangeably a world of Ignorane, - even if all osmi existene isnot in its nature a state of Ignorane, - that esape is likely to be the true end of the yle.This is a line of reasoning that has a onsiderable ogeny and importane, and it was neessaryto state it, even if too briey for its importane, in order to meet it. For although some of itspropositions are valid, its view of things is not omplete and its ogeny is not onlusive. And �rstwe may without muh diÆulty get rid of the objetion to the teleologial element whih the idea ofa predetermined evolution from inonsiene to superonsiene, the development of a rising order ofbeings with a ulminating transition from the life of the Ignorane to a life in the Knowledge, bringsinto the struture of the terrestrial existene. The objetion to a teleologial osmos an be basedon two very di�erent grounds, - a sienti� reasoning proeeding on the assumption that all is thework of an inonsient Energy whih ats automatially by mehanial proesses and an have noelement of purpose in it, and a metaphysial reasoning whih proeeds on the pereption that theIn�nite and Universal has everything in it already, that it annot have something unaomplishedto aomplish, something to add to itself, to work out, to realise, and there an therefore be in it noelement of progress, no original or emergent purpose.The sienti� or materialist objetion annot maintain its validity if there is a seret Consiousnessin or behind the apparently inonsient Energy in Matter. Even in the Inonsient there seems to beat least an urge of inherent neessity produing the evolution of forms and in the forms a developingConsiousness, and it may well be held that this urge is the evolutionary will of a seret ConsiousBeing and its push of progressive manifestation the evidene of an innate intention in the evolution.This is a teleologial element and it is not irrational to admit it: for the onsious or even theinonsient nisus arises from a truth of onsious being that has beome dynami and set out toful�l itself in an automati proess of material Nature; the teleology, the element of purpose in thenisus is the translation of selfoperative Truth of Being into terms of self-e�etive Will-Power of thatBeing, and, if onsiousness is there, suh a Will-Power must also be there and the translation isnormal and inevitable. Truth of being inevitably ful�lling itself would be the fundamental fat ofthe evolution, but Will and its purpose must be there as part of the instrumentation, as an elementin the operative priniple.The metaphysial objetion is more serious; for it seems selfevident that the Absolute an haveno purpose in manifestation exept the delight of manifestation itself: an evolutionary movement inMatter as part of the manifestation must fall within this universal statement; it an be there onlyfor the delight of the unfolding, the progressive exeution, the objetless seried self-revelation. Auniversal totality may also be onsidered as something omplete in itself; as a totality, it has nothingto gain or to add to its fullness of being. But here the material world is not an integral totality,it is part of a whole, a grade in a gradation; it may admit in it, therefore, not only the preseneof undeveloped immaterial priniples or powers belonging to the whole that are involved within itsmatter, but also a desent into it of the same powers from the higher gradations of the system todeliver their kindred movements here from the stritness of a material limitation. A manifestation ofthe greater powers of Existene till the whole being itself is manifest in the material world in the termsof a higher, a spiritual reation, may be onsidered as the teleology of the evolution. This teleologydoes not bring in any fator that does not belong to the totality; it proposes only the realisationof the totality in the part. There an be no objetion to the admission of a teleologial fator ina part movement of the universal totality, if the purpose, - not a purpose in the human sense, butthe urge of an intrinsi Truth neessity onsious in the will of the indwelling Spirit, - is the perfetmanifestation there of all the possibilities inherent in the total movement. All exists here, no doubt,for the delight of existene, all is a game or Lila; but a game too arries within itself an objet to beaomplished and without the ful�lment of that objet would have no ompleteness of signi�ane. Adrama without denouement may be an artisti possibility - existing only for the pleasure of wathing290



the haraters and the pleasure in problems posed without a solution or with a forever suspendeddubious balane of solution; the drama of the earth evolution might oneivably be of that harater,but an intended or inherently predetermined denouement is also and more onviningly possible.Ananda is the seret priniple of all being and the support of all ativity of being; but Ananda doesnot exlude a delight in the working out of a Truth inherent in being, immanent in the Fore or Willof being, upheld in the hidden self-awareness of its Consiousness-Fore whih is the dynami andexeutive agent of all its ativities and the knower of their signi�ane.A theory of spiritual evolution is not idential with a sienti� theory of form-evolution andphysial life-evolution; it must stand on its own inherent justi�ation: it may aept the sienti�aount of physial evolution as a support or an element, but the support is not indispensable. Thesienti� theory is onerned only with the outward and visible mahinery and proess, with the detailof Nature's exeution, with the physial development of things in Matter and the law of developmentof life and mind in Matter; its aount of the proess may have to be onsiderably hanged or maybe dropped altogether in the light of new disovery, but that will not a�et the self-evident fatof a spiritual evolution, an evolution of Consiousness, a progression of the soul's manifestation inmaterial existene. In its outward aspets this is what the theory of evolution omes to, - there isin the sale of terrestrial existene a development of forms, of bodies, a progressively omplex andompetent organisation of matter, of life in matter, of onsiousness in living matter; in this sale, thebetter organised the form, the more it is apable of housing a better organised, a more omplex andapable, a more developed or evolved life and onsiousness. One the evolutionary hypothesis is putforward and the fats supporting it are marshalled, this aspet of the terrestrial existene beomesso striking as to appear indisputable. The preise mahinery by whih this is done or the exatgenealogy or hronologial suession of types of being is a seondary, though in itself an interestingand important question; the development of one form of life out of a preedent less evolved form,natural seletion, the struggle for life, the survival of aquired harateristis may or may not beaepted, but the fat of a suessive reation with a developing plan in it is the one onlusion whihis of primary onsequene. Another self-evident onlusion is that there is a graduated neessarysuession in the evolution, �rst the evolution of Matter, next the evolution of Life in Matter, thenthe evolution of Mind in living Matter, and in this last stage an animal evolution followed by ahuman evolution. The �rst three terms of the suession are too evident to be disputable. It may bedebated whether there was a suession of man to animal or a simultaneous initial development, manoutstripping the animal in mind evolution; a theory has even been put forward that man was not thelast, but the �rst and eldest of the animal speies. This priority of man is an anient oneption, butit was not universal; it is born of the sense of the lear supremay of man among earthly reatures,the dignity of this supremay seeming to demand a priority of birth: but in evolutionary fat thesuperior is not prior but posterior in appearane, the less developed preedes the more developedand prepares it.In fat, the idea of the priority of the lower forms of life is not altogether absent in anient thinking.Apart from mythial aounts of reation, we �nd already in anient and mediaeval thought in Indiautteranes that favour the priority of the animal over man in the time suession in a sense thatagrees with the modern evolutionary oneption. An Upanishad delares that the Self or Spirit afterdeiding on life reation �rst formed animal kinds like the ow and horse, but the gods, - who arein the thought of the Upanishads powers of Consiousness and powers of Nature, - found them tobe insuÆient vehiles, and the Spirit �nally reated the form of man whih the gods saw to beexellently made and suÆient and they entered into it for their osmi funtions. This is a learparable of the reation of more and more developed forms till one was found that was apable ofhousing a developed onsiousness. In the Puranas it is stated that the tamasi animal reation wasthe �rst in time. Tamas is the Indian word for the priniple of inertia of onsiousness and fore:a onsiousness dull and sluggish and inompetent in its play is said to be tamasi; a fore, a life-energy that is indolent and limited in its apaity, bound to a narrow range of instintive impulses,291



not developing, not seeking farther, not urged to a greater kineti ation or a more luminouslyonsious ation, would be assigned to the same ategory. The animal, in whom there is this lessdeveloped fore of onsiousness, is prior in reation; the more developed human onsiousness, inwhih there is a greater fore of kineti mindenergy and light of pereption, is a later reation. TheTantra speaks of a soul fallen from its status passing through many las of births in plant and animalforms before it an reah the human level and be ready for salvation. Here, again, there is impliedthe oneption of vegetable and animal life-forms as the lower steps of a ladder, humanity as the lastor ulminating development of the onsious being, the form whih the soul has to inhabit in orderto be apable of the spiritual motive and a spiritual issue out of mentality, life and physiality. Thisis indeed the normal oneption, and it reommends itself so strongly both to reason and intuitionthat it hardly needs debate, - the onlusion is almost unesapable.It is against this bakground of a developing evolutionary proess that we have to look at man,his origin and �rst appearane, his status in the manifestation. There are here two possibilities;either there was the sudden appearane of a human body and onsiousness in the earth nature,an abrupt reation or independent automati manifestation of reasoning mentality in the materialworld intervening upon a previous similar manifestation of subonsious life-forms and of livingonsious bodies in Matter, or else there was an evolution of humanity out of animal being, slowperhaps in its preparation and in its stages of development, but with strong leaps of hange atthe deisive points of the transition. The latter theory o�ers no diÆulty: for it is ertain thathanges of harateristis in the type, though not of the fundamental type itself, an be broughtabout in speies or genus, - indeed this has already been done by man himself and its possibilitiesare being strikingly worked out on a small sale by experimental Siene, - and it may fairly beassumed that the seretly onsious Energy in Nature ould e�et largesale operations of the kindand bring about onsiderable and deisive developments by means of its own reative onventions.The neessary ondition for the hange from the normal animal to the human harater of existenewould be a development of the physial organisation whih would apaitate a rapid progression, areversal or turnover of the onsiousness, a reahing to a new height and a looking down from itat the lower stages, a heightening and widening of apaity whih would enable the being to takeup the old animal faulties with a larger and more plasti, a human intelligene, and at the sametime or later to develop greater and subtler powers proper to the new type of being, powers ofreason, reetion, omplex observation, organised invention, thought and disovery. If there is anemergent Consiousness-Fore, there would be no diÆulty in the transition, the instrument beingprovided, exept the diÆulty of the obstrution and resistane of the material Inonsiene. Theanimal has already some of the orresponding qualities on a limited sale, for ation only, in arudimentary organisation rude and simple, with a very inferior sope and plastiity, a narrower andmore asual ommand of the faulty; but espeially the working of these faulties is more mehanial,less deliberate, marked with the harater of an automatism of Nature Energy driving an operationof primitive onsiousness and not, as in man, of a onsious Energy observing and to a great extentdireting and governing and deliberately hanging or modifying its own operations. Other animalhabits of onsiousness are not fundamentally di�erent from man's; all he had to do was to developand enlarge them on a higher mental level and wherever possible, to mentalise, re�ne, subtilise, - inbrief, to bring to them the enlightenment of his new understanding and intelletual apaity and apower of reasoned ontrol denied to the animal. This hange or reversal one e�eted, the power ofthe human mind to work upon itself and things, reate, know, speulate, would develop in the ourseof his evolution, even if, as is oneivable, they were at the beginning small in sope, nearer to theanimal, still omparatively simple and rude in their ation. Suh a reversal has been made in eahradial transition of Nature: life-fore emerging turns upon Matter, imposes a vital ontent on theoperations of material Energy while it develops also its own new movements and operations; life-mindemerges in life-fore and Matter and imposes its ontent of onsiousness on their operations whileit develops also its own ation and faulties; a new greater emergene and reversal, the emergene ofhumanity, is in line with Nature's preedents; it would be a new appliation of the general priniple.292



This theory is therefore easy to aept: its working is intelligible. But the other hypothesis presentsonsiderable diÆulties. On the side of onsiousness the new manifestation, the human, ould beaounted for by an upsurge of onealed Consiousness from the involution in universal Nature.But in that ase it must have had some material form already existent for its vehile of emergene,the vehile being adapted by the fore of the emergene itself to the needs of a new inner reation;or else a rapid divergene from previous physial types or patterns may have brought a new beinginto existene. But whihever the hypothesis aepted, this means an evolutionary proess, - thereis only a di�erene in the method and mahinery of the divergene or transition. Or there may havebeen, on the ontrary, not an upsurgene but a desent of mentality from a mind plane above us,perhaps the desent of a soul or mental being into terrestrial Nature. The diÆulty would then bethe appearane of the human body, too omplex and diÆult an organ to have been suddenly reatedor manifested; for suh a miraulous speed of proess, though quite possible on a supraphysial planeof being, does not seem to �gure among the normal possibles or potentials of the material Energy.It ould only happen there by an intervention of a supraphysial fore or law of Nature or by areator Mind ating with full power and diretly on Matter. An ation of a supraphysial Fore anda reator may be oneded in every new appearane in Matter; eah suh appearane is at bottoma mirale operated by a seret Consiousness supported by a veiled Mind Energy or Life Energy:but the ation is nowhere seen to be diret, overt, self-suÆient; it is always superimposed on analready realised physial basis and ats by an extension of some established proess of Nature. It ismore oneivable that there was an opening of some existing body to a supraphysial inux so thatit was transformed into a new body; but no suh event an lightly be assumed to have taken plae inthe past history of material Nature: in order to happen it would seem to need either the onsiousintervention of an invisible mental being to form the body he intended to inhabit or else a previousdevelopment of a mental being in Matter itself who would be already able to reeive a supraphysialpower and impose it on the rigid and narrow formulas of his physial existene. Otherwise we mustsuppose that there was a preexistent body already so muh evolved as to be �tted for the reeptionof a vast mental inux or apable of a pliable response to the desent into it of a mental being. Butthis would suppose a previous evolution of mind in body to the point at whih suh a reeptivitywould be possible. It is quite oneivable that suh an evolution from below and suh a desentfrom above ooperated in the appearane of humanity in earth-nature. The seret psyhial entityalready there in the animal might have itself alled down the mental being, the mind Purusha, intothe realm of living Matter in order to take up the vital-mental energy already at work and lift it intoa higher mentality. But this would still be a proess of evolution, the higher plane only interveningto assist the appearane and enlargement of its own priniple in terrestrial Nature.Next, it may be oneded that eah type or pattern of onsiousness and being in the body, oneestablished, has to be faithful to the law of being of that type, to its own design and rule of nature. Butit may also very well be that part of the law of the human type is its impulse towards self-exeeding,that the means for a onsious transition has been provided for among the spiritual powers of man;the possession of suh a apaity may be a part of the plan on whih the reative Energy has builthim. It may be oneded that what man has up till now prinipally done is to at within the irleof his nature, on a spiral of nature movement, sometimes desending, sometimes asending, - therehas been no straight line of progress, no indisputable, fundamental or radial exeeding of his pastnature: what he has done is to sharpen, subtilise, make a more and more omplex and plasti useof his apaities. It annot truly be said that there has been no suh thing as human progress sineman's appearane or even in his reent asertainable history; for however great the anients, howeversupreme some of their ahievements and reations, however impressive their powers of spirituality,of intellet or of harater, there has been in later developments an inreasing subtlety, omplexity,manifold development of knowledge and possibility in man's ahievements, in his politis, soiety,life, siene, metaphysis, knowledge of all kinds, art, literature; even in his spiritual endeavour, lesssurprisingly lofty and less massive in power of spirituality than that of the anients, there has beenthis inreasing subtlety, plastiity, sounding of depths, extension of seeking. There have been falls293



from a high type of ulture, a sharp temporary desent into a ertain obsurantism, essations ofthe spiritual urge, plunges into a barbari natural materialism; but these are temporary phenomena,at worst a downward urve of the spiral of progress. This progress has not indeed arried the raebeyond itself, into a self-exeeding, a transformation of the mental being. But that was not to beexpeted; for the ation of evolutionary Nature in a type of being and onsiousness is �rst to developthe type to its utmost apaity by just suh a subtilisation and inreasing omplexity till it is readyfor her bursting of the shell, the ripened deisive emergene, reversal, turning over of onsiousnesson itself that onstitutes a new stage in the evolution. If it be supposed that her next step is thespiritual and supramental being, the stress of spirituality in the rae may be taken as a sign thatthat is Nature's intention, the sign too of the apaity of man to operate in himself or aid her tooperate the transition. If the appearane in animal being of a type similar in some respets to theape-kind but already from the beginning endowed with the elements of humanity was the methodof the human evolution, the appearane in the human being of a spiritual type resembling mental-animal humanity but already with the stamp of the spiritual aspiration on it would be the obviousmethod of Nature for the evolutionary prodution of the spiritual and supramental being.It is pertinently suggested that if suh an evolutionary ulmination is intended and man is to be itsmedium, it will only be a few espeially evolved human beings who will form the new type and movetowards the new life; that one done, the rest of humanity will sink bak from a spiritual aspirationno longer neessary for Nature's purpose and remain quiesent in its normal status. It an equallybe reasoned that the human gradation must be preserved if there is really an asent of the soul byreinarnation through the evolutionary degrees towards the spiritual summit; for otherwise the mostneessary of all the intermediate steps will be laking. It must be oneded at one that there isnot the least probability or possibility of the whole human rae rising in a blok to the supramentallevel; what is suggested is nothing so revolutionary and astonishing, but only the apaity in thehuman mentality, when it has reahed a ertain level or a ertain point of stress of the evolutionaryimpetus, to press towards a higher plane of onsiousness and its embodiment in the being. Thebeing will neessarily undergo by this embodiment a hange from the normal onstitution of itsnature, a hange ertainly of its mental and emotional and sensational onstitution and also to agreat extent of the body-onsiousness and the physial onditioning of our life and energies; but thehange of onsiousness will be the hief fator, the initial movement, the physial modi�ation willbe a subordinate fator, a onsequene. This transmutation of the onsiousness will always remainpossible to the human being when the ame of the soul, the psyhi kindling, beomes potent inheart and mind and the nature is ready. The spiritual aspiration is innate in man; for he is, unlikethe animal, aware of imperfetion and limitation and feels that there is something to be attainedbeyond what he now is: this urge towards selfexeeding is not likely ever to die out totally in therae. The human mental status will be always there, but it will be there not only as a degree in thesale of rebirth, but as an open step towards the spiritual and supramental status.It must be observed that the appearane of human mind and body on the earth marks a ruialstep, a deisive hange in the ourse and proess of the evolution; it is not merely a ontinuation ofthe old lines. Up till this advent of a developed thinking mind in Matter evolution had been e�eted,not by the self-aware aspiration, intention, will or seeking of the living being, but subonsiouslyor subliminally by the automati operation of Nature. This was so beause the evolution beganfrom the Inonsiene and the seret Consiousness had not emerged suÆiently from it to operatethrough the self-aware partiipating individual will of its living reature. But in man the neessaryhange has been made, - the being has beome awake and aware of himself; there has been mademanifest in Mind its will to develop, to grow in knowledge, to deepen the inner and widen the outerexistene, to inrease the apaities of the nature. Man has seen that there an be a higher statusof onsiousness than his own; the evolutionary oestrus is there in his parts of mind and life, theaspiration to exeed himself is delivered and artiulate within him: he has beome onsious of asoul, disovered the self and spirit. In him, then, the substitution of a onsious for a subonsious294



evolution has beome oneivable and pratiable, and it may well be onluded that the aspiration,the urge, the persistent endeavour in him is a sure sign of Nature's will for a higher way of ful�lment,the emergene of a greater status.In the previous stages of the evolution Nature's �rst are and e�ort had to be direted towardsa hange in the physial organisation, for only so ould there be a hange of onsiousness; thiswas a neessity imposed by the insuÆieny of the fore of onsiousness already in formation toe�et a hange in the body. But in man a reversal is possible, indeed inevitable; for it is throughhis onsiousness, through its transmutation and no longer through a new bodily organism as a �rstinstrumentation that the evolution an and must be e�eted. In the inner reality of things a hange ofonsiousness was always the major fat, the evolution has always had a spiritual signi�ane and thephysial hange was only instrumental; but this relation was onealed by the �rst abnormal balaneof the two fators, the body of the external Inonsiene outweighing and obsuring in importanethe spiritual element, the onsious being. But one the balane has been righted, it is no longerthe hange of body that must preede the hange of onsiousness; the onsiousness itself by itsmutation will neessitate and operate whatever mutation is needed for the body. It has to be notedthat the human mind has already shown a apaity to aid Nature in the evolution of new types ofplant and animal; it has reated new forms of its environment, developed by knowledge and disiplineonsiderable hanges in its own mentality. It is not an impossibility that man should aid Natureonsiously also in his own spiritual and physial evolution and transformation. The urge to it isalready there and partly e�etive, though still inompletely understood and aepted by the surfaementality; but one day it may understand, go deeper within itself and disover the means, the seretenergy, the intended operation of the Consiousness-Fore within whih is the hidden reality of whatwe all Nature.All these are onlusions that an be arrived at even from the observation of the outward phe-nomena of Nature's progression, her surfae evolution of being and of onsiousness in the physialbirth and the body. But there is the other, the invisible fator; there is rebirth, the progress ofthe soul by asent from grade to grade of the evolving existene, and in the grades to higher andhigher types of bodily and mental instrumentation. In this progression the psyhi entity is stillveiled, even in man the onsious mental being, by its instruments, by mind and life and body; it isunable to manifest fully, held bak from oming to the front where it an stand out as the masterof its nature, obliged to submit to a ertain determination by the instruments, to a domination ofPurusha by Prakriti. But in man the psyhi part of the personality is able to develop with a muhgreater rapidity than in the inferior reation, and a time an arrive when the soul entity is lose tothe point at whih it will emerge from behind the veil into the open and beome the master of itsinstrumentation in Nature. But this will mean that the seret indwelling spirit, the Daemon, theGodhead within is on the point of emergene; and, when it emerges, it an hardly be doubted thatits demand will be, as indeed it already is in the mind itself when it undergoes the inner psyhiinuene, for a diviner, a more spiritual existene. In the nature of the earth life where the mind isan instrument of the Ignorane, this an only be e�eted by a hange of onsiousness, a transitionfrom a foundation in Ignorane to a foundation in Knowledge, from the mental to a supramentalonsiousness, a supramental instrumentation of Nature.There is no onlusive validity in the reasoning that beause this is a world of Ignorane, suha transformation an only be ahieved by a passage to a heaven beyond or annot be ahieved atall and the demand of the psyhi entity is itself ignorant and must be replaed by a merger ofthe soul in the Absolute. This onlusion ould only be solely valid if Ignorane were the wholemeaning, substane and power of the world-manifestation or if there were no element in world-Nature itself through whih there ould be an exeeding of the ignorant mentality that still burdensour present status of being. But the Ignorane is only a portion of this world-Nature; it is not thewhole of it, not the original power or reator: it is in its higher origin a self-limiting Knowledgeand even in its lower origin, its emergene out of the sheer material Inonsiene, it is a suppressed295



Consiousness labouring to �nd, to reover itself, to manifest Knowledge, whih is its true harater,as the foundation of existene. In universal Mind itself there are ranges above our mentality whihare instruments of the osmi truth-ognition, and into these the mental being an surely rise; foralready it rises towards them in supernormal onditions or reeives from them without yet knowing orpossessing them intuitions, spiritual intimations, large inuxes of illumination or spiritual apaity.All these ranges are onsious of what is beyond them, and the highest of them is diretly open tothe Supermind, aware of the Truth-onsiousness whih exeeds it. Moreover, in the evolving beingitself, those greater powers of onsiousness are here, supporting mind-truth, underlying its ationwhih sreens them; this Supermind and those Truthpowers uphold Nature by their seret presene:even, truth of mind is their result, a diminished operation, a representation in partial �gures. Itis, therefore, not only natural but seems inevitable that these higher powers of Existene shouldmanifest here in Mind as Mind itself has manifested in Life and Matter.Man's urge towards spirituality is the inner driving of the spirit within him towards emergene, theinsistene of the Consiousness-Fore of the being towards the next step of its manifestation. It is truethat the spiritual urge has been largely other-worldly or turned at its extreme towards a spiritualnegation and self-annihilation of the mental individual; but this is only one side of its tendenymaintained and made dominant by the neessity of passing out of the kingdom of the fundamentalInonsiene, overoming the obstale of the body, asting away the obsure vital, getting rid of theignorant mentality, the neessity to attain �rst and foremost, by a rejetion of all these impedimentsto spiritual being, to a spiritual status. The other, the dynami side of the spiritual urge has not beenabsent, - the aspiration to a spiritual mastery and mutation of Nature, to a spiritual perfetion ofthe being, a divinisation of the mind, the heart and the very body: there has even been the dream ora psyhi prevision of a ful�lment exeeding the individual transformation, a new earth and heaven,a ity of God, a divine desent upon earth, a reign of the spiritually perfet, a kingdom of God notonly within us but outside, in a olletive human life. However obsure may have been some of theforms taken by this aspiration, the indiation they ontain of the urge of the oult spiritual beingwithin to emergene in earth-nature is unmistakable.If a spiritual unfolding on earth is the hidden truth of our birth into Matter, if it is fundamentallyan evolution of onsiousness that has been taking plae in Nature, then man as he is annot be thelast term of that evolution: he is too imperfet an expression of the spirit, mind itself a too limitedform and instrumentation; mind is only a middle term of onsiousness, the mental being an onlybe a transitional being. If, then, man is inapable of exeeding mentality, he must be surpassedand supermind and superman must manifest and take the lead of the reation. But if his mind isapable of opening to what exeeds it, then there is no reason why man himself should not arrive atsupermind and supermanhood or at least lend his mentality, life and body to an evolution of thatgreater term of the Spirit manifesting in Nature.
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Chapter 24The Evolution of the Spiritual Man\Even as men ome to Me, so I aept them. It is my path that men follow from all sides.. . . Whatever form the worshipper hooses to worship with faith, I set in him �rm faith in it,and with that faith he puts his yearning into his adoration and gets his desire dispensed by me.But limited is that fruit. Those whose sari�e is to the gods, to elemental spirits, reah thegods, reah the elemental spirits, but those whose sari�e is to Me, to Me they ome." Gita1\In these there is not the Wonder and the Might; the truths oult exist not for the mindof the ignorant." Rig Veda2\As a seer working out the oult truths and their disoveries of knowledge, he brought intobeing the seven Craftsmen of heaven and in the light of day they spoke and wrought the thingsof their wisdom." Rig Veda3\Seer-wisdoms, seret words that speak their meaning to the seer." Rig Veda4\None knows the birth of these; they know eah other's way of begetting: but the Wisepereives these hidden mysteries, even that whih the great Goddess, the many-hued Mother,bears as her teat of knowledge." Rig Veda5\Made ertain of the meaning of the highest spiritual knowledge, puri�ed in their being."Mundaka Upanishad6\He strives by these means and has the knowledge: in him this spirit enters into its supremestatus. . . . Satis�ed in knowledge, having built up their spiritual being, the Wise, in union withthe spiritual self, reah the Omnipresent everywhere and enter into the All."1IV. 11; VII. 21-23; IX. 25.2VII. 61. 5.3IV. 16. 3.4IV. 3. 16.5VII. 56. 2, 4.6III. 2. 6. 297



Mundaka Upanishad7IN THE earliest stages of evolutionary Nature we are met by the dumb serey of her inonsiene;there is no revelation of any signi�ane or purpose in her works, no hint of any other priniples ofbeing than that �rst formulation whih is her immediate preoupation and seems to be for everher only business: for in her primal works Matter alone appears, the sole dumb and stark osmireality. A Witness of reation, if there had been one onsious but uninstruted, would only haveseen appearing out of a vast abyss of an apparent non-existene an Energy busy with the reationof Matter, a material world and material objets, organising the in�nity of the Inonsient into thesheme of a boundless universe or a system of ountless universes that strethed around him intoSpae without any ertain end or limit, a tireless reation of nebulae and star-lusters and suns andplanets, existing only for itself, without a sense in it, empty of ause or purpose. It might haveseemed to him a stupendous mahinery without a use, a mighty meaningless movement, an aeonispetale without a witness, a osmi edi�e without an inhabitant; for he would have seen no signof an indwelling Spirit, no being for whose delight it was made. A reation of this kind ould onlybe the outome of an inonsient Energy or an illusion-inema, a shadow play or puppet play offorms reeted on a superonsient indi�erent Absolute. He would have seen no evidene of a souland no hint of mind or life in this immeasurable and interminable display of Matter. It would nothave seemed to him possible or imaginable that there ould at all be in this desert universe forever inanimate and insensible an outbreak of teeming life, a �rst vibration of something oult andinalulable, alive and onsious, a seret spiritual entity feeling its way towards the surfae.But after some aeons, looking out one more on that vain panorama, he might have deteted inone small orner at least of the universe this phenomenon, a orner where Matter had been prepared,its operations suÆiently �xed, organised, made stable, adapted as a sene of a new development, -the phenomenon of a living matter, a life in things that had emerged and beome visible: but stillthe Witness would have understood nothing, for evolutionary Nature still veils her seret. He wouldhave seen a Nature onerned only with establishing this outburst of life, this new reation, but lifeliving for itself with no signi�ane in it, - a wanton and abundant reatrix busy sattering the seedof her new power and establishing a multitude of its forms in a beautiful and luxurious profusion or,later, multiplying endlessly genus and speies for the pure pleasure of reation: a small touh of livelyolour and movement would have been ung into the immense osmi desert and nothing more. TheWitness ould not have imagined that a thinking mind would appear in this minute island of life,that a onsiousness ould awake in the Inonsient, a new and greater subtler vibration ome to thesurfae and betray more learly the existene of the submerged Spirit. It would have seemed to himat �rst that Life had somehow beome aware of itself and that was all; for this santy new-born mindseemed to be only a servant of life, a ontrivane to help life to live, a mahinery for its maintenane,for attak and defene, for ertain needs and vital satisfations, for the liberation of life-instint andlife-impulse. It ould not have seemed possible to him that in this little life, so inonspiuous amidthe immensities, in one sole speies out of this petty multitude, a mental being would emerge, amind serving life still but also making life and matter its servants, using them for the ful�lment of itsown ideas, will, wishes, - a mental being who would reate all manner of utensils, tools, instrumentsout of Matter for all kinds of utilities, eret out of it ities, houses, temples, theatres, laboratories,fatories, hisel from it statues and arve ave-athedrals, invent arhiteture, sulpture, painting,poetry and a hundred rafts and arts, disover the mathematis and physis of the universe and thehidden seret of its struture, live for the sake of mind and its interests, for thought and knowledge,develop into the thinker, the philosopher and sientist and, as a supreme de�ane to the reign ofMatter, awake in himself to the hidden Godhead, beome the hunter after the invisible, the mystiand the spiritual seeker.7III. 2. 4, 5. 298



But if after several ages or yles the Witness had looked again and seen this mirale in fullproess, even then perhaps, obsured by his original experiene of the sole reality of Matter in theuniverse, he would still not have understood; it would still seem impossible to him that the hiddenSpirit ould wholly emerge, omplete in its onsiousness, and dwell upon the earth as the self-knowerand world-knower, Nature's ruler and possessor. \Impossible!" he might say, \all that has happenedis nothing muh, a little bubbling of sensitive grey stu� of brain, a queer freak in a bit of inanimateMatter moving about on a small dot in the Universe." On the ontrary, a new Witness interveningat the end of the story, informed of the past developments but unobsessed by the deeption of thebeginning, might ry out, \Ah, then, this was the intended mirale, the last of many, - the Spirit thatwas submerged in the Inonsiene has broken out from it and now inhabits, unveiled, the form ofthings whih, veiled, it had reated as its dwelling-plae and the sene of its emergene." But in fata more onsious Witness might have disovered the lue at an early period of the unfolding, even ineah step of its proess; for at eah stage Nature's mute serey, though still there, diminishes; a hintis given of the next step, a more overtly signi�ant preparation is visible. Already, in what seems tobe inonsient in Life, the signs of sensation oming towards the surfae are visible; in moving andbreathing life the emergene of sensitive mind is apparent and the preparation of thinking mind isnot entirely hidden, while in thinking mind, when it develops, there appear at an early stage therudimentary strivings and afterwards the more developed seekings of a spiritual onsiousness. Asplant life ontains in itself the obsure possibility of the onsious animal, as the animal mind isastir with the movements of feeling and pereption and the rudiments of oneption that are the�rst ground for man the thinker, so man the mental being is sublimated by the endeavour of theevolutionary Energy to develop out of him the spiritual man, the fully onsious being, man exeedinghis �rst material self and disoverer of his true self and highest nature.But if this is to be aepted as the intention in Nature, there are two questions that put themselvesat one and all for a de�nitive answer, - �rst, the exat nature of the transition from mental tospiritual being and, when that is given, the proess and method of the evolution of the spiritual outof the mental man. It would at �rst sight seem evident that as eah gradation emerges not onlyout of its preedent grade but in it, as life emerges in matter and is largely limited and determinedin its self-expression by its material onditions, as mind emerges in life-in-matter and is similarlylimited and determined in its self-expression by life onditions and material onditions, so spirit toomust emerge in a mind embodied in life-in-matter and must be largely limited and determined bythe mental onditions in whih it has its roots as well as the life onditions, the material onditionsof its existene here. It might even be maintained that, if there has been any evolution of thespiritual in us, it is only as a part of the mental evolution, a speial operation of man's mentality;the spiritual element is not a distint or separate entity and annot have an independent emergeneor a supramental future. The mental being an develop a spiritual interest or preoupation and mayevolve perhaps in onsequene a spiritual as well as an intelletual mentality, a �ne soul-ower of hismental life. The spiritual may beome a predominant trend in some men just as in others there is apredominant artisti or pragmati trend; but there an be no suh thing as a spiritual being takingup and transforming the mental into the spiritual nature. There is no evolution of the spiritual man;there is only an evolution of a new and possibly a �ner and rarer element in a mental being. Thisthen is what has to be brought out, - the lear distintion between the spiritual and the mental, thenature of this evolution and the fators whih make it possible and inevitable that there should bethis emergene of the spirit in its true distint harater, not remaining, as it now for the most partis in its proess or seems to be in its way of appearane, a subordinate or a dominating feature of ourmentality, but de�ning itself as a new power whih will �nally overtop the mental part and replaeit as the leader of the life and nature.It is quite true that to a surfae view life seems only an operation of Matter, mind an ativity oflife, and it might seem to follow that what we all the soul or spirit is only a power of mentality,soul a �ne form of mind, spirituality a high ativity of the embodied mental being. But this is a299



super�ial view of things due to the thought's onentrating on the appearane and proess and notlooking at what lies behind the proess. One might as well on the same lines have onluded thateletriity is only a produt or operation of water and loud matter, beause it is in suh a �eldthat lightning emerges; but a deeper inquiry has shown that both loud and water have, on theontrary, the energy of eletriity as their foundation, their onstituent power or energy-substane:that whih seems to be a result is - in its reality, though not in its form - the origin; the e�et is inthe essene pre-existent to the apparent ause, the priniple of the emergent ativity preedent toits present �eld of ation. So it is throughout evolutionary Nature; Matter ould not have beomeanimate if the priniple of life had not been there onstituting Matter and emerging as a phenomenonof lifein-matter; life-in-matter ould not have begun to feel, pereive, think, reason, if the prinipleof mind had not been there behind life and substane, onstituting it as its �eld of operation andemergent in the phenomenon of a thinking life and body: so too spirituality emerging in mind is thesign of a power whih itself has founded and onstituted life, mind and body and is now emergingas a spiritual being in a living and thinking body. How far this emergene will go, whether it willbeome dominant and transform its instrument, is a subsequent question; but what is neessary �rstto posit is the existene of spirit as something else than mind and greater than mind, spiritualityas something other than mentality and the spiritual being therefore as something distint from themental being: spirit is a �nal evolutionary emergene beause it is the original involutionary elementand fator. Evolution is an inverse ation of the involution: what is an ultimate and last derivationin the involution is the �rst to appear in the evolution; what was original and primal in the involutionis in the evolution the last and supreme emergene.It is true again that it is diÆult for man's mind to distinguish entirely the soul or self or anyspiritual element in him from the mental and vital formation in whih it makes its appearane; butthat is only so long as the emergene is not omplete. In the animal mind is not quite distintfrom its own life-matrix and life-matter; its movements are so involved in the life movements that itannot detah itself from them, annot stand separate and observe them; but in man mind has beomeseparate, he an beome aware of his mental operations as distint from his life operations, his thoughtand will an disengage themselves from his sensations and impulses, desires and emotional reations,an beome detahed from them, observe and ontrol them, santion or anel their funtioning: hedoes not as yet know the serets of his being well enough to be aware of himself deisively and withertitude as a mental being in a life and body, but he has that impression and an take inwardly thatposition. So too at �rst soul in man does not appear as something quite distint from mind and frommentalised life; its movements are involved in the mind movements, its operations seem to be mentaland emotional ativities; the mental human being is not aware of a soul in him standing bak fromthe mind and life and body, detahing itself, seeing and ontrolling and moulding their ation andformation: but, as the inner evolution proeeds, this is preisely what an, must and does happen, -it is the long-delayed but inevitable next step in our evolutionary destiny. There an be a deisiveemergene in whih the being separates itself from thought and sees itself in an inner silene as thespirit in mind, or separates itself from the life movements, desires, sensations, kineti impulses and isaware of itself as the spirit supporting life, or separates itself from the body sense and knows itself as aspirit ensouling Matter: this is the disovery of ourselves as the Purusha, a mental being or a life-soulor a subtle self supporting the body. This is taken by many as a suÆient disovery of the true selfand in a ertain sense they are right; for it is the self or spirit that so represents itself in regard to theativities of Nature, and this revelation of its presene is enough to disengage the spiritual element:but self-disovery an go farther, it an even put aside all relation to form or ation of Nature. Forit is seen that these selves are representations of a divine Entity to whih mind, life and body areonly forms and instruments: we are then the Soul looking at Nature, knowing all her dynamisms inus, not by mental pereption and observation, but by an intrinsi onsiousness and its diret senseof things and its intimate exat vision, able therefore by its emergene to put a lose ontrol on ournature and hange it. When there is a omplete silene in the being, either a stillness of the wholebeing or a stillness behind una�eted by surfae movements, then we an beome aware of a Self, a300



spiritual substane of our being, an existene exeeding even the soul individuality, spreading itselfinto universality, surpassing all dependene on any natural form or ation, extending itself upwardinto a transendene of whih the limits are not visible. It is these liberations of the spiritual partin us whih are the deisive steps of the spiritual evolution in Nature.It is only through these deisive movements that the true harater of the evolution beomesevident; for till then there are only preparatory movements, a pressure of the psyhi Entity on themind, life and body to develop a true soul ation, a pressure of the spirit or self for liberation fromthe ego, from the surfae ignorane, a turning of the mind and life towards some oult Reality,- preliminary experienes, partial formulations of a spiritualised mind, a spiritualised life, but noomplete hange, no probability of an entire unveiling of the soul or self or a radial transformationof the nature. When there is the deisive emergene, one sign of it is the status or ation in us of aninherent, intrinsi, self-existent onsiousness whih knows itself by the mere fat of being, knows allthat is in itself in the same way, by identity with it, begins even to see all that to our mind seemsexternal in the same manner, by a movement of identity or by an intrinsi diret onsiousness whihenvelops, penetrates, enters into its objet, disovers itself in the objet, is aware in it of somethingthat is not mind or life or body. There is, then, evidently a spiritual onsiousness whih is otherthan the mental, and it testi�es to the existene of a spiritual being in us whih is other than oursurfae mental personality. But at �rst this onsiousness may on�ne itself to a status of beingseparate from the ation of our ignorant surfae nature, observing it, limiting itself to knowledge, toa seeing of things with a spiritual sense and vision of existene. For ation it may still depend uponthe mental, vital, bodily instruments, or it may allow them to at aording to their own nature anditself remain satis�ed with self-experiene and self-knowledge, with an inner liberation, an eventualfreedom: but it may also and usually does exerise a ertain authority, governane, inuene onthought, life movement, physial ation, a purifying uplifting ontrol ompelling them to move in ahigher and purer truth of themselves, to obey or be an instrumentation of an inux of some divinerPower or a luminous diretion whih is not mental but spiritual and an be reognised as having aertain divine harater, - the inspiration of a greater Self or the ommand of the Ruler of all being,the Ishwara. Or the nature may obey the psyhi entity's intimations, move in an inner light, followan inner guidane. This is already a onsiderable evolution and amounts to a beginning at least ofa psyhi and spiritual transformation. But it is possible to go farther; for the spiritual being, oneinwardly liberated, an develop in mind the higher states of being that are its own natural atmosphereand bring down a supramental energy and ation whih are proper to the Truth-onsiousness; theordinary mental instrumentation, lifeinstrumentation, physial instrumentation even, ould then beentirely transformed and beome parts no longer of an ignorane however muh illumined, but of asupramental reation whih would be the true ation of a spiritual truth-onsiousness and knowledge.At �rst this truth of the spirit and of spirituality is not selfevident to the mind; man beomesmentally aware of his soul as something other than his body, superior to his normal mind andlife, but he has no lear sense of it, only a feeling of some of its e�ets on his nature. As thesee�ets take a mental form or a life form, the di�erene is not �rmly and trenhantly drawn, thesoul pereption does not aquire a distint and assured independene. Very ommonly indeed, aomplex of half-e�ets of the psyhi pressure on the mental and vital parts, a formation mixedwith mental aspiration and vital desires, is mistaken for the soul, just as the separative ego is takenfor the self, although the self in its true being is universal as well as individual in its essene, - orjust as a mixture of mental aspiration and vital enthusiasm and ardour uplifted by some kind ofstrong or high belief or self-dediation or altruisti eagerness is mistaken for spirituality. But thisvagueness and these onfusions are inevitable as a temporary stage of the evolution whih, beauseignorane is its starting-point and the whole stamp of our �rst nature, must neessarily begin withan imperfet intuitive pereption and an instintive urge or seeking without any aquired experieneor lear knowledge. Even the formations whih are the �rst e�ets of the pereption or urge or the�rst indies of a spiritual evolution, must inevitably be of this inomplete and tentative nature. But301



the error so reated omes very muh in the way of a true understanding, and it must therefore beemphasised that spirituality is not a high intelletuality, not idealism, not an ethial turn of mindor moral purity and austerity, not religiosity or an ardent and exalted emotional fervour, not evena ompound of all these exellent things; a mental belief, reed or faith, an emotional aspiration,a regulation of ondut aording to a religious or ethial formula are not spiritual ahievementand experiene. These things are of onsiderable value to mind and life; they are of value to thespiritual evolution itself as preparatory movements disiplining, purifying or giving a suitable formto the nature; but they still belong to the mental evolution, - the beginning of a spiritual realisation,experiene, hange is not yet there. Spirituality is in its essene an awakening to the inner reality ofour being, to a spirit, self, soul whih is other than our mind, life and body, an inner aspiration toknow, to feel, to be that, to enter into ontat with the greater Reality beyond and pervading theuniverse whih inhabits also our own being, to be in ommunion with It and union with It, and aturning, a onversion, a transformation of our whole being as a result of the aspiration, the ontat,the union, a growth or waking into a new beoming or new being, a new self, a new nature.In fat, the reative Consiousness-Fore in our earth existene has to lead forward, in an almostsimultaneous proess but with a onsiderable priority and greater stress of the inferior element, adouble evolution. There is an evolution of our outward nature, the nature of the mental being in thelife and body, and there is within it, pressing forward for self-revelation beause with the emergene ofmind that revelation is beoming possible, a preparation at least, even the beginning of an evolutionof our inner being, our oult subliminal and spiritual nature. But Nature's major preoupationmust neessarily be still and for a long time the evolution of mind to its greatest possible range,height, subtlety; for only so an be prepared the unveiling of an entirely intuitive intelligene, ofovermind, of supermind, the diÆult passage to a higher instrumentation of the Spirit. If the soleintention were the revelation of the essential spiritual Reality and a essation of our being into itspure existene, this insistene on the mental evolution would have no purpose: for at every point ofthe nature there an be a breaking out of the spirit and an absorption of our being into it; an intensityof the heart, a total silene of the mind, a single absorbing passion of the will would be enough tobring about that ulminating movement. If Nature's �nal intention were other-worldly, then too thesame law would hold; for everywhere, at any point of the nature, there an be a suÆient power of theother-worldly urge to break through and away from the terrestrial ation and enter into a spiritualelsewhere. But if her intention is a omprehensive hange of the being, this double evolution isintelligible and justi�es itself; for it is for that purpose indispensable.This, however, imposes a diÆult and slow spiritual advane: for, �rst, the spiritual emergenehas to wait at eah step for the instruments to be ready; next, as the spiritual formation emerges,it is mixed inextriably with the powers, motives, impulses of an imperfet mind, life and body, -there is a pull on it to aept and serve these powers, motives and impulses, a downward gravitationand perilous mixture, a onstant temptation to fall or deviation, at least a fettering, a weight, aretardation; there is a neessity to return upon a step gained in order to bring up something of thenature whih hangs bak and prevents a farther step; �nally, there is, by the very harater of mindin whih it has to work, a limitation of the emerging spiritual light and power and a ompulsion onit to move by segments, to follow one line or another and leave altogether or leave till later on theahievement of its own totality. This hampering, this obstale of the mind, life and body, - the heavyinertia and persistene of the body, the turbid passions of the life-part, the obsurity and doubtinginertitudes, denials, other-formulations of the mind, - is an impediment so great and intolerable thatthe spiritual urge beomes impatient and tries rigorously to quell these opponents, to rejet the life,to mortify the body, to silene the mind and ahieve its own separate salvation, spirit departing intopure spirit and rejeting from it altogether an undivine and obsure Nature. Apart from the supremeall, the natural push of the spiritual part in us to return to its own highest element and status, thisaspet of vital and physial Nature as an impediment to pure spirituality is a ompelling reason forasetiism, for illusionism, for the tendeny to other-worldliness, the urge towards withdrawal from302



life, the passion for a pure and unmixed Absolute. A pure spiritual absolutism is a movement ofthe self towards its own supreme selfhood, but it is also indispensable for Nature's own purpose; forwithout it the mixture, the downward gravitation would make the spiritual emergene impossible.The extremist of this absolutism, the solitary, the aseti, is the standard-bearer of the spirit, hisohre robe is its ag, the sign of a refusal of all ompromise, - as indeed the struggle of emergeneannot end by a ompromise, but only by an entire spiritual vitory and the omplete surrender ofthe lower nature. If that is impossible here, then indeed it must be ahieved elsewhere; if Naturerefuses submission to the emerging spirit, then the soul must withdraw from her. There is thus a dualtendeny in the spiritual emergene, on one side a drive towards the establishment at all ost of thespiritual onsiousness in the being, even to the rejetion of Nature, on the other side a push towardsthe extension of spirituality to our parts of nature. But until the �rst is fully ahieved, the seondan only be imperfet and halting. It is the foundation of the pure spiritual onsiousness that is the�rst objet in the evolution of the spiritual man, and it is this and the urge of that onsiousnesstowards ontat with the Reality, the Self or the Divine Being that must be the �rst and foremostor even, till it is perfetly aomplished, the sole preoupation of the spiritual seeker. It is the onething needful that has to be done by eah on whatever line is possible to him, by eah aording tothe spiritual apaity developed in his nature.In onsidering the ahieved ourse of the evolution of the spiritual being, we have to regard itfrom two sides, - a onsideration of the means, the lines of development utilised by Nature anda view of the atual results ahieved by it in the human individual. There are four main lineswhih Nature has followed in her attempt to open up the inner being, - religion, oultism, spiritualthought and an inner spiritual realisation and experiene: the three �rst are approahes, the last isthe deisive avenue of entry. All these four powers have worked by a simultaneous ation, more or lessonneted, sometimes in a variable ollaboration, sometimes in dispute with eah other, sometimes ina separate independene. Religion has admitted an oult element in its ritual, eremony, saraments;it has leaned upon spiritual thinking, deriving from it sometimes a reed or theology, sometimes itssupporting spiritual philosophy, - the former, ordinarily, is the oidental method, the latter theoriental: but spiritual experiene is the �nal aim and ahievement of religion, its sky and summit.But also religion has sometimes banned oultism or redued its own oult element to a minimum;it has pushed away the philosophi mind as a dry intelletual alien, leaned with all its weight onreed and dogma, pietisti emotion and fervour and moral ondut; it has redued to a minimum ordispensed with spiritual realisation and experiene. Oultism has sometimes put forward a spiritualaim as its goal, and followed oult knowledge and experiene as an approah to it, formulatedsome kind of mysti philosophy: but more often it has on�ned itself to oult knowledge andpratie without any spiritual vistas; it has turned to thaumaturgy or mere magi or even deviatedinto diabolism. Spiritual philosophy has very usually leaned on religion as its support or its wayto experiene; it has been the outome of realisation and experiene or built its strutures as anapproah to it: but it has also rejeted all aid - or all impediment - of religion and proeeded inits own strength, either satis�ed with mental knowledge or on�dent to disover its own path ofexperiene and e�etive disipline. Spiritual experiene has used all the three means as a starting-point, but it has also dispensed with them all, relying on its own pure strength: disouraging oultknowledge and powers as dangerous lures and entangling obstales, it has sought only the pure truthof the spirit; dispensing with philosophy, it has arrived instead through the heart's fervour or a mystiinward spiritualisation; putting behind it all religious reed, worship and pratie and regarding themas an inferior stage or �rst approah, it has passed on, leaving behind it all these supports, nude ofall these trappings, to the sheer ontat of the spiritual Reality. All these variations were neessary;the evolutionary endeavour of Nature has experimented on all lines in order to �nd her true way andher whole way towards the supreme onsiousness and the integral knowledge.For eah of these means or approahes orresponds to something in our total being and thereforeto something neessary to the total aim of her evolution. There are four neessities of man's self-303



expansion if he is not to remain this being of the surfae ignorane seeking obsurely after the truthof things and olleting and systematising fragments and setions of knowledge, the small limitedand half-ompetent reature of the osmi Fore whih he now is in his phenomenal nature. Hemust know himself and disover and utilise all his potentialities: but to know himself and the worldompletely he must go behind his own and its exterior, he must dive deep below his own mentalsurfae and the physial surfae of Nature. This he an only do by knowing his inner mental, vital,physial and psyhi being and its powers and movements and the universal laws and proesses ofthe oult Mind and Life whih stand behind the material front of the universe: that is the �eldof oultism, if we take the word in its widest signi�ane. He must know also the hidden Poweror Powers that ontrol the world: if there is a Cosmi Self or Spirit or a Creator, he must be ableto enter into relation with It or Him and be able to remain in whatever ontat or ommunion ispossible, get into some kind of tune with the master Beings of the universe or with the universalBeing and its universal will or a supreme Being and His supreme will, follow the law It gives himand the assigned or revealed aim of his life and ondut, raise himself towards the highest heightthat It demands of him in his life now or in his existene hereafter; if there is no suh universalor supreme Spirit or Being, he must know what there is and how to lift himself to it out of hispresent imperfetion and impotene. This approah is the aim of religion: its purpose is to link thehuman with the Divine and in so doing sublimate the thought and life and esh so that they mayadmit the rule of the soul and spirit. But this knowledge must be something more than a reed ora mysti revelation; his thinking mind must be able to aept it, to orrelate it with the prinipleof things and the observed truth of the universe: this is the work of philosophy, and in the �eldof the truth of the spirit it an only be done by a spiritual philosophy, whether intelletual in itsmethod or intuitive. But all knowledge and endeavour an reah its fruition only if it is turned intoexperiene and has beome a part of the onsiousness and its established operations; in the spiritual�eld all this religious, oult or philosophial knowledge and endeavour must, to bear fruition, endin an opening up of the spiritual onsiousness, in experienes that found and ontinually heighten,expand and enrih that onsiousness and in the building of a life and ation that is in onformitywith the truth of the spirit: this is the work of spiritual realisation and experiene.In the very nature of things all evolution must proeed at �rst by a slow unfolding; for eahnew priniple that evolves its powers has to make its way out of an involution in Inonsiene andIgnorane. It has a diÆult task in pulling itself out of the involution, out of the hold of the obsurityof the original medium, against the pull and strains, the instintive opposition and obstrution of theInonsiene and the hampering mixture and blind obstinate retardations of the Ignorane. NatureaÆrms at �rst a vague urge and tendeny whih is a sign of the push of the oult, subliminal,submerged reality towards the surfae; there are then small half-suppressed hints of the thing thatis to be, imperfet beginnings, rude elements, rudimentary appearanes, small, insigni�ant, hardlyreognisable quanta. Afterwards there are small or large formations; a more harateristi andreognisable quality begins to show itself, �rst partially, here and there or in a low intensity, thenmore vivid, more formative; �nally, there is the deisive emergene, a reversal of the onsiousness,the beginning of the possibility of its radial hange: but still muh has to be done in every diretion,a long and diÆult growth towards perfetion lies before the evolutionary endeavour. The thingdone has not only to be on�rmed, seured against relapse and the downward gravitation, againstfailure and extintion, but opened out into all the �elds of its possibilities, its totality of entire self-ahievement, its utmost height, subtlety, rihes, wideness; it has to beome dominant, all-embraing,omprehensive. This is everywhere the proess of Nature and to ignore it is to miss the intention inher works and get lost in the maze of her proedure.It is this proess that has taken plae in the evolution of religion in the human mind and on-siousness; the work done by it for humanity annot be understood or properly appreiated if weignore the onditions of the proess and their neessity. It is evident that the �rst beginnings ofreligion must be rude and imperfet, its development hampered by mixtures, errors, onessions to304



the human mind and vital part whih may often be of a very unspiritual harater. Ignorant andinjurious and even disastrous elements may reep in and lead to error and evil; the dogmatism of thehuman mind, its self-assertive narrowness, its intolerant and hallenging egoism, its attahment toits limited truths and still greater attahment to its errors, or the violene, fanatiism, militant andoppressive self-aÆrmation of the vital, its treaherous ation on the mind in order to get a santionfor its own desires and propensities, may very easily invade the religious �eld and baulk religion ofits higher spiritual aim and harater; under the name of religion muh ignorane may hide, manyerrors and an extensive wrong-building be permitted, many rimes even and o�enes against thespirit be ommitted. But this hequered history belongs to all human e�ort and, if it were to ountagainst the truth and neessity of religion, would ount also against the truth and neessity of everyother line of human endeavour, against all man's ation, his ideals, his thought, his art, his siene.Religion has opened itself to denial by its laim to determine the truth by divine authority, byinspiration, by a sarosant and infallible sovereignty given to it from on high; it has sought to imposeitself on human thought, feeling, ondut without disussion or question. This is an exessive andpremature laim, although imposed in a way on the religious idea by the imperative and absoluteharater of the inspirations and illuminations whih are its warrant and justi�ation and by theneessity of faith as an oult light and power from the soul amidst the mind's ignorane, doubts,weakness, inertitudes. Faith is indispensable to man, for without it he ould not proeed forwardin his journey through the Unknown; but it ought not to be imposed, it should ome as a freepereption or an imperative diretion from the inner spirit. A laim to unquestioned aeptaneould only be warranted if the spiritual e�ort had already ahieved man's progression to the highestTruth-onsiousness total and integral, free from all ignorant mental and vital mixture. This isthe ultimate objet before us, but it has not yet been aomplished, and the premature laim hasobsured the true work of the religious instint in man, whih is to lead him towards the DivineReality, to formulate all that he has yet ahieved in that diretion and to give to eah human beinga mould of spiritual disipline, a way of seeking, touhing, nearing the Divine Truth, a way whih isproper to the potentialities of his nature.The wide and supple method of evolutionary Nature providing the amplest sope and preservingthe true intention of the religious seeking of the human being an be reognised in the development ofreligion in India, where any number of religious formulations, ults and disiplines have been allowed,even enouraged to subsist side by side and eah man was free to aept and follow that whih wasongenial to his thought, feeling, temperament, build of the nature. It is right and reasonable thatthere should be this plastiity, proper to an experimental evolution: for religion's real business is toprepare man's mind, life and bodily existene for the spiritual onsiousness to take it up; it has tolead him to that point where the inner spiritual light begins fully to emerge. It is at this point thatreligion must learn to subordinate itself, not to insist on its outer haraters, but give full sope tothe inner spirit itself to develop its own truth and reality. In the meanwhile it has to take up as muhof man's mentality, vitality, physiality as it an and give all his ativities a turn towards the spiritualdiretion, the revelation of a spiritual meaning in them, the imprint of a spiritual re�nement, thebeginning of a spiritual harater. It is in this attempt that the errors of religion ome in, for theyare aused by the very nature of the matter with whih it is dealing, - that inferior stu� invadesthe very forms that are meant to serve as intermediaries between the spiritual and the mental, vitalor physial onsiousness, and often it diminishes, degrades and orrupts them: but it is in thisattempt that lies religion's greatest utility as an interessor between spirit and nature. Truth anderror live always together in the human evolution and the truth is not to be rejeted beause of itsaompanying errors, though these have to be eliminated, - often a diÆult business and, if rudelydone, resulting in surgial harm inited on the body of religion; for what we see as error is veryfrequently the symbol or a disguise or a orruption or malformation of a truth whih is lost in thebrutal radiality of the operation, - the truth is ut out along with the error. Nature herself veryommonly permits the good orn and the tares and weeds to grow together for a long time, beause305



only so is her own growth, her free evolution possible.Evolutionary Nature in her �rst awakening of man to a rudimentary spiritual onsiousness mustbegin with a vague sense of the In�nite and the Invisible surrounding the physial being, a sense of thelimitation and impotene of human mind and will and of something greater than himself onealedin the world, of Potenies bene�ent or male�ent whih determine the results of his ation, a Powerthat is behind the physial world he lives in and has perhaps reated it and him, or Powers thatinform and rule her movements while they themselves perhaps are ruled by the greater Unknownthat is beyond them. He had to determine what they are and �nd means of ommuniation so thathe might propitiate them or all them to his aid; he sought also for means by whih he ould �ndout and ontrol the springs of the hidden movements of Nature. This he ould not do at one by hisreason beause his reason ould at �rst deal only with physial fats, but this was the domain of theInvisible and needed a supraphysial vision and knowledge; he had to do it by an extension of thefaulty of intuition and instint whih was already there in the animal. This faulty, prolonged in thethinking being and mentalised, must have been more sensitive and ative in early man, though stillmostly on a lower sale, for he had to rely on it largely for all his �rst neessary disoveries: he hadto rely also on the aid of subliminal experiene; for the subliminal too must have been more ative,more ready to upsurge in him, more apable of formulating its phenomena on the surfae, before helearned to depend ompletely on his intellet and senses. The intuitions that he thus reeived byontat with Nature, his mind systematised and so reated the early forms of religion. This ativeand ready power of intuition also gave him the sense of supraphysial fores behind the physial,and his instint and a ertain subliminal or supernormal experiene of supraphysial beings withwhom he ould somehow ommuniate turned him towards the disovery of e�etive and analisingmeans for a dynami utilisation of this knowledge; so were reated magi and the other early formsof oultism. At some time it must have dawned on him that he had something in him whih wasnot physial, a soul that survived the body; ertain supernormal experienes whih beame ativebeause of the pressure to know the invisible, must have helped to formulate his �rst rude ideas ofthis entity within him. It would only be later that he began to realise that what he pereived in theation of the universe was also there in some form within him and that in him also were elementsthat responded to invisible powers and fores for good or for evil; so would begin his religio-ethialformations and his possibilities of spiritual experiene. An amalgam of primitive intuitions, oultritual, religio-soial ethis, mystial knowledge or experienes symbolised in myth but with their sensepreserved by a seret initiation and disipline is the early, at �rst very super�ial and external stageof human religion. In the beginning these elements were, no doubt, rude and poor and defetive, butthey aquired depth and range and inreased in some ultures to a great amplitude and signi�ane.But as the mental and life development inreased, - for that is Nature's �rst preoupation in manand she does not hesitate to push it forward at the ost of other elements that will need to be takenup fully hereafter, - there is a tendeny towards intelletualisation, and the �rst neessary intuitive,instintive and subliminal formations are overlaid with the strutures ereted by a growing fore ofreason and mental intelligene. As man disovers the serets and proesses of physial Nature, hemoves more and more away from his early reourse to oultism and magi; the presene and feltinuene of gods and invisible powers reedes as more and more is explained by natural workings,the mehanial proedure of Nature: but he still feels the need of a spiritual element and spiritualfators in his life and therefore keeps for a time the two ativities running together. But the oultelements of religion, though still held as beliefs or preserved but also buried in rites and myths, losetheir signi�ane and diminish and the intelletual element inreases; �nally, where and when theintelletualising tendeny beomes too strong, there is a movement to ut out everything but reed,institution, formal pratie and ethis. Even the element of spiritual experiene dwindles and it isonsidered suÆient to rely only on faith, emotional fervour and moral ondut; the �rst amalgamof religion, oultism and mysti experiene is disrupted, and there is a tendeny, not by any meansuniversal or omplete but still pronouned or visible, for eah of these powers to follow its own way306



to its own goal in its own separate and free harater. A omplete denial of religion, oultism andall that is supraphysial is the last outome of this stage, a hard dry paroxysm of the super�ialintellet haking away the sheltering strutures that are refuges for the deeper parts of our nature.But still evolutionary Nature keeps alive her ulterior intentions in the minds of a few and uses man'sgreater mental evolution to raise them to a higher plane and deeper issues. In the present timeitself, after an age of triumphant intelletuality and materialism, we an see evidenes of this naturalproess, - a return towards inner self-disovery, an inner seeking and thinking, a new attempt atmysti experiene, a groping after the inner self, a reawakening to some sense of the truth and powerof the spirit begins to manifest itself; man's searh after his self and soul and a deeper truth of thingstends to revive and resume its lost fore and to give a fresh life to the old reeds, eret new faiths ordevelop independently of setarian religions. The intellet itself, having reahed near to the naturallimits of the apaity of physial disovery, having touhed its bedrok and found that it explainsnothing more than the outer proess of Nature, has begun, still tentatively and hesitatingly, to diretan eye of researh on the deeper serets of the mind and the life fore and on the domain of theoult whih it had rejeted a priori, in order to know what there may be in it that is true. Religionitself has shown its power of survival and is undergoing an evolution the �nal sense of whih is stillobsure. In this new phase of the mind that we see beginning, however rudely and hesitatingly, therean be deteted the possibility of a pressure towards some deisive turn and advane of the spiritualevolution in Nature. Religion, rih but with a ertain obsurity in her �rst infrarational stage, hadtended under the overweight of the intellet to pass into a lear but bare rational interspae; butit must in the end follow the upward urve of the human mind and rise more fully at its summitstowards its true or greatest �eld in the sphere of a suprarational onsiousness and knowledge.If we look at the past, we an still see the evidenes of this line of natural evolution, although mostof its earlier stages are hidden from us in the unwritten pages of prehistory. It has been ontendedthat religion in its beginnings was nothing but a mass of animism, fetishism, magi, totemism, taboo,myth, superstitious symbol, with the mediine-man as priest, a mental fungus of primitive humanignorane, - later on at its best a form of Nature-worship. It ould well have been so in the primitivemind, though we have to add the proviso that behind muh of its beliefs and praties there may havebeen a truth of an inferior but very e�etive kind that we have lost with our superior development.Primitive man lives muh in a low and small provine of his life-being, and this orresponds on theoult plane to an invisible Nature whih is of a like harater and whose oult powers an bealled into ativity by a knowledge and methods to whih the lower vital intuitions and instintsmay open a door of aess. This might be formulated in a �rst stage of religious belief and pratiewhih would be oult after a rude inhoate fashion in its harater and interests, not yet spiritual;its main element would be a alling in of small lifepowers and elemental beings to the aid of smalllife-desires and a rude physial welfare.But this primitive stage, - if it is indeed suh and not, in what we still see of it, a fall or avestige, a relapse from a higher knowledge belonging to a previous yle of ivilisation or the debasedremnants of a dead or obsolete ulture, - an have been only a beginning. It was followed, afterwhatever stages, by the more advaned type of religion of whih we have a reord in the literatureor surviving douments of the early ivilised peoples. This type, omposed of a polytheisti beliefand worship, a osmology, a mythology, a omplexus of eremonies, praties, ritual and ethialobligations interwoven sometimes deeply into the soial system, was ordinarily a national or tribalreligion intimately expressive of the stage of evolution of thought and life reahed by the ommunity.In the outer struture we still miss the support of a deeper spiritual signi�ane, but this gap was �lledin in the greater more developed ultures by a strong bakground of oult knowledge and praties orelse by arefully guarded mysteries with a �rst element of spiritual wisdom and disipline. Oultismours more often as an addition or superstruture, but is not always present; the worship of divinepowers, sari�e, a surfae piety and soial ethis are the main fators. A spiritual philosophy oridea of the meaning of life seems at �rst to be absent, but its beginnings are often ontained in the307



myths and mysteries and in one or two instanes fully emerge out of them so that it assumes a strongseparate existene.It is possible indeed that it is the mysti or the inipient oultist who was everywhere the reatorof religion and imposed his seret disoveries in the form of belief, myth and pratie on the masshuman mind; for it is always the individual who reeives the intuitions of Nature and takes thestep forward dragging or drawing the rest of humanity behind him. But even if we give the reditof this new reation to the subonsious mass mind, it is the oultist and mysti element in thatmind whih reated it and it must have found individuals through whom it ould emerge; for a massexperiene or disovery or expression is not the �rst method of Nature; it is at some one point or afew points that the �re is lit and spreads from hearth to hearth, from altar to altar. But the spiritualaspiration and experiene of the mystis was usually asketed in seret formulas and given only toa few initiates; it was onveyed to the rest or rather preserved for them in a mass of religious ortraditional symbols. It is these symbols that were the heart's ore of religion in the mind of an earlyhumanity.Out of this seond stage there emerged a third whih tried to liberate the seret spiritual experieneand knowledge and put it at the disposal of all as a truth that ould have a ommon appeal andmust be made universally available. A tendeny prevailed, not only to make the spiritual element thevery kernel of the religion, but to render it attainable to all the worshippers by an exoteri teahing;as eah esoteri shool had had its system of knowledge and disipline, so now eah religion was tohave its system of knowledge, its reed and its spiritual disipline. Here, in these two forms of thespiritual evolution, the esoteri and the exoteri, the way of the mysti and the way of the religiousman, we see a double priniple of evolutionary Nature, the priniple of intensive and onentratedevolution in a small spae and the priniple of expansion and extension so that the new reationmay be generalised in as large a �eld as possible. The �rst is the onentrated dynami and e�etivemovement; the seond tends towards di�usion and status. As a result of this new development, thespiritual aspiration at �rst arefully treasured by a few beame more generalised in mankind, but itlost in purity, height and intensity. The mystis founded their endeavour on a power of suprarationalknowledge, intuitive, inspired, revelatory and on the fore of the inner being to enter into oulttruth and experiene: but these powers are not possessed by men in the mass or possessed only ina rude, undeveloped and fragmentary initial form on whih nothing ould be safely founded; so forthem in this new development the spiritual truth had to be lothed in intelletual forms of reedand dotrine, in emotional forms of worship and in a simple but signi�ant ritual. At the same timethe strong spiritual nuleus beame mixed, diluted, alloyed; it tended to be invaded and aped by thelower elements of mind and life and physial nature. It was this mixture and alloy and invasion ofthe spurious, this profanation of the mysteries and the loss of their truth and signi�ane, as wellas the misuse of the oult power that omes by ommuniation with invisible fores, that was mostdreaded by the early mystis and prevented by serey, by strit disipline, by restrition to the few�t initiates. Another untoward result or peril of the di�usive movement and the onsequent invasionhas been the intelletual formalisation of spiritual knowledge into dogma and the materialisation ofliving pratie into a dead mass of ult and eremony and ritual, a mehanisation by whih the spiritwas bound to depart in ourse of time from the body of the religion. But this risk had to be taken,for the expansive movement was an inherent neessity of the spiritual urge in evolutionary Nature.Thus ame into being the religions whih rely mainly or in the mass on reed and ritual for somespiritual result, but yet hold beause of their truth of experiene, the fundamental inner realitythat was initially present in them and persists so long as there are men to ontinue or renew it,a means for those who are touhed by the spiritual impulse to realise the Divine and liberate thespirit. This development has led farther to a division into two tendenies, atholi and protestant,one a tendeny towards some onservation of the original plasti harater of religion, its many-sidedness and appeal to the whole nature of the human being, the other disruptive of this atholiityand insistent on a pure reliane on belief, worship and ondut simpli�ed so as to make a quik308



and ready appeal to the ommon reason, heart and ethial will. This turn has tended to reate anexessive rationalisation, a disrediting and ondemnation of most of the oult elements whih seekto establish a ommuniation with what is invisible, a reliane on the surfae mind as the suÆientvehile of the spiritual endeavour; a ertain dryness and a narrowness and pauity of the spiritual lifehave been a frequent onsequene. Moreover, the intellet having denied so muh, ast out so muh,has found ample room and opportunity to deny more until it denies all, to negate spiritual experieneand ast out spirituality and religion, leaving only intellet itself as the sole surviving power. Butintellet void of the spirit an only pile up external knowledge and mahinery and eÆieny and endsin a drying up of the seret springs of vitality and a deadene without any inner power to save thelife or reate a new life or any other way out than death and disintegration and a new beginning outof the old Ignorane.It would have been possible for the evolutionary priniple to have preserved its pristine wholenessof movement while pressing on, by an expansion and not a disruption of the wiser anient harmony, toa greater synthesis of the priniple of onentration and the priniple of di�usion. In India, we haveseen, there has been a persistene of the original intuition and total movement of evolutionary Nature.For religion in India limited itself by no one reed or dogma; it not only admitted a vast number ofdi�erent formulations, but ontained suessfully within itself all the elements that have grown up inthe ourse of the evolution of religion and refused to ban or exise any: it developed oultism to itsutmost limits, aepted spiritual philosophies of all kinds, followed to its highest, deepest or largestoutome every possible line of spiritual realisation, spiritual experiene, spiritual self-disipline. Itsmethod has been the method of evolutionary Nature herself, to allow all developments, all meansof ommuniation and ation of the spirit upon the members, all ways of ommunion between manand the Supreme or Divine, to follow every possible way of advane to the goal and test it evento its extreme. All stages of spiritual evolution are there in man and eah has to be allowed orprovided with its means of approah to the spirit, an approah suited to its apaity, adhik�ara. Eventhe primitive forms that survived were not banned but were lifted to a deeper signi�ane, whilestill there was the pressure to the highest spiritual pinnales in the rarest supreme ether. Even theexlusive redal type of religion was not itself exluded; provided its aÆnity to the general aim andpriniple was lear, it was admitted into the in�nite variety of the general order. But this plastiitysought to support itself on a �xed religiosoial system, whih it permeated with the priniple of agraded working out of the human nature turned at its height towards a supreme spiritual endeavour;this soial �xity, whih was perhaps neessary at one time for unity of life if not also as a settledand seure basis for the spiritual freedom, has been on one side a power for preservation but alsothe one obstale to the native spirit of entire atholiity, an element of exessive rystallisation andrestrition. A �xed basis may be indispensable, but if settled in essene, this also must be in itsforms apable of plastiity, evolutionary hange; it must be an order, but a growing order.Nevertheless, the priniple of this great and many-sided religious and spiritual evolution wassound, and by taking up in itself the whole of life and of human nature, by enouraging the growthof intellet and never opposing it or putting bounds to its freedom, but rather alling it in to the aidof the spiritual seeking, it prevented the onit or the undue predominane whih in the Oidentled to the restrition and drying up of the religious instint and the plunge into pure materialismand seularism. A method of this plasti and universal kind, admitting but exeeding all reeds andforms and allowing every kind of element, may have numerous onsequenes whih might be objetedto by the purist, but its great justifying result has been an unexampled multitudinous rihness and amore than millennial persistene and impregnable durability, generality, universality, height, subtletyand many-sided wideness of spiritual attainment and seeking and endeavour. It is indeed only bysuh a atholiity and plastiity that the wider aim of the evolution an work itself out with anyfullness. The individual demands from religion a door of opening into spiritual experiene or a meansof turning towards it, a ommunion with God or a de�nite light of guidane on the way, a promise ofthe hereafter or a means of a happier supraterrestrial future; these needs an be met on the narrower309



basis of redal belief and setarian ult. But there is also the wider purpose of Nature to prepare andfurther the spiritual evolution in man and turn him into a spiritual being; religion serves her as ameans for pointing his e�ort and his ideal in that diretion and providing eah one who is ready withthe possibility of taking a step upon the way towards it. This end she serves by the immense varietyof the ults she has reated, some �nal, standardised and de�nitive, others more plasti, various andmany-sided. A religion whih is itself a ongeries of religions and whih at the same time provideseah man with his own turn of inner experiene, would be the most in onsonane with this purposeof Nature: it would be a rih nursery of spiritual growth and owering, a vast multiform shool ofthe soul's disipline, endeavour, self-realisation. Whatever errors Religion has ommitted, this is herfuntion and her great and indispensable utility and servie, - the holding up of this growing light ofguidane on our way through the mind's ignorane towards the Spirit's omplete onsiousness andself-knowledge.Oultism is in its essene man's e�ort to arrive at a knowledge of seret truths and potentialitiesof Nature whih will lift him out of slavery to his physial limits of being, an attempt in partiularto possess and organise the mysterious, oult, outwardly still undeveloped diret power of Mindupon Life and of both Mind and Life over Matter. There is at the same time an endeavour toestablish ommuniation with worlds and entities belonging to the supraphysial heights, depths andintermediate levels of osmi Being and to utilise this ommunion for the mastery of a higher Truthand for a help to man in his will to make himself sovereign over Nature's powers and fores. Thishuman aspiration takes its stand on the belief, intuition or intimation that we are not mere reaturesof the mud, but souls, minds, wills that an know all the mysteries of this and every world and beomenot only Nature's pupils but her adepts and masters. The oultist sought to know the seret ofphysial things also and in this e�ort he furthered astronomy, reated hemistry, gave an impulse toother sienes, for he utilised geometry also and the siene of numbers; but still more he sought toknow the serets of supernature. In this sense oultism might be desribed as the siene of thesupernatural; but it is in fat only the disovery of the supraphysial, the surpassing of the materiallimit, - the heart of oultism is not the impossible himera whih hopes to go beyond or outside allfore of Nature and make pure phantasy and arbitrary mirale omnipotently e�etive. What seemsto us supernatural is in fat either a spontaneous irruption of the phenomena of other-Nature intophysial Nature or, in the work of the oultist, a possession of the knowledge and power of thehigher orders or grades of osmi Being and Energy and the diretion of their fores and proessestowards the prodution of e�ets in the physial world by seizing on possibilities of interonnetionand means for a material e�etuality. There are powers of the mind and the life-fore whih havenot been inluded in Nature's present systematisation of mind and life in matter, but are potentialand an be brought to bear upon material things and happenings or even brought in and added tothe present systematisation so as to enlarge the ontrol of mind over our own life and body or to aton the minds, lives, bodies of others or on the movements of osmi Fores. The modern admissionof hypnotism is an example of suh a disovery and systematised appliation, - though still narrowand limited, limited by its method and formula, - of oult powers whih otherwise touh us onlyby a asual or a hidden ation whose proess is unknown to us or imperfetly aught by a few; forwe are all the time undergoing a battery of suggestions, thought suggestions, impulse suggestions,will suggestions, emotional and sensational suggestions, thought waves, life waves that ome on usor into us from others or from the universal Energy, but at and produe their e�ets without ourknowledge. A systematised endeavour to know these movements and their law and possibilities, tomaster and use the power or Nature-fore behind them or to protet ourselves from them would fallwithin one provine of oultism: but it would only be a small part even of that provine; for wideand multiple are the possible �elds, uses, proesses of this vast range of little explored Knowledge.In modern times, as physial Siene enlarged its disoveries and released the seret materialfores of Nature into an ation governed by human knowledge for human use, oultism reededand was �nally set aside on the ground that the physial alone is real and mind and life are only310



departmental ativities of Matter. On this basis, believing material Energy to be the key of allthings, Siene has attempted to move towards a ontrol of mind and life proesses by a knowledgeof the material instrumentation and proess of our normal and abnormal mind and life funtioningsand ativities; the spiritual is ignored as only one form of mentality. It may be observed in passingthat if this endeavour sueeded, it might not be without danger for the existene of the human rae,even as now are ertain other sienti� disoveries misused or lumsily used by a humanity mentallyand morally unready for the handling of powers so great and perilous; for it would be an arti�ialontrol applied without any knowledge of the seret fores whih underlie and sustain our existene.Oultism in the West ould be thus easily pushed aside beause it never reahed its majority, neveraquired ripeness and a philosophi or sound systemati foundation. It indulged too freely in theromane of the supernatural or made the mistake of onentrating its major e�ort on the disovery offormulas and e�etive modes for using supernormal powers. It deviated into magi white and blak orinto a romanti or thaumaturgi paraphernalia of oult mystiism and the exaggeration of what wasafter all a limited and santy knowledge. These tendenies and this inseurity of mental foundationmade it diÆult to defend and easy to disredit, a target faile and vulnerable. In Egypt and the Eastthis line of knowledge arrived at a greater and more omprehensive endeavour: this ampler maturityan be seen still intat in the remarkable system of the Tantras; it was not only a many-sided sieneof the supernormal but supplied the basis of all the oult elements of religion and even developeda great and powerful system of spiritual disipline and self-realisation. For the highest oultism isthat whih disovers the seret movements and dynami supernormal possibilities of mind and lifeand spirit and uses them in their native fore or by an applied proess for the greater e�etivity ofour mental, vital and spiritual being.Oultism is assoiated in popular idea with magi and magial formulae and a supposed meh-anism of the supernatural. But this is only one side, nor is it altogether a superstition as is vainlyimagined by those who have not looked deeply or at all at this overt side of seret Nature-Fore orexperimented with its possibilities. Formulas and their appliation, a mehanisation of latent fores,an be astonishingly e�etive in the oult use of mind power and life power just as it is in physialSiene, but this is only a subordinate method and a limited diretion. For mind and life fores areplasti, subtle and variable in their ation and have not the material rigidity; they need a subtleand plasti intuition in the knowledge of them, in the interpretation of their ation and proessand in their appliation, - even in the interpretation and ation of their established formulas. Anoverstress on mehanisation and rigid formulation is likely to result in sterilisation or a formalisedlimitation of knowledge and, on the pragmati side, to muh error, ignorant onvention, misuse andfailure. Now that we are outgrowing the superstition of the sole truth of Matter, a swing bakwardtowards the old oultism and to new formulations, as well as to a sienti� investigation of thestill hidden serets and powers of mind and a lose study of psyhi and abnormal or supernormalpsyhologial phenomena, is possible and, in parts, already visible. But if it is to ful�l itself, thetrue foundation, the true aim and diretion, the neessary restritions and preautions of this line ofinquiry have to be redisovered; its most important aim must be the disovery of the hidden truthsand powers of the mindfore and the life-power and the greater fores of the onealed spirit. Oultsiene is, essentially, the siene of the subliminal, the subliminal in ourselves and the subliminalin world-nature, and of all that is in onnetion with the subliminal, inluding the subonsient andthe superonsient, and the use of it as part of self-knowledge and world-knowledge and for the rightdynamisation of that knowledge.An intelletual approah to the highest knowledge, the mind's possession of it, is an indispensableaid to this movement of Nature in the human being. Ordinarily, on our surfae, man's hief instrumentof thought and ation is the reason, the observing, understanding and arranging intellet. In any totaladvane or evolution of the spirit, not only the intuition, insight, inner sense, the heart's devotion, adeep and diret lifeexperiene of the things of the spirit have to be developed, but the intellet alsomust be enlightened and satis�ed; our thinking and reeting mind must be helped to understand,311



to form a reasoned and systematised idea of the goal, the method, the priniples of this highestdevelopment and ativity of our nature and the truth of all that lies behind it. Spiritual realisationand experiene, an intuitive and diret knowledge, a growth of inner onsiousness, a growth of thesoul and of an intimate soul pereption, soul vision and a soul sense, are indeed the proper meansof this evolution: but the support of the reetive and ritial reason is also of great importane; ifmany an dispense with it, beause they have a vivid and diret ontat with inner realities and aresatis�ed with experiene and insight, yet in the whole movement it is indispensable. If the supremetruth is a spiritual Reality, then the intellet of man needs to know what is the nature of that originalTruth and the priniple of its relations to the rest of existene, to ourselves and the universe. Theintellet is not apable by itself of bringing us into touh with the onrete spiritual reality, but itan help by a mental formulation of the truth of the Spirit whih explains it to the mind and an beapplied even in the more diret seeking: this help is of a apital importane.Our thinking mind is onerned mainly with the statement of general spiritual truth, the logi of itsabsolute and the logi of its relativities, how they stand to eah other or lead to eah other, and whatare the mental onsequenes of the spiritual theorem of existene. But besides this understandingand intelletual statement whih is its prinipal right and share, the intellet seeks to exerise aritial ontrol; it may admit the estati or other onrete spiritual experienes, but its demandis to know on what sure and well-ordered truths of being they are founded. Indeed, without suha truth known and veri�able, our reason might �nd these experienes inseure and unintelligible,might draw bak from them as possibly not founded on truth or else distrust them in their form, ifnot in their foundation, as a�eted by an error, even an aberration of the imaginative vital mind,the emotions, the nerves or the senses; for these might be misled, in their passage or transferenefrom the physial and sensible to the invisible, into a pursuit of deeiving lights or at least to amisreeption of things valid in themselves but marred by a wrong or imperfet interpretation of whatis experiened or a onfusion and disorder of the true spiritual values. If reason �nds itself obligedto admit the dynamis of oultism, there too it will be most onerned with the truth and rightsystem and real signi�ane of the fores that it sees brought into play; it must inquire whether thesigni�ane is that whih the oultist attahes to it or something other and perhaps deeper whihhas been misinterpreted in its essential relations and values or not given its true plae in the whole ofexperiene. For the ation of our intellet is primarily the funtion of understanding, but seondarilyritial and �nally organising, ontrolling and formative.The means by whih this need an be satis�ed and with whih our nature of mind has providedus is philosophy, and in this �eld it must be a spiritual philosophy. Suh systems have arisen innumbers in the East; for almost always, wherever there has been a onsiderable spiritual develop-ment, there has arisen from it a philosophy justifying it to the intellet. The method was at �rst anintuitive seeing and an intuitive expression, as in the fathomless thought and profound language ofthe Upanishads, but afterwards there was developed a ritial method, a �rm system of dialetis,a logial organisation. The later philosophies were an intelletual aount8 or a logial justi�ationof what had been found by inner realisation; or they provided, themselves, a mental ground or asystematised method for realisation and experiene.9 In the West where the synreti tendeny ofthe onsiousness was replaed by the analyti and separative, the spiritual urge and the intelle-tual reason parted ompany almost at the outset; philosophy took from the �rst a turn towards apurely intelletual and ratioinative explanation of things. Nevertheless, there were systems like thePythagorean, Stoi and Epiurean, whih were dynami not only for thought but for ondut of lifeand developed a disipline, an e�ort at inner perfetion of the being; this reahed a higher spiritualplane of knowledge in later Christian or Neo-pagan thought-strutures where East and West mettogether. But later on the intelletualisation beame omplete and the onnetion of philosophywith life and its energies or spirit and its dynamism was either ut or on�ned to the little that the8E.g., the Gita.9E.g., the Yoga philosophy of Patanjali. 312



metaphysial idea an impress on life and ation by an abstrat and seondary inuene. Religionhas supported itself in the West not by philosophy but by a redal theology; sometimes a spiritualphilosophy emerges by sheer fore of individual genius, but it has not been as in the East a neessaryadjunt to every onsiderable line of spiritual experiene and endeavour. It is true that a philosophidevelopment of spiritual thought is not entirely indispensable; for the truths of spirit an be reahedmore diretly and ompletely by intuition and by a onrete inner ontat. It must also be saidthat the ritial ontrol of the intellet over spiritual experiene an be hampering and unreliable,for it is an inferior light turned upon a �eld of higher illumination; the true ontrolling power is aninner disrimination, a psyhi sense and tat, a superior intervention of guidane from above or aninnate and luminous inner guidane. But still this line of development too is neessary, beause theremust be a bridge between the spirit and the intelletual reason: the light of a spiritual or at least aspiritualised intelligene is neessary for the fullness of our total inner evolution, and without it, ifanother deeper guidane is laking, the inner movement may be errati and undisiplined, turbid andmixed with unspiritual elements or one-sided or inomplete in its atholiity. For the transformationof the Ignorane into the integral Knowledge the growth in us of a spiritual intelligene ready toreeive a higher light and analise it for all the parts of our nature is an intermediate neessity ofgreat importane.But none of these three lines of approah an by themselves entirely ful�l the greater and ulteriorintention of Nature; they annot reate in mental man the spiritual being, unless and until theyopen the door to spiritual experiene. It is only by an inner realisation of what these approahes areseeking after, by an overwhelming experiene or by many experienes building up an inner hange,by a transmutation of the onsiousness, by a liberation of the spirit from its present veil of mind,life and body that there an emerge the spiritual being. That is the �nal line of the soul's progresstowards whih the others are pointing and, when it is ready to disengage itself from the preliminaryapproahes, then the real work has begun and the turning-point of the hange is no longer distant.Till then all that the human mental being has reahed is a familiarity with the idea of things beyondhim, with the possibility of an other-worldly movement, with the ideal of some ethial perfetion;he may have made too some ontat with greater Powers or Realities whih help his mind or heartor life. A hange there may be, but not the transmutation of the mental into the spiritual being.Religion and its thought and ethis and oult mystiism in anient times produed the priest andthe mage, the man of piety, the just man, the man of wisdom, many high points of mental manhood;but it is only after spiritual experiene through the heart and mind began that we see arise the saint,the prophet, the Rishi, the Yogi, the seer, the spiritual sage and the mysti, and it is the religions inwhih these types of spiritual manhood ame into being that have endured, overed the globe andgiven mankind all its spiritual aspiration and ulture.When spirituality disengages itself in the onsiousness and puts on its distintive harater, itis only at �rst a small kernel, a growing tendeny, an exeptional light of experiene amidst thegreat mass of normal unenlightened human mind, vitality, physiality whih forms the outer selfand engrosses our natural preoupation. There are tentative beginnings and a slow evolution andhesitating emergene. An earlier �rst preliminary form of it reates a ertain kind of religiosity whihis not the pure spiritual temperament, but is of the nature of mind or life seeking or �nding in itselfa spiritual support or fator; in this stage man is mostly preoupied with the utilisation of suhontats as he an get or onstrut with what is beyond him to help or serve his mental ideas ormoral ideals or his vital and physial interests; the true turn to some spiritual hange has not ome.The �rst true formations take the shape of a spiritualisation of our natural ativities, a permeatinginuene on them or a diretion: there is a preparatory inuene or inux in some part or tendenyof the mind or life, - a spiritualised turn of thought with uplifting illuminations, or a spiritualisedturn of the emotional or the aestheti being, a spiritualised ethial formation in the harater, aspiritualised urge in some life-ation or other dynami vital movement of the nature. An awarenessomes perhaps of an inner light, of a guidane or a ommunion, of a greater Control than the mind313



and will to whih something in us obeys; but all is not yet reast in the mould of that experiene. Butwhen these intuitions and illuminations grow in insistene and analise themselves, make a stronginner formation and laim to govern the whole life and take over the nature, then there begins thespiritual formation of the being; there emerges the saint, the devotee, the spiritual sage, the seer, theprophet, the servant of God, the soldier of the spirit. All these take their stand on one part of thenatural being lifted up by a spiritual light, power or estasy. The sage and seer live in the spiritualmind, their thought or their vision is governed and moulded by an inner or a greater divine light ofknowledge; the devotee lives in the spiritual aspiration of the heart, its self-o�ering and its seeking;the saint is moved by the awakened psyhi being in the inner heart grown powerful to govern theemotional and vital being; the others stand in the vital kineti nature driven by a higher spiritualenergy and turned by it towards an inspired ation, a God-given work or mission, the servie of somedivine Power, idea or ideal. The last or highest emergene is the liberated man who has realised theSelf and Spirit within him, entered into the osmi onsiousness, passed into union with the Eternaland, so far as he still aepts life and ation, ats by the light and energy of the Power within himworking through his human instruments of Nature. The largest formulation of this spiritual hangeand ahievement is a total liberation of soul, mind, heart and ation, a asting of them all into thesense of the osmi Self and the Divine Reality.10 The spiritual evolution of the individual has thenfound its way and thrown up its range of Himalayan eminenes and its peaks of highest nature.Beyond this height and largeness there opens only the supramental asent or the inommuniableTransendene.This then has been up till now the ourse of Nature's evolution of the spiritual man in the humanmental being, and it may be questioned what is the exat sum of this ahievement and its atualsigni�ane. In the reent reation towards the life of the mind in Matter, this great diretion andthis rare hange have been stigmatised as no true evolution of onsiousness but rather a sublimatedrudity of ignorane deviating from the true human evolution, whih should be solely an evolution oflife-power, the pratial physial mind, the reason governing thought and ondut and the disoveringand organising intelligene. In this epoh religion was pushed aside as an out-of-date superstitionand spiritual realisation and experiene disredited as a shadowy mystiism; the mysti in this viewis the man who turns aside into the unreal, into oult regions of a self-onstruted land of himerasand loses his way there. This judgment proeeds from a view of things whih is itself bound to passinto disredit, beause it depends ultimately on the false pereption of the material as alone real andthe outward life as alone of importane. But apart from this extreme materialisti view of things, itan be and is still held by the intellet and the physial mind eager for human life-ful�lment, - andthat is the prevalent mentality, the dominant modern trend, - that the spiritual tendeny in humanityhas ome to very little; it has not solved the problem of life nor any of the problems with whihhumanity is at grips. The mysti either detahes himself from life as the other-worldly aseti or thealoof visionary and therefore annot help life, or else he brings no better solution or result than thepratial man or the man of intellet and reason: by his intervention he rather disturbs the humanvalues, distorts them with his alien and unveri�able light obsure to the human understanding andonfuses the plain pratial and vital issues life puts before us.But this is not the standpoint from whih the true signi�ane of the spiritual evolution in man orthe value of spirituality an be judged or assessed; for its real work is not to solve human problemson the past or present mental basis, but to reate a new foundation of our being and our life andknowledge. The aseti or other-worldly tendeny of the mysti is an extreme aÆrmation of hisrefusal to aept the limitations imposed by material Nature: for his very reason of being is to gobeyond her; if he annot transform her, he must leave her. At the same time the spiritual man hasnot stood bak altogether from the life of humanity; for the sense of unity with all beings, the stress10This is the essene of the spiritual ideal and realisation held before us by the Gita.314



of a universal love and ompassion, the will to spend the energies for the good of all reatures,11 areentral to the dynami outowering of the spirit: he has turned therefore to help, he has guided asdid the anient Rishis or the prophets, or stooped to reate and, where he has done so with somethingof the diret power of the Spirit, the results have been prodigious. But the solution of the problemwhih spirituality o�ers is not a solution by external means, though these also have to be used, butby an inner hange, a transformation of the onsiousness and nature.If no deisive but only a ontributory result, an aretion of some new �ner elements to the sumof the onsiousness, has been the general onsequene and there has been no lifetransformation, itis beause man in the mass has always deeted the spiritual impulsion, reanted from the spiritualideal or held it only as a form and rejeted the inward hange. Spirituality annot be alled uponto deal with life by a nonspiritual method or attempt to ure its ills by the panaeas, the politial,soial or other mehanial remedies whih the mind is onstantly attempting and whih have alwaysfailed and will ontinue to fail to solve anything. The most drasti hanges made by these meanshange nothing; for the old ills exist in a new form: the aspet of the outward environment is altered,but man remains what he was; he is still an ignorant mental being misusing or not e�etively usinghis knowledge, moved by ego and governed by vital desires and passions and the needs of the body,unspiritual and super�ial in his outlook, ignorant of his own self and the fores that drive and usehim. His life onstrutions have a value as expressions of his individual and olletive being in thestage to whih they have reahed or as a mahinery for the onveniene and welfare of his vital andphysial parts and a �eld and medium for his mental growth, but they annot take him beyond hispresent self or serve as a mahinery to transform him; his and their perfetion an only ome byhis farther evolution. Only a spiritual hange, an evolution of his being from the super�ial mentaltowards the deeper spiritual onsiousness, an make a real and e�etive di�erene. To disover thespiritual being in himself is the main business of the spiritual man and to help others towards thesame evolution is his real servie to the rae; till that is done, an outward help an suour andalleviate, but nothing or very little more is possible.It is true that the spiritual tendeny has been to look more beyond life than towards life. It is truealso that the spiritual hange has been individual and not olletive; its result has been suessful inthe man, but unsuessful or only indiretly operative in the human mass. The spiritual evolutionof Nature is still in proess and inomplete, - one might almost say, still only beginning, - and itsmain preoupation has been to aÆrm and develop a basis of spiritual onsiousness and knowledgeand to reate more and more a foundation or formation for the vision of that whih is eternal in thetruth of the spirit. It is only when Nature has fully on�rmed this intensive evolution and formationthrough the individual that anything radial of an expanding or dynamially di�usive harater anbe expeted or any attempt at olletive spiritual life, - suh attempts have been made, but mostly asa �eld of protetion for the growth of the individual's spirituality, - aquire a suessful permanene.For till then the individual must be preoupied with his own problem of entirely hanging his mindand life into onformity with the truth of the spirit whih he is ahieving or has ahieved in his innerbeing and knowledge. Any premature attempt at a large-sale olletive spiritual life is exposed tovitiation by some inompleteness of the spiritual knowledge on its dynami side, by the imperfetionsof the individual seekers and by the invasion of the ordinary mind and vital and physial onsiousnesstaking hold of the truth and mehanising, obsuring or orrupting it. The mental intelligene andits main power of reason annot hange the priniple and persistent harater of human life, it anonly e�et various mehanisations, manipulations, developments and formulations. But neither ismind as a whole, even spiritualised, able to hange it; spirituality liberates and illumines the innerbeing, it helps mind to ommuniate with what is higher than itself, to esape even from itself, it anpurify and uplift by the inner inuene the outward nature of individual human beings: but so long11Gita. The Buddhist elevation of universal ompassion, karun. �a, and sympathy (vasudhaiva kut.umbakam, the wholeearth is my family), to be the highest priniple of ation, the Christian emphasis on love indiate this dynami side ofthe spiritual being. 315



as it has to work in the human mass through mind as the instrument, it an exerise an inueneon the earth-life but not bring about a transformation of that life. For this reason there has beena prevalent tendeny in the spiritual mind to be satis�ed with suh an inuene and in the mainto seek ful�lment in other-life elsewhere or to abandon altogether any outward-going endeavour andonentrate solely on an individual spiritual salvation or perfetion. A higher instrumental dynamisthan mind is needed to transform totally a nature reated by the Ignorane.Another objetion to the mysti and his knowledge is urged, not against its e�et upon life butagainst his method of the disovery of Truth and against the Truth that he disovers. One objetionto the method is that it is purely subjetive, not true independently of the personal onsiousnessand its onstrutions, not veri�able. But this ground of avil has no great value: for the objet ofthe mysti is self-knowledge and God-knowledge, and that an only be arrived at by an inward andnot by an outward gaze. Or it is the supreme Truth of things that he seeks, and that too annotbe arrived at by an outward inquiry through the senses or by any srutiny or researh that foundsitself on outsides and surfaes or by speulation based on the unertain data of an indiret means ofknowledge. It must ome by a diret vision or ontat of the onsiousness with the soul and bodyof the Truth itself or through a knowledge by identity, by the self that beomes one with the self ofthings and with their truth of power and their truth of essene. But it is urged that the atual resultof this method is not one truth ommon to all, there are great di�erenes; the onlusion suggested isthat this knowledge is not truth at all but a subjetive mental formation. But this objetion is basedon a misunderstanding of the nature of spiritual knowledge. Spiritual truth is a truth of the spirit,not a truth of the intellet, not a mathematial theorem or a logial formula. It is a truth of theIn�nite, one in an in�nite diversity, and it an assume an in�nite variety of aspets and formations:in the spiritual evolution it is inevitable that there should be a many-sided passage and reahing tothe one Truth, a many-sided seizing of it; this many-sidedness is the sign of the approah of the soulto a living reality, not to an abstration or a onstruted �gure of things that an be petri�ed intoa dead or stony formula. The hard logial and intelletual notion of truth as a single idea whih allmust aept, one idea or system of ideas defeating all other ideas or systems, or a single limited fator single formula of fats whih all must reognise, is an illegitimate transferene from the limitedtruth of the physial �eld to the muh more omplex and plasti �eld of life and mind and spirit.This transferene has been responsible for muh harm; it brings into thought narrowness, limita-tion, an intolerane of the neessary variation and multipliity of view-points without whih therean be no totality of truth-�nding, and by the narrowness and limitation muh obstinay in error. Itredues philosophy to an endless maze of sterile disputes; religion has been invaded by this misprisionand infeted with redal dogmatism, bigotry and intolerane. The truth of the spirit is a truth of be-ing and onsiousness and not a truth of thought: mental ideas an only represent or formulate somefaet, some mindtranslated priniple or power of it or enumerate its aspets, but to know it one hasto grow into it and be it; without that growing and being there an be no true spiritual knowledge.The fundamental truth of spiritual experiene is one, its onsiousness is one, everywhere it followsthe same general lines and tendenies of awakening and growth into spiritual being; for these are theimperatives of the spiritual onsiousness. But also there are, based on those imperatives, numberlesspossibilities of variation of experiene and expression: the entralisation and harmonisation of thesepossibles, but also the intensive sole following out of any line of experiene are both of them neessarymovements of the emerging spiritual Consious-Fore within us. Moreover, the aommodation ofmind and life to the spiritual truth, its expression in them, must vary with the mentality of the seekerso long as he has not risen above all need of suh aommodation or suh limiting expression. It isthis mental and vital element whih has reated the oppositions that still divide spiritual seekers orenter into their di�ering aÆrmations of the truth that they experiene. This di�erene and variationis needed for the freedom of spiritual searh and spiritual growth: to overpass di�erenes is quitepossible, but that is most easily done in pure experiene; in mental formulation the di�erene mustremain until one an exeed mind altogether and in a highest onsiousness integralise, unify and316



harmonise the many-sided truth of the Spirit.In the evolution of the spiritual man there must neessarily be many stages and in eah stage agreat variety of individual formations of the being, the onsiousness, the life, the temperament, theideas, the harater. The nature of instrumental mind and the neessity of dealing with the life mustof itself reate an in�nite variety aording to the stage of development and the individuality of theseeker. But, apart from that, even the domain of pure spiritual self-realisation and self-expressionneed not be a single white monotone, there an be a great diversity in the fundamental unity; thesupreme Self is one, but the souls of the Self are many and, as is the soul's formation of nature,so will be its spiritual self-expression. A diversity in oneness is the law of the manifestation; thesupramental uni�ation and integration must harmonise these diversities, but to abolish them is notthe intention of the Spirit in Nature.
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Chapter 25The Triple Transformation\A onsious being is in the entre of the self, who rules past and future; he is like a �rewithout smoke. . . . That, one must disengage with patiene from one's own body."Katha Upanishad1\An intuition in the heart sees that truth." Rig Veda2\I abide in the spiritual being and from there destroy the darkness born of ignorane withthe shining lamp of knowledge." Gita3\These rays are direted downwards, their foundation is above: may they be set deep withinus. . . . O Varuna, here awake, make wide thy reign; may we abide in the law of thy workingsand be blameless before the Mother In�nite." Rig Veda4\The Swan that settles in the purity . . . born of the Truth, - itself the Truth, the Vast."Katha Upanishad5IF IT is the sole intention of Nature in the evolution of the spiritual man to awaken him to thesupreme Reality and release him from herself, or from the Ignorane in whih she as the Power ofthe Eternal has masked herself, by a departure into a higher status of being elsewhere, if this stepin the evolution is a lose and an exit, then in the essene her work has been already aomplishedand there is nothing more to be done. The ways have been built, the apaity to follow them hasbeen developed, the goal or last height of the reation is manifest; all that is left is for eah soul toreah individually the right stage and turn of its development, enter into the spiritual ways and passby its own hosen path out of this inferior existene. But we have supposed that there is a fartherintention, - not only a revelation of the Spirit, but a radial and integral transformation of Nature.There is a will in her to e�etuate a true manifestation of the embodied life of the Spirit, to ompletewhat she has begun by a passage from the Ignorane to the Knowledge, to throw o� her mask and1II. 1. 12, 13; II. 3. 17.2I. 24. 12.3X. 11.4I. 24. 7, 11, 15.5II. 2. 2. 319



to reveal herself as the luminous Consiousness-Fore arrying in her the eternal Existene and itsuniversal Delight of being. It then beomes obvious that there is something not yet aomplished,there beomes lear to view the muh that has still to be done, bh�uri aspas.t.a kartvam; there is aheight still to be reahed, a wideness still to be overed by the eye of vision, the wing of the will,the self-aÆrmation of the spirit in the material universe. What the evolutionary Power has done isto make a few individuals aware of their souls, onsious of their selves, aware of the eternal beingthat they are, to put them into ommunion with the Divinity or the Reality whih is onealed byher appearanes: a ertain hange of nature prepares, aompanies or follows upon this illumination,but it is not the omplete and radial hange whih establishes a seure and settled new priniple, anew reation, a permanent new order of being in the �eld of terrestrial Nature. The spiritual manhas evolved, but not the supramental being who shall theneforward be the leader of that Nature.This is beause the priniple of spirituality has yet to aÆrm itself in its own omplete right andsovereignty; it has been up till now a power for the mental being to esape from itself or to re�neand raise itself to a spiritual poise, it has availed for the release of the Spirit from mind and for theenlargement of the being in a spiritualised mind and heart, but not - or rather not yet suÆiently -for the self-aÆrmation of the Spirit in its own dynami and sovereign mastery free from the mind'slimitations and from the mental instrumentation. The development of another instrumentation hasbegun, but has yet to beome total and e�etive; it has besides to ease to be a purely individual self-reation in an original Ignorane, something supernormal to earth-life that must always be aquiredas an individual ahievement by a diÆult endeavour. It must beome the normal nature of anew type of being; as mind is established here on a basis of Ignorane seeking for Knowledge andgrowing into Knowledge, so supermind must be established here on a basis of Knowledge growinginto its own greater Light. But this annot be so long as the spiritual-mental being has not risenfully to supermind and brought down its powers into terrestrial existene. For the gulf betweenmind and supermind has to be bridged, the losed passages opened and roads of asent and desentreated where there is now a void and a silene. This an be done only by the triple transformationto whih we have already made a passing referene: there must �rst be the psyhi hange, theonversion of our whole present nature into a soul-instrumentation; on that or along with that theremust be the spiritual hange, the desent of a higher Light, Knowledge, Power, Fore, Bliss, Purityinto the whole being, even into the lowest reesses of the life and body, even into the darkness ofour subonsiene; last, there must supervene the supramental transmutation, - there must takeplae as the rowning movement the asent into the supermind and the transforming desent of thesupramental Consiousness into our entire being and nature.At the beginning the soul in Nature, the psyhi entity, whose unfolding is the �rst step towardsa spiritual hange, is an entirely veiled part of us, although it is that by whih we exist and persistas individual beings in Nature. The other parts of our natural omposition are not only mutable butperishable; but the psyhi entity in us persists and is fundamentally the same always: it ontainsall essential possibilities of our manifestation but is not onstituted by them; it is not limited bywhat it manifests, not ontained by the inomplete forms of the manifestation, not tarnished by theimperfetions and impurities, the defets and depravations of the surfae being. It is an ever-pureame of the divinity in things and nothing that omes to it, nothing that enters into our experienean pollute its purity or extinguish the ame. This spiritual stu� is immaulate and luminous and,beause it is perfetly luminous, it is immediately, intimately, diretly aware of truth of being andtruth of nature; it is deeply onsious of truth and good and beauty beause truth and good andbeauty are akin to its own native harater, forms of something that is inherent in its own substane.It is aware also of all that ontradits these things, of all that deviates from its own native harater,of falsehood and evil and the ugly and the unseemly; but it does not beome these things nor is ittouhed or hanged by these opposites of itself whih so powerfully a�et its outer instrumentationof mind, life and body. For the soul, the permanent being in us, puts forth and uses mind, life andbody as its instruments, undergoes the envelopment of their onditions, but it is other and greater320



than its members.If the psyhi entity had been from the beginning unveiled and known to its ministers, not aseluded King in a sreened hamber, the human evolution would have been a rapid souloutowering,not the diÆult, hequered and dis�gured development it now is; but the veil is thik and we knownot the seret Light within us, the light in the hidden rypt of the heart's innermost santuary.Intimations rise to our surfae from the psyhe, but our mind does not detet their soure; it takesthem for its own ativities beause, before even they ome to the surfae, they are lothed in mentalsubstane: thus ignorant of their authority, it follows or does not follow them aording to its bentor turn at the moment. If the mind obeys the urge of the vital ego, then there is little hane of thepsyhe at all ontrolling the nature or manifesting in us something of its seret spiritual stu� andnative movement; or, if the mind is over-on�dent to at in its own smaller light, attahed to its ownjudgment, will and ation of knowledge, then also the soul will remain veiled and quiesent and waitfor the mind's farther evolution. For the psyhi part within is there to support the natural evolution,and the �rst natural evolution must be the development of body, life and mind, suessively, andthese must at eah in its own kind or together in their ill-assorted partnership in order to growand have experiene and evolve. The soul gathers the essene of all our mental, vital and bodilyexperiene and assimilates it for the farther evolution of our existene in Nature; but this ation isoult and not obtruded on the surfae. In the early material and vital stages of the evolution ofbeing there is indeed no onsiousness of soul; there are psyhi ativities, but the instrumentation,the form of these ativities are vital and physial - or mental when the mind is ative. For even themind, so long as it is primitive or is developed but still too external, does not reognise their deeperharater. It is easy to regard ourselves as physial beings or beings of life or mental beings usinglife and body and to ignore the existene of the soul altogether: for the only de�nite idea that wehave of the soul is of something that survives the death of our bodies; but what this is we do notknow beause even if we are onsious sometimes of its presene, we are not normally onsious ofits distint reality nor do we feel learly its diret ation in our nature.As the evolution proeeds, Nature begins slowly and tentatively to manifest our oult parts; sheleads us to look more and more within ourselves or sets out to initiate more learly reognisableintimations and formations of them on the surfae. The soul in us, the psyhi priniple, has alreadybegun to take seret form; it puts forward and develops a soul personality, a distint psyhi beingto represent it. This psyhi being remains still behind the veil in our subliminal part, like the truemental, the true vital or the true or subtle physial being within us: but, like them, it ats on thesurfae life by the inuenes and intimations it throws up upon that surfae; these form part ofthe surfae aggregate whih is the onglomerate e�et of the inner inuenes and upsurgings, thevisible formation and superstruture whih we ordinarily experiene and think of as ourselves. Onthis ignorant surfae we beome dimly aware of something that an be alled a soul as distint frommind, life or body; we feel it not only as our mental idea or vague instint of ourselves, but as asensible inuene in our life and harater and ation. A ertain sensitive feeling for all that is trueand good and beautiful, �ne and pure and noble, a response to it, a demand for it, a pressure onmind and life to aept and formulate it in our thought, feelings, ondut, harater is the mostusually reognised, the most general and harateristi, though not the sole sign of this inuene ofthe psyhe. Of the man who has not this element in him or does not respond at all to this urge, wesay that he has no soul. For it is this inuene that we an most easily reognise as a �ner or even adiviner part in us and the most powerful for the slow turning towards some aim at perfetion in ournature.But this psyhi inuene or ation does not ome up to the surfae quite pure or does not remaindistint in its purity; if it did, we would be able to distinguish learly the soul element in us and followonsiously and fully its ditates. An oult mental and vital and subtle-physial ation intervenes,mixes with it, tries to use it and turn it to its own pro�t, dwarfs its divinity, distorts or diminishesits self-expression, even auses it to deviate and stumble or stains it with the impurity, smallness321



and error of mind and life and body. After it reahes the surfae, thus alloyed and diminished, itis taken hold of by the surfae nature in an obsure reeption and ignorant formation, and there isor an be by this ause a still further deviation and mixture. A twist is given, a wrong diretion isimparted, a wrong appliation, a wrong formation, an erroneous result of what is in itself pure stu�and ation of our spiritual being; a formation of onsiousness is aordingly made whih is a mixtureof the psyhi inuene and its intimations jumbled with mental ideas and opinions, vital desires andurges, habitual physial tendenies. There oalese too with the obsured soul-inuene the ignorantthough well-intentioned e�orts of these external parts towards a higher diretion; a mental ideationof a very mixed harater, often obsure even in its idealism, sometimes even disastrously mistaken,a fervour and passion of the emotional being throwing up its spray and foam of feelings, sentiments,sentimentalisms, a dynami enthusiasm of the life-parts, eager responses of the physial, the thrillsand exitements of nerve and body, - all these inuenes oalese in a omposite formation whihis frequently taken as the soul and its mixed and onfused ation for the soul-stir, for a psyhidevelopment and ation or a realised inner inuene. The psyhi entity is itself free from stain ormixture, but what omes up from it is not proteted by that immunity; therefore this onfusionbeomes possible.Moreover, the psyhi being, the soul personality in us, does not emerge full-grown and luminous; itevolves, passes through a slow development and formation; its �gure of being may be at �rst indistintand may afterwards remain for a long time weak and undeveloped, not impure but imperfet: for itrests its formation, its dynami self-building on the power of soul that has been atually and more orless suessfully, against the resistane of the Ignorane and Inonsiene, put forth in the evolutionupon the surfae. Its appearane is the sign of a soulemergene in Nature, and if that emergene isas yet small and defetive, the psyhi personality also will be stunted or feeble. It is too, by theobsurity of our onsiousness, separated from its inner reality, in imperfet ommuniation with itsown soure in the depths of the being; for the road is as yet ill-built, easily obstruted, the wiresoften ut or rowded with ommuniations of another kind and proeeding from another origin: itspower to impress what it reeives upon the outer instruments is also imperfet; in its penury it hasfor most things to rely on these instruments and it forms its push to expression and ation on theirdata and not solely on the unerring pereptions of the psyhi entity. In these onditions it annotprevent the true psyhi light from being diminished or distorted in the mind into a mere idea oropinion, the psyhi feeling in the heart into a fallible emotion or mere sentiment, the psyhi willto ation in the lifeparts into a blind vital enthusiasm or a fervid exitement: it even aepts thesemistranslations for want of something better and tries to ful�l itself through them. For it is partof the work of the soul to inuene mind and heart and vital being and turn their ideas, feelings,enthusiasms, dynamisms in the diretion of what is divine and luminous; but this has to be doneat �rst imperfetly, slowly and with a mixture. As the psyhi personality grows stronger, it beginsto inrease its ommunion with the psyhi entity behind it and improve its ommuniations withthe surfae: it an transmit its intimations to the mind and heart and life with a greater purity andfore; for it is more able to exerise a strong ontrol and reat against false mixtures; now more andmore it makes itself distintly felt as a power in the nature. But even so this evolution would be slowand long if left solely to the diÆult automati ation of the evolutionary Energy; it is only whenman awakes to the knowledge of the soul and feels a need to bring it to the front and make it themaster of his life and ation that a quiker onsious method of evolution intervenes and a psyhitransformation beomes possible.This slow development an be aided by the mind's lear pereption and insistene on somethingwithin that survives the death of the body and an e�ort to know its nature. But at �rst this knowledgeis impeded by the fat that there are many elements in us, many formations whih present themselvesas soul elements and an be mistaken for the psyhe. In the early Greek and some other traditionsabout the after-life, the desriptions given show very learly that what was then mistaken for the soulwas a subonsious formation, a subphysial impressionmould or shadow-form of the being or else322



a wraith or ghost of the personality. This ghost, whih is mistakenly alled the spirit, is sometimesa vital formation reproduing the man's harateristis, his surfae life-mannerisms, sometimes asubtle-physial prolongation of the surfae form of the mind-shell: at best it is a sheath of the lifepersonality whih still remains in the front for some time after the departure from the body. Apartfrom these onfusions born of an after-death ontat with disarded phantasms or remnants of thesheaths of the personality, the diÆulty is due to our ignorane of the subliminal parts of our natureand the form and powers of the onsious being or Purusha whih preside over their ation; owing tothis inexperiene we an easily mistake something of the inner mind or vital self for the psyhe. Foras Being is one yet multiple, so also the same law prevails in ourselves and our members; the spirit,the Purusha is one but it adapts itself to the formations of Nature. Over eah grade of our beinga power of the Spirit presides; we have within us and disover when we go deep enough inwards amind-self, a life-self, a physial self; there is a being of mind, a mental Purusha, expressing somethingof itself on our surfae in the thoughts, pereptions, ativities of our mind nature, a being of lifewhih expresses something of itself in the impulses, feelings, sensations, desires, external life ativitiesof our vital nature, a physial being, a being of the body whih expresses something of itself in theinstints, habits, formulated ativities of our physial nature. These beings or part selves of the selfin us are powers of the Spirit and therefore not limited by their temporary expression, for what isthus formulated is only a fragment of its possibilities; but the expression reates a temporary mental,vital or physial personality whih grows and develops even as the psyhi being or soul personalitygrows and develops within us. Eah has its own distint nature, its inuene, its ation on the wholeof us; but on our surfae all these inuenes and all this ation, as they ome up, mingle and reatean aggregate surfae being whih is a omposite, an amalgam of them all, an outer persistent andyet shifting and mobile formation for the purposes of this life and its limited experiene.But this aggregate is, beause of its omposition, a heterogeneous ompound, not a single har-monious and homogeneous whole. This is the reason why there is a onstant onfusion and evena onit in our members whih our mental reason and will are moved to ontrol and harmoniseand have often muh diÆulty in reating out of their onfusion or onit some kind of order andguidane; even so, ordinarily, we drift too muh or are driven by the stream of our nature and atfrom whatever in it omes uppermost at the time and seizes the instruments of thought and ation, -even our seemingly deliberate hoie is more of an automatism than we imagine; our o-ordination ofour multifarious elements and of our onsequent thoughts, feelings, impulses, ations by the reasonand will is inomplete and a half-measure. In animal being Nature ats by her own mental and vitalintuitions; she works out an order by the ompulsion of habit and instint whih the animal impliitlyobeys, so that the shiftings of its onsiousness do not matter. But man annot altogether at inthe same way without forfeiting his prerogative of manhood; he annot leave his being to be a haosof instints and impulses regulated by the automatism of Nature: mind has beome onsious inhim and is therefore self-ompelled to make some attempt, however elementary in many, to see andontrol and in the end more and more perfetly harmonise the manifold omponents, the di�erentand oniting tendenies that seem to make up his surfae being. He does sueed in setting up asort of regulated haos or ordered onfusion in him, or at least sueeds in thinking that he is diret-ing himself by his mind and will, even though in fat that diretion is only partial; for not only adisparate onsortium of habitual motive-fores but also newly emergent vital and physial tendeniesand impulses, not always alulable or ontrollable, and many inoherent and inharmonious mentalelements use his reason and will, enter into and determine his self-building, his nature-development,his life ation. Man is in his self a unique Person, but he is also in his manifestation of self amultiperson; he will never sueed in being master of himself until the Person imposes itself on hismultipersonality and governs it: but this an only be imperfetly done by the surfae mental willand reason; it an be perfetly done only if he goes within and �nds whatever entral being is by itspredominant inuene at the head of all his expression and ation. In inmost truth it is his soul thatis this entral being, but in outer fat it is often one or other of the part beings in him that rules,and this representative of the soul, this deputy self he an mistake for the inmost soul priniple.323



This rule of di�erent selves in us is at the root of the stages of the development of human personalitywhih we have already had oasion to di�erentiate, and we an reonsider them now from the pointof view of the government of the nature by the inner priniple. In some human beings it is thephysial Purusha, the being of body, who dominates the mind, will and ation; there is then reatedthe physial man mainly oupied with his orporeal life and habitual needs, impulses, life habits,mind habits, body habits, looking very little or not at all beyond that, subordinating and restritingall his other tendenies and possibilities to that narrow formation. But even in the physial manthere are other elements and he annot live altogether as the human animal onerned with birthand death and proreation and the satisfation of ommon impulses and desires and the maintenaneof the life and the body: this is his normal type of personality, but it is rossed, however feebly, withinuenes by whih he an proeed, if they are developed, to a higher human evolution. If theinner subtle-physial Purusha insists, he an arrive at the idea of a �ner, more beautiful and perfetphysial life and hope or attempt to realise it in his own or in the olletive or group existene. Inothers it is the vital self, the being of life, who dominates and rules the mind, the will, the ation;then is reated the vital man, onerned with self-aÆrmation, selfaggrandisement, life-enlargement,satisfation of ambition and passion and impulse and desire, the laims of his ego, domination, power,exitement, battle and struggle, inner and outer adventure: all else is inidental or subordinated tothis movement and building and expression of the vital ego. But still in the vital man too thereare or an be other elements of a growing mental or spiritual harater, even if these happen to beless developed than his life-personality and life-power. The nature of the vital man is more ative,stronger and more mobile, more turbulent and haoti, often to the point of being quite unregulated,than that of the physial man who holds on to the soil and has a ertain material poise and balane,but it is more kineti and reative: for the element of the vital being is not earth but air; it hasmore movement, less status. A vigorous vital mind and will an grasp and govern the kineti vitalenergies, but it is more by a foreful ompulsion and onstraint than by a harmonisation of the being.If, however, a strong vital personality, mind and will an get the reasoning intelligene to give it a�rm support and be its minister, then a ertain kind of foreful formation an be made, more orless balaned but always powerful, suessful and e�etive, whih an impose itself on the natureand environment and arrive at a strong self-aÆrmation in life and ation. This is the seond step ofharmonised formulation possible in the asent of the nature.At a higher stage of the evolution of personality the being of mind may rule; there is then reatedthe mental man who lives predominantly in the mind as the others live in the vital or the physialnature. The mental man tends to subordinate to his mental self-expression, mental aims, mentalinterests or to a mental idea or ideal the rest of his being: beause of the diÆulty of this subordinationand its potent e�et when ahieved, it is at one more diÆult for him and easier to arrive at aharmony of his nature. It is easier beause the mental will one in ontrol an onvine by thepower of the reasoning intelligene and at the same time dominate, ompress or suppress the lifeand the body and their demands, arrange and harmonise them, fore them to be its instruments,even redue them to a minimum so that they shall not disturb the mental life or pull it down fromits ideative or idealising movement. It is more diÆult beause life and body are the �rst powersand, if they are in the least strong, an impose themselves with an almost irresistible insisteneon the mental ruler. Man is a mental being and the mind is the leader of his life and body; butthis is a leader who is muh led by his followers and has sometimes no other will than what theyimpose on him. Mind in spite of its power is often impotent before the inonsient and subonsientwhih obsure its larity and arry it away on the tide of instint or impulse; in spite of its larityit is fooled by vital and emotional suggestions into giving santion to ignorane and error, to wrongthought and to wrong ation, or it is obliged to look on while the nature follows what it knows to bewrong, dangerous or evil. Even when it is strong and lear and dominant, Mind, though it imposesa ertain, a onsiderable mentalised harmony, annot integrate the whole being and nature. Theseharmonisations by an inferior ontrol are, besides, inonlusive, beause it is one part of the naturewhih dominates and ful�ls itself while the others are oered and denied their fullness. They an be324



steps on the way, but not �nal; therefore in most men there is no suh sole dominane and e�etedpartial harmony, but only a predominane and for the rest an unstable equilibrium of a personalityhalf formed, half in formation, sometimes a disequilibrium or unbalane due to the lak of a entralgovernment or the disturbane of a formerly ahieved partial poise. All must be transitional untila �rst, though not a �nal, true harmonisation is ahieved by �nding our real entre. For the trueentral being is the soul, but this being stands bak and in most human natures is only the seretwitness or, one might say, a onstitutional ruler who allows his ministers to rule for him, delegatesto them his empire, silently assents to their deisions and only now and then puts in a word whihthey an at any moment override and at otherwise. But this is so long as the soul personality putforward by the psyhi entity is not yet suÆiently developed; when this is strong enough for theinner entity to impose itself through it, then the soul an ome forward and ontrol the nature. It isby the oming forward of this true monarh and his taking up of the reins of government that therean take plae a real harmonisation of our being and our life.A �rst ondition of the soul's omplete emergene is a diret ontat in the surfae being withthe spiritual Reality. Beause it omes from that, the psyhi element in us turns always towardswhatever in phenomenal Nature seems to belong to a higher Reality and an be aepted as its signand harater. At �rst, it seeks this Reality through the good, the true, the beautiful, through allthat is pure and �ne and high and noble: but although this touh through outer signs and haratersan modify and prepare the nature, it annot entirely or most inwardly and profoundly hange it.For suh an inmost hange the diret ontat with the Reality itself is indispensable sine nothingelse an so deeply touh the foundations of our being and stir it or ast the nature by its stir intoa ferment of transmutation. Mental representations, emotional and dynami �gures have their useand value; Truth, Good and Beauty are in themselves primary and potent �gures of the Reality, andeven in their forms as seen by the mind, as felt by the heart, as realised in the life an be lines ofan asent: but it is in a spiritual substane and being of them and of itself that That whih theyrepresent has to ome into our experiene.The soul may attempt to ahieve this ontat mainly through the thinking mind as intermediaryand instrument; it puts a psyhi impression on the intellet and the larger mind of insight andintuitional intelligene and turns them in that diretion. At its highest the thinking mind is drawnalways towards the impersonal; in its searh it beomes onsious of a spiritual essene, an impersonalReality whih expresses itself in all these outward signs and haraters but is more than any formationor manifesting �gure. It feels something of whih it beomes intimately and invisibly aware, - asupreme Truth, a supreme Good, a supreme Beauty, a supreme Purity, a supreme Bliss; it bears theinreasing touh, less and less impalpable and abstrat, more and more spiritually real and onrete,the touh and pressure of an Eternity and In�nity whih is all this that is and more. There is apressure from this Impersonality that seeks to mould the whole mind into a form of itself; at the sametime the impersonal seret and law of things beomes more and more visible. The mind develops intothe mind of the sage, at �rst the high mental thinker, then the spiritual sage who has gone beyondthe abstrations of thought to the beginnings of a diret experiene. As a result the mind beomespure, large, tranquil, impersonal; there is a similar tranquillising inuene on the parts of life: butotherwise the result may remain inomplete; for the mental hange leads more naturally towards aninner status and an outer quietude, but, poised in this purifying quietism, not drawn like the vitalparts towards a disovery of new life-energies, does not press for a full dynami e�et on the nature.A higher endeavour through the mind does not hange this balane; for the tendeny of thespiritualised mind is to go on upwards and, sine above itself the mind loses its hold on forms, it isinto a vast formless and featureless impersonality that it enters. It beomes aware of the unhangingSelf, the sheer Spirit, the pure bareness of an essential Existene, the formless In�nite and thenameless Absolute. This ulmination an be arrived at more diretly by tending immediately beyondall forms and �gures, beyond all ideas of good or evil or true or false or beautiful or unbeautiful toThat whih exeeds all dualities, to the experiene of a supreme oneness, in�nity, eternity or other325



ine�able sublimation of the mind's ultimate and extreme perept of Self or Spirit. A spiritualisedonsiousness is ahieved and the life falls quiet, the body eases to need and to lamour, the soulitself merges into the spiritual silene. But this transformation through the mind does not give usthe integral transformation; the psyhi transmutation is replaed by a spiritual hange on the rareand high summits, but this is not the omplete divine dynamisation of Nature.A seond approah made by the soul to the diret ontat is through the heart: this is its ownmore lose and rapid way beause its oult seat is there, just behind in the heart-entre, in loseontat with the emotional being in us; it is onsequently through the emotions that it an at bestat the beginning with its native power, with its living fore of onrete experiene. It is through alove and adoration of the All-beautiful and Allblissful, the All-Good, the True, the spiritual Realityof love, that the approah is made; the aestheti and emotional parts join together to o�er the soul,the life, the whole nature to that whih they worship. This approah through adoration an get itsfull power and impetus only when the mind goes beyond impersonality to the awareness of a supremePersonal Being: then all beomes intense, vivid, onrete; the heart's emotion, feeling, spiritualisedsense reah their absolute; an entire selfgiving beomes possible, imperative. The nasent spiritualman makes his appearane in the emotional nature as the devotee, the bhakta; if, in addition, hebeomes diretly aware of his soul and its ditates, unites his emotional with his psyhi personalityand hanges his life and vital parts by purity, God-estasy, the love of God and men and all reaturesinto a thing of spiritual beauty, full of divine light and good, he develops into the saint and reahesthe highest inner experiene and most onsiderable hange of nature proper to this way of approahto the Divine Being. But for the purpose of an integral transformation this too is not enough; theremust be a transmutation of the thinking mind and all the vital and physial parts of onsiousnessin their own harater.This larger hange an be partly attained by adding to the experienes of the heart a onserationof the pragmati will whih must sueed in arrying with it - for otherwise it annot be e�etive - theadhesion of the dynami vital part whih supports the mental dynamis and is our �rst instrument ofouter ation. This onseration of the will in works proeeds by a gradual elimination of the ego-willand its motive-power of desire; the ego subjets itself to some higher law and �nally e�aes itself,seems not to exist or exists only to serve a higher Power or a higher Truth or to o�er its will and atsto the Divine Being as an instrument. The law of being and ation or the light of Truth whih thenguides the seeker, may be a larity or power or priniple whih he pereives on the highest height ofwhih his mind is apable; or it may be a truth of the divine Will whih he feels present and workingwithin him or guiding him by a Light or a Voie or a Fore or a divine Person or Presene. In the endby this way one arrives at a onsiousness in whih one feels the Fore or Presene ating within andmoving or governing all the ations and the personal will is entirely surrendered or identi�ed with thatgreater Truth-Will, Truth-Power or Truth-Presene. A ombination of all these three approahes,the approah of the mind, the approah of the will, the approah of the heart, reates a spiritualor psyhi ondition of the surfae being and nature in whih there is a larger and more omplexopenness to the psyhi light within us and to the spiritual Self or the Ishwara, to the Reality nowfelt above and enveloping and penetrating us. In the nature there is a more powerful and many-sidedhange, a spiritual building and self-reation, the appearane of a omposite perfetion of the saint,the seless worker and the man of spiritual knowledge.But, for this hange to arrive at its widest totality and profound ompleteness, the onsiousnesshas to shift its entre and its stati and dynami position from the surfae to the inner being; it isthere that we must �nd the foundation for our thought, life and ation. For to stand outside on oursurfae and to reeive from the inner being and follow its intimations is not a suÆient transformation;one must ease to be the surfae personality and beome the inner Person, the Purusha. But this isdiÆult, �rst beause the outer nature opposes the movement and lings to its normal austomedpoise and externalised way of existene and, in addition, beause there is a long way from the surfaeto the depths in whih the psyhi entity is veiled from us, and this intervening spae is �lled with326



a subliminal nature and nature-movements whih are not by any means all of them favourable tothe ompletion of the inward movement. The outer nature has to undergo a hange of poise, aquieting, a puri�ation and �ne mutation of its substane and energy by whih the many obstales init rarefy, drop away or otherwise disappear; it then beomes possible to pass through to the depthsof our being and from the depths so reahed a new onsiousness an be formed, both behind theexterior self and in it, joining the depths to the surfae. There must grow up within us or there mustmanifest a onsiousness more and more open to the deeper and the higher being, more and morelaid bare to the osmi Self and Power and to what omes down from the Transendene, turned to ahigher Peae, permeable to a greater light, fore and estasy, a onsiousness that exeeds the smallpersonality and surpasses the limited light and experiene of the surfae mind, the limited fore andaspiration of the normal life onsiousness, the obsure and limited responsiveness of the body.Even before the tranquillising puri�ation of the outer nature has been e�eted or before it issuÆient, one an still break down the wall sreening our inner being from our outer awareness bya strong fore of all and aspiration, a vehement will or violent e�ort or an e�etive disipline orproess; but this may be a premature movement and is not without its serious dangers. In enteringwithin one may �nd oneself amidst a haos of unfamiliar and supernormal experienes to whih onehas not the key or a press of subliminal or osmi fores, subonsient, mental, vital, subtle-physial,whih may unduly sway or haotially drive the being, enirle it in a ave of darkness, or keep itwandering in a wilderness of glamour, allurement, deeption, or push it into an obsure battle�eldfull of seret and treaherous and misleading or open and violent oppositions; beings and voies andinuenes may appear to the inner sense and vision and hearing laiming to be the Divine Being orHis messengers or Powers and Godheads of the Light or guides of the path to realisation, while intruth they are of a very di�erent harater. If there is too muh egoism in the nature of the seekeror a strong passion or an exessive ambition, vanity or other dominating weakness, or an obsurityof the mind or a vaillating will or a weakness of the life-fore or an unsteadiness in it or want ofbalane, he is likely to be seized on through these de�ienies and to be frustrated or to deviate,misled from the true way of the inner life and seeking into false paths, or to be left wandering aboutin an intermediate haos of experienes and fail to �nd his way out into the true realisation. Theseperils were well-known to a past spiritual experiene and have been met by imposing the neessity ofinitiation, of disipline, of methods of puri�ation and testing by ordeal, of an entire submission tothe diretions of the path-�nder or path-leader, one who has realised the Truth and himself possessesand is able to ommuniate the light, the experiene, a guide who is strong to take by the hand andarry over diÆult passages as well as to instrut and point out the way. But even so the dangerswill be there and an only be surmounted if there is or there grows up a omplete sinerity, a willfor purity, a readiness for obediene to the Truth, for surrender to the Highest, a readiness to loseor to subjet to a divine yoke the limiting and self-aÆrming ego. These things are the sign that thetrue will for realisation, for onversion of the onsiousness, for transformation is there, the neessarystage of the evolution has been reahed: in that ondition the defets of nature whih belong to thehuman being annot be a permanent obstale to the hange from the mental to the spiritual status;the proess may never be entirely easy, but the way will have been made open and pratiable.One e�etive way often used to failitate this entry into the inner self is the separation of thePurusha, the onsious being, from the Prakriti, the formulated nature. If one stands bak from themind and its ativities so that they fall silent at will or go on as a surfae movement of whih one isthe detahed and disinterested witness, it beomes possible eventually to realise oneself as the innerSelf of mind, the true and pure mental being, the Purusha; by similarly standing bak from the lifeativities, it is possible to realise oneself as the inner Self of life, the true and pure vital being, thePurusha; there is even a Self of body of whih, by standing bak from the body and its demands andativities and entering into a silene of the physial onsiousness wathing the ation of its energy,it is possible to beome aware, a true and pure physial being, the Purusha. So too, by standingbak from all these ativities of nature suessively or together, it beomes possible to realise one's327



inner being as the silent impersonal self, the witness Purusha. This will lead to a spiritual realisationand liberation, but will not neessarily bring about a transformation; for the Purusha, satis�ed tobe free and himself, may leave the Nature, the Prakriti, to exhaust its aumulated impetus by anunsupported ation, a mehanial ontinuane not renewed and reinfored or vivi�ed and prolongedby his onsent, and use this rejetion as a means of withdrawing from all nature. The Purusha hasto beome not only the witness but the knower and soure, the master of all the thought and ation,and this an only be partially done so long as one remains on the mental level or has still to usethe ordinary instrumentation of mind, life and body. A ertain mastery an indeed be ahieved, butmastery is not transformation; the hange made by it annot be suÆient to be integral: for thatit is essential to get bak, beyond mind-being, life-being, body-being, still more deeply inward tothe psyhi entity inmost and profoundest within us - or else to open to the superonsient highestdomains. For this penetration into the luminous rypt of the soul one has to get through all theintervening vital stu� to the psyhi entre within us, however long, tedious or diÆult may be theproess. The method of detahment from the insistene of all mental and vital and physial laimsand alls and impulsions, a onentration in the heart, austerity, self-puri�ation and rejetion ofthe old mind movements and life movements, rejetion of the ego of desire, rejetion of false needsand false habits, are all useful aids to this diÆult passage: but the strongest, most entral way isto found all suh or other methods on a self-o�ering and surrender of ourselves and of our parts ofnature to the Divine Being, the Ishwara. A strit obediene to the wise and intuitive leading of aGuide is also normal and neessary for all but a few speially gifted seekers.As the rust of the outer nature raks, as the walls of inner separation break down, the innerlight gets through, the inner �re burns in the heart, the substane of the nature and the stu�of onsiousness re�ne to a greater subtlety and purity, and the deeper psyhi experienes, thosewhih are not solely of an inner mental or inner vital harater, beome possible in this subtler, purer,�ner substane; the soul begins to unveil itself, the psyhi personality reahes its full stature. Thesoul, the psyhi entity, then manifests itself as the entral being whih upholds mind and life andbody and supports all the other powers and funtions of the Spirit; it takes up its greater funtion asthe guide and ruler of the nature. A guidane, a governane begins from within whih exposes everymovement to the light of Truth, repels what is false, obsure, opposed to the divine realisation: everyregion of the being, every nook and orner of it, every movement, formation, diretion, inlinationof thought, will, emotion, sensation, ation, reation, motive, disposition, propensity, desire, habitof the onsious or subonsious physial, even the most onealed, amouaged, mute, reondite,is lighted up with the unerring psyhi light, their onfusions dissipated, their tangles disentangled,their obsurities, deeptions, self-deeptions preisely indiated and removed; all is puri�ed, set right,the whole nature harmonised, modulated in the psyhi key, put in spiritual order. This proess maybe rapid or tardy aording to the amount of obsurity and resistane still left in the nature, butit goes on unfalteringly so long as it is not omplete. As a �nal result the whole onsious being ismade perfetly apt for spiritual experiene of every kind, turned towards spiritual truth of thought,feeling, sense, ation, tuned to the right responses, delivered from the darkness and stubbornness ofthe tamasi inertia, the turbidities and turbulenes and impurities of the rajasi passion and restlessunharmonised kinetism, the enlightened rigidities and sattwi limitations or poised balanements ofonstruted equilibrium whih are the harater of the Ignorane.This is the �rst result, but the seond is a free inow of all kinds of spiritual experiene, experieneof the Self, experiene of the Ishwara and the Divine Shakti, experiene of osmi onsiousness, adiret touh with osmi fores and with the oult movements of universal Nature, a psyhi sym-pathy and unity and inner ommuniation and interhanges of all kinds with other beings and withNature, illuminations of the mind by knowledge, illuminations of the heart by love and devotion andspiritual joy and estasy, illuminations of the sense and the body by higher experiene, illuminationsof dynami ation in the truth and largeness of a puri�ed mind and heart and soul, the ertitudesof the divine light and guidane, the joy and power of the divine fore working in the will and the328



ondut. These experienes are the result of an opening outward of the inner and inmost being andnature; for then there omes into play the soul's power of unerring inherent onsiousness, its vision,its touh on things whih is superior to any mental ognition; there is there, native to the psyhionsiousness in its pure working, an immediate sense of the world and its beings, a diret innerontat with them and a diret ontat with the Self and with the Divine, - a diret knowledge, adiret sight of Truth and of all truths, a diret penetrating spiritual emotion and feeling, a diretintuition of right will and right ation, a power to rule and to reate an order of the being not bythe gropings of the super�ial self, but from within, from the inner truth of self and things and theoult realities of Nature.Some of these experienes an ome by an opening of the inner mental and vital being, the innerand larger and subtler mind and heart and life within us, without any full emergene of the soul, thepsyhi entity, sine there too there is a power of diret ontat of onsiousness: but the experienemight then be of a mixed harater; for there ould be an emergene not only of the subliminalknowledge but of the subliminal ignorane. An insuÆient expansion of the being, a limitation bymental idea, by narrow and seletive emotion or by the form of the temperament so that there wouldbe only an imperfet self-reation and ation and not the free soul-emergene, ould easily our. Inthe absene of any or of a omplete psyhi emergene, experienes of ertain kinds, experienes of agreater knowledge and fore, a surpassing of the ordinary limits, might lead to a magni�ed ego andeven bring about instead of an outowering of what is divine or spiritual an uprush of the titanior demonia, or might all in agenies and powers whih, though not of this disastrous type, areof a powerful but inferior osmi harater. But the rule and guidane of the soul brings into allexperiene the tendeny of light, of integration, of harmony and intimate rightness whih is nativeto the psyhi essene. A psyhi or, more widely speaking, a psyho-spiritual transformation of thiskind would be already a vast hange of our mental human nature.But all this hange and all this experiene, though psyhi and spiritual in essene and harater,would still be, in its parts of life-e�etuation, on the mental, vital and physial level; its dynamispiritual outome6 would be a owering of the soul in mind and life and body, but in at and form itwould be irumsribed within the limitations - however enlarged, uplifted and rare�ed - of an inferiorinstrumentation. It would be a reeted and modi�ed manifestation of things whose full reality,intensity, largeness, oneness and diversity of truth and power and delight are above us, above mindand therefore above any perfetion, within mind's own formula, of the foundations or superstrutureof our present nature. A highest spiritual transformation must intervene on the psyhi or psyho-spiritual hange; the psyhi movement inward to the inner being, the Self or Divinity within us,must be ompleted by an opening upward to a supreme spiritual status or a higher existene. Thisan be done by our opening into what is above us, by an asent of onsiousness into the ranges ofovermind and supramental nature in whih the sense of self and spirit is ever unveiled and permanentand in whih the self-luminous instrumentation of the self and spirit is not restrited or divided asin our mind-nature, life-nature, body-nature. This also the psyhi hange makes possible; for as itopens us to the osmi onsiousness now hidden from us by many walls of limiting individuality, soalso it opens us to what is now superonsient to our normality beause it is hidden from us by thestrong, hard and bright lid of mind, - mind onstriting, dividing and separative. The lid thins, isslit, breaks asunder or opens and disappears under the pressure of the psyho-spiritual hange andthe natural urge of the new spiritualised onsiousness towards that of whih it is an expression here.This e�etuation of an aperture and its onsequenes may not at all take plae if there is only apartial psyhi emergene satis�ed with the experiene of the Divine Reality in the normal degreesof the spiritualised mind: but if there is any awakening to the existene of these higher supernormallevels, then an aspiration towards them may break the lid or operate a rift in it. This may happenlong before the psyho-spiritual hange is omplete or even before it has well begun or proeeded6The psyhi and the spiritual opening with their experienes and onsequenes an lead away from life or to aNirvana; but they are here being onsidered solely as steps in a transformation of the nature.329



far, beause the psyhi personality has beome aware and has an eager onentration towards thesuperonsiene. An early illumination from above or a rending of the upper velamen an ome as anoutome of aspiration or some inner readiness, or it may even ome unalled-for or not alled for byany onsious part of the mind, - perhaps by a seret subliminal neessity or by an ation or pressurefrom the higher levels, by something whih is felt as the touh of the Divine Being, the touh ofthe Spirit, - and its results an be exeedingly powerful. But if it is brought about by a prematurepressure from below, it an be attended with diÆulties and dangers whih are absent when the fullpsyhi emergene preedes this �rst admission to the superior ranges of our spiritual evolution. Thehoie, however, does not always rest with our will, for the operations of the spiritual evolution inus are very various, and aording to the line it has followed will be the turn taken at any ritialphase by the ation of the Consiousness-Fore in its urge towards a higher self-manifestation andformation of our existene.If the rift in the lid of mind is made, what happens is an opening of vision to something above us ora rising up towards it or a desent of its powers into our being. What we see by the opening of visionis an In�nity above us, an eternal Presene or an in�nite Existene, an in�nity of onsiousness, anin�nity of bliss, - a boundless Self, a boundless Light, a boundless Power, a boundless Estasy. Itmay be that for a long time all that is obtained is the oasional or frequent or onstant vision ofit and a longing and aspiration, but without anything further, beause, although something in themind, heart or other part of the being has opened to this experiene, the lower nature as a whole istoo heavy and obsure as yet for more. But there may be, instead of this �rst wide awareness frombelow or subsequently to it, an asension of the mind to heights above: the nature of these heightswe may not know or learly disern, but some onsequene of the asent is felt; there is often tooan awareness of in�nite asension and return but no reord or translation of that higher state. Thisis beause it has been superonsient to mind and therefore mind, when it rises into it, is unable at�rst to retain there its power of onsious disernment and de�ning experiene. But when this powerbegins to awake and at, when mind beomes by degrees onsious in what was to it superonsient,then there begins a knowledge and experiene of superior planes of existene. The experiene is inaord with that whih is brought to us by the �rst opening of vision: the mind rises into a higherplane of pure self, silent, tranquil, illimitable; or it rises into regions of light or of feliity, or intoplanes where it feels an in�nite Power or a divine Presene or experienes the ontat of a divineLove or Beauty or the atmosphere of a wider and greater and luminous Knowledge. In the returnthe spiritual impression abides; but the mental reord is often blurred and remains as a vague or afragmentary memory; the lower onsiousness from whih the asent took plae falls bak to whatit was, with only the addition of an unkept or a remembered but no longer dynami experiene. Intime the asent omes to be made at will and the onsiousness brings bak and retains some e�etor some gain of its temporary sojourn in these higher ountries of the spirit. These asents takeplae for many in trane, but are perfetly possible in a onentration of the waking onsiousnessor, where that onsiousness has beome suÆiently psyhi, at any unonentrated moment by anupward attration or aÆnity. But these two types of ontat with the superonsient, though theyan be powerfully illuminating, estati or liberating, are by themselves insuÆiently e�etive: forthe full spiritual transformation more is needed, a permanent asension from the lower into the higheronsiousness and an e�etual permanent desent of the higher into the lower nature.This is the third motion, the desent whih is essential for bringing the permanent asension, aninreasing inow from above, an experiene of reeption and retention of the desending spirit or itspowers and elements of onsiousness. This experiene of desent an take plae as a result of theother two movements or automatially before either has happened, through a sudden rift in the lidor a perolation, a downpour or an inux. A light desends and touhes or envelops or penetrates thelower being, the mind, the life or the body; or a presene or a power or a stream of knowledge pours inwaves or urrents, or there is a ood of bliss or a sudden estasy; the ontat with the superonsienthas been established. For suh experienes repeat themselves till they beome normal, familiar330



and wellunderstood, revelatory of their ontents and their signi�ane whih may have at �rst beeninvolved and wrapped into serey by the �gure of the overing experiene. For a knowledge fromabove begins to desend, frequently, onstantly, then uninterruptedly, and to manifest in the mind'squietude or silene; intuitions and inspirations, revelations born of a greater sight, a higher truth andwisdom, enter into the being, a luminous intuitive disrimination works whih dispels all darknessof understanding or dazzling onfusions, puts all in order; a new onsiousness begins to form, themind of a high wide selfexistent thinking knowledge or an illumined or an intuitive or an overmentalonsiousness with new fores of thought or sight and a greater power of diret spiritual realisationwhih is more than thought or sight, a greater beoming in the spiritual substane of our presentbeing; the heart and the sense beome subtle, intense, large to embrae all existene, to see God,to feel and hear and touh the Eternal, to make a deeper and loser unity of self and the worldin a transendent realisation. Other deisive experienes, other hanges of onsiousness determinethemselves whih are orollaries and onsequenes of this fundamental hange. No limit an be �xedto this revolution; for it is in its nature an invasion by the In�nite.This, e�eted little by little or in a suession of great and swift de�nitive experienes, is the proessof the spiritual transformation. It ahieves itself and ulminates in an upward asent often repeatedby whih in the end the onsiousness �xes itself on a higher plane and from there sees and governsthe mind, life and body; it ahieves itself also in an inreasing desent of the powers of the higheronsiousness and knowledge whih beome more and more the whole normal onsiousness andknowledge. A light and power, a knowledge and fore are felt whih �rst take possession of the mindand remould it, afterwards of the life part and remould that, �nally of the little physial onsiousnessand leave it no longer little but wide and plasti and even in�nite. For this new onsiousness hasitself the nature of in�nity: it brings to us the abiding spiritual sense and awareness of the in�niteand eternal with a great largeness of the nature and a breaking down of its limitations; immortalitybeomes no longer a belief or an experiene but a normal selfawareness; the lose presene of theDivine Being, his rule of the world and of our self and natural members, his fore working in usand everywhere, the peae of the in�nite, the joy of the in�nite are now onrete and onstant inthe being; in all sights and forms one sees the Eternal, the Reality, in all sounds one hears it, inall touhes feels it; there is nothing else but its forms and personalities and manifestations; the joyor adoration of the heart, the embrae of all existene, the unity of the spirit are abiding realities.The onsiousness of the mental reature is turning or has been already turned wholly into theonsiousness of the spiritual being. This is the seond of the three transformations; uniting themanifested existene with what is above it, it is the middle step of the three, the deisive transitionof the spiritually evolving nature.If the spirit ould from the �rst dwell seurely on the superior heights and deal with a blank andvirgin stu� of mind and matter, a omplete spiritual transformation might be rapid, even faile: butthe atual proess of Nature is more diÆult, the logi of her movement more manifold, ontorted,winding, omprehensive; she reognises all the data of the task she has set to herself and is notsatis�ed with a summary triumph over her own omplexities. Every part of our being has to betaken in its own nature and harater, with all the moulds and writings of the past still there init: eah minutest portion and movement must either be destroyed and replaed if it is un�t, or,if it is apable, transmuted into the truth of the higher being. If the psyhi hange is omplete,this an be done by a painless proess, though still the programme must be long and srupulousand the progress deliberate; but otherwise one has to be satis�ed with a partial result or, if one'sown srupulousness of perfetion or hunger of the spirit is insatiable, onsent to a diÆult, oftenpainful and seemingly interminable ation. For ordinarily the onsiousness does not rise to thesummits exept in the highest moments; it remains on the mental level and reeives desents fromabove, sometimes a single desent of some spiritual power that stays and moulds the being intosomething predominatingly spiritual, or a suession of desents bringing into it more and more ofthe spiritual status and dynamis: but unless one an live on the highest height reahed, there annot331



be the omplete or more integral hange. If the psyhi mutation has not taken plae, if there hasbeen a premature pulling down of the higher Fores, their ontat may be too strong for the awedand impure material of Nature and its immediate fate may be that of the unbaked jar of the Vedawhih ould not hold the divine Soma Wine; or the desending inuene may withdraw or be spiltbeause the nature annot ontain or keep it. Again, if it is Power that desends, the egoisti mindor vital may try to seize on it for its own use and a magni�ed ego or a hunting after powers andself-aggrandising masteries may be the untoward result. The Ananda desending annot be held ifthere is too muh sexual impurity reating an intoxiant or degrading mixture; the Power reedes, ifthere is ambition, vanity or other aggressive form of lower self, the Light if there is an attahment toobsurity or to any form of the Ignorane, the Presene if the hamber of the heart has not been madepure. Or some undivine Fore may try to seize hold, not of the Power itself, for that withdraws, butof the result of fore it leaves behind in the instrument and use it for the purposes of the Adversary.Even if none of these more disastrous faults or errors should take plae, still the numerous mistakesof reeption or the imperfetions of the vessel may impede the transformation. The Power has toome at intervals and work meanwhile behind the veil or hold itself bak through long periods ofobsure assimilation or preparation of the realitrant parts of Nature; the Light has to work indarkness or semi-darkness on the regions in us that are still in the Night. At any moment the workmay be stayed, personally for this life, beause the nature is able to reeive or assimilate no more, -for it has reahed the present limits of its apaity, - or beause the mind may be ready but the vital,when faed with a hoie between the old life and the new, refuses, or if the vital aepts, the bodymay prove too weak, un�t or awed for the neessary hange of its onsiousness and its dynamitransformation.Moreover, the neessity of working out the hange separately in eah part of the being in its ownnature and harater ompels the onsiousness to desend into eah in turn and at there aordingto its state and its possibility. If the work were done from above, from some spiritual height, theremight be a sublimation or uplifting or the reation of a new struture ompelled by the sheer foreof the inuene from above: but this hange might not be aepted as native to itself by the lowerbeing; it would not be a total growth, an integral evolution, but a partial and imposed formation,a�eting or liberating some parts of the being, suppressing others or leaving them as they were; areation from outside the normal nature, by imposition upon it, it ould be durable in its entiretyonly as long as there was a maintenane of the reating inuene. A desent of onsiousness into thelower levels is therefore neessary, but in this way also it is diÆult to work out the full power of thehigher priniple; there is a modi�ation, dilution, diminution whih keeps up an imperfetion andlimitation in the results: the light of a greater knowledge omes down but gets blurred and modi�ed,its signi�ane misinterpreted or its truth mixed with mental and vital error, or the fore, the powerto ful�l itself is not ommensurate with its light. A light and power of the overmind working inits own full right and in its own sphere is one thing, the same light working in the obsurity of thephysial onsiousness and under its onditions is something quite di�erent and, owing to dilutionand mixture, far inferior in its knowledge and fore and results. A mutilated power, a partial e�etor hampered movement is the onsequene.This is indeed the reason of the slow and diÆult emergene of the Consiousness-Fore in Nature:for mind and life have to desend into Matter and suit themselves to its onditions; hanged anddiminished by the obsurity and relutant inertia of the substane and fore in whih they work, theyare not able to make a omplete transformation of their material into a �t instrument and a hangedsubstane revelatory of their real and native power. The life onsiousness is unable to e�etuatethe greatness and feliity of its mighty or beautiful impulses in the material existene; its impetusfails it, its fore of e�etuation is inferior to the truth of its oneptions, the form betrays the lifeintuition within it whih it tries to render into terms of life being. The mind is unable to ahieveits high ideas in the medium of life or matter without dedutions and ompromises whih deprivethem of their divinity; its larities of knowledge and will are not mathed by its fore to mould this332



inferior substane to obey and express it: on the ontrary, its own powers get a�eted, its will isdivided, its knowledge onfused and louded by the turbidities of life and the inomprehension ofMatter. Neither life nor mind sueeds in onverting or perfeting the material existene, beausethey annot attain to their own full fore in these onditions; they need to all in a higher powerto liberate and ful�l them. But the higher spiritual-mental powers also undergo the same disabilitywhen they desend into life and matter; they an do muh more, ahieve muh luminous hange,but the modi�ation, the limitation, the disparity between the onsiousness that omes in and thefore of e�etuation that it an mentalise and materialise, are onstantly there and the result is adiminished reation. The hange made is often extraordinary, there is even something whih lookslike a total onversion and reversal of the state of onsiousness and an uplifting of its movements,but it is not dynamially absolute.Only the supermind an thus desend without losing its full power of ation; for its ation isalways intrinsi and automati, its will and knowledge idential and the result ommensurate: itsnature is a self-ahieving Truth-onsiousness and, if it limits itself or its working, it is by hoieand intention, not by ompulsion; in the limits it hooses its ation and the results of its ation areharmonious and inevitable. Again, overmind is, like mind, a dividing priniple, and its harateristioperation is to work out in an independent formation a seleted harmony; its global ation enablesit indeed to reate a harmony whole and perfet in itself or to unite or fuse its harmonies together,to synthetise; but, labouring under the restritions of mind, life and matter, it is obliged to do it bysetions and their joinings. Its tendeny of totality is hampered by its seletive tendeny whih isaentuated by the nature of the mental and life material in whih it is working here; what it anahieve is separate limited spiritual reations eah perfet in itself, but not the integral knowledgeand its manifestation. For this reason and beause of the diminishing of its native light and powerit is unable to do fully what is needed and has to all in a greater power, the supramental fore, toliberate and ful�l it. As the psyhi hange has to all in the spiritual to omplete it, so the �rstspiritual hange has to all in the supramental transformation to omplete it. For all these stepsforward are, like those before them, transitional; the whole radial hange in the evolution from abasis of Ignorane to a basis of Knowledge an only ome by the intervention of the supramentalPower and its diret ation in earth-existene.This then must be the nature of the third and �nal transformation whih �nishes the passage of thesoul through the Ignorane and bases its onsiousness, its life, its power and form of manifestation ona omplete and ompletely e�etive self-knowledge. The Truth-onsiousness, �nding evolutionaryNature ready, has to desend into her and enable her to liberate the supramental priniple withinher; so must be reated the supramental and spiritual being as the �rst unveiled manifestation of thetruth of the Self and Spirit in the material universe.
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Chapter 26The Asent towards Supermind\Masters of the Truth-Light who make the Truth grow by the Truth." Rig Veda1\Three powers of Speeh that arry the Light in their front, . . . a triple house of peae, atriple way of the Light." Rig Veda2\Four other worlds of beauty he reates as his form when he has grown by the Truths."Rig Veda3\He is born a seer with the mind of disernment; an o�spring of the Truth, a birth set withinin the serey, half arisen into manifestation." Rig Veda4\Possessed of a vast inspired wisdom, reators of the Light, onsious all-knowers, growingin the Truth." Rig Veda5\Beholding the higher Light beyond the darkness we ame to the divine Sun in the Godhead,to the highest Light of all." Rig Veda6THE PSYCHIC transformation and the �rst stages of the spiritual transformation are well withinour oneption; their perfetion would be the perfetion, wholeness, onsummated unity of a knowl-edge and experiene whih is already part of things realised, though only by a small number of humanbeings. But the supramental hange in its proess arries us into less explored regions; it initiatesa vision of heights of onsiousness whih have indeed been glimpsed and visited, but have yet tobe disovered and mapped in their ompleteness. The highest of these peaks or elevated plateaus ofonsiousness, the supramental, lies far beyond the possibility of any satisfying mental sheme or map1I. 23. 5.2VII. 101. 1, 2.3IX. 70. 1.4IX. 68. 5.5X. 66. 1.6I. 50. 10. 335



of it or any grasp of mental seeing and desription. It would be diÆult for the normal unilluminedor untransformed mental oneption to express or enter into something that is based on so di�erenta onsiousness with a radially di�erent awareness of things; even if they were seen or oneived bysome enlightenment or opening of vision, another language than the poor abstrat ounters used byour mind would be needed to translate them into terms by whih their reality ould beome at allseizable by us. As the summits of human mind are beyond animal pereption, so the movements ofsupermind are beyond the ordinary human mental oneption: it is only when we have already hadexperiene of a higher intermediate onsiousness that any terms attempting to desribe supramentalbeing ould onvey a true meaning to our intelligene; for then, having experiened something akinto what is desribed, we ould translate an inadequate language into a �gure of what we knew. Ifthe mind annot enter into the nature of supermind, it an look towards it through these high andluminous approahes and ath some reeted impression of the Truth, the Right, the Vast whih isthe native kingdom of the free Spirit.But even what an be said about the intermediate onsiousness must perfore be inadequate; onlyertain abstrat generalisations an be hazarded whih may serve for an initial light of guidane. Theone enabling irumstane here is that, however di�erent in onstitution and priniple, the higheronsiousness is still, in its evolutionary form, in what we an �rst ahieve of it here, a supremedevelopment of elements whih are already present in ours in however rudimentary and diminished a�gure and power of themselves. It is also a helpful fat that the logi of the proess of evolutionaryNature ontinues, greatly modi�ed in some of the rules of its working but essentially the same, inthe asension of the highest heights as in the lower beginnings; thus we an disover and follow to aertain extent the lines of her supreme proedure. For we have seen something of the nature and lawof the transition from intelletual to spiritual mind; from that ahieved starting-point we an beginto trae the passage to a higher dynami degree of the new onsiousness and the farther transitionfrom spiritual mind towards supermind. The indiations must neessarily be very imperfet, for it isonly some initial representations of an abstrat and general harater that an be arrived at by themethod of metaphysial inquiry: the true knowledge and desription must be left to the language ofthe mysti and the �gures, at one more vivid and more reondite, of a diret and onrete experiene.The transition to Supermind through overmind is a passage from Nature as we know it into Super-Nature. It is by that very fat impossible for any e�ort of the mere Mind to ahieve; our unaidedpersonal aspiration and endeavour annot reah it: our e�ort belongs to the inferior power of Nature;a power of the Ignorane annot ahieve by its own strength or harateristi or available methodswhat is beyond its own domain of Nature. All the previous asensions have been e�etuated by aseret Consiousness-Fore operating �rst in Inonsiene and then in the Ignorane: it has workedby an emergene of its involved powers to the surfae, powers onealed behind the veil and superiorto the past formulations of Nature, but even so there is needed a pressure of the same superior powersalready formulated in their full natural fore on their own planes; these superior planes reate theirown foundation in our subliminal parts and from there are able to inuene the evolutionary proesson the surfae. Overmind and Supermind are also involved and oult in earth-Nature, but theyhave no formations on the aessible levels of our subliminal inner onsiousness; there is as yetno overmind being or organised overmind nature, no supramental being or organised supermindnature ating either on our surfae or in our normal subliminal parts: for these greater powers ofonsiousness are superonsient to the level of our ignorane. In order that the involved priniplesof Overmind and Supermind should emerge from their veiled serey, the being and powers of thesuperonsiene must desend into us and uplift us and formulate themselves in our being and powers;this desent is a sine qua non of the transition and transformation.It is oneivable indeed that, without the desent, by a seret pressure from above, by a longevolution, our terrestrial Nature might sueed in entering into a lose ontat with the higher nowsuperonsient planes and a formation of subliminal Overmind might take plae behind the veil; asa result a slow emergene of the onsiousness proper to these higher planes might awake on our336



surfae. It is oneivable that in this way there might appear a rae of mental beings thinking andating not by the intellet or reasoning and reeting intelligene, or not mainly by it, but by anintuitive mentality whih would be the �rst step of an asending hange; this might be followed byan overmentalisation whih would arry us to the borders beyond whih lies the Supermind or divineGnosis. But this proess would inevitably be a long and toilsome endeavour of Nature. There is apossibility too that what would be ahieved might only be an imperfet superior mentalisation; thenew higher elements might strongly dominate the onsiousness, but they would be still subjetedto a modi�ation of their ation by the priniple of an inferior mentality: there would be a greaterexpanded and illuminating knowledge, a ognition of a higher order; but it would still undergo amixture subjeting it to the law of the Ignorane, as Mind undergoes limitation by the law of Lifeand Matter. For a real transformation there must be a diret and unveiled intervention from above;there would be neessary too a total submission and surrender of the lower onsiousness, a essationof its insistene, a will in it for its separate law of ation to be ompletely annulled by transformationand lose all rights over our being. If these two onditions an be ahieved even now by a onsious alland will in the spirit and a partiipation of our whole manifested and inner being in its hange andelevation, the evolution, the transformation an take plae by a omparatively swift onsious hange;the supramental Consiousness-Fore from above and the evolving Consiousness-Fore from behindthe veil ating on the awakened awareness and will of the mental human being would aomplish bytheir united power the momentous transition. There would be no farther need of a slow evolutionounting many millenniums for eah step, the halting and diÆult evolution operated by Nature inthe past in the unonsious reatures of the Ignorane.It is a �rst ondition of this hange that the mental Man we now are should beome inwardly awareand in possession of his own deeper law of being and its proesses; he must beome the psyhi andinner mental being master of his energies, no longer a slave of the movements of the lower Prakriti, inontrol of it, seated seurely in a free harmony with a higher law of Nature. An inreasing ontrol ofthe individual over his own ation of nature, a more and more onsious partiipation in the ationof universal Nature, is a marked harater, it is indeed a logial onsequene, of the evolutionarypriniple and proess. All ation, all mental, vital, physial ativities in the world are the operationof a universal Energy, a Consiousness-Fore whih is the power of the Cosmi Spirit working outthe osmi and individual truth of things. But sine this reative Consiousness assumes in Mattera mask of inonsiene and puts on the surfae appearane of a blind universal Fore exeuting aplan or organisation of things without seeming to know what it is doing, the �rst result is kin tothis appearane; it is the phenomenon of an inonsient physial individualisation, a reation notof beings but of objets. These are formed existenes with their own qualities, properties, power ofbeing, harater of being; but Nature's plan in them and organisation of them have to be workedout mehanially without any beginning of partiipation, initiation or onsious awareness in theindividual objet whih emerges as the �rst dumb result and inanimate �eld of her ation andreation. In animal life the Fore begins to beome slowly onsious on the surfae and puts forththe form, no longer of an objet, but of an individual being; but this imperfetly onsious individual,although it partiipates, senses, feels, yet only works out what the Fore does in it without any learintelligene or observation of what is being done; it seems to have no other hoie or will than thatwhih is imposed on it by its formed nature. In human mind there is the �rst appearane of anobserving intelligene that regards what is being done and of a will and hoie that have beomeonsious; but the onsiousness is still limited and super�ial: the knowledge also is limited andimperfet, it is a partial intelligene, a half understanding, groping and empirial in great part or,if rational, then rational by onstrutions, theories, formulas. There is not as yet a luminous seeingwhih knows things by a diret grasp and arranges them with a spontaneous preision aording to theseeing, aording to the sheme of their inherent truth; although there is a ertain element of instintand intuition and insight whih has some beginning of this power, the normal harater of humanintelligene is an inquiring reason or reetive thought whih observes, supposes, infers, onludes,arrives by labour at a onstruted truth, a onstruted sheme of knowledge, a deliberately arranged337



ation of its own making. Or rather this is what it strives to be and partly is; for its knowledgeand will are onstantly invaded, darkened or frustrated by fores of the being whih are half-blindinstruments of the mehanism of Nature.This is evidently not the utmost of whih onsiousness is apable, not its last evolution andhighest summit. A greater and more intimate intuition must be possible whih would enter intothe heart of things, be in luminous identity with the movements of Nature, assure to the being alear ontrol of his life or at least a harmony with his universe. It is only a free and entire intuitiveonsiousness whih would be able to see and to grasp things by diret ontat and penetrating visionor a spontaneous truthsense born of an underlying unity or identity and arrange an ation of Natureaording to the truth of Nature. This would be a real partiipation by the individual in the workingof the universal Consiousness-Fore; the individual Purusha would beome the master of his ownexeutive energy and at the same time a onsious partner, agent, instrument of the Cosmi Spiritin the working of the universal Energy: the universal Energy would work through him, but he alsowould work through her and the harmony of the intuitive truth would make this double working asingle ation. A growing onsious partiipation of this higher and more intimate kind must be oneaompaniment of the transition from our present state of being to a state of supernature.A harmonious other-world in whih an intuitive mental intelligene of this kind and its ontrolwould be the rule, is oneivable; but in our plane of being, owing to the original intention and pasthistory of the evolutionary plan, suh a rule and ontrol ould with diÆulty be stabilised and it isnot likely that it ould be omplete, �nal and de�nitive. For an intuitive mentality intervening ina mixed mental, vital, physial onsiousness would normally be fored to undergo a mixture withthe inferior stu� of onsiousness already evolved; in order to at on it, it would have to enter into itand, entering in it, would get entangled in it, penetrated by it, a�eted by the separative and partialharater of our mind's ation and the limitation and restrited fore of the Ignorane. The ation ofintuitive intelligene is keen and luminous enough to penetrate and modify, but not large and wholeenough to swallow up into itself and abolish the mass of the Ignorane and Inonsiene; it ouldnot e�et an entire transformation of the whole onsiousness into its own stu� and power. Still,even in our present state, a partiipation of a kind is there and our normal intelligene is suÆientlyawake for the universal Consious-Fore to work through it and allow the intelligene and will toexerise a ertain amount of diretion of inner and outer irumstane, fumbling enough and at everymoment dogged by error, apable only of a limited e�et and power, not ommensurate with thelarger totality of her vast operations. In the evolution towards Supernature, this initial power ofonsious partiipation in the universal working would enlarge in the individual into a more andmore intimate and extended vision of her workings in himself, a sensitive pereption of the ourseshe was taking, a growing understanding or intuitive idea of the methods that had to be followed fora more rapid and more onsious self-evolution. As his inner psyhi or oult inner mental beingame more to the front, there would be a strengthened power of hoie, of santion, a beginning ofauthenti free will whih would grow more and more e�etive. But this free will would be mostlyin relation to his own workings of Nature; it would mean only a freer, fuller and more immediatelypereptive ontrol of the motions of his own being: even there it ould not be at �rst ompletely free,so long as it was imprisoned in the limits reated by its own formations or ombated by imperfetiondue to a mixture of the old and the new onsiousness. Still there would be an inreasing masteryand knowledge and an opening to a higher being and a higher nature.Our notion of free will is apt to be tainted with the exessive individualism of the human ego andto assume the �gure of an independent will ating on its own isolated aount, in a omplete libertywithout any determination other than its own hoie and single unrelated movement. This ideaignores the fat that our natural being is a part of osmi Nature and our spiritual being exists onlyby the supreme Transendene. Our total being an rise out of subjetion to fat of present Natureonly by an identi�ation with a greater Truth and a greater Nature. The will of the individual,even when ompletely free, ould not at in an isolated independene, beause the individual being338



and nature are inluded in the universal Being and Nature and dependent on the all-overrulingTransendene. There ould indeed be in the asent a dual line. On one line the being ould feeland behave as an independent self-existene uniting itself with its own impersonal Reality; it ould,so self-oneived, at with a great fore, but either this ation would be still within an enlargedframe of its past and present self-formation of power of Nature or else it would be the osmi orsupreme Fore that ated in it and there would be no personal initiation of ation, no sense thereforeof individual free will but only of an impersonal osmi or supreme Will or Energy at its work. Onthe other line the being would feel itself a spiritual instrument and so at as a power of the SupremeBeing, limited in its workings only by the potenies of the Supernature, whih are without boundsor any restrition exept its own Truth and self-law, and by the Will in her. But in either ase therewould be, as the ondition of a freedom from the ontrol of a mehanial ation of Nature-fores,a submission to a greater onsious Power or an aquiesent unity of the individual being with itsintention and movement in his own and in the world's existene.For the ation of a new power of being in a higher range of onsiousness might, even in itsontrol on outer Nature, be extraordinarily e�etive, but only beause of its light of vision and aonsequent harmony or identi�ation with the osmi and transendent Will; for it is when it beomesan instrumentation of a higher instead of a lower Power that the will of the being beomes free froma mehanial determinism by ation and proess of osmi Mind-Energy, Life-Energy, Matter-Energyand an ignorant subjetion to the drive of this inferior Nature. A power of initiation, even of anindividual overseeing of world-fores ould be there; but it would be an instrumental initiation, adelegated overseeing: the hoie of the individual would reeive the santion of the In�nite beauseit was itself an expression of some truth of the In�nite. Thus the individuality would beome moreand more powerful and e�etive in proportion as it realised itself as a entre and formation of theuniversal and transendent Being and Nature. For as the progression of the hange proeeded, theenergy of the liberated individual would be no longer the limited energy of mind, life and body,with whih it started; the being would emerge into and put on - even as there would emerge in himand desend into him, assuming him into it - a greater light of Consiousness and a greater ationof Fore: his natural existene would be the instrumentation of a superior Power, an overmentaland supramental Consiousness-Fore, the power of the original Divine Shakti. All the proesses ofthe evolution would be felt as the ation of a supreme and universal Consiousness, a supreme anduniversal Fore working in whatever way it hose, on whatever level, within whatever self-determinedlimits, a onsious working of the transendent and osmi Being, the ation of the omnipotent andomnisient World-Mother raising the being into herself, into her supernature. In plae of the Natureof Ignorane with the individual as its losed �eld and unonsious or half-onsious instrument,there would be a Super-Nature of the divine Gnosis and the individual soul would be its onsious,open and free �eld and instrument, a partiipant in its ation, aware of its purpose and proess,aware too of its own greater Self, the universal, the transendent Reality, and of its own Person asillimitably one with that and yet an individual being of Its being, an instrument and a spiritualentre.A �rst opening towards this partiipation in an ation of Supernature is a ondition of the turntowards the last, the supramental transformation: for this transformation is the ompletion of apassage from the obsure harmony of a blind automatism with whih Nature sets out to the luminousauthenti spontaneity, the infallible motion of the self-existent truth of the Spirit. The evolutionbegins with the automatism of Matter and of a lower life in whih all obeys impliitly the drive ofNature, ful�ls mehanially its law of being and therefore sueeds in maintaining a harmony of itslimited type of existene and ation; it proeeds through the pregnant onfusion of the mind andlife of a humanity driven by this inferior Nature but struggling to esape from her limitations, tomaster and drive and use her; it emerges into a greater spontaneous harmony and automati self-ful�lling ation founded on the spiritual Truth of things. In this higher state the onsiousness willsee that Truth and follow the line of its energies with a full knowledge, with a strong partiipation339



and instrumental mastery, a omplete delight in ation and existene. There will be a luminous andenjoyed perfetion of unity with all instead of a blind and su�ered subjetion of the individual tothe universal, and at every moment the ation of the universal in the individual and the individualin the universal will be enlightened and governed by the rule of the transendent Supernature.But this highest ondition is diÆult and must evidently take long to bring about; for the par-tiipation and onsent of the Purusha to the transition is not suÆient, there must be also theonsent and partiipation of the Prakriti. It is not only the entral thought and will that have toaquiese, but all the parts of our being must assent and surrender to the law of the spiritual Truth;all has to learn to obey the government of the onsious Divine Power in the members. There areobstinate diÆulties in our being born of its evolutionary onstitution whih militate against thisassent. For some of these parts are still subjet to the inonsiene and subonsiene and to thelower automatism of habit or so-alled law of the nature, - mehanial habit of mind, habit of life,habit of instint, habit of personality, habit of harater, the ingrained mental, vital, physial needs,impulses, desires of the natural man, the old funtionings of all kinds that are rooted there so deepthat it would seem as if we had to dig to abysmal foundations in order to get them out: these partsrefuse to give up their response to the lower law founded in the Inonsient; they ontinually sendup to the onsious mind and life the old reations and seek to reaÆrm them there as the eternalrule of Nature. Other parts of the being are less obsure and mehanial and rooted in inonsiene,but all are imperfet and attahed to their imperfetion and have their own obstinate reations; thevital part is wedded to the law of selfaÆrmation and desire, the mind is attahed to its own formedmovements, and both are willingly obedient to the inferior law of the Ignorane. And yet the lawof partiipation and the law of surrender are imperative; at eah step of the transition the assent ofthe Purusha is needed and there must be too the onsent of eah part of the nature to the ation ofthe higher power for its hange. There must be then a onsious self-diretion of the mental being inus towards this hange, this substitution of Supernature for the old nature, this transendene. Therule of onsious obediene to the higher truth of the spirit, the surrender of the whole being to thelight and power that ome from the Supernature, is a seond ondition whih has to be aomplishedslowly and with diÆulty by the being itself before the supramental transformation an beome atall possible.It follows that the psyhi and the spiritual transformation must be far advaned, even as ompleteas may be, before there an be any beginning of the third and onsummating supramental hange; forit is only by this double transmutation that the self-will of the Ignorane an be totally altered intoa spiritual obediene to the remoulding truth and will of the greater Consiousness of the In�nite. Along, diÆult stage of onstant e�ort, energism, austerity of the personal will, tapasy�a, has ordinarilyto be traversed before a more deisive stage an be reahed in whih a state of self-giving of all thebeing to the Supreme Being and the Supreme Nature an beome total and absolute. There has to bea preliminary stage of seeking and e�ort with a entral o�ering or self-giving of the heart and soul andmind to the Highest and a later mediate stage of total onsious reliane on its greater Power aidingthe personal endeavour; that integral reliane again must grow into a �nal omplete abandonmentof oneself in every part and every movement to the working of the higher Truth in the nature. Thetotality of this abandonment an only ome if the psyhi hange has been omplete or the spiritualtransformation has reahed a very high state of ahievement. For it implies a giving up by the mindof all its moulds, ideas, mental formations, of all opinion, of all its habits of intelletual observationand judgment to be replaed �rst by an intuitive and then by an overmind or supramental funtioningwhih inaugurates the ation of a diret Truth-onsiousness, Truth-sight, Truth-disernment, a newonsiousness whih is in all its ways quite foreign to our mind's present nature. There is demandedtoo a similar giving up by the vital of its herished desires, emotions, feelings, impulses, groovesof sensation, foreful mehanism of ation and reation to be replaed by a luminous, desireless,free and yet automatially self-determining fore, the fore of a entralised universal and impersonalknowledge, power, delight of whih the life must beome an instrument and an epiphany, but of340



whih it has at present no inkling and no sense of its greater joy and strength for ful�lment. Ourphysial part has to give up its instints, needs, blind onservative attahments, settled grooves ofnature, its doubt and disbelief in all that is beyond itself, its faith in the inevitability of the �xedfuntionings of the physial mind, the physial life and the body, that they may be replaed by anew power whih establishes its own greater law and funtioning in form and fore of Matter. Eventhe inonsient and subonsient have to beome onsient in us, suseptible to the higher light, nolonger obstrutive to the ful�lling ation of the Consiousness-Fore, but more and more a mouldand lower basis of the Spirit. These things annot be done so long as either mind, life or physialonsiousness are the leading powers of being or have any dominane. The admission of suh ahange an only be brought about by a full emergene of the soul and inner being, the dominane ofthe psyhi and spiritual will and a long working of their light and power on the parts of the being,a psyhi and spiritual remoulding of the whole nature.A uni�ation of the entire being by a breaking down of the wall between the inner and outernature, - a shifting of the position and entration of the onsiousness from the outer to the innerself, a �rm foundation on this new basis, a habitual ation from this inner self and its will andvision and an opening up of the individual into the osmi onsiousness, - is another neessaryondition for the supramental hange. It would be himerial to hope that the supreme Truth-onsiousness an establish itself in the narrow formulation of our surfae mind and heart and life,however turned towards spirituality. All the inner entres must have burst open and released intoation their apaities; the psyhi entity must be unveiled and in ontrol. If this �rst hangeestablishing the being in the inner and larger, a Yogi in plae of an ordinary onsiousness has notbeen done, the greater transmutation is impossible. Moreover the individual must have suÆientlyuniversalised himself, he must have reast his individual mind in the boundlessness of a osmimentality, enlarged and vivi�ed his individual life into the immediate sense and diret experieneof the dynami motion of the universal life, opened up the ommuniations of his body with thefores of universal Nature, before he an be apable of a hange whih transends the present osmiformulation and lifts him beyond the lower hemisphere of universality into a onsiousness belongingto its spiritual upper hemisphere. Besides he must have already beome aware of what is nowto him superonsient; he must be already a being onsious of the higher spiritual Light, Power,Knowledge, Ananda, penetrated by its desending inuenes, new-made by a spiritual hange. Itis possible for the spiritual opening to take plae and its ation to proeed before the psyhi isfar advaned or omplete; for the spiritual inuene from above an awaken, assist and ompletethe psyhi transmutation: all that is neessary is that there should be a suÆient stress of thepsyhi entity for the spiritual higher overture to take plae. But the third, the supramental hangedoes not admit of any premature desent of the highest Light; for it an only ommene when thesupramental Fore begins to at diretly, and this it does not do if the nature is not ready. For thereis too great a disparity between the power of the supreme Fore and the apaity of the ordinarynature; the inferior nature would either be unable to bear or, bearing, unable to respond and reeiveor, reeiving, unable to assimilate. Till Nature is ready, the supramental Fore has to at indiretly;it puts the intermediary powers of overmind or intuition in front, or it works through a modi�ationof itself to whih the already half-transformed being an be wholly or partially responsive.The spiritual evolution obeys the logi of a suessive unfolding; it an take a new deisive mainstep only when the previous main step has been suÆiently onquered: even if ertain minor stagesan be swallowed up or leaped over by a rapid and brusque asension, the onsiousness has to turnbak to assure itself that the ground passed over is seurely annexed to the new ondition. It is truethat the onquest of the spirit supposes the exeution in one life or a few lives of a proess thatin the ordinary ourse of Nature would involve a slow and unertain proedure of enturies or evenof millenniums: but this is a question of the speed with whih the steps are traversed; a greateror onentrated speed does not eliminate the steps themselves or the neessity of their suessivesurmounting. The inreased rapidity is possible only beause the onsious partiipation of the inner341



being is there and the power of the Supernature is already at work in the half-transformed lowernature, so that the steps whih would otherwise have had to be taken tentatively in the night ofInonsiene or Ignorane an now be taken in an inreasing light and power of Knowledge. The�rst obsure material movement of the evolutionary Fore is marked by an aeoni graduality; themovement of life progress proeeds slowly but still with a quiker step, it is onentrated into the�gure of millenniums; mind an still further ompress the tardy leisureliness of Time and make longpaes of the enturies; but when the onsious Spirit intervenes, a supremely onentrated paeof evolutionary swiftness beomes possible. Still, an involved rapidity of the evolutionary ourseswallowing up the stages an only ome in when the power of the onsious Spirit has prepared the�eld and the supramental Fore has begun to use its diret inuene. All Nature's transformationsdo indeed wear the appearane of a mirale, but it is a mirale with a method: her largest strides aretaken over an assured ground, her swiftest leaps are from a base that gives seurity and ertainty tothe evolutionary saltus; a seret all-wisdom governs everything in her, even the steps and proessesthat seem to be most unaountable.This law of Nature's proedure brings in the neessity of a gradation in the last transitional proess,a limbing of degrees, an unfolding of higher and higher states that lead us from the spiritualisedmind to supermind, - a steep passage that ould not be aomplished otherwise. There are aboveus, we have seen, suessive states, levels or graded powers of being overtopping our normal mind,hidden in our own superonsient parts, higher ranges of Mind, degrees of spiritual onsiousness andexperiene; without them there would be no links, no helpful intervening spaes to make the immenseasension possible. It is indeed from these higher soures that the seret spiritual Power ats uponthe being and by its pressure brings about the psyhi transformation or the spiritual hange; butin the early stages of our growth this ation is not apparent, it remains oult and unseizable. At�rst what is neessary is that the pure touh of the spiritual fore must intervene in mental nature:that awakening pressure must stamp itself upon mind and heart and life and give them their upwardorientation; a subtle light or a great transmuting power must purify, re�ne and uplift their motionsand su�use them with a higher onsiousness that does not belong to their own normal apaityand harater. This an be done from within by an invisible ation through the psyhi entity andthe psyhi personality; a onsiously felt desent from above is not indispensable. The preseneof the spirit is there in every living being, on every level, in all things, and beause it is there, theexperiene of Sahhidananda, of the pure spiritual existene and onsiousness, of the delight of adivine presene, loseness, ontat an be aquired through the mind or the heart or the life-sense oreven through the physial onsiousness; if the inner doors are ung suÆiently open, the light fromthe santuary an su�use the nearest and the farthest hambers of the outer being. The neessaryturn or hange an also be brought about by an oult desent of the spiritual fore from above, inwhih the inux, the inuene, the spiritual onsequene is felt, but the higher soure is unknownand the atual feeling of a desent is not there. A onsiousness so touhed may be so muh upliftedthat the being turns to an immediate union with the Self or with the Divine by departure from theevolution and, if that is santioned, no question of graduality or steps or method intervenes, therupture with Nature an be deisive: for the law of departure, one it is made possible, is not or neednot be the same as the law of the evolutionary transformation and perfetion; it is or an be a leap,a breaking out of bonds rapid or immediate, - the spiritual evasion is seured and its only remainingsantion is the destined fall of the body. But if the transformation of earth life is intended, the�rst touh of spiritualisation must be followed by an awakening to the higher soures and energies,a seeking for them and an enlargement and heightening of the being into their harateristi statusand a onversion of the onsiousness to their greater law and dynami nature. This hange must gostep by step, till the stair of the asension is transended and there is an emergene to those greatestwide-open spaes of whih the Veda speaks, the native spaes of a onsiousness whih is supremelyluminous and in�nite.
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For here there is the same proess of evolution as in the rest of the movement of Nature; thereis a heightening and widening of the onsiousness, an asent to a new level and a taking up of thelower levels, an assumption and new integration of the existene by a superior power of Being whihimposes its own way of ation and its harater and fore of substaneenergy on as muh as it anreah of the previously evolved parts of nature. The demand for integration beomes at this higheststage of Nature's workings a point of ardinal importane. In the lower grades of the asension thenew assumption, the integration into a higher priniple of onsiousness, remains inomplete: themind annot wholly mentalise life and matter; there are onsiderable parts of the life being and thebody whih remain in the realm of the submental and the subonsient or inonsient. This is oneserious obstale to the mind's endeavour towards the perfetion of the nature; for the ontinued shareof the submental, the subonsient and inonsient in the government of the ativities, by bringing inanother law than that of the mental being, enables the onsious vital and the physial onsiousnessalso to rejet the law laid upon them by the mind and to follow their own impulses and instintsin de�ane of the mental reason and the rational will of the developed intelligene. This makes itdiÆult for the mind to go beyond itself, to exeed its own level and spiritualise the nature; for whatit annot even make fully onsious, annot seurely mentalise and rationalise, it annot spiritualise,sine spiritualisation is a greater and more diÆult integration. No doubt, by alling in the spiritualfore, it an establish an inuene and a preliminary hange in some parts of the nature, espeiallyin the thinking mind itself and in the heart whih is nearest to its own provine: but this hangeis not often a total perfetion even within limits and what it does ahieve is rare and diÆult. Thespiritual onsiousness using the mind is employing an inferior means and, even though it brings ina divine light into the mind, a divine purity, passion, ardour into the heart or imposes a spiritual lawupon the life, this new onsiousness has to work within restritions; for the most part it an onlyregulate or hek the lower ation of the life and rigorously ontrol the body, but these members,even if re�ned or mastered, do not reeive their spiritual ful�lment or undergo a perfetion andtransformation. For that it is neessary to bring in a higher dynami priniple whih is native to thespiritual onsiousness and by whih, therefore, it an at in its own law and ompleter natural lightand power and impose them upon the members.But even this intervention of a new dynami priniple and this powerful imposition may takelong to sueed; for the lower parts of the being have their own rights and, if they are to be trulytransformed, they must be made to onsent to their own transformation. This is diÆult to bringabout beause the natural propensity of eah part of us is to prefer its own selaw, its dharma,however inferior, to a superior law or dharma whih it feels to be not its own; it lings to its ownonsiousness or unonsiousness, its own impulsions and reations, its own dynamisation of being,its own way of the delight of existene. It lings to them all the more obstinately if that way bea ontradition of delight, a way of darkness and sorrow and pain and su�ering; for that too hasaquired its own perverse and opposite taste, rasa, its pleasure of darkness and sorrow, its sadistior masohisti interest in pain and su�ering. Even if this part of our being seeks better things, itis often obliged to follow the worse beause they are its own, natural to its energy, natural to itssubstane. A omplete and radial hange an only be brought about by bringing in persistentlythe spiritual light and intimate experiene of the spiritual truth, power, bliss into the realitrantelements until they too reognise that their own way of ful�lment lies there, that they are themselvesa diminished power of the spirit and an reover by this new way of being their own truth andintegral nature. This illumination is onstantly opposed by the Fores of the lower nature and stillmore by the adverse Fores that live and reign by the world's imperfetions and have laid down theirformidable foundation on the blak rok of the Inonsiene.An indispensable step towards overoming this diÆulty is the opening up of the inner being andits entres of ation; for there the task that the surfae mind ould not ahieve begins to be morepossible. The inner mind, the inner life-onsiousness and life-mind, the subtle-physial onsiousnessand its subtlephysial mentality, one liberated into ation, reate a larger, �ner, greater mediating343



awareness able to ommuniate with the universal and with what is above them, able also to bringto bear their power on the whole range of the being, on the submental, on the subonsient mind, onthe subonsient life, even on the subonsiene of the body: they an, though not wholly enlighten,yet to some extent open, penetrate, work upon the fundamental Inonsiene. The spiritual Light,Power, Knowledge, Delight from above an then desend beyond the mind and heart, whih arealways the easiest to reah and illumine; oupying the whole nature from top to bottom, they anpervade more fully the life and the body and by a still profounder impat shake the foundations ofthe Inonsiene. But even this larger mentalisation and vitalisation from within is still an inferiorillumination: it an lessen but it does not get rid of the Ignorane; it assails and ompels to reedebut it does not overome the powers and fores that maintain the subtle and seret rule of theInonsiene. The spiritual fores ating through this larger mentalisation and vitalisation an bringin a higher light, strength and joy; but the full spiritualisation, the ompletest new integration ofonsiousness, is at this stage still impossible. If the inmost being, the psyhi, takes harge, thenindeed a deeper mutation, not mental, an make the desent of spiritual fore more e�etive; forthe totality of the onsious being will have undergone a preliminary soul hange whih emanipatesmind, life, body from the snare of their own imperfetions and impurities. At this point, a greaterspiritual dynamisation, the working of the higher powers of the spiritual mind and overmind, an fullyintervene: they may indeed have started their work before, though only as inuenes; but under thenew onditions they an uplift the entral being towards their own level and ommene the last newintegration of the nature. These higher powers work already in the human unspiritualised mind, butindiretly and in a fragmentary and diminished ation; they are hanged into substane and powerof mind before they an work, and that substane and power are illumined and intensi�ed in theirvibrations, exalted and estasised in some of their movements by this entry, but not transformed.But when the spiritualisation begins and, as its greater results manifest themselves, - silene of themind, the admission of our being into the osmi onsiousness, the Nirvana of the little ego in thesense of universal self, the ontat with the Divine Reality, - the interventions of the higher dynamisand our openness to them an inrease, they an assume a fuller, more diret, more harateristipower of their working, and this progression ontinues until some omplete and mature ation ofthem is possible. It is then that the turning of the spiritual towards the supramental transformationommenes; for the heightening of the onsiousness to higher and higher planes builds in us thegradation of the asent to supermind, that diÆult and supreme passage.It is not to be supposed that the irumstanes and the lines of the transition would be the samefor all, for here we enter into the domain of the in�nite: but, sine there is behind all of them theunity of a fundamental truth, the srutiny of a given line of asent may be expeted to throw lighton the priniple of all asending possibilities; suh a srutiny of one line is all that an be attempted.This line is, as all must be, governed by the natural on�guration of the stair of asent: there arein it many steps, for it is an inessant gradation and there is no gap anywhere; but, from the pointof view of the asent of onsiousness from our mind upwards through a rising series of dynamipowers by whih it an sublimate itself, the gradation an be resolved into a stairway of four mainasents, eah with its high level of ful�lment. These gradations may be summarily desribed as aseries of sublimations of the onsiousness through Higher Mind, Illumined Mind and Intuition intoOvermind and beyond it; there is a suession of self-transmutations at the summit of whih lies theSupermind or Divine Gnosis. All these degrees are gnosti in their priniple and power; for even atthe �rst we begin to pass from a onsiousness based on an original Inonsiene and ating in ageneral Ignorane or in a mixed Knowledge-Ignorane to a onsiousness based on a seret selfexistentKnowledge and �rst ated upon and inspired by that light and power and then itself hanged intothat substane and using entirely this new instrumentation. In themselves these grades are grades ofenergy-substane of the Spirit: for it must not be supposed, beause we distinguish them aordingto their leading harater, means and poteny of knowledge, that they are merely a method or wayof knowing or a faulty or power of ognition; they are domains of being, grades of the substane andenergy of the spiritual being, �elds of existene whih are eah a level of the universal Consiousness-344



Fore onstituting and organising itself into a higher status. When the powers of any grade desendompletely into us, it is not only our thought and knowledge that are a�eted, - the substane andvery grain of our being and onsiousness, all its states and ativities are touhed and penetratedand an be remoulded and wholly transmuted. Eah stage of this asent is therefore a general, if nota total, onversion of the being into a new light and power of a greater existene.The gradation itself depends fundamentally upon a higher or lower substane, poteny, intensityof vibrations of the being, of its self-awareness, of its delight of existene, of its fore of existene.Consiousness, as we desend the sale, beomes more and more diminished and diluted, - denseindeed by its oarser rudity, but while that rudity of onsistene ompats the stu� of Ignorane,it admits less and less the substane of light; it beomes thin in pure substane of onsiousness andredued in power of onsiousness, thin in light, thin and weak in apaity of delight; it has to resortto a grosser thikness of its diminished stu� and to a strenuous output of its obsurer fore to arriveat anything, but this strenuousness of e�ort and labour is a sign not of strength but of weakness. Aswe asend, on the ontrary, a �ner but far stronger and more truly and spiritually onrete substaneemerges, a greater luminosity and potent stu� of onsiousness, a subtler, sweeter, purer and morepowerfully estati energy of delight. In the desent of these higher grades upon us it is this greaterlight, fore, essene of being and onsiousness, energy of delight that enter into mind, life, body,hange and repair their diminished and diluted and inapable substane, onvert it into its own higherand stronger dynamis of spirit and intrinsi form and fore of reality. This an happen beause allis fundamentally the same substane, the same onsiousness, the same fore, but in di�erent formsand powers and degrees of itself: a taking up of the lower by the higher is therefore a possible and,but for our seond nature of inonsiene, a spiritually natural movement; what was put forth fromthe superior status is enveloped and taken up into its own greater being and essene.Our �rst deisive step out of our human intelligene, our normal mentality, is an asent into ahigher Mind, a mind no longer of mingled light and obsurity or half-light, but a large larity of thespirit. Its basi substane is a unitarian sense of being with a powerful multiple dynamisation apableof the formation of a multitude of aspets of knowledge, ways of ation, forms and signi�anesof beoming, of all of whih there is a spontaneous inherent knowledge. It is therefore a powerthat has proeeded from the Overmind, - but with the Supermind as its ulterior origin, - as allthese greater powers have proeeded: but its speial harater, its ativity of onsiousness aredominated by Thought; it is a luminous thought-mind, a mind of spirit-born oneptual knowledge.An all-awareness emerging from the original identity, arrying the truths the identity held in itself,oneiving swiftly, vitoriously, multitudinously, formulating and by self-power of the Idea e�etuallyrealising its oneptions, is the harater of this greater mind of knowledge. This kind of ognitionis the last that emerges from the original spiritual identity before the initiation of a separativeknowledge, base of the Ignorane; it is therefore the �rst that meets us when we rise from oneptiveand ratioinative mind, our best-organised knowledge-power of the Ignorane, into the realms of theSpirit: it is, indeed, the spiritual parent of our oneptive mental ideation, and it is natural that thisleading power of our mentality should, when it goes beyond itself, pass into its immediate soure.But here in this greater Thought there is no need of a seeking and self-ritial ratioination, nologial motion step by step towards a onlusion, no mehanism of express or implied dedutions andinferenes, no building or deliberate onatenation of idea with idea in order to arrive at an orderedsum or outome of knowledge; for this limping ation of our reason is a movement of Ignoranesearhing for knowledge, obliged to safeguard its steps against error, to eret a seletive mentalstruture for its temporary shelter and to base it on foundations already laid and arefully laid butnever �rm, beause it is not supported on a soil of native awareness but imposed on an original soilof nesiene. There is not here, either, that other way of our mind at its keenest and swiftest, arapid hazardous divination and insight, a play of the searhlight of intelligene probing into the littleknown or the unknown. This higher onsiousness is a Knowledge formulating itself on a basis of self-existent all-awareness and manifesting some part of its integrality, a harmony of its signi�anes put345



into thought-form. It an freely express itself in single ideas, but its most harateristi movement isa mass ideation, a system or totality of truth-seeing at a single view; the relations of idea with idea, oftruth with truth are not established by logi but pre-exist and emerge already self-seen in the integralwhole. There is an initiation into forms of an ever-present but till now inative knowledge, not asystem of onlusions from premisses or data; this thought is a self-revelation of eternal Wisdom,not an aquired knowledge. Large aspets of truth ome into view in whih the asending Mind, if ithooses, an dwell with satisfation and, after its former manner, live in them as in a struture; butif progress is to be made, these strutures an onstantly expand into a larger struture or several ofthem ombine themselves into a provisional greater whole on the way to a yet unahieved integrality.In the end there is a great totality of truth known and experiened but still a totality apable ofin�nite enlargement beause there is no end to the aspets of knowledge, n�astyanto vistarasya me.This is the Higher Mind in its aspet of ognition; but there is also the aspet of will, of dynamie�etuation of the Truth: here we �nd that this greater more brilliant Mind works always on therest of the being, the mental will, the heart and its feelings, the life, the body, through the power ofthought, through the ideafore. It seeks to purify through knowledge, to deliver through knowledge,to reate by the innate power of knowledge. The idea is put into the heart or the life as a foreto be aepted and worked out; the heart and life beome onsious of the idea and respond toits dynamisms and their substane begins to modify itself in that sense, so that the feelings andations beome the vibrations of this higher wisdom, are informed with it, �lled with the emotionand the sense of it: the will and the life impulses are similarly harged with its power and its urge ofself-e�etuation; even in the body the idea works so that, for example, the potent thought and willof health replaes its faith in illness and its onsent to illness, or the idea7 of strength alls in thesubstane, power, motion, vibration of strength; the idea generates the fore and form proper to theidea and imposes it on our substane of mind, life or matter. It is in this way that the �rst workingproeeds; it harges the whole being with a new and superior onsiousness, lays a foundation ofhange, prepares it for a superior truth of existene.It has here to be emphasised, in order to obviate a natural misoneption whih an easily arisewhen the superior power of the higher fores is �rst pereived or experiened, that these higher foresare not in their desent immediately all-powerful as they would naturally be in their own plane ofation and in their own medium. In the evolution in Matter they have to enter into a foreign andinferior medium and work upon it; they enounter there the inapaities of our mind and life andbody, meet with the unreeptiveness or blind refusal of the Ignorane, experiene the negation andobstrution of the Inonsiene. On their own level they work upon a basis of luminous onsiousnessand luminous substane of being and are automatially e�etive; but here they have to enounter analready and strongly formed foundation of Nesiene, - not only the omplete nesiene of Matter,but the modi�ed nesiene of mind and heart and life. Thus the higher Idea desending into thedeveloped mental intelligene has even there to overome the barrage of a mass or system of formedideas whih belong to the Knowledge-Ignorane and the will to persistene and self-realisation of theseideas; for all ideas are fores and have a formative or selfe�etive faulty greater or less aording tothe onditions, - even reduible to nil in pratie when they have to deal with inonsient Matter,but still potential. There is thus ready-formed a power of resistane whih opposes or minimisesthe e�ets of the desending Light, a resistane whih may amount to a refusal, a rejetion of theLight, or take the shape of an attempt to impair, subdue, ingeniously modify or adapt or perverselydeform the light in order to suit it to the preoneived ideas of the Ignorane. If the preoneived oralready formed ideas are dismissed and deprived of their right to persistene, they have still the rightof reurrene, from outside, from their prevalene in universal Mind, or they may retire downwardsinto the vital, physial or subonsient parts and from thene resurge at the least opportunity torepossess their lost domain: for evolutionary Nature has to give this right of persistene to things7The word expressing the idea has the same power if it is surharged with the spiritual fore; that is the rationaleof the Indian use of the mantra. 346



one established by her in order to bring a suÆient steadiness and solidity to her steps. It is,moreover, the nature and laim of any Fore in the manifestation to be, to survive, to e�etuateitself wherever possible and as long as possible, and it is therefore that in a world of Ignorane allis ahieved not only through a omplexus but through a ollision and struggle and intermixture ofFores. But for this highest evolution it is essential that all mixture of Ignorane with Knowledgeshould be abolished; an ation and evolution through strife of fores must be replaed by an ationand evolution through a harmony of fores: but this stage an only be reahed by a last strife and anoveroming of the powers of Ignorane by the powers of Light and Knowledge. In the lower levels ofthe being, in the heart and life and body, the same phenomenon reurs and on a more intense sale;for here it is not ideas that have to be met but emotions, desires, impulses, sensations, vital needsand habits of the lower Nature; these, sine they are less onsious than ideas, are blinder in theirresponse and are more obstinately self-assertive: all have the same or a greater power of resistaneand reurrene, or take refuge in the irumonsient universal Nature or in our own lower levelsor in a seed-state in the subonsient and from there have the power of new invasion or resurgene.This power of persistene, reurrene, resistane of established things in Nature is always the greatobstale whih the evolutionary Fore has to meet, whih it has indeed itself reated in order toprevent a too rapid transmutation even when that transmutation is its own eventual intention inthings.This obstale will be there, - even though it may progressively diminish, - at eah stage of thisgreater asent. In order to allow at all to the higher Light an adequate entry and fore of working,it is neessary to aquire a power for quietude of the nature, to ompose, tranquillise, impress aontrolled passivity or even an entire silene on mind and heart, life and body: but even so a ontinuedopposition, overt and felt in the Fore of the universal Ignorane or subliminal and obsure in thesubstaneenergy of the individual's make of mind, his form of life, his body of Matter, an oultresistane or a revolt or reaÆrmation of the ontrolled or suppressed energies of the ignorant nature,is always possible and, if anything in the being onsents to them, they an resume dominane.A previously established psyhi ontrol is very desirable as that reates a general responsivenessand inhibits the revolt of the lower parts against the Light or their onsent to the laims of theIgnorane. A preliminary spiritual transformation will also redue the hold of the Ignorane; butneither of these inuenes altogether eliminates its obstrution and limitation: for these preliminaryhanges do not bring the integral onsiousness and knowledge; the original basis of Nesiene properto the Inonsient will still be there needing at every turn to be hanged, enlightened, diminishedin its extent and in its fore of reation. The power of the spiritual Higher Mind and its idea-fore,modi�ed and diminished as it must be by its entrane into our mentality, is not suÆient to sweepout all these obstales and reate the gnosti being, but it an make a �rst hange, a modi�ationthat will apaitate a higher asent and a more powerful desent and further prepare an integrationof the being in a greater Fore of onsiousness and knowledge.This greater Fore is that of the Illumined Mind, a Mind no longer of higher Thought, butof spiritual light. Here the larity of the spiritual intelligene, its tranquil daylight, gives plae orsubordinates itself to an intense lustre, a splendour and illumination of the spirit: a play of lightningsof spiritual truth and power breaks from above into the onsiousness and adds to the alm and wideenlightenment and the vast desent of peae whih haraterise or aompany the ation of the largeroneptual-spiritual priniple, a �ery ardour of realisation and a rapturous estasy of knowledge. Adownpour of inwardly visible Light very usually envelops this ation; for it must be noted that,ontrary to our ordinary oneptions, light is not primarily a material reation and the sense orvision of light aompanying the inner illumination is not merely a subjetive visual image or asymboli phenomenon: light is primarily a spiritual manifestation of the Divine Reality illuminativeand reative; material light is a subsequent representation or onversion of it into Matter for thepurposes of the material Energy. There is also in this desent the arrival of a greater dynami, agolden drive, a luminous \enthousiasmos" of inner fore and power whih replaes the omparatively347



slow and deliberate proess of the Higher Mind by a swift, sometimes a vehement, almost a violentimpetus of rapid transformation.The Illumined Mind does not work primarily by thought, but by vision; thought is here onlya subordinate movement expressive of sight. The human mind, whih relies mainly on thought,oneives that to be the highest or the main proess of knowledge, but in the spiritual order thoughtis a seondary and a not indispensable proess. In its form of verbal thought, it an almost bedesribed as a onession made by Knowledge to the Ignorane, beause that Ignorane is inapableof making truth wholly luid and intelligible to itself in all its extent and manifold impliationsexept through the larifying preision of signi�ant sounds; it annot do without this devie to giveto ideas an exat outline and an expressive body. But it is evident that this is a devie, a mahinery;thought in itself, in its origin on the higher levels of onsiousness, is a pereption, a ognitive seizingof the objet or of some truth of things whih is a powerful but still a minor and seondary result ofspiritual vision, a omparatively external and super�ial regard of the self upon the self, the subjetupon itself or something of itself as objet: for all there is a diversity and multipliity of the self. Inmind there is a surfae response of pereption to the ontat of an observed or disovered objet, fator truth and a onsequent oneptual formulation of it; but in the spiritual light there is a deeperpereptive response from the very substane of onsiousness and a omprehending formulation inthat substane, an exat �gure or revelatory ideograph in the stu� of the being, - nothing more,no verbal representation is needed for the preision and ompleteness of this thought knowledge.Thought reates a representative image of Truth; it o�ers that to the mind as a means of holdingTruth and making it an objet of knowledge; but the body itself of Truth is aught and exatlyheld in the sunlight of a deeper spiritual sight to whih the representative �gure reated by thoughtis seondary and derivative, powerful for ommuniation of knowledge, but not indispensable forreeption or possession of knowledge.A onsiousness that proeeds by sight, the onsiousness of the seer, is a greater power forknowledge than the onsiousness of the thinker. The pereptual power of the inner sight is greaterand more diret than the pereptual power of thought: it is a spiritual sense that seizes something ofthe substane of Truth and not only her �gure; but it outlines the �gure also and at the same timeathes the signi�ane of the �gure, and it an embody her with a �ner and bolder revealing outlineand a larger omprehension and power of totality than thought-oneption an manage. As theHigher Mind brings a greater onsiousness into the being through the spiritual idea and its powerof truth, so the Illumined Mind brings in a still greater onsiousness through a Truth Sight andTruth Light and its seeing and seizing power. It an e�et a more powerful and dynami integration;it illumines the thought-mind with a diret inner vision and inspiration, brings a spiritual sight intothe heart and a spiritual light and energy into its feeling and emotion, imparts to the life-fore aspiritual urge, a truth inspiration that dynamises the ation and exalts the life movements; it infusesinto the sense a diret and total power of spiritual sensation so that our vital and physial being anontat and meet onretely, quite as intensely as the mind and emotion an oneive and pereiveand feel, the Divine in all things; it throws on the physial mind a transforming light that breaksits limitations, its onservative inertia, replaes its narrow thought-power and its doubts by sightand pours luminosity and onsiousness into the very ells of the body. In the transformation bythe Higher Mind the spiritual sage and thinker would �nd his total and dynami ful�lment; in thetransformation by the Illumined Mind there would be a similar ful�lment for the seer, the illuminedmysti, those in whom the soul lives in vision and in a diret sense and experiene: for it is fromthese higher soures that they reeive their light and to rise into that light and live there would betheir asension to their native empire.But these two stages of the asent enjoy their authority and an get their own united ompletenessonly by a referene to a third level; for it is from the higher summits where dwells the intuitionalbeing that they derive the knowledge whih they turn into thought or sight and bring down to usfor the mind's transmutation. Intuition is a power of onsiousness nearer and more intimate to348



the original knowledge by identity; for it is always something that leaps out diret from a onealedidentity. It is when the onsiousness of the subjet meets with the onsiousness in the objet,penetrates it and sees, feels or vibrates with the truth of what it ontats, that the intuition leapsout like a spark or lightning-ash from the shok of the meeting; or when the onsiousness, evenwithout any suh meeting, looks into itself and feels diretly and intimately the truth or the truthsthat are there or so ontats the hidden fores behind appearanes, then also there is the outbreakof an intuitive light; or, again, when the onsiousness meets the Supreme Reality or the spiritualreality of things and beings and has a ontatual union with it, then the spark, the ash or theblaze of intimate truth-pereption is lit in its depths. This lose pereption is more than sight, morethan oneption: it is the result of a penetrating and revealing touh whih arries in it sight andoneption as part of itself or as its natural onsequene. A onealed or slumbering identity, not yetreovering itself, still remembers or onveys by the intuition its own ontents and the intimay of itsself-feeling and self-vision of things, its light of truth, its overwhelming and automati ertitude.In the human mind the intuition is even suh a truthremembrane or truth-onveyane, or suha revealing ash or blaze breaking into a great mass of ignorane or through a veil of nesiene: butwe have seen that it is subjet there to an invading mixture or a mental oating or an intereptionand substitution; there is too a manifold possibility of misinterpretation whih omes in the way ofthe purity and fullness of its ation. Moreover, there are seeming intuitions on all levels of the beingwhih are ommuniations rather than intuitions, and these have a very various provenane, valueand harater. The infrarational \mysti", so styled, - for to be a true mysti it is not suÆientto rejet reason and rely on soures of thought or ation of whih one has no understanding, - isoften inspired by suh ommuniations on the vital level from a dark and dangerous soure. Inthese irumstanes we are driven to rely mainly on the reason and are disposed even to ontrol thesuggestions of the intuition - or the pseudo-intuition, whih is the more frequent phenomenon, - bythe observing and disriminating intelligene; for we feel in our intelletual part that we annot besure otherwise what is the true thing and what the mixed or adulterated artile or false substitute.But this largely disounts for us the utility of the intuition: for the reason is not in this �eld a reliablearbiter, sine its methods are di�erent, tentative, unertain, an intelletual seeking; even though ititself really relies on a amouaged intuition for its onlusions, - for without that help it ould nothoose its ourse or arrive at any assured �nding, - it hides this dependene from itself under theproess of a reasoned onlusion or a veri�ed onjeture. An intuition passed in judiial review bythe reason eases to be an intuition and an only have the authority of the reason for whih there isno inner soure of diret ertitude. But even if the mind beame predominantly an intuitive mindreliant upon its portion of the higher faulty, the o-ordination of its ognitions and its separatedativities, - for in mind these would always be apt to appear as a series of imperfetly onnetedashes, - would remain diÆult so long as this new mentality has not a onsious liaison with itssuprarational soure or a self-uplifting aess to a higher plane of onsiousness in whih an intuitiveation is pure and native.Intuition is always an edge or ray or outleap of a superior light; it is in us a projeting blade, edgeor point of a far-o� supermind light entering into and modi�ed by some intermediate truth-mindsubstane above us and, so modi�ed, again entering into and very muh blinded by our ordinaryor ignorant mind substane; but on that higher level to whih it is native its light is unmixedand therefore entirely and purely veridial, and its rays are not separated but onneted or massedtogether in a play of waves of what might almost be alled in the Sanskrit poeti �gure a sea ormass of \stable lightnings". When this original or native Intuition begins to desend into us inanswer to an asension of our onsiousness to its level or as a result of our �nding of a lear wayof ommuniation with it, it may ontinue to ome as a play of lightning-ashes, isolated or inonstant ation; but at this stage the judgment of reason beomes quite inappliable, it an only atas an observer or registrar understanding or reording the more luminous intimations, judgments anddisriminations of the higher power. To omplete or verify an isolated intuition or disriminate its349



nature, its appliation, its limitations, the reeiving onsiousness must rely on another ompletingintuition or be able to all down a massed intuition apable of putting all in plae. For one theproess of the hange has begun, a omplete transmutation of the stu� and ativities of the mindinto the substane, form and power of intuition is imperative; until then, so long as the proess ofonsiousness depends upon the lower intelligene serving or helping out or using the intuition, theresult an only be a survival of the mixed Knowledge-Ignorane uplifted or relieved by a higher lightand fore ating in its parts of Knowledge.Intuition has a fourfold power. A power of revelatory truth- seeing, a power of inspiration or truth-hearing, a power of truth-touh or immediate seizing of signi�ane, whih is akin to the ordinarynature of its intervention in our mental intelligene, a power of true and automati disriminationof the orderly and exat relation of truth to truth, - these are the fourfold potenies of Intuition.Intuition an therefore perform all the ation of reason - inluding the funtion of logial intelligene,whih is to work out the right relation of things and the right relation of idea with idea, - but by itsown superior proess and with steps that do not fail or falter. It takes up also and transforms intoits own substane not only the mind of thought, but the heart and life and the sense and physialonsiousness: already all these have their own peuliar powers of intuition derivative from the hiddenLight; the pure power desending from above an assume them all into itself and impart to thesedeeper heartpereptions and life-pereptions and the divinations of the body a greater integralityand perfetion. It an thus hange the whole onsiousness into the stu� of intuition; for it bringsits own greater radiant movement into the will, into the feelings and emotions, the life-impulses, theation of sense and sensation, the very workings of the body onsiousness; it reasts them in thelight and power of truth and illumines their knowledge and their ignorane. A ertain integrationan thus take plae, but whether it is a total integration must depend on the extent to whih thenew light is able to take up the subonsient and penetrate the fundamental Inonsiene. Herethe intuitive light and power may be hampered in its task beause it is the edge of a delegated andmodi�ed supermind, but does not bring in the whole mass or body of the identity knowledge. Thebasis of Inonsiene in our nature is too vast, deep and solid to be altogether penetrated, turnedinto light, transformed by an inferior power of the Truth-nature.The next step of the asent brings us to the Overmind; the intuitional hange an only be anintrodution to this higher spiritual overture. But we have seen that the Overmind, even when itis seletive and not total in its ation, is still a power of osmi onsiousness, a priniple of globalknowledge whih arries in it a delegated light from the supramental gnosis. It is, therefore, only byan opening into the osmi onsiousness that the overmind asent and desent an be made whollypossible: a high and intense individual opening upwards is not suÆient, - to that vertial asenttowards summit Light there must be added a vast horizontal expansion of the onsiousness into sometotality of the Spirit. At the least, the inner being must already have replaed by its deeper andwider awareness the surfae mind and its limited outlook and learned to live in a large universality;for otherwise the overmind view of things and the overmind dynamism will have no room to movein and e�etuate its dynami operations. When the overmind desends, the predominane of theentralising ego-sense is entirely subordinated, lost in largeness of being and �nally abolished; a wideosmi pereption and feeling of a boundless universal self and movement replaes it: many motionsthat were formerly ego-entri may still ontinue, but they our as urrents or ripples in the osmiwideness. Thought, for the most part, no longer seems to originate individually in the body or theperson but manifests from above or omes in upon the osmi mindwaves: all inner individual sightor intelligene of things is now a revelation or illumination of what is seen or omprehended, butthe soure of the revelation is not in one's separate self but in the universal knowledge; the feelings,emotions, sensations are similarly felt as waves from the same osmi immensity breaking upon thesubtle and the gross body and responded to in kind by the individual entre of the universality; forthe body is only a small support or even less, a point of relation, for the ation of a vast osmiinstrumentation. In this boundless largeness, not only the separate ego but all sense of individuality,350



even of a subordinated or instrumental individuality, may entirely disappear; the osmi existene,the osmi onsiousness, the osmi delight, the play of osmi fores are alone left: if the delightor the entre of Fore is felt in what was the personal mind, life or body, it is not with a sense ofpersonality but as a �eld of manifestation, and this sense of the delight or of the ation of Fore isnot on�ned to the person or the body but an be felt at all points in an unlimited onsiousness ofunity whih pervades everywhere.But there an be many formulations of overmind onsiousness and experiene; for the overmindhas a great plastiity and is a �eld of multiple possibilities. In plae of an unentred and unplaeddi�usion there may be the sense of the universe in oneself or as oneself: but there too this self is notthe ego; it is an extension of a free and pure essential self-onsiousness or it is an identi�ation withthe All, - the extension or the identi�ation onstituting a osmi being, a universal individual. Inone state of the osmi onsiousness there is an individual inluded in the osmos but identifyinghimself with all in it, with the things and beings, with the thought and sense, the joy and grief ofothers; in another state there is an inlusion of beings in oneself and a reality of their life as partof one's own being. Often there is no rule or governane of the immense movement, but a freeplay of universal Nature to whih what was the personal being responds with a passive aeptaneor a dynami identity, while yet the spirit remains free and undisturbed by any bondage to thereations of this passivity or this universal and impersonal identi�ation and sympathy. But witha strong inuene or full ation of the overmind a very integral sense of governane, a ompletesupporting or overruling presene and diretion of the osmi Self or the Ishwara an ome in andbeome normal; or a speial entre may be revealed or reated overtopping and dominating thephysial instrument, individual in fat of existene, but impersonal in feeling and reognised by afree ognition as something instrumental to the ation of a Transendent and Universal Being. Inthe transition towards the supermind this entralising ation tends towards the disovery of a trueindividual replaing the dead ego, a being who is in his essene one with the supreme Self, one withthe universe in extension and yet a osmi entre and irumferene of the speialised ation of theIn�nite.These are the general �rst results and reate the normal foundation of the overmind onsiousnessin the evolved spiritual being, but its varieties and developments are innumerable. The onsiousnessthat thus ats is experiened as a onsiousness of Light and Truth, a power, fore, ation full ofLight and Truth, an aesthesis and sensation of beauty and delight universal and multitudinous indetail, an illumination in the whole and in all things, in the one movement and all movements, with aonstant extension and play of possibilities whih is in�nite, even in its multitude of determinationsendless and indeterminable. If the power of an ordering overmind gnosis intervenes, then there is aosmi struture of the onsiousness and ation, but this is not like the rigid mental strutures; itis plasti, organi, something that an grow and develop and streth into the in�nite. All spiritualexperienes are taken up and beome habitual and normal to the new nature; all essential experienesbelonging to the mind, life, body are taken up and spiritualised, transmuted and felt as forms ofthe onsiousness, delight, power of the in�nite existene. Intuition, illumined sight and thoughtenlarge themselves; their substane assumes a greater substantiality, mass, energy, their movementis more omprehensive, global, many-faeted, more wide and potent in its truth-fore: the wholenature, knowledge, aesthesis, sympathy, feeling, dynamism beome more atholi, all-understanding,all-embraing, osmi, in�nite.The overmind hange is the �nal onsummating movement of the dynami spiritual transforma-tion; it is the highest possible status-dynamis of the spirit in the spiritual-mind plane. It takes upall that is in the three steps below it and raises their harateristi workings to their highest andlargest power, adding to them a universal wideness of onsiousness and fore, a harmonious on-ert of knowledge, a more manifold delight of being. But there are ertain reasons arising from itsown harateristi status and power that prevent it from being the �nal possibility of the spiritualevolution. It is a power, though the highest power, of the lower hemisphere; although its basis is351



a osmi unity, its ation is an ation of division and interation, an ation taking its stand on theplay of the multipliity. Its play is, like that of all Mind, a play of possibilities; although it ats notin the Ignorane but with the knowledge of the truth of these possibilities, yet it works them outthrough their own independent evolution of their powers. It ats in eah osmi formula aordingto the fundamental meaning of that formula and is not a power for a dynami transendene. Herein earth-life it has to work upon a osmi formula whose basis is the entire nesiene whih resultsfrom the separation of Mind, Life and Matter from their own soure and supreme origin. Overmindan bridge that division up to the point at whih separative Mind enters into Overmind and beomesa part of its ation; it an unite individual mind with osmi mind on its highest plane, equateindividual self with osmi self and give to the nature an ation of universality; but it annot leadMind beyond itself, and in this world of original Inonsiene it annot dynamise the Transendene:for it is the supermind alone that is the supreme self-determining truth-ation and the diret powerof manifestation of that Transendene. If then the ation of evolutionary Nature ended here, theOvermind, having arried the onsiousness to the point of a vast illumined universality and an or-ganised play of this wide and potent spiritual awareness of utter existene, foreonsiousness anddelight, ould only go farther by an opening of the gates of the Spirit into the upper hemisphere anda will to enable the soul to depart out of its osmi formation into the Transendene.In the terrestrial evolution itself the overmind desent would not be able to transform whollythe Inonsiene; all that it ould do would be to transform in eah man it touhed the wholeonsious being, inner and outer, personal and universally impersonal, into its own stu� and imposethat upon the Ignorane illumining it into osmi truth and knowledge. But a basis of Nesienewould remain; it would be as if a sun and its system were to shine out in an original darkness ofSpae and illumine everything as far as its rays ould reah so that all that dwelt in the light wouldfeel as if no darkness were there at all in their experiene of existene. But outside that sphere orexpanse of experiene the original darkness would still be there and, sine all things are possiblein an overmind struture, ould reinvade the island of light reated within its empire. Moreover,sine Overmind deals with di�erent possibilities, its natural ation would be to develop the separatepossibility of one or more or numerous dynami spiritual formulations to their utmost or ombine orharmonise several possibilities together; but this would be a reation or a number of reations in theoriginal terrestrial reation, eah omplete in its separate existene. The evolved spiritual individualwould be there, there might evolve also a spiritual ommunity or ommunities in the same world asmental man and the vital being of the animal, but eah working out its independent existene ina loose relation within the terrestrial formula. The supreme power of the priniple of unity takingall diversities into itself and ontrolling them as parts of the unity, whih must be the law of thenew evolutionary onsiousness, would not as yet be there. Also by this muh evolution there ouldbe no seurity against the downward pull or gravitation of the Inonsiene whih dissolves all theformations that life and mind build in it, swallows all things that arise out of it or are imposed uponit and disintegrates them into their original matter. The liberation from this pull of the Inonsieneand a seured basis for a ontinuous divine or gnosti evolution would only be ahieved by a desentof the Supermind into the terrestrial formula, bringing into it the supreme law and light and dynamisof the spirit and penetrating with it and transforming the inonsiene of the material basis. A lasttransition from Overmind to Supermind and a desent of Supermind must therefore intervene at thisstage of evolutionary Nature.Overmind and its delegated powers, taking up and penetrating mind and the life and body de-pendent upon mind, would subjet all to a greatening proess; at eah step of this proess a greaterpower and a higher intensity of gnosis less and less mixed with the loose, di�used, diminishing anddiluting stu� of mind ould establish itself: but all gnosis is in its origin power of supermind, sothat this would mean a greater and greater inux of a half-veiled and indiret supramental light andpower into the nature. This would ontinue until the point was reahed at whih overmind wouldbegin itself to be transformed into supermind; the supramental onsiousness and fore would take352



up the transformation diretly into its own hands, reveal to the terrestrial mind, life, bodily beingtheir own spiritual truth and divinity and, �nally, pour into the whole nature the perfet knowledge,power, signi�ane of the supramental existene. The soul would pass beyond the borders of theIgnorane and ross its original line of departure from the supreme Knowledge: it would enter intothe integrality of the supramental gnosis; the desent of the gnosti Light would e�etuate a ompletetransformation of the Ignorane.This or something more largely planned on these lines might be regarded as the shemati, logialor ideal aount of the spiritual transformation, a strutural map of the asent to the supramentalsummit, looked at as a suession of separate steps, eah aomplished before the passage to thenext ommenes. It would be as if the soul, putting forth an organised natural individuality, were atraveller mounting the degrees of onsiousness ut out in universal Nature, eah asent arrying ittotally as a de�nite integer, as a separate body of onsious being, from one state of its existene tothe next in order. This is so far orret that a suÆient integration of one status has to be ompletebefore an asent to the next higher station an be entirely seure: this lear suession might alsobe the ourse followed by a few even in the early stages of this evolution, and it might beome tooa normal proess after the whole stair-ight of the evolution had been built and made safe. Butevolutionary Nature is not a logial series of separate segments; it is a totality of asending powersof being whih interpenetrate and dovetail and exerise in their ation on eah other a power ofmutual modi�ation. When the higher desends into the lower onsiousness, it alters the lower butis also modi�ed and diminished by it; when the lower asends, it is sublimated but at the sametime quali�es the sublimating substane and power. This interation reates an abundant numberof di�erent intermediate and interloked degrees of the fore and onsiousness of being, but it alsomakes it diÆult to bring about a omplete integration of all the powers under the full ontrol ofany one power. For this reason there is not atually a series of simple lear-ut and suessivestages in the individual's evolution; there is instead a omplexity and a partly determinate, partlyonfused omprehensiveness of the movement. The soul may still be desribed as a traveller andlimber who presses towards his high goal by step on step, eah of whih he has to build up as aninteger but must frequently redesend in order to rebuild and make sure of the supporting stair sothat it may not rumble beneath him: but the evolution of the whole onsiousness has rather themovement of an asending oean of Nature; it an be ompared to a tide or a mounting ux, theleading fringe of whih touhes the higher degrees of a li� or hill while the rest is still below. Ateah stage the higher parts of the nature may be provisionally but inompletely organised in thenew onsiousness while the lower are in a state of ux or formation, partly moving in the old waythough inuened and beginning to hange, partly belonging to the new kind but still imperfetlyahieved and not yet �rm in the hange. Another image might be that of an army advaning inolumns whih annexes new ground, while the main body is still behind in a territory overrun buttoo large to be e�etively oupied, so that there has to be a frequent halt and partial return to thetraversed areas for onsolidation and assurane of the hold on the oupied ountry and assimilationof its people. A rapid onquest might be possible, but it would be of the nature of an enampmentor a domination established in a foreign ountry; it would not be the assumption, total assimilation,integration needed for the entire supramental hange.This entails ertain onsequenes whih modify the lear suessions of the evolution and preventit from following the leanly determined and �rmly arranged ourse whih our logial intelligenedemands from Nature but seldom gets from her. As life and mind begin to appear when the organi-sation of Matter is suÆient to admit them but the more omplex and perfet organisation of Matteromes with the evolution of life and mind, as mind appears when life is suÆiently organised to ad-mit of a developed vibration of onsiousness but life reeives its full organisation and developmentonly after mind an at upon it, as the spiritual evolution begins when man as mind is apable ofthe movements of spirituality but mind also rises to its own highest perfetion by the growth of theintensities and luminosities of the spirit, so it is with this higher evolution of the asending powers of353



the Spirit. As soon as there is a suÆient spiritual development, something of intuition, illuminationof the being, the movements of the higher spiritual grades of Consiousness begins to manifest, -sometimes one, sometimes the other or all together, and they do not wait for eah power in theseries to omplete itself before a higher power omes into ation. An Overmind light and power maydesend in some sort, reate a partial form of itself in the being and take a leading part or superviseor intervene while the intuitive and illumining mind and higher mind are still inomplete; these wouldthen remain in the whole, ating along with the greater Power, often penetrated or sublimated by itor rising into it to form a greater or overmind intuition, a greater or overmind illumination, a greateror overmind spiritual thinking. This intriate ation takes plae beause eah desending power byits intensity of pressure on the nature and uplifting e�et makes the being already apable of a stillhigher invasion before that earlier power itself is omplete in its self-formation; but also it happensbeause the work of assumption and transformation of the lower nature an with diÆulty be done ifa higher and higher intervention does not take plae. The illumination and the higher thought needthe help of the intuition, the intuition needs the help of the overmind to ombat the darkness orignorane in whih they labour and to give them their own fullness. Still, it is not possible in the endfor the overmind status and integration to be omplete until the higher mind and the illumined mindhave been integrated and taken up into the intuition and the intuition itself subsequently integratedand taken up into the all-enlarging and all-sublimating overmind energy. The law of the gradationhas to be satis�ed even in the omplexity of the proess of evolutionary Nature.A further ause of omplexity arises from the need of integration itself; for the proess is not onlyan asent of the soul to a higher status, but a desent of the higher onsiousness so gained to takeup and transform the inferior nature. But this nature has a density of previous formation whihresists and obstruts the desent; even when the higher power has broken the barrier and desendedand is at work, we have seen that the nature of the Ignorane resists and obstruts the working,that it either strives to refuse transformation altogether or tries to modify the new power into someonformity with its own workings, or even throws itself upon it to seize and degrade and enslave itto its own way of ation and lower purpose. Ordinarily, in their task of assumption and assimilationof this diÆult stu� of Nature, the higher powers desend �rst into the mind and oupy the mindentres beause these are nearest to themselves in intelligene and knowledge-power; if they desend�rst into the heart or into the vital being of fore and sensation, as they sometimes do beause thesehappen to be in some individuals more open and all them �rst, the results are more mixed anddubious, imperfet and inseure than if things happen in the logial order. But, even in its normalworking when it takes up the being part by part in the natural order of desent, the desending poweris not able to bring about a total oupation and transformation of eah before it goes farther. Itan only e�et a general and inomplete oupation, so that the workings of eah remain still partlyof the new higher, partly of a mixed, partly of the old unhanged lower order. All the mind in itswhole range annot be transmuted at one, for the mind entres are not a region isolated from therest of the being; the mind ation is penetrated by the ation of the vital and physial parts, andin those parts themselves are lower formations of mind, a vital mind, a physial mind, and thesehave to be hanged before there an be an entire transformation of the mental being. The highertransforming power has, therefore, to desend, as soon as may be and without waiting for an integralmental hange, into the heart so as to oupy and hange the emotional nature, and afterwards intothe inferior vital entres to oupy and hange the whole vital and kineti and sensational nature,and, �nally, into the physial entres so as to oupy and hange the whole physial nature. But eventhis �nality is not �nal, for there are still left the subonsient parts and the inonsient foundation.The intriay, the interwoven ation of these powers and parts of the being is so great that it mayalmost be said that in this hange nothing is aomplished until all is aomplished. There is a tideand ebb, the fores of the old nature reeding and again partially oupying their old dominions,e�etuating a slow retreat with rear-line ations and return attaks and aggressions, the higher inuxoupying eah time more onquered territory but imperfetly sure of sovereignty so long as anythingis left that has not beome part of its luminous regime.354



A third omplexity is brought in by the power of the onsiousness to live in more than one statusat a time; espeially, a diÆulty is reated by the division of our being into an inner and an outer orsurfae nature and the farther intriay of a seret irumonsient or environmental onsiousnessin whih are determined our unseen onnetions with the world outside us. In the spiritual opening,it is the awakened inner being that readily reeives and assimilates the higher inuenes and putson the higher nature; the external surfae self, more entirely moulded by the fores of the Ignoraneand Inonsiene, is slower to awake, slower to reeive, slower to assimilate. There is therefore a longstage in whih the inner being is suÆiently transformed but the outer is still involved in a mixed anddiÆult movement of imperfet hange. This disparity repeats itself at eah step of the asent; for ineah hange the inner being follows more readily, the outer limps after, relutant or else inompetentin spite of its aspiration and desire: this neessitates a onstantly repeated labour of assumption,adaptation, orientation, a labour reprodued in new terms always but always the same in priniple.But even when the outer and the inner nature of the individual are uni�ed in a harmonised spiritualonsiousness, that still more external but oult part of him in whih his being mixes with the beingof the outside world and through whih the outside world invades his onsiousness remains a �eld ofimperfetion. There is neessarily a ommere here between disparate inuenes: the inner spiritualinuene is met by quite opposite inuenes strong in their ontrol of the present world-order; thenew spiritual onsiousness has to bear the shok of the dominant and established unspiritualisedpowers of the Ignorane. This reates a diÆulty whih is of apital importane in all stages of thespiritual evolution and its urge towards a hange of the nature.A subjetive spirituality an be established whih refuses or minimises ommere with the world oris ontent to witness its ation and throw bak or throw out its invading inuenes without allowingany reation to them or admitting their intrusion: but if the inner spirituality is to be objetivised ina free worldation, if the individual has to projet himself into the world and in a sense take the worldinto himself, this annot be dynamially done without reeiving the world inuenes through one'sown irumonsient or environmental being. The spiritual inner onsiousness has then to deal withthese inuenes in suh a way that, as soon as they approah or enter, they beome either obliteratedand without result or transformed by their very entry into its own mode and substane. Or it mayfore them to reeive the spiritual inuene and return with a transforming power on the worldthey ome from, for suh a ompulsion on the lower universal Nature is part of a perfet spiritualation. But for that the irumonsient or environmental being must be so steeped in the spirituallight and spiritual substane that nothing an enter into it without undergoing this transformation:the invading external inuenes have not to bring in at all their lower awareness, their lower sight,their lower dynamism. But this is a diÆult perfetion, beause ordinarily the irumonsient isnot wholly our own formed and realised self but ourself plus the external world-nature. It is, forthis reason, always easier to spiritualise the inner self-suÆient parts than to transform the outeration; a perfetion of introspetive, indwelling or subjetive spirituality aloof from the world or self-proteted against it is easier than a perfetion of the whole nature in a dynami, kineti spiritualityobjetivised in the life, embraing the world, master of its environment, sovereign in its ommerewith world-nature. But sine the integral transformation must embrae fully the dynami being andtake up into it the life of ation and the world-self outside us, this ompleter hange is demanded ofthe evolving nature.The essential diÆulty omes from the fat that the substane of our normal being is moulded outof the Inonsiene. Our ignorane is a growth of knowledge in a substane of being whih is nesient;the onsiousness it develops, the knowledge it establishes are always dogged, penetrated, envelopedby this nesiene. It is this substane of nesiene that has to be transformed into a substane ofsuperonsiene, a substane in whih onsiousness and a spiritual awareness are always there evenwhen they are not ative, not expressed, not put into form of knowledge. Till that is done, thenesiene invades or enompasses or even swallows up and absorbs into its oblivious darkness allthat enters into it; it ompels the desending light to ompromise with the lesser light it enters:355



there is a mixture, a diminution and dilution of itself, a diminution, a modi�ation, an inompleteauthentiity of its truth and power. Or, at the least, the nesiene limits its truth and irumsribesits fore, segments its appliability and its range; its truth of priniple is barred from a full truth ofindividual realisation or from an ahieved truth of osmi pratie. Thus love as a law of life anaÆrm itself pratially as an inner ative priniple; but unless it oupies the whole substane ofbeing, the entire individual feeling and ation annot be moulded by the law of love: even if perfetedin the individual, it an be rendered unilateral and ine�etive by the general nesiene whih is blindto it and hostile, or it is fored to irumsribe its range of osmi appliation. A full ation inharmony with a new law of the being is always diÆult in human nature; for in the substane of theInonsiene there is a self-protetive law of blind imperative Neessity whih limits the play of thepossibilities that emerge from it or enter into it and prevents them from establishing their free ationand result or realising the intensity of their own absolute. A mixed, relative, urbed and diminishedplay is all that is oneded to them: otherwise they would anel the frame of Inonsiene andviolently perturb without e�etively hanging the basis of the world-order; for none of them havein their mental or vital play the divine power to replae this dark original priniple and organise atotally new world-order.A transformation of human nature an only be ahieved when the substane of the being isso steeped in the spiritual priniple that all its movements are a spontaneous dynamism and aharmonised proess of the spirit. But even when the higher powers and their intensities enter intothe substane of the Inonsiene, they are met by this blind opposing Neessity and are subjetedto this irumsribing and diminishing law of the nesient substane. It opposes them with its strongtitles of an established and inexorable Law, meets always the laim of life with the law of death, thedemand of Light with the need of a relief of shadow and a bakground of darkness, the sovereigntyand freedom and dynamism of the spirit with its own fore of adjustment by limitation, demarationby inapaity, foundation of energy on the repose of an original Inertia. There is an oult truthbehind its negations whih only the Supermind with its reoniliation of ontraries in the originalReality an take up and so disover the pragmati solution of the enigma. Only the supramental Forean entirely overome this diÆulty of the fundamental Nesiene; for with it enters an opposite andluminous imperative Neessity whih underlies all things and is the original and �nal self-determiningtruth-fore of the selfexistent In�nite. This greater luminous spiritual Neessity and its sovereignimperative alone an displae or entirely penetrate, transform into itself and so replae the blindAnanke of the Inonsiene.A supramental hange of the whole substane of the being and therefore neessarily of all itsharaters, powers, movements takes plae when the involved supermind in Nature emerges to meetand join with the supramental light and power desending from Supernature. The individual mustbe the instrument and �rst �eld of the transformation; but an isolated individual transformationis not enough and may not be wholly feasible. Even when ahieved, the individual hange willhave a permanent and osmi signi�ane only if the individual beomes a entre and a sign for theestablishment of the supramental Consiousness-Fore as an overtly operative power in the terrestrialworkings of Nature, - in the same way in whih thinking Mind has been established through thehuman evolution as an overtly operative power in Life and Matter. This would mean the appearanein the evolution of a gnosti being or Purusha and a gnosti Prakriti, a gnosti Nature. There mustbe an emergent supramental Consiousness-Fore liberated and ative within the terrestrial wholeand an organised supramental instrumentation of the Spirit in the life and the body, - for the bodyonsiousness also must beome suÆiently awake to be a �t instrument of the workings of the newsupramental Fore and its new order. Till then any intermediate hange ould be only partial orinseure; an overmind or intuitive instrumentation of Nature ould be developed, but it would bea luminous formation imposed on a fundamental and environmental Inonsiene. A supramentalpriniple and its osmi operation one established permanently on its own basis, the interveningpowers of Overmind and spiritual Mind ould found themselves seurely upon it and reah their own356



perfetion; they would beome in the earth-existene a hierarhy of states of onsiousness rising outof Mind and physial life to the supreme spiritual level. Mind and mental humanity would remain asone step in the spiritual evolution; but other degrees above it would be there formed and aessibleby whih the embodied mental being, as it beame ready, ould limb into the gnosis and hangeinto an embodied supramental and spiritual being. On this basis the priniple of a divine life interrestrial Nature would be manifested; even the world of ignorane and inonsiene might disoverits own submerged seret and begin to realise in eah lower degree its divine signi�ane.
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Chapter 27The Gnosti Being\A perfet path of the Truth has ome into being for our journey to the other shore beyondthe darkness." Rig Veda1\O Truth-Consious, be onsious of the Truth, leave out many streams of the Truth."Rig Veda2\O Flame, O Wine, your fore has beome onsious; you have disovered the One Light forthe many." Rig Veda3\Pure-white and dual in her largenesses, she follows e�etively, like one who knows, the pathof the Truth and diminishes not its diretions." Rig Veda4\By the Truth they hold the Truth that holds all, in the power of the Sari�e, in thesupreme ether." Rig Veda5\O Immortal, thou art born in mortals in the law of the Truth, of Immortality, of Beauty.. . . Born from the Truth, he grows by the Truth, - a King, a Godhead, the Truth, the Vast."Rig Veda6AS WE reah in our thought the line at whih the evolution of mind into overmind passes overinto an evolution of overmind into supermind, we are faed with a diÆulty whih amounts almostto an impossibility. For we are moved to seek for some preise idea, some lear mental desription ofthe supramental or gnosti existene of whih evolutionary Nature in the Ignorane is in travail; butby rossing this extreme line of sublimated mind the onsiousness passes out of the sphere, exeedsthe harateristi ation and esapes from the grasp, of mental pereption and knowledge. It is1I. 46. 11.2V. 12. 2.3I. 93. 4.4V. 80. 4.5V. 15. 2.6IX. 110. 4; 108. 8. 359



evident indeed that supramental nature must be a perfet integration and onsummation of spiritualnature and experiene: it would also ontain in itself, by the very harater of the evolutionarypriniple, though it would not be limited to that hange, a total spiritualisation of mundane Nature;our world-experiene would be taken up in this step of our evolution and, by a transformation of itsparts of divinity, a reative rejetion of its imperfetions and disguises, reah some divine truth andplenitude. But these are general formulas and give us no preise idea of the hange. Our normalpereption or imagination or formulation of things spiritual and things mundane is mental, but in thegnosti hange the evolution rosses a line beyond whih there is a supreme and radial reversal ofonsiousness and the standards and forms of mental ognition are no longer suÆient: it is diÆultfor mental thought to understand or desribe supramental nature.Mental nature and mental thought are based on a onsiousness of the �nite; supramental nature isin its very grain a onsiousness and power of the In�nite. Supramental Nature sees everything fromthe standpoint of oneness and regards all things, even the greatest multipliity and diversity, evenwhat are to the mind the strongest ontraditions, in the light of that oneness; its will, ideas, feelings,sense are made of the stu� of oneness, its ations proeed upon that basis. Mental Nature, on theontrary, thinks, sees, wills, feels, senses with division as a starting-point and has only a onstrutedunderstanding of unity; even when it experienes oneness, it has to at from the oneness on a basisof limitation and di�erene. But the supramental, the divine life is a life of essential, spontaneousand inherent unity. It is impossible for the mind to foreast in detail what the supramental hangemust be in its parts of life ation and outward behaviour or lay down for it what forms it shall reatefor the individual or the olletive existene. For the mind ats by intelletual rule or devie or byreasoned hoie of will or by mental impulse or in obediene to life impulse; but supramental naturedoes not at by mental idea or rule or in subjetion to any inferior impulse: eah of its steps isditated by an innate spiritual vision, a omprehensive and exat penetration into the truth of alland the truth of eah thing; it ats always aording to inherent reality, not by the mental idea,not aording to an imposed law of ondut or a onstrutive thought or pereptive ontrivane. Itsmovement is alm, self-possessed, spontaneous, plasti; it arises naturally and inevitably out of aharmoni identity of the truth whih is felt in the very substane of the onsious being, a spiritualsubstane whih is universal and therefore intimately one with all that is inluded in its ognitionof existene. A mental desription of supramental nature ould only express itself either in phraseswhih are too abstrat or in mental �gures whih might turn it into something quite di�erent fromits reality. It would not seem to be possible, therefore, for the mind to antiipate or indiate what asupramental being shall be or how he shall at; for here mental ideas and formulations annot deideanything or arrive at any preise de�nition or determination, beause they are not near enough tothe law and self-vision of supramental Nature. At the same time ertain dedutions an be madefrom the very fat of this di�erene of nature whih might be valid at least for a general desriptionof the passage from Overmind to Supermind or might vaguely onstrut for us an idea of the �rststatus of the evolutionary supramental existene.This passage is the stage at whih the supermind gnosis an take over the lead of the evolutionfrom the overmind and build the �rst foundations of its own harateristi manifestation and unveiledativities; it must be marked therefore by a deisive but long-prepared transition from an evolution inthe Ignorane to an always progressive evolution in the Knowledge. It will not be a sudden revelationand e�etuation of the absolute Supermind and the supramental being as they are in their own plane,the swift apoalypse of a truth-onsious existene ever self-ful�lled and omplete in self-knowledge; itwill be the phenomenon of the supramental being desending into a world of evolutionary beomingand forming itself there, unfolding the powers of the gnosis within the terrestrial nature. This isindeed the priniple of all terrestrial being; for the proess of earth-existene is the play of an in�niteReality onealing itself �rst in a suession of obsurely limited, opaque and inomplete half-�gureswhih by their imperfetion and harater of disguise distort the truth of whih they are in labour,but afterwards arriving more and more at half-luminous �gures of itself whih an beome, one there360



is the supramental desent, a true progressive revelation. The desent from original supermind, theassumption of evolutionary supermind is a step whih the supramental gnosis an very well undertakeand aomplish without hanging its own essential harater. It an assume the formula of a truth-onsious existene founded in an inherent self-knowledge but at the same time taking up into itselfmental nature and nature of life and material body. For the supermind as the truth-onsiousnessof the In�nite has in its dynami priniple the in�nite power of a free self-determination. It anhold all knowledge in itself and yet put forward in formulation only what is needed at eah stage ofan evolution; it formulates whatever is in aordane with the Divine Will in manifestation and thetruth of the thing to be manifested. It is by this power that it is able to hold bak its knowledge,hide its own harater and law of ation and manifest overmind and under overmind a world ofignorane in whih the being wills on its surfae not to know and even puts itself under the ontrolof a pervading Nesiene. But in this new stage the veil thus put on will be lifted; the evolution atevery step will move in the power of the truth-onsiousness and its progressive determinations willbe made by a onsious Knowledge and not in the forms of an Ignorane or Inonsiene.As there has been established on earth a mental Consiousness and Power whih shapes a rae ofmental beings and takes up into itself all of earthly nature that is ready for the hange, so now therewill be established on earth a gnosti Consiousness and Power whih will shape a rae of gnostispiritual beings and take up into itself all of earth-nature that is ready for this new transformation.It will also reeive into itself from above, progressively, from its own domain of perfet light andpower and beauty all that is ready to desend from that domain into terrestrial being. For theevolution proeeded in the past by the upsurging, at eah ritial stage, of a onealed Power fromits involution in the Inonsiene, but also by a desent from above, from its own plane, of that Poweralready self-realised in its own higher natural provine. In all these previous stages there has beena division between surfae self and onsiousness and subliminal self and onsiousness; the surfaewas formed mainly under the push of the upsurging fore from below, by the Inonsient developinga slowly emergent formulation of a onealed fore of the spirit, the subliminal partly in this waybut mainly by a simultaneous inux of the largeness of the same fore from above: a mental or avital being desended into the subliminal parts and formed from its seret station there a mental or avital personality on the surfae. But before the supramental hange an begin, the veil between thesubliminal and the surfae parts must have been already broken down; the inux, the desent willbe in the entire onsiousness as a whole, it will not take plae partly behind a veil: the proess willbe no longer a onealed, obsure and ambiguous proedure but an open outowering onsiouslyfelt and followed by the whole being in its transmutation. In other respets the proess will beidential, - a supramental inow from above, the desent of a gnosti being into the nature, and anemergene of the onealed supramental fore from below; the inux and the unveiling between themwill remove what is left of the nature of the Ignorane. The rule of the Inonsient will disappear:for the Inonsiene will be hanged by the outburst of the greater seret Consiousness within it,the hidden Light, into what it always was in reality, a sea of the seret Superonsiene. A �rstformation of a gnosti onsiousness and nature will be the onsequene.The reation of a supramental being, nature, life on earth, will not be the sole result of thisevolution; it will also arry with it the onsummation of the steps that have led up to it: for itwill on�rm in possession of terrestrial birth the overmind, the intuition and the other gradationsof the spiritual naturefore and establish a rae of gnosti beings and a hierarhy, a shining ladderof asending degrees and suessive onstituent formations of the gnosti light and power in earth-nature. For the desription of gnosis applies to all onsiousness that is based upon Truth of beingand not upon the Ignorane or Nesiene. All life and living beings ready to rise beyond the mentalignorane, but not ready yet for the supramental height, would �nd in a sort of ehelon or a sale withoverlapping degrees their assured basis, their intermediate steps of self-formation, their expressionof realised apaity of spiritual existene on the way to the supreme Reality. But also the preseneof the liberated and now sovereign supramental light and fore at the head of evolutionary Nature361



might be expeted to have its onsequenes in the whole evolution. An inidene, a deisive stresswould a�et the life of the lower evolutionary stages; something of the light, something of the forewould penetrate downwards and awaken into a greater ation the hidden Truth-Power everywhere inNature. A dominant priniple of harmony would impose itself on the life of the Ignorane; the disord,the blind seeking, the lash of struggle, the abnormal viissitudes of exaggeration and depressionand unsteady balane of the unseeing fores at work in their mixture and onit, would feel theinuene and yield plae to a more orderly pae and harmoni steps of the development of being, amore revealing arrangement of progressing life and onsiousness, a better lifeorder. A freer play ofintuition and sympathy and understanding would enter into human life, a learer sense of the truthof self and things and a more enlightened dealing with the opportunities and diÆulties of existene.Instead of a onstant intermixed and onfused struggle between the growth of Consiousness and thepower of the Inonsiene, between the fores of light and the fores of darkness, the evolution wouldbeome a graded progression from lesser light to greater light; in eah stage of it the onsious beingsbelonging to that stage would respond to the inner Consiousness-Fore and expand their own lawof osmi Nature towards the possibility of a higher degree of that Nature. This is at least a strongpossibility and might be envisaged as the natural onsequene of the diret ation of supermind onthe evolution. This intervention would not annul the evolutionary priniple, for supermind has thepower of withholding or keeping in reserve its fore of knowledge as well as the power of bringingit into full or partial ation; but it would harmonise, steady, failitate, tranquillise and to a greatextent hedonise the diÆult and a�ited proess of the evolutionary emergene.There is something in the nature of supermind itself that would make this great result inevitable.It is in its foundation a unitarian and integralising and harmoni onsiousness, and in its desentand evolutionary working out of the diversity of the In�nite it would not lose its unitarian trend,its push towards integralisation or its harmoni inuene. The Overmind follows out diversities anddivergent possibilities on their own lines of divergene: it an allow ontraditions and disords, butit makes them elements of a osmi whole so that they are fored, however unwittingly and in spiteof themselves, to ontribute their share to its wholeness. Or we may say that it aepts and evenenourages ontraditions, but obliges them to support eah other's existene so that there may bedivergent roads of being and onsiousness and experiene that lead away from the One and fromeah other but still maintain themselves on the Oneness and an lead bak again eah on its ownpath to the Oneness. That is the seret sense even of our own world of Ignorane whih works fromthe Inonsiene but with the underlying osmiity of the overmind priniple. But the individualbeing in suh a reation does not possess this seret priniple in knowledge and does not base uponit his ation. An overmind being here would pereive this seret; but he might still work on his ownlines of Nature and law of ation, Swabhava, Swadharma, aording to the inspiration, the dynamiontrol or the inner governane of the Spirit or the Divine within him and leave the rest to their ownline in the whole: an overmind reation of knowledge in the Ignorane might therefore be somethingseparate from the surrounding world of Ignorane and guarded from it by the luminous enirling andseparating wall of its own priniple. The supramental gnosti being, on the ontrary, would not onlyfound all his living on an intimate sense and e�etive realisation of harmoni unity in his own innerand outer life or group life, but would reate a harmoni unity also with the still surviving mentalworld, even if that world remained altogether a world of Ignorane. For the gnosti onsiousnessin him would pereive and bring out the evolving truth and priniple of harmony hidden in theformations of the Ignorane; it would be natural to his sense of integrality and it would be within hispower to link them in a true order with his own gnosti priniple and the evolved truth and harmonyof his own greater life-reation. That might be impossible without a onsiderable hange in the lifeof the world, but suh a hange would be a natural onsequene of the appearane of a new Powerin Nature and its universal inuene. In the emergene of the gnosti being would be the hope of amore harmonious evolutionary order in terrestrial Nature.
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A supramental or gnosti rae of beings would not be a rae made aording to a single type,moulded in a single �xed pattern; for the law of the supermind is unity ful�lled in diversity, andtherefore there would be an in�nite diversity in the manifestation of the gnosti onsiousness al-though that onsiousness would still be one in its basis, in its onstitution, in its allrevealing andall-uniting order. It is evident that the triple status of the supermind would reprodue itself as apriniple in this new manifestation: there would be below it and yet belonging to it the degrees ofthe overmind and intuitive gnosis with the souls that had realised these degrees of the asendingonsiousness; there would be also at the summit, as the evolution in Knowledge proeeded, indi-vidual beings who would asend beyond a supermind formulation and reah from the highest heightof supermind to the summits of unitarian self-realisation in the body whih must be the last andsupreme state of the epiphany of the Creation. But in the supramental rae itself, in the variationof its degrees, the individuals would not be ast aording to a single type of individuality; eahwould be di�erent from the other, a unique formation of the Being, although one with all the restin foundation of self and sense of oneness and in the priniple of his being. It is only this generalpriniple of the supramental existene of whih we an attempt to form an idea however diminishedby the limitations of mental thought and mental language. A more living piture of the gnosti beingsupermind only ould make; for the mind some abstrat outlines of it are alone possible.The gnosis is the e�etive priniple of the Spirit, a highest dynamis of the spiritual existene. Thegnosti individual would be the onsummation of the spiritual man; his whole way of being, thinking,living, ating would be governed by the power of a vast universal spirituality. All the trinities of theSpirit would be real to his self-awareness and realised in his inner life. All his existene would befused into oneness with the transendent and universal Self and Spirit; all his ation would originatefrom and obey the supreme Self and Spirit's divine governane of Nature. All life would have tohim the sense of the Consious Being, the Purusha within, �nding its self-expression in Nature;his life and all its thoughts, feelings, ats would be �lled for him with that signi�ane and builtupon that foundation of its reality. He would feel the presene of the Divine in every entre of hisonsiousness, in every vibration of his life-fore, in every ell of his body. In all the workings of hisfore of Nature he would be aware of the workings of the supreme World-Mother, the Supernature;he would see his natural being as the beoming and manifestation of the power of the World-Mother.In this onsiousness he would live and at in an entire transendent freedom, a omplete joy of thespirit, an entire identity with the osmi self and a spontaneous sympathy with all in the universe.All beings would be to him his own selves, all ways and powers of onsiousness would be felt asthe ways and powers of his own universality. But in that inlusive universality there would be nobondage to inferior fores, no deetion from his own highest truth: for this truth would envelop alltruth of things and keep eah in its own plae, in a relation of diversi�ed harmony, - it would notadmit any onfusion, lash, infringing of boundaries, any distortion of the di�erent harmonies thatonstitute the total harmony. His own life and the world life would be to him like a perfet work ofart; it would be as if the reation of a osmi and spontaneous genius infallible in its working out of amultitudinous order. The gnosti individual would be in the world and of the world, but would alsoexeed it in his onsiousness and live in his self of transendene above it; he would be universalbut free in the universe, individual but not limited by a separative individuality. The true Personis not an isolated entity, his individuality is universal; for he individualises the universe: it is at thesame time divinely emergent in a spiritual air of transendental in�nity, like a high loud-surpassingsummit; for he individualises the divine Transendene.The three powers whih present themselves to our life as the three keys to its mystery are theindividual, the osmi entity and the Reality present in both and beyond them. These three mysteriesof existene would �nd in the life of the supramental being a united ful�lment of their harmony.He will be the perfeted and omplete individual, ful�lled in the satisfation of his growth andself-expression; for all his elements would be arried to a highest degree and integrated in somekind of omprehensive largeness. What we are striving towards is ompleteness and harmony; an363



imperfetion and inapaity or a disord of our nature is that from whih inwardly we most su�er. Butthis is beause of our inompleteness of being, our imperfet selfknowledge, our imperfet possessionof our self and our nature. A omplete self-knowledge in all things and at all moments is the giftof the supramental gnosis and with it a omplete self-mastery, not merely in the sense of ontrol ofNature but in the sense of a power of perfet self-expression in Nature. Whatever knowledge of selfthere would be, would be perfetly embodied in the will of the self, the will perfetly embodied inthe ation of the self; the result would be the self's omplete dynami self-formulation in its ownnature. In the lower grades of gnosti being, there would be a limitation of self-expression aordingto the variety of the nature, a limited perfetion in order to formulate some side, element or ombinedharmony of elements of some Divine Totality, a restrited seletion of powers from the osmi �gureof the in�nitely manifold One. But in the supramental being this need of limitation for perfetionwould disappear; the diversity would not be seured by limitation but by a diversity in the powerand hue of the Supernature: the same whole of being and the same whole of nature would expressthemselves in an in�nitely diverse fashion; for eah being would be a new totality, harmony, self-equation of the One Being. What would be expressed in front or held behind at any moment woulddepend not on apaity or inapaity, but on the dynami self-hoie of the Spirit, its delight ofself-expression, on the truth of the Divine's will and joy of itself in the individual and, subordinately,on the truth of the thing that had to be done through the individual in the harmony of the totality.For the omplete individual is the osmi individual, sine only when we have taken the universeinto ourselves - and transended it - an our individuality be omplete.The supramental being in his osmi onsiousness seeing and feeling all as himself would atin that sense; he would at in a universal awareness and a harmony of his individual self with thetotal self, of his individual will with the total will, of his individual ation with the total ation. Forwhat we most su�er from in our outer life and its reations upon our inner life is the imperfetion ofour relations with the world, our ignorane of others, our disharmony with the whole of things, ourinability to equate our demand on the world with the world's demand on us. There is a onit - aonit from whih there seems to be no ultimate issue exept an esape from both world and self -between our self-aÆrmation and a world on whih we have to impose that aÆrmation, a world whihseems to be too large for us and to pass indi�erently over our soul, mind, life, body in the sweep ofits ourse to its goal. The relation of our ourse and goal to the world's is unapparent to us, and toharmonise ourselves with it we have either to enfore ourselves upon it and make it subservient tous or suppress ourselves and beome subservient to it or else to ompass a diÆult balane betweenthese two neessities of the relation between the individual personal destiny and the osmi wholeand its hidden purpose. But for the supramental being living in a osmi onsiousness the diÆultywould not exist, sine he has no ego; his osmi individuality would know the osmi fores and theirmovement and their signi�ane as part of himself, and the truth-onsiousness in him would see theright relation at eah step and �nd the dynami right expression of that relation.For in fat both individual and universe are simultaneous and interrelated expressions of the sametransendent Being; even though in the Ignorane and under its law there is maladjustment andonit, yet there must be a right relation, an equation to whih all arrives but whih is missed byour blindness of ego, our attempt to aÆrm the ego and not the Self one in all. The supramentalonsiousness has that truth of relation in itself as its natural right and privilege, sine it is thesupermind that determines the osmi relations and the relations of the individual with the universe,determines them freely and sovereignly as a power of the Transendene. In the mental being eventhe pressure of the osmi onsiousness overpowering the ego and an awareness of the transen-dent Reality might not of themselves bring about a dynami solution; for there might still be aninompatibility between its liberated spiritual mentality and the obsure life of the osmi Ignoranewhih the mind would not have the power to solve or overome. But in the supramental being,not only statially onsious but fully dynami and ating in the reative light and power of theTransendene, the supramental light, the truth light, r.ta _m jyotih. , would have that power. For there364



would be a unity with the osmi self, but not a bondage to the Ignorane of osmi Nature in itslower formulation; there would on the ontrary be a power to at in the light of the Truth on thatIgnorane. A large universality of self-expression, a large harmoni universality of world-being wouldbe the very sign of the supramental Person in his gnosti nature.The existene of the supramental being would be the play of a manifoldly and multiply manifestingtruth-power of oneexistene and one-onsiousness for the delight of one-existene. Delight of themanifestation of the Spirit in its truth of being would be the sense of the gnosti life. All its movementswould be a formulation of the truth of the spirit, but also of the joy of the spirit, - an aÆrmationof spiritual existene, an aÆrmation of spiritual onsiousness, an aÆrmation of spiritual delight ofbeing. But this would not be what self-aÆrmation tends to be in us in spite of the underlying unity,something ego-entri, separative, opposed or indi�erent or insuÆiently alive to the self-aÆrmationof others or their demand on existene. One in self with all, the supramental being will seek thedelight of selfmanifestation of the Spirit in himself but equally the delight of the Divine in all: he willhave the osmi joy and will be a power for bringing the bliss of the spirit, the joy of being to others;for their joy will be part of his own joy of existene. To be oupied with the good of all beings, tomake the joy and grief of others one's own has been desribed as a sign of the liberated and ful�lledspiritual man. The supramental being will have no need, for that, of an altruisti self-e�aement,sine this oupation will be intimate to his self-ful�lment, the ful�lment of the One in all, and therewill be no ontradition or strife between his own good and the good of others: nor will he haveany need to aquire a universal sympathy by subjeting himself to the joys and griefs of reaturesin the Ignorane; his osmi sympathy will be part of his inborn truth of being and not dependenton a personal partiipation in the lesser joy and su�ering; it will transend what it embraes andin that transendene will be its power. His feeling of universality, his ation of universality will bealways a spontaneous state and natural movement, an automati expression of the Truth, an at ofthe joy of the spirit's self-existene. There ould be in it no plae for limited self or desire or for thesatisfation or frustration of the limited self or the satisfation or frustration of desire, no plae forthe relative and dependent happiness and grief that visit and a�it our limited nature; for these arethings that belong to the ego and the Ignorane, not to the freedom and truth of the Spirit.The gnosti being has the will of ation but also the knowledge of what is to be willed and thepower to e�etuate its knowledge; it will not be led from ignorane to do what is not to be done.Moreover, its ation is not the seeking for a fruit or result; its joy is in being and doing, in pure stateof spirit, in pure at of spirit, in the pure bliss of the spirit. As its stati onsiousness will ontainall in itself and must be, therefore, for ever self-ful�lled, so its dynamis of onsiousness will �nd ineah step and in eah at a spiritual freedom and a self-ful�lment. All will be seen in its relation tothe whole, so that eah step will be luminous and joyous and satisfying in itself beause eah is inunison with a luminous totality. This onsiousness, this living in the spiritual totality and atingfrom it, a satis�ed totality in essene of being and a satis�ed totality in the dynami movement ofbeing, the sense of the relations of that totality aompanying eah step, is indeed the very mark ofa supramental onsiousness and distinguishes it from the disintegrated, ignorantly suessive stepsof our onsiousness in the Ignorane. The gnosti existene and delight of existene is a universaland total being and delight, and there will be the presene of that totality and universality in eahseparate movement: in eah there will be, not a partial experiene of self or a frational bit of itsjoy, but the sense of the whole movement of an integral being and the presene of its entire andintegral bliss of being, Ananda. The gnosti being's knowledge self-realised in ation will be, notan ideative knowledge, but the Real-Idea of the supermind, the instrumentation of an essential lightof Consiousness; it will be the self-light of all the reality of being and beoming pouring itself outontinually and �lling every partiular at and ativity with the pure and whole delight of its self-existene. For an in�nite onsiousness with its knowledge by identity there is in eah di�erentiationthe joy and experiene of the Idential, in eah �nite is felt the In�nite.365



An evolution of gnosti onsiousness brings with it a transformation of our world-onsiousnessand world-ation: for it takes up into the new power of awareness not only the inner existene butour outer being and our world-being; there is a remaking of both, an integration of them in the senseand power of the spiritual existene. There must ome upon us in the hange at one a reversal andrejetion of our present way of existene and a ful�lment of its inner trend and tendeny. For we standnow between these two terms, an outer world of Life and Matter that has made us and a remakingof the world by ourselves in the sense of the evolving Spirit. Our present way of living is at one asubjetion to Life-Fore and Matter and a struggle with Life and Matter. In its �rst appearane anouter existene reates by our reations to it an inner or mental existene; if we shape ourselves atall, it is in most men less by the onsious pressure of a free soul or intelligene from within than by aresponse to our environment and the world-Nature ating upon us: but what we move towards in thedevelopment of our onsious being is an inner existene reating by its knowledge and power its ownouter form of living and self-expressive environment of living. In the gnosti nature this movementwill have onsummated itself; the nature of living will be an aomplished inner existene whoselight and power will take perfet body in the outer life. The gnosti being will take up the world ofLife and Matter, but he will turn and adapt it to his own truth and purpose of existene; he willmould life itself into his own spiritual image, and this he will be able to do beause he has the seretof a spiritual reation and is in ommunion and oneness with the Creator within him. This will be�rst e�etive in the shaping of his own inner and outer individual existene, but the same power andpriniple will operate in any ommon gnosti life; the relations of gnosti being with gnosti beingwill be the expression of their one gnosti self and supernature shaping into a signi�ant power andform of itself the whole ommon existene.In all spiritual living the inner life is the thing of �rst importane; the spiritual man lives alwayswithin, and in a world of the Ignorane that refuses to hange he has to be in a ertain senseseparate from it and to guard his inner life against the intrusion and inuene of the darker foresof the Ignorane: he is out of the world even when he is within it; if he ats upon it, it is fromthe fortress of his inner spiritual being where in the inmost santuary he is one with the SupremeExistene or the soul and God are alone together. The gnosti life will be an inner life in whihthe antinomy of the inner and the outer, the self and the world will have been ured and exeeded.The gnosti being will have indeed an inmost existene in whih he is alone with God, one with theEternal, self-plunged into the depths of the In�nite, in ommunion with its heights and its luminousabysses of serey; nothing will be able to disturb or to invade these depths or bring him downfrom the summits, neither the world's ontents nor his ation nor all that is around him. This isthe transendene aspet of the spiritual life and it is neessary for the freedom of the spirit; forotherwise the identity in Nature with the world would be a binding limitation and not a free identity.But at the same time God-love and the delight of God will be the heart's expression of that innerommunion and oneness, and that delight and love will expand itself to embrae all existene. Thepeae of God within will be extended in the gnosti experiene of the universe into a universal almof equality not merely passive but dynami, a alm of freedom in oneness dominating all that meetsit, tranquillising all that enters into it, imposing its law of peae on the supramental being's relationswith the world in whih he is living. Into all his ats the inner oneness, the inner ommunion willattend him and enter into his relations with others, who will not be to him others but selves ofhimself in the one existene, his own universal existene. It is this poise and freedom in the spiritthat will enable him to take all life into himself while still remaining the spiritual self and to embraeeven the world of the Ignorane without himself entering into the Ignorane.For his experiene of osmi existene will be, by its form of nature and by an individualisedentration, that of one living in the universe but, at the same time, by self-di�usion and extensionin oneness, that of one who arries the universe and all its beings within him. This extended state ofbeing will not only be an extension in oneness of self or an extension in oneptive idea and vision,but an extension of oneness in heart, in sense, in a onrete physial onsiousness. He will have366



the osmi onsiousness, sense, feeling, by whih all objetive life will beome part of his subjetiveexistene and by whih he will realise, pereive, feel, see, hear the Divine in all forms; all forms andmovements will be realised, sensed, seen, heard, felt as if taking plae within his own vast self ofbeing. The world will be onneted not only with his outer but with his inner life. He will not meetthe world only in its external form by an external ontat; he will be inwardly in ontat with theinner self of things and beings: he will meet onsiously their inner as well as their outer reations;he will be aware of that within them of whih they themselves will not be aware, at upon all withan inner omprehension, enounter all with a perfet sympathy and sense of oneness but also anindependene whih is not overmastered by any ontat. His ation on the world will be largely aninner ation by the power of the spirit, by the spiritual-supramental idea-fore formulating itself inthe world, by the seret unspoken word, by the power of the heart, by the dynami life-fore, bythe enveloping and penetrating power of the self one with all things; the outer expressed and visibleation will be only a fringe, a last projetion of this vaster single total of ativity.At the same time the universal inner life of the individual will not be on�ned to an inner per-vasive and inlusive ontat with the physial world alone: it will extend beyond it through the fullrealisation of the subliminal inner being's natural onnetion with other planes of being; a knowledgeof their powers and inuenes will have beome a normal element of the inner experiene, and thehappenings of this world will be seen not solely in their external aspet but also in the light of allthat is seret behind the physial and terrestrial reation and movement. A gnosti being will possessnot only a truth-onsious ontrol of the realised spirit's power over its physial world, but also thefull power of the mental and vital planes and the use of their greater fores for the perfetion of thephysial existene. This greater knowledge and wider hold of all existene will enormously inreasethe power of instrumentation of the gnosti being on his surroundings and on the world of physialNature.In the Self-Existene of whih supermind is the dynami Truth-onsiousness, there an be noaim of being exept to be, no aim of onsiousness exept to be onsious of being, no aim ofdelight of being other than its delight; all is a self-existent and self-suÆient Eternity. Manifestation,beoming, has in its original supramental movement the same harater; it sustains in a self-existentand self-suÆient rhythm an ativity of being whih sees itself as a manifold beoming, an ativityof onsiousness whih takes the form of a manifold self-knowledge, an ativity of fore of onsiousexistene whih exists for the glory and beauty of its own manifold power of being, an ativityof delight whih assumes innumerable forms of delight. The existene and onsiousness of thesupramental being here in Matter will have fundamentally the same nature, but with subordinateharaters whih mark the di�erene between supermind in its own plane and supermind working inits manifested power in the earth existene. For here there will be an evolving being, an evolvingonsiousness, an evolving delight of existene. The gnosti being will appear as the sign of anevolution from the onsiousness of the Ignorane into the onsiousness of Sahhidananda. In theIgnorane one is there primarily to grow, to know and to do, or, more exatly, to grow into something,to arrive by knowledge at something, to get something done. Imperfet, we have no satisfation ofour being, we must perfore strive with labour and diÆulty to grow into something we are not;ignorant and burdened with a onsiousness of our ignorane, we have to arrive at something bywhih we an feel that we know; bounded with inapaity, we have to hunt after strength and power;a�ited with a onsiousness of su�ering, we have to try to get something done by whih we ath atsome pleasure or lay hold on some satisfying reality of life. To maintain existene is, indeed, our �rstoupation and neessity, but it is only a starting-point: for the mere maintenane of an imperfetexistene hequered with su�ering annot be suÆient as an aim of our being; the instintive willof existene, the pleasure of existene, whih is all that the Ignorane an make out of the seretunderlying Power and Ananda, has to be supplemented by the need to do and beome. But whatto do and what to beome is not learly known to us; we get what knowledge we an, what power,strength, purity, peae we an, what delight we an, beome what we an. But our aims and our367



e�ort towards their ahievement and the little we an hold as our gains turn into meshes by whihwe are bound; it is these things that beome for us the objet of life: to know our souls and to beour selves, whih must be the foundation of our true way of being, is a seret that esapes us in ourpreoupation with an external learning, an external onstrution of knowledge, the ahievement ofan external ation, an external delight and pleasure. The spiritual man is one who has disoveredhis soul: he has found his self and lives in that, is onsious of it, has the joy of it; he needs nothingexternal for his ompleteness of existene. The gnosti being starting from this new basis takes upour ignorant beoming and turns it into a luminous beoming of knowledge and a realised powerof being. All therefore that is our attempt to be in the Ignorane, he will ful�l in the Knowledge.All knowledge he will turn into a manifestation of the self-knowledge of being, all power and ationinto a power and ation of the self-fore of being, all delight into a universal delight of self-existene.Attahment and bondage will fall away, beause at eah step and in eah thing there will be thefull satisfation of self-existene, the light of the onsiousness ful�lling itself, the estasy of delightof existene �nding itself. Eah stage of the evolution in the knowledge will be an unfolding of thispower and will of being and this joy to be, a free beoming supported by the sense of the In�nite,the bliss of the Brahman, the luminous santion of the Transendene.The supramental transformation, the supramental evolution must arry with it a lifting of mind,life and body out of themselves into a greater way of being in whih yet their own ways and powerswould be, not suppressed or abolished, but perfeted and ful�lled by the self-exeeding. For in theIgnorane all paths are the paths of the spirit seeking for itself blindly or with a growing light; thegnosti being and life would be the spirit's self-disovery and its seeing and reahing of the aims ofall these paths but in the greater way of its own revealed and onsious truth of being. Mind seeksfor light, for knowledge, - for knowledge of the one truth basing all, an essential truth of self andthings, but also of all truth of diversity of that oneness, all its detail, irumstane, manifold wayof ation, form, law of movement and happening, various manifestation and reation; for thinkingmind the joy of existene is disovery and the penetration of the mystery of reation that omeswith knowledge. This the gnosti hange will ful�l in an ample measure; but it will give it a newharater. It will at not by the disovery of the unknown, but by the bringing out of the known; allwill be the �nding \of the self by the self in the self". For the self of the gnosti being will not bethe mental ego but the Spirit that is one in all; he will see the world as a universe of the Spirit. The�nding of the one truth underlying all things will be the Idential disovering identity and identialtruth everywhere and disovering too the power and workings and relations of that identity. Therevelation of the detail, the irumstane, the abundant ways and forms of the manifestation willbe the unveiling of the endless opulene of the truths of that identity, its forms and powers of self,its urious manifoldness and multipliity of form bringing out in�nitely its oneness. This knowledgewill proeed by identi�ation with all, by entering into all, by a ontat bringing with it a leap ofself-disovery and a ame of reognition, a greater and surer intuition of truth than the mind anreah; there will be an intuition too of the means of embodying and utilising the truth seen, anoperative intuition of its dynami proesses, a diret intimate awareness guiding the life and thephysial senses in every step of their ation and servie to the Spirit when they have to be alled inas instruments for the e�etuation of proess in life and matter.A replaement of intelletual seeking by supramental identity and gnosti intuition of the ontentsof the identity, an omnipresene of spirit with its light penetrating the whole proess of knowledgeand all its use, so that there is an integration between the knower, knowledge and the thing known,between the operating onsiousness, the instrumentation and the thing done, while the single selfwathes over the whole integrated movement and ful�ls itself intimately in it, making it a awlessunit of self-e�etuation, will be the harater of eah gnosti movement of knowledge and ation ofknowledge. Mind, observing and reasoning, labours to detah itself and see objetively and trulywhat it has to know; it tries to know it as not-self, independent other-reality not a�eted by proessof personal thinking or by any presene of self: the gnosti onsiousness will at one intimately and368



exatly know its objet by a omprehending and penetrating identi�ation with it. It will overpasswhat it has to know, but it will inlude it in itself; it will know the objet as part of itself as it mightknow any part or movement of its own being, without any narrowing of itself by the identi�ationor snaring of its thought in it so as to be bound or limited in knowledge. There will be the intimay,auray, fullness of a diret internal knowledge, but not that misleading by personal mind by whihwe onstantly err, beause the onsiousness will be that of a universal and not a restrited and ego-bound person. It will proeed towards all knowledge, not setting truth against truth to see whih willstand and survive, but ompleting truth by truth in the light of the one Truth of whih all are theaspets. All idea and vision and pereption will have this harater of an inner seeing, an intimateextended selfpereption, a large self-integrating knowledge, an indivisible whole working itself outby light ating upon light in a selfexeuting harmony of truth-being. There will be an unfolding,not as a delivery of light out of darkness, but as a delivery of light out of itself; for if an evolvingsupramental Consiousness holds bak part of its ontents of self-awareness behind in itself, it doesthis not as a step or by an at of Ignorane, but as the movement of a deliberate bringing out of itstimeless knowledge into a proess of Time-manifestation. A self-illumination, a revelation of lightout of light will be the method of ognition of this evolutionary supramental Nature.As mind seeks for light, for the disovery of knowledge and for mastery by knowledge, so lifeseeks for the development of its own fore and for mastery by fore: its quest is for growth, power,onquest, possession, satisfation, reation, joy, love, beauty; its joy of existene is in a onstantself-expression, development, diverse manifoldness of ation, reation, enjoyment, an abundant andstrong intensity of itself and its power. The gnosti evolution will lift that to its highest and fullestexpression, but it will not at for the power, satisfation, enjoyment of the mental or vital ego, forits narrow possession of itself and its eager ambitious grasp on others and on things or for its greaterself-aÆrmation and magni�ed embodiment; for in that way no spiritual fullness and perfetion anome. The gnosti life will exist and at for the Divine in itself and in the world, for the Divine inall; the inreasing possession of the individual being and the world by the Divine Presene, Light,Power, Love, Delight, Beauty will be the sense of life to the gnosti being. In the more and moreperfet satisfation of that growing manifestation will be the individual's satisfation: his power willbe the instrumentation of the power of Supernature for bringing in and extending that greater lifeand nature; whatever onquest and adventure will be there, will be for that only and not for thereign of any individual or olletive ego. Love will be for him the ontat, meeting, union of self withself, of spirit with spirit, a uni�ation of being, a power and joy and intimay and loseness of soul tosoul, of the One to the One, a joy of identity and the onsequenes of a diverse identity. It is this joyof an intimate self-revealing diversity of the One, the multitudinous union of the One and a happyinteration in the identity, that will be for him the full revealed sense of life. Creation aestheti ordynami, mental reation, life reation, material reation will have for him the same sense. It will bethe reation of signi�ant forms of the Eternal Fore, Light, Beauty, Reality, - the beauty and truthof its forms and bodies, the beauty and truth of its powers and qualities, the beauty and truth of itsspirit, its formless beauty of self and essene.As a onsequene of the total hange and reversal of onsiousness establishing a new relation ofspirit with mind and life and matter, and a new signi�ane and perfetion in the relation, therewill be a reversal, a perfeting new signi�ane also of the relations between the spirit and the bodyit inhabits. In our present way of living the soul expresses itself, as best it an or as badly as itmust, through the mind and the vitality, or, more often, allows the mind and the vitality to at withits support: the body is the instrument of this ation. But the body, even in obeying, limits anddetermines the mind's and the life's selfexpression by the limited possibilities and aquired haraterof its own physial instrumentation; it has besides a law of its own ation, a movement and will orfore or urge of movement of its own subonsious or half-emerged onsious power of being whihthey an only partially - and even in that part more by an indiret than by a diret or, if diret, thenmore by a subonsious than a willed and onsious ation - inuene or alter. But in the gnosti369



way of being and living the will of the spirit must diretly ontrol and determine the movements andlaw of the body. For the law of the body arises from the subonsient or inonsient: but in thegnosti being the subonsient will have beome onsious and subjet to the supramental ontrol,penetrated with its light and ation; the basis of inonsiene with its obsurity and ambiguity, itsobstrution or tardy responses will have been transformed into a lower or supporting superonsieneby the supramental emergene. Already even in the realised highermind being and in the intuitiveand overmind being the body will have beome suÆiently onsious to respond to the inuene of theIdea and the Will-Fore so that the ation of mind on the physial parts, whih is rudimentary, haotiand mostly involuntary in us, will have developed a onsiderable poteny: but in the supramentalbeing it is the onsiousness with the Real-Idea in it whih will govern everything. This real-idea isa truth-pereption whih is self-e�etive; for it is the idea and will of the spirit in diret ation andoriginates a movement of the substane of being whih must inevitably e�etuate itself in state andat of being. It is this dynami irresistible spiritual realism of the Truth-onsiousness in the highestdegree of itself that will have here grown onsient and onsiously ompetent in the evolved gnostibeing: it will not at as now, veiled in an apparent inonsiene and self-limited by law of mehanism,but as the sovereign Reality in self-e�etuating ation. It is this that will rule the existene with anentire knowledge and power and inlude in its rule the funtioning and ation of the body. The bodywill be turned by the power of the spiritual onsiousness into a true and �t and perfetly responsiveinstrument of the Spirit.This new relation of the spirit and the body assumes - and makes possible - a free aeptaneof the whole of material Nature in plae of a rejetion; the drawing bak from her, the refusal ofall identi�ation or aeptane, whih is the �rst normal neessity of the spiritual onsiousness forits liberation, is no longer imperative. To ease to be identi�ed with the body, to separate oneselffrom the body-onsiousness, is a reognised and neessary step whether towards spiritual liberationor towards spiritual perfetion and mastery over Nature. But, this redemption one e�eted, thedesent of the spiritual light and fore an invade and take up the body also and there an be anew liberated and sovereign aeptane of material Nature. That is possible, indeed, only if thereis a hanged ommunion of the Spirit with Matter, a ontrol, a reversal of the present balane ofinteration whih allows physial Nature to veil the Spirit and aÆrm her own dominane. In thelight of a larger knowledge Matter also an be seen to be the Brahman, a self-energy put forth bythe Brahman, a form and substane of Brahman; aware of the seret onsiousness within materialsubstane, seure in this larger knowledge, the gnosti light and power an unite itself with Matter,so seen, and aept it as an instrument of a spiritual manifestation. A ertain reverene, even, forMatter and a saramental attitude in all dealings with it is possible. As in the Gita the at of thetaking of food is spoken of as a material sarament, a sari�e, an o�ering of Brahman to Brahmanby Brahman, so also the gnosti onsiousness and sense an view all the operations of Spirit withMatter. The Spirit has made itself Matter in order to plae itself there as an instrument for the well-being and joy, yogaks.ema, of reated beings, for a selfo�ering of universal physial utility and servie.The gnosti being, using Matter but using it without material or vital attahment or desire, will feelthat he is using the Spirit in this form of itself with its onsent and santion for its own purpose.There will be in him a ertain respet for physial things, an awareness of the oult onsiousnessin them, of its dumb will of utility and servie, a worship of the Divine, the Brahman in what heuses, a are for a perfet and faultless use of his divine material, for a true rhythm, ordered harmony,beauty in the life of Matter, in the utilisation of Matter.As a result of this new relation between the Spirit and the body, the gnosti evolution will e�etuatethe spiritualisation, perfetion and ful�lment of the physial being; it will do for the body as for themind and life. Apart from the obsurity, frailties and limitations, whih this hange will overome,the body-onsiousness is a patient servant and an be in its large reserve of possibilities a potentinstrument of the individual life, and it asks for little on its own aount: what it raves for isduration, health, strength, physial perfetion, bodily happiness, liberation from su�ering, ease.370



These demands are not in themselves unaeptable, mean or illegitimate, for they render into theterms of Matter the perfetion of form and substane, the power and delight whih should be thenatural outowing, the expressive manifestation of the Spirit. When the gnosti Fore an at in thebody, these things an be established; for their opposites ome from a pressure of external fores onthe physial mind, on the nervous and material life, on the bodyorganism, from an ignorane thatdoes not know how to meet these fores or is not able to meet them rightly or with power, and fromsome obsurity, pervading the stu� of the physial onsiousness and distorting its responses, thatreats to them in a wrong way. A supramental self-ating self-e�etuating awareness and knowledge,replaing this ignorane, will liberate and restore the obsured and spoiled intuitive instints inthe body and enlighten and supplement them with a greater onsious ation. This hange wouldinstitute and maintain a right physial pereption of things, a right relation and right reation toobjets and energies, a right rhythm of mind, nerve and organism. It would bring into the body ahigher spiritual power and a greater life-fore uni�ed with the universal life-fore and able to drawon it, a luminous harmony with material Nature and the vast and alm touh of the eternal reposewhih an give to it its diviner strength and ease. Above all, - for this is the most needed andfundamental hange, - it will ood the whole being with a supreme energy of Consiousness-Forewhih would meet, assimilate or harmonise with itself all the fores of existene that surround andpress upon the body.It is the inompleteness and weakness of the Consiousness-Fore manifested in the mental, vitaland physial being, its inability to reeive or refuse at will, or, reeiving, to assimilate or harmonise theontats of the universal Energy ast upon it, that is the ause of pain and su�ering. In the materialrealm Nature starts with an entire insensibility, and it is a notable fat that either a omparativeinsensibility or a de�ient sensibility or, more often, a greater endurane and hardness to su�ering isfound in the beginnings of life, in the animal, in primitive or less developed man; as the human beinggrows in evolution, he grows in sensibility and su�ers more keenly in mind and life and body. For thegrowth in onsiousness is not suÆiently supported by a growth in fore; the body beomes moresubtle, more �nely apable, but less solidly eÆient in its external energy: man has to all in his will,his mental power to dynamise, orret and ontrol his nervous being, fore it to the strenuous taskshe demands from his instruments, steel it against su�ering and disaster. In the spiritual asent thispower of the onsiousness and its will over the instruments, the ontrol of spirit and inner mind overthe outer mentality and the nervous being and the body, inreases immensely; a tranquil and wideequality of the spirit to all shoks and ontats omes in and beomes the habitual poise, and this anpass from the mind to the vital parts and establish there too an immense and enduring largeness ofstrength and peae; even in the body this state may form itself and meet inwardly the shoks of griefand pain and all kinds of su�ering. Even, a power of willed physial insensibility an intervene or apower of mental separation from all shok and injury an be aquired whih shows that the ordinaryreations and the debile submission of the bodily self to the normal habits of response of materialNature are not obligatory or unalterable. Still more signi�ant is the power that omes on the levelof spiritual mind or overmind to hange the vibrations of pain into vibrations of Ananda: even if thiswere to go only up to a ertain point, it indiates the possibility of an entire reversal of the ordinaryrule of the reating onsiousness; it an be assoiated too with a power of self-protetion that turnsaway the shoks that are more diÆult to transmute or to endure. The gnosti evolution at a ertainstage must bring about a ompleteness of this reversal and of this power of self-protetion whih willful�l the laim of the body for immunity and serenity of its being and for deliverane from su�eringand build in it a power for the total delight of existene. A spiritual Ananda an ow into the bodyand inundate ell and tissue; a luminous materialisation of this higher Ananda ould of itself bringabout a total transformation of the de�ient or adverse sensibilities of physial Nature.An aspiration, a demand for the supreme and total delight of existene is there seretly in thewhole make of our being, but it is disguised by the separation of our parts of nature and theirdi�ering urge and obsured by their inability to oneive or seize anything more than a super�ial371



pleasure. In the body onsiousness this demand takes shape as a need of bodily happiness, inour life parts as a yearning for life happiness, a keen vibrant response to joy and rapture of manykinds and to all surprise of satisfation; in the mind it shapes into a ready reeption of all formsof mental delight; on a higher level it beomes apparent in the spiritual mind's all for peae anddivine estasy. This trend is founded in the truth of the being; for Ananda is the very essene of theBrahman, it is the supreme nature of the omnipresent Reality. The supermind itself in the desendingdegrees of the manifestation emerges from the Ananda and in the evolutionary asent merges intothe Ananda. It is not, indeed, merged in the sense of being extinguished or abolished but is thereinherent in it, indistinguishable from the self of awareness and the selfe�etuating fore of the Blissof Being. In the involutionary desent as in the evolutionary return supermind is supported by theoriginal Delight of Existene and arries that in it in all its ativities as their sustaining essene; forConsiousness, we may say, is its parent power in the Spirit, but Ananda is the spiritual matrix fromwhih it manifests and the maintaining soure into whih it arries bak the soul in its return to thestatus of the Spirit. A supramental manifestation in its asent would have as a next sequene andulmination of self-result a manifestation of the Bliss of the Brahman: the evolution of the being ofgnosis would be followed by an evolution of the being of bliss; an embodiment of gnosti existenewould have as its onsequene an embodiment of the beati� existene. Always in the being of gnosis,in the life of the gnosis some power of the Ananda would be there as an inseparable and pervadingsigni�ane of supramental self-experiene. In the liberation of the soul from the Ignorane the �rstfoundation is peae, alm, the silene and quietude of the Eternal and In�nite; but a onsummatepower and greater formation of the spiritual asension takes up this peae of liberation into the blissof a perfet experiene and realisation of the eternal beatitude, the bliss of the Eternal and In�nite.This Ananda would be inherent in the gnosti onsiousness as a universal delight and would growwith the evolution of the gnosti nature.It has been held that estasy is a lower and transient passage, the peae of the Supreme is thesupreme realisation, the onsummate abiding experiene. This may be true on the spiritual-mindplane: there the �rst estasy felt is indeed a spiritual rapture, but it an be and is very usuallymingled with a supreme happiness of the vital parts taken up by the spirit; there is an exaltation,exultation, exitement, a highest intensity of the joy of the heart and the pure inner soul-sensationthat an be a splendid passage or an uplifting fore but is not the ultimate permanent foundation.But in the highest asents of the spiritual bliss there is not this vehement exaltation and exitement;there is instead an illimitable intensity of partiipation in an eternal estasy whih is founded onthe eternal Existene and therefore on a beati� tranquillity of eternal peae. Peae and estasyease to be di�erent and beome one. The supermind, reoniling and fusing all di�erenes as wellas all ontraditions, brings out this unity; a wide alm and a deep delight of all-existene are amongits �rst steps of self-realisation, but this alm and this delight rise together, as one state, into aninreasing intensity and ulminate in the eternal estasy, the bliss that is the In�nite. In the gnostionsiousness at any stage there would be always in some degree this fundamental and spiritualonsious delight of existene in the whole depth of the being; but also all the movements of Naturewould be pervaded by it, and all the ations and reations of the life and the body: none ould esapethe law of the Ananda. Even before the gnosti hange there an be a beginning of this fundamentalestasy of being translated into a manifold beauty and delight. In the mind, it translates into aalm or intense delight of spiritual pereption and vision and knowledge, in the heart into a wideor deep or passionate delight of universal union and love and sympathy and the joy of beings andthe joy of things. In the will and vital parts it is felt as the energy of delight of a divine life-powerin ation or a beatitude of the senses pereiving and meeting the One everywhere, pereiving astheir normal aesthesis of things a universal beauty and a seret harmony of reation of whih ourmind an ath only imperfet glimpses or a rare supernormal sense. In the body it reveals itselfas an estasy pouring into it from the heights of the spirit and the peae and bliss of a pure andspiritualised physial existene. A universal beauty and glory of being begins to manifest; all objetsreveal hidden lines, vibrations, powers, harmoni signi�anes onealed from the normal mind and372



the physial sense. In the universal phenomenon is revealed the eternal Ananda.These are the �rst major results of the spiritual transformation that follow as a neessary onse-quene of the nature of Supermind. But if there is to be not only a perfetion of the inner existene,of the onsiousness, of an inner delight of existene, but a perfetion of the life and ation, two otherquestions present themselves from our mental view-point whih have to our human thought aboutour life and its dynamisms a onsiderable, even a premier importane. First, there is the plae ofpersonality in the gnosti being, - whether the status, the building of the being will be quite otherthan what we experiene as the form and life of the person or similar. If there is a personality andit is in any way responsible for its ations, there intervenes, next, the question of the plae of theethial element and its perfetion and ful�lment in the gnosti nature. Ordinarily, in the ommonnotion, the separative ego is our self and, if ego has to disappear in a transendental or universalConsiousness, personal life and ation must ease; for, the individual disappearing, there an only bean impersonal onsiousness, a osmi self: but if the individual is altogether extinguished, no furtherquestion of personality or responsibility or ethial perfetion an arise. Aording to another line ofideas the spiritual person remains, but liberated, puri�ed, perfeted in nature in a elestial existene.But here we are still on earth, and yet it is supposed that the ego personality is extinguished andreplaed by a universalised spiritual individual who is a entre and power of the transendent Being.It might be dedued that this gnosti or supramental individual is a self without personality, animpersonal Purusha. There ould be many gnosti individuals but there would be no personality, allwould be the same in being and nature. This, again, would reate the idea of a void or blank of purebeing from whih an ation and funtion of experiening onsiousness would arise, but without aonstrution of di�erentiated personality suh as that whih we now observe and regard as ourselveson our surfae. But this would be a mental rather than a supramental solution of the problem ofa spiritual individuality surviving ego and persisting in experiene. In the supermind onsiousnesspersonality and impersonality are not opposite priniples; they are inseparable aspets of one andthe same reality. This reality is not the ego but the being, who is impersonal and universal in hisstu� of nature, but forms out of it an expressive personality whih is his form of self in the hangesof Nature.Impersonality is in its soure something fundamental and universal; it is an existene, a fore, aonsiousness that takes on various shapes of its being and energy; eah suh shape of energy, quality,power or fore, though still in itself general, impersonal and universal, is taken by the individual beingas material for the building of his personality. Thus impersonality is in the original undi�erentiatedtruth of things the pure substane of nature of the Being, the Person; in the dynami truth of thingsit di�erentiates its powers and lends them to onstitute by their variations the manifestation ofpersonality. Love is the nature of the lover, ourage the nature of the warrior; love and ourage areimpersonal and universal fores or formulations of the osmi Fore, they are the spirit's powers ofits universal being and nature. The Person is the Being supporting what is thus impersonal, holdingit in himself as his, his nature of self; he is that whih is the lover and warrior. What we all thepersonality of the Person is his expression in nature-status and nature-ation, - he himself being inhis selfexistene, originally and ultimately, muh more than that; it is the form of himself that heputs forth as his manifested already developed natural being or self in nature. In the formed limitedindividual it is his personal expression of what is impersonal, his personal appropriation of it, we maysay, so as to have a material with whih he an build a signi�ant �gure of himself in manifestation.In his formless unlimited self, his real being, the true Person or Purusha, he is not that, but ontainsin himself boundless and universal possibilities; but he gives to them, as the divine Individual, hisown turn in the manifestation so that eah among the Many is a unique self of the one Divine. TheDivine, the Eternal, expresses himself as existene, onsiousness, bliss, wisdom, knowledge, love,beauty, and we an think of him as these impersonal and universal powers of himself, regard themas the nature of the Divine and Eternal; we an say that God is Love, God is Wisdom, God is Truthor Righteousness: but he is not himself an impersonal state or abstrat of states or qualities; he is373



the Being, at one absolute, universal and individual. If we look at it from this basis, there is, verylearly, no opposition, no inompatibility, no impossibility of a oexistene or oneexistene of theImpersonal and the Person; they are eah other, live in one another, melt into eah other, and yetin a way an appear as if di�erent ends, sides, obverse and reverse of the same Reality. The gnostibeing is of the nature of the Divine and therefore repeats in himself this natural mystery of existene.A supramental gnosti individual will be a spiritual Person, but not a personality in the sense ofa pattern of being marked out by a settled ombination of �xed qualities, a determined harater;he annot be that sine he is a onsious expression of the universal and the transendent. Butneither an his being be a apriious impersonal ux throwing up at random waves of various form,waves of personality as it pours through Time. Something like this may be felt in men who have nostrong entralising Person in their depths but at from a sort of onfused multipersonality aordingto whatever element in them beomes prominent at the time; but the gnosti onsiousness is aonsiousness of harmony and self-knowledge and self-mastery and would not present suh a disorder.There are, indeed, varying notions of what onstitutes personality and what onstitutes harater.In one view personality is regarded as a �xed struture of reognisable qualities expressing a powerof being; but another idea distinguishes personality and harater, personality as a ux of self-expressive or sensitive and responsive being, harater as a formed �xity of Nature's struture. Butux of nature and �xity of nature are two aspets of being neither of whih, nor indeed both together,an be a de�nition of personality. For in all men there is a double element, the unformed thoughlimited ux of being or Nature out of whih personality is fashioned and the personal formation out ofthat ux. The formation may beome rigid and ossify or it may remain suÆiently plasti to hangeonstantly and develop; but it develops out of the formative ux, by a modi�ation or enlargementor remoulding of the personality, not, ordinarily, by an abolition of the formation already made andthe substitution of a new form of being, - this an only our in an abnormal turn or a supernormalonversion. But besides this ux and this �xity there is also a third and oult element, the Personbehind of whom the personality is a self-expression; the Person puts forward the personality ashis role, harater, persona, in the present at of his long drama of manifested existene. But thePerson is larger than his personality, and it may happen that this inner largeness overows into thesurfae formation; the result is a self-expression of being whih an no longer be desribed by �xedqualities, normalities of mood, exat lineaments, or marked out by any strutural limits. But neitheris it a mere indistinguishable, quite amorphous and unseizable ux: though its ats of nature an beharaterised but not itself, still it an be distintively felt, followed in its ation, it an be reognised,though it annot easily be desribed; for it is a power of being rather than a struture. The ordinaryrestrited personality an be grasped by a desription of the haraters stamped on its life andthought and ation, its very de�nite surfae building and expression of self; even if we may misswhatever was not so expressed, that might seem to detrat little from the general adequay of ourunderstanding, beause the element missed is usually little more than an amorphous raw material,part of the ux, not used to form a signi�ant part of the personality. But suh a desription wouldbe pitifully inadequate to express the Person when its Power of Self within manifests more amplyand puts forward its hidden daemoni fore in the surfae omposition and the life. We feel ourselvesin presene of a light of onsiousness, a poteny, a sea of energy, an distinguish and desribe itsfree waves of ation and quality, but not �x itself; and yet there is an impression of personality,the presene of a powerful being, a strong, high or beautiful reognisable Someone, a Person, nota limited reature of Nature but a Self or Soul, a Purusha. The gnosti Individual would be suhan inner Person unveiled, oupying both the depths - no longer selfhidden - and the surfae in auni�ed self-awareness; he would not be a surfae personality partly expressive of a larger seret being,he would be not the wave but the oean: he would be the Purusha, the inner onsious Existeneself-revealed, and would have no need of a arved expressive mask or persona.This, then, would be the nature of the gnosti Person, an in�nite and universal being revealing -or, to our mental ignorane, suggesting - its eternal self through the signi�ant form and expressive374



power of an individual and temporal selfmanifestation. But the individual nature-manifestation,whether strong and distint in outline or multitudinous and protean but still harmoni, would bethere as an index of the being, not as the whole being: that would be felt behind, reognisable butinde�nable, in�nite. The onsiousness also of the gnosti Person would be an in�nite onsiousnessthrowing up forms of self-expression, but aware always of its unbound in�nity and universality andonveying the power and sense of its in�nity and universality even in the �niteness of the expression,- by whih, moreover, it would not be bound in the next movement of farther self-revelation. Butthis would still not be an unregulated unreognisable ux but a proess of self-revelation makingvisible the inherent truth of its powers of existene aording to the harmoni law natural to allmanifestation of the In�nite.All the harater of the life and ation of the gnosti being would arise self-determined out ofthis nature of his gnosti individuality. There ould be in it no separate problem of an ethial orany similar ontent, any onit of good and evil. There ould indeed be no problem at all, forproblems are the reations of mental ignorane seeking for knowledge and they annot exist in aonsiousness in whih knowledge arises self-born and the at is self-born out of the knowledge, outof a pre-existent truth of being onsious and self-aware. An essential and universal spiritual truthof being manifesting itself, freely ful�lling itself in its own nature and self-e�etuating onsiousness,a truth of being one in all even in an in�nite diversity of its truth and making all to be felt as one,would also be in its very nature an essential and universal good manifesting itself, ful�lling itself inits own nature and self-e�etuating onsiousness, a truth of good one in all and for all even in anin�nite diversity of its good. The purity of the eternal Self-existene would pour itself into all theativities, making and keeping all things pure; there ould be no ignorane leading to wrong willand falsehood of the steps, no separative egoism initing by its ignorane and separate ontrarywill harm on oneself or harm on others, self-driven to a wrong dealing with one's own soul, mind,life or body or a wrong dealing with the soul, mind, life, body of others, whih is the pratial senseof all human evil. To rise beyond virtue and sin, good and evil is an essential part of the Vedantiidea of liberation, and there is in this orrelation a self-evident sequene. For liberation signi�es anemergene into the true spiritual nature of being where all ation is the automati selfexpression ofthat truth and there an be nothing else. In the imperfetion and onit of our members thereis an e�ort to arrive at a right standard of ondut and to observe it; that is ethis, virtue, merit,pun. ya, to do otherwise is sin, demerit, p�apa. Ethial mind delares a law of love, a law of justie,a law of truth, laws without number, diÆult to observe, diÆult to reonile. But if oneness withothers, oneness with truth is already the essene of the realised spiritual nature, there is no need ofa law of truth or of love, - the law, the standard has to be imposed on us now beause there is inour natural being an opposite fore of separateness, a possibility of antagonism, a fore of disord,ill-will, strife. All ethis is a onstrution of good in a Nature whih has been smitten with evil bythe powers of darkness born of the Ignorane, even as it is expressed in the anient legend of theVedanta. But where all is self-determined by truth of onsiousness and truth of being, there anbe no standard, no struggle to observe it, no virtue or merit, no sin or demerit of the nature. Thepower of love, of truth, of right will be there, not as a law mentally onstruted but as the verysubstane and onstitution of the nature and, by the integration of the being, neessarily also thevery stu� and onstituting nature of the ation. To grow into this nature of our true being, a natureof spiritual truth and oneness, is the liberation attained by an evolution of the spiritual being: thegnosti evolution gives us the omplete dynamism of that return to ourselves. One that is done,the need of standards of virtue, dharmas, disappears; there is the law and self-order of the liberty ofthe spirit, there an be no imposed or onstruted law of ondut, dharma. All beomes a self-owof spiritual self-nature, Swadharma of Swabhava.Here we touh the kernel of the dynami di�erene between life in the mental ignorane and lifein the gnosti being and nature. It is the di�erene between an integral fully onsious being in fullpossession of its own truth of existene and working out that truth in its own freedom, free from375



all onstruted laws, while yet its life is a ful�lment of all true laws of beoming in their essene ofmeaning, and an ignorant self-divided existene whih seeks for its own truth and tries to onstrutits �ndings into laws and onstrut its life aording to a pattern so made. All true law is the rightmotion and proess of a reality, an energy or power of being in ation ful�lling its own inherentmovement self-implied in its own truth of existene. This law may be inonsient and its workingappear to be mehanial, - that is the harater or, at least, the appearane of law in material Nature:it may be a onsious energy, freely determined in its ation by the onsiousness in the being awareof its own imperative of truth, aware of its plasti possibilities of self-expression of that truth, aware,always in the whole and at eah moment in the detail, of the atualities it has to realise; this isthe �gure of the law of the spirit. An entire freedom of the spirit, an entire selfexistent order self-reating, self-e�etuating, self-seure in its own natural and inevitable movement, is the harater ofthis dynamis of the gnosti supernature.At the summit of being is the Absolute with its absolute freedom of in�nity but also its absolutetruth of itself and power of that truth of being; these two things repeat themselves in the life ofthe spirit in supernature. All ation there is the ation of the supreme Self, the supreme Ishwarain the truth of the supernature. It is at one the truth of the being of the self and the truth of thewill of the Ishwara one with that truth - a biune reality - whih expresses itself in eah individualgnosti being aording to his supernature. The freedom of the gnosti individual is the freedomof his spirit to ful�l dynamially the truth of his being and the power of his energies in life; butthis is synonymous with an entire obediene of his nature to the truth of Self manifested in hisexistene and to the will of the Divine in him and all. This All-Will is one in eah gnosti individualand in many gnosti individuals and in the onsious All whih holds and ontains them in itself;it is onsious of itself in eah gnosti being and is there one with his own will, and at the sametime he is onsious of the same Will, the same Self and Energy variously ative in all. Suh agnosti onsiousness and gnosti will aware of its oneness in many gnosti individuals, aware of itsonordant totality and the meaning and meeting-point of its diversities, must assure a symphonimovement, a movement of unity, harmony, mutuality in the ation of the whole. It assures at thesame time in the individual a unity and symphoni onord of all the powers and movements of hisbeing. All energies of being seek their self-expression and at their highest seek their absolute; thisthey �nd in the supreme Self, and they �nd at the same time their supreme oneness, harmony andmutuality of united and ommon self-expression in its all-seeing and all-uniting dynami power ofself-determination and self-e�etuation, the supramental gnosis. A separate self-existent being ouldbe at odds with other separate beings, at variane with the universal All in whih they oexist, in astate of ontradition with any supreme Truth that was willing its self-expression in the universe; thisis what happens to the individual in the Ignorane, beause he takes his stand on the onsiousnessof a separate individuality. There an be a similar onit, disord, disparity between the truths, theenergies, qualities, powers, modes of being that at as separate fores in the individual and in theuniverse. A world full of onit, a onit in ourselves, a onit of the individual with the worldaround him are normal and inevitable features of the separative onsiousness of the Ignorane andour illharmonised existene. But this annot happen in the gnosti onsiousness beause there eah�nds his omplete self and all �nd their own truth and the harmony of their di�erent motions inthat whih exeeds them and of whih they are the expression. In the gnosti life, therefore, thereis an entire aord between the free self-expression of the being and his automati obediene to theinherent law of the supreme and universal Truth of things. These are to him interonneted sides ofthe one Truth; it is his own supreme truth of being whih works itself out in the whole united truthof himself and things in one supernature. There is also an entire aord between all the many anddi�erent powers of the being and their ation; for even those that are ontraditory in their apparentmotion and seem in our mental experiene of them to enter into onit, �t themselves and theiration naturally into eah other, beause eah has its self-truth and its truth of relation to the othersand this is self-found and self-formed in the gnosti supernature.376



In the supramental gnosti nature there will therefore be no need of the mental rigid way and hardstyle of order, a limiting standardisation, an imposition of a �xed set of priniples, the ompulsion oflife into one system or pattern whih is alone valid beause it is envisaged by mind as the one righttruth of being and ondut. For suh a standard annot inlude and suh a struture annot take upinto itself the whole of life, nor an it adapt itself freely to the pressure of the All-life or to the needsof the evolutionary Fore; it has to esape from itself or to esape from its self-onstruted limits byits own death, by disintegration or by an intense onit and revolutionary disturbane. Mind hasthus to selet its limited rule and way of life, beause it is itself bound and limited in vision andapaity; but gnosti being takes up into itself the whole of life and existene, ful�lled, transmutedinto the harmoni self-expression of a vast Truth one and diverse, in�nitely one, in�nitely multiple.The knowledge and ation of the gnosti being would have the wideness and plastiity of an in�nitefreedom. This knowledge would grasp its objets as it went in the largeness of the whole; it would bebound only by the integral truth of the whole and the omplete and inmost truth of the objet, butnot by the formed idea or �xed mental symbols by whih the mind is aught and held and on�nedin them so as to lose the freedom of its knowledge. The entire ativity also would be unbound byan obligation of unelasti rule or by the obligation of a past state or ation or by its ompellingonsequene, Karma; it would have the sequent but self-guided and self-evolving plastiity of theIn�nite ating diretly upon its own �nites. This movement will not reate a ux or haos, but aliberated and harmoni Truth-expression; there would be a free self-determination of the spiritualbeing in a plasti entirely onsious nature.In the onsiousness of the In�nite individuality does not break up nor irumsribe osmiity,osmiity does not ontradit transendene. The gnosti being living in the onsiousness of theIn�nite will reate his own self-manifestation as an individual, but he will do so as a entre of alarger universality and yet at the same time a entre of the transendene. A universal individual,all his ation would be in harmony with the osmi ation, but, owing to his transendene, it wouldnot be limited by a temporary inferior formulation or at the mery of any or every osmi fore. Hisuniversality would embrae even the Ignorane around him in its larger self, but, while intimatelyaware of it, he would not be a�eted by it: he would follow the greater law of his transendentindividuality and express its gnosti truth in his own way of being and ation. His life would bea free harmoni expression of the self; but, sine his highest self would be one with the being ofthe Ishwara, a natural divine government of his self-expression by the Ishwara, by his highest self,and by the Supernature, his own supreme nature, would automatially bring into the knowledge,the life, the ation a large and unbound but perfet order. The obediene of his individual natureto the Ishwara and the Supernature would be a natural onsonane and indeed the very onditionof the freedom of the self, sine it would be an obediene to his own supreme being, a responseto the Soure of all his existene. The individual nature would be nothing separate, it would be aurrent of the Supernature. All antinomy of the Purusha and the Prakriti, that urious division andunbalane of the Soul and Nature whih a�its the Ignorane, would be entirely removed; for thenature would be the outowing of the self-fore of the Person and the Person would be the outowingof the supreme Nature, the supramental power of being of the Ishwara. It is this supreme truth ofhis being, an in�nitely harmoni priniple, that would reate the order of his spiritual freedom, anauthenti, automati and plasti order.In the lower existene the order is automati, the binding of Nature omplete, her groove �rmand imperative: the osmi Consiousness-Fore evolves a pattern of Nature and its habitual mouldor �xed round of ation and obliges the infrarational being to live and at aording to the patternand in the mould or round made for it. Mind in man starts with this prearranged pattern androutine, but, as it evolves, it enlarges the design and expands the mould and tries to replae this�xed unonsious or half-onsious law of automatism by an order based on ideas and signi�anesand aepted life-motives, or it attempts an intelligent standardisation and a framework determinedby rational purpose, utility and onveniene. There is nothing really binding or permanent in man's377



knowledgestrutures or his life-strutures; but still he annot but reate standards of thought, knowl-edge, personality, life, ondut and, more or less onsiously and ompletely, base his existene onthem or, at least, try his best to frame his life in the ideative adre of his hosen or aepted dharmas.In the passage to the spiritual life the supreme ideal held up is, on the ontrary, not law, but libertyin the spirit; the spirit breaks through all formulas to �nd its self and, if it has still to be onernedwith expression, it must arrive at the liberty of a free and true instead of an arti�ial expression, atrue and spontaneous spiritual order. \Abandon all dharmas, all standards and rules of being andation, and take refuge in Me alone", is the summit rule of the highest existene held up by theDivine Being to the seeker. In the seeking for this freedom, in the liberation from onstruted lawinto law of self and spirit, in the asting away of the mental ontrol in order to substitute for it theontrol of the spiritual Reality, an abandonment of the lower onstruted truth of mind for the higheressential truth of being, it is possible to pass through a stage in whih there is an inner freedom buta lak of outer order, - an ation in the ux of nature hildlike or inert like a leaf lying passive ordriven by the wind or even inoherent or extravagant in outer semblane. It is possible also to arriveat a temporary ordered spiritual expression of the self whih is suÆient for the stage one an reahfor a time or in this life; or it may be a personal order of self-expression valid aording to the normof what one has already realised of the spiritual truth but afterwards hanging freely by the fore ofspirituality to express the yet larger truth that one goes on to realise. But the supramental gnostibeing stands in a onsiousness in whih knowledge is self-existent and manifests itself aordingto the order self-determined by the Will of the In�nite in the supernature. This self-determinationaording to a self-existent knowledge replaes the automatism of Nature and the standards of Mindby the spontaneity of a Truth self-aware and self-ative in the very grain of the existene.In the gnosti being this self-determining knowledge freely obedient to self-truth and the totaltruth of Being would be the very law of his existene. In him Knowledge and Will beome one andannot be in onit; Truth of spirit and life beome one and annot be at variane: in the self-e�etuation of his being there an be no strife or disparity or divergene between the spirit and themembers. The two priniples of freedom and order, whih in mind and life are onstantly representingthemselves as ontraries or inompatibles, though they have no need to be that if freedom is guardedby knowledge and order based upon truth of being, are in the supermind onsiousness native toeah other and even fundamentally one. This is so beause both are inseparable aspets of the innerspiritual truth and therefore their determinations are one; they are inherent in eah other, for theyarise from an identity and therefore in ation oinide in a natural identity. The gnosti being doesnot in any way or degree feel his liberty infringed by the imperative order of his thought or ations,beause that order is intrinsi and spontaneous; he feels both his liberty and the order of his libertyto be one truth of his being. His liberty of knowledge is not a freedom to follow falsehood or error,for he does not need like the mind to pass through the possibility of error in order to know, - on theontrary, any suh deviation would be a departure from his plenitude of the gnosti self, it would bea diminution of his self-truth and alien and injurious to his being; for his freedom is a freedom oflight, not of darkness. His liberty of ation is not a liene to at upon wrong will or the impulsionsof the Ignorane, for that too would be alien to his being, a restrition and diminution of it, not aliberation. A drive for ful�lment of falsehood or wrong will would be felt by him, not as a movementtowards freedom, but as a violene done to the liberty of the spirit, an invasion and imposition, aninroad upon his supernature, a tyranny of some alien Nature.A supramental onsiousness must be fundamentally a Truth-onsiousness, a diret and inherentawareness of the truth of being and the truth of things; it is a power of the In�nite knowing andworking out its �nites, a power of the Universal knowing and working out its oneness and detail,its osmiity and its individualities; self-possessed of Truth, it would not have to seek for the Truthor su�er from the liability to miss it as does the mind of the Ignorane. The evolved gnosti beingwould have entered into this truth-onsiousness of the In�nite and Universal, and it would bethat whih would determine for him and in him all his individual seeing and ation. His would be a378



onsiousness of universal identity and a onsequent or rather inherent Truth-knowledge, Truth-sight,Truth-feeling, Truth-will, Truth-sense and Truth-dynamis of ation impliit in his identity with theOne or spontaneously arising from his identity with the All. His life would be a movement in thesteps of a spiritual liberty and largeness replaing the law of the mental idea and the law of vitaland physial need and desire and the ompulsion of a surrounding life; his life and ation would bebound by nothing else than the Divine Wisdom and Will ating on him and in him aording to itsTruth-onsiousness. An absene of an imposed onstrution of law might be expeted to lead in thelife of the human ignorane, beause of the separativeness of the human ego and its smallness, theneessity it feels to impinge on and possess and utilise other life, to a haos of onit, liene andegoisti disorder; but this ould not exist in the life of the gnosti being. For in the gnosti truth-onsiousness of a supramental being there must neessarily be a truth of relation of all the parts andmovements of the being, - whether the being of the individual or the being of any gnosti olletivity,- a spontaneous and luminous oneness and wholeness in all the movements of the onsiousness andall the ation of the life. There ould be no strife of the members; for not only the knowledge and willonsiousness but the heart onsiousness and life onsiousness and body onsiousness, what arein us the emotional, vital or physial parts of nature, would be inluded in this integrated harmonyof wholeness and oneness. In our language we might say that the supermind knowledge-will of thegnosti being would have a perfet ontrol of the mind, heart, life and body; but this desriptionould apply only to the transitional stage when the supernature was remoulding these members intoits own nature: one that transition was onluded, there would be no need of ontrol, for all wouldbe one uni�ed onsiousness and therefore would at as a whole in a spontaneous integrality andunity.In a gnosti being there ould be no onit between selfaÆrmation of the ego and a ontrol bysuper-ego; for sine in his ation of life the gnosti individual would at one express himself, his truthof being, and work out the Divine Will, sine he would know the Divine as his true self and thesoure and onstituent of his spiritual individuality, these two springs of his ondut would not onlybe simultaneous in a single ation, but they would be one and the same motor-fore. This motivepower would at in eah irumstane aording to the truth of the irumstane, with eah beingaording to its need, nature, relation, in eah event aording to the demand of the Divine Willupon that event: for all here is the result of a omplexus and a lose nexus of many fores of oneFore, and the gnosti onsiousness and Truth-Will would see the truth of these fores, of eah andof all together, and put forth the neessary impat or intervention on the omplex of fores to arryout what was willed to be done through itself, that and no more. In onsequene of the Identitypresent everywhere, ruling everything and harmonising all diversities, there would be no play of aseparative ego bent on its own separate self-aÆrmation; the will of the self of the gnosti being wouldbe one with the will of the Ishwara, it would not be a separative or ontrary self-will. It would havethe joy of ation and result but would be free from all ego laim, attahment to ation or demandof result; it would do what it saw had to be done and was moved to do. In mental nature therean be an opposition or disparity between self-e�ort and obediene to the Higher Will, for there theself or apparent person sees itself as di�erent from the supreme Being, Will or Person; but here theperson is being of the Being and the opposition or disparity does not arise. The ation of the personis the ation of the Ishwara in the person, of the One in the many, and there an be no reason for aseparative assertion of self-will or pride of independene.On this fat that the Divine Knowledge and Fore, the supreme Supernature, would at throughthe gnosti being with his full partiipation, is founded the freedom of the gnosti being; it is thisunity that gives him his liberty. The freedom from law, inluding the moral law, so frequentlyaÆrmed of the spiritual being, is founded on this unity of its will with the will of the Eternal. All themental standards would disappear beause all neessity for them would ease; the higher authentilaw of identity with the Divine Self and identity with all beings would have replaed them. Therewould be no question of sel�shness or altruism, of oneself and others, sine all are seen and felt as379



the one self and only what the supreme Truth and Good deided would be done. There would bein the ation a pervasive feeling of a self-existent universal love, sympathy, oneness, but the feelingwould penetrate, olour and move in the at, not solely dominate or determine it: it would notstand for itself in opposition to the larger truth of things or ditate a personally impelled departurefrom the divinely willed true movement. This opposition and departure an happen in the Ignoranewhere love or any other strong priniple of the nature an be divored from wisdom even as it an bedivored from power; but in the supermind gnosis all powers are intimate to eah other and at asone. In the gnosti person the Truth-Knowledge would lead and determine and all the other foresof the being onur in the ation: there would be no plae for disharmony or onit between thepowers of the nature. In all ation there is an imperative of existene that seeks to be ful�lled; atruth of being not yet manifested has to be manifested or a truth manifesting has to be evolvedand ahieved and perfeted in manifestation or, if already ahieved, to take its delight of being andself-e�etuation. In the half-light and half-power of the Ignorane the imperative is seret or onlyhalf-revealed and the push to ful�lment is an imperfet, struggling, partly frustrated movement: butin the gnosti being and life the imperatives of being would be felt within, intimately pereived andbrought into ation; there would be a free play of their possibilities; there would be an atualisationin aordane with the truth of irumstane and the intention in the Supernature. All this wouldbe seen in the knowledge and develop itself in at; there would be no unertain ombat or tormentof fores at work; a disharmony of the being, a ontraditory working of the onsiousness ouldhave no plae: the imposition of an external standardisation of mehanised law would be entirelysuperuous where there is this inherene of truth and its spontaneous working in at of nature. Aharmoni ation, a working out of the divine motive, an exeution of the imperative truth of thingswould be the law and natural dynamis of the whole existene.A knowledge by identity using the powers of the integrated being for rihness of instrumentationwould be the priniple of the supramental life. In the other grades of the gnosti being, althougha truth of spiritual being and onsiousness would ful�l itself, the instrumentation would be of adi�erent order. A Higher-Mental being would at through the truth of thought, the truth of theidea and aomplish that in the life-ation: but in the supramental gnosis thought is a derivativemovement, it is a formulation of truth-vision and not the determining or the main driving fore;it would be an instrument for expression of knowledge more than for arrival at knowledge or foration, - or it would intervene in ation only as a penetrating point of the body of identity-will andidentity-knowledge. So too in the illumined gnosti being truth-vision and in the intuitive gnostibeing a diret truth-ontat and pereptive truth-sense would be the mainspring of ation. In theovermind a omprehensive immediate grasp of the truth of things and the priniple of being of eahthing and all its dynami onsequenes would originate and gather up a great wideness of gnostivision and thought and reate a foundation of knowledge and ation; this largeness of being andseeing and doing would be the varied result of an underlying identity-onsiousness, but the identityitself would not be in the front as the very stu� of the onsiousness or the very fore of the ation.But in the supramental gnosis all this luminous immediate grasp of the truth of things, truth-sense,truth-vision, truth-thought would get bak into its soure of identity-onsiousness and subsist asa single body of its knowledge. The identity-onsiousness would lead and ontain everything; itwould manifest as an awareness in the very grain of the being's substane putting forth its inherentself-ful�lling fore and determining itself dynamially in form of onsiousness and form of ation.This inherent awareness is the origin and priniple of the working of supramental gnosis; it ould besuÆient in itself with no need of anything to formulate or embody it: but the play of illumined vision,the play of a radiant thought, the play of all other movements of the spiritual onsiousness wouldnot be absent; there would be a free instrumentation of them for their own brilliant funtioning, fora divine rihness and diversity, for a manifold delight of selfmanifestation, for the joy of the powersof the In�nite. In the intermediate stages or degrees of the gnosis there might be the manifestationof various and separate expressions of the aspets of the divine Being and Nature, a soul and lifeof love, a soul and life of divine light and knowledge, a soul and life of divine power and sovereign380



ation and reation, and innumerable other forms of divine life; on the supramental height all wouldbe taken up into a manifold unity, a supreme integration of being and life. A ful�lment of the beingin a luminous and blissful integration of its states and powers and their satis�ed dynami ationwould be the sense of the gnosti existene.All supramental gnosis is a twofold Truth-onsiousness, a onsiousness of inherent self-knowledgeand, by identity of self and world, of intimate world-knowledge; this knowledge is the riterion, theharateristi power of the gnosis. But this is not a purely ideative knowledge, it is not onsiousnessobserving, forming ideas, trying to arry them out; it is an essential light of onsiousness, the self-light of all the realities of being and beoming, the self-truth of being determining, formulating ande�etuating itself. To be, not to know, is the objet of the manifestation; knowledge is only theinstrumentation of an operative onsiousness of being. This would be the gnosti life on earth, amanifestation or play of truth-onsious being, being grown aware of itself in all things, no longer lostto onsiousness of itself, no longer plunged into a self-oblivion or a half-oblivion of its real existenebrought about by absorption in form and ation, but using form and ation with a delivered spiritualpower for its free and perfet self-expression, no longer seeking for its own lost or forgotten orveiled and hidden signi�ane or signi�anes, no longer bound, but delivered from inonsiene andignorane, aware of its own truths and powers, determining freely in a movement always onurrentand in tune in every detail with its supreme and universal Reality its manifestation, the play of itssubstane, the play of its onsiousness, the play of its fore of existene, the play of its delight ofexistene.In the gnosti evolution there would be a great diversity in the poise, status, harmonised operationsof onsiousness and fore and delight of existene. There would naturally appear in time many gradesof the farther asent of the evolutive supermind to its own summits; but in all there would be theommon basis and priniple. In the manifestation the Spirit, the Being, while knowing all itself, isnot bound to put forth all itself in the atual front of formation and ation whih is its immediatepower and degree of self-expression: it may put forth a frontal self-expression and hold all the rest ofitself behind in an unexpressed delight of self-being. That All behind and its delight would �nd itselfin the front, know itself in it, maintain and su�use the expression, the manifestation with its ownpresene and feeling of totality and in�nity. This frontal formation with all the rest behind it and heldin power of being within it would be an at of self-knowledge, not an at of Ignorane; it would be aluminous self-expression of the Superonsiene and not an upthrow from the Inonsiene. A greatharmonised variation would thus be an element in the beauty and ompleteness of the evolution ofthe gnosti onsiousness and existene. Even in dealing with the mind of ignorane around it, as indealing with the still lower degrees of the gnosti evolution, the supramental life would use this innatepower and movement of its Truth of being: it would relate in the light of that integral Reality itsown truth of being with the truth of being that is behind the Ignorane; it would found all relationsupon the ommon spiritual unity, aept and harmonise the manifested di�erene. The gnosti Lightwould ensure the right relation and ation or reation of eah upon eah in every irumstane; thegnosti power or inuene would aÆrm always a symphoni e�etuation, seure the right relation ofthe more developed and the less developed life and impose by its inuene a greater harmony on thelower existene.This would be the nature of the being, life and ation of the gnosti individual so far as wean follow the evolution with our mental oneption up to that point where it will emerge out ofovermind and ross the border into supramental gnosis. This nature of the gnosis would evidentlydetermine all the relations of the life or group-life of gnosti beings; for a gnosti olletivity wouldbe a olletive soul-power of the Truth-onsiousness, even as the gnosti individual would be anindividual soulpower of it: it would have the same integration of life and ation in unison, the samerealised and onsious unity of being, the same spontaneity, intimate oneness-feeling, one and mutualtruth-vision and truth-sense of self and eah other, the same truth-ation in the relation of eah witheah and all with all; this olletivity would be and at not as a mehanial but a spiritual integer. A381



similar inevitability of the union of freedom and order would be the law of the olletive life; it wouldbe a freedom of the diverse play of the In�nite in divine souls, an order of the onsious unity of soulswhih is the law of the supramental In�nite. Our mental rendering of oneness brings into it the ruleof sameness; a omplete oneness brought about by the mental reason drives towards a thoroughgoingstandardisation as its one e�etive means, - only minor shades of di�erentiation would be allowed tooperate: but the greatest rihness of diversity in the self-expression of oneness would be the law of thegnosti life. In the gnosti onsiousness di�erene would not lead to disord but to a spontaneousnatural adaptation, a sense of omplementary plenitude, a rih many-sided exeution of the thing tobe olletively known, done, worked out in life. For the diÆulty in mind and life is reated by ego,by separation of integers into omponent parts whih �gure as ontraries, opposites, disparates: allin whih they separate from eah other is easily felt, aÆrmed and stressed; that in whih they meet,whatever holds their divergenes together, is largely missed or found with diÆulty; everything hasto be done by an overoming or an adjustment of di�erene, by a onstruted unity. There is, indeed,an underlying priniple of oneness and Nature insists on its emergene in a onstrution of unity;for she is olletive and ommunal as well as individual and egoisti and has her instrumentationof assoiativeness, sympathies, ommon needs, interests, attrations, aÆnities as well as her morebrutal means of uni�ation: but her seondary imposed and too prominent basis of ego-life and ego-nature overlays the unity and a�its all its onstrutions with imperfetion and inseurity. A fartherdiÆulty is reated by the absene or rather the imperfetion of intuition and diret inner ontatmaking eah a separate being fored to learn with diÆulty the other's being and nature, to arrive atunderstanding and mutuality and harmony from outside instead of inwardly through a diret senseand grasp, so that all mental and vital interhange is hampered, rendered ego-tainted or doomed toimperfetion and inompleteness by the veil of mutual ignorane. In the olletive gnosti life theintegrating truth-sense, the onording unity of gnosti nature would arry all divergenes in itselfas its own opulene and turn a multitudinous thought, ation, feeling into the unity of a luminouslife-whole. This would be the evident priniple, the inevitable result of the very harater of theTruth-Consiousness and its dynami realisation of the spiritual unity of all being. This realisation,the key to the perfetion of life, diÆult to arrive at on the mental plane, diÆult even when realisedto dynamise or organise, would be naturally dynami, spontaneously self-organised in all gnostireation and gnosti life.This muh is easily understandable if we regard the gnosti beings as living their own life withoutany ontat with a life of the Ignorane. But by the very fat of the evolution here the gnosti man-ifestation would be a irumstane, though a deisive irumstane, in the whole: there would be aontinuane of the lower degrees of the onsiousness and life, some maintaining the manifestationin the Ignorane, some mediating between it and the manifestation in the gnosis; these two forms ofbeing and life would either exist side by side or interpenetrate. In either ase the gnosti priniplemight be expeted, if not at one, yet �nally to dominate the whole. The higher spiritualmentaldegrees would be in touh with the supramental priniple now overtly supporting them and holdingthem together and would be delivered from the one enveloping hold of the Ignorane and Inon-siene. As manifestations of the truth of being, though in a quali�ed and modi�ed degree, theywould draw all their light and energy from the supramental gnosis and would be in large ontatwith its instrumental powers; they would themselves be onsious motive-powers of the spirit and,although not yet in the full fore of their entirely realised spiritual substane, they would not be sub-jeted to a lesser instrumentation fragmented, diluted, diminished, obsured by the substane of theNesiene. All Ignorane rising or entering into the overmind, into the intuitive, into the illuminedor higher-mind being would ease to be ignorane; it would enter into the light, realise in that lightthe truth whih it had overed with its darkness and undergo a liberation, transmutation, new stateof onsiousness and being whih would assimilate it to these higher states and prepare it for thesupramental status. At the same time the involved priniple of the gnosis, ating now as an overt,arisen and onstantly dynami fore and no longer only as a onealed power with a seret originationor a veiled support of things or an oasional intervention as its only funtion, would be able to lay382



something of its law of harmony on the still existing Inonsiene and Ignorane. For the seretgnosti power onealed in them would at with a greater strength of its support and origination,a freer and more powerful intervention; the beings of the Ignorane, inuened by the light of thegnosis through their assoiation with gnosti beings and through the evolved and e�etive preseneof the supramental Being and Power in earth-nature, would be more onsious and responsive. Inthe untransformed part of humanity itself there might well arise a new and greater order of mentalhuman beings; for the diretly intuitive or partly intuitivised but not yet gnosti mental being, thediretly or partly illumined mental being, the mental being in diret or part ommunion with thehigher-thought plane would emerge: these would beome more and more numerous, more and moreevolved and seure in their type, and might even exist as a formed rae of higher humanity leadingupwards the less evolved in a true fraternity born of the sense of the manifestation of the One Divinein all beings. In this way, the onsummation of the highest might mean also a lesser onsummationin its own degree of what must remain still below. At the higher end of the evolution the asendingranges and summits of supermind would begin to rise towards some supreme manifestation of thepure spiritual existene, onsiousness and delight of being of Sahhidananda.A question might arise whether the gnosti reversal, the passage into a gnosti evolution andbeyond it would not mean sooner or later the essation of the evolution from the Inonsiene,sine the reason for that obsure beginning of things here would ease. This depends on the fartherquestion whether the movement between the Superonsiene and the Inonsiene as the two polesof existene is an abiding law of the material manifestation or only a provisional irumstane. Thelatter supposition is diÆult to aept beause of the tremendous fore of pervasiveness and durabilitywith whih the inonsient foundation has been laid for the whole material universe. Any ompletereversal or elimination of the �rst evolutionary priniple would mean the simultaneous manifestationof the seret involved onsiousness in every part of this vast universal Inonsiene; a hange ina partiular line of Nature suh as the earth-line ould not have any suh all-pervading e�et: themanifestation in earth-nature has its own urve and the ompletion of that urve is all that we haveto onsider. Here this muh might be hazarded that in the �nal result of the revelatory reation orreprodution of the upper hemisphere of onsious being in the lower tripliity the evolution here,though remaining the same in its degrees and stages, would be subjeted to the law of harmony,the law of unity in diversity and of diversity working out unity: it would be no longer an evolutionthrough strife; it would beome a harmonious development from stage to stage, from lesser to greaterlight, from type to higher type of the power and beauty of a self-unfolding existene. It would onlybe otherwise if for some reason the law of struggle and su�ering still remained neessary for theworking out of that mysterious possibility in the In�nite whose priniple underlies the plunge intothe Inonsiene. But for the earth-nature it would seem as if this neessity might be exhaustedone the supramental gnosis had emerged from the Inonsiene. A hange would begin with its �rmappearane; that hange would be onsummated when the supramental evolution beame ompleteand rose into the greater fullness of a supreme manifestation of the Existene-Consiousness-Delight,Sahhidananda.
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Chapter 28The Divine Life\O seeing Flame, thou arriest man of the rooked ways into the abiding truth and theknowledge." Rig Veda1\I purify earth and heaven by the Truth." Rig Veda2\His estasy, in one who holds it, sets into motion the two births, the human self-expressionand the divine, and moves between them." Rig Veda3\May the invinible rays of his intuition be there seeking immortality, pervading both thebirths; for by them he sets owing in one movement human strengths and things divine."Rig Veda4\Let all aept thy will when thou art born a living god from the dry tree, that they mayattain to divinity and reah by the speed of thy movements to possession of the Truth and theImmortality." Rig Veda5OUR ENDEAVOUR has been to disover what is the reality and signi�ane of our existene asonsious beings in the material universe and in what diretion and how far that signi�ane onedisovered leads us, to what human or divine future. Our existene here may indeed be an inonse-quential freak of Matter itself or of some Energy building up Matter, or it may be an inexpliable freakof the Spirit. Or, again, our existene here may be an arbitrary fantasy of a supraosmi Creator. Inthat ase it has no essential signi�ane, - no signi�ane at all if Matter or an inonsient Energyis the fantasy-builder, for then it is at best the stray desription of a wandering spiral of Chaneor the hard urve of a blind Neessity; it an have only an illusory signi�ane whih vanishes intonothingness if it is an error of the Spirit. A onsious Creator may indeed have put a meaning into1I. 31. 6.2I. 133. 1.3IX. 86. 42.4IX. 70. 3.5I. 68. 2. 385



our existene, but it must be disovered by a revelation of his will and is not self-implied in the self-nature of things and disoverable there. But if there is a selfexistent Reality of whih our existenehere is a result, then there must be a truth of that Reality whih is manifesting, working itself out,evolving here, and that will be the signi�ane of our own being and life. Whatever that Realitymay be, it is something that has taken upon itself the aspet of a beoming in Time, - an indivisiblebeoming, for our present and our future arry in themselves, transformed, made other, the past thatreated them, and the past and present already ontained and now ontain in themselves, invisibleto us beause still unmanifested, unevolved, their own transformation into the still unreated future.The signi�ane of our existene here determines our destiny: that destiny is something that alreadyexists in us as a neessity and a potentiality, the neessity of our being's seret and emergent reality,a truth of its potentialities that is being worked out; both, though not yet realised, are even nowimplied in what has been already manifested. If there is a Being that is beoming, a Reality ofexistene that is unrolling itself in Time, what that being, that reality seretly is is what we have tobeome, and so to beome is our life's signi�ane.It is onsiousness and life that must be the keywords to what is being thus worked out in Time;for without them Matter and the world of Matter would be a meaningless phenomenon, a thing thathas just happened by Chane or by an unonsious Neessity. But onsiousness as it is, life as it isannot be the whole seret; for both are very learly something un�nished and still in proess. Inus onsiousness is Mind, and our mind is ignorant and imperfet, an intermediate power that hasgrown and is still growing towards something beyond itself: there were lower levels of onsiousnessthat ame before it and out of whih it arose, there must very evidently be higher levels to whih itis itself arising. Before our thinking, reasoning, reeting mind there was a onsiousness unthinkingbut living and sentient, and before that there was the subonsious and the unonsious; after us orin our yet unevolved selves there is likely to be waiting a greater onsiousness, self-luminous, notdependent on onstrutive thought: our imperfet and ignorant thought-mind is ertainly not thelast word of onsiousness, its ultimate possibility. For the essene of onsiousness is the power tobe aware of itself and its objets, and in its true nature this power must be diret, self-ful�lled andomplete: if it is in us indiret, inomplete, unful�lled in its workings, dependent on onstrutedinstruments, it is beause onsiousness here is emerging from an original veiling Inonsiene andis yet burdened and enveloped with the �rst Nesiene proper to the Inonsient; but it must havethe power to emerge ompletely, its destiny must be to evolve into its own perfetion whih is itstrue nature. Its true nature is to be wholly aware of its objets, and of these objets the �rst isself, the being whih is evolving its onsiousness here, and the rest is what we see as not-self, -but if existene is indivisible, that too must in reality be self: the destiny of evolving onsiousnessmust be, then, to beome perfet in its awareness, entirely aware of self and all-aware. This perfetand natural ondition of onsiousness is to us a superonsiene, a state whih is beyond us andin whih our mind, if suddenly transferred to it, ould not at �rst funtion; but it is towards thatsuperonsiene that our onsious being must be evolving. But this evolution of our onsiousnessto a superonsiene or supreme of itself is possible only if the Inonsiene whih is our basis hereis really itself an involved Superonsiene; for what is to be in the beoming of the Reality in usmust be already there involved or seret in its beginning. Suh an involved Being or Power we anwell oneive the Inonsient to be when we losely regard this material reation of an unonsiousEnergy and see it labouring out with urious onstrution and in�nite devie the work of a vastinvolved Intelligene and see, too, that we ourselves are something of that Intelligene evolving outof its involution, an emerging onsiousness whose emergene annot stop short on the way until theInvolved has evolved and revealed itself as a supreme totally self-aware and all-aware Intelligene.It is this to whih we have given the name of Supermind or Gnosis. For that evidently must be theonsiousness of the Reality, the Being, the Spirit that is seret in us and slowly manifesting here;of that Being we are the beomings and must grow into its nature.
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If onsiousness is the entral seret, life is the outward indiation, the e�etive power of beingin Matter; for it is that whih liberates onsiousness and gives it its form or embodiment of foreand its e�etuation in material at. If some revelation or e�etuation of itself in Matter is theultimate aim of the evolving Being in its birth, life is the exterior and dynami sign and index of thatrevelation and e�etuation. But life also, as it is now, is imperfet and evolving; it evolves throughgrowth of onsiousness even as onsiousness evolves through greater organisation and perfetionof life: a greater onsiousness means a greater life. Man, the mental being, has an imperfet lifebeause mind is not the �rst and highest power of onsiousness of the Being; even if mind wereperfeted, there would be still something yet to be realised, not yet manifested. For what is involvedand emergent is not a Mind, but a Spirit, and mind is not the native dynamism of onsiousnessof the Spirit; supermind, the light of gnosis, is its native dynamism. If then life has to beome amanifestation of the Spirit, it is the manifestation of a spiritual being in us and the divine life of aperfeted onsiousness in a supramental or gnosti power of spiritual being that must be the seretburden and intention of evolutionary Nature.All spiritual life is in its priniple a growth into divine living. It is diÆult to �x the frontierwhere the mental eases and the divine life begins, for the two projet into eah other and there is along spae of their intermingled existene. A great part of this interspae, - when the spiritual urgedoes not turn away from earth or world altogether, - an be seen as the proess of a higher life in themaking. As the mind and life beome illumined with the light of the spirit, they put on or reetsomething of the divinity, the seret greater Reality, and this must inrease until the interspae hasbeen rossed and the whole existene is uni�ed in the full light and power of the spiritual priniple.But, for the full and perfet ful�lment of the evolutionary urge, this illumination and hange musttake up and re-reate the whole being, mind, life and body: it must be not only an inner experieneof the Divinity, but a remoulding of both the inner and outer existene by its power; it must takeform not only in the life of the individual but as a olletive life of gnosti beings established as ahighest power and form of the beoming of the Spirit in the earth-nature. For this to be possible thespiritual entity in us must have developed its own integralised perfetion not only of the inner stateof the being but of the outgoing power of the being and, with that perfetion and as a neessity of itsomplete ation, it must have evolved its own dynamis and instrumentation of the outer existene.There an undoubtedly be a spiritual life within, a kingdom of heaven within us whih is notdependent on any outer manifestation or instrumentation or formula of external being. The innerlife has a supreme spiritual importane and the outer has a value only in so far as it is expressiveof the inner status. However the man of spiritual realisation lives and ats and behaves, in all waysof his being and ating, it is said in the Gita, \he lives and moves in Me"; he dwells in the Divine,he has realised the spiritual existene. The spiritual man living in the sense of the spiritual self,in the realisation of the Divine within him and everywhere, would be living inwardly a divine lifeand its reetion would fall on his outer ats of existene, even if they did not pass - or did notseem to pass - beyond the ordinary instrumentation of human thought and ation in this world ofearth-nature. This is the �rst truth and the essene of the matter; but still, from the point of viewof a spiritual evolution, this would be only an individual liberation and perfetion in an unhangedenvironmental existene: for a greater dynami hange in earth-nature itself, a spiritual hange ofthe whole priniple and instrumentation of life and ation, the appearane of a new order of beingsand a new earth-life must be envisaged in our idea of the total onsummation, the divine issue.Here the gnosti hange assumes a primary importane; all that preedes an be onsidered as anupbuilding and a preparation for this transmuting reversal of the whole nature. For it is a gnostiway of dynami living that must be the ful�lled divine life on earth, a way of living that developshigher instruments of world-knowledge and world-ation for the dynamisation of onsiousness in thephysial existene and takes up and transforms the values of a world of material Nature.But always the whole foundation of the gnosti life must be by its very nature inward and notoutward. In the life of the spirit it is the spirit, the inner Reality, that has built up and uses the mind,387



vital being and body as its instrumentation; thought, feeling and ation do not exist for themselves,they are not an objet, but the means; they serve to express the manifested divine Reality withinus: otherwise, without this inwardness, this spiritual origination, in a too externalised onsiousnessor by only external means, no greater or divine life is possible. In our present life of Nature, in ourexternalised surfae existene, it is the world that seems to reate us; but in the turn to the spirituallife it is we who must reate ourselves and our world. In this new formula of reation, the innerlife beomes of the �rst importane and the rest an be only its expression and outome. It is this,indeed, that is indiated by our own strivings towards perfetion, the perfetion of our own soul andmind and life and the perfetion of the life of the rae. For we are given a world whih is obsure,ignorant, material, imperfet, and our external onsious being is itself reated by the energies, thepressure, the moulding operations of this vast mute obsurity, by physial birth, by environment, bya training through the impats and shoks of life; and yet we are vaguely aware of something that isthere in us or seeking to be, something other than what has been thus made, a spirit self-existent,self-determining, pushing the nature towards the reation of an image of its own oult perfetionor Idea of perfetion. There is something that grows in us in answer to this demand, that strives tobeome the image of a divine Somewhat, and is impelled also to labour at the world outside thathas been given to it and to remake that too in a greater image, in the image of its own spiritual andmental and vital growth, to make our world too something reated aording to our own mind andself-oneiving spirit, something new, harmonious, perfet.But our mind is obsure, partial in its notions, misled by opposite surfae appearanes, dividedbetween various possibilities; it is led in three di�erent diretions to any of whih it may give anexlusive preferene. Our mind, in its searh for what must be, turns towards a onentration onour own inner spiritual growth and perfetion, on our own individual being and inner living; or itturns towards a onentration on an individual development of our surfae nature, on the perfetionof our thought and outer dynami or pratial ation on the world, on some idealism of our personalrelation with the world around us; or it turns rather towards a onentration on the outer worlditself, on making it better, more suited to our ideas and temperament or to our oneption of whatshould be. On one side there is the all of our spiritual being whih is our true self, a transendentreality, a being of the Divine Being, not reated by the world, able to live in itself, to rise out ofworld to transendene; on the other side there is the demand of the world around us whih is aosmi form, a formulation of the Divine Being, a power of the Reality in disguise. There is too thedivided or double demand of our being of Nature whih is poised between these two terms, dependson them and onnets them; for it is apparently made by the world and yet, beause its true reatoris in ourselves and the world instrumentation that seems to make it is only the means �rst used, itis really a form, a disguised manifestation of a greater spiritual being within us. It is this demandthat mediates between our preoupation with an inward perfetion or spiritual liberation and ourpreoupation with the outer world and its formation, insists on a happier relation between the twoterms and reates the ideal of a better individual in a better world. But it is within us that theReality must be found and the soure and foundation of a perfeted life; no outward formation anreplae it: there must be the true self realised within if there is to be the true life realised in worldand Nature.In the growth into a divine life the spirit must be our �rst preoupation; until we have revealedand evolved it in our self out of its mental, vital, physial wrappings and disguises, extriated it withpatiene from our own body, as the Upanishad puts it, until we have built up in ourselves an innerlife of the spirit, it is obvious that no outer divine living an beome possible. Unless, indeed, itis a mental or vital godhead that we pereive and would be, - but even then the individual mentalbeing or the being of power and vital fore and desire in us must grow into a form of that godheadbefore our life an be divine in that inferior sense, the life of the infraspiritual superman, mentaldemi-god or vital Titan, Deva or Asura. This inner life one reated, to onvert our whole surfaebeing, our thought, feeling, ation in the world, into a perfet power of that inner life, must be our388



other preoupation. Only if we live in that deeper and greater way in our dynami parts, an therebe a fore for reating a greater life or the world be remade whether in some power or perfetion ofMind and Life or the power and perfetion of the Spirit. A perfeted human world annot be reatedby men or omposed of men who are themselves imperfet. Even if all our ations are srupulouslyregulated by eduation or law or soial or politial mahinery, what will be ahieved is a regulatedpattern of minds, a fabriated pattern of lives, a ultivated pattern of ondut; but a onformityof this kind annot hange, annot re-reate the man within, it annot arve or ut out a perfetsoul or a perfet thinking man or a perfet or growing living being. For soul and mind and life arepowers of being and an grow but annot be ut out or made; an outer proess or formation anassist or an express soul and mind and life but annot reate or develop it. One an indeed help thebeing to grow, not by an attempt at manufature, but by throwing on it stimulating inuenes or bylending to it one's fores of soul or mind or life; but even so the growth must still ome from withinit, determining from there what shall be made of these inuenes and fores, and not from outside.This is the �rst truth that our reative zeal and aspiration have to learn, otherwise all our humanendeavour is foredoomed to turn in a futile irle and an end only in a suess that is a speiousfailure.To be or beome something, to bring something into being is the whole labour of the fore ofNature; to know, feel, do are subordinate energies that have a value beause they help the beingin its partial self-realisation to express what it is and help it too in its urge to express the stillmore not yet realised that it has to be. But knowledge, thought, ation, - whether religious, ethial,politial, soial, eonomi, utilitarian or hedonisti, whether a mental, vital or physial form oronstrution of existene, - annot be the essene or objet of life; they are only ativities of thepowers of being or the powers of its beoming, dynami symbols of itself, reations of the embodiedspirit, its means of disovering or formulating what it seeks to be. The tendeny of man's physialmind is to see otherwise and to turn the true method of things upside down, beause it takes asessential or fundamental the surfae fores or appearanes of Nature; it aepts her reation by avisible or exterior proess as the essene of her ation and does not see that it is only a seondaryappearane and overs a greater seret proess: for Nature's oult proess is to reveal the beingthrough the bringing out of its powers and forms, her external pressure is only a means of awakeningthe involved being to the need of this evolution, of this self-formation. When the spiritual stage ofher evolution is reahed, this oult proess must beome the whole proess; to get through the veilof fores and get at their seret mainspring, whih is the spirit itself, is of ardinal importane. Tobeome ourselves is the one thing to be done; but the true ourself is that whih is within us, and toexeed our outer self of body, life and mind is the ondition for this highest being, whih is our trueand divine being, to beome self-revealed and ative. It is only by growing within and living withinthat we an �nd it; one that is done, to reate from there the spiritual or divine mind, life, body andthrough this instrumentation to arrive at the reation of a world whih shall be the true environmentof a divine living, - this is the �nal objet that Fore of Nature has set before us. This then is the�rst neessity, that the individual, eah individual, shall disover the spirit, the divine reality withinhim and express that in all his being and living. A divine life must be �rst and foremost an innerlife; for sine the outward must be the expression of what is within, there an be no divinity in theouter existene if there is not the divinisation of the inner being. The Divinity in man dwells veiledin his spiritual entre; there an be no suh thing as self-exeeding for man or a higher issue for hisexistene if there is not in him the reality of an eternal self and spirit.To be and to be fully is Nature's aim in us; but to be fully is to be wholly onsious of one's being:unonsiousness, half onsiousness or de�ient onsiousness is a state of being not in possessionof itself; it is existene, but not fullness of being. To be aware wholly and integrally of oneself andof all the truth of one's being is the neessary ondition of true possession of existene. This self-awareness is what is meant by spiritual knowledge: the essene of spiritual knowledge is an intrinsiselfexistent onsiousness; all its ation of knowledge, indeed all its ation of any kind, must be that389



onsiousness formulating itself. All other knowledge is onsiousness oblivious of itself and strivingto return to its own awareness of itself and its ontents; it is self-ignorane labouring to transformitself bak into self-knowledge.But also, sine onsiousness arries in itself the fore of existene, to be fully is to have theintrinsi and integral fore of one's being; it is to ome into possession of all one's fore of self and ofall its use. To be merely, without possessing the fore of one's being or with a half-fore or de�ientfore of it, is a mutilated or diminished existene; it is to exist, but it is not fullness of being. It ispossible, indeed, to exist only in status, with the fore of being self-gathered and immobile in theself; but, even so, to be in dynamis as well as in status is the integrality of existene: power of selfis the sign of the divinity of self, - a powerless spirit is no spirit. But, as the spiritual onsiousnessis intrinsi and self-existent, so too this fore of our spiritual being must be intrinsi, automati ination, selfexistent and self-ful�lling. What instrumentality it uses, must be part of itself; even anyexternal instrumentality it uses must be made part of itself and expressive of its being. Fore ofbeing in onsious ation is will; and whatever is the onsious will of the spirit, its will of beingand beoming, that all the existene must be able harmonially to ful�l. Whatever ation or energyof ation has not this sovereignty or is not master of the mahinery of ation, arries in it by thatdefet the sign of an imperfetion of the fore of being, of a division or disabling segmentation of theonsiousness, of an inompleteness in the manifestation of the being.Lastly, to be fully is to have the full delight of being. Being without delight of being, without anentire delight of itself and all things is something neutral or diminished; it is existene, but it is notfullness of being. This delight too must be intrinsi, selfexistent, automati; it annot be dependenton things outside itself: whatever it delights in, it makes part of itself, has the joy of it as part of itsuniversality. All undelight, all pain and su�ering are a sign of imperfetion, of inompleteness; theyarise from a division of being, an inompleteness of onsiousness of being, an inompleteness of thefore of being. To beome omplete in being, in onsiousness of being, in fore of being, in delightof being and to live in this integrated ompleteness is the divine living.But, again, to be fully is to be universally. To be in the limitations of a small restrited ego is toexist, but it is an imperfet existene: in its very nature it is to live in an inomplete onsiousness,an inomplete fore and delight of existene. It is to be less than oneself and it brings an inevitablesubjetion to ignorane, weakness and su�ering: or even if by some divine omposition of the nature itould exlude these things, it would be to live in a limited sope of existene, a limited onsiousnessand power and joy of existene. All being is one and to be fully is to be all that is. To be in the beingof all and to inlude all in one's being, to be onsious of the onsiousness of all, to be integrated infore with the universal fore, to arry all ation and experiene in oneself and feel it as one's ownation and experiene, to feel all selves as one's own self, to feel all delight of being as one's owndelight of being is a neessary ondition of the integral divine living.But thus to be universally in the fullness and freedom of one's universality, one must be alsotransendentally. The spiritual fullness of the being is eternity; if one has not the onsiousness oftimeless eternal being, if one is dependent on body or embodied mind or embodied life, or dependenton this world or that world or on this ondition of being or that ondition of being, that is not thereality of self, not the fullness of our spiritual existene. To live only as a self of body or be only bythe body is to be an ephemeral reature, subjet to death and desire and pain and su�ering and deayand deadene. To transend, to exeed onsiousness of body, not to be held in the body or by thebody, to hold the body only as an instrument, a minor outward formation of self, is a �rst onditionof divine living. Not to be a mind subjet to ignorane and restrition of onsiousness, to transendmind and handle it as an instrument, to ontrol it as a surfae formation of self, is a seond ondition.To be by the self and spirit, not to depend upon life, not to be identi�ed with it, to transend it andontrol and use it as an expression and instrumentation of the self, is a third ondition. Even thebodily life does not possess its own full being in its own kind if the onsiousness does not exeed thebody and feel its physial oneness with all material existene; the vital life does not possess its own390



full living in its own kind if the onsiousness does not exeed the restrited play of an individualvitality and feel the universal life as its own and its oneness with all life. The mentality is not a fullonsious existene or ativity in its own kind if one does not exeed the individual mental limits andfeel a oneness with universal Mind and with all minds and enjoy one's integrality of onsiousnessful�lled in their wealth of di�erene. But one must transend not only the individual formula butthe formula of the universe, for only so an either the individual or the universal existene �nd itsown true being and a perfet harmonisation; both are in their outer formulation inomplete termsof the Transendene, but they are that in their essene, and it is only by beoming onsious ofthat essene that individual onsiousness or universal onsiousness an ome to its own fullnessand freedom of reality. Otherwise the individual may remain subjet to the osmi movement andits reations and limitations and miss his entire spiritual freedom. He must enter into the supremedivine Reality, feel his oneness with it, live in it, be its self-reation: all his mind, life, physialitymust be onverted into terms of its supernature; all his thought, feelings, ations must be determinedby it and be it, its self-formation. All this an beome omplete in him only when he has evolved outof the Ignorane into the Knowledge and through the Knowledge into the supreme Consiousnessand its dynamis and supreme delight of existene; but some essentiality of these things and theirsuÆient instrumentation an ome with the �rst spiritual hange and ulminate in the life of thegnosti supernature.These things are impossible without an inward living; they annot be reahed by remaining inan external onsiousness turned always outwards, ative only or mainly on and from the surfae.The individual being has to �nd himself, his true existene; he an only do this by going inward, byliving within and from within: for the external or outer onsiousness or life separated from the innerspirit is the �eld of the Ignorane; it an only exeed itself and exeed the Ignorane by openinginto the largeness of an inner self and life. If there is a being of the transendene in us, it mustbe there in our seret self; on the surfae there is only an ephemeral being of nature, made by limitand irumstane. If there is a self in us apable of largeness and universality, able to enter into aosmi onsiousness, that too must be within our inner being; the outer onsiousness is a physialonsiousness bound to its individual limits by the triple ord of mind, life and body: any externalattempt at universality an only result either in an aggrandisement of the ego or an e�aement of thepersonality by its extintion in the mass or subjugation to the mass. It is only by an inner growth,movement, ation that the individual an freely and e�etively universalise and transendentalisehis being. There must be for the divine living a transferene of the entre and immediate soure ofdynami e�etuation of the being from out inward; for there the soul is seated, but it is veiled or halfveiled and our immediate being and soure of ation is for the present on the surfae. In men, saysthe Upanishad, the Self-Existent has ut the doors of onsiousness outward, but a few turn the eyeinward and it is these who see and know the Spirit and develop the spiritual being. Thus to look intoourselves and see and enter into ourselves and live within is the �rst neessity for transformation ofnature and for the divine life.This movement of going inward and living inward is a diÆult task to lay upon the normalonsiousness of the human being; yet there is no other way of self-�nding. The materialisti thinker,ereting an opposition between the extrovert and the introvert, holds up the extrovert attitude foraeptane as the only safety: to go inward is to enter into darkness or emptiness or to lose thebalane of the onsiousness and beome morbid; it is from outside that suh inner life as one anonstrut is reated, and its health is assured only by a strit reliane on its wholesome and nourishingouter soures, - the balane of the personal mind and life an only be seured by a �rm support onexternal reality, for the material world is the sole fundamental reality. This may be true for thephysial man, the born extrovert, who feels himself to be a reature of outward Nature; made byher and dependent on her, he would lose himself if he went inward: for him there is no inner being,no inner living. But the introvert of this distintion also has not the inner life; he is not a seerof the true inner self and of inner things, but the small mental man who looks super�ially inside391



himself and sees there not his spiritual self but his life-ego, his mind-ego and beomes unhealthilypreoupied with the movements of this little pitiful dwarf reature. The idea or experiene of aninner darkness when looking inwards is the �rst reation of a mentality whih has lived always onthe surfae and has no realised inner existene; it has only a onstruted internal experiene whihdepends on the outside world for the materials of its being. But to those into whose ompositionthere has entered the power of a more inner living, the movement of going within and living withinbrings not a darkness or dull emptiness but an enlargement, a rush of new experiene, a greatervision, a larger apaity, an extended life in�nitely more real and various than the �rst pettiness ofthe life onstruted for itself by our normal physial humanity, a joy of being whih is larger andriher than any delight in existene that the outer vital man or the surfae mental man an gain bytheir dynami vital fore and ativity or subtlety and expansion of the mental existene. A silene,an entry into a wide or even immense or in�nite emptiness is part of the inner spiritual experiene;of this silene and void the physial mind has a ertain fear, the small super�ially ative thinking orvital mind a shrinking from it or dislike, - for it onfuses the silene with mental and vital inapaityand the void with essation or non-existene: but this silene is the silene of the spirit whih is theondition of a greater knowledge, power and bliss, and this emptiness is the emptying of the up ofour natural being, a liberation of it from its turbid ontents so that it may be �lled with the wine ofGod; it is the passage not into non-existene but to a greater existene. Even when the being turnstowards essation, it is a essation not in non-existene but into some vast ine�able of spiritual beingor the plunge into the inommuniable superonsiene of the Absolute.In fat, this inward turning and movement is not an imprisonment in personal self, it is the �rststep towards a true universality; it brings to us the truth of our external as well as the truth ofour internal existene. For this inner living an extend itself and embrae the universal life, it anontat, penetrate, englobe the life of all with a muh greater reality and dynami fore than is inour surfae onsiousness at all possible. Our utmost universalisation on the surfae is a poor andlimping endeavour, - it is a onstrution, a make-believe and not the real thing: for in our surfaeonsiousness we are bound to separation of onsiousness from others and wear the fetters of theego. There our very selessness beomes more often than not a subtle form of sel�shness or turnsinto a larger aÆrmation of our ego; ontent with our pose of altruism, we do not see that it is aveil for the imposition of our individual self, our ideas, our mental and vital personality, our needof ego-enlargement upon the others whom we take up into our expanded orbit. So far as we reallysueed in living for others, it is done by an inner spiritual fore of love and sympathy; but thepower and �eld of e�etuality of this fore in us are small, the psyhi movement that prompts itis inomplete, its ation often ignorant beause there is ontat of mind and heart but our beingdoes not embrae the being of others as ourselves. An external unity with others must always bean outward joining and assoiation of external lives with a minor inner result; the mind and heartattah their movements to this ommon life and the beings whom we meet there; but the ommonexternal life remains the foundation, - the inward onstruted unity, or so muh of it as an persistin spite of mutual ignorane and disordant egoisms, onit of minds, onit of hearts, onitof vital temperaments, onit of interests, is a partial and inseure superstruture. The spiritualonsiousness, the spiritual life reverses this priniple of building; it bases its ation in the olletivelife upon an inner experiene and inlusion of others in our own being, an inner sense and realityof oneness. The spiritual individual ats out of that sense of oneness whih gives him immediateand diret pereption of the demand of self on other self, the need of the life, the good, the work oflove and sympathy that an truly be done. A realisation of spiritual unity, a dynamisation of theintimate onsiousness of one-being, of one self in all beings, an alone found and govern by its truththe ation of the divine life.In the gnosti or divine being, in the gnosti life, there will be a lose and omplete onsiousnessof the self of others, a onsiousness of their mind, life, physial being whih are felt as if they wereone's own. The gnosti being will at, not out of a surfae sentiment of love and sympathy or any392



similar feeling, but out of this lose mutual onsiousness, this intimate oneness. All his ation in theworld will be enlightened by a truth of vision of what has to be done, a sense of the will of the DivineReality in him whih is also the Divine Reality in others, and it will be done for the Divine in othersand the Divine in all, for the e�etuation of the truth of purpose of the All as seen in the light ofthe highest Consiousness and in the way and by the steps through whih it must be e�etuated inthe power of the Supernature. The gnosti being �nds himself not only in his own ful�lment, whihis the ful�lment of the Divine Being and Will in him, but in the ful�lment of others; his universalindividuality e�etuates itself in the movement of the All in all beings towards its greater beoming.He sees a divine working everywhere; what goes out from him into the sum of that divine working,from the inner Light, Will, Fore that works in him, is his ation. There is no separative ego in himto initiate anything; it is the Transendent and Universal that moves out through his universalisedindividuality into the ation of the universe. As he does not live for a separate ego, so too he doesnot live for the purpose of any olletive ego; he lives in and for the Divine in himself, in and for theDivine in the olletivity, in and for the Divine in all beings. This universality in ation, organisedby the all-seeing Will in the sense of the realised oneness of all, is the law of his divine living.It is, then, this spiritual ful�lment of the urge to individual perfetion and an inner ompletenessof being that we mean �rst when we speak of a divine life. It is the �rst essential ondition of aperfeted life on earth, and we are therefore right in making the utmost possible individual perfetionour �rst supreme business. The perfetion of the spiritual and pragmati relation of the individualwith all around him is our seond preoupation; the solution of this seond desideratum lies in aomplete universality and oneness with all life upon earth whih is the other onomitant result of anevolution into the gnosti onsiousness and nature. But there still remains the third desideratum,a new world, a hange in the total life of humanity or, at the least, a new perfeted olletive life inthe earth-nature. This alls for the appearane not only of isolated evolved individuals ating in theunevolved mass, but of many gnosti individuals forming a new kind of beings and a new ommonlife superior to the present individual and ommon existene. A olletive life of this kind mustobviously onstitute itself on the same priniple as the life of the gnosti individual. In our presenthuman existene there is a physial olletivity held together by the ommon physial life-fat and allthat arises from it, ommunity of interests, a ommon ivilisation and ulture, a ommon soial law,an aggregate mentality, an eonomi assoiation, the ideals, emotions, endeavours of the olletiveego with the strand of individual ties and onnetions running through the whole and helping tokeep it together. Or, where there is a di�erene in these things, opposition, onit, a pratialaommodation or an organised ompromise is enfored by the neessity of living together; there isereted a natural or a onstruted order. This would not be the gnosti divine way of olletive living;for there what would bind and hold all together would be, not the fat of life reating a suÆientlyunited soial onsiousness, but a ommon onsiousness onsolidating a ommon life. All will beunited by the evolution of the Truth-onsiousness in them; in the hanged way of being whih thisonsiousness would bring about in them, they will feel themselves to be embodiments of a singleself, souls of a single Reality; illumined and motived by a fundamental unity of knowledge, atuatedby a fundamental uni�ed will and feeling, a life expressing the spiritual Truth would �nd throughthem its own natural forms of beoming. An order there would be, for truth of oneness reates itsown order: a law or laws of living there might be, but these would be self-determined; they wouldbe an expression of the truth of a spiritually united being and the truth of a spiritually united life.The whole formation of the ommon existene would be a self-building of the spiritual fores thatmust work themselves out spontaneously in suh a life: these fores would be reeived inwardly bythe inner being and expressed or self-expressed in a native harmony of idea and ation and purpose.An inreasing mehanisation, a standardisation, a �xing of all into a ommon mould in order toensure harmony is the mental method, but that would not be the law of this living. There would bea onsiderable free diversity between di�erent gnosti ommunities; eah would reate its own bodyof the life of the spirit: there would be, too, a onsiderable free diversity in the self-expression of393



the individuals of a single ommunity. But this free diversity would not be a haos or reate anydisord; for a diversity of one Truth of knowledge and one Truth of life would be a orrelation andnot an opposition. In a gnosti onsiousness there would be no ego-insistene on personal idea andno push or lamour of personal will and interest: there would be instead the unifying sense of aommon Truth in many forms, a ommon self in many onsiousnesses and bodies; there would bea universality and plastiity whih saw and expressed the One in many �gures of itself and workedout oneness in all diversities as the inherent law of the Truth-onsiousness and its truth of nature.A single Consiousness-Fore, of whih all would be aware and see themselves as its instruments,would at through all and harmonise their ation together. The gnosti being would feel a singleonsonant Fore of supernature ating in all: he would aept its formation in himself and obey oruse the knowledge and power it gave him for the divine work, but he would be under no urge orompulsion to set the power and knowledge in him against the power and knowledge of others oraÆrm himself as an ego striving against other egos. For the spiritual self has its own inalienable joyand plenitude inviolable in all onditions, its own in�nity of truth of being: that it feels always infullness whatever may be the outward formulation. The truth of the spirit within would not dependon a partiular formation; it would have no need, therefore, to struggle for any partiular outwardformulation and self-aÆrmation: forms would arise of themselves plastially, in suitable relation toother formulations and eah in its own plae in the whole formulation. Truth of gnosti onsiousnessand being establishing itself an �nd its harmony with all other truth of being around it. A spiritualor gnosti being would feel his harmony with the whole gnosti life around him, whatever his positionin the whole. Aording to his plae in it he would know how to lead or to rule, but also how tosubordinate himself; both would be to him an equal delight: for the spirit's freedom, beause it iseternal, self-existent and inalienable, an be felt as muh in servie and willing subordination andadjustment with other selves as in power and rule. An inner spiritual freedom an aept its plaein the truth of an inner spiritual hierarhy as well as in the truth, not inompatible with it, of afundamental spiritual equality. It is this self-arrangement of Truth, a natural order of the spirit, thatwould exist in a ommon life of di�erent degrees and stages of the evolving gnosti being. Unity isthe basis of the gnosti onsiousness, mutuality the natural result of its diret awareness of onenessin diversity, harmony the inevitable power of the working of its fore. Unity, mutuality and harmonymust therefore be the inesapable law of a ommon or olletive gnosti life. What forms it mighttake would depend upon the will of evolutionary manifestation of the Supernature, but this wouldbe its general harater and priniple.This is the whole sense and the inherent law and neessity of the passage from the purely mentaland material being and life to the spiritual and supramental being and life, that the liberation, per-fetion, self-ful�lment for whih the being in the Ignorane is seeking an only be reahed by passingout of his present nature of Ignorane into a nature of spiritual self-knowledge and worldknowledge.This greater nature we speak of as Supernature beause it is beyond his atual level of onsiousnessand apaity; but in fat it is his own true nature, the height and ompleteness of it, to whih he mustarrive if he is to �nd his real self and whole possibility of being. Whatever happens in Nature mustbe the result of Nature, the e�etuation of what is implied or inherent in it, its inevitable fruit andonsequene. If our nature is a fundamental Inonsiene and Ignorane arriving with diÆulty at animperfet knowledge, an imperfet formulation of onsiousness and being, the results in our being,life and ation and reation must be, as they now are, a onstant imperfetion and inseure half re-sult, an imperfet mentality, an imperfet life, an imperfet physial existene. We seek to onstrutsystems of knowledge and systems of life by whih we an arrive at some perfetion of our existene,some order of right relations, right use of mind, right use and happiness and beauty of life, right useof the body. But what we ahieve is a onstruted half-rightness mixed with muh that is wrong andunlovely and unhappy; our suessive onstrutions, beause of the vie in them and beause mindand life annot rest permanently anywhere in their seeking, are exposed to destrution, deadene,disruption of their order, and we pass from them to others whih are not more �nally suessful orenduring, even if on one side or another they may be riher and fuller or more rationally plausible. It394



annot be otherwise, beause we an onstrut nothing whih goes beyond our nature; imperfet, weannot onstrut perfetion, however wonderful may seem to us the mahinery our mental ingenuityinvents, however externally e�etive. Ignorant, we annot onstrut a system of entirely true andfruitful self-knowledge or world-knowledge: our siene itself is a onstrution, a mass, of formulasand devies; masterful in knowledge of proesses and in the reation of apt mahinery, but ignorantof the foundations of our being and of world-being, it annot perfet our nature and therefore annotperfet our life.Our nature, our onsiousness is that of beings ignorant of eah other, separated from eah other,rooted in a divided ego, who must strive to establish some kind of relation between their embod-ied ignoranes; for the urge to union and fores making for union are there in Nature. Individualand group harmonies of a omparative and quali�ed ompleteness are reated, a soial ohesion isaomplished; but in the mass the relations formed are onstantly marred by imperfet sympathy,imperfet understanding, gross misunderstandings, strife, disord, unhappiness. It annot be other-wise so long as there is no true union of onsiousness founded upon a nature of self-knowledge, innermutual knowledge, inner realisation of unity, onord of our inner fores of being and inner foresof life. In our soial building we labour to establish some approah to unity, mutuality, harmony,beause without these things there an be no perfet soial living; but what we build is a onstrutedunity, an assoiation of interests and egos enfored by law and ustom and imposing an arti�ialonstruted order in whih the interests of some prevail over the interests of others and only a halfaepted half enfored, half natural half arti�ial aommodation keeps the soial whole in being.Between ommunity and ommunity there is a still worse aommodation with a onstant reurreneof the strife of olletive ego with olletive ego. This is the best that we an do and all our persistentreadjustments of the soial order an bring us nothing better than an imperfet struture of life.It is only if our nature develops beyond itself, if it beomes a nature of self-knowledge, mutualunderstanding, unity, a nature of true being and true life that the result an be a perfetion ofourselves and our existene, a life of true being, a life of unity, mutuality, harmony, a life of truehappiness, a harmonious and beautiful life. If our nature is �xed in what it is, what it has alreadybeome, then no perfetion, no real and enduring happiness is possible in earthly life; we must seekit not at all and do the best we an with our imperfetions, or we must seek it elsewhere, in asupraterrestrial hereafter, or we must go beyond all suh seeking and transend life by an extintionof nature and ego in some Absolute from whih this strange and unsatisfatory being of ours hasome into existene. But if in us there is a spiritual being whih is emerging and our present state isonly an imperfetion of half-emergene, if the Inonsient is a startingpoint ontaining in itself thepoteny of a superonsiene and supernature whih has to evolve, a veil of apparent Nesiene inwhih that greater onsiousness is onealed and from whih it has to unfold itself, if an evolution ofbeing is the law, then what we are seeking for is not only possible but part of the eventual neessityof things. It is our spiritual destiny to manifest and beome that supernature, - for it is the natureof our true self, our still oult, beause unevolved, whole being. A nature of unity will then bringinevitably its life-result of unity, mutuality, harmony. An inner life awakened to a full onsiousnessand to a full power of onsiousness will bear its inevitable fruit in all who have it, self-knowledge,a perfeted existene, the joy of a satis�ed being, the happiness of a ful�lled nature.An innate harater of the gnosti onsiousness and the instrumentation of supernature is awholeness of sight and ation, a unity of knowledge with knowledge, a reoniliation of all thatseems ontrary in our mental seeing and knowing, an identity of Knowledge and Will ating asa single power in perfet unison with the truth of things; this inborn harater of supernature isthe foundation of the perfet unity, mutuality, harmony of its ation. In the mental being thereis a disord of its onstruted knowledge with the real or the whole truth of things, so that evenwhat is true in it is often or is eventually ine�etive or only partially e�etive. Our disoveries oftruth are overthrown, our passionate e�etuations of truth are frustrated; often the result of ouration beomes part of a sheme we did not intend for a purpose whose legitimay we would not395



aknowledge, or the truth of the idea is deeived by the atual outome of its pragmati suess.Even if there is a suessful realisation of the idea, yet beause the idea is inomplete, an isolatedonstrution of the mind separate from the one and whole truth of things, its suess must sooneror later end in disillusionment and a new endeavour. The disordane of our seeing and our notionswith the true truth and the whole truth of things, the partiality and super�iality of our mind'sdeeptive onstrutions, is the ause of our frustration. But there is also not only a disord ofknowledge with knowledge but of will with will and of knowledge with will in the same being, adivision and disharmony between them, so that where the knowledge is ripe or suÆient, some willin the being opposes it or the will fails it; where the will is powerful, vehement or �rmly or forefullye�etive, knowledge guiding it to its right use is laking. All kinds of disparity and maladjustment andinompleteness of our knowledge, will, apaity, exeutive fore and dealing intervene onstantly inour ation, our working out of life, and are an abundant soure of imperfetion or ine�etivity. Thesedisorders, defets and disharmonies are normal to a status and energy of Ignorane and an only bedissolved by a greater light than that of mind nature or life nature. An identity and authentiityand a harmony of truth with truth are the native harater of all gnosti seeing and ation; as themind grows into the gnosis, our mental seeing and ation lifted into the gnosti light or visited andruled by it would begin to partake of this harater and, even if still restrited and within limits,must beome muh more perfet and within these limits e�etive: the auses of our inapaity andfrustration would begin to diminish and disappear. But also the larger existene will invade themind with the potenies of a greater onsiousness and a greater fore, a bringing out of new powersof the being. Knowledge is power and at of onsiousness, Will is onsious power and onsiousat of fore of being; both in the gnosti being will reah greater magnitudes than any we nowknow, a higher degree of themselves, a riher instrumentation: for wherever there is an inrease ofonsiousness, there is an inrease of the potential fore and the atual power of the existene.In the terrestrial formulation of Knowledge and Power, this orrelation is not altogether apparentbeause there onsiousness itself is onealed in an original Inonsiene and the natural strengthand rhythm of its powers in their emergene are diminished and disturbed by the disordanes andthe veils of the Ignorane. The Inonsient there is the original, potent and automatially e�etiveFore, the onsious mind is only a small labouring agent; but that is beause the onsious mind inus has a limited individual ation and the Inonsient is an immense ation of a universal onealedConsiousness: the osmi Fore, masked as a material Energy, hides from our view by its insistentmateriality of proess the oult fat that the working of the Inonsient is really the expression ofa vast universal Life, a veiled universal Mind, a hooded Gnosis, and without these origins of itselfit ould have no power of ation, no organising oherene. Life-Fore also in the material worldseems to be more dynami and e�etive than Mind; our Mind is free and fully powerful in idea andognition only: its fore of ation, its power of e�etuation outside this mental �eld is obliged towork with life and matter as instruments and, under the onditions imposed on it by life and matter,our mind is hampered and half e�etive. But even so we see that Nature-fore in the mental being ismuh more powerful to deal with himself and with life and matter than Nature-fore in the animal;it is the greater fore of onsiousness and knowledge, the greater emerged fore of being and willthat onstitute this superiority. In human life itself the vital man seems to have a stronger dynamisof ation than the mental man beause of his superiority in kineti life-fore: the intelletual tendsto be e�etive in thought but ine�etive in power over the world, while the kineti vital man ofation dominates life. But it is his use of mind that enables him to arrive at a full exploitation ofthis superiority, and in the end the mental man by his power of knowledge, his siene, is able toextend the mastery of existene far beyond what life in matter ould aomplish by its own ageniesor what the vital man ould aomplish with his life-fore and life-instint without that inrease ofe�etive knowledge. An immensely greater power over existene and over Nature must ome whena still greater onsiousness emerges and replaes the hampered operations of the mental Energy inour too individualised and restrited fore of existene.396



A ertain fundamental subjetion of mind to life and matter and an aeptane of this subjetion,an inability to make the law of Mind diretly dominant and modify by its powers the blinder law andoperations of these inferior fores of being, remains even in the midst of our greatest mental masteryover self and things; but this limitation is not insuperable. It is the interest of oult knowledgethat it shows us - and a dynami fore of spiritual knowledge brings us the same evidene - that thissubjetion of Mind to Matter, of the spirit to a lesser law of life is not what it at �rst appears tobe, a fundamental ondition of things, an inviolable and unalterable rule of Nature. The greatest,most momentous natural disovery that man an make is this that mind, and still more the foreof the spirit, an in many tried and yet untried ways and in all diretions - by its own nature anddiret power and not only by devies and ontrivanes suh as the superior material instrumentationdisovered by physial Siene - overome and ontrol life and matter. In the evolution of the gnostisupernature this diret power of onsiousness, this diret ation of the fore of the being, its freemastery and ontrol of life and matter, would be onsummated and reah their ame. For the greaterknowledge of the gnosti being would not be in the main an outwardly aquired or learned knowledge,but the result of an evolution of onsiousness and of the fore of onsiousness, a new dynamisationof the being. As a onsequene, he would awake to and possess many things, a lear and ompleteknowledge of self, a diret knowledge of others, a diret knowledge of hidden fores, a diret knowledgeof the oult mehanism of mind and life and matter, whih are beyond our present attainment. Thisnew knowledge and ation of knowledge would be based on an immediate intuitive onsiousness ofthings and an immediate intuitive ontrol of things; an operative insight, now supernormal to us,would be the normal funtioning of this onsiousness, and an integral assured e�etivity both in themass of ation and in its detail would be the outome of the hange. For the gnosti being would be inunison and ommunion with the Consiousness-Fore that is at the root of everything: his vision andhis will would be the hannel of the supramental Real-Idea, the selfe�etive Truth-Fore; his ationwould be a free manifestation of the power and workings of the root Fore of existene, the fore ofan all-determining onsious spirit whose formulations of onsiousness work out inevitably in mind,life and matter. Ating in the light and power of the supramental knowledge, the evolving gnostibeing would be more and more master of himself, master of the fores of onsiousness, master ofthe energies of Nature, master of his instrumentation of life and matter. In the lesser status, theintermediate stages or formations of the evolving gnosti nature this power would not be present inits fullness: but in some degree of its ativities it would be there; inipient and inreasing with theasent of the sale, it would be a natural onomitant of the growth of onsiousness and knowledge.A new power and powers of onsiousness would be, then, an inevitable onsequene of an evolutionof Consiousness-Fore passing beyond mind to a superior ognitive and dynami priniple. In theiressential nature these new powers must have the harater of a ontrol of mind over life and matter,of the onsious life-will and life-fore over matter, of the spirit over mind, life and matter; theywould have the harater also of a breaking down of the barriers between soul and soul, mind andmind, life and life: suh a hange would be indispensable for the instrumentation of the gnosti life.For a total gnosti or divine living would inlude not only the individual life of the being but the lifeof others made one with the individual in a ommon uniting onsiousness. Suh a life must have forits main onstituting power a spontaneous and innate, not a onstruted, unity and harmony; thisan only ome by a greater identity of being and onsiousness between individual and individualuni�ed in their spiritual substane, feeling themselves to be self and self of one self-existene, atingin a greater unitarian fore of knowledge, a greater power of the being. There must be an innerand diret mutual knowledge based upon a onsiousness of oneness and identity, a onsiousness ofeah other's being, thought, feeling, inner and outer movements, a onsious ommuniation of mindwith mind, of heart with heart, a onsious impat of life upon life, a onsious interhange of foresof being with fores of being; in any absene or de�ieny of these powers and their intimate lightthere ould not be a real or omplete unity or a real and omplete natural �tting of eah individual'sbeing, thought, feeling, inner and outer movements with those of the individuals around him. Agrowing basis and struture of onsious unanimism, we might say, would be the harater of this397



more evolved life.Harmony is the natural rule of the spirit, it is the inherent law and spontaneous onsequeneof unity in multipliity, of unity in diversity, of a various manifestation of oneness. In a pure andblank unity there ould be indeed no plae for harmony, for there is nothing to harmonise; in aomplete or a governing diversity there must be either disord or a �tting together of di�erenes,a onstruted harmony. But in a gnosti unity in multipliity the harmony would be there asa spontaneous expression of the unity, and this spontaneous expression presupposes a mutuality ofonsiousness aware of other onsiousness by a diret inner ontat and interhange. In infrarationallife harmony is seured by an instintive oneness of nature and oneness of the ation of the nature,an instintive ommuniation, an instintive or diret vital-intuitional sense-understanding by whihthe individuals of an animal or inset ommunity are able to o-operate. In human life this isreplaed by understanding through sense-knowledge and mental pereption and ommuniation ofideas by speeh, but the means that have to be used are imperfet and the harmony and o-operationinomplete. In a gnosti life, a life of superreason and supernature, a self-aware spiritual unity of beingand a spiritual onsious ommunity and interhange of nature would be the deep and ample root ofunderstanding: this greater life would have evolved new and superior means and powers of unitingonsiousness inwardly with onsiousness; intimay of onsiousness ommuniating inwardly anddiretly with onsiousness, thought with thought, vision with vision, sense with sense, life with life,body-awareness with body-awareness, would be its natural basi instrumentation. All these newpowers taking up the old outward instruments and using them as a subordinate means with a fargreater power and to more purpose would be put to the servie of the self-expression of the spirit ina profound oneness of being and life.An evolution of innate and latent but as yet unevolved powers of onsiousness is not onsideredadmissible by the modern mind, beause these exeed our present formulation of Nature and, to ourignorant preoneptions founded on a limited experiene, they seem to belong to the supernatural, tothe miraulous and oult; for they surpass the known ation of material Energy whih is now ordi-narily aepted as the sole ause and mode of things and the sole instrumentation of the World-Fore.A human working of marvels, by the onsious being disovering and developing an instrumentationof material fores overpassing anything that Nature has herself organised, is aepted as a natural fatand an almost unlimited prospet of our existene; an awakening, a disovery, an instrumentationof powers of onsiousness and of spiritual, mental and life fores overpassing anything that Natureor man has yet organised is not admitted as possible. But there would be nothing supernatural ormiraulous in suh an evolution, exept in so far as it would be a supernature or superior nature toours just as human nature is a supernature or superior nature to that of animal or plant or mate-rial objets. Our mind and its powers, our use of reason, our mental intuition and insight, speeh,possibilities of philosophial, sienti�, aestheti disovery of the truths and potenies of being anda ontrol of its fores are an evolution that has taken plae: yet it would seem impossible if we tookour stand on the limited animal onsiousness and its apaities; for there is nothing there to warrantso prodigious a progression. But still there are vague initial manifestations, rudimentary elementsor arrested possibilities in the animal to whih our reason and intelligene with their extraordinarydevelopments stand as an unimaginable journey from a poor and unpromising point of departure.The rudiments of spiritual powers belonging to the gnosti supernature are similarly there even inour ordinary omposition, but only oasionally and sparsely ative. It is not irrational to supposethat at this muh higher stage of the evolution a similar but greater progression starting from theserudimentary beginnings might lead to another immense development and departure.In mysti experiene, - when there is an opening of the inner entres, or in other ways, spon-taneously or by will or endeavour or in the very ourse of the spiritual growth, - new powers ofonsiousness have been known to develop; they present themselves as if an automati onsequeneof some inner opening or in answer to a all in the being, so muh so that it has been found neessaryto reommend to the seeker not to hunt after these powers, not to aept or use them. This rejetion398



is logial for those who seek to withdraw from life; for all aeptane of greater power would bind tolife or be a burden on the bare and pure urge towards liberation. An indi�erene to all other aimsand issues is natural for the Godlover who seeks God for His own sake and not for power or anyother inferior attration; the pursuit of these alluring but often dangerous fores would be a deviationfrom his purpose. A similar rejetion is a neessary self-restraint and a spiritual disipline for theimmature seeker, sine suh powers may be a great, even a deadly peril; for their supernormalitymay easily feed in him an abnormal exaggeration of the ego. Power in itself may be dreaded as atemptation by the aspirant to perfetion, beause power an abase as well as elevate; nothing is moreliable to misuse. But when new apaities ome as an inevitable result of the growth into a greateronsiousness and a greater life and that growth is part of the very aim of the spiritual being withinus, this bar does not operate; for a growth of the being into supernature and its life in supernatureannot take plae or annot be omplete without bringing with it a greater power of onsiousnessand a greater power of life and the spontaneous development of an instrumentation of knowledge andfore normal to that supernature. There is nothing in this future evolution of the being whih ouldbe regarded as irrational or inredible; there is nothing in it abnormal or miraulous: it would be theneessary ourse of the evolution of onsiousness and its fores in the passage from the mental to thegnosti or supramental formulation of our existene. This ation of the fores of supernature wouldbe a natural, normal and spontaneously simple working of the new higher or greater onsiousnessinto whih the being enters in the ourse of his self-evolution; the gnosti being aepting the gnostilife would develop and use the powers of this greater onsiousness, even as man develops and usesthe powers of his mental nature.It is evident that suh an inrease of the power or powers of onsiousness would be not onlynormal but indispensable to a greater and more perfet life. Human life with its partial harmony,in so far as that is not maintained by the imposition of a settled law and order on the onstituentindividuals through a partly willing, partly indued, partly fored or unavoidable aeptane, reposeson the agreement of the enlightened or interested elements in their mind, heart, life-sense, an assentto a omposite body of ommon ideas, desires, vital satisfations, aims of existene. But there is inthe mass of onstituting individuals an imperfet understanding and knowledge of the ideas, life-aims,life-motives whih they have aepted, an imperfet power in their exeution, an imperfet will tomaintain them always unimpaired, to arry them out fully or to bring the life to a greater perfetion:there is an element of struggle and disord, a mass of repressed or unful�lled desires and frustratedwills, a simmering suppressed unsatisfation or an awakened or eruptive disontent of unequallysatis�ed interests; there are new ideas, life-motives that break in and annot be orrelated withoutupheaval and disturbane; there are life-fores at work in human beings and their environment thatare at variane with the harmony that has been onstruted, and there is not the full power tooverome the disord and disloations reated by a lashing diversity of mind and life and by theattak of disrupting fores in universal Nature. What is laking is a spiritual knowledge and spiritualpower, a power over self, a power born of inner uni�ation with others, a power over the surroundingor invading world-fores, a full-visioned and fully equipped power of e�etuation of knowledge; it isthese apaities missing or defetive in us that belong to the very substane of gnosti being, forthey are inherent in the light and dynamis of the gnosti nature.But, in addition to the imperfet aommodation of the minds, hearts, lives of the onstitutingindividuals in a human soiety, the mind and the life of the individual himself are atuated by foresthat are not in aord with eah other; our attempts to aord them are imperfet, and still moreimperfet is our fore to put any one of them into integral or satisfying exeution in life. Thus thelaw of love and sympathy is natural to our onsiousness; as we grow in spirit, its demand on usinreases: but there is also the demand of the intellet, the push of the vital fore and its impulsesin us, the laim and pressure of many other elements that do not oinide with the law of love andsympathy, nor do we know how to �t them all into the whole law of existene or to render any orall of them either justly and entirely e�etive or imperative. In order to make them onordant and399



atively fruitful in the whole being and whole life, we have to grow into a more omplete spiritualnature; we have, by that growth, to live in the light and fore of a higher and larger and moreintegral onsiousness of whih knowledge and power, love and sympathy and play of life-will areall natural and ever-present aorded elements; we have to move and at in a light of Truth whihsees intuitively and spontaneously the thing to be done and the way to do it and intuitively andspontaneously ful�ls itself in the at and the fore, - taking up into that intuitive spontaneity oftheir truth, into its simple spiritual and supreme normality, the omplexity of our fores of beingand su�using with their harmonised realities all the steps of Nature.It should be evident that no rationalised pieing together or ingenuity of mental onstrution anaord or harmonise this omplexity; it is only the intuition and self-knowledge of an awakened spiritthat an do it. That would be the nature of the evolved supramental being and his existene; hisspiritual sight and sense would take up all the fores of the being in a unifying onsiousness andbring them into a normality of aorded ation: for this aord and onord are the true normality ofthe spirit; the disord, the disharmony of our life and nature is abnormal to it although it is normalto the life of the Ignorane. It is indeed beause it is not normal to the spirit that a knowledgewithin us is dissatis�ed and strives towards a greater harmony in our existene. This aord andonord of the whole being, whih is natural to the gnosti individual, would be equally natural to aommunity of gnosti beings; for it would rest on a union of self with self in the light of a ommonand mutual self-awareness. It is true that in the total terrestrial existene of whih the gnosti lifewould be a part, there would be still ontinuing within it a life belonging to a less evolved order;the intuitive and gnosti life would have to �t into this total existene and arry into it as muhof its own law of unity and harmony as may be possible. Here the law of spontaneous harmonymight seem to be inappliable, sine the relation of the gnosti life with the ignorant life aroundit would not be founded on a mutuality of self-knowledge and a sense of one being and ommononsiousness; it would be a relation of ation of knowledge to ation of ignorane. But this diÆultyneed not be so great as it seems now to us; for the gnosti knowledge would arry in it a perfetunderstanding of the onsiousness of the Ignorane, and it would not be impossible, therefore, foran assured gnosti life to harmonise its existene with that of all the less developed life oexistentwith it in the earth-nature.If this is our evolutionary destiny, it remains for us to see where we stand at this junture in theevolutionary progression, - a progression whih has been yli or spiral rather than in a straight lineor has at least journeyed in a very zigzag swinging urve of advane, - and what prospet there is ofany turn towards a deisive step in the near or measurable future. In our human aspiration towardsa personal perfetion and the perfetion of the life of the rae the elements of the future evolution areforeshadowed and striven after, but in a onfusion of half-enlightened knowledge; there is a disordbetween the neessary elements, an opposing emphasis, a profusion of rudimentary unsatisfying andill-aorded solutions. These sway between the three prinipal preoupations of our idealism, - theomplete single development of the human being in himself, the perfetibility of the individual, a fulldevelopment of the olletive being, the perfetibility of soiety, and, more pragmatially restrited,the perfet or best possible relations of individual with individual and soiety and of ommunity withommunity. An exlusive or dominant emphasis is laid sometimes on the individual, sometimes onthe olletivity or soiety, sometimes on a right and balaned relation between the individual andthe olletive human whole. One idea holds up the growing life, freedom or perfetion of the humanindividual as the true objet of our existene, - whether the ideal be merely a free self-expression ofthe personal being or a self-governed whole of omplete mind, �ne and ample life and perfet body,or a spiritual perfetion and liberation. In this view soiety is there only as a �eld of ativity andgrowth for the individual man and serves best its funtion when it gives as far as possible a wideroom, ample means, a suÆient freedom or guidane of development to his thought, his ation, hisgrowth, his possibility of fullness of being. An opposite idea gives the olletive life the �rst or thesole importane; the existene, the growth of the rae is all: the individual has to live for the soiety400



or for mankind, or, even, he is only a ell of the soiety, he has no other use or purpose of birth, noother meaning of his presene in Nature, no other funtion. Or it is held that the nation, the soiety,the ommunity is a olletive being, revealing its soul in its ulture, power of life, ideals, institutions,all its ways of self-expression; the individual life has to ast itself in that mould of ulture, servethat power of life, onsent only to exist as an instrument for the maintenane and eÆieny of theolletive existene. In another idea the perfetion of man lies in his ethial and soial relationswith other men; he is a soial being and has to live for soiety, for others, for his utility to the rae:the soiety also is there for the servie of all, to give them their right relation, eduation, training,eonomi opportunity, right frame of life. In the anient ultures the greatest emphasis was laidon the ommunity and the �tting of the individual into the ommunity, but also there grew up anidea of the perfeted individual; in anient India it was the idea of the spiritual individual that wasdominant, but the soiety was of extreme importane beause in it and under its moulding inuenethe individual had to pass �rst through the soial status of the physial, vital, mental being with hissatisfation of interest, desire, pursuit of knowledge and right living before he ould reah �tness fora truer self-realisation and a free spiritual existene. In reent times the whole stress has passed tothe life of the rae, to a searh for the perfet soiety, and latterly to a onentration on the rightorganisation and sienti� mehanisation of the life of mankind as a whole; the individual now tendsmore to be regarded only as a member of the olletivity, a unit of the rae whose existene must besubordinated to the ommon aims and total interest of the organised soiety, and muh less or notat all as a mental or spiritual being with his own right and power of existene. This tendeny hasnot yet reahed its ame everywhere, but everywhere it is rapidly inreasing and heading towardsdominane.Thus, in the viissitudes of human thought, on one side the individual is moved or invited todisover and pursue his own self-aÆrmation, his own development of mind and life and body, hisown spiritual perfetion; on the other he is alled on to e�ae and subordinate himself and to aeptthe ideas, ideals, will, instints, interests of the ommunity as his own. He is moved by Nature to livefor himself and by something deep within him to aÆrm his individuality; he is alled upon by soietyand by a ertain mental idealism to live for humanity or for the greater good of the ommunity. Thepriniple of self and its interest is met and opposed by the priniple of altruism. The State erets itsgodhead and demands his obediene, submission, subordination, self-immolation; the individual hasto aÆrm against this exorbitant laim the rights of his ideals, his ideas, his personality, his onsiene.It is evident that all this onit of standards is a groping of the mental Ignorane of man seekingto �nd its way and grasping di�erent sides of the truth but unable by its want of integrality inknowledge to harmonise them together. A unifying and harmonising knowledge an alone �nd theway, but that knowledge belongs to a deeper priniple of our being to whih oneness and integralityare native. It is only by �nding that in ourselves that we an solve the problem of our existene andwith it the problem of the true way of individual and ommunal living.There is a Reality, a truth of all existene whih is greater and more abiding than all its for-mations and manifestations; to �nd that truth and Reality and live in it, ahieve the most perfetmanifestation and formation possible of it, must be the seret of perfetion whether of individualor ommunal being. This Reality is there within eah thing and gives to eah of its formations itspower of being and value of being. The universe is a manifestation of the Reality, and there is atruth of the universal existene, a Power of osmi being, an all-self or world-spirit. Humanity is aformation or manifestation of the Reality in the universe, and there is a truth and self of humanity, ahuman spirit, a destiny of human life. The ommunity is a formation of the Reality, a manifestationof the spirit of man, and there is a truth, a self, a power of the olletive being. The individual is aformation of the Reality, and there is a truth of the individual, an individual self, soul or spirit thatexpresses itself through the individual mind, life and body and an express itself too in somethingthat goes beyond mind, life and body, something even that goes beyond humanity. For our humanityis not the whole of the Reality or its best possible self-formation or selfexpression, - the Reality has401



assumed before man existed an infrahuman formation and self-reation and an assume after him orin him a suprahuman formation and self-reation. The individual as spirit or being is not on�nedwithin his humanity; he has been less than human, he an beome more than human. The universe�nds itself through him even as he �nds himself in the universe, but he is apable of beoming morethan the universe, sine he an surpass it and enter into something in himself and in it and beyondit that is absolute. He is not on�ned within the ommunity; although his mind and life are, in away, part of the ommunal mind and life, there is something in him that an go beyond them. Theommunity exists by the individual, for its mind and life and body are onstituted by the mind andlife and body of its omposing individuals; if that were abolished or disaggregated, its own existenewould be abolished or disaggregated, though some spirit or power of it might form again in otherindividuals: but the individual is not a mere ell of the olletive existene; he would not ease toexist if separated or expelled from the olletive mass. For the olletivity, the ommunity is not eventhe whole of humanity and it is not the world: the individual an exist and �nd himself elsewhere inhumanity or by himself in the world. If the ommunity has a life dominating that of the individualswhih onstitute it, still it does not onstitute their whole life. If it has its being whih it seeks toaÆrm by the life of the individuals, the individual also has a being of his own whih he seeks to aÆrmin the life of the ommunity. But he is not tied to that, he an aÆrm himself in another ommunallife, or, if he is strong enough, in a nomad existene or in an eremite solitude where, if he annotpursue or ahieve a omplete material living, he an spiritually exist and �nd his own reality andindwelling self of being.The individual is indeed the key of the evolutionary movement; for it is the individual who�nds himself, who beomes onsious of the Reality. The movement of the olletivity is a largelysubonsious mass movement; it has to formulate and express itself through the individuals to beomeonsious: its general mass onsiousness is always less evolved than the onsiousness of its mostdeveloped individuals, and it progresses in so far as it aepts their impress or develops what theydevelop. The individual does not owe his ultimate allegiane either to the State whih is a mahineor to the ommunity whih is a part of life and not the whole of life: his allegiane must be to theTruth, the Self, the Spirit, the Divine whih is in him and in all; not to subordinate or lose himselfin the mass, but to �nd and express that truth of being in himself and help the ommunity andhumanity in its seeking for its own truth and fullness of being must be his real objet of existene.But the extent to whih the power of the individual life or the spiritual Reality within it beomesoperative, depends on his own development: so long as he is undeveloped, he has to subordinate inmany ways his undeveloped self to whatever is greater than it. As he develops, he moves towardsa spiritual freedom, but this freedom is not something entirely separate from all-existene; it has asolidarity with it beause that too is the self, the same spirit. As he moves towards spiritual freedom,he moves also towards spiritual oneness. The spiritually realised, the liberated man is preoupied,says the Gita, with the good of all beings; Buddha disovering the way of Nirvana must turn bakto open that way to those who are still under the delusion of their onstrutive instead of theirreal being - or non-being; Vivekananda, drawn by the Absolute, feels also the all of the disguisedGodhead in humanity and most the all of the fallen and the su�ering, the all of the self to theself in the obsure body of the universe. For the awakened individual the realisation of his truthof being and his inner liberation and perfetion must be his primary seeking, - �rst, beause thatis the all of the Spirit within him, but also beause it is only by liberation and perfetion andrealisation of the truth of being that man an arrive at truth of living. A perfeted ommunity alsoan exist only by the perfetion of its individuals, and perfetion an ome only by the disovery andaÆrmation in life by eah of his own spiritual being and the disovery by all of their spiritual unityand a resultant life unity. There an be no real perfetion for us exept by our inner self and truth ofspiritual existene taking up all truth of the instrumental existene into itself and giving to it oneness,integration, harmony. As our only real freedom is the disovery and disengagement of the spiritualReality within us, so our only means of true perfetion is the sovereignty and self-e�etuation of thespiritual Reality in all the elements of our nature.402



Our nature is omplex and we have to �nd a key to some perfet unity and fullness of its omplexity.Its �rst evolutionary basis is the material life: Nature began with that and man also has to beginwith it; he has �rst to aÆrm his material and vital existene. But if he stops there, there an befor him no evolution; his next and greater preoupation must be to �nd himself as a mental beingin a material life - both individual and soial - as perfeted as possible. This was the diretionwhih the Helleni idea gave to European ivilisation, and the Roman reinfored - or weakened -it with the ideal of organised power: the ult of reason, the interpretation of life by an intelletualthought ritial, utilitarian, organising and onstrutive, the government of life by Siene are thelast outome of this inspiration. But in anient times the higher reative and dynami elementwas the pursuit of an ideal truth, good and beauty and the moulding of mind, life and body intoperfetion and harmony by this ideal. Beyond and above this preoupation, as soon as mind issuÆiently developed, there awakes in man the spiritual preoupation, the disovery of a self andinmost truth of being and the release of man's mind and life into the truth of the Spirit, its perfetionby the power of the Spirit, the solidarity, unity, mutuality of all beings in the Spirit. This was theEastern ideal arried by Buddhism and other anient disiplines to the oasts of Asia and Egyptand from there poured by Christianity into Europe. But these motives, burning for a time likedim torhlights in the onfusion and darkness reated by the barbari ood that had submergedthe old ivilisations, have been abandoned by the modern spirit whih has found another light, thelight of Siene. What the modern spirit has sought for is the eonomi soial ultimate, - an idealmaterial organisation of ivilisation and omfort, the use of reason and siene and eduation for thegeneralisation of a utilitarian rationality whih will make the individual a perfeted soial being in aperfeted eonomi soiety. What remained from the spiritual ideal was - for a time - a mentalisedand moralised humanitarianism relieved of all religious olouring and a soial ethiism whih wasdeemed allsuÆient to take the plae of a religious and individual ethi. It was so far that the raehad reahed when it found itself hurried forward by its own momentum into a subjetive haos and ahaos of its life in whih all reeived values were overthrown and all �rm ground seemed to disappearfrom its soial organisation, its ondut and its ulture.For this ideal, this onsious stress on the material and eonomi life was in fat a ivilised reversionto the �rst state of man, his early barbari state and its preoupation with life and matter, a spiritualretrogression with the resoures of the mind of a developed humanity and a fully evolved Siene atits disposal. As an element in the total omplexity of human life this stress on a perfeted eonomiand material existene has its plae in the whole: as a sole or predominant stress it is for humanityitself, for the evolution itself full of danger. The �rst danger is a resurgene of the old vital andmaterial primitive barbarian in a ivilised form; the means Siene has put at our disposal eliminatesthe peril of the subversion and destrution of an e�ete ivilisation by stronger primitive peoples,but it is the resurgene of the barbarian in ourselves, in ivilised man, that is the peril, and this wesee all around us. For that is bound to ome if there is no high and strenuous mental and moralideal ontrolling and uplifting the vital and physial man in us and no spiritual ideal liberating himfrom himself into his inner being. Even if this relapse is esaped, there is another danger, - fora essation of the evolutionary urge, a rystallisation into a stable omfortable mehanised soialliving without ideal or outlook is another possible outome. Reason by itself annot long maintainthe rae in its progress; it an do so only if it is a mediator between the life and body and somethinghigher and greater within him; for it is the inner spiritual neessity, the push from what is there yetunrealised within him that maintains in him, one he has attained to mind, the evolutionary stress,the spiritual nisus. That renouned, he must either relapse and begin all over again or disappear likeother forms of life before him as an evolutionary failure, through inapaity to maintain or to servethe evolutionary urge. At the best he will remain arrested in some kind of mediary typal perfetion,like other animal kinds, while Nature pursues her way beyond him to a greater reation.At present mankind is undergoing an evolutionary risis in whih is onealed a hoie of itsdestiny; for a stage has been reahed in whih the human mind has ahieved in ertain diretions403



an enormous development while in others it stands arrested and bewildered and an no longer �ndits way. A struture of the external life has been raised up by man's ever-ative mind and life-will, a struture of an unmanageable hugeness and omplexity, for the servie of his mental, vital,physial laims and urges, a omplex politial, soial, administrative, eonomi, ultural mahinery,an organised olletive means for his intelletual, sensational, aestheti and material satisfation.Man has reated a system of ivilisation whih has beome too big for his limited mental apaityand understanding and his still more limited spiritual and moral apaity to utilise and manage, a toodangerous servant of his blundering ego and its appetites. For no greater seeing mind, no intuitivesoul of knowledge has yet ome to his surfae of onsiousness whih ould make this basi fullnessof life a ondition for the free growth of something that exeeded it. This new fullness of the meansof life might be, by its power for a release from the inessant unsatis�ed stress of his eonomi andphysial needs, an opportunity for the full pursuit of other and greater aims surpassing the materialexistene, for the disovery of a higher truth and good and beauty, for the disovery of a greaterand diviner spirit whih would intervene and use life for a higher perfetion of the being: but it isbeing used instead for the multipliation of new wants and an aggressive expansion of the olletiveego. At the same time Siene has put at his disposal many potenies of the universal Fore andhas made the life of humanity materially one; but what uses this universal Fore is a little humanindividual or ommunal ego with nothing universal in its light of knowledge or its movements, noinner sense or power whih would reate in this physial drawing together of the human world atrue life unity, a mental unity or a spiritual oneness. All that is there is a haos of lashing mentalideas, urges of individual and olletive physial want and need, vital laims and desires, impulsesof an ignorant life-push, hungers and alls for life satisfation of individuals, lasses, nations, a rihfungus of politial and soial and eonomi nostrums and notions, a hustling medley of slogans andpanaeas for whih men are ready to oppress and be oppressed, to kill and be killed, to impose themsomehow or other by the immense and too formidable means plaed at his disposal, in the beliefthat this is his way out to something ideal. The evolution of human mind and life must neessarilylead towards an inreasing universality; but on a basis of ego and segmenting and dividing mind thisopening to the universal an only reate a vast pullulation of unaorded ideas and impulses, a surgeof enormous powers and desires, a haoti mass of unassimilated and intermixed mental, vital andphysial material of a larger existene whih, beause it is not taken up by a reative harmonisinglight of the spirit, must welter in a universalised onfusion and disord out of whih it is impossibleto build a greater harmoni life. Man has harmonised life in the past by organised ideation andlimitation; he has reated soieties based on �xed ideas or �xed ustoms, a �xed ultural systemor an organi life-system, eah with its own order; the throwing of all these into the meltingpot ofa more and more intermingling life and a pouring in of ever new ideas and motives and fats andpossibilities all for a new, a greater onsiousness to meet and master the inreasing potentialitiesof existene and harmonise them. Reason and Siene an only help by standardising, by �xingeverything into an arti�ially arranged and mehanised unity of material life. A greater whole-being,whole-knowledge, whole-power is needed to weld all into a greater unity of whole-life.A life of unity, mutuality and harmony born of a deeper and wider truth of our being is the onlytruth of life that an suessfully replae the imperfet mental onstrutions of the past whih werea ombination of assoiation and regulated onit, an aommodation of egos and interests groupedor dovetailed into eah other to form a soiety, a onsolidation by ommon general life-motives, auni�ation by need and the pressure of struggle with outside fores. It is suh a hange and suha reshaping of life for whih humanity is blindly beginning to seek, now more and more with asense that its very existene depends upon �nding the way. The evolution of mind working uponlife has developed an organisation of the ativity of mind and use of Matter whih an no longerbe supported by human apaity without an inner hange. An aommodation of the ego-entrihuman individuality, separative even in assoiation, to a system of living whih demands unity,perfet mutuality, harmony, is imperative. But beause the burden whih is being laid on mankindis too great for the present littleness of the human personality and its petty mind and small life-404



instints, beause it annot operate the needed hange, beause it is using this new apparatus andorganisation to serve the old infraspiritual and infrarational life-self of humanity, the destiny of therae seems to be heading dangerously, as if impatiently and in spite of itself, under the drive of thevital ego seized by olossal fores whih are on the same sale as the huge mehanial organisation oflife and sienti� knowledge whih it has evolved, a sale too large for its reason and will to handle,into a prolonged onfusion and perilous risis and darkness of violent shifting inertitude. Even ifthis turns out to be a passing phase or appearane and a tolerable strutural aommodation isfound whih will enable mankind to proeed less atastrophially on its unertain journey, this anonly be a respite. For the problem is fundamental and in putting it evolutionary Nature in man isonfronting herself with a ritial hoie whih must one day be solved in the true sense if the rae isto arrive or even to survive. The evolutionary nisus is pushing towards a development of the osmiFore in terrestrial life whih needs a larger mental and vital being to support it, a wider mind, agreater wider more onsious unanimised Life-Soul, Anima, and that again needs an unveiling of thesupporting Soul and spiritual Self within to maintain it.A rational and sienti� formula of the vitalisti and materialisti human being and his life, asearh for a perfeted eonomi soiety and the demorati ultus of the average man are all thatthe modern mind presents us in this risis as a light for its solution. Whatever the truth supportingthese ideas, this is learly not enough to meet the need of a humanity whih is missioned to evolvebeyond itself or, at any rate, if it is to live, must evolve far beyond anything that it at present is. Alifeinstint in the rae and in the average man himself has felt the inadequay and has been drivingtowards a reversal of values or a disovery of new values and a transfer of life to a new foundation.This has taken the form of an attempt to �nd a simple and ready-made basis of unity, mutuality,harmony for the ommon life, to enfore it by a suppression of the ompetitive lash of egos andso to arrive at a life of identity for the ommunity in plae of a life of di�erene. But to realisethese desirable ends the means adopted have been the forible and suessful materialisation of afew restrited ideas or slogans enthroned to the exlusion of all other thought, the suppression ofthe mind of the individual, a mehanised ompression of the elements of life, a mehanised unityand drive of the life-fore, a oerion of man by the State, the substitution of the ommunal for theindividual ego. The ommunal ego is idealised as the soul of the nation, the rae, the ommunity;but this is a olossal and may turn out to be a fatal error. A fored and imposed unanimity ofmind, life, ation raised to their highest tension under the drive of something whih is thought tobe greater, the olletive soul, the olletive life, is the formula found. But this obsure olletivebeing is not the soul or self of the ommunity; it is a life-fore that rises from the subonsient and,if denied the light of guidane by the reason, an be driven only by dark massive fores whih arepowerful but dangerous for the rae beause they are alien to the onsious evolution of whih manis the trustee and bearer. It is not in this diretion that evolutionary Nature has pointed mankind;this is a reversion towards something that she had left behind her.Another solution that is attempted reposes still on the materialisti reason and a uni�ed organi-sation of the eonomi life of the rae; but the method that is being employed is the same, a foredompression and imposed unanimity of mind and life and a mehanial organisation of the ommu-nal existene. A unanimity of this kind an only be maintained by a ompression of all freedomof thought and life, and that must bring about either the eÆient stability of a termite ivilisationor a drying up of the springs of life and a swift or slow deadene. It is through the growth ofonsiousness that the olletive soul and its life an beome aware of itself and develop; the freeplay of mind and life is essential for the growth of onsiousness: for mind and life are the soul'sonly instrumentation until a higher instrumentation develops; they must not be inhibited in theiration or rendered rigid, unplasti and unprogressive. The diÆulties or disorders engendered bythe growth of the individual mind and life annot be healthily removed by the suppression of theindividual; the true ure an only be ahieved by his progression to a greater onsiousness in whihhe is ful�lled and perfeted. 405



An alternative solution is the development of an enlightened reason and will of the normal manonsenting to a new soialised life in whih he will subordinate his ego for the sake of the rightarrangement of the life of the ommunity. If we inquire how this radial hange is to be broughtabout, two agenies seem to be suggested, the ageny of a greater and better mental knowledge, rightideas, right information, right training of the soial and ivi individual and the ageny of a new soialmahinery whih will solve everything by the magi of the soial mahine utting humanity into abetter pattern. But it has not been found in experiene, whatever might have one been hoped, thateduation and intelletual training by itself an hange man; it only provides the human individualand olletive ego with better information and a more eÆient mahinery for its selfaÆrmation, butleaves it the same unhanged human ego. Nor an human mind and life be ut into perfetion - eveninto what is thought to be perfetion, a onstruted substitute, - by any kind of soial mahinery;matter an be so ut, thought an be so ut, but in our human existene matter and thought areonly instruments for the soul and the life-fore. Mahinery annot form the soul and life-fore intostandardised shapes; it an at best oere them, make soul and mind inert and stationary andregulate the life's outward ation; but if this is to be e�etively done, oerion and ompression ofthe mind and life are indispensable and that again spells either unprogressive stability or deadene.The reasoning mind with its logial pratiality has no other way of getting the better of Nature'sambiguous and omplex movements than a regulation and mehanisation of mind and life. If thatis done, the soul of humanity will either have to reover its freedom and growth by a revolt and adestrution of the mahine into whose grip it has been ast or esape by a withdrawal into itself anda rejetion of life. Man's true way out is to disover his soul and its self-fore and instrumentationand replae by it both the mehanisation of mind and the ignorane and disorder of life-nature. Butthere would be little room and freedom for suh a movement of self-disovery and self-e�etuationin a losely regulated and mehanised soial existene.There is the possibility that in the swing bak from a mehanisti idea of life and soiety thehuman mind may seek refuge in a return to the religious idea and a soiety governed or santionedby religion. But organised religion, though it an provide a means of inner uplift for the individualand preserve in it or behind it a way for his opening to spiritual experiene, has not hanged humanlife and soiety; it ould not do so beause, in governing soiety, it had to ompromise with the lowerparts of life and ould not insist on the inner hange of the whole being; it ould insist only on a redaladherene, a formal aeptane of its ethial standards and a onformity to institution, eremonyand ritual. Religion so oneived an give a religio-ethial olour or surfae tinge, - sometimes,if it maintains a strong kernel of inner experiene, it an generalise to some extent an inompletespiritual tendeny; but it does not transform the rae, it annot reate a new priniple of the humanexistene. A total spiritual diretion given to the whole life and the whole nature an alone lifthumanity beyond itself. Another possible oneption akin to the religious solution is the guidaneof soiety by men of spiritual attainment, the brotherhood or unity of all in the faith or in thedisipline, the spiritualisation of life and soiety by the taking up of the old mahinery of life intosuh a uni�ation or inventing a new mahinery. This too has been attempted before without suess;it was the original founding idea of more than one religion: but the human ego and vital nature weretoo strong for a religious idea working on the mind and by the mind to overome its resistane. Itis only the full emergene of the soul, the full desent of the native light and power of the Spiritand the onsequent replaement or transformation and uplifting of our insuÆient mental and vitalnature by a spiritual and supramental supernature that an e�et this evolutionary mirale.At �rst sight this insistene on a radial hange of nature might seem to put o� all the hopeof humanity to a distant evolutionary future; for the transendene of our normal human nature,a transendene of our mental, vital and physial being, has the appearane of an endeavour toohigh and diÆult and at present, for man as he is, impossible. Even if it were so, it would stillremain the sole possibility for the transmutation of life; for to hope for a true hange of humanlife without a hange of human nature is an irrational and unspiritual proposition; it is to ask for406



something unnatural and unreal, an impossible mirale. But what is demanded by this hange isnot something altogether distant, alien to our existene and radially impossible; for what has to bedeveloped is there in our being and not something outside it: what evolutionary Nature presses for,is an awakening to the knowledge of self, the disovery of self, the manifestation of the self and spiritwithin us and the release of its self-knowledge, its self-power, its native self-instrumentation. It is,besides, a step for whih the whole of evolution has been a preparation and whih is brought loserat eah risis of human destiny when the mental and vital evolution of the being touhes a pointwhere intellet and vital fore reah some ame of tension and there is a need either for them toollapse, to sink bak into a torpor of defeat or a repose of unprogressive quiesene or to rend theirway through the veil against whih they are straining. What is neessary is that there should be aturn in humanity felt by some or many towards the vision of this hange, a feeling of its imperativeneed, the sense of its possibility, the will to make it possible in themselves and to �nd the way. Thattrend is not absent and it must inrease with the tension of the risis in human world-destiny; theneed of an esape or a solution, the feeling that there is no other solution than the spiritual annotbut grow and beome more imperative under the urgeny of ritial irumstane. To that all inthe being there must always be some answer in the Divine Reality and in Nature.The answer might, indeed, be only individual; it might result in a multipliation of spiritualisedindividuals or even, oneivably though not probably, a gnosti individual or individuals isolated inthe unspiritualised mass of humanity. Suh isolated realised beings must either withdraw into theirseret divine kingdom and guard themselves in a spiritual solitude or at from their inner light onmankind for what little an be prepared in suh onditions for a happier future. The inner hangean begin to take shape in a olletive form only if the gnosti individual �nds others who havethe same kind of inner life as himself and an form with them a group with its own autonomousexistene or else a separate ommunity or order of beings with its own inner law of life. It is thisneed of a separate life with its own rule of living adapted to the inner power or motive fore ofthe spiritual existene and reating for it its native atmosphere that has expressed itself in the pastin the formation of the monasti life or in attempts of various kinds at a new separate olletiveliving self-governed and other in its spiritual priniple than the ordinary human life. The monastilife is in its nature an assoiation of other-worldly seekers, men whose whole attempt is to �nd andrealise in themselves the spiritual reality and who form their ommon existene by rules of livingwhih help them in that endeavour. It is not usually an e�ort to reate a new life-formation whihwill exeed the ordinary human soiety and reate a new world-order. A religion may hold thateventual prospet before it or attempt some �rst approah to it, or a mental idealism may makethe same endeavour. But these attempts have always been overome by the persistent inonsieneand ignorane of our human vital nature; for that nature is an obstale whih no mere idealism orinomplete spiritual aspiration an hange in its realitrant mass or permanently dominate. Eitherthe endeavour fails by its own imperfetion or it is invaded by the imperfetion of the outside worldand sinks from the shining height of its aspiration to something mixed and inferior on the ordinaryhuman level. A ommon spiritual life meant to express the spiritual and not the mental, vital andphysial being must found and maintain itself on greater values than the mental, vital, physial valuesof the ordinary human soiety; if it is not so founded, it will be merely the normal human soietywith a di�erene. An entirely new onsiousness in many individuals transforming their whole being,transforming their mental, vital and physial nature-self, is needed for the new life to appear; onlysuh a transformation of the general mind, life, body nature an bring into being a new worthwhileolletive existene. The evolutionary nisus must tend not merely to reate a new type of mentalbeings but another order of beings who have raised their whole existene from our present mentalisedanimality to a greater spiritual level of the earth-nature.Any suh omplete transformation of the earth-life in a number of human beings ould not establishitself altogether at one; even when the turning-point has been reahed, the deisive line rossed, thenew life in its beginnings would have to pass through a period of ordeal and arduous development. A407



general hange from the old onsiousness taking up the whole life into the spiritual priniple wouldbe the neessary �rst step; the preparation for this might be long and the transformation itself onebegun proeed by stages. In the individual it might after a ertain point be rapid and even e�etitself by a bound, an evolutionary saltus; but an individual transformation would not be the reationof a new type of beings or a new olletive life. One might oneive of a number of individuals thusevolving separately in the midst of the old life and then joining together to establish the nuleus of thenew existene. But it is not likely that Nature would operate in this fashion, and it would be diÆultfor the individual to arrive at a omplete hange while still enlosed in the life of the lower nature.At a ertain stage it might be neessary to follow the age-long devie of the separate ommunity,but with a double purpose, �rst to provide a seure atmosphere, a plae and life apart, in whihthe onsiousness of the individual might onentrate on its evolution in surroundings where all wasturned and entred towards the one endeavour and, next, when things were ready, to formulate anddevelop the new life in those surroundings and in this prepared spiritual atmosphere. It might bethat, in suh a onentration of e�ort, all the diÆulties of the hange would present themselves witha onentrated fore; for eah seeker, arrying in himself the possibilities but also the imperfetionsof a world that has to be transformed, would bring in not only his apaities but his diÆulties andthe oppositions of the old nature and, mixed together in the restrited irle of a small and loseommon life, these might assume a onsiderably enhaned fore of obstrution whih would tend toounterbalane the enhaned power and onentration of the fores making for the evolution. Thisis a diÆulty that has broken in the past all the e�orts of mental man to evolve something betterand more true and harmonious than the ordinary mental and vital life. But if Nature is ready andhas taken her evolutionary deision or if the power of the Spirit desending from the higher planes issuÆiently strong, the diÆulty would be overome and a �rst evolutionary formation or formationswould be possible.But if an entire reliane upon the guiding Light and Will and a luminous expression of the truthof the Spirit in life are to be the law, that would seem to presuppose a gnosti world, a world inwhih the onsiousness of all its beings was founded on this basis; there it an be understood thatthe life-interhange of gnosti individuals in a gnosti ommunity or ommunities would be by itsvery nature an understanding and harmonious proess. But here, atually, there would be a life ofgnosti beings proeeding within or side by side with a life of beings in the Ignorane, attempting toemerge in it or out of it, and yet the law of the two lives would seem to be ontrary and to o�endagainst eah other. A omplete selusion or separation of the life of a spiritual ommunity fromthe life of the Ignorane would then seem to impose itself: for otherwise a ompromise between thetwo lives would be neessary and with the ompromise a danger of ontamination or inompletenessof the greater existene; two di�erent and inompatible priniples of existene would be in ontatand, even though the greater would inuene the lesser, the smaller life would also have its e�eton the greater, sine suh mutual impat is the law of all ontiguity and interhange. It might evenbe questioned whether onit and ollision would not be the �rst rule of their relation, sine in thelife of the Ignorane there is present and ative the formidable inuene of those fores of Darkness,supporters of evil and violene, whose interest it is to ontaminate or destroy all higher Light thatenters into the human existene. An opposition and intolerane or even a perseution of all that isnew or tries to rise above or break away from the established order of the human Ignorane, or if it isvitorious, an intrusion of the lower fores into it, an aeptane by the world more dangerous thanits opposition, and in the end an extintion, a lowering or a ontamination of the new priniple oflife, have been a frequent phenomenon of the past; that opposition might be still more violent and afrustration might be still more likely if a radially new light or new power were to laim the earth forits heritage. But it is to be supposed that the new and ompleter light would bring also a new andompleter power. It might not be neessary for it to be entirely separate; it might establish itself inso many islets and from there spread through the old life, throwing out upon it its own inuenesand �ltrations, gaining upon it, bringing to it a help and illumination whih a new aspiration inmankind might after a time begin to understand and welome.408



But these are evidently problems of the transition, of the evolution before the full and vitoriousreversal of the manifesting Fore has taken plae and the life of the gnosti being beomes as muhas that of the mental being an established part of the terrestrial world-order. If we suppose thegnosti onsiousness to be established in the earth-life, the power and knowledge at its disposalwould be muh greater than the power and knowledge of mental man, and the life of a ommunityof gnosti beings, supposing it to be separate, would be as safe against attak as the organised lifeof man against any attak by a lower speies. But as this knowledge and the very priniple of thegnosti nature would ensure a luminous unity in the ommon life of gnosti beings, so also it wouldbe suÆient to ensure a dominating harmony and reoniliation between the two types of life. Theinuene of the supramental priniple on earth would fall upon the life of the Ignorane and imposeharmony on it within its limits. It is oneivable that the gnosti life would be separate, but it wouldsurely admit within its borders as muh of human life as was turned towards spirituality and inprogress towards the heights; the rest might organise itself mainly on the mental priniple and on theold foundations, but, helped and inuened by a reognisable greater knowledge, it would be likely todo so on lines of a ompleter harmonisation of whih the human olletivity is not yet apable. Herealso, however, the mind an only foreast probabilities and possibilities; the supramental priniple inSupernature would itself determine aording to the truth of things the balane of a new world-order.A gnosti Supernature transends all the values of our normal ignorant Nature; our standardsand values are reated by ignorane and therefore annot determine the life of Supernature. Atthe same time our present nature is a derivation from Supernature and is not a pure ignorane buta half-knowledge; it is therefore reasonable to suppose that whatever spiritual truth there is in orbehind its standards and values will reappear in the higher life, not as standards, but as elementstransformed, uplifted out of the ignorane and raised into the true harmony of a more luminousexistene. As the universalised spiritual individual sheds the limited personality, the ego, as he risesbeyond mind to a ompleter knowledge in Supernature, the oniting ideals of the mind must fallaway from him, but what is true behind them will remain in the life of Supernature. The gnostionsiousness is a onsiousness in whih all ontraditions are anelled or fused into eah other in ahigher light of seeing and being, in a uni�ed self-knowledge and world-knowledge. The gnosti beingwill not aept the mind's ideals and standards; he will not be moved to live for himself, for his ego,or for humanity or for others or for the ommunity or for the State; for he will be aware of somethinggreater than these half-truths, of the Divine Reality, and it is for that he will live, for its will inhimself and in all, in a spirit of large universality, in the light of the will of the Transendene. Forthe same reason there an be no onit between self-aÆrmation and altruism in the gnosti life, forthe self of the gnosti being is one with the self of all, - no onit between the ideal of individualismand the olletive ideal, for both are terms of a greater Reality and only in so far as either expressesthe Reality or their ful�lment serves the will of the Reality, an they have a value for his spirit. Butat the same time what is true in the mental ideals and dimly �gured in them will be ful�lled in hisexistene; for while his onsiousness exeeds the human values so that he annot substitute mankindor the ommunity or the State or others or himself for God, the aÆrmation of the Divine in himselfand a sense of the Divine in others and the sense of oneness with humanity, with all other beings,with all the world beause of the Divine in them and a lead towards a greater and better aÆrmationof the growing Reality in them will be part of his life ation. But what he shall do will be deidedby the Truth of the Knowledge and Will in him, a total and in�nite Truth that is not bound by anysingle mental law or standard but ats with freedom in the whole reality, with respet for eah truthin its plae and with a lear knowledge of the fores at work and the intention in the manifestingDivine Nisus at eah step of osmi evolution and in eah event and irumstane.All life for the ahieved spiritual or gnosti onsiousness must be the manifestation of the realisedtruth of spirit; only what an transform itself and �nd its own spiritual self in that greater Truthand fuse itself into its harmony an be aorded a life-aeptane. What will so survive the mindannot determine, for the supramental gnosis will itself bring down its own truth and that truth409



will take up whatever of itself has been put forth in our ideals and realisations of mind and life andbody. The forms it has taken there may not survive, for they are not likely to be suitable withouthange or replaement in the new existene; but what is real and abiding in them or even in theirforms will undergo the transformation neessary for survival. Muh that is normal to human lifewould disappear. In the light of gnosis the many mental idols, onstruted priniples and systems,oniting ideals whih man has reated in all domains of his mind and life, ould ommand noaeptane or reverene; only the truth, if any, whih these speious images oneal, ould have ahane of entry as elements of a harmony founded on a muh wider basis. It is evident that in alife governed by the gnosti onsiousness war with its spirit of antagonism and enmity, its brutality,destrution and ignorant violene, politial strife with its perpetual onit, frequent oppression,dishonesties, turpitudes, sel�sh interests, its ignorane, ineptitude and muddle ould have no groundfor existene. The arts and the rafts would exist, not for any inferior mental or vital amusement,entertainment of leisure and relieving exitement or pleasure, but as expressions and means of thetruth of the spirit and the beauty and delight of existene. Life and the body would be no longertyrannous masters demanding nine tenths of existene for their satisfation, but means and powersfor the expression of the spirit. At the same time, sine matter and the body are aepted, theontrol and the right use of physial things would be a part of the realised life of the spirit in themanifestation in earth-nature.It is almost universally supposed that spiritual life must neessarily be a life of aseti spareness,a pushing away of all that is not absolutely needed for the bare maintenane of the body; and thisis valid for a spiritual life whih is in its nature and intention a life of withdrawal from life. Evenapart from that ideal, it might be thought that the spiritual turn must always make for an extremesimpliity, beause all else would be a life of vital desire and physial self-indulgene. But from awider standpoint this is a mental standard based on the law of the Ignorane of whih desire is themotive; to overome the Ignorane, to delete the ego, a total rejetion not only of desire but of allthe things that an satisfy desire may intervene as a valid priniple. But this standard or any mentalstandard annot be absolute nor an it be binding as a law on the onsiousness that has arisen abovedesire; a omplete purity and self-mastery would be in the very grain of its nature and that wouldremain the same in poverty or in rihes: for if it ould be shaken or sullied by either, it would notbe real or would not be omplete. The one rule of the gnosti life would be the self-expression of theSpirit, the will of the Divine Being; that will, that self-expression ould manifest through extremesimpliity or through extreme omplexity and opulene or in their natural balane, - for beauty andplenitude, a hidden sweetness and laughter in things, a sunshine and gladness of life are also powersand expressions of the Spirit. In all diretions the Spirit within determining the law of the naturewould determine the frame of the life and its detail and irumstane. In all there would be the sameplasti priniple; a rigid standardisation, however neessary for the mind's arrangement of things,ould not be the law of the spiritual life. A great diversity and liberty of self-expression based on anunderlying unity might well beome manifest; but everywhere there would be harmony and truth oforder.A life of gnosti beings arrying the evolution to a higher supramental status might �tly beharaterised as a divine life; for it would be a life in the Divine, a life of the beginnings of a spiritualdivine light and power and joy manifested in material Nature. That might be desribed, sine itsurpasses the mental human level, as a life of spiritual and supramental supermanhood. But thismust not be onfused with past and present ideas of supermanhood; for supermanhood in the mentalidea onsists of an overtopping of the normal human level, not in kind but in degree of the samekind, by an enlarged personality, a magni�ed and exaggerated ego, an inreased power of mind, aninreased power of vital fore, a re�ned or dense and massive exaggeration of the fores of the humanIgnorane; it arries also, ommonly implied in it, the idea of a foreful domination over humanity bythe superman. That would mean a supermanhood of the Nietzshean type; it might be at its worstthe reign of the \blonde beast" or the dark beast or of any and every beast, a return to barbari410



strength and ruthlessness and fore: but this would be no evolution, it would be a reversion toan old strenuous barbarism. Or it might signify the emergene of the Rakshasa or Asura out of atense e�ort of humanity to surpass and transend itself, but in the wrong diretion. A violent andturbulent exaggerated vital ego satisfying itself with a supreme tyrannous or anarhi strength ofself-ful�lment would be the type of a Rakshasi supermanhood: but the giant, the ogre or devourerof the world, the Rakshasa, though he still survives, belongs in spirit to the past; a larger emergeneof that type would be also a retrograde evolution. A mighty exhibition of an overpowering fore, aself-possessed, self-held, even, it may be, an asetially self-restrained mind-apaity and life-power,strong, alm or old or formidable in olleted vehemene, subtle, dominating, a sublimation at oneof the mental and vital ego, is the type of the Asura. But earth has had enough of this kind in herpast and its repetition an only prolong the old lines; she an get no true pro�t for her future, nopower of self-exeeding, from the Titan, the Asura: even a great or supernormal power in it ouldonly arry her on larger irles of her old orbit. But what has to emerge is something muh morediÆult and muh more simple; it is a self-realised being, a building of the spiritual self, an intensityand urge of the soul and the deliverane and sovereignty of its light and power and beauty, - not anegoisti supermanhood seizing on a mental and vital domination over humanity, but the sovereigntyof the Spirit over its own instruments, its possession of itself and its possession of life in the powerof the spirit, a new onsiousness in whih humanity itself shall �nd its own self-exeeding and self-ful�lment by the revelation of the divinity that is striving for birth within it. This is the sole truesupermanhood and the one real possibility of a step forward in evolutionary Nature.This new status would indeed be a reversal of the present law of human onsiousness and life, forit would reverse the whole priniple of the life of the Ignorane. It is for the taste of the Ignorane, itssurprise and adventure, one might say, that the soul has desended into the Inonsiene and assumedthe disguise of Matter, for the adventure and the joy of reation and disovery, an adventure of thespirit, an adventure of the mind and life and the hazardous surprises of their working in Matter,for the disovery and onquest of the new and the unknown; all this onstitutes the enterprise oflife and all this, it might seem, would ease with the essation of the Ignorane. Man's life is madeup of the light and the darkness, the gains and losses, the diÆulties and dangers, the pleasuresand pains of the Ignorane, a play of olours moving on a soil of the general neutrality of Matterwhih has as its basis the nesiene and insensibility of the Inonsient. To the normal life-beingan existene without the reations of suess and frustration, vital joy and grief, peril and passion,pleasure and pain, the viissitudes and unertainties of fate and struggle and battle and endeavour,a joy of novelty and surprise and reation projeting itself into the unknown, might seem to be voidof variety and therefore void of vital savour. Any life surpassing these things tends to appear to it assomething featureless and empty or ast in the �gure of an immutable sameness; the human mind'spiture of heaven is the inessant repetition of an eternal monotone. But this is a misoneption;for an entry into the gnosti onsiousness would be an entry into the In�nite. It would be a self-reation bringing out the In�nite in�nitely into form of being, and the interest of the In�nite ismuh greater and multitudinous as well as more imperishably delightful than the interest of the�nite. The evolution in the Knowledge would be a more beautiful and glorious manifestation withmore vistas ever unfolding themselves and more intensive in all ways than any evolution ould bein the Ignorane. The delight of the Spirit is ever new, the forms of beauty it takes innumerable,its godhead ever young and the taste of delight, rasa, of the In�nite eternal and inexhaustible. Thegnosti manifestation of life would be more full and fruitful and its interest more vivid than thereative interest of the Ignorane; it would be a greater and happier onstant mirale.If there is an evolution in material Nature and if it is an evolution of being with onsiousness andlife as its two keyterms and powers, this fullness of being, fullness of onsiousness, fullness of lifemust be the goal of development towards whih we are tending and whih will manifest at an earlyor later stage of our destiny. The self, the spirit, the reality that is dislosing itself out of the �rstinonsiene of life and matter, would evolve its omplete truth of being and onsiousness in that411



life and matter. It would return to itself - or, if its end as an individual is to return into its Absolute,it ould make that return also, - not through a frustration of life but through a spiritual ompletenessof itself in life. Our evolution in the Ignorane with its hequered joy and pain of self-disovery andworlddisovery, its half ful�lments, its onstant �nding and missing, is only our �rst state. It mustlead inevitably towards an evolution in the Knowledge, a self-�nding and self-unfolding of the Spirit,a self-revelation of the Divinity in things in that true power of itself in Nature whih is to us still aSupernature. THE END
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Chapter 29Note on the TextTHE LIFE DIVINE �rst appeared in �fty-four monthly instalments in the philosophial reviewArya between August 1914 and January 1919. Eah instalment was written immediately before itspubliation.Sri Aurobindo did not do any work for The Life Divine as we know it before June 1914; butbetween 1912 and the early part of 1914, he wrote three inomplete drafts of a ommentary on theIsha Upanishad that he alled \The Life Divine". Eah of these drafts ontains long disussions ofphilosophial issues. In August 1914, along with the �rst hapter of The Life Divine, he publishedthe �rst instalment of a translation and analysis of the Isha Upanishad. From this point on, hekept his Upanishadi interpretation separate from his original philosophial writing. In writing TheLife Divine he only oasionally made referene to the Upanishads and other Vedanti texts. Heput the heading \Book I / The AÆrmations of Vedanta" above the title of the �rst hapter in theArya, but made no mention of this division in subsequent hapters. Elsewhere he aknowledged hisindebtedness to the Vedanti tradition while at the same time aÆrming that his philosophy owedmore to inner experiene than to the reading of texts:\My philosophy was formed �rst by study of the Upanishads and the Gita; the Veda amelater. They were the basis of my �rst pratie of Yoga; I tried to realise what I read in myspiritual experiene and sueeded; in fat I was never satis�ed till experiene ame and it wason this experiene that later on I founded my philosophy. . . . The other soure of my philosophywas the knowledge that owed from above when I sat in meditation, espeially from the levelof the Higher Mind when I reahed that level. . . . This soure was exeedingly atholi andmany-sided and all sorts of ideas ame in whih might have belonged to oniting philosophiesbut they were here reoniled in a large syntheti whole."Between 1921 and 1939, Sri Aurobindo undertook the revision of hapters of The Life Divine ontwo oasions. He did this work (1) on pages torn from opies of the Arya and (2) in his bound set ofthe journal. In both ases he lightly revised seleted hapters. All told, thirty of the �rst thirty-twoArya hapters reeived some revision. But he did not onsult this work when, in the beginning of1939, he began a systemati revision of the entire Life Divine with a view to bringing it out as abook. This revision work is desribed below.The revised Life Divine was published in two Volumes in 1939 and 1940 by the Arya PublishingHouse, Calutta. It should be noted that these \Volumes" were the two main strutural divisionsof the work; the same divisions are now alled \Books". The 1939 - 40 edition of The Life Divineonsisted of three physial volumes, one for \Volume I" (Book One) and two for \Volume II" (BookTwo). Subsequent editions of the work were published sometimes in two physial volumes andsometimes in one.The revision of the two Volumes (Books) will be onsidered separately.413



29.1 The revision of Volume I (Book One)\Volume I" (Book One) of the The Life Divine, \Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged", was publishedin November 1939. It onsists of twenty-eight hapters. The �rst twenty-seven orrespond to the �rsttwenty-seven hapters of the Arya text; the twenty-eighth was newly written in 1939. The revisionwas arried out in two stages. First, at some point (possibly before 1939), Sri Aurobindo made somehanges on a typed opy of the Arya text.1 These hanges were transferred from the typed opy tothe galley proofs by his seretary. Sri Aurobindo then made further hanges diretly on the proofs.The hapters that were revised in this way do not di�er substantially from the Arya text. The onlyhapters of Volume I (Book One) that reeived extensive revision are XIX, \Life", and XXIII, \TheDouble Soul in Man". In eah of these hapters, Sri Aurobindo made fairly substantial alterations tothe existing text, and also wrote a long addition (two printed pages in XIX, six in XXIII). It wouldappear that he wrote the new hapter, XXVIII, after ompleting his revision of the twenty-sevenexisting hapters. He orreted hapters XIX, XXIII and XXVIII along with the other hapters whenhe saw the page proofs.In Deember 1940, after he had ompleted the reasting of Volume II (Book Two), Sri Aurobindoexpressed some dissatisfation with the revision of the earlier Volume. \If I had to write the �rstvolume of The Life Divine again", he is reported to have said, \I would add to it to make theargument more full."
29.2 The revision of Volume II (Book Two)Volume II (Book Two) of The Life Divine, \Reast and Enlarged", was published in July 1940. SriAurobindo's revision, whih was far more extensive than that of Volume I, may be broken downinto four operations: the revision of Arya hapters diretly on pages from the Arya; the writing ofnew passages or new hapters; the orretion and further revision of suessive typed opies of therevised or new hapters; and the orretion and further revision of galley and page proofs. It is notpossible to reonstrut the exat sequene in whih he did this work, but it may be supposed thathe began with the revision of the Arya hapters, taking them up more or less in order, and writingnew material when required. His revision of typesripts had to wait until the various hapters weretyped by his seretary. One he had �nished revising the typesripts, the manusript was sent to thepress in Calutta, after whih he revised the proofs.In its reast form, Volume II (Book Two) onsists of twenty-eight hapters. Sri Aurobindo num-bered them in a single sequene but divided them into two parts, eah of whih ontains fourteenhapters. In all, fourteen of the twenty-eight hapters orrespond to a single Arya hapter, two in-lude material from two Arya hapters, while twelve hapters were newly written. See Tables I andII. The sixteen hapters that orrespond to Arya hapters may be plaed in two ategories: (1) thosethat are made up entirely of Arya material, revised and enlarged; (2) those that are made up partlyof revised Arya material and partly of new material. The newly written hapters stand apart as aseparate ategory (3). (In Tables I and II these three ategories are indiated by supersript numbers1, 2 and 3.) The hapters falling in eah of these ategories will be onsidered separately.1It is interesting to note that this revision work was less extensive than the unused pre-1939 revision work referredto above. 414



29.2.1 Revised Arya ChaptersTwelve hapters in the revised edition orrespond to hapters in the Arya, namely revised haptersIII, IV, VII, VIII, IX, XI, XII, XIII, XVII, XVIII, XIX and XX. Sri Aurobindo began work onthese hapters by writing orretions and additions, some of them lengthy, on pages from the Arya.Oasionally he deleted paragraphs, longer passages or entire pages. One he had ompleted ahapter, he gave it to his seretary for typing. When he got the typesript bak, he made furtherrevisions, partiularly to passages that had been heavily revised or newly written during the earlierstage. The �nal manusript of ertain hapters that had reeived little revision was typed diretlyfrom the �rst revised typesript. In other ases, one or more intermediate typesripts were preparedand revised before the �nal form was reahed.Of the twelve hapters under onsideration, III, VIII and IX are the least revised; IV, VII, XI,XII, XIII, XVII, XIX and XX are quite heavily revised, though they still follow the general strutureof the orresponding Arya hapters; and XVIII is so thoroughly revised that it may be onsidered tobe pratially rewritten.29.2.2 Partly New ChaptersFour hapters in the revised edition, XV, XVI, XXI and XXII, onsist of a ombination of materialfrom the Arya, revised in the manner desribed above, and entirely new material omposed in themanner desribed below. The mode of ombination di�ers from ase to ase. Chapters XVI andXXII eah started as a single Arya hapter, to whih was added an approximately equal amount ofnew material in suh a way that the original struture of the hapter was preserved to a great extent.Chapters XV and XXI were omposed of revised passages from a single Arya hapter (in the �rstase) or two Arya hapters (in the seond ase), whih were ombined with newly written materialin suh a way that the Arya material was absorbed in the new struture. The revision of the Aryaportions of Chapter XXI was so extensive, and their integration with the new material so thorough,that it may almost be onsidered a new hapter.29.2.3 New ChaptersTwelve hapters in the revised version are, from the point of view of omposition, entirely new. Thesenew hapters are I, II, V, VI, X, XIV and the last six: XXIII to XXVIII. Sri Aurobindo wrote the�rst drafts on loose sheets of bond paper. His handwriting ows on with little sign of hesitation;there are few anellations and hardly any rewording of sentenes. At times, however, he anelledand rewrote whole passages, or left o� work and reommened on a di�erent sheet of paper. Often heproeeded fairly ontinuously from the beginning of the hapter to the end. In other ases, however,he wrote and revised two or more parts of a hapter separately and then ombined them, or elsewrote and revised a draft and then integrated it in a longer draft that widened the sope of thehapter. One a hapter had reahed its full extent, it was typed for further revision. At this point,he often introdued stylisti hanges, as well as new ideas. The proess of typing and revision wasgenerally repeated two or three times.The twelve new hapters appear to have been written from srath without any diret refereneto material in the Arya. It is worth noting, however, that some new hapters have titles very similarto those of Arya hapters, and deal with similar themes. The learest of suh orrespondenesare between new Chapter XXIII, \Man and the Evolution", and Arya Chapter XXXVI, \Man andthe Evolutionary Movement"; and between new Chapter XXVII, \The Gnosti Being", and AryaChapters LI and LII, \The Neessity of the Gnosti Being" and \The Spiritual Gnosti Being". Whensetting aside Arya Chapter XL, \The Fundamental Charater of the Ignorane", Sri Aurobindo wrote415



a note to his seretary indiating that it was to be replaed by a new hapter (later expanded intotwo hapters, V and VI). But in all these ases, the new hapters do not have any obvious verbalrelationship to the ones they replaed.
29.3 MottoesAll hapters of the revised edition of The Life Divine have, below the title, translated quotationsfrom the Vedas, Upanishads, Bhagavad Gita and other Sanskrit texts. Sri Aurobindo alled thesequotations \mottoes". The mottoes for the hapters making up Volume I (Book One) are for themost part the same as those that had appeared in the orresponding Arya hapters. Of the haptersmaking up Volume II (Book Two), only VII, IX, XVI and XVIII retain mottoes that had appearedin the Arya. All the other mottoes in Volume II were seleted by Sri Aurobindo from a olletionprepared for the purpose by A. B. Purani. Sri Aurobindo hose texts from Purani's olletion andtranslated them into English.
29.4 Printing history after 1940A seond edition of \Volume I", lightly revised by the author, was published by the Arya PublishingHouse in 1943. A seond edition of \Volume II" was brought out (in one physial volume) by thesame publisher in 1944. A third edition of \Volume I" ame out in 1947.In 1955, a fourth Indian edition of The Life Divine was published by the Sri Aurobindo Inter-national Centre of Eduation in one physial volume. This edition was reprinted in 1960. A �fthedition was brought out in 1970 by the Sri Aurobindo Ashram as part of the Sri Aurobindo BirthCentenary Library. This edition was reprinted twelve times between 1970 and 1997, sometimes in twoand sometimes in one physial volume. In the impressions of 1977 and 1980, the editors introdueda few orretions of obvious typographial and other errors. The impression of 1982 inorporatedseveral revisions that Sri Aurobindo had made in his opy of the �rst edition, whih had only reentlyome to light. In 2001 a sixth edition, based on the �fth edition but freshly typeset and with a newpagination, was published by the Sri Aurobindo Ashram.A one-volume edition of The Life Divine was brought out by the Sri Aurobindo Library, NewYork, in 1949. In this �rst Amerian edition the two \Volumes" were alled \Books". (This hangeof the name of the primary strutural division of The Life Divine was adopted in the �fth Indianedition and retained in all subsequent editions inluding the present one.) This edition was reprintedin 1951 and 1965. A seond Amerian edition was published by the Lotus Light Press in 1990. Thisedition was reprinted in 1994 and 2000.
29.5 The present editionThe present, seventh, Indian edition is issued as volumes 21 and 22 of THE COMPLETE WORKSOF SRI AUROBINDO. The text has been heked against all editions published before 1950 and,when neessary, the original manusripts. 416



29.6 Chapters in Arya and 1940 editionTABLE I. Chapters XXVIII - LIII in the Arya withorresponding hapters in the 1940 edition of Book TwoCh. no. Ch. no.in Arya Title in Arya in 1940XXVIII The Knowledge and the Ignorane VII1XXIX Memory, Self-Consiousness and the Ignorane VIII1XXX Memory, Ego and Self-Experiene IX1XXXI The Boundaries of the Ignorane XI1XXXII The Integral Knowledge XV2XXXIII The Progress to Knowledge XVII1XXXIV Knowledge and Immortality -XXXV,1-2 The Eternal and the Individual III1XXXVI Man and the Evolutionary Movement -XXXVII,1-2 From the Undivine to the Divine IV1XXXVIII The Asent and its Downward Eye XVIII1XXXIX The Asent out of the Ignorane XIX1XL The Fundamental Charater of the Ignorane -XLI The Origin of the Ignorane XII1TABLE I. Chapters XXVIII - LIII in the Arya withorresponding hapters in the 1940 edition of Book TwoCh. no. Ch. no.in Arya Title in Arya in 1940XLII Exlusive Conentration of Tapas XIII1XLIII The Order of the Worlds XXI2XLIV Rebirth XX1XLVI [si℄ The Philosophy of Rebirth XX1XLVII Rebirth and Other Worlds XXI2, XXII2XLVIII The Crown of Rebirth -XLIX The Metaphysial Basis of the Divine Life -L The Four Theories of Existene XVI2LI The Neessity of the Gnosti Being -LII The Spiritual Gnosti Being -LIII Conlusion -
1 Revised form of a hapter originally published in the Arya.2 Chapter omprising revised Arya material as well as new material.3 Entirely new hapter. 417



TABLE II. Chapters in the 1940 edition of Book Twowith orresponding Arya haptersCh. no. Ch. no.in 1940 Title in 1940 in AryaI3 Indeterminates, Cosmi Determinations and theIndeterminable -II3 Brahman, Purusha, Ishwara - Maya, Prakriti,Shakti -III1 The Eternal and the Individual XXXVIV1 The Divine and the Undivine XXXVIIV3 The Cosmi Illusion; Mind, Dream and Halluina-tion -VI3 Reality and the Cosmi Illusion -VII1 The Knowledge and the Ignorane XXVIIIVIII1 Memory, Self-Consiousness and the Ignorane XXIXIX1 Memory, Ego and Self-Experiene XXXX3 Knowledge by Identity and Separative Knowledge -XI1 The Boundaries of the Ignorane XXXIXII1 The Origin of the Ignorane XLIXIII1 Exlusive Conentration of Consiousness-Foreand the Ignorane XLIIXIV3 The Origin and Remedy of Falsehood, Error,Wrong and Evil -TABLE II. Chapters in the 1940 edition of Book Twowith orresponding Arya haptersCh. no. Ch. no.in 1940 Title in 1940 in AryaXV2 Reality and the Integral Knowledge XXXIIXVI2 The Integral Knowledge and the Aim of Life; FourTheories of Existene LXVII1 The Progress to Knowledge - God, Man and Na-ture XXXIIIXVIII1 The Evolutionary Proess - Asent and Integration XXXVIIIXIX1 Out of the Sevenfold Ignorane towards the Sev-enfold Knowledge XXXIXXX1 The Philosophy of Rebirth XLIV & XLVIXXI2 The Order of the Worlds XLIII & XLVIIXXII2 Rebirth and Other Worlds; Karma, the Soul andImmortality XLVIIXXIII3 Man and the Evolution -XXIV3 The Evolution of the Spiritual Man -XXV3 The Triple Transformation -XXVI3 The Asent towards Supermind -XXVII3 The Gnosti Being -XXVIII3 The Divine Life -418



1 Revised form of a hapter originally published in the Arya.2 Chapter omprising revised Arya material as well as new material.3 Entirely new hapter.
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